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SOUTHERN PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW .

NUMBER I.

JULY, MDCCCLV.

ARTICLE I.

FURTHER OBJECTIONS TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY

ANSWERED .

A consideration of the Heathen Doctrine of the Trinity ,

the opinions of the ancient Jews, and the almost uni

versal testimony of the Christian world , both ancient

and modern .

We have now endeavoured to meet fairly , fully and

candidly, the objections offered as presumptive argu

ments against the doctrine of the Trinity.

There is, however, one other objection that occurs to

ourminds, andwhich may deserve a passing notice. It

has been said that if this doctrine of the Trinity is so

essential, and so practically importantas we allege, it

would have been revealed as clearly in the Old Testa

ment as in the New . To this objection wewould reply ,

first, that the objection admits that the doctrine of the

Trinity is taught clearly in the New Testament. But, if

the doctrine of the Trinity is clearly revealed, as true, in

the New Testament, then to all who receive it as con

taining the doctrine taught by Christ and his apostles, it

becomes fundamental, and vitally essential, whatever

may have been the degree in which it was revealed to

believers under the Old Testament. But, in the second

place, we reply, that the doctrines of a future life, of the

resurrection of the dead, of the nature of everlasting life,

of the mercy of God, the way of acceptance with him ,

and the principle of obedience, not to mention others,

are , on all hands, admitted to be of fundamental and

Vol. IX . — No. 1.



Presumptive Arguments for [July,

practical importance, and among “ the first principles of

the oracles of God ," and yet these are far more clearly

and fully revealed in the New than in the Old Testa

ment. And it is therefore only in accordance with the

progressive character of God 's revelation that the doc

trine of the Trinity should be more distinctly revealed

in the New , than in the Old Testament. But, thirdly,

we affirm that there is more in the Old Testament to

lead to the belief of a plurality in the DivineGodhead ,

than there is to regard thatGodbead as a simple and

'absolute personal unity ; and as this plurality is limited

to themention of the invisible Jebovah , — the visible,

Jehovah, the God of Israel — and the Holy Spirit, we

have in the Old Testament a sufficient revelation of the

doctrine of the Trinity.

We now proceed however, to remark, that in coming

to the investigation of Scripture as to the doctrine of the

Tripity, we are not only relieved from all presumptive

objections against it, but are assisted by a presumptive

argument in its favour, which , to our minds, bas no

small importance in rendering it probable that the Trin

ity is a doctrine of divine revelation .

" It is admitted by both parties in this controversy,that

the doctrine of the Trinity of the Godhead is infinitely

above, and beyond, the comprehension , or the discovery,

of reason . The very fact, therefore, that a doctrine so

remote from the ordinary conceptions of reason should

exist, and should bave existed always in some form , is

a presumption that the human inind was, originally , led

to such a conception by a direct revelation from Heaven .

The UNIVERSALITY with which this belief, in some form

has been held , is a powerful confirmation of the opinion

that the origin of this doctrine must be referred to a

pritnitive and common revelation , since , as is admitted ,

and even urgently advanced by our opponents, it is not

a doctrine wbich could naturally suggest itself to the

human mind. It would require a volume to contain the

evidence of the actual existence of the doctrine of a Trin

ity, in some form or other, among almost every nation

of the earth . Volumes have been written upon this sub

ject containing proof of the belief in a Trinity - a tri

ad of supreme and co -equal deities — in Hindostan - in
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Gospodabylo

poastera

paterbole in the
desced as one od con

Chaldea - in Persia - in Scythia , comprehending Thibet,

Tartary, and Siberia, - in China - in Egypt - among the

Greeks - among the Greek philosophers who had visited

Chaldea, Persia , India , and Egypt, and who taught the

doctrine of the Trinity after their return to Greece

among the Romans - among the Germans — and among

the ancient Americans.

The truth of this fact it might be necessary to estab

lish by full and explicit evidence, were it not fully ad

mitted by Unitarian writers who base upon it, an argu

ment for the beathen origin of the doctrine. A consid

erable portion , for instance, of Dr. Beard' s recent work

entitled Historical Illustrations of the Trinity * is occu

pied with the presentation of evidence that “ a divine

triplicity was common in the heathen world prior to the

Gospel ofChrist.” Hegives proof of its existence among

the Babylonians, the Phænicians, the Persians, and in

India . Zoroaster, he quotes as declaring in so many

words, that “ the paternal monad (or the Diety) gener

ates too , and in the whole world shines the triad over

which the monad rules." In the most ancient of all

mythologies, that of Egypt, “ as described by authors

who lived before the Christian era, and as set forth on

the walls of the temples in wbich its ritual of worship

Wäs performed , it was taught to the initiated , and con

cealed from the vulgar, that God created all things at

the first; iby the prinary emanation from himself, bis

first-born , who 'was the author and giver of all wisdom ,

and of all knowledge, in heaven and in earth , being at

the same time the wisdom and the word of God. The

birth of this great and all-powerful being, bis manifesta

tion as an infant, bis nature and education through the

succeeding periods of childhood and of boyhood, consti

tuted the grand mystery of the entire system .” The

idea of a divine trinity , then , more or less distinctly out

lived in other Eastern systems of religion , appears in

that of Egypt fully and definitely formed, and inay in

consequence, says Dr. Beard , be legitimately considered

as the immediate parent of the modern doctrine.

* Hist, and Artistic Ni. of the Trinity from Lond. 1846. The works of

this writer are in great repute among American Unitarians,

+ Dr. Beard , pp. 19, 20, 21.
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Dr. Beard quotes as an ancient proverb the declara

tion “ every THREE is perfect." Servius, in bis Commen

tary on Virgil's 8th Eclogue says, “ they assign the per

fect number three to the highest God , from whom is the

beginning, middle , and end.” Triplicity was, therefore ,

found in those things which were held to be mirrors of

the Divine essence. And Plutarch (de Iside 56 ,) ex

pressly says, the better and diviner nature consists of

the three."

Servius remarks that “ the distinctive attributes of

nearly all the gods are represented by the number

three. The thunderbolt of Jupiter is cleft in three ; the

trident of Neptune is three- forked ; Pluto's dog is three

headed ; so are the Furies. The Muses aleo , are three

times three.” Aurelius, according to Proclus, (in Tim .

ii. 93,) says, “ the Demiurge or Creator is triple, and

the three intellects are the three kings, - he who exists ,

he who possesses, he who beholds. And these are dif

ferent. *

And we learn further, that there existed and was fa

miliar to the heathen mind the idea of a sav pwroo , The

anthropos, or GOD-MAN . T .

It follows from what is thus admitted by this learned

Unitarian, first, that the absolute ,metaphysical, or per

sonal unity of God for which Unitarians contend, never

was the doctrineof human reason, or of human religion ;

and secondly , that in all ancient religions we find the

evidence of an original doctrine of a Trinity.

As to the Romans, " the joint worship of Jupiter, Ju

no, and Minerva, - the Triad of the Roman Capitol,

is, (says Bishop Horsley,) traced to that of the THREE

MIGHTY ONES in Sarnothrace ; which was established in

that island , at what precise time it is impossible to de

terinine, but earlier, if Eusebiusmay be credited , than

the days of Abraham .” + The notion , therefore, of a

Trinity, more or less removed from the purity of the

Christian faith , is found to have been a leading princi

ple in all the ancient schools of philosophy, and in the

religions of almost all nations; and traces of an early

popular belief of it, appear even in the abominable rites

or
lesand to bea bit

philofaces of ab

* Dr. Beard, p. 4. + Dr. Beard, p. 27. Horsley's Tracte, p. 49.
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of idolatrous worship. In regard to Plato , it is well

known that he largely discoursed of a divine Trinity ;

the three componentmembers of which are, (says Bishop

Horsley, * ) " more strictly speaking, one, than anything

in nature, of which unity may be predicated . No one

of them can be supposed without the other two. The

second and third being, the first is necessarily supposed ;

and the first ayafov, (agathon ) being, the second and third ,

vous, (nous) and tuxn, (psyche) must come forth . Con

cerning their equality , I will not say that the Platonists

have spoken with the same accuracy which the Chris

tian Fathers use ; but they include the three principles

in the Divine nature, in the so slov, (to theion ) and this

notion implies the same equality which we maintain ."

“ In the opinions of the Pagan Platonists, and other

wise men," adds Bishop Horsley , t " we have in some

degree an experimental proof, that this abstruse doctrine

cannot be the absurdity ,which it seems to those who mis

understand it. Would Plato, would Porphyry , would

even Plotinus, have believed the miracles of Mahomet,

or the doctrine of transubstantiation ? But they all be

lieved a doctrine which so far at least, resembles the

Nicene, as to be loaded with the same, or greater objec

tions.” '

" God is but One ; who holds a Trinity ,

Believes in that which is not, cannot be,

For Three in One's impossibility.”

Thus speaks the “ Christian ” of Socinus' brood.

What said the very heathen ? “ There are Three

Who are One God," quoth Plato , “ th ' only Good ,

TheWord, the Spirit.” Nay, the Pagan rude

In Scythian wilds, less stormy than his mind,

Who hoped from foemen 's skulls to quaff Heaven'smead,

Believed oneGod, from whom all things proceed ,

And yet declared ThreěGods had made mankind,

Each giving his own blessing. Shame, oh Shame!

That men should ape the Christian 's heavenly name,

And yet be darker than the heathen blind !

Such then , are THE FACTS in this case. What infer

ence, then , are we to make from these admitted facts,

proving, as they do, the universal belief of the doctrine

of a Trinity . If reason,” says Bishop Horsley, " was

* Tracts, p. 247. Horsley's Trácts, p. 77. + Ib ., p. 49.
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insufficient for this great discovery , what could be the

means of information , but what the Platonists them

selves assign ." " A theology delivered from the gods,"

i. e , a revelation . This is the accountwhich Platonists ,

who were no Christians, have given of the origin of their

master's doctrine. But, from what revelation could they

derive their information , who lived before the Christian ,

and had no light from theMosaic Scriptures ? Their in

formation could be only drawn from traditions founded

upon earlier revelations ; from scattered fragments of the

ancient patriarchal creed ; that creed which was univer

sal before the defection of the first idolaters, which the

corruptions of Idolatry, gross and enormous as they were,

could never totally obliterate. Thus the doctrine of the

Trinity is rather confirmed than discredited by the suf

frage of the heathen sages ; since the resemblance of

the Christian faith and the Pagan philosophy in this ar

ticle, when fairly interpreted , appears to be nothing less

than the consent of the latest and the earliest revela

tions. " *

That this universal belief in A Trinity is to be traced

to an original revelation is , however, proved not only by

the incapacity of reason to discover such a doctrine, and

its reluctance to receive it when discovered , and by the

equally universal reference of it to an original divine

revelation , but also by the fact that it is only in the very

earliest and purest traditions and theologies that this

doctrine exists in any degree of clearness. As human

reason was developed the doctrine became obscured ,

and was either hidden from public knowledge, or trans

formed into a mere intellectual refinement. Dr. Min

chola in his Treatise on Vaticination § 4, speaking of

the experiences of all nations as a proof of the rationali

ty ofeven supra-rational doctrines says : “ Here wemeet,

in the first place, the mysterious number " three,” in all

the religious systems of antiquity, and even where such

systems are not, and were not, existing, the number of

the highest gods have so frequently been found to coin

cide with “ the number three," e. g. the Laplanders, the

Finns, the Germans, the South Sea Islanders, the an

* Tracts, p. 50.
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cient Mexicans, and others, that this phenomenon can

not be considered as an accidental one. The ancient

philosophical systems were likewise based upon this

mysterious number, e . g . those of Orpheus, Pythagoras,

Plato , the very ancient Chinese philosopher, Laodhoë,

in later times, that of Aurelius, (Suidas sub voce,) of the

Jew Philo , of themodern Platonists and the Cabbalists ,

so that we can only say that the mystery of the Divine

Trinity has found its wonderful mystic harmony, from

the beginning of the world , among all zones and nations.

However, the fountain from wbicb this mystery has

flowed, can have been no other but “ the Lord ." i. e. the

first revelations ofGod to man ."

To use the language of a recent poet who has ably

written on this subject :*

Gross as was the darkness on man's mind,

And wild as were his hopeless wanderings,

Tradition , if 'tis fairly followed out

In every quarter of the world , will show

That man's progenitors in early times

Worshipp'd and own'd a triune Deity.

Chaldea, China, Egypt, India ,

Greece, Persia , Scythia, Scandinavia, Rome,

Britain , and all those late discover'd realms,

Named from Americus, with one accord

[ To all who trace their superstitions up

Ūnto the Fountain -head ) proclaim aloud

That, through the darkness of the human mind,

Their polytheism was derived thence ;

And every system of Idolatry

First rose from worship of the Living God ,

When man, to fancy giving up the reins,

Began to substitute philosophy

For the plain lessons which his Maker gave ;

And shew that all their best and wisest men

Beheld the great First-Cause as three in one.

When, at th ' Eternal's high command, the floods

Subsided, and the earth , long drench'd in tears

Ofpenitence for sin , brighten'd once more

Her wave-wash'd features to a joyous smile,

The patriarch Noah unto all his race,

Whilst he abode a pilgrim on the earth ,

Made known the nature of a Deity.

To China, Ham the knowledge carried forth,

[Himself the founder of that ancient state, ]

Where, till the days of the Confucius,

They , as a triune spirit worshipp'd God ;

Ragg 's Poem on the Deity, pp . 125 -127 .
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And in their sanctuaries hymn'd His praise,

Without an image or a symbol there.

Chaldea 's region, chief abiding place

Of Shem , of all the post-diluvian world,

Was probably the earliest peopled land,

Whence the surrounding nations all derived

Their knowledge of the arts and sciences;

And her great Zoroaster , first of those

Who, from the hillock of philosophy,

Dar'd lift their eyes to the Eternal One,

To his disciples in plain terms declar'd

That “ The Paternal Monad amplifies

Itself, and generates a Duality,

Which by theMonad sits, and shining forth

With intellectual beams, o'er all things rules,

For Deity in Triad shines throughout

The world, of which a Monad is the head ;"

Which Triad, Virtue, Wisdom , Truth , he styled.

Losing its clearness still, on either hand

Thence rolld the stream of sacred doctrine forth

To Indostan and Persia ; varying oft

In breath and depth , but ever bearing signs

Of that all-glorious Fountain whence it flow 'd ;

And Brahma, Vismu, and Siva here,

There Oromasdes, Mithra, Ahriman,

Shew forth corruptions of th' Eternal Three.

Through middle Asia , more or less corrupt,

With Shem 's and Ham 's remaining progeny

The doctrine spread ; and unto Egypt borne

By Taut, Phoenicia's early emigrant,

Upon the fertile banks of Nile, we view

The same great Triad in another form ,

(Not deeply darken'd yet, though not so clear

As in His primal loveliness reveal' d

In persons of Osiris, Cneph, and Phtha." *

* For the testimonies of the heathen to the doctrines of a Trinity, see

Professor Kidd's Essay on the Trinity : Maurice's Indian Antiquities, vol.

iv., ch . 2, 3 and 4 : Dr. Hales on the Trinity, vol. ii., p . 266 - 285 : Simp

son 's Plea for the Divinity of Jesus, p . 432-456 : Kidder's Demonstration

of the Messiah : Cudworth's Intellectual System : Pritchard's Egypt, p .

295 : Faber's History of Idolatry, vol. iii., pp. 111, & c., 611, 616, 617 :

Work on Egypt, by London Tract Society , p . 136, & c. Newman's Histo

ry of Arianism in the 4th Century, p . 100 : Poole's Horæ Egyptiacæ , p.

204-206 : Gale's Court of the Gentiles, vol. iv., p . 306, and vol. i., ch. 2,

p . 68 : Smith's Testimony to the Messiah, vol. ií., p . 420 : Morris's Prose

Essay on the Hindus, pp. 165 , 365, and notes, p. 391 : Spencer de Leg .

Hebrae., Lib . iii ., Diss. 5 ., ch , 3 : Hutchinson 's Trinity of the Gentiles and

Moses, Linc. Hey's. Lectures on Div ., B . iv., Art. 1, $ 1., vol. i., p. 486, 2

vol. ad. See however , particularly , Ancient Fragments, with an Introd.

Dissert., and an Inq. into the Trinity of the Ancients, by Isaac Preston

Cory, 2d Ed., Lond., Pickering, 1832, which contains all the evidence

from which to form our opinion.

This argument is also pursued at length , by Chevalier Ramsay, in

his Princ. of Nat. and Rey, Rel., ed. Glasgow , 1748, vol. i., p. 97, and
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Before leaving this presumptive argument, we will of

fer three remarks in confirmation of it :

In the first place, we would wish it to be distinctly

Dr. Beard and other Unitarian and infidel writers, in

thinking that the heathen triads are similar to the Chris

tian Trinity , or conld by any force of imagination have

been transmuted into it. Many learned and able wri

ters, who have perceived in the heathen triads the cor

ruption of a primitive revelation of the Trinity, have

nevertheless pointed out their manifest and essential

dissimilarity to it.*

On this subject there is , therefore, a safe and middle

way to be pursued . We are not, with Bishop Horsley,

to attempt to construct out of the heathen triads a clear

threefold personal distinction co -existing in one essential

Godhead or nature, nor are we, on the other hand, to

reject themanifest and indisputable analogy which they

present to the doctrine of the Trinity. This analogy is

as great in regard to this doctrine as it is to that of sacri

fice and other firmly revealed and divinely authorised

truths, and so great as to be altogether inexplicable , ex

cept upon the supposition , that like then, it is the cor

ruption of a primitive revealed truth . t .

vol. ii. See also, Vossines, Huct, Kurber, Thomassin, Stanley and Pur

chas. Ramsay regards all the Pagan triads as variations of one common

original faith, and the Chinese and Egyptian triads as going beyond and

being independent of the Mosaic records.

See also , note A , being an Analysis and Historical account of the Pa

gan Triads, p . 560, vol. viii, of So. Pres. Review .

* See Gale, vol. iv., p . 383 : Cudworth, B . i., c. 4, § 34 and 35, and par

ticularly Faber, as above, and in the pages following

+ " Much , (såys Mr. Cory,) in his very learned work, (Anct. Frag .

ments of the Phænician , Chaldean , and other writers, with Dissert. and

Ing . into the Trinity of the Ancients, Lond. 1832, Pickering, ) as has been

said upon the Platonic trinity , Imust confess that I can find fewer traces

of that doctrine in the writings of Plato, than of his less refined prede

cessors, the Mythologists. I have given such extracts as appear to me to

relate to the subject, together with a fragmentof Amelius , which express

ly mentions the three kings of Plato as identical with the Orphic Trini

ty . Dr. Morgan, in his Essay upon the subject, satisfactorily refutes the

notion, that Plato regarded the Logosas the second person of the Trinity ;

and upon this refutation he denies that Plato held the doctrine at all ,

more particularly, as from the time of Plato to that of Ammonius Saccas,

in the third century, no disciple of his school seems to have been aware

that such a doctrine was contained in his writings. Perhaps, however,

wemay trace some obscure allusions to it in the beginning of the second
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Our object in the presentation of this presumptive ar

gument in favour of the Trinity bas, therefore, been two

fold . First, to repel the a priori objection to this doc

trine founded upon its alleged unreasonableness and

contrariety to the general conceptions of mankind, and

secondly, to prove that as the doctrine is one evidently

above, and beyond, and contrary to, the natural concep

tions of uninstructed reason , it must be traced to the

source to which the Fathers and ancient philosophers

themselves traced it, that is, to an originally divine reve

lation . “ We may reasonably conclude," says Cud

worth, “ that which Proclus assented to of this Trinity,

as it was contained in the Chaldaic Oracles to be true,

that it was at first a Theology of divine tradition or reve

lation , or a divine Cabbala , viz : amongst the Hebrews

first, and from them afterwards communicated to the

Egyptians and other nations." *

The understanding of man can never be more grossly

insulted than when Infidelity labours to persuade us, that

a truth so awfully sublime as that at present under con

sideration , could ever be the offspring of human inven

tion :nor can history bemore violated than when it traces

the origin of this doctrine to the schools of Greece.

Equally above the boldest flight of human genins to in

vent, as beyond the most extended limit of human in

tellect fully to comprehend, is the profound mystery of

the ever blessed Trinity. t

We remark then, in the second place, that the very

earliest manifestations of the Deity to unfallen , and to

fallen man , give proof thatGod was then known, not as

hypothesis of the Parmenides, and in the passages which I have given ,

(though in the latter the doctrines appear rather to refer to the Monad

and Duad, than to the genuine Trinity of the ancients.) So far from any

such doctrine being maintained by the Pythagoreans, or in the Academy,

we find only such vague allusions as might be expected among philoso

phers who reverenced an ancient tradition, and were willing after they

had lost the substance, to find something to which they might attach the

shadow . “ The Christian Trinity is not a Trinity of principles, like that

of the Persian philosophers; it does not consist of mere logical notions,

and'inadequate conceptions of Deity, like that of Plato ; but it is a Trinity

of subsistences, or persons, joined by an indissoluble union ."

* B . i., c. 1, $ 35, quoted by Gale in Court of Gentiles, vol. iii., p. 386,

and see also, vol. i., p . 8 , ch . 2 .

Maurice Ind. Antiq ., vol. iv., pp. 39, 40.
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a personalunity but as a Trinity . God, we are every

where taught in the Scriptures, is absolutely invisible to

mortal eyes , and as a fact, never has been visible, “ no

man having seen ," or being able to see “ God at any

time." * The Jehovah therefore, who is everywhere vi

sible to men, who appears to them and converses with

them , cannot be Jehovah the Father, but must be Jeho

vah the son .

We find however, in addition to this primitive revela

tion of a visible Jehovah, - and of a plural deity who is

also called Jehovab , - distinct mention made of “ THE

SPIRIT OF God moving on the face of the waters,” which

SPIRIT we are told, would “ not always strive with the

children of men .” + And thus we are led to the belief

that a knowledge of a trinity of persons in the divine

unity was the primitive revelation made of himself by

God toman, and “ that the universal traditionary beliefs

in this doctrine are the fossil remains of that primitive

revelation.”

The third remark , on which we wish to dwell at some

length before leaving this point is , that even should it

be denied that this universal belief in the doctrine of a

Trinity is the traditionary form of a primitive revelation ,

it does not follow that the Christian doctrine originated

as Dr. Beard and Unitarians generally, - - following Vol

taire , Volney , Gibbon, and other infidels,* — affirm , in

Pagan and idolatrous superstition . For, as we have al

ready seen in part, and will further bereafter shew , there

are sufficient grounds to believe that this doctrine of the

Trinity is the doctrine of the Old as well as of the New

Testament, and of the ancient Jews as well as of the

primitive Christians, and thus we are again brought to

the conclusion that the doctrine of a Trinity is found to

exist among all nations, must have been derived from

the Hebrew Scriptures and people , or from a primitive

and common revelation , and not from Pagan philosophy ,

And to suppose that mankind so universally, and in

many cases so clearly, arrived at the separate and inde

* See numerous passages to this effect.

See numerous similar passages.

See Voltaire's Works, vol. 24 , 26 , 27, and Gibbon Hist. of Decl. and

Fall, vol. ii., 4 to p . 227.
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pendent belief of some kind of Trinity in unity, is at

once to abandon the whole foundation on which opposi

tion to this doctrine rests , and to admit that instead of

being irrational, contradictory, absurd , and incredible ,

the doctrine of the Trinity, and not thedoctrine of a per

sonal unity of the Godhead, is the resnlt to which hu

man reason has been universally brought by its own

convictions. And if this is so, then that revelation

should teach clearly, authoritatively and universally,

what reason only taught obscurely, unauthoritatively

and to the initiated and philosophic few , is in perfect

accordance with the teachings of revelation , on the sub

jects of future life, immortality, and many other doc

trines, such as the existence of angels. *

The historical fact that the doctrine of a Trinity is

found embodied in all the most ancient forms of religion

the world over, must be explained in some way. The

hypotheses by which this fact can possibly be explained,

are, however, very few .

By collecting all the evidence that can be bad, and

examining separately, and excluding successively every

hypothesis which shall be found inconsistent with the

admitted and undeniable facts , we may contract the cir

cle of conjecture till but one hypothesis is left ; which

one must be the truth , and is thus negatively rendered

matter of demonstration .

Now , Mr. Faber, in his admirable work on the Pagan

Idolatry, has collected and separately examined all the

different systems of the Heathen Mythology; and has

shown that there is such a singular, minute and regular

accordance among them , not only in what is obvious and

natural, but also in what is arbitrary and circumstan

tial, both in fanciful speculations and in artificial ob .

servances, so as to render untenable every other hypo

thesis than this , — that they must all have arisen from

some common source .

· Having thus shewn their common origin , he enume.

rates three hypotheses, 'as the only three on which, ho

conceives, the common origination of the various sys

tems of Paganism can be accounted for :

* See Horsley's Tracts, p. 45-50, and also Tholuck, as Note B .
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I. Either all nations agreed to borrow from one, sub

sequent to their several settlements :

II . Or all nations, subsequent to their several settle

ments, were compelled by arms to adopt the supersti

tion of one :

· III. Or, all nations were once assembled together in

a single place and in a single community, where they

adopted à corrupt form of religion , which they after

wardsrespectively carried with them into the lands that

they colonized .

After examining, and shewing the utter impossibility

of maintaining either the first or the second of these by

potheses, he concludes thatthe third only can be the truth.

May we not, therefore , as Dr. Cudworth remarks,

adore the wonderful providence of God, who so ordered

that this doctrine of a Trinity should have been general

ly retained in the heathen world , and received by their

wisest philosophers. “ Whereas," says the learned wri

ter, bold and conceited wits , precipitantly condemning

the doctrine of the Trinity for nonsense, absolute repug

nancy to human faculties, and impossibility , have there

upon, some of them , quite shaken off Christianity , and

all revealed religion professing only Theism , others have

frustrated the design thereofby paganizing it into crea

ture worship or Idolatry ; this ignorant and conceited

confidence of both may be retunded and confuted from

bence, because the most ingenious and acute of all the

Pagan philosophers, the Platonists and Pythagoreans,

who had no bias at all upon them , nor any Scripture ,

(which might seem to impose upon their faculties,) but

followed the free sentiments and dictates of their own

minds, did , notwithstanding, not only entertain this Tri

nity of divine hypostases eternal and uncreated , but

were also fond of the hypothesis, and made it a main

fundamental of their theology.* The latter Platonists

and unbelieving Jews were, therefore, led, as this au

thor points out, to adulterate the Cabbala and the gen

uine doctrine of Plato , in order to weaken their evidence

in favour of the reasonableness of the doctrine of the

Trinity .

* See also remarks to the same effect in Stillingfleet on the Trinity, pp:

216, 217. See also Note A .
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This conclusion however, that the Pagan doctrine of

triads originated in a pritnitive revelation , though to

ourminds irresistably strong, is very far from being ad

mitted by our opponents. There was a time when the

policy pursued was to deny the existence of any other

than an imaginary resemblance between the Pagan and

Christian triads: " Thus have I given,” says Dr. Priest

ly, “ the best view that I have been able to collect of

every thing that can be supposed to constitute the Trini

ty of Plato, from his own writings : without finding in

them any resemblance to the Christian Trinity, or in

deed to any proper personification of the Divine Logos,

which has been made the Becond person ivit. * *

The discovery however, tias now been made, that the

Christian doctrine of the Trinity was first introduced

into the Christian system by certain of the early fathers,

who, by their too great fondness for the philosophical

learning of Gentilism , corrupted Christianity, in respect

to the tenets of Christ's godhead and the Trinity , Justin

Martyr being commonly set down as the ringleader of

the innovators. The other Fathers chiefly implicated in

this serious charge, are Ireneus, Athenagoras, Tertullian ,

and Clement of Alexandria . The opportunity being thus

afforded for imputing to the doctrine ofthe Trinity a Pa

gan origin and character , the heathen triads were bence

forward acknowledged to be, not only essentially analo

gous to , but the very sources and origin ofthe Christian

doctrine.

Such is the hypothesis. Is there then , we would ask ,

any foundation for this assertion in the writings of these

Fathers? If indebted for such important truth to the

Gentile philosophers, to whose works they had been de

votedly attached , wemay expect to hear them speak of

them with gratitude and praise. If, however , on the

contrary, we find them in the face of all the sbame, re

proach and persecution to which their belief of this doc

trine subjected them ; if we find them treating these

* Hist. of Early Opin. Book i., ch. 6 : Works. vol. 6, p. 164. “ A simi

lar statement occurs also , in Dr. Priestley's Letters to Bishop Horsley.

As to the Trinity of Plato, (sayshe, ) it was certainly a thing very unlike

your Athanasian doctrine. For, it was never imagined that the three

component members of that Trinity were, either equal to each other, or

(strictly speaking) one."

"
ue .
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philosophers with contempt, and tracing up their views

to the Hebrew Scriptures, as the only pure foundations

of primitive revelation , then we may feel assured that

this hypothesis is gratuitous ; unwarranted by the facts ,

and framed only as a subterfuge from the overwhelming

power of the universal belief of this doctrine by the Fa

thers, as a proof of the primitive revelation of the doc

trine of the Trinity.

Let us, then, hear what Justin Martyr says, “ You will

adduce,” says he to the Greeks, “ the wise men and the

philosophers : for to these, as to a strong hold , you are

wont to make your escape, whenever concerning the

Gods, any twits you with the opinion of the poets.

Wherefore, since it is fitting to begin with the first and

the most ancient, coinmencing with them I will shew :

that the speculation of each philosopher is still more ri

diculous than even the theology of the poets .* He then

proceeds in regular succession, through the severalopin

ions of Thales, Anaximander , Anaximenes, Heraclitus,

Anaxagorus, Archelaus, Pythagorus, Epicurus, Empedo

cles, Plato and Aristotle , for the purpose of convicting

them all of manifest and indisputable folly. With re

spect to Plato in particular, nothing can be more con

temptuous than Justin 's sneer at him . “ Plato forsooth ,

is as sure that the Supreme Deity exists in a fiery sub

stance , as if he had come down from above, and bad

accurately learned and seen all the things that are in

Heaven ."

“ Since," continueshe to the Greeks, “ it is impossible

to learn from your teachers anything true respecting

piety towards God , inasmuch as their very difference of

opinion is a plain proof of their ignorance ; I deem it an

obvious consequence, that we should return to our own

forefathers, who are of much higher antiquity than any

of your teachers, who have taught us notbing from their

own mere phantasy ; who among themselves have no

discrepancies, and who attempt notmutually to overturn

the opinion of each other, but who,without wrangling and

disputation , communicate to us that knowledge which

they have received from God. For, neither by nature,

* Justin ad Græc. Cohort, Oper. p. 8 . + Ibid. p. 4.
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nor by human intellect, is it possible for men to attain

the knowledge of such great and divine matters, but

only by the gift which descends from above, upon holy

men who needed not the arts of eloquence, or the faculty

of subtle disputation, but who judged it solely necessary

to preserve themselves pure by the efficacious energy of

Equally vituperative is the language of Tertullian .

“ For the authors of our Theology,' says he, " we have

the apostles of the Lord ; who , not even themselves, ar

bitrarily chose whatthey would introduce, but who faith - .

fully delivered to the nations that discipline which they

received from Christ. Finally , heresies themselves, are

suborned from philosophy. Thence spring those fables

and endless genealogies, and unfruitful questions and

discourses, creeping like gangrene, from which the Apos

tle would rein,us back by charging us, even in so many

words, to beware of philosophy. What then is there in

common between Athens and Jerusalem , between the

Academy and the Church , between Heretics and Chris

tians ? Qur institution is from the porch of Solomon ,

who, himself, has adınonished us to seek the Lord in

simplicity of heart. Let those persons see to it, who

have brought forward a stoical, or a Platonic , or a dia

lectic Christianity.” + " From the Prophets and from

Christ, we are instructed in regard to God ; not from the

Philosophers nor Epicurus. God bath chosen the foolish

things of the world , that he might confound the wise.

Through this simplicity of the truth , directly contrary to

subtiloquence and philosophy, we can savour nothing

perverse.” +

* Justin Cohort, Oper. p. 67. *

Tertull. Adv. Marcion, Lib . ii., § 13, Oper . p . 181.

| Tertull. Adv. Marcion , Lib . v ., 8 40 , Oper. p . 328. Stillingfleet, in

his work on the Trinity, replies to this objection as follows: ( p . 213-215 .)

“ But our Unitarians have an answer ready for these men, viz., that they

came out of Plato 's school with the tincture of his three principles ; and

they sadly complain , that Platonism had very early corrupted the Chris

tian faith as to these matters In answer to which exception, I have only

one postulatum to make, which is, that these were honest men, and knew

their own minds best, and I shall make it appear, that none can more

positively declare, than they do, that they did not take up these notions

from Plato, but from the Holy Scriptures ; Justin Martyr saith he took

the foundation of his faith from thence, and that he could find no certain
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It is thus apparent that the very witnesses produced

by the Unitarians to prove the Pagan origin of the doc

trine of the Trinity, reject such imputation with scorn

for its foolishness , and actually give their testimony in fa

vour of its origin in a primitive Divine revelation . But

this is not all. These witnesses go further and charge

home upon those who had endeavoured to suborn and

pervert their testimony, the introduction of their errors

from that very Pagan philosophy to which they would

daringly and blasphemously ascribe the origin of the
Christian Trinity .

To this purpose speaks the venerable Irenæus, who

yet, by Dr. Priestly , has been accused in conjunction

with Justin and sundry others, his contemporaries, of

introducing the doctrine of the Logos from the schools

of the philosophers into the system of Christianity .

“ Heretics (says Irenæus,) are not only convicted of steal

ty as to God and religion anywhere else ; that he thinks Plato took his

three principles from Moses ; and in his dialogue with Trypho, he at large,

proves the eternity of the Son of God from the Scriptures, and said he

would use no other arguments, for, he pretended to no skill but in the

Scriptures, which God had enabled him to understand.

Athenagoras declares, that where the philosophers agreed with them ,

their faith did not depend on them , but on the testimony of the Prophets,

who were inspired by the Holy Ghost. To the same purpose speaks

Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch , who asserts the co- eternity of theSon with

the Father, from the beginning of St. John's Gospel, and saith their faith

is built on the Scriptures.

Clemens, of Alexandria, owns, not only the essential attributes of God

to belong to the Son, but that there is one Father of all, and one Word

over all, and one Holy Ghost, who is everywhere, and he thinks Plato

borrowed his three principles from Moses ; that his second was the Son ,

and his third the Holy Spirit. Even Origen himself, highly commends

Moses above Plato, in his most undoubted writings, and saith , that Nume

nius went beyond Plato, and that he borrowed out of the Scriptures ; and

80 he saith , Plato did in other places ; but he adds, that doctrines were

better delivered in Scripture, than in his artificial dialogues. Can any

one that hath the least reverence for writers of such authority and zeal

for the Christian doctrine, imagine that they wilfully corrupted it in one

of the chief articles of it, and brought in new speculations against the

sense of those books, which at the same time, they professed to be the

only rule of their faith ? Even where they speak most favourably of the

Platonic trinity, they suppose it to be borrowed from Moses. And there

fore Numenius said , that Moses and Plato did not differ about the first

principles ; and Theodoret mentions Numenius as one of those who said ,

Plato understood the Hebrew doctrine in Egypt; and during his thirteen

years stay there, it is hardly possible to suppose, heshould be ignorant of

the Hebrew doctrine, about the first principles, which he was 60 inquisi

tive after, especially among nations who pretended to antiquity."

VOL . ix . - No. 1.
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ing from the comic writers, but they likewise collect to

gether the sayings of all those who are ignorant ofGod ,

and 'who are called philosophers. Out of these numer

ous, vile, borrowed rags, they industriously patch up a

sort of cento ; and thus through the introduction of a

new doctrine, they prepare themselves with subtle elo

quence, a system superficially plausible ." * .

Exactly similar also, are the repeated declarations of

Tertullian. “ Turning from the Christians to the phi

losophers , from the Church to the Academy and the

Portico, Hermogenes has thence borrowed from the

Stoics the phantasy of conjoining matter with the Deity.

For, matter, he contends, always existed ; being neither

born , nor made, nor having either beginning or end : and

ont of this God afterwards created all things.” +

“ In good truth , (adds Tertullian ,) I grieve to say that

Plato has become the universal seasoner of heretics.

Since then , those matters, which heretics borrow , are in

sinuated by Plato, I shall sufficiently confute beretics, if

I deinolish the argument of Plato. f Philosophers are

the patriarchs of heretics.''L “ Finally , (adds he,) here

sies themselves are suborned from philosophy." S

Cyril of Alexandria , makes similar remarks. “ Por

phyry, expounding the sentiment of Plato, sayeth, that

the essence of God proceeds even to three hypostases,

but that the SupremeGod is “ the Supreme Good," and

that after him , the second is , the primeOpificer or Crea

tor; moreover, that the third is, the mundane soul, (or

universal spirit.) For, the Divinity extended itself to

the soul of the universe. This Platonic trinity Cyril re

futes, as thatwhich is the spawn and seed to Arianism ."

Athanasius also charged upon the Arians two things

as Gnostic and Valentinian , which undoubtedly, are

so :* * one was their bringing in , will, (1 ) between the Fa

ther and his word ; another was their creature Creator. ( 2 )

Philastrius ( 3 ) farther charges then with having borrow

ed another principle from the infamous A pelles, (of the

* Iren. Adv. Hær. Lib. ii., c. 19, sec. 2, p. 117.

| Tertull. Adv. Hermog. sec. 1, Oper, p . 385.

Oper. p . 659. Ibid. p. 339. Tertull. Adv. Hær. sec. 2 , Oper. p . 97.

* * See Dr. Waterland's Second Defence, vol. iii., p . 289. ( 1 ) Athan , p .

608. ( 2) Athan Orat. ii., p. 489. (8 ) Philastrius Hæres, cap. 47.
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Marcionite tribe,) which was the making a second God ,

a creature and a subject of the first, not to mention that

Bishop Bull had run up your doctrines to the old Gnos

tics , ( 4 ) long ago , and was never yet confuted, nor ever

I be...ong ago;"anip yothe first akin
g
a

That Arianism originated in Pagan philosophy, was

the opinion of Melancthon , who, says “ Paulus Samo

satenus — who adopted the blasphemy of Ebion and Ce

rinthus — was led to his errors in the following way :

Plotinus the philosopher, who was a scholar to Ammo

nius, reading in the school of Alexandria , had min

gled with his pbilosophy allegories touching the eternal

Word,and in as mnch as there were many debates about

these things from the writings of the ancients, Paulus

Samosatenus drew thence his impostures, and maintain

ed that Jesus Christ was only man, and that by noyos,

logos, the word, (John i.; 1,) we are not to understand

any person subsistent, but the declaration and word of

promise. These reveries were received with much praise

by curious spirits, and particularly by Zenobia , Queen

of Arabia and dame of Antioch, bywhose means P . Sa

mosatenns was defended for ten years. This beresy of

Samosatenus, in denying the divinity of Christ, was re

ceived by Arius, and that from the very same founda

tion of Platonic philosophy, yea, in the very same school

of Alexandria ." .

The same fact is stated by Aquinas.* “ We find,

(says be,) in the books of the Platonist,that in the begin

ning the Word was, by which Word , they understood not

a person in the Trinity, but an Ideal Reason , by which

God made all things — whence sprang the error of Ori

gen and Arius, who followed the Platonists herein . So

again , in what follows. Q . 34 , A , 1 . Aquinas assures

us that Origen laid the foundation of Arianism , by af

firming that the word in Divinemåtters , was to be in

terpreted only metaphysically, not properly. That Ari

us also , derived his opinion from the Platonists through

this school of Alexandria , is evident, since Arius was a

Presbyter in this Church, and student in this school,

where the Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy was at

(4 ) Bull, D . F., Sect. iii , Cap. lire

* Sum . Part. i., Q . 32, A. 1.
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this time wholly in request, Aristotle not having come

into play till afterward "

Similar is the opinion of that great French reformer,

Morelius.* “ It has been the custom (says he,) to use

disputes in many places, whence many inconveniences

may follow : for such disputes tend only to awaken and

discover the spirit, wbence follows much presumption

and ostentation , and the starting of high and curious

questions, which may afterwards trouble the church .”

The Arian heresy had its rise from the particular con

ferences of learned inen in the city of Alexandria . In

deed , Constantine sharply reprehended these corious

disputes, & c . The same may be applied to the Photi

nian heresy, wbich was the same with the Arian and

Samosatenian .

Origen , therefore, introduced the Aristotelian philoso

phy in order to counteract the paganizing effects of the

Platonic , and for the same purpose endeavoured to har

monize the Platonic and Christian Trinities, and thus

paved the way for greater errors. t .

Wehave thus, I think , demonstrated that so far from

being true that the doctrine of the Trinity was derived

* Discipl. Liv. ii., chap. 4, pp. 87, 88 . .

+ The error of identifying the Platonic and Christian trinities, says

Mr. Cory, ( 1) took its rise with a few of the writers in the second cen

tury . " They were led into themistakeby the word Logos, used by Plato

and St. John, and made the Platonic Trinity to consist ofGod, the Logos

and the Soul of the world , and this in spite of all the professed followers

of Plato, who, however they might vary among themselves, uniformly

insisted upon placing the Monad and Duad, or at least, à Monad above
their Triad . .

In the first century of the Christian era, Philo, an Alexandrian Jew ,

had attempted to expound the Scriptures on Platonic principles ; and af.

ter the promulgation of the Gospel, many of the fathers warmly adopted

the same mode of exposition . The different sects of theGnostics went

far beyond the Grecian sage, and sought in the East the doctrines, to

which they looked upon the writings of Plato merely as essays, introduc

tory to the sublimer flights of the Oriental mysticism , and they treated

his followers with that contempts against which the vanity of a philoso

pher is seldom proof; and as long as these schools existed , a bitter enmity

prevailed between them . The Gnostics gave at once a real existence to

the Ideal world , and continuing the chain of being from the Supreme

through numerous orders of Eons, personified abstract ideas, of which

the second and third persons of the Trinity were the first and second

- Eone, and from thence to the lowest material species, founded that daring

(1) Ancient Fragments, p. 7, Introd.
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by someof the early Fathers from the Pagan doctrine

of Plato and other philosophers, these Fathers brand,

repudiate and deny the charge, condemu those doctrines

as erroneous and foolish , and attribute to them the bere

sies which are now advocated by Unitarians. But these

Fathers go still further tban this . These very Fathers

attribute wbatever is true or good, in these ancient

philosophers, not to human reason , not to their genius,

or original invention, but to the revelation of God.

“ Your pbilosopbers ," says Justin Martyr to theGreeks,

“ through the agency of the Divine Providence, have

unwillingly been even themselves, compelled to speak

on our side of tbe question : and now , especially those

who sojourned in Egypt, and who are benefitted by the

theosophy of Moses and his ancestor's. For those of

you , who are acquainted with the history of Diodorus,

and with the productions of other similar writers, can

scarcely, I think, be ignorant ; that Orpheus and Homer,

and Solon, and Pythagoras, and Plato , and several others,

having sojourned in Egypt, and having been benefitted

heresy which so long disturbed the tranquillity of Christendom , and with

this spurious Platonism of the fathers of the Arian heresy, is likewise in

timately connected.

But the internal heresies of the Church were not the only ill effects

of which the misguided zeal of the fathers, in forcing upon Plato the

doctrine of the Trinity , brought about. Though it is possible,' that by

pointing out some crude similarity of doctrine, they might have obtained

some converts by rendering Christianity less unpalatable to the philo

sophical world of that day, yet the weapon was skilfully turned against

them , and with unerring effect, when the Pagans took upon them to as

sert that nothing new had been revealed in Christianity ; since, by the

confessions of its very advocates, the system was previously contained in

the writings of Plato .

In the third century, Ammonius Saccas, unviversally acknowledged to

have been a man of consummate ability, taught that every sect, Christian

or Heretic, or Pagan, had received the truth, and retained it in their va

ried legends. He undertook therefore, to unfold it from them all, and to

reconcile every creed. And from his exertions sprung the celebrated

Eclectic School of the later Platonists, Plotinus. " Amelius, Olympius,

Porphyrius, Jamblicus, Syrianus and Proclus, were among the celebrated

Professors who succeeded Ammonius in the Platonic Chairs, and revived

and kept alive the spirit of Paganism , with a bitter enmity to the Gos

pel, for near three hundred years. The Platonic Schools were at length

closed by the edíct of Justinian ; and seven wisé men, the last lights of

Platonism , Diogenes, Hermias, Eulalius, Priscianus, Damascius, Isidorus

and Simplicius, retired indignantly from the persecutions of Justinian, to

realize the shadowy dreams of the Republic of Plato , under the Persian ,

despotism of Chobroes.
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by the bistory of Moses,afterward set forth matters direct

Jy contrary to their former indecorous speculations con

cerning the gods. Thus, for instance, Orpheus, though

the first teacher of Polytheism among you , declared to

his son , Museus, and to other sincere hearers, the unity

of the Godbead . We find bim also adjuring THE VOICE

OF THE FATHER : by which expression , he means THE

WORD OF GOD, throngh whom were produced the beavens

and the earth , and the whole creation , as the divine

prophecies of holy men teach us. For, becoming par

tially acqnainted with those prophecies in Egypt, he

thence learned that the whole creation was produced by

the word of God. Pythagoras, likewise , who, through

symbols,mystically declared the dogmata of bis philoso

phy , learned just sentiments , concerning the unity of

God , during his abode in Egypt. After a similar man

ner, Plato , as it seems, learned in Egypt the doctrine of

Moses and the prophets respecting one only God. For,

wishing to interpret to the ignorant what was mystical

ly said concerning the eternity of God, he wrote as fol

lows : “ God , as the ancient discourse sets forth , has the

beginning, and the end, and the middle of all things."

Here , under the name of the ancient discourse, Plato

clearly and openly alludes to the law of Moses: though

through fear of Aconite he did not venture to mention

the precise nameof the Hebrew Legislator." *

Hear also, to the same effect, Clement of Alexandria .

“ Plato ," says he, “ remarks, God, as also the ancient

discourse teaches, comprehends the beginning and the

end , and the iniddle of all things. Whence, O Plato, did

you thus darkly set forth the truth ? The nations of the

barbarians, says he, are wiser than those. Truly I well

know your teachers, though you may wish to conceal

them . From the Hebrews you have borrowed both all

your good laws, and your opinions respecting the Dei.

ty.” + " Pythagoras transferred largely from our Scrip

tures into his own system of dogmatic philosophy . For,

Numenius, the Pythagorean philosopher, undisguisedly

writes: what is Plato save Moses atticising ?! Again , .

* Justin Cohort, ad Græc. Oper. pp. 11, 12, 14, 18.

Clem . Alex. Admon , ad Gent. Oper. pp . 45, 46.

Clem . Alex Strom . Lib . 1, Oper, p . 842.
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he says, “ The philosophies of the Greeks without ac

knowledging their obligations, borrowed the best of their

dogmata from Moses and the prophets." *

According to Justin Martyr, the three principles of the

Greek philosopher were God, and Matter, and Form : to

which he sometimes added a fourth , under the title of

the soul of the universe.t

Bnt, Porphyry exbibits Plato 's second and third prin

ciples, as being active instead of passive : whence he

sumsup the entire three as the Highest Good , God , the

Second Creative God , and tbe Soul of the World . And

this last statement of the speculation seems to be favour

ed by the language of Plato himself : for, mentioning

them altogether in his second epistle to Dionysius, he

denominates his three divine principles, EssentialGood

ness , and Creative Intellect, and The Universal Mun

dane Soul. “ Now , in the Triad of Plato , (says Faber,).

some of the early Fathers wished to discover a real,

though corrupted declaration of the three persons of the

Trinity : and the theory upon which they proceeded was

árowedly the following : The doctrine of the Trinity ,

they maintained , so far from being an invention of Pla

to , was, in truth , a primitive patriarchal revelation of

the divine nature. This primitive revelation was, with

a more ample developement, confirmed under the Gos

pel. Plato , ineanwhile , had corruptly borrowed its out

line from the writings of Moses and the Prophets. Con

sequently,men need not wonder to have found a promi

nent dogma, both of the ancient and Hebrew Church ,

and of its successor the Christian Church , in the works

of a speculative Greek , who had been largely conversant

with the Orientals .

Thus, it is made apparent that the Fathers, instead of

lending any countenance to the Unitarian hypothesis ,

that they derived the doctrine of the Trinity from Plato

and other Pagan philosophers , condemned their doctrine

of triads as a corrupt perversion of the teaching of the

* Justin Cohort, ad. Græc. Oper. p. 5 .

+ Justin Cohort, ad. Græc. Oper. p . 6 .

Justin Apol. 1, Oper . pp . 72, 73. See Faber's Apost. of Trinitarian

ism , vol. ii., B . 2 , ch. 8, from which we have taken our authorities and

the argument. See also , do. ch . 6 , p . 145 - 150. Gale's Court of Gentiles,

VOL iv., p . 886.

T : P 6 .
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Hebrew Scriptures, and of an original primitive revela

tion , from which they borrowed their ideas.

But, passing from the ancient world to the various

portions of the Christian Church , the fact that this doc

trine of the Trinity has been the almost universal belief

of that church in every country, and in every age, the

fact that the denial or modification of it led to the for

mation of the earliest creeds and the controversies of

Christians with those calling themselves Fellow -Chris .

tians, — the fact that, with the exception of one period ,

when for reasons which can be stated , a modification of

this doctrine called Trinitarianism prevailed ,* all who

denied it were excomnunicated as heretics, as abandon

ing the essential doctrine of the Gospel, --the fact tbat

during that age referred to, Christian men contended

earnestly for this doctrine as “ the faith once delivered

to the saints," " even unto blood ," + — the fact tbat from

that time this ductrine has been received as a funda

mental doctrine by the Western , Greek , Oriental, Syrian

and Waldensian Churches ; - the fact that at the refor

mation this doctrine was adopted by every church , and

introduced into every confession of faith , without excep .

tion , I - the faet that all denial and discussion of the doc

trine has only convinced the almost unanimous mind of

Christendom that this is the doctrine of the Bible, and

that it is vital and fundamental ; these facts surely car

ry with them a very powerful presumption in favor of

our opinion that this doctrine is clearly taught in the

word of God . . .

But the character of these witnesses is as striking as

their number. In the first place, we have the testimony

of the ancient Jews. This is fully established by the

writings of Philo ,who was contemporary with the Apos

tles, and by the Dialogue of Justin Martyrwith the Jew

Trypho, in the middle of the second century, as well as

by the Jerusalem Targum , or Paraphrase, written about

the fourth century, by the Targum or Paraphrase of the

Pentateuch , as ascribed to Jonathan ben Uzziel, written

* See Newman 's History of Arianism in the 4th Century ,

+ See Note C ., for the testimony of the early Fathers.

* See Note D ., for the testimony of the Reformers.

8 Note on the views of the Fathers.
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also byin the sixth or seventh century, and also by other Jew

ish works of acknowledged antiquity . That the ancient

Jews were led to the belief of a plurality - a trinity - in

the divine natnre, has been further illustrated from the

Books in the Apochrypba , as well as from the works

above mentioned. ..“ To the man who is really conver

sant in the writings of the Targumists, Cabbalists and

Daruschists, remarks Mr. Oxlee, who is himself to be

guided by their direction and authority, the doctrine of

the Trinity can offer no scruples. The Targumist cer

tainly distinguishes between Jehovah - the word of Je

hovah — and the Habitation of Jebovah, by ascribing to

each of them personal actions and properties, whilst he

makes them all equally God , by assigning to them those

effects of wisdom and power which are peculiar to the

first cause ; and yet he is not accused of having estab

lished three Gods, nor of having denied the unity. The

Cabbalist distinguishes between the higher Numerations,

Supreme Crown, Wisdom and Understanding; which be

asserts to be no properties, as the namemight import,

but eternal subsistance of theGodhead ; and yet he is

not charged with having violated the unity of Jehovab,

nor with having induced three Gods. Finally, the Da

ruschit vindicates the eternity and divinity of the Law

and of the Throne of Grace, by demonstrating that they

actually existed with Jehovah prior to the creation , and

that on the authority of the inspired penman, they all

denote one and the same thing, that is , one and the

sameGod ; and yet he is not condemned for baving dis

solved the nnity by the number of his pre -existences.

How then can the Professors of Judaism with any colour

of propriety object to tbat tenet, which agrees in every

essential point with the principles of their own church .*

lishebalist
disting,

Wisdomes,as the head ; and
Jehovah

* On this point, the reader can examine the judgment of the Ancient

Jewish Church against the Unitarians, by Alex. Simpson, Plea, pp. 407-431.

Haleson on the Trinity. Maurice Jud. Antiq . vol. 4, ch . 11, pp. 113. Jam

ieson's Reply to Priestly , vol. i., pp. 48-117. Randolph's View of our Sa

viour's Ministry, vol. ii., pp. 343- 354. Gill's Commentary on all the

Passages. Lightfoot. Whitaker's Origen of Arianiam . Kidder's Demon

stration of the Messias, Part iii., ch, 4 , 5 . Horsley's Tracts, pp. 242-244 .

McCaul's Old Paths. Stillingfileet on the Trinity , pp. 203-206. For a full

account of the Targum , see Prideaux Conect. of Old and New Test.,

Part ii, B . 8 .
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Wedonotallude to these writings of the Jewsbecause

wethink they have any claim of authority over our judg

ment, or that they are entitled to any high regard for the

soundness of their understanding , or the correctness of

their principles of interpretation : but their testimony is

valuable, as historical documents giving us relics of the

better knowledge and the purer faith of their ancestors .

Neither do we undertake to affirm that these ancient

writings of the Jews as clearly teach the triune person

al distinction in theGodhead as so many and so learned

men have been led to believe they do. Their opinion

is our own. But still, we do not offer the testimony of

these writings as in itself, a positive proof of the divine

authority and truth of the doctrine of the Trinity, but as

a presumptive proof that it is so, because the ancestors

of those who now oppose the doctrine so interpreted

Scripture, and so contemplated the Divine Being as to

conceive of a plurality in the one Eternal Godhead.

Against the Jews, who regard these writings as authori

tative, their testimony must undoubtedly be conclusive,

and against all presumptive argnments of Unitarians,

they are equally conclusive, since they prove that the

doctrine of an absolute personal unity in the divine na

ture is a defection from the ancient faith of the Jews as

well as of Christians, and was never held either by be

lievers in revelation , or by Gentiles without revelation .*

It must be remembered also, that a greatnumber of

the early converts to Christianity and to the belief of the

Trinity were, like Pauł and the other apostles, Jews,

and some of them , like him , trained up in their schools

and familiar with all their learning. And as a contradic

tion between the Old and New Testaments would be de

structive to the inspired and authoritative claims of both ,

the adoption of Christianity with the doctrine of the

Trinity as a vital principle, by them , is an irrefragable

proof to their belief in its perfect consistency with what

they regarded as the teaching of God 's word .fi

* Note D ., Testimony of Jews.

+ The alleged Unitarianism of the early Hebrew Christians has been

triumphantly overthrown by Bishop Horsley, in his Tracts against Priest

ley, and in Jamieson's Vindication in reply to the same writer in Whita

ker's Origen of Arianism , and other works.
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A multitude of the early Christians were, on the other

hand, Greeks, or at least familiar with the Greek lan

guage, and with that dialect spoken in Palestine, and

in which the Books of the New Testament were written .

Many of them also, like Paul, had been learned in all

the wisdom of the ancient philosophers , and some of

them bad been teachers of their systems, and enthusias

tic admirers of their genius and eloquence. ' . me

But further, all the primitive and early disciples of

Christianity ,had either been brought up Jewsor Pagans.

They were imbued therefore, with all the prejudices

and bigotry of these nations, and their enmity eren unto

blood against Christianity . To the unbelieving , who

constituted the great majority of the Jewish nation , the

doctrine of the deity of Christ and of the Trinity ,was an

opprobrions scandal, nay a God defying blasphemy, for

the open avowal of which they condemned Jesus Christ

to wbat, by their law , they considered a merited cruci

fixion . To the Greeks and Romans this doctrine was

the uttermost folly , contradiction and absurdity. It was

made the ground-work of opprobrious ridicule , as may be

seen in the oath put by Lucian into the mouth of a

Christian , and by the charge contained in the letter of

Pliny to Trajan. * By the philosophic few these doc

trines were regarded as pure polytheism and the idola

trous worship of a mere man, while they rejected all

faith in the Gods. To the multitude among them , on

the contrary , they appeared as the impious substitution

of a new system of polytheism for one already establish

ed , as the faith of their fathers. : .

· That the early Christians, both Jews and Gentiles,

should have adopted Christianity, and with it as a prime

verity , this doctrine of the Trinity , is, therefore, over

whelming presumptive evidence, both that the doctrine

is Scriptural, and that it is Divine.

It is a further evidence for this conclusion , and a new

line of presumptive and corroborative proof, that some

even of the ancient heretics, who separated themselves

from the body of the church and were cut off by it , as

fully retained the doctrine of a consubstantial trinity as

* See given in Note C ., as one line of proof. See also, Lardner's Works.
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the orthodox. This was the case with the Manichées*

and the Montanists , Tertullian baring written some of

his strongest works in favour of the Trinity after joining
this sect.

Such then , are the many various and antagonistic

witnesses, who unite their testimony in favour of the

doctrine of a trinity , as having been the doctrine origi

nally , of a primitive divine revelation , and as being the

undoubted doctrine taught in the Hebrew and Christian

Scriptures. The heatben world , the Christian World ,

the various and conflicting denominations of Christians,

the ancient Jews, all converted Jews, Romanists and

Greek, and all other oriental Christians, the Syrian

Church buried for ages on the coasts of Malabar , and

the Waldenses equally concealed from the earliest times

amid their inaccessible mountains, all unite in testifying

to this glorious and divine truth . "

Now , be it remembered , that fact thus testified to , is

not the truth of this doctrine, but the simple, palpable ,

and easily understood Fact, of this doctrine baving been

handed down more or less , and purely from primitive

and patriarchal revelation , and of its being at this mo

ment, and ever since they were written , embodied and

taðght in the sacred Scriptures. , ,

It must also be remembered, that the Greek and Ro

man Churches were early separated , and have ever since

remained rival and antagonistic churches. The firm

tenure of this doctrine therefore, by both churches, their

mutual and earnest contending for it as the faith once

delivered to the saints, and their undeviating preserva

tion of it amid all their other changes and corruptions,

gives undoubted strength to the force of their independ -

ent and yet concurrent testimony.

The undoubted fact of the early and established be

lief in the doctrine of the Trinity is, itself, a powerful

presumption in favour of its apostolic origin . For , as it

is itself, altogether remote from the conceptions of the

buman mind, had the primitive Jews and Jewish con

verts, and Christian converts, been Unitarian, it is im

possible to conceive how , or in wbat manner the doctrine

* See Lardner, vol. iii., pp. 361, 380, 287.
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could have been so firmly and finally established as the

doctrine, both of the Old and New Testaments, and as

fundamentally important.

To these considerations must be added , not only the

almost universal testimony of Christendom , in the pre

sent and all modern times, to the doctrine of the Trini

ty, but the amazing learning with which every point

bearing upon this question has been discussed ; - the

erudition and research employed in the study and ana

lysis of the Greek and Hebrew languages ; and the

definitive character now given to the proper and only

legitimate interpretation of the sacred Scriptures. - *

The passages from which these various and independ

ent witnesses deduced the propositions which constitute

the elements of the doctrine of the Trinity, are all those

which teach thatGod, wbile in his Godhead or nature ,

he is absolutely one, is, in some sense plural, and not

absolutely or personally one, that this plurality is limiti

ed to the persons of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

and that each of these are God." Now , these passages

of Scripture are not few . . They are exceedingly numer

ous and enter into the whole structure and phraseology

of the Bible. And as it regards their qualities of clear

ness, plainness , and determinate signification , we appeal

from the prejudiced dogmatism of an adversary to the

judgment of the truly calm and sincere inquirer , and

from the comparatively few who have attempted to sus

tain the Unitarian hypotheses, upon purely Scriptural

testimony, to the innumerable witnesses we have pro

duced , who, against all, the prejudice which stood in

their way, have been constrained to receive the doctrine

of the Trinity as the doctrine taught in the Holy Scrip

tures.

. There is still another remark , which will strengthen

this presumptive argument for the Scriptural authority

of the doctrine of the Trinity , and that is, that were it

not plainly and indubitably taught by God himself, no

sincere believer could ever have dared to promulgate it .

For, if there is one point on which the Scriptures are

more full, express and positive than any other , it is in

their denunciations against all idolatry and false Gods.
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Of Christ, it is almost essential characteristic in the pro

phetic writings, that he should “ utterly abolish idola

try.” — (Isa. ii ., 18 .) If therefore, the doctrine of the

Trinity be not true, then believers in any age, have been

almost universally idolaters. And bence, from anti-trin

itarian principles, the blasphemous consequence follows,

- that God himself has led his creatures into tempta

tion , - temptation to that very sin , which , above all oth

ers, he hates and abhors, — temptation to idolatry ! The

Deity declares that he is a " jealons God ;" that his glory

be will not give to another, nor his praise “ to graven

images." He most pathetically expostulates upon this

subject, (Jer. xliv ., 3 .). “ Oh, do not this abominable

thing that I hate.” With what scrupulous care does the

Supreme Being guard against all temptations to idola

try ? Lest the Israelites should worship the relics of

Moses, the Deity himself privately interred him , and no

man knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.” The brazen

serpent also , was destroyed , lest it should lead the Isra

elites into idolatry. But, if the Deity used such precau

tion to preventmen from worshipping the body of Moses

and the brazen serpent, how can we believe thathewould

use no precaution where the temptation was infinitely

greater. How can we imagine that he would use no

precaution to prevent men from worshipping his Son

and the Holy Ghost, if only creatures ? Is not such a

supposition in the highest degree , absurd and unreason

able , and impious ? We find that, not only is there no

precaution employed in the Scriptures to preventmen

from such idolatry, but that everywhere and in every

way the Scriptures teach and require men to worship ,

both the Redeemer and the Holy Spirit. The most glo

rious perfections of Deity are ascribed to them ; the most

glorious works of Deity are performed by them , — those

very works by which the being and attributes of God

are proved , - by which his eternal power and Godhead

are manifested, - and by which he is distinguished from

all false gods. They are, also , everywhere represented

as the ohject of the prayers of men , and of the united

praises and adorations of all intelligent beings. . What

temptations to idolatry if these persons are only crea
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tures or attributes. All the temptations that ever existed

compared with these, were nothing, and less than no

thing." *

Finally, if, as it is said by Unitarians, we cannot and

ought not to believe the doctrine of the Trinity, even

thongh the Scriptures when interprèted, as all other

books are, clearly teaches it, then , since God has given

us no other laws of interpretation by which to under.

stand their meaning, it would follow that the Scriptures

cannot be received as an authoritative and inspired

standard of faith and practice, and we are thrown upon

the wide sea of scepticism and human conjecture as to

what is truth. By the great majority of those who have

candidly studied the Bible , ithas been regarded as teach

ing the doctrine of the Trinity of persons in the ONE

Godhead , and therefore, it follows that the great majori

ity of those who believe the Bible to be the inspired

word of God , must, also, believe the doctrine of the

Trinity . They have no alternative between infidelity

and Trinitarianism , and since they cannot adopt the lat

ter they must adhere to the foriner,

• From these consequences, therefore, which follow from

the rejection of the doctrine of the Trinity, and from all

the reasons which constitute our presumptive argument

in its favour, we are brought to the conclusion that it is

very probably true, that it will be found clearly taught

in the Scriptures, and that its opponents therefore , are

bound to prove that Christianity distinctly and equivo

cally condemns and rejects this doctrine before they can

offer any valid argument against it on the ground of an

tecedent impossibility, or in any degree tamper with the

plain meaning of the words of Scripture. In coming

therefore to Scripture to ascertain what God has reveal

ed on the subject of his own nature, we are not only

freed from any,prejudices against the probability of find

ing there the doctrine of the Trinity , but are presump

tively led confidently to expect that it will be clearly

and distinctly taught in those Scriptures which were

. . . ,
40 .

* On the alleged idolatry of the doctrine of the Trinity, and the con

sequences it in volves, and its futility, see Wynpersee on the Godhead of

Christ, sea ' 17 , pp. 157-162.
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given by inspiration of God and are profitable for doc

trine," " the law and testimony,” — the rule and stand

ard of all revealed truth. *

* * Wewould earnestly ask our readers to distinguish carefully between

the doctrines proposed in Scripture to our belief, and the things them

selves that are the matter and subject of them . The former may be

known, and ground sufficient seen for receiving them ; where our reason,

at least in this its weak and impaired state, can 't reach the full clear, and

adequate understanding of the latter. . .

" Would not advantage be given to Deists and Anti-Scripturists, not to

say Atheists, to scoff at the Bible, if after pretences of its truth and au

thority, and that its great end is to call off the world from idolatry and

polytheism to the knowledge, worship and service of the one only true

God, and of its plainness to such purposes, being for the use of all ; yet

even as to this main point, the setting forth of this one true God, distin

guishing him from all other beings, it is allowed to be done in such &

manner, that not only one, or a few , through carelessness or prejudices,

or judicial blindness mightmistake; but that the generality of Christians,

in all ages , have mistaken, under as good capacity to understand it, as

good means and helps thereto , as much concern and diligence , impar

tiality and faithfulness in the study of it, as sincere and earnest prayer to

God for his guidance, and as good ground to hope for it from him as any

can pretend to ? What use, may they say, can such a book be of, or what

likelihood that it is from God ! Could he not speak plainly of himself,

where 'tis pretended he designed to do so Is all there so delivered, that

the world might, and almost all actually have erred, as to the very object

of their faith , worship and'obedience, and in whom their felicity is placed i

Would not that book, instead of leading to life and salvation, be themost

insnaring and dangerous one that can bei Ofwhat tendeney must those

notions be from which any such conséquences would justly follow ?"

ARTICLE II. ; in

A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF HEBREW LITERATURE

While the names of Heathen, as well as Christian sa

ges, are scarcely ever mentioned without'calling up feel

ings of affection and regard towards the nations that

gave them birth ; the names of the sages of the Hebrew

pation , who were once justly styled, by common con

sent, Sapientissimi, are passed over in silence ; they are

never thought of; very few think it worth their while

to explore their invaluable writings; having imbibed

the idea that all Jewish productions, without exception,
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are full of absurdities, productions of a most ignorant

and superstitious people, whose intellect has become

barbarised through the study of Rabbinism .

Such must be reminded of the fact that the reckless

grasp of superstition has chained unnumbered myriads

of minds, - minds the most exalted , as well as minds the

mostdegraded , — themind of the philosopher,no less than

of the serf. Nationalreligious superstition is, therefore,

no criterion of a nation 's inferiority of intellect.

Genius and learning are by nomeans the property

of any sect or nation .

This, it is generally considered that we are chiefly

indebted to Greece and Rome for arts and science, al

though their religions were inexpressibly superstitious.

Socrates, by universal consent, wears the crown of repu

tation for wisdom , more than any other ancient philoso

pber ; yet his degraded state of mind, as far as religion

was concerned , as proved by his sacrificing a cock to

Æsculapius, at the last hour of his life , is not taken into

consideration to counterbalance bis subtle disputations,

profound inquiries , acute reasonings, and adrnirable dis

coveries.

Were but the literature of the Hebrews studied as

that of Greece and Rome, its students would indeed ,

find that it is not at all inferior to theirs. Had Hebrew

literature been introduced into the University course,

Hebrew philosophers , mathematicians, astronoiners, bis

torians, grammarians, poets , critics, inetaphysicians, ora

tors, theologians and commentators, would not only con

vince the student of the fact, that Hebrew literature is

as elevated, as beautiful, and as elegantas that of Greece

and Rome, but also in a special manner, excite in bis

mind the warmest affections for sacred literature in the

sacred tongue.

They would emphatically, re-echo the sentiments of

tbe celebrated Bishop Lowth, whose language is as fol

lows: “ It would not be easy, indeed , to assigo a reason

wby the writings of Homer, of Pindar, and of Horace ,

should engross our attention and monopolize our praise ,

wbile those ofMoses, of David, and of Isaiab, pass total

ly unregarded.” They would remind the world of the

fact that, when Europe was veiled in superstition and

Vol. IX . - No. 1.
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ignorance, when it conld boast of no other literature than

Monkish Legends that were unknown beyond the clois

ters where they were penned, and when the genius of

knowledge seemed almost to have fled from the earth , a

lively cultivation of inind flourished ainong the Israelites

to such a degree as to honour the Jewish Rabbins with

the occupation of the bighest chairs of philosophy and

mathematics , in the renowned Moorish schools of Cor

dova and Toledo ; and, that even in England, the first

school where experimental philosophy , geometry, alge

bra and logic, were taught, was that of the Hebrews at

Oxford, where the record of its ancient teachers is still

kept in the names of the celebrated Moses' Hall and

Jacob's Hall.

Had Greece and Rome produced, not only their own

statesmen , orators , philosophers and poets, but those of

all other nations put together, wbat bad even such a

concentration of genius and learning been when com

pared with the productions of the Hebrews? They were

fathers in literature before any of the present nations,

especially those of Europe, had their existence. To es

timate their value, in this respect , we must travel back ,

by an astounding climax, through the Gemara and Mish

na , the Hellenic writings of Josephus, Pbilo , the New

Testament, the Septuagint, and the Maccabees ; through

the minor Prophets to Nehemiah , who wrote 140 years

before Xenophon ; to Isaiah, 700 years before Virgil ;

the Proverbs and Psalms, 1040 years before Horace ; to

Ruth , 1030 years previous to Theocritus ; and to Moses,

above 1000 years the predecessor of Herodotus.

It was from such a literature, that, centuries before the

birth of the Baconian aphorism , “ knowledge is power,"

the Hebrews bad learned that “ a wise man is strong,"

and had proved its veracity in the fullest sense of the

term . Hence the non-existence of an enervating ten

dency in their books ; and the order of learned men

which the Hebrews bad possessed for uncounted past

ages, with a literature only exceeded in bulk by that of

the associated countries of Christendom regarded as one

body.

À large proportion of their literature consists, as it

may be expected, of comments on Scripture , elucida
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tions of the Talmud , and legal decisions; but this is not

all : they were, and are still, distinguished for their atten

tion to grammatical improvements of languages ; none

bave ever surpassed the Spanish Israelites in the refine

ment of their grammars, the accuracy of their lexicons,

or the perfection manifest in their standard editions of

esteemed hooks, both scientific and natural.

An innate sense of the elevation which literature be

stows on a people, caused the Hebrews to multiply their

writings, as fast as the flames of ecclesiastical edicts bad

consumed the books of their predecessors ; all the while

aiming at supporting the reputation of their ancestors .

Thus, in the composition of poetry , they not only excell

ed in the rhythmical verse, but have also superadded

the use ofmetrical feet in their poetry, and wemay con

clude favourably for their endeavours, from the facts ,

first, that their poets were numerous, and held in high

consideration ; secondly , that they were stimulated by

the vicinity of the Arabs, with whom they kept up a

very successful competion .

The following verses which, form the introduction to

an epic poem , in 18 Cantos, entitled Sheri Tefhereth, by

Rabbi N . H .Weizel, or Wessely, will, we hope, fully con

vince the reader of the purity of the poetic mind of the

Hebrews :

Glorious in might, thy dwelling high and grand,

O God, all spring from thy creative hand.

Ethereal spirits, from all substance free,

Arose at thy command, - derived their life from thee.

Things high and low thou holdest in thy span :

O , fearfulGod, then what to thee is man,

That thou should 't search his heart, explore his views,

And, gracious, midst his race an habitation choose ?

In Eden's garden, planted by thy care,

Thou bad'st him , placed there, to share

Eternal life and bliss, with sense to know

The Joys which e'er from boundless wisdom flow .

Had he obey'd , these had he now possess'd :

Hesinn'd ; yet, driven from his place of rest,

Thou neither him nor his didst quite reject:

Thy glorious namethou gav'st the righteous to protect,

But when the earth itself corrupted grew

By man's foul deeds, thou, righteous to pursue,

Didst cut him off : thy cup of wrath was still

With mercy sweeten'd, whilst, released from ill,

The righteous thou didst set apart, to save
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100 From the wild rush of the destructive wave : 7

Blessed by thee, protected from the flood,

Both Noah and his sons unhurt before thee stood.

Evil increas'd again with men's increase;

Their erring passions robb'd their hearts of peace.

All moral rules they broke with scornful pride,

Until, confused their speech , each turn'd aside

And track 'd the earth ; which dark as night had grown,

Had not the glorious light of Abraham shone,

-90
Taught men the folly of their idol-creeds,

And, wond'ring, to behold their mighty Maker's deeds.

The heav'nly firmament, the starry maze,

Proclaim aloud thy never-ending praise;

So did this pious sage aloud thy grace declare,

Teach men to raise to thee the supplicating prayer ;

To know that here, created not in vain ,

3 By practis'd virtues, it is theirs to gain

bula A state of endless life, a good degree,

From earthly cares and griefs, from earthly pleasures, free.

For after years to him thou wast reveal'd ,

With him alone the covenant was seald,

Thou chosedst him with thy benignant grace,

From all his father's house : And, childless yet, his race

Mad'st holy to thyself : Their future weal and woe,

Their joys and griefs, permittedst him to know ;

And in a vision , clear of view , to see

The wondrous things to come, the deep futurity .

In his old age thy wonders still appear :

Isaac born to him in his hundredth year,

When Sarah ninety transient years had seen !

He, as a sacrifice, had nearly been

Consum 'd upon thy altar ; had not thy

Angel of mercy, with arresting cry,

Calid to his father, " This has only been

Thy piety to prove, which now is clearly seen."

The perfect saint, protected by thy love,

Endow 'd by thee with worth and force above to

The strength of angels, whom , unknowing, he

Compell’d to own his might, was Isaac's progeny.

To him thou cam 'st at Bethel, when he paid

The vows which, in affliction's time he made ;

And blessing him with happiness and fame,

From Jacob unto Israel thou didst change his name.

Thy chosen people whom thou e' er didst tend,

The tribes of God , those men of fame, descend

From righteous Israel, the lasting vine

Round which the healthy tendrils clinging twine.

Joseph , the branch most fruitful of them all,

When envious blasts and hatred caus'a his fall,

Thou didst to Egypt send, rais'd from the pit,

O ' er nation's fates to rule, on kingly thrones to sit.

Then o'er their hearts were bonds fraternal spread,

By thee united : no more did the dread

Of famine, or of want, disturb the mind
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Of Joseph 's brethren ; for they found him kind,

And of their deeds forgetful. Jacob went A

With all his house to Egypt; and, content, ot t

There found his son, bless'd by the power divine. Wit ?

Whose promises, O God, so lasting are as thine ! Minden

When Israel's sons reach 'd the Egyptian States,

To them each city gladly ope'd its gates,

Gave them the fruitful lands and fields to share :

Where, bless'd with ease and riches, void of care,

In numbers and in strength they daily grew .

Then rose a mighty nation from the few a lent

Who, for their wants once seeking to provide,

Now safe amidst the shelt'ring tents of Ham reside.

Sudden the gloom of night o'erspread their day :

Lost was their power , their minds to grief a prey : wit

The flock thou guardest found their lot was chang'd ;

And Ham 's wild sons, by hate and wrath estrang'd , the

Their former friends to harm and injure sought.

Foul arts they tried, and rack'd each evil thought,

Plotting such measures as they might employ ,

With savage cruelty and rage, thy people to destroy.

The seed which in the earth despis'd lies low ,

At length springs forth ; and then its blossoms blow ,

Producing fruit. So was it with thy vine,

Thy beauteous plant; at times laid low , supine,

Like to the thorn ; at times when faded , dried

Away in strength , to thee thy people cried,

Imploring aid , and, looking on their grief,

Thou didst from heaven, in mercy, grant desir'd relief.

Thence on thy servant were thy glories shed ;

With majesty thou crownest Moses' head ;

Through him the oppressor, who, in savage pride,

Destroy'd thy vineyard, durst thyself deride,

Was judg'd and punish'd ; taught to know themight

OfGod Supreme, who, from the loftiest height

Of realms celestial, with an outstretched arm ,

Presery'd his chosen race from all impending harm .

Having given the above lines from the introduction ,

we will now give somelines from the 13th Canto, being

founded on Exod . xiv : 1 - 3 , in blank verse : Ho

The dread behest of the Most High , made known

By Israel's faithful chief unto the assembled host,

They cheerfully obey, retrace their steps,

But not with fainting hearts, Firm was their trust

In God ; steadfast, whate'er was his command,

Their confidence and hope. Mizraim 's swarthy sons,

Who dwelt in Etham 's plains, beheld surpris'd

Israel's returning tribes: Far as these spread,

The question still arose, “ whence come they here !

Why do they tarry ? Why not onward move!"

The hurried messengers, with speed dispatch 'd , to
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Relate unto the king, that, “ Israel's sons,

As Etham they approach'd, had, terror-struck, dobotti

Refused to enter on the desert vast ;

Confus'd their camp, they move they know not where ;

God hath not led them forth ; base runaways,

They fly , by fear perplex'd." With greedy earl

The monarch listens to the welcome tale.

Glad, as the captive, who, in fetters bound,

In dungeon dark immur'd , hails the light,

And triumphs in the glorious sound, “ Thou’rt free:

So, glad, triumphant, did the tyrant hail

The tidings that, within his reach once more,

The hateful race of Jacob stillmight feel

His fell revenge, of his keen sword the edge.

Nor he alone; his courtiers, servile crew ,

The chiefs who at his council-board find room ,

Partake his joy. Clos'd are the gates of grief

Within their hearts ; wide open those of pride ;

Of arrogance the inward founts o'erflow ;

Full scope unto their evil thoughts they give :

Against the universal Lord they speak ; they rail

Against the man who unto them had been

The minister of fate ; 'gainst Moses loud they rail. hu

Their hatred rank, their silly pride forgets

That erst, amidst the terrors of the night,

When Mizraim 's pride was blighted, they implored,

With accents meek and said , " Pray tarry not ;

Be free, depart, and leave our land at once.”

Whilst now , with words of scorn and foul reproach ,

The proffer 'd boon recall’d , they wish them still their slaves :

For Pharoah's mind is changed ; again he strives

To lord it over those whom late he pray'd, " Be free."

His haughty soulrepines ; his servants fan the flame

Of anger which within him burns: They say,

“ What have we done ? How could we e'er consentono

That Israel from our bondage be releas'do

Are wethemen who, fearless, firm , bave braved

The many perils that assail'd our land ,

Yet, overcome at last by nameless fear,

Did yield to pestilence, which shunn'd the day !

Each man , abash'd , scarce dared to meet the glance

Of his associates : Silent all, their looks

Downcast, averted, stung with shame and wrath ,

Wav'ring they stand, and know not what to do.

To give revenge its scope, with blood -stain ' d sword,

Borce Israel back again beneath the yoke,

They durst not do. Ruthless as were their hearts,

'Gainst pity steel'd , harden'd in guilt and crime,

They trembled still, as memory's faithful voice

Rung in their ears the horrid shrieks, the groans

Of agony, which from the dying burst

On thatmost fatal night: How , mute with awe!

They then had stood aghast, and quiv 'ring heard

The piteous accents that despair sent forth ,
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: f i ristoRevealing sights that mortalman may not

Behold and live. As when themighty wind

Binds up the waters of a flowing brook ;

So were the floods of wrath, of arrogance,

Of cruelty, within their breasts, spell-bound

By with 'ring fear, which cow 'd their inmost heart.

Enpassant, we will only mention a few of the Hebrew

poetical works which may be read with great interest.

The Royal Crown, a poetical résumé of the Aristotelian

cosmology , by Rabbi S . B . Gabirol, of Malaga . This

fertile muse sang the wonders of nature and the move

ments of the heavenly spheres, but excelled chiefly in

the ode. He was murdered about 1075 , at the age of

30 ; it is supposed his assassin was driven to this execra

ble deed by jealousy of his victim 's superior talents.

The book of the Chain , and Tarshish , by Rabbi M .

A . Ezra, ofGranada. He was famous for his extraordi

nary knowledge of the Holy Scripture, and Greek Lit

erature . His writings are on eloquence, poetry, and

philosophy. I

The son of Proverbs, by Rabbi S . Nagid , of Cordova.

Hewas an excellent Arabic scholar, and skilled in every

science . 10

- The Battles between Wisdom and Riches, by Rabbi

J . Hallevi. Hehas been styled “ the prince of poets .”

One of his panegyrists poetically exclaimed , “ He alone

penetrated into the sanctuary of poesy. The gates of

Heaven had been locked by the guardian of the empy

rean , but the genius of Judah boldly shattered their bars.

A Rhythmical Poem on Chess , by the celebrated Rab

bi A . A . Ezra . In it the game is carried on in rhymnes,

and it concludes with Mat (check mate .) His works are

voluminous and various ; embracing history, philosophy,

medicine, grammar, theology, and poetry.

Wisdom , by Rabbi J. Ben Rabbi S . Alcophrie. It

consists of didactic, satirical, and facetious pieces. Eve

ry competent judge pronounces this poem to be of su

perlative beauty . ,

An Investigation into the MoralWorld , by Rabbi J .

Hapenini. It is a perfect specimen of didactic Hebrew

poetry . In it man and his constitution , the world and

its moral government, are deeply investigated, and met
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aphysically considered ; but the language in which it is

dressed is most admirable, and powerfully expressive,

and shines with brilliant eloquence. Buxtorf, speaking

of the above, says, “ Liber insignis , tam quod res, tam

quod verba. Agit de vanitate mundi contemnenda, et

quærendo reguo dei. Id verbis tam eloquenter, polite ,

et docte effert, ut eloquentissimus habeatur, quisquis

stylum ejus imitatur.” He was also called “ the Jewish

Cicero."

The Strong Tower, by Rabbi M . Ch. Luzatz. In mas

terly genius, refined taste, and pure and elegant style,

he rivals all his predecessors , not only Hebrew , butGen

tile poets. He was principal of a College in Amster

dain , where he promoted learning very much , as he had

an extensive knowledge in almost all the branches of the

arts and science. The manuscript of the above work ,

was only discovered some years ago, and published at

Leipsic, 1837, with notes, by S. D . Luzatz and M . Let

teris ; Latin prolegomena are also prefixed to it, treating

of the beauty of Hebrew poetry, where we find the fol.

lowing remarks: “ This dramatic composition will be in

every language a classical work in the strongest signifi

cation of the term , it comprises all the charros and rhyth

mical euphony of the aspiring genius of Dante, and Tas

so's immortal and elevated imagery.”

Any one who has at all paid attention to the his

tory of the Hebrews, must acknowledge that they

bave conferred great benefits on Europe by their stu

dies. There was a period , when the Greek language

and its whole literature lay buried to the Western na

tions. There is a remarkable incident mentioned by

Conrad, of Heresbach, of the 16th century, as a fact,

that a Monk observed to his companion, “ they (2. e. the

Reformers,) bave invented a new language, which they

call Greek ; you must be carefully on your guard against

it ; it is the matter of all heresy.” The Hebrews, how

ever, were reading in their own language several works

of Aristotle , Plato , Ptolemy, Apolonius, Hippocrates,

Galen and 'Euclid ; and employed much of their time

in writing upon them and others , dissertations and

controversial arguments. They were the means of the

old classics being actively disseminated amongst the
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Western colleges of Christendom . In reference to this

fact, a very respectable English historian says, “ More

over, the Hebrew early and afterwards diversified culti

vation of literature and science, raised them to a posi

tive standing in the intelligence of Europe so high, that

it has been said , we have never yet repaid our debt

of grateful acknowledgment to the illustrious Hebrew

schools of Cordova , Seville, and Granada.”

OfMathematics, the Hebrewsheld theprincipal chairs

in Mohammedan Colleges. They also came in contact

with many Christians, and spread themselves into vari

ous countries ; they taught the geometry , algebra, logic,

and chemistry of Spain in the Universities of Oxford

and Paris, while Christian students from all parts of

Europe, (among whom were Abelard, David Morly, and

the famous Gerbert, afterwards Pope Sylvester II, re

paired to Andalusia for such instruction . Many treatises

on mathematics might be mentioned , but as their au

thors had also written on astronomy, we shall have the

pleasure of noting them in their proper place .

In Astronomy, they were teachers of the Moors . Ac

customed from the earliest times, in the clear uncloud

ed oriental sky, to watch and observe the courses of the

planetary system , their attention was incessantly direct

ed to all the secret mysteries of nature; and they may

be classed amongst the earliest astronomers. When the

Gaonim left the Euphrates for the Guadalquiver or M .

bar Maimon removed tbence to Cairo , each of these had

as bright a firmament to survey, as bad their propbet

Daniel in Babylon , where he was master of Chaldean

astrologers and astronomers. That in such climates,

where the planets , brimful of brilliance, seem running

over with excess, the Hebrews could neglect their con

templation , is an incredible supposition and false in fact :

God said , “ let them be for signs and for seasons," — this

is found in the first pages of the Hebrew Scripture ; and

We are assured by themselves that at no time have they

neglected the admonition. Hereditary astronomers, they

pretended to hold traditional secrets brought by Abra

ham from the land of Hharran , and they appealed to the

Hebrew names of the constellations in the book of Job

and Amos for the antiquity of their observations.
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Such an original impulse seems to have been so deep

ly fixed , as never to have deserted the Hebrews, even

under the severest privations. Accordingly ,when Alon

so X ., had spent nearly 400,000 ducats for the comple

tion of his celebrated tables containing the sidereal ob

servations, weread that they were completed and drawn

up by Rabbi Moses of Kiriath -jearim ; and by means of

Hebrews exclusively , be published the book of Circles ,

which is still preserved with care at Alcala .

To Rabbi A . B . Ezra, the world is indebted for the

equator to the celestial globe. Rabbi Ezra was a pro

found philosopher, astronomer, physician, grammarian,

arithmetician , poet, and Cabbalist. His writings on the

arts and sciences are very much esteemed by his breth

ren .

Rabbi J . B . J. Alcalia , through his profound and ac

curate knowledge of languages, and great proficiency in

mathematics, Abdallah, king of Granada, commonly

styled the mathematician, was induced to makebis teach

er and major-domo.

Rabbi ) . ben R . M . Cohen, translated by order of

King Alonso, the astronomical works of Avicenna from

the Arabic into Castilian , and wrote two books on the

fixed stars, which he divided into forty-eight constella

tions.

Rabbi J . Israeli, was considered the most able ma

thematician and astronomer of his age ; his astronomical

works and tables are very highly esteemned . He also

wrote on the planetary systein , according to Ptolemny's

Almagest ; and a perpetual Almanack .

Rabbi J. B . Israel wrote on the foundations of Em

bolismic Reckoning, and highly esteemed Astronomical

Tables.

Rabbi D . Abüdrahan wrote the order of Intercalation

in the Calendar, Astronomical Tables, and on the Solsti

ces and Equinoxes.

Paul of Buyos, a Jewish Convert , and Bishop of Car

thagena, was much esteemed for his proficiency in As

tronoiny, & c . & c . A contemporary poet says, “ that he

possessed all human learning, all the secrets of high pbi

losophy ; he was a masterly logician , a sweet orator, an

admirable historian , a subtle poet, a clear and veracious
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narrator, an excellent minister, and one of whom every

body spoke well.” He continues,

" Twasmy delight to sit with him

Beneath the solemn ivy tree,

To hide me from the sunny beam

' Beneath the laurel's shade and see

Pin dol . The little silver streamlet flowing ;

While from his lips a richer stream

Fell with the light of wisdom glowing :

How sweet to slakemy thirst with him !”

end astron
induced the themenu in

imebrew astros

Rabbi M . B . Maimon , besides all other attainments,

was a profound logician, philosopher , mathematician,

and astronomer. His numerous writings and profound

learning , induced the Rev. Dr. Clavering, Bishop of Pe

terborough, to say “ the memory of Maimonides has

flourished , and will forever flourish ."

A list of more bright names of Hebrew astronomers

may be very easily added , but want of space prevents

us from so doing. It is enough to say that when the

star of Arabian civilization became eclipsed in the capi

tal of the western caliphs, the learning of the descend

ants of Judah seemed to shine with more and more

brilliancy in the first metropolis of Christian Spain , and

thence in various parts of the globe.

In medicine, they excelled so much that kings, prin

ces, popes, and nobles, bave employed none but He

brews for their chosen physicians. Their writings on

medicine are both very numerous and highly esteemed.

In metaphysics and philosophy, the Hebrews will

stand comparison even with the best of modern writers .

The following from Rabbi J. Albo's Sepher Eckarim , is

a specimen of Hebrew metaphysics , of as early as the

14th Century, which, when compared with the writings

of others of the same period, will, we are sure, convince

the reader that the opinion of the Jesuit Huarte , (in re

ference to the Hebrew mind,) in his “ Examination of

Genius,” is, by no means exaggerated.

DIVISION 1. - CHAPTER V .

“ All apimate beings on earth may, according to their

instincts and manner of living , be divided into three
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great classes . One class cannot live and subsist, in a

social state ; as, for instance, beasts of prey : To these,

the collecting together and associating in great numbers

would be injurious; for, were a vast concourse of them

collected on one spot, hunger and their ferocious in

stincts would soon lead them to destroy each other. A

second class cannot live and subsist but in a social state ;

as, for instance, man ; to whom the collecting together

and associating in numbers is absolutely necessary for

his preservation. His susceptible conformation subjects

him to the influence of cold and heat, and of their alter

nations ; he therefore needs raiment to protect him

against their influence. His powers of digestion are not

great; his food must therefore, be prepared in order to

aid them . But neither food nor raiment could he possi.

bly obtain in sufficient abundance, except in a state of

society wbere many join for reciprocal aid and assist

ance : one weaves while another makes the needle with

which the third sews, and it is thus in every occupation

that his wants render necessary. The third class of api

mate beings form the medium between the two ex

tremes ; a state of society being to them neither injuri

ous, as to beasts and birds of prey, nor of absolute ne

cessity , as to man, but their instinct sometimes prompts

them to associate and collect in numbers for their wel

fare; asmany beasts and birds, wbich at certain seasons

congregate and flock together for safety and protection,

and afterwards separate again . With man , however, a

state of society, when once formed , cannot be dispensed

with, which induced our Rabbies to say that man, by

nature, was a social aniinal.

“ As a state of society is thus natural, and therefore ab

solutely necessary for the preservation ofman , the main

taining of that society in every land or clime on the

globe, requires certain regulations to determine and pro

tect the right, and to point out and punish the wrong ,

so as to prevent the baneful effects which the collison of

passions and interests might produce. In these regula

tions are comprised coinmands which tend to proinote

the social welfare, as the prohibition of murder, thefts,

violence, and the like. These regulations our Rabbies

called " the natural laws of society ,” as being absolutely
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and indispensably necessary to the existence of society ;

and they are generally imparted to mankind by a sage,

a prophet, or a hero. The uniformity and perfection of

this legal system of society , (as, for instance, the Roman

laws,) is called “ civilization," which, however, cannot

be upheld , unless some head be empowered to watch

over and preserve its integrity , either as ruler, judge, or

king of the society . And as man , by nature, is a social

animal, and is the more happy the more perfect the

state of society is in which he lives, it tbence results that

governinent is to him a natural institution , as the power

of ruler, judge, or king is indispensable to maintain the

institutions of society, and with them the well-being and

happiness of the individuals of which it is composed .

" If we carefully examine the animal conformation and

the perfection of its variousmembers , we shall find that

the Creator exerted his bountiful providence to furnish

all his creatures with every requisite for their well-being,

not only that which is indispensable for the preservation

of the species, or the individual, but likewise with wbat

ever might be conducive to their happiness, so as to ren

der them perfect according to their degree in the scale

of creation . And when we find the careful dispensation

of this bounty towards creatures of an inferior degree,

we may reasonably infer its exercise likewise towards

those of a superior degree, in order that they too, may

be furnished with whatevermay tend to make them per

fect. Whosoever maturely reflects on this subject, will

find that it is the Divine influence alone, by means of

which , whatever relates to the perfection of man can be

effected ; and that this Divine influence is far more re

quisite to thewell-being ofman , who is gifted with reason ,

than anything with which the Creator has gifted all other

animals is to theirs, they being restrained by instinct.

“ This Divine influence, although directly communica

ted to oneman only, will, nevertheless, in its operation

cause and lead to the perfection of all mankind. For,

although the different species of animals, someof which

are more perfect than others, do not cornmunicate their

perfection to other races ; (as each species forms a whole ,

and has its peculiar and distinct purpose in the crea

tion ;) nevertheless, in the human species, comprising as
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it does , different degrees of mental powers, some supe

rior to others , all these powers combine but for one ob

ject, — the perfection of the whole race, which , likewise,

has its peculiar and distinct purpose in the creation . If

we were to assume that the greatmen of the earth , from

their superior means of acquiring knowledge, are more

perfect than their labourers, that the sage again is more

perfect than the great, that one or more of each class

are more perfect than his or their fellows ; yet, the per

fection of any one, or of all these individuals alone,

would pot, in itself, constitute the aim or purpose for

which his species was created , but would only be instru

mental to the perfecting of the whole species of which

he or they, however distinguished , form but a part ; as

in the body there are different members, each required

for the preservation of the whole ; -- and though some of

these members are more important, and, therefore, su

perior to otbers, yet they are not so for their own sakes

only , but as forming a part of, and essentially contribu

ting to preserve, the entirety and perfection of the whole.

And as in the body the heart is the vital part of the ani

mal, the instrument for circulating life throughout the

frame, and particularly the brain, by means of which

sensation and motion are gadually conveyed to all the

different members; so likewise, in the human species,

the mass receive the impulse towards its perfection from

principal members, not as being distinct from them , but

because together , they form but one wbole .

“ The rank of principalmembers of the buman species

appertains to those few selected by the Deity for the

purpose of conveying through them , to the rest of the

species, the Divine influence and themeans of acquiring

perfection . And it ought not to be less evident to us,

that the bounty of Providence, intent on employing the

means most conducive to promote the perfection of man

kind , did grant the Divine influence, without which

there can be no perfection , to the few as integral parts

of the whole buman race ; than it is, that the same Pro

vidence did grant to all other animals , not only what is

requisite for their preservation , but likewise what is con

ducive to their perfection , according to their respective

degrees in the scale of creation .
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“ Directions given by the individuals thus selected by

Providence to promote the perfection of mankind, by

means of the Divine influence, are called “ divine laws."

Their relative degree of importance to the natural laws

of society is as that of the regulating principle in a piece

of mechanism to its accessories.

“ The foregoing sections have demonstrated the exist- .

ence of two distinct systems of law : 1st, the natural

laws of society, which, in their perfection , become civ

ilization ; and secondly, the Divine laws. The natural

laws concern inan as a member of society, independent

ly of time and place. Civilization depends on time and

place. The Divine laws are dictated by the Divine in

Auence, through themedium of a prophet or messenger

sent by the Deity, (as were Adam , Noah , Abrabam , and

Moses,) and are binding on all to whom they are impart

ed . We have called one of these systems principal,

and the other accessary , because the natural laws direct

how to avoid wrong and pursue right : Civilization

teaches to avoid impropriety, and to pursue propriety,

according to a received standard . But the Divine laws

are intended to prepare man for the knowledge that his

soul is immortal, and therefore capable of true felicity,

and points out to him the means of attaining it. They

teach bim what is truly wrong, which he is to avoid ;

what is truly right, which he is to pursue; and how to

renounce all transitory good, so as to be indifferent

about being deprived of it. In addition to this, they

dictate the most perfect rules of equity , with respect to

society , in order that the uncertainty which pervades the

natural laws may not interfere with that felicity which

it is the special province of the Divine laws to afford.

“ The inferiority of natural to Divine lawshas been hap

pily expressed by the inspired poet, in Psalm xix : 7-10 ;

where he enumerates six important points , in each of

which the superiority of the Divine laws is clearly mani

fest. They are as follows :

1. The natural laws are insufficient to render the

knowledge of man perfect, or to affect bis immortality ,

so as to qualify his soul to return to the land of life

whence it came to him ; as they do not extend their in

fluence beyond doing right and acting with propriety :
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whereas, the Divine laws not only inculcate right and

propriety, but likewise distinguish between truth and

error in the mind. This meaning David conveys in the

words, “ The law of the Lord is perfect, restoring the

soul.”

2 . Even the knowledge of what is right or wrong,

proper or improper, which is all tbat the natural laws

are capable of embracing , cannot by them alone be firm

ly and immutably settled ; because it is very possible

that a something may by us be considered as proper or

improper, which in itself, is not so . For, impossible as

it is, that any one should intuitively be provided with

the ability needful to carry on any art or trade to per

fection , it is equally impossible that any Legislator, com

posing his laws according to the dictates of human

wisdom only , should be free from error, so as immuta

bly to decide what is proper or improper ; and therefore

his decision on any subject whatsoever, cannnot be a

certain rule of conduct for others to adopt. In proof of

this we find that even Plato might, and actually did ,

fall into great error; for he says, “ It is proper that the

women belonging to any one class of society should be

common to all the members of that class , such as the

great, the traders, the labourers and so forth , respective

ly.” This Platonic rule of propriety the Divine laws

most strongly condemn ; as we find in Gen. xxiii, where

Abimelech , King of Gerar, baving taken. Sarah from

her husband, is told , “ Behold , thou must die for the wo

man thou hast taken : She is a man 's wife ." And be

justifies himself by the assertion that he was ignorant of

that fact. Aristotle likewise reprobates this rule of Pla

to ; and their difference of opinion on this subject is a

proof that no human reason is, of itself, sufficient to

pronounce a decision on what is proper or what is im

proper, in a manner that will receive the unqualified

sanction of allmen , at all times, and in all places ; much

less can we rely on it to settle matters of superior know

lege, such as the question , whether the universe is crea

ted or increate, or the like. The Divine laws alone are

able to set such questions at rest ; and, accordingly, Da

vid says: “ The testimony of the Lord is sure, making

wise the simple .”
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. 3 . “ The naturallawscannot bestow.inward joy on their

observers. Their promises have no tendency to afford

satisfaction to tbe mind ; and, even if they had, there is

no certainty or guarantee for their performance. More

over, their observer cannot pronrise himself any merit

from their observance : indeed , their 'yagueness leaves

hiin in doubt whether his observance bemeritorians at all.

But obedience to the Divine laws will confer that inward

joy, and will afford satisfaction to the mind, because

their observer is certain that the righteousness they com

mand is the true righteousness , and that their observ

ance is really meritorious : as the Psalmist says, “ The

statutes ofGod are righteons, and rejoice the heart,"

4 . “ Natural laws cannot prescribe the conduct to be

observed on particular oceasions, or extend their dictates

to any special case thatmay occur. All that they can do

is, to lay down general roles, the special application of

which they leave to the judgement of the individual.

Thus Aristotle, in bis book on Ethics, repeatedly uses

the expression , “ that, in a moral respect, it is proper

always to act in a manner most becoming the timeand

place .” But he does not specify what is becoming at

particular times and places, or what times or places are

becoming for particular actions; he leaves this to be de

cided by the common sense of every man . Again , in

the samework , (Ethica Magna,) be tells qs, that “ par

ticular cases must be weigbed according to the circuin

stances under which they occur," but he leaves us no

rule by which to adjust the balance, except propriety .

Had it been possible for erring humanity to lay down

uniform rules applicable to all cases, Aristotle would

have done it ; his mind being as expansive, and his rea

soning faculties as great and powerful, as those of any

man who lived either before , or after bim . But he did

not do it, because he could not. The Divine laws alone

supply this deficiency. Thus, wbile in the Ethics of

Aristotle we find, “ he is pious who wisely observes a

middle course between the extreme enjoyments of vo

luptuousness , or of eating and drinking, and total absti

nence ;" he only adds, “ teachers of morality recommend

thatman sbould act in a manner becoming the timeand

place, and becoming his particular constitution and the

Vol. 11. – No. 1.
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society he frequents." Butnot one of thesemoral teach

ers instructs uswhen, where, and how it becomes us to

act. The Divine laws, on the contrary , explicitly direct

us in every one of these cases. They tell us with whom ,

when , where, and with what motive, we are permitted

to satisfy our sensual cravings; what kind of food is per

mitted , and from whatwe are to abstain ; and while they

allow the enjoyment of wine, forbid all excess, by com

manding that no person in a state of intoxication be per

mitted to perform the rites of divine worship , or to pray.

Thus likewise, we find thatmoralists recommend valour

as a virtue ; but, at the same time they maintain , that it

is improper for any man to expose himself to death , ex

cept in case it be more desirable to him to die than to

live. But they cannot, and therefore do not, decide the

particular case to which they allude. The Divine laws,

however, explicitly declare that case to bewhenever it

tends to glorify the name of God, and that then only,

(as in the case of Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah ,) or

in combatting the enemies of God and their evil deeds,

( as in the case of Samson ,) death is more desirable than

life . Thus, whilst on all momentous subjects natural

laws are insufficient, and the casuist who is guided by

them , gropes about in the dark like the blind, " the com

mandment ofGod is pure, enlightening the eyes.” .

5 . “ The laws of nature, being of buman origin , and ,

consequently , imbued with all the imperfections of hu

manity , cannot decidewhat is proper or improper , at all

times. For , whatever is at one time considered as pro

per and becoming, may at another, be held as quite the

reverse ; as, for instance, marriage with a sister, which

in former days was considered as becoming, butwhich

is at present justly held to be improper. They are,

therefore, subject to continual alteration or improvement,

as the progress of human reason may dictåte. The Di

vine laws, on the contrary, originating from the perfect

wisdom of the Deity, lay down their rules once and for

ever. They can never become subject to any altera

tion, as they are free from all error ; and their purity in

sures their duration . David , therefore, with great justice,

Bays, “ The fear of the Lord is clean , enduring forever."

6 . Natural laws cannot decide to a ničety on the just
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and proper measure of punishment that is due to the

violator of their enactments ; nor have they any inward

control, or themeans of pupishing concealed guilt,which

altogether escapes their jurisdiction ; whereas, Divine

justice reaches where all human research would be vain ;

and its laws, weighing the motives as well as the deed,

apportion precisely the just quantum of punishment.

And although it may appear as if, in this world , the

the righteous man sometimes perisbeth in his right,

whilst the transgressor: thrives in his guilt, the Divine

laws give us the assurance that our existence does not

terminate with this life ; and that, though on earth we

may not always perceive the perfect justice of events , it

is because that perfect justice is reserved to a future

state ; or, as the Poet-King says, " The judgments of the

Lord are true and righteous altogether.”

Want of space prevents me from giving a larger ex

tract from the celebrated writings of Albo ; as also , a list

of Hebrew metaphysical writers. The following para

graphs of Hebrew philosophy, taken from A . L . Davids,

will, I am sure, of themselves speak the Hebrew mind .

" From the sublime description of the works of crea

tion , contained in the first chapter of Genesis, it appears

tbat there was a time when the earth, the heavens, and

the planetary systemshad not been called into existence

by the Omnipotent. In the first period of the exercise

of creative influence, the whole was one chaotic, terra

queous mass, unformed and sbapeless, in which , as in

the present formation of our globe, the aqueous parts

were predominant ; and even this, in the absence of the

yet uncreated light, its negative quality, darkness bore

unrivalled sway . On the first day of creation , the pri

mary impulse of motion appears to have been given to

the earth by the brooding of the Divine Spirit, and I

think I sball be able to prove, that by this impnlse the

diurnalmotion of the earth was effected . “ Let there be

light," said the Deity , and light existed ; and God saw

that it was fit to perform the office of its creation ; and

he divided between the light and between the darkness ;

and God called the light “ day,” and the darkness bé

called “ night;" and the evening and themorning was

one day .
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“ We will now panse awhile to examine this most im

portant passage. We here discover the existence of

ſight, and of night and day, before the creation of the

sun ; and we are naturally anxious to learn how this was

performed. To a superficial observer, something like a

doubt suggests itself ; but, to an attentive inquirer, no

thing but true philosophy appears. He discovers the

creation of primitive light pre-existent to its present

source of emanation , but not of existence, - - the sun ; into

wbich , on the fourth day, this primitive lightwas col

lected : he discovers the existence of day and night pre

vious to the creation of the sun as a luminary ; and , in

answer to the inquiry of how this was effected , be dis

covers that it could have been accomplished in no other

way than by the revolution of the earth caused by the

first impulse of motion given to it by the Divine Spirit :

and hewill thus discover that the revolution of the earth,

and not that of the sun , was considered by the ancient

Jews, as by the Newtonian philosophers , to be the cause

of day and night ; and which opinion I hope to be able

further to support in the course of my lecture. * * * *

“ Wewill now proceed to investigate another most im

portant point of this period of Jewish philosophy , one

which , through the inattention of translators and com

mentators, bas bid fair to eclipse its whole system , and

to throw all the science of the ancient Hebrews into

the shade ; it is no less than the sun , according to the

English and other versions, standing still at the com

mand of Joshua . I sball proceed to show that the text

of tbis important passage saysno such thing , and that

the error has crept in through the upplnilosopbical con

ceptions which its translators have formed of their ori

• ainal. . . . . . !

“ Now , it is essential to our rightly understanding of

this passage, to examine both the Hebrew and the Eng

lish word for sun . The Hebrew language, in accordance

with strict pbilosophical principles, has three names for

sun. The English bas also three, but they are compound

terms, thus, - solar orb , solar flame, solar light ; yet we

unphilosophically use the word sun in all these senses :

we say the sun is round , the sum is powerful, the sun is

obscured , though we mean the solar orb is round, the
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solar flame is powerful, the solar light is obscured . This

philosophical accuracy exists , however, primarily in He

brew . The solar orb is expressed by no compound terin :

the word Hheres, expresses this signification ; so Hham

ma, the solar flame or fire ; . so likewise Shemesh , the

word used by Joshua, the solar light. This is also ex

tended , as far as pbilosophicalpropriety demands, to the

moon . We find in Hebrew two names applied to this

planet, Lebana , the disc or orb, and Yarcah, the light

reflected from it; heat pot being one of its qualities, we

find no word expressive of the lunar flameor fire. That

the sense of Shemesh and Yareah is solar and lunar

light, is not only evident from a multitude of places in

Scripture where these words occur, but also from the

passage of Joshua itself ; for, if we translate Shemesh,

solar orb, solar flame or sun ; or Yaréah , lanar orb, or

moon , the one must have rested upon Gibeon , the other

in the valley of Ajalon. This indeed, would be an ex

traordinary systein of philosophy, — the sun resting upon

a mountain , and themoon in a valley . All this, howev

er, is fully explained by following the philosophical idea

of the original, in which the solar and lunar light is

stayed froin advancing and receding upon the opposite

hemispheres of the globe, not by the agency of the sun ,

but by that of the earth itself.

“ The texts to which we allude are these ; (Ps. xix : 5 ,)

“ In them (the heavens,) bath he placed a tent or recep

tacle for the Shemesh, (sun ,) which is as a bridegroom

coming out of bis chamber." Shemesh bere, cannot

mean the sun , surely ; there is no receptacle for that,

withoutwe conceive it fixed in a sooket ; nor does it come

out of its chamber ; but translate Shemesh, “ solar light;"

and we will make sense of the passage : “ In the heavens

bath be placed a receptacle for the solar rays, namely,

the Hheres or orb of the sun , (Exod . xvi : 21, “ and

the Shemesh became hot.” I cannot imagine, how the

orb of the sun grew hot, (Jonah iv : 8,) " and the She

mesh beat upon the head of Jonah .” But the most con

clusive is that of Psalm 'cxxi: 6 ; " and the Shemesh shall

not smite thee by day, nor the Yareah by night.” Was

this intended , that the orb of the sun and the orb of the

moon should not descend from heaven to smite ? or was
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it that their rays and beams should not affect those spo

ken of in the text ? We need not trouble any with more

examples on this subject, though we could produce at

least ten times as many proofs. But we think it unne

cessary to produce any further evidence than the pas

sage of Joshua itself ; for the sun can only be said to

rest on a mountain by its rays, the moon in a valley by

its beams. If it were the sun, tbe orb, or body of the

sun , here spoken of, and not its light, we prove this ,

that the sun bad a motion given to it which it never had

before, co- instantaneous with a cessation of thatmotion ;

or, in other words, that it moved , and was in a state of

rest, at one and the same time, which reduces this argu

ment ad absurdum .

“ The passage quoted from the book of Jasher, throws

considerable light on this subject, for it explains the

relative position of the sun : It says, “ The Shemesh

stood still in the horizon ." Thus, it appears that the

sun was sinking in the west, casting its last rays on

Gibeon , when Joshna , perceiving the near termination

of the day , requested its prolongation , & c . The Chi

nese bave preserved a confused account, in their annals ,

of the 'sun not going down during the space of ten days.

This happened in the time of Yan , (their seventh mo

narch from Fohi,) who was contemporary with Joshua.

Herodotus says, (Lib . ii : cap . 142,) Ev TOIVUV TOUTW TW Xpovw

σερρακις ελεγον εξ ηθεων σον ηλιον ανασειλαι ενθα σε νυν καταδυεσαι,

ενθευσεν δις επανειλαι και ενθεν νυν ανσελλει , ενθαυσα δις καταβηναι.

Hewas told by the Egyptian priests, that from the reign

of their first king to that of Sethon , the sun had risen

four times in an unusualmanner ; that he had twice risen

where be now sets ; and had twice set where he now

rises. '

" This, though corrupted by its passage through the

bands of the Egyptian priests and the wonder-telling

Herodotus,may still be traced to a traditionary relation

of the miracle of Joshua."

Enpassant,we will only notice the names of a few

able commentators, respecting whose writings, Gesenius

tbus speaks, “ The judicious commentator will know

how to use much in them that is indisputably true and

good ; and a facility in understanding these sources is
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indispensably necessary to every respectable interpreter.”

Rabbi S . Gaon , principal of the College at Sara . He

wrote many able Commentaries, but especially distin

guished himself by his Commentary on Daniel, and an

Arabic paraphrase on the book of Job .

Rabbi S. Jarchi, wrote a Commentary on the whole

Bible, which , though full of Talmudism , manifests dili

gence, acuteness , a thorough acquaintance with the lan

guage of Scripture, and a desire to rise above the Tal

mudic interpretation .

Rabbi A . Aben Ezra , wrote a Commentary on the en

tire Bible, and far surpassed Jarchiin power and freedom

of judgement. He threw a great deal of light on the

book of Job , by bis knowledge of Arabic . :

Rabbi D . Kimchi, wrote Commentaries on most of

the books of Scriptures, which are most valuable . He

is styled the prince of grammarians, “ for his Grammar

and Lexicon , (says Dr. McCaul,) have, until very lately,

contributed the main portion of all similar productions."

Rabbi L . ben Gershom , wrote a Commentary on the

Old Testament, which is, deservedly , highly esteemed.

He also wrote on astronomy, logic , and physic. .

Rabbi J . Abarbanel, wrote an excellent Commentary

on the Bible . It is remarkably pure and easy in style,

and may be considered one of the best Rabbinical Com

mentaries as far as criticism goes. His history (tracing

his pedigree to king David ,) is very interesting ; a short

sketch of it is to be found in Woltius. i

Time and space would fail us were we to attempt to

enumerate all the praiseworthy Hebrew writings. We

would have given extracts from the few works we have

just mentioned to illustrate their real value, but this ar

ticle would bave extended to an inconvenient length .

We hope, therefore , the student, who has really a thirst

for information , will begin to cultivate an acquaintance

with Hebrew writings, in order that he may be able to

judge for himself, whether our statements are correct or

not, and whetherwe have been biassed by national feel

ings. The student who admires learning wherever he

finds it, would then re-echo the poet's beautiful lines :

" Full many a gem of purest ray serene,

The dark unfathom 'd caves of ocean bear."
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ARTICLE III.

THE THRONE OF GOD .

“ A throne was set in Heaven , and one sat on the throne." — Rev. iv : 2

Hiero, the tyrant of Sicily , once propounded to Si

monides, the poet, this question : “ What is God ?” The

poet, sensible of his unpreparedness to return a satisfac

tory answer, desired a day to deliberate on the subject.

At the expiration of this period, he solicited a space of

two days. These having elapsed , be requested a term

of four days. Hiero, wondering at this unexpected con

duct, desired an explanation . The Cean poet respond

ed in substance , to this effect, “ The longer I deliberate

on the subject the problem appears the more difficult of

solution .”

Nor is there anything marvellous in all tbis. Simo

nides perceived -- as well he might that the solution of

the question was involved in inextricable difficulties .

And the more so , inasmuch as this response emanated

from a mind swayed merely by the crepuscular lights of

nature, wholly devoid of the illuminating influence of a

Divine revelation. It is highly problematical- - to say

the least-- whether any poet, - nay, whether the pro

foundest philosopher, either of ancient or modern times,

— unassisted by the teachings of this beavenly record,

would have returned a more judicious answer.

Man , in his lapsed condition , irrespective of superhu

man aid , has no just apprehensions of the " Tbrone of

God," or of the essential character of Him who sits

thereon . This allegation is corroborated by a conside

ration of those manifold absurdities, and grostesque in

ventions, which misguided men have so ungraciously

palmed upon the world. But what profound cause of

felicitation and gratitude have we of the nineteenth cen

tury , that we are not doomed with the benighted , inha

bitants of paganism , to derive all our conceptions of the

Deity from the crepuscular glimmerings of a sin -impair

ed reason ? That we have a more sure word of pro

phecy,” whose prerogative it is to dispel from the hu
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man mind, those clouds of ignorance and superstition

in which it is enveloped by nature, and shed light upon

all subjects appertaining to the character and attributes

of the living God. With this beavenly lamp in our.

band, we can push our thoughts beyond the confines of

this “ visible, diurnal, sphere ; " rise in lofty abstraction

above it, and hold converse, as it were, with celestial

beings. To this source are we exclusively indebted, for

all that we know of the subject placed at the head of

this article, The Throne of God." Would we, there.

fore , aspire to even some faint glimpses of the charac

teristic lineaments of this throne and the resplendent

glory of Him who is seated upon it, to the teachings of

the volume of Inspiration must we constantly appeal.

Guided then , by the teachings of this ethereal lamp,

would we with much diffidence, essay to give utterance

to a few desultory thoughts, touching a theme so sublime.

Without aspiring “ to be wise abore what is written , "

but, in meekness and bunility, bowing in all due defer

ence to the legitimate disclosures of this infallible guide

wemay, peradventure, attain some feeble conceptions of

a subject, which , to å mind unenlightened by revelation ,

inust, necessarily, be enveloped in so much obscurity .

What then , are soine of the characteristic attributes

of tbe throne of God , as reflected from the pages of the sa

cred volume? To this inquiry we now address ourselves.

The pennan of the Apocalypse- - for no other reason

than exercising the function of a messenger of the Cross

had incurred the malignant displeasure of Doinitian ,

the Roman Emperor, that paragon of flagitious cruelty.

The latter, in order to gratify his fiendish malevolence,

denounced against this faithful servant of God , a decree

of banishment. The scene of his exile was the sea-girt

Isle of Patmos - themodern Patmosa . But even here,

amid the abodes of solitude, instead of being doomed to

experience the anguish of Divine desertion , he was fa

voured with cheering manifestations of Heaven 's appro

bation . He enjoyed the signal privilege of being able

to lift the veil which conceals from mortal ken , the events

of futurity , and obtain some insight into “ tbings which

should be hereafter.” Under the operation of some di

vipe afflatus, supernatural vision , or tapturous ecstacy,
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spirited up beholdawell

there was unveiled to his intellectual sight, an emble

matical representation of a magnificent, glorious Throne,

and One sitting upon it. ,

The idea that the great and incomprehensible Jehovah ,

is circumscribed to any particular locality in the mate

rial universe, is altogether inadmissible. Such a conclu

sion would conflict with his acknowledged attribute of

omnipresence ; the existence of which attribute is une

quivocally taught by the inspired Psalmist: “ Whither

shall I go from thy Spirit ? or whither shall I flee from

thy presence ? If I ascend up into Heaven , thou art

there. If I makemy bed in hell, behold thou art there.

If I take the wings of the morning and dwell in the ut

termost parts of the sea ; even there shall thy hand lead

me, and thy right hand sball bold me."'*

But, while it is readily conceded that ubiquity is one

of Jehovah 's attributes, yet the supposition is not pre

posterous, that there is some place within the confines of

creation , where the omniscient One more visibly dis

plays his glorious presence. This conclusion seems to

receive countenance from the teaching of the inspired

Oracles. Thus, says the Saviour, on one occasion : “ Int

my Father's house are many mansions : if it were not

80, I would have told you . I go to prepare a place for

you . And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will

come again and receive you unto myself ; that where I

am , there ye may be also." Corroborative of the senti

ment bere expressed, is the fact, that Christ's human

body after his resurrection , ascended to Heaven . The

samemay be predicated of those of Enoch and Elijah .

Moreover, if the place called Heaven , has no particular

locality, where, it may be asked , are those bodies ? And

where will we assign a residence to the bodies of the

saints after the resurrection ? Being material bodies they

must necessarily have a local habitation , somewhere in

the immensity of space. From these considerations, it

seems reasonable to infer, that there is, somewhere in

the boundless infinitude of space, some local situation ,

where the eternal Jehovah is wont to make a more efful

gentdisplay ofhis ineffable glory than he does elsewhere .

* Psalm 139. John xiv: 2, 8.
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With these preliminaries, we proceed to contemplate

some of the attributes of God , as reflected from the live

ly Oracles.

The apostle having concluded the epistolary part of

his revelation relative to the seven churches of Asia ,

he now proceeds to unfold the prophetic scene. As he

introduced the former with a vision of Christ, so he in

troduces this with his vision ofGod, the Creator, seated

on his glorious high throne, surrounded with the count

less myriads of the heavenly hosts, chanting their loud

hosanpas to him who liveth forever and ever. This 81

pernatural vision of the apostle , doubtless bears a stri

king similarity to that exbibited to the minds of the

prophets, Isaiah , Ezekiel, and Daniel; in which they

saw the symbolical representation of a majestic throne,

“ high and lifted up , and the train of Him who sat upon

it, filled the temple." * “ Then I looked, and behold , in

the firmament thatwas above the head of the cherubim ,

there appeared over them as it were, a sapphire stone,

as the appearance of the likeness of a throne.” + “ I be

held till the thrones were cast down and the Ancient of

days did sit, whose garment was white as snow , and the

bair of his head like the pure wool; bis throne was like

the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire.”

Although no man hath seen , or can see God , at any

time, with his natural organs of vision , yet, in this pro

phetic vision , there was distinctly exhibited to the sight

of the Exile of Patmos, a majestic, awful, and glorious

throne, established and exalted in Heaven ; and the em

blem of the Creator and Governor of the world , as seat

ed with august grandeur, not however, in human form ,

but in an illustrious symbolical appearance, upon His

imperial throne, “ whose kingdom ruleth over all."

The first idea , bere prominently brought to view , is

the emblematical likeness of Him wbo sat upon the

Throne. While it is obvious to remark, that no portrai

ture, or device, or image, invented by man , can convey

to the mind, any adequate conception of the appearance

of Him who “ is a Spirit," yet the context would seem

to warrant the conclusion , that a mystical, or emble

ble with an
guastrious sou

kingdom u
brought

the emblewhile it is volge,
inventediod ofthe

Throne: device, or
imarate

conceptio
context

* Isaiah vi: 1. Ezek. xi: 1. Dan. vií : 9.
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matical appearance of Him was here presented to the

enraptured vision of the apostle. While thus emble

matically seen by the apostle as sitting upon his empy

rean throne, he shone forth with a visible, radiant lustre,

bearing some resemblance to that of sparkling precious

stones, such as the most brilliant of those which occn

pied a place in the High Priest's breast-plate.* They

are, moreover, represented as placed in the foundation

of the New Jerusalem .

Of the precious stones here specified, the first is that

of the jasper. To this his appearance in the vision of

the apostle was assimilated. This mineral is said to ex

bibit the various colours of white , red , brown, blueish,

and greep . These multifarious hues may symbolize the

manifold , and well-connected excellencies of Him who

sat upon the throne. Their perpetual brilliancy may bě

typical of the exquisite complacency there is in beholding

Him -thus enthroned in matchless glory. His transcend

ently glorious appearance, being analagous to the splen

did transparent colour of the jasper, which was a glitter

ing white, with an intermixture of beautiful tints , may

symbolize God's immaculate purity and excellency , as

sociated with various other vouchsafements to his chosen

ones. Such a conclusion seems to be warranted from

the consideration , that moral purity must, necessarily,

be connatural to the essential character of the judge of

all the earth . He is immeasurably removed from every

thing that makes the least approximation to moral de.

filement. He cannot even connive at anything which

possesses the least tincture of moral pollution. This

principle of his nature is strikingly illustrated by the

well-known declaration of theman ofUz: " His angels

be charged with folly ." Again : “ The stars are not pure

in his sight.” Analogous to the above is the language

of the prophet Habakuk : “ Thou art of purer eyes

than to behold evil, and canst not look on iniquity."' S

Thus we see, that so essentially repugnant is the moral

character of God , to sin in every form , that he is repre

sented by the sacred penmen, bý turning away from it ;

or, as utterly averse even to looking upon it. ·

* Exod. xviii: 17- 20 . + Rev. xxi: 19 , 20.

Job iv : 18 : Job xxv : 6 . Hab. i: 18.
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Further : in this visionary representation , be that sat

on the Throne exhibited to the entranced view of the

apostle the similitude of a sardine stone, which displays

a sanguineous, or reddish hue. May not this complex

ion be emblematical? May it not symbolize * Jehovah's

peerless majesty, unappeasable indignation , and unmiti

gated vengeance against all his corrigible enemies ? Or,

may it not shadow forth bis inflexible justice, - an es

sential attribute of his moral character ? An attribute

which must forever remain unobliterated , notwithstand

ing the cavils of heretical teachers. To deny his posses

sion of this attribute would be to derogate from bis in

herent honor and tarnish bis inoral character. All such

efforts , however, must emanate from misapprehensions

of the true character of God , and must fall still-born ,

when fairly tested by the touch-stone of the infallible

record .

No jarring attributes characterize the moral character

of the eternal Jebovah . They all combine to constitute

one indissoluble, harmonions assemblage. Annihilate

his justice, and you at oncemar the beauty and symme

try of the whole. Tbis attribnte must then , forever stand

animpeached and unimpeachable , co -extensive with the

existence of God hinself. All efforts , therefore, to ex

alt one of bis attributes to the disparagement of anotber,

are destined , Sysiphus-like, to rebound upon the heads

of their misguided authors. : .

Wbile it is bereby admitted, that mercy is an essen

tial attribute of God, yet the exalting of it, at the

expense of justice, is a mode of reasoning wholly in

admissible . We cannot, for a moment, entertain an

idea so derogatory to the Divine character. Instead ,

therefore, of arranging them in antithetical contrast, we

delight rather to contemplate them as existing in barmo

nious juxta position , and constituting essential ingredi

ents in tbe Divine essence . Thus, says the Holy Spirit,

by the mouth of his prophet : “ Mercy and truth are

* As this, as well as all the prophetical writings, may be suseeptible of

different interpretations, we do not set up any claims to infallibility, in

the views here expressed. Should , therefore, other expositors of the sa

cred text, conclude that they have hit upon a more legitimate interpreta

tion, we cheerfully adeord to them the right to enter their diasent.
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met together ; righteousness and peace have kissed each

other.” — Psalm Ixxxv: 10 . While mercy is an acknowl

edged attribute of the Deity, we should scrupulously

guard against the impiety of attempting to divest him

of that of justice. . .

“ A God áll mercy is a God unjust.”

Still further ; we have a pregnant illustration of the

principle in question , in the story of redemption. Here

is a case in which, if justice could , in any event, have

been dispensed with , there is reason to believe it would

have been done in this. But no. So tenacious was the

Divine Law -giver of the honor of his government, that

the majesty of the law must be maintained , although his

own Son should be the victim by whom the penalty was

endured. An infraction of the divine law had been in

curred. This could not be tolerated with impunity .

The law must be honored . Reparation inust be made.

The penalty must be sustained, either by the offender

bimself, or, - in unison with a principle recognized by

laws, both divide and human , - in the person of a sub

stitute. This was an undertaking to which fallen man

was inadequate . Having raised the puny arm of rebel

lion against the ruler of the universe ,

“ Die he, or justicemust, unless for him ,

Some other able, and as willing, pay

The rigid satisfaction , death for death ."

Butwhere could a substitute, adequate to such an un

dertaking, be found ? This was an inquiry ofmomentous

import ; - one, to the solution of which , finite intelligen

ces were utterly inadequate. “ Which things tbe an

gels desire to look into ." * " And he saw that there was

no man, and wondered that there was no intercessor ;

therefore his arın brought salvation unto him .” + But

this state of deep suspense was at length relieved .

. God the Father,moved by a love, “ All height above ;

all depth below ," gave utterance to the thrilling an

nouncement : “ Deliver him from going down to the

... * 1 Pet. i: 12. + Isa lix : 16.
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pit ; I have found a ransom ." * And mutually respon

sive is the language of the Son : “ I was set up from

everlasting , froin the beginning, or ever the earth was.

I was daily his delight, rejoicing always before him ; re

joicing in the habitable part of his earth ; and my de

lights were with the sons of men .” + Here we have an

unequivocal intimation of the Mediator's voluntary sus

ception of man's guilt ; of his spontaneous acquiescence

in the Divine economy, which devolved on him the stu

pendous undertaking of offering himself as a vicarious

sacrifice for the sins of a ruined world . "

Here then , was a conjunction the most favourable

imaginable , for suspending the exercise of justice, - for

sheathing the flaming sword , when Jehovah 's own co

equal, co -eternal Son was the victim of its vengeance.

But no, having been once unsheathed, it must be satis

fied , though it be with the blood of his own well-belov

ed Son . Then was issued from the Throne of the Eter

nal tbe sovereign behest : “ Awake, sword , against my

Shepherd , and against the man that is my fellow , saith

the Lord of hosts :"

1104, .“ Thou, rather than thy justice should be stain 'd,

Didst stain the Cross ; and, work of wonders far

The greatest, that thy dearest far might bleed."

What an incontrovertible proof have we, in this trans

action , that justice is an essential attribute in that re

splendent assemblage which concenters in the Divine

Being ! [ If it should be thought that we have dwelt too

long on this item , it will find an explanation in the fact,

that this attribute, — his justice,ếis frequently impugned ,

or at least, disparaged ." ] .

From thus reflecting on the sterner attribute of jus

tice - if we may be allowed the expression — may we not

turn to the contemplation of a milder aspect of Jeho

vah's Throne? While the sardine stone - typical ofGod's

inflexible justice, and fiery indignation against all his

incorrigible enemies, — was visibly exhibited to the view

of the entranced apostle, yet, at the same time, there

was prominently presented to his view another impor

* Job . xxxiii: 24. + Prov. viii: 28, 80, 81. Zech , xiii: 7.
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tant appendant. One indicative that God the Father,

was reconciled towards bis rebellious subjects. That he

no longer darts from Sinai's smouldering peak, thescath

ing thunders of the broken law . But now , through the

merits of Him , in whom he “ is well pleased ,” he speaks

in the softer accents of reconciliation . Such a dispen

sation would seem to be typically represented by the

“ rainbow round about the throne.” This beautiful phe

nomenon, like a glorious arch over the throne, enlivened

with the most delightful green , like that of the emerald ,

is a token of God's unchangeable faithfulness. This ce

lestial phenomenon was to Noah a token , that he would

no more drown the world with a delnge of waters. But,

may it not have an ulterior scope ? May it not be a sym

bol of God's covenant of grace and peace, wbich had an

existence before the world began ? Such a conclusion is ,

to say the least, supported by strong probability .

While then , the demands of justice remain unimpair

ed , it is not necessary to dethrone Mercy. Their co -ex

istence cannot be denied . Pursuantto the stipulations of

the covenant of Grace, entered into , between the Father

and the Son , far back in the counsels of Eternity, plena

ry satisfaction to the violated law has been rendered by

the latter. Through the efficacy of his atoning sacrifice,

the goings forth of mercy , free, unmerited , sovereign ,

rich , immense, can now , in perfect consistency with jus

tice, be extended to rebel man . In this transaction , the

prediction of the prophet finds a realization : “ The

counsel of peace shall be between them both ." *

Further; we shall, in the next place, take a cursory

glance at some of the accompaniments of this imperial

throne, as delineated in the context. Supplemental to

this throne of superlative grandeur , there were exhibit

ed to the vision of the Exile of Patmos, four and twenty

seats, or subordinate thrones, of inferior magnificence.

On these were seated four and twenty Elders, the repre

sentatives of the whole church of the Old and New

Testament. Of the appearance of these elders, we have

a succinct description . They were decorated with ba

biliments of unsullied purity, emblematical, not only of

* Zech. vi; 18,
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the immacnlate righteonsness of justification , but also

that of sanctification. The attire of their heads was in ex

act correspondence with the wonted character of saints,

“ They had on their heads crowns of gold .” How apt

ly significant this, of the honor which will be conferred

on God's redeemed ! They are , by someof the inspired

writers, designated kings and priests. , In what perfect

congruity then , are these ornaments with which their

heads are so illustriously embellished !

· The apostle was not, however , allowed the high privi

lege of gazing udremittingly on the picturesque speota

cle just described . His attention was arrested by one

of a far different character. . The throne was notwithout

its terrors. There were seen , in alternate succession ,

coruscations of the forked lightning's vivid flash , in the

manifestations of its resistless power. Of this irresisti

ble energy, we have, in our own times, unmistakeable

indications. These are, not unfrequently, witnessed in

the terrific effects displayed in the spectacle of the thun

der-riven arms of the ancient oak of the forest, a stand

ing monument of the omnipotent power of that Being

who is wont to dart down with such terrifio -effect the

winged lightning from the ærial.cloud . !

Consequent upon, and as a counterpart to, the fearful

lightning's vivid glare, was the awful thunder's re-per

cussive roar. . " The God of glory thundereth . The

voice of the Lord is powerful ; the voice of the Lord is

full of majesty." * These majestic displays of elemental

natore, analogous to what were exhibited at the time of

the promulgation of the law at Mount Sinai, in token

of the presiding presence of the Lord, on that momen

tous occasion , may be symbolical of Jehovah 's irrecon - .

cilable indignation against the transgressors of his holy

law .

Webavé a further display of the perfections of Him

who sat on the Throne, in the exhibition of seven burning

lamps, designated “ The Seven Spirits of God.” These

are not without their appropriate significancy. They

are typical of the variety and perfections of the gifts and

graces of the Holy Spirit, which he communicates for

* Psalm xxix : 3, 4,
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ministers and churches. There was, moreover, unfold

ed to the view of the apostle , another concomitant of

the Throne, namely, that of “ a sea of glass ,” correspond

ing to the laver, or great vessel of brass in the taberna

cle or temple , which, in consideration of its capacious

ness , was denominated the .“ Molten Sea ." In this laver

were the priests wont to purify themselves from the

blemish of ceremonial defilement - a preparative requi

site to their entering the house of the Lord. Pure, spot

less, and transparent as crystal was this “ sea of glass,”

- emblematical of the purifying and efficacious blood of

the “ Lamb slain froin the foundation of the world ;"

wbich cleanses us from all sin , and with which all true

believers must be washed from the stain ofmoral pollu

tion before they can be adinitted to the climes of never

ending felicity. .

We conteniplate still another appendage of this impe

rial Throne. We have reference to the “ four beasts,”

or living creatures, as the original term imports. By

these we understand a hieroglyphical representation of

the ministry of reconciliation . Their characteristics are

corroborative of this view . For who bave more need of

wisdom , prudence, vigilance and circumspection, tban

the ministers of Jesus Christ? They are enjoined by

more than human authority, to “ be wise as serpents."

It is highly incumbent on them to " be watchful unto

prayer." - To “ walk circumspectly ," not as fools, but as

wise.” — To look up to God for constant communications

of his grace, that they may be enabled to impart to

others salutary lessons of heavenly wisdoin and sound

doctrine," that cannot be controverted . “ That they

may be able by sound doctrine, both to exhort and to

convince the gainsayers,' *

· The first living creature bore the resern blance of a

lion ,- symbolizing the boldness and dauntless intrepidi

ty so necessary sometimes , in a messenger of the Cross .

This similitude is very apposite wben it is considered

that our Lord , on one occasion , designated two of his

disciples by the epithet “ Boanerges, - Sons of Thun

# Tit. i : 9.
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der," an acconnt of their unblenching resolution in pro

claiming theGospel. Instead of cowering beaneath the

menaces of the enemies of the Cross, or betraying . a '

recreant spirit, they evinced a disposition that showed

them to be strangers to “ the fear of roan, that bringeth

a snare."

The second living creature, exhibited the likeness of a

calf, or ox, denoting his indefatigable labour; — his un

yielding diligence and assiduity in the arduous work of

his Master, ;

The third stood erect, exhibiting the lineaments of the

" human face divine,'' - designative of that prudence,

discretion , compassion , and benevolence, so essentially

requisite in a herald of the Cross of Christ.

The fourth was charaoterized by the similitude of an

eagle ; - significant of his quick penetration into the sub

lime mysteries of the everlasting Gospel. As the eagle

has a piercing eye and soars aloft, so he who “ looks not

at the things which are seen , is wont to rise in lofty ab

straction, abore the drivelling, ephemeral things of this

sublunary scene. In the exercise of sublime sentiments,

and elevated devotions, he soars above the littleness and

emptiness of this puný ball, and converses as it were,

with celestial beings :

BUNU 413
" His hand the good man fastens on the skies,

And bids earth roll, nor feels her idle whirl."

- The apparatus of the living creatures claims a passing

notice. They had each six wings about him ; and they

were full of eyes within , similar to the Seraphim , in

Isaiab 's vision . With two they covered their face, ex

pressive of the profoundest humility , and sacred awe

and reverence ; and with two they covered their feet,

indicative of great humility , or promptitude, and as

siduous diligence in executing their high commissions ;

and with two they did fiy - significant of their alacrity

and expedition in the faithful discharge of their bigh be

bests. Moreover, they were full of eyes within, - inti

mating the necessity of looking to the actings of their

own hearts ; scrutinizing their ruling motives ; scanning

the origin , progress, and consummation of their every

thought and purpose.
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They have eyes before them signifying their readiness

to look up to God for divine direction ; and also behind

them , expressive of their cheerful alacrity, to “ feed the

church of God, which he had purchased with bis own

blood . " *

They bore a further resemblance to the seraphim which

appeared to Isaiah , in that they were continually em

ployed in holy minstrations and solemn adorations to

Him who sat on the Throne, saying with the profound

est reverence and sacred wonder, in a three- fold accla

mation and ascription of glory to the Father, Son , and

Spirit, - three persons, but one God, - “ Holy, holy, ho

ly; holy Father, holy Son, and holy Spirit," _ " unspot

edly , infinitely , essentially and communicatively holy ,

is the Lord Jehovah, the Almighty God, who, from

everlasting to everlasting always was, is, and will be

unchangeably the same; and who is the Creator, Pre

server,Governor, and Disposer of all things; their first

great cause, and ultimate end ; they all being of him ,

through him , and to him , to whom be glory forever ,

Amen ."

Thus then, are the living creatures the representatives

of Christ's ministering servants, incessantly employed in

ascribing all divine bonours, and the most thankful ac

knowledgments to the incomprehensibly glorious One,

who, as personated by the Father, appeared in emblems

of awfuland illustrious majesty, as seated on the Throne.

In harmonious concert with these living creatures the

four and twenty elders, the representatives of the church ,

joining in unison with their ministers, who conducted

the sublime anthems, bowed down, in low prostration

and humble adoration before the august Throne. Im

pressed with the profoundest sense of his ineffable per

fections and transcendent excellencies, they accord to

him , who alone is possessed of immortality, the most

solemn homage and devout adoration ; wbile, with the

most reverential obeisance, they cast their glittering

crowns at the feet of Him who is the Alpha and Omega,

the beginning and the end . .

In bringing these remarks, (perhaps already too pro

: * Acts xx : 28.
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lix ,) to a close, it may not be inappropriate to bestow a

cursory glance on some of the attributes of the Throne

under review . Having already noticed, with some par

ticularity, its justice, its re-introduction in this connex

ion is, perhaps, uncalled -for. .

It is a Throne established in righteousness. “ The

judge of all the earth will do right." Any other course

of procedure would be diametrically opposed to his es

sentialnature. His inherent rectitude must forever re

main utterly ineffaceable . In sustentation of this posi

tion , we will here introduce the declaration of the wise

man : “ His throne shall be establisbed in righteous

ness ." * Of similar import is the language of Job : “ I

will ascribe righteousness to my Maker." 1.

The Majesty of the throne is a prominent attribute.

It is one to which the inspired writers have frequent re

ference. Thus says the man of Uz: “ With God is terri

ble majesty." In correspondence with the above is the

language of the royal Psalmist. Under the influence of

an overwhelming sense of Jehovah 's superlative gran

deur, he breaks forth in the following ascription ofhom

age to the Almighty : “ Thine, O Lord , is the greatness,

and the power, and the glory, and the victory, and the

majesty ."

Again, its glory. This has no parallel in heaven or

earth . By this we identify the resplendent shining forth

of his matchless excellencies. Displays of these are vi

sible everywhere, above us and around us. Animate

and inanimate creation , alike conspire, to demonstrate

this truth . “ The heavens declare the glory of God,"

says the devout Psalmist.

Wenext contemplate the universality ofGod's Throne.

While we have seen that it is not merely chimerical to

suppose that there is, somewhere in the universe, a lo

cality where Jehovah makes a fuller display of his glory ,

yet we would not be understood as circumscribing his

governmental authority to any particular place. The

dominions of the greatest earthly potentates, who sub

dued powerful States, and made nations quail, fell im

* Proverbs XXV : 6. Job Xxxvi : 3 .

I Job Xxxvii : 22. 81 Chron . xxix : 11.

.
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measurably short of universality. The utmost that could

be claimed for them was the major portion of the inbabi

tants of this sublunary world . But, were we “ to take

the wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost

parts of the sea ;" or soar to the outskirts of creation ,

there would bis omnipresence invest us on every side:

there would we owe absolute fealty to the high sanctions

of this imperial Throne. Thus says the pious Psalmist :

“ All that is in the heaven and in the earth is thine ;

thine is the kingdom , O Lord , and thou art exalted as

head above all.” * Again , says the same inspired wri

ter : “ His kingdom ruleth over all.” +

Its stability may be placed in prominent contrast with

the ephemeral existence of terrestrialthrones . Themost

powerful dynasties of antiquity bave been obliterated

from the list of nations. Those which now sway the

sceptre of dominion will, ere long, be crumbled by the

corroding hand of all-consuming time, and will be as

though they had not been . But, not so with the Throne

of the Eternal. It is impregnably fixed on an immova

ble basis, - unimpairable by the vicissitudes of time, or

the machinations of the combined hosts of its most for

midable enemies. “ Thy throne, O God , is forever and

ever."

Nearly allied to the preceding is its immutability .

Immutable as his own essential essence it must necessa

rily continue to exist 'unchanged , and unchangeable,

through every succeeding period of time, and be co

extensive with Eternity itself.

The Eternity of the Throne of Omnipotence is well

fitted to fill the mind with emotions of sacred wonder

and reverential awe. The line of human intellect is in

finitely too short, to run the parallel, or even to make

an approximation to it . Finite cannot grasp that which

is infinite. Commensurate with the existence of God

himself, is the duration of his Throne. The subject is

overwhelming. The mind sinks exhausted , in attempt

ing to grasp it. And while the cycles of eternity sball

sweep endlessly along, Jehovah's Throne will still be

invested with immarcessible vigor, unimpaired, and un

* 1 Chron. xxix : 11. + Pa. 108 : 19. Ps. xlv : 6.
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impairable. “ The Lord shall reign forever and ever." *

Pretermitting other attributes which might be no

ticed , let us take a desoltory glance at some of the

attending retinue of this magnificent Throne. This con

stitutes no inconsiderable feature of its resplendent gran

deur. We are warranted by the inspired Oracles, in
the conclusion that it is perpetually encompassed with

conntlessmyriads ofserapbic throngs. ' “ Thousand thou

sands ministered unto him , and ten thousand times ten

thousand stood before him .” + The cherubin and the

seraphim are there. There too , is the Shechinah attend

ed with angelic hosts . The arch-angel Gabriel, is seen

peering in towering supremacy. Amid this multitudi

nous host, are seen too , the diversified orders of celestial

hierarchies. The serried ranks of spotless intelligencies

constitnte à portion of this ineffably splendid retinue.

These all, in the exercise of the most obsequious fealty,

and humble and adoring prostration , unite in harmoni

ous concert, in the loftiest ascriptions of bosannas and

ballelujahs to Him who sits upon the imperial throne.

' Of the resplendent majesty and glory of Him who sits

upon the Throne, we have a graphic description in the

following lines of the English bard :

bov
e
,“ Now had the Almighty Father from above,

From the pure empyrean where he sits

High thron'd above all height, bent down his eye,

His own works and their works at once to view :

About him all the sanctities of Heaven

Stood thick as stars, and from his sight received

Beatitude past utterance ;"

How solemn the reflection , that Adam 's universal pro

geny must, one day, be summoned to appear before

Him who sits upon this peerless Throne!

How awfully grand the conception of beholding the

multitudinous tribes of the human race, congregated in

one immense assembly, atthe bar of this dread tribunal!

When there shall be a full disclosure of the secrets of

all bearts , and the judge “ shall reward every man ac

cording to his works.”

o * Ex, xV : 18. Dan. vii: 10.
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ARTICLE IV .

· SUCCESS IN THE MINISTRY,

The first call to the Gospel Ministry exhibits, in a stri

king manner , the true spirit of this work, especially with

reference to the important element of success. It was

given to Simon Peter, at the shore of Galilee. The Sa

viour had, just before, directed him to “ launch out into

the deep and let down the nets for a draught.” In do

ing this he was not unaware of the fruitless toil of the

night previous, but he designed to try the spirit of his

new disciple . “ And Simon answering , said unto him ,

Master, we have toiled all the night and have taken no

thing ; nevertheless, at thy word, I will let down thenet.”

This reply evinced strong confidence in Christ and a

spirit of obedience to bis will. The result not only jus

tified , but also increased his confidence in the Master's

omniscience and power, and deeply impressed him with

a sense of his own unworthiness. It was just as he had

been brought to this point, that our Saviour gave him

the promise of employing him in the GospelMinistry,

“ henceforth thou shalt catch men." . We are forced to

believe that he had this ministerial call in view from

the first of this transaction — and tbat he regarded the

spirit of Peter's answer as the true spirit of the minis

try . He saw that the man who, after a night of fruit

less, though skilful and earnest toil, was yet ready to

renew that toil, simply at his word , was the man who

would , in the labours of the Ministry, be ever ready to

repeat exertions for his cause, even after protracted and

discouraging labour, - provided only , he had the word

of his Master for so doing. This incident, as we con

ceive, exhibits the true relation between our responsi

bility and our success.

It is a painful, but undoubted truth, that we are not

warranted in expecting universal, even apparent success,

in the employment of the means of grace. It is true

God has said, that “ his word shall not return unto him

void, — that it shall accomplish that which he pleases,

and shall prosper in the thing whereunto he sends it.”
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No one can doubt that God succeed's perfectly and inva

riably in all that he really attempts. What we say is,

that while the means of grace are adapted to save the

souls of men , and are employed by the faithful servants

ofGod to that end, yet neither the Bible nor experience

warrants us in expecting that all, or even a large pro

portion , of those on whom they are brought to bear, will

be saved ; even when the efforts used are most Scriptu

ral in form and most Christian and faithful in Spirit.

“ Many are called, but few are chosen ."

However desirable it be to labour in confidence of

success , and however discouraging this truth may be, to

which we refer, it has, nevertheless, been realized by

God's servants in all ages of the world . “ Who hath

believed our report, and to whom is the aim of the Lord

revealed ?" was the complaining and desponding inquiry

of the prophet Isaiah. A similar experience was real

ized by many other, if not all of the prophets of the old

dispensation , who seemed to “ stretch out their bands all

day long to a disobedient and gainsaying people.” But

the most remarkable fact illustrative of this truth was

the want of apparent success in the ministry of our

Lord. It was in anticipation of this, the prophet repre

sents him as saying , “ I bave laboured in vain ; I bave

spent my strength for nought and in vain ." Though

" he spake as never man spake,” yet how few regarded

“ tbe gracious wordswhich proceeded out of his mouth !"

Though he performed so many and such wonderful mi

racles, yet how few were convinced of his claiins. At

the close of his ministry, so abundant in labours, so in

structive and solemn, and faithful, so glorious and im

pressive in the exhibitions of Divine power ; and withal

80 tender and persuasive in its spirit, - at the close of

tbat ministry he was called to weep over infatuated Je

rusalem , which refused, with only slight exceptions, to

be gathered under his wings. And how many of God's

ministers have found sad occasion to recall, for their own

comfort, this remarkable example. The disproportion

between the efforts employed and the results achieved

has, in almost every age of the world , constituted a pain

ful illustration of the fact of wbich we speak . Nearly

every youthful preacher is doomed to have the buoyant
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anticipations of his early ministry disappointed, as were

those of the gifted and enthusiastic Melancthon. Many

a Godly minister has been compelled to labour through

long years of anxiety and desire, without being permit

ted to see the work of the Lord prosper in his hands, in

the known conversion of a single soul. The distinguish

ed Samuel Rutherford , one of the holiest and most faith

ful ministers of the 17th century, writes to a friend, “ I

see exceeding small fruit of my ministry, and would be

glad to know of one soul to be my crown and rejoicing

in the day of Christ." And even at the present day

when the accessions to the church are greater than at

any previous time, since the apostolic age, there are

doubtless, many similar instances. Indeed, to a greater

or less extent, at one period or another, every minister

of Christ , and every labourer in his vineyard is called

to encounter this discouraging experience, - to bebold

month after month , and some, year after year, of earn

est and prayerful labour pass away, unrelieved by any

marked indications of success in tbe conversion of souls .

And no doubt even the most successful are ready to join

in this lamentation , when they contrast the few who are

gathered in with the multitudes who remain in the way

of death .

We propose to consider this general fact as a source

of temptation to all who are enlisted in the cause of

Christ. Not only is it adapted to test the reality and

strength of our zeal, - it is also a source of serious dan

ger, leading , in some instances to injurious and in some,

to disastrous results. .

The first class of these dangers, to which we adrert,

arises from improper views of the causes of this want of

success. It is not our purpose to discuss the question ,

what are these causes ? We take it for granted that our

readers recognize the distinction between those which

are secondary and that which is the grand, ultimate

cause. With us there is no doubt that all the varied re

Bults of Gospel preaching and Christian effort, whether

successful or unsuccessful, are to be referred to the sove

reign determination of Him “ who worketh all things

after the counsel of his own will,” — and “ who will have

mercy on whom He will have mercy.” There being in
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the hearts ofmen , no natural nor self-originated disposi

tion to yield to the calls of the Gospel; and neither the

word , nor sacraments norministers of Christ, having any

independent power to produce such disposition , the work

of conversion must be, in themost literal sense, the work

of God , - and as such,must be wrought where and when ,

on the persons, and to the extent which God chooses. -

“ So then, neither is he that planteth anything, neither

is he that watereth : but God that giveth the increase.”

Our Saviour referred to this'very discrimination in God's

dealing with “ tbe wise and prudent,” on the one hand ,

and with “ babes” on the other , when he uttered, the

words — “ Even so Father, for so it -seemeth good in thy

sigbt.” Here, then , we are, unquestionably , to look for

the ultimate cause of both failure and success. In the

one case, depraved man is left in his sins, - in the other,

man , equally depraved, is made willing in the day of

God 's power. We are never to forget, or undervalue

this fundamental truth . It lies at the very basis of our

Christianity . It is the most precious source of consola

tion and encouragement to the ministry and the church ,

and it should have a conspicuous place and a controul

ing influence in all our motives, efforts and anticipa

tions.

Assuming then, that we all, habitually , ascribe our

want, both ofreal and apparent success , to the sovereign

ty ofGod, we remark that one danger arising from this

want of success, is that of falling into a spirit of indif

ference. It is onemark of that selfishness which cleaves

even to the renewed mind, that our interest in any re

sult is generally in proportion to our personal connexion

with that result , either as sbaring in its benefits, or as

having an agency in its production . It is true the Spirit

of God fires the souls of true Christians with a zeal that

is both disinterested and humnblemazealwhich is willing

to toil for others, and especially for Christ, and to be used

as the obscure and dependant instrument in the hands of

the Almighty . Still, it is difficult for even the truest,

humblest servant of Christ, to tell how much the fervour

of his zeal, in the cause of religion , is fed by the con

scious efficiency of his own exertions, and the visible

success with which those exertions are crowned . Not
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that we would brand all such zeal as spurious and wrong.

Weknow not to what extent God himself may be em

ploying this very influence, in stimulating the interest

and the activity of his servants. But it is quite appa

rent how the withholding of success endangers the very

existence of that interest, and how surely it will dainpen

a zeal which is not.pure and strong. It is also apparent

what relation there is between this influence and our

views of the sovereignty of God . While our labours are

successful, and souls are being converted by our instru

mentality , it were easy to keep our interest alive and

our zeal fervent, even while we renounce all self-reliance,

and ascribe our success to the sovereign goodness and

power of Jehovah. But when we seem to labour in vain

and spend our strength for panght when no Divine

influence descends upon our work, when the ungodly

remain obdurate and impenitent, and few or none are

plucked as brands from the burning ;-- and when we re

alize, then , there is, after all, no power in our arm , - no

intrinsic efficacy in our efforts, -- that not even a zealous

Paul, nor an eloquent Apollos, can of himself secure the

increase, and that God is the ultimate and sovereign

source of all results, - then it is that the reality and

strength of our zeal are brought to the test, then it is

seen whether that zeal be truly and supremely for God ,

or whether it depends upon our beholding the triumphs

of our own exertions, and then it is , that, if our zealbe

spurious or feeble, or if it be based on wrong convictions,

it will die away into a cold indifference. A false zeal

cannot endure the combined influence arising from see

ing the failure of our efforts to save souls, and from

ascribing that failure to the sovereign will of Jehovah .

It can live and labour only while flushed with at least

seeming success . But a true .zeal, which burns with

pious love to Christ, and with compassionate love for

souls , can labour for the Master, not only amidst anima

ting triumphs, but also amidst discouraging failures,

and that, too, even while it realizes that the sovereign

will of the Master himself, with holds success. Though

it has toiled through a long and dark night of discoura

ging exertion , it is ready for new efforts , and for harder

labours, just so far, and just in such circumstances, as

ting triam labou
r
fot , and with
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the Divine word of that. Master requires. It shall not

demand even the certainty of future success, to enliven

its fervour, or to prepare it for its toils.

The true servant of Christ has a higher end, and a

more animating motive than even the prospectofsuccess,

i . e. to do the will — to secure the approbation of the

Master. And just so long as he sees the standard of

that Master advancing before him , and leading the way,

he is ready to follow . He is just as willing to labour

for Christ without apparent fruit as with it. He is as

prompt to follow the pillar of fire by night, as the pillar

of cloud by day. Such , we say, are the attributes of a

pure and perfect zeal. If ours be such , then we are

above the danger of which we speak . But if ours be

either a weaker, or a more selfish zeal, then is it endan

gered by all our failures to do good ; and if God sees fit

to withhold success from our plans and exertions in his

cause, we are exposed to the danger of becoming indif

ferent to the result, and to the form and fidelity of our

labours, and of fortifying that indifference by taking

wrong views of the sovereign agency of God. In some

instances, this indifference has led to the neglect of even

external labour, - taking away all stimulus to action , and

inducing a state of criminal sloth. In others, it has led

to what we fear is not very much better, - a careless ,

beartless , and merely professional discharge of external

duty, - a continued use ofmeans, withoutmuch thought

as to the end, - a regular employment of appointed in

strumentalities, without any hope of success ; between

which , and an utter unbelief of God's promises, it is hard

to discriminate. Against these evils , it is of the utmost

importance to guard and strive, since they are at once

sinful, and fatal to all future success. Just so far as

God sees fit to try us by this want of success , let us recur

to the grand motives for fidelity in the work of God,

our obligations, as the purchase of the blood of his Son ,

as bis adopted children , - as his consecrated servants,

as those who have, by our own solemn and voluntary.

engagements dedicated our strength and time to Him .

But this suggests another forın of danger arising from

this same source, that of confining our view to the ulti

mate cause of our want of success, and not dry regard
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ing those secondary causes which pertain to ourselves.

God 's sovereign determination seems indeed , adequate

to account for all the failures of our efforts ; and as a

source of consolation and an argument for subinission , it

is ample. Yet, as we continually teach , we are none

the less responsible for all this. We are not indeed, re

sponsible for the actual conversion of one soul, yet we

are responsible for acquiring all the mental and spiritu

al fitness possible, and for putting forth all the ability

we have, in order to secure the salvation ofmen . While

therefore, we turn to God 's sovereignty for consolation ,

in view of our want of success, let us not forget that

just so far as our failure is connected with our lack of

industry, fidelity , and prayerfulness, to the same extent

shall we be held accountable for all the ruinous conse

quences which ensue. Though God 's Spirit alone can

make our best warnings and exertions effectual, yet, fail

ing to warn and labour as faithfully as we ought,God

will require at our hands, the blood of neglected souls .

It is the spirit and teaching of our system of truth to la

bour just as earnestly and to care just as anxiously for

the salvation of perishing souls , as if their salvation de

pended exclusively upon us, while, at the same time,

we look to God for success just as dépendantly and just

as trustfully as if be dispensed with our instrumentality.

It is this view whicb combines labour with faith , - a

sense of personalresponsibility with dependance on God ,

- and anxiety for success with submission to the Divine

will, — the only view and the only spirit which can ena

ble any to toil and struggle on with a loving heart, a

lively zeal and an obedient mind , through all the dis

couragements and trials of unsuccessful, or appparently

unsuccessful, labour.

But there is another extensive class of dangers arising

from want of success, of a very different character, which

we would describe generally , as consisting in a depar

ture from the word of Christ in the means and the mode

of seeking after success. The class of which we bave

been speaking, consists in a failure of all earnest effort ;

this is a departure from those efforts wbich the Mas

ter bad enjoined. The cold -hearted, indifferent servant,

may be willing to continue in mere outward but careless
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labours of the prescribed form , and often justifies his

course on the ground that it is regular and Scriptural in

its method and means. The dangers of which we now

speak , are no less formidable , and the evils to which

they tend no less to be deprecated . The warm -hearted

Minister of Christ, who loves the church and loves the

souls of men , is prone to feel that visible success is the

essential seal of his ministry. This conviction and this

anxiety often becomes the sources of serious error, in re

gard both to his plans of effort and the nature of his

exertions. They often beget a species of zeal which the

best forms of success do not gratify , and which, in con

sequence, continually undervalues such forms of success,

and fails to seek after them , wbile it pursues results

which are less real, less valuable, and to some extent,

hioders those which are more to be desired . We refer

to that species of zeal which is confined exclusively to

the conversion of souls. Far be it from us to utter one

syllable in disparagement of an end so glorious and so

holy , — an end , worthy not only of man 's, not only of a

seraph' s zeal, but even of God's eternal purpose of re

deerning love. Rather would we magnify and exalt an

instrumentality having so blessed a design , - since “ he

that converteth the sinner from the error of his way shall

save his soul from death , and shall hide a multitude of

sins," - and “ they that turn many to righteousness shall

shine as the stars for ever and ever." All we wish to

say is , tbat a zeal which is confined to this one part of

the work of God is a defective zeal, - that it does not,

while thus partial, lead to the best results , and tbat by

failing to have other elements, of vast importance, it

often leads to serious error and to injurious results. It

is , therefore, a pertinent inquiry - what is the success

after which we should aspire, - to which as the minis

ters, officers and members of the church , we should di

rect our exertions ?

There are -results which belong peculiarly to God,

which in this, as in all things, we are to seek primarily.

He has instituted the church for the display of his own

glory and the vindication of his own character in an

apostate world . To declare and defend His truth is the

first great object to be sought, and nothing which would
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either thwart or hinder that, no matter how much it

would seem to benefit men , is at all consistent with the

grand mission and the first duty of the church . But

happily,God has chosen to effect this, and in a way

which, at the same time, and in the process itself, so

cures the highest welfare of his creatures. The first

step in this great work is the conversion of sonls. This

lays the foundation , and is, indeed, essential to all the

other parts. To aim at this as extensively as possible

is indispensable to a true zeal for the cause of God ,

and hence for this we should cherish an intense anxiety

and desire, -- for this we should pray with agonizing earn

estness , — for this we should toil with unwearied exer

tion . We cannot, indeed , exceed the required measure

of zeal for an end so benevolent and holy . Yet, by con

fining our zeal to this onedesign , we shall be led to a

course of effort involving the neglect, if not the injury,

of other parts of the great work. Men are not only to

be converted and brought into the church , - it is the de

sign and command of Christ that tbey be edified and

built up on their most holy faith , — that they be enlight

ened and trained, — and that they be carried forward in

a career of continual spiritual progress, — that tbey be

comemore boly and more like Christ,-- that they receive

not only the grace of pardon, but also the grace of assu

rance and comfort, and joy in God , and that they be

made to abound more and more in every good work .

And it is by these achievements , no less than by their

conversion , that God is glorified and the Saviour hon

oured . Herein indeed, are attained the higher ends of

the church, beyond which it were inipossible to seek for

holier or more glorious results. It were a blessed work

to toil exclusively for those who are perishing in sin , -

but it were no less blessed and no less important and ac

ceptable to God to toil for the sanctification and comfort

of the ransomed of the Lord . God indeed, loves sinners.

But the strongest expressions of his love refer to sinners

as already redeemed , pardoned and saved , — the church

which he has bought with the blood of his own son .

God loves “ the gates of Zion " with a special and distin

guishing affection . The church is his peculiar treasure,

on which ḥe lavishes his choicest gifts , - on wbich he
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bestows his most extended labonrs. What end, tben, can

be more important, and what species of success more to

be coveted by the true servants of God , than the spiritu

aladvancement, — the purity, -- the consolation and high

est usefulness of those who are already the children of

Jehovah,-- secure though they already be against eter:

nal destruction ?

And how important that the church , which is God's

kingdom and representative on earth , be pure in her

membership, - uncorrupted by false and deluded Pro

fessors ! Is it not, then , a weighty concern of the labour

ers in Zion to press upon the church , as a body, such

instructions, tests and appliances, as will develope the

true character of all. There never was a timewhen it

was more important that the church of God stood forth

in her true character, in the maturity of Christian

knowledge, - in the strength of solid and consistent pie

ty, - clothed in the whole armour of God , and prepared

to wield with wise efficiency the weapons of a spiritual

warfare. And yet there has never been a time since .

the reforination , when so little attention has been be

stowed upon the great work of training the member

ship . Hence, we urge that it is a defective zeal which

leaves upaccomplished , and unsought, and comparative

ly upcared for, this grand purpose and requirement of

the Almighty . And we add , for the encouragement of

those whose zeal and anxiety embrace such labours as

these, tbat if they be successfully engaged in building

up the Churcb of Jesus Christ in spiritual knowledge,

in holiness, in the practice of family religion , in godly

living , in prayerfulness, and in active usefulness, - they

are doing a noble, a truly glorious work , both for God

and their race, even though theň are not permitted to

see many converts from the world . It is not the num

ber of professions, but their consistency which advances

the Divine glory . And in view of the number of spu

rious conversions, there is no field of effort for the

conversion of souls more important, than that which is

embraced in the walls of Zion , -- the conversion of self

deceived church members . And in view of the low

state of piety among professed Christians generally, the

covetousness, the indolence, the prayerfulness, the spi
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ritual ignorance , the inconsistencies, the evil influence

and the bad examples which abound, - we are bold to

say that there is no species,- no measure of success more

excellent and more to be sought after than that which

shall remove or diminish , perceptibly , these sore and

wide-spread evils .

But what has all this to do with the danger which we

ascribe to a want of success in the conversion of souls ?

It has at least this to do with it , that these important

and neglected departments of the great work involve

more labour and anxiety, and real difficulty, than even

the ingathering of converts ; while at the same time,

even their successful cultivation fails to afford that exei

ting gratification , and to produce that glow of triumph

ant feeling which are experienced when our labours

result in the conversion of sinners. The latter form , also,

counts more largely and more rapidly , and is attended

with inore eclät, both in the church and the world ,

while, on the contrary, efforts to train , — to instruct, pu

rify, elevate and edify the church by searching, preach

ing, ayd by faithful discipline, is not only a difficult, but

also a slow and unpopular work, hence less inviting and

less stimulating. Now , if a want of success in the con

version of sinners were to result in more diligent and

faithful effort in this neglected part of the work , it would

be a happy result of our failure, since it would not only

lead to the noble ends of which we have spoken , but also

by securing them , would lay the foundation for more

extended and glorious successes in the conversion of

men , than have been witnessed since the primitive days ;

inasmuch as it would secure, and set in motion that in

strumentality , which , at the present day, is more needed

than any other, — that of a holy , praying , active church ,

coöperating with the ministry in the salvation of a ruin

ed world .

But, such want of success does not always result in

this, - and here we come to the most serious danger of

all from this source. Anxious for this species of suc

cess, and failing to secure it by such means, and in such

Ways as the Master prescribes, many are led to resort to

other means and other modes of effort, unlawful in their

origin and injurious in their results . For example, find
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ing that the Scriptural doctrines which they bave been

preaching are slow in their operation , and scanty in their

apparent results , many have been tempted to modify

their teachings, with a view to wider influence and more

rapid success, - a course into wbich every one unblest

with success , is in danger of falling. Again , finding

that converts are few , when judged by the stern tests of

the Bible , many are tempted to adopt a lower and a

looser judgment, by which multitudes may be admitted

to the church. Finding other denominations so ready

and urgent to secure for themselves all reputed converts,

or who are willing to profess religion , some are led, --

forced as they feel it, — to admit to the privileges of the

church persons who are untried, and thus, in many ca

ses , by a premature profession ,made a cause of scandal,

and in this way, at least, recklessly expose the church

to the danger of impurity. And still further, inasmuch

as the use of the appointed means of grace, - preaching

the word , prayer, pastoral visitation , personal exhorta

tion and direct instruction to persons inquiring what they

must do to be saved , - ipasmuch as the use of these

means seems slow in producing an effect, many are

tempted to try other and more exciting measures,---mea

sures which will bemore rapid and extensive in their

results, without regard to the character or permanency

of those results, measures which bave been found to

promote spurious conversions, and to be in many ways,

injurious to all the best interests of religion. And in

these departures, the ministry are often urged on by the

membership of the church, wbo are apt to partake of

the same impatience as to the result.

All these things, however plausible in appearance

and indicative of zeal, form parts of a superficial sys

tem , a system destitute of solid and lasting results ,

a system which necessarily includes long seasons of cold

ness and deadness in the church , an irregular, evanes

cent form of piety, and the multiplication of apostates ,

a system which never acts , except with the violence of

spasmodic action, and wbich as surely tends to decay

and death. These dangers are all enhanced by the

numbers, zeal, and apparently superior success of rival

churches , wbich are striving to proclaim the largest ac
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cessions and the most rapid progress. Our system is

not framed for such rivalry . It professes to be govern

ed, not by expediency or human policy, but solely by

the word of Christ. It professes to adopt that extended

view of the great work , which we have attempted to de

scribe. It aims at the greatest possible purity of the

church , rather than the greatestmagnitude. It aims to

glorify God , and not to be popular with men . It aims

at solid , not showy results . It aims to build, not with

“ wood and hay, and stubble," which may be gathered

in any field, and by any species of labourers; but with

“ gold and silver, and precious stones,” - secured with

toil and care, but when secured , forming a building of

strength and glory, in which God shall delight to dwell.

We surely, as a denomination, could attain such results

as are attained by others , - having , as we conceive, no

superior in any of the elements of success, provided

we adopt the same system of effort. But do we desire

this ? Do we envy the position , the character, the influ

ence or the success of any other church in Christendom ?

Why then should we ever modify our system in order to

emulate their triumphs ? We are fully persuaded that

just so far as we have copied the measures of others, as

distinguisbed from our scriptural means, we have con

tributed to impair the permanency and value of our suc

cess, and have really lost ground. It is like sewing a

piece of new cloth to an old garment, and like putting

new wine into old bottles. Scriptural means are best

adapted to plant and extend a scriptural theology and

a scriptural organization . It is not enough that many

have been truly converted by unscriptural means, and

by designedly periodical and exciting efforts . By a

more faithful adherence to the purity of our system , the

regular ministrations of the word would have been more

successful, the results acbieved would have been more

valuable, and we should, this day, have been a stronger,

purer, and more useful church than we are. Who are

they whose present condition illustrates our want of suc

cess in the conversion of men ? In many of our com

munities, they are, for the most part, those who have

been already operated on by the very system to which

we refer,- - and on whom it has spent its power only to
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barden and to ruin ,and to make them occasions of scan

dal. And many who have never professed religion , have

yet, by their having been subjected to a strained system

of effort, become insensible , not only to all less exciting

influences, but even to the inost noving appeals. Let

us therefore heed the lessons of experience. Above all,

let us be careful to adhere, - in all our labours, to the

word of our Master . “ Let us not be weary in well do

ing, for in due season weshall reap , if we faintnot. The

husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth ,

and hath long patience for it. Doing this, we shall at

least serve Christ. Doing otherwise, we bave no assu

rance of any real success.

ARTICLE V :

BIBLE PRINCIPLES ON THE SUBJECT OF TEMPERANCE.

Wewish to ascertain , by a candid investigation of the

Scriptures, what are the true rules by which men are to

be guided , in relation to the great subject of Temper.

ance, both in regard to the use and traffic of intoxicating

liquors. The world has been tremendously agitated on

this subject for the last twenty years. The awful ra

vages of intemperance on private and public interests

bave excited , and continue to excite the intense investi

gations of moralists , and inore latterly of politicians, as

to tbe causes, operation and consequences of this vice,

and the principles of policy by which it is to be checked .

The most prodigious efforts have been made : the pulpit

and the public forum , the press and the arm of the law

have all been put into requisition . Associations of va

rious forms, and of themost extensive ramifications,have

been formed ; large amounts of capital have been invest

ed in the agencies and conduct of the reform , and bigh

qualities of intellect and private virtue have been enlist

ed in its advocacy . A degree of interest so intense, pro

ducing efforts so vast and complicated , has necessarily

accomplished a great deal of good, and like all other en
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terprises in the hands of fallible beings, and in a world like

ours,although substantially good in themselves, ithasalso

done a great deal of incidental evil. The doctrines by

wbich the great effort to extinguish the vice and the con

sequences ofdrunkenness has been animated , have been

placed on themost extreme ground. The use of every flu

id possessing an intoxicating property, has been proscrib

ed . The use of such fluidshas been denounced , as well as

the abuse of them , and sometimes as being the worst of

the two. The occasional use has been confounded with

the constant; the temperate with the intemperate ; the

conditional with the unconditional use. The principles

which the Bible lay down on the subject, have by some,

been openly denounced, and by others either so strain

ed or overslaughed in their attempt to explain them ,

that they have practically ceased to control public sen

timent on this branch of morals. The public expositors

of the new doctrines, whenever they are compelled to

allude to themiracle of Cana , invariably endeavor to

explain it away, and when they discuss the doctrines of

expediency, as laid down by Paul, they always push

them far beyond the limitation which the apostle sets

for their employment, and endeavor not only to make a

principle temporary and limited , universal and perma

nent, but also to canonize the weakness, as the apostle

terms it, in deference to which this principle is enuncia

ted , as the only sound and permanent sentiment which

an enlightened conscience should ever admit. Indeed ,

so far has this thing proceeded , that it is at the peril of a

man 's reputation for integrity as a Christian , and as an ad

vocate for public morality, that he undertakes to stand on

the example of Christ, and maintain the teachings of the

word of God on this subject. Unless he goes the full

length to which the boasted enlightenment of modern

morality may please to lead him , he is looked at with

the oblique suspicion that there is something wrong

about him , or he is at once denounced as the enemy of

temperance and the opposer of public and private virtue.

To oppose the extravagant lengths to which the advo

cates of temperance go , is to oppose tem perance itself.

To oppose an advocacy ofmorality which is ashamed of

the example of Christ, and is perplexed to dispose of the
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various precepts of the Scriptures, is to oppose morality

itself. To discriminate between abstinence and temper

ance - between the occasional and the constant, or the

temperate and intemperate use of intoxicating liquors,

between such a traffic in it as can be guarded from di

rect tendencies to foster vice, and such a traffic as feeds

the vices and swells themiseries of the poor, by the pint

and the gill, is to forfeit all right to denounce drunken

ness , or any of the collateral or direct causes of it. To

all this we bave only to say, that if we are to encounter

it for returning without equivocation , to the teachings

of the Bible , we shall do so with perfect content. We

shall not attempt to base our advocacy of the virtue

of temperance upon any maxims of expediency drawn

from our own minds. Human reason is too much dis

tempered by the passions of the heart, and in too con

fined a position to behold all the relations involved in

the settlement of an issue like this . God has been pleas

ed to give us a revelation, setting forth the true princi

ples by wbich our moral conduct is to be guided , and

pointing out to us unmistakeably what is the true nature

of his will in the case. Nor can we conceive any course

better calculated either to set aside the Bible as useless,

or to discredit it, as a book of inspiration , as either to

pass by its teachings altogether, in thesettlement of these

questions, or to be ashamed and afraid of its determina

tions of the issue. We wish it to be understood then ,

thatwe go to the Bible for the truth on this subject; that

we go to it, not to interpret it by pre-conceived opinions

upon our own part, but to learn simply what it teaches ;

and that we shall not flinch from any consequence which

flows unequivocally from the principles enunciated in

the Scriptures.

There are two modes by which the word of God teach

es on questions ofmorality : by example, or by incident

al, or direct assertion . Whatever is done by Christ is

by that very fact stamped with the divine approval, and

to say that anything done by the Son of God is censu

rable for anytbing - for intrinsic evil, or for mere inexpe

diency , is to assume ground directly infidel and deistic.

In investigating the question , whether wine, as a bever

age, is properly to be used or not, weare at once arrested
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by the miracle at Cana. It cannot fail to have struck

every observer of the current course of instruction given

by themodern advocates of temperance, that whenever

occasion bas called upon them to explain this miracle,

that they have been greatly embarrassed by it, and that

they have been compelled to adopt some theory of ex

planation ,which indicated a consciousness of embarrass

ment. Thewhole tone of allusion is the tone of apology.

Now , we must say plainly,wehave no apologies to make

for it. We shall not attempt to explain it away. We

sball not puton an air of embarrassment, as if the Sa

viour had set a very equivocal example here - an exam

ple, if not wicked per se, at least very inexpedient, to use

the phrase with which these moralists dodge the charge

of implicating the character of Christ. Wesay that the

example was neither wicked nor inexpedient. Wesay

it was an example fit to be made and fit to be followed .

We say moreover, that wboever goes beyond this exam

ple , or its logical limitations, are as foolish as they are

wicked , when they attempt to justify their excess by an

appeal to this example . Wesay that whoever thinks

this example a warrant for drunkenness , and those who

maintain the propriety of it, are the advocates of the

vice and are to be denounced themselves as the enemies

of the Gopel. No man can , consistently , be a believer

in the divine original of the Christian religion , and yet

entertain in secret, or openly avow sentiments which

arraign the purity of bis acts and character . If this ex

ample is made the occasion and excuse of excess in wine,

it is because the example is perverted from its true im

plications, and that for all such perversions the individual

perverting it is himself responsible , and alone responsi

ble for it. The example warranting a right use,must

be perverted when used to justify a wrong use of a thing ;

and those individuals assume a fearfulresponsibility who

either pervert the example of Christ, or who use it as

an occasion of evil. Nor do those assume a responsibili

ty one whit the less solemn who endeavour to evade

or explain away the real nature of this example , from a

guilty and weak apprehension that they will do mischief

if they do not apologize for it. It is that spirit of apolo

gy for the example and teachings of the Bible which is
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doing so much to extend the spirit of infidelity. The

morality of slavery and the right and conditional use of

winehas been denounced on such principles that no man

could , consistently, hold those views, and yet allow the

Bible to be a revelation from God . A distinguished in

fidel, quoted in a late work by a Minister of the Virginia

Conference, declares that when he wished to dissemi

pate infidel views, he did not attack Christianity as

such ; be only inculcated such principles on the subject

of temperance, slavery, and other popular topics , as

would necessarily undermine all confidence in the Bi

ble, as an inspired revelation of truth . We are sick of

this perpetual complaint of the morality of the tenth

commandment, and of the morality of Christ. Any argu

ment from the tenth commandmentwhich would prove

the lawfulness of a man baving a wife, or owning an

ox or an ass, would equally prove the lawfulness of own

ing a man -servant, or a maid -servant. Any argument

from the example of Christ in attending and counte

nancing a wedding, which prove the lawfulness of mar .

riage, would equally prove from his supplying the guests

with wine, the lawfulness of using it. He was de

nounced, in bis own day, as a wine-bibber, and the friend

of sinners, and we suppose that the cry is to be repeat

ed until the advancing power of his kingdom on the

earth shall dispose men to submit to his authority and

receive bis teachings without limitation or reserve, as

the truth of God .

It is argued in explanation of our Saviour's conduct

by some, that to suppose him to have created wine, when

the company were well drunk , is to make bim “ the

minister of excess." This explanation which we have

heard attempted , is the most absurd of all ever given of

it. It proceeds op an assumption utterly false, and falls

short in its conclusion of everything but an attack on the

character of Christ. We would inquire if this position

means to deny tbat winewas made at all at the wed

ding of Cana : for to avoid the charge upon Christ as a

minister of excess , it is either necessary to deny that he

made wine at all, or that he made it when “ they were

well dranken ," both of which assertions are positively

contradicted by the record . If this inference is correct,
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that to suppose Christ to have made wine ander such

circumstances, is to make him the minister of excess,

then he is the minister of excess : for it is unquestiona

ble that he did create wine under these circumstances .

But the argument proceeds on a supposition utterly un

founded : the phrase when they were well drunken , does

not mean when they had drunk enough , or that they

were all intoxicated . It simply means when they were

nearly done drinking, when the entertainmentwas well

nigh over. It was in these circumstances, the entertain

ment nearly , but not completely over, that the supply of

wine failed, and Christ displayed his power to make up

the deficiency. That this is the interpretation of the

circumstances is clear, not only from the words them

selves, but from the remark of the guests to themaster

of the feast, that he kept the best wine to the latter part

of the entertainment, contrary to the custom , which set

the best wine forward at first. This exposition of the

passage completely answers the fling of those wbo wish

to cover all defenders of the Saviour's conduct with

shame, as representing him as supplying a parcel of

drunken rioters with the means of dissipation . Those

who find it necessary to pervert the statements of the

Scriptures in this way, in order to sustain their views

and bring reproach upon those who are presumptuous

enough to defend the word ofGod , exhibit a conscious

ness that a candid statement of the facts would not be

favorable to their opinions. Christ did not act tapster

for a parcel of drunken rowdies : he supplied a festive

company with wine for their enjoyment when the sup

ply fell short; and the man who represents the one as

being identical with the other, or who declares both acts

to be the same in point of propriety, must answer at the

judgment for a libel op his God .

Another sapient explanation of this act of Christ is,

that he did not design to furnish wine, but simply to dis

play his power and show forth his glory , -- thathe did

not mean to sanction the use of wine as a beverage, but

merely to prove his divinity. This is as true and as

sensible as to say that a wagoner in building a 'wag

on , did not mean to build a vehicle , but only to make

money for his support; or a lawyer in making a speech ,
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did not design to make a speech, but only a fee. The

absurdity of this is obvious : it confounds the ultimate

with the immediate end, and overlooks an issue, about

the propriety of a means, by tacitly affirrning the im

propriety of the means and aiming to apologize for it by

the excellence of the end to be attained. This is a qnes

tion as to the propriety of means not of ends : it is not

whether it was right for Christ to display his power and

prove his divinity ; but whether it was right for him to

do in this way, by making wine for the enjoyment of a

wedding party. The end does not justify the means.

This doctrine Paul pronounces to be damnable. - Can

Christ be supposed to act on it ? It is certain that he

did design both to make wine and to display his power :

he designed to do one in order to do the other : the one

was his ultimate and the other, his immediate purpose ;

and his aęt is not only a perfect guarantee of the pro

priety of the end, but it is equally a guarantee of the

propriety of themeans he used in order to effect it. We

are as much at liberty to condemn hiin for the one as to

condemn him for the other.

" Another plea equally unsound: it is that Christ did

not provide wide on this occasion, as a beverage. We

are at a loss to imagine then , for what he did supply it.

It is obvious thathe supplied the deficiency of wine for

the same purpose for which the original supply was pro

vided . He came in to meet a loss in the provision for

à certain end : what that end was in the original supply

ofwine by the master of the feast no one in his senses

can doubt. The end was the same in both cases : the

master of the feast provided a part of the means to it ,

Christ provided another. Such canvassing of the facts

is paerile in the extreme. All of these pleas, it will be

seen, proceed on the assumption that it would have been

wrong in Christ to have acted contrary to what they en

deavor to prove he did do. But this is to beg the ques

tion - assume the very point in dispute. The question

to be decided is, whether it is wrong to use wine as a

beverage ; and they first assume this as admitted to be

true, and then endeavor to explain away the conduct of

Christ to an accordance with their views. Weappeal

boldly to the example of Christ, as proving it to be right
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to nse wine as a beverage. Even admitting that the

miracle of Cana could be explained away, this is not the

only passage of Scripture which clearly sanctions the

use of wine as a beverage. The Psalmist declares of

God , he causeth the grass to grow for the cattle and herb

for the service of man ; that hemay bring forth food out

of the earth : and wine that maketh glad the heart of

man, and oil to make his face shine, and bread which

strengtheneth man 's heart. If this passage authorizes

the use of bread, or oil, it also , and to the same extent,

authorizes the use of wine. The law of Moses distinctly

warrants the use of it in many places. The whole Bible

is full of implied and direct assertions on the point. The

blessings of redeeming mercy are repeatedly compared

to wine ; they are called the feast of wine on the lees well

refined . ' Could this have been the case if it bad been

esteemed the odious and destructive thing it is now sup

posed to be the juice of hell — the water ofdamnation ?

What is the testimony of Jehu about John the Baptist

and himself? He says to the Pharisees and lawyers ,

John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor drink

ing wine : and ye say he hath a devil. The son of man

is come eating and drinking ; and ye say, Behold a glut

tonousman and a wine-bibber, a friend of publicans and

sinners. Butwisdom is justified of her children . This

passage just as clearly shows that winewas used as an

ordinary comfort of the table, as it proves that bread

was used. It is also shown that Jesus himself was a

user of wine, as well as the creator of it : and it proves

beyond a doubt, that whether a man under peculiar

circumstances, and for religious reasons, abstains from

bread, or wine, as did John, or whether he employs his

liberty in using both as did Jesus, he is in both cases

justified of wisdom . If he eateth he eateth unto the

Lord : if he eateth not, unto the Lord he eateth not. To

eondemn the man who, for good reasons, declined to use

his liberty, is just as improper as to condemp him who

chooses to use his . . !

It is argued lastly , and with far more dignity of argu

ment, though with no improvement in the soundness of

the plea, that the wine created by the Saviour, did not

passess any intoxicating property, — that it was the sim
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ple juice of the grape, prior to ferinentation , and unpol

luted by the presence of alcohol. This is an assumption

which is not borne out by facts : it is nottrue, as alleged,

that the wines of Canaan did not intoxicate . Noab got

drunk on it : Nabal did the same: Eli evidently knew

that the wines of his day were intoxicating , when he told

Hannah , when he thought she was praying drunk in the

temple, to put away her wine. Isaiah knew that the

wine of his day was intoxicating , when he denounces

woe on the drunkards of Ephraim as overcome of wine,

when he inveigles against them that have erred through

wine, and when he exclaims concerning the inhabitants

of Ariel, they are drunken, but not with wine ; they

stagger, but notwith strong drink . Solomon marks tbe

signs of intoxication , and ascribes it to wine: who hath

wo, who hath sorrow , who hath contentions, who hath

babbling, who hath woundswithout cause , who hath red

ness of eyes ? They that tarry long at the wine ; they that

go to seek mixed wine. The New Testament writers are

equally decisive in their testimony to the intoxicating

property of the wine of their day. Be not drunk , says

Paul, with wine, wherein is excess. Peter declares, the

time past of our life may suffice us to have wrought the

will of the Gentiles, when we walked in licentiousness,

lusts, excess of wine, revellings, banquetings, and abomi

nable idolatries. These testimonies are overwhelming

against the supposition that the wine made by Christ

did not possess an intoxicating property . There can be

no demand for such a supposition , except by begging

the question in dispute. To say , as has been said , * tbat

Cbrist could not have created a wine containing an in

toxicating property, because it would have been morally

wrong , is to assume for granted the very thing in dispute ,

and to contradict the whole testimony of other parts of

Scripture. The general fact that thewines of that day

would intoxicate if improperly used , is unquestionable.

To say that in the case of this miracle a particular ex

ception is made, is to assert what cannot be proved, and

throws the burden of proof upon him who asserts it, - an

assertion which has a presumption against it absolutely

* Ed. C ., Delavan quoted in Repertory, April, 1841, p. 271. : : .
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overwhelming, -- a presumption not only created by the

general character of the wines in use, but by the other

parts of Scripture, which clearly commend their use, on

account of this very power in the fluid to produce exhi

laration . It by no means follows, as these reasoners

suppose, that because a man may use a fluid with an

intoxicating property, he may therefore get intoxicated

upon it, any more than because a man may use an article

which has a poisonous quality in it, that he may there

fore poison himself. There is a deadly poison in tobac

co ; yet it does pot give a man a right to use it to such

excess as to kill, or even to injure himself. Nor does it

prohibit the limited and tenperate use of the weed . The

simple truth is, that although there is an intoxicating

property in wine, yet excess in the use of it is a condition

to this property coming into play, and to use wine with

in the conditions which are appended to the use of it, is .

really to use a fluid which cannot intoxicate . Though

this quality exists in it, it exists in a state unsusceptible

of doing harm , and only susceptible of doing good.

The conditions which are prescribed for its use, provide

against the power for harm , and secures only its power

for good. Whoever, therefore, violates this condition ,

by using wine in excess, does it at his peril : he makes

a property useful when properly used ,- an instrument

of evil when in properly used ; and for this, be alone is

responsible. It is impossible to make God responsible

for the abuses of his mercies. All his gifts are condi

tional, and the grand condition of all is to use without

abusing. To take the ground that wine cannot be used

without abusing it , is to charge God with authorizing in

its use all the consequences of its abuse, - a course in

which it is hard to tell which is the most conspicuous

quality, the blasphemy or the folly . The simple truth

is, God gives wine for one end : men use it for another .

He gives it, on one set of conditions ; they use without

any limitation , but their own gratification and will. He

gives it as a beverage : they use it as an agency of in

toxication . He gives it as a gratification : they use it,

when they abuse it, because it gives in excess a stimulus

which is not the gratification God bad in view , and

wbich, in itself, is utterly polluting and destructive.
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Hehas given it on the same general gronnds on which

he bas given coffee, - to be used as a beverage : men ,

instead of using it as an occasional and temperate grati

fication , pervert it by constant or excessive use into an

habitual source of criminal excitement. Suppose a man

uses coffee as a constant drink, and in excess , - not

merely at table, or as an occasional beverage between

meals, - but as an incessant and excessive potation ,

would any man say that he was innocent ? Still less

would any man say that, because this mode of using

coffee was wrong, that all use of it is censurable ? Coffee

possesses an injurious property, - nay, the vital air we

breathe, contains a gas which , in an uncombined condi.

tion, is deadly to all living things ; but shall we, there

fore, declare it to be sinful to use them . Would not the

plainest understanding in the world be able to see that,

while we may use coffee under certain limitations, with

in which it is not only harmless, but profitable, we are

not thereby authorized to use it in such excess as to

bring its injnrious qualities into play ? It is so with the

use of wine and intoxicating drinks. The excess in the

use of them , as a general rule , is the indispensable con

dition to the active movement of its intoxicating influ

ence, and the prevention of that excess is one of the

conditions which God has appended to the use of them .

What, then , are these conditions, which God has apo

pended to the use ofwine ? They are in themost general

terms of expression , that we may use so as not to do

harm to ourselves and harm to others. It is evident

that the first of these conditions — iudeed both of them

are of variable operation upon different persons, and

upon the same person at different times. The zealot of

modern reform will probably say that these conditions

probibit the use altogether, because a man cannot use

wine under any circumstances without exposing himself

to risk or others to contamination by his example . But

it is evident to any man that such logic is a contradic

tion : it is to grant a right to use, and then follow it by

a condition which nullifies the grant, and prohibits the

use of it altogether. The allegation is properly met by

a full contradiction :, we deny that it is impossible to use

wine without harm to ourselves or others : we affirm
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that such is possible . But these conditions prescribe a

different course of conduct to different persons under

different circumstances, or to the same person under

different circumstances, simply because one man may

do, without harm to himself, what another cannot do : a

man may do at one time, say under à certain state of

health , what he could not do with impunity at another ;

and all men may do at some times, without harm to their

neighbours, what they could not do at others. A man,

too ,may not so traffic in intoxicating drinks as to min

ister directly to the vices of his fellows. A man bas no

right to sell wine, or intoxicating liquors, to all persons

indiscriminately . If he knows a person to be a drunk

ard , and will abuse the fluid, hehås nomore right to sell

it to him than an apothecary has to sell laudanúm to a

man when he knows he means to use it as a poison, and

take his own life with it, although he may sell it when

he knows that it will be used for proper purposes, or at

least has no right to suppose the contrary . This is a part

of the responsibility of one trading in liquors ; and while

it is absurd to announce that a merchant may sell no

article until he has first received a certificate from the

purchaser that he will do no harm with it, the maxim is

of sufficiently easy practical application, it not of a com

plete and definite logical statement. A merchant has no

right to sell powder or arms, if he has reason to believe

the purchaser will use them on his own, or the life of his

neighbour. This is the consideration which makes the

indiscriminate retail traffic in the articles of intoxicating

drinks so excessively improper; - a traffic which , in nine

bundred cases out of a thousand, ought to be prohibited

by law . No man can sell in this way without doing

barın . He cannotsell in this way to those who will use,

without also selling to those who abuse it , and it is at

the peril and responsibility of the seller that he does it.

If he is at a loss how to discriminate in the case, the

only safe chance is to alter his trade. A merchant may

lawfully sell wines to customers from whom he can de

rive a reasonable assurance from their character and

habits, that they will not abuse it. Noman has a right

to sell it so indiscriminately that he cannot tell what is

the effect of his trade. The responsibility is his, and he
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must determine on that responsibility what is that effect.

He has no more right to sell to an indiscriminate mass

of people, some of whom he knowsmust be abusing it,

than an apothecary has to sell laudanum to an indiscri

minate mass, some of whom he has strong reason to be

lieve, even though hemay not be able to tell who they

are exactly, mean to use it as a poison on their own per

bons, or on the persons of others . These are the general

principles which regulate the use and traffic in wines

and other intoxicating drinks, - principles which afford

a wide field for the exercise of a wise and discriminating

judgment in the application . The word of God allows

the conditional use of wine - temperate, as distinguished

from excessive, - occasional, as distinguished from con

stant. The intemperate use of it, all will condemn. The

habitrial use of it, even when temperate, is, in the gener

al, dangerous and improper. It is the constant use of

wine temperately , which lays the foundation for the ha

bit of intemperance, and it is against this the cry is so

properly raised against temperate drinking, as it is call

ed . The damage is, however, not in the temperate na

ture of the use, but in its constancy. An occasional

temperate use ofwine, as at a wedding, or as a refresh

ment in wéariness, or as an occasional gratification , is

right, in itself, and tends to no evil consequences.what

ever . Evil can only possibly result when the occasional

is altered into the constant, and the temperate expands

into the intemperatë . Who will dare to say that when

God authorizes the one, he either authorizes the other, or

improperly exposes men to it in his permission to do the

first ?

The last limitation upon the use and traffic of wines

which we shall notice, is the limitation expounded by

Paul, founded upon the weakness of conscience in a sin

cere, but erring brother. This principle we shall enun

ciate briefly with the causes upon which it proceeds, and

the limitation upon its action . It is contained in these

passages. Him that is weak in the faith receive ye, but

not to doubtful disputations. For one believeth that he

mag eat all things : another who is weak eateth herbs.

Let not him that eateth despise him that eateth not ; and

let not him which eateth not, judge him that eateth : for

VOL. IX . - No. 1 .
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God hath received him . Who art thou that judgest an

other man 's servant ? To his con master he standeth or

falleth ; yea , he shall be holden up , for God is able to

makehim stand . Let us not,therefore, judge one another

anymore: but judge this rather, thatnoman put a stum

bling block, or an occasion to fall in his brother 's way.

It is good neither to eat flesh , nor to drink wine, nor any

thing whereby thy brother stumbleth , or is offended , or is

made weak. *

Weshall extend the discussion of this principle , and

urge, without reserve, both the positive and negative

side of it . The sum of it, that it is good neither to eat

meat nor drink wine, or anything by wbich our brother

is offended . We sball discuss the nature of this offence

hereafter. But where it exists, we are imperatively re

quired by this principle of duty , to suspend our use of a

right which is offensive or injurious to the conscience

or conduct of our brother . It applies asmuch to the use

ofmeat, as it does of wine. But it does not require us

to endorse and approve the weakness to which we yield .

Wemust still call it a weakness, and we are bound to

resist, — not only not to endorse and endeavour to enforce

it as a universal rule of faith and practice, - but to resist

it. Paul tells us, if our brother is offended at our use of

wine, wemust cease to use it ; but he calls the state of

feeling that would call for such a suspension of our liber

ty in the case, a weakness ; and sure any consciencemust

be admitted to be weak , and somewhat crazy to boot,

which offends at the example of our Divine Lord him

self. We will, to avoid offence, yield to the weakness

of our brother , but we will botb call it a weakness, and

endeavour to instruct his conscience into a more com

plete accordance with the morality of the Bible. But,

we must not bemisunderstood : we do not mean that a

man cannot relinquish the use of wine at all, except by

displaying weakness . Far from it. There is a mode in

which a man can suspend the use of wine, which is not

weak , but honorable and proper, in the highest degree.

If, with a clear conviction that he has perfect liberty to

do otherwise ,he admits his rigbt, yet declines, on any

* See the whole of 14th chapter of Romans.
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grounds satisfactory to himself, to use it, he is worthy of

all honour. If, for the honourof religion, a man , with a

rational and complete perception of his entire liberty to

usemeat, should relinquish the use of it, we should hon

oor him highly . But, if he declines from superstitious

ideas of themerit or efficacy of it , and denounces every

body who will not do likewise, we can neither respect

nor tolerate him . It is so with the use of wine. The

use of wine is as clearly warranted in the Scriptures as

the use of meat* If a man declines to use meat under

the above views, he is worthy of high respect ; but the

man who does not choose to follow his example , is just

as worthy of it as himself. It is only when individuals,

or societies, get off from this high , clear scriptural

ground , that they cease to deserve the unqualified res

pect of all who'honor the Bible . But wben they come

urging that the age of wine is wrong under all condi

tions, contending that the dislike to its use is essential

to Christian character, and total abstinence should be

made a term of communion , - and denouncing every

body who stands in good faith on Bible grounds, we

shall not besitate to arraign them as inconsistent with

truth , and insubordinate to the word ofGod .

We have said the right to use or traffic in it is condi

tioned upon the obligation to do no harm with it to our

selves or others. · This, of course, probibits all excess in

wine, of every degree. We have no right to use wine,

or so to traffic in it, as to bring reproach upon our good

name, or on the church ofGod , - to injure our health , or

to debauch ourmorals . It is manifest that this condition

applied, a certain state of public sentiment would re

quire a temporary and circumstantial abandonment of

both the use and the traffic. Public opinion may be in

such a condition, - an exaggerated and wrong condition

it may be, - a condition not only unreasonable , but un

scriptural, so that a man may even ,, by a use or traffic

of the article, right in itself, expose himself or the church

to obloquy. It would then be required , by a due regard

to his own reputation , and the honour of the church , to

abandon them . But it would not be required of bim to

approve the state of opinion to which he yields. On the

contrary , it would be his duty, so far as in him lay, to
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defend the truth of the Bible, and endeavour, in all pru

dentways, to bring back public sentiment to an accord

ance with the wiil and truth of God . If, for this, he

brings his good name into peril, he must bear it, and

leave consequences to God. It is one thing for a man to

imperil his own and the honor of the church by an im

prudent pressure of a liberty of his own in the face of a

strong, though perverted public feeling. It is altogether

another, for him to peril his reputation in defence of the

truth of the Bible, and the honour of his Lord and Sa

viour. In one word , as a matter of course, this obliga

tion to use without doing harm is of a variable applica

tion , and consequently requires a prudent judgment to

decide when it becomes obligatory , and when it does not.

It is variable in its application , simply because, wbat

can be done withoutharm in one case, cannot in another.

A man may take a glass of wine in his own house, for

example , when it would be unbecoming in him to go to

the bar of a tavern and call for it. Wewould not, as a

minister, take wine at a social party, not because we

should think it wrong to do so , but because , as a matter

of prudence, in the present state of public opinion , it

would be best not to do it. But the state of public

opinion would be the chief, if not the only ground of our

declining to do it ; and if public opinion is suffered to

becomemuch more exaggerated on this subject, it will

become absolutely necessary for all who mean to stand

by.Christ and his truth , to resist by their example as

well as their arguments, all insinuations that the miracle

at Cana was a breach of morality . To a certain condi

tion of public sentiment, we should deem it our duty to

yield. To another state of it, we should feel it to be

treason against the Master to yield , the division of an

inch , and we would resist it sternly , both by argument

and by example , and to strengthen the logic , as a jury

packed by the devil to bring in a libel upon the Bible ,

and to pronounce his example a breach of morality .

It will be said that the use of wine, under any condi

tions, will do harm , because it would set a dangerous

example. To assert this broadly, as an universal propo

sition , subject to no limitation, is to condemn Christ at

Cana, without a doubt. It is to pronounce all those
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Scriptures which warrant the right use of wine as a

license to sin . God has given a right to use ; but this

notion , that no man can take advantage of that right

without setting an evil and dangerous example, is to say,

in other words, thatGod has given a right to set such an

example, - that he has given a license to sin . The sim

ple truth is, that this assertion is an assnmption of the

very point in dispute : the question to be decided is,

whether this is a bad example. What do you mean by

a bad or improper example ? Do you mean an example

intrinsically wrong ? Then it is always wrong, and Christ

is a sinner. Do you mean an example which is suscep

tible of perversion , or of being made the excuse and plea

of evil ? Then , all example whatever, good or bad, is

wrong, and Christ is again convicted of sin ; for it is

certain that his example has been perverted , and many

a sinner has gone raving into a drunkard's hell, pleading

the example of Christ as his justification. It is clear

that whoever goes beyond the example of Christ, or of

any one else, by the very terms of the proposition , does

not follow it. The whole system of morals is a system

of limitations upon action , going to a certain extent as

right, and there limiting itself, and becoming wrong be

yond . Will it be called a proper following of an exam

ple, to walk with it up to the limit where it stops, to go

beyond, and then appeal to the example for justifica

tion ?

There is another consideration in relation to this mat

ter of example. An example, right in itself,may become

objectionable when attended by some circumstantial and

temporary relation to other things. Paul orders that no

man put a stumbling block ; or an occasion to fall, in a

brother's way , and declares that if our brother is grieved

with our meat, or is led by it into an improper use of it,

we do not walk charitably. One branch of the Corin

thian Church could participate in the feasts of the hea

then festivals merely as festivals , and without any senti

ment of religious worship being mingled with it. But

others were unable to do this ; they could not participate

in them as festivals , without participating in them as

worship : and they were emboldened to engage in these

splendid .celebrations 'by the example of their stronger
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brethren. On this ground, then , Paul prohibited all

classes of Christians from engaging in them , because the

act of the strong, though in itself right, or at least indif

ferent, was made an occasion of stumbling to the weaker

and less clear-minded brethren . Here, an example,

proper, in itself considered , from its relation to the mere

circumstantial and temporary state of incomplete eman

cipation from superstitious notions existing in theminds

of the weaker portion of the church , was pronounced to

be improper, and inbibited by the apostle . Ofcourse,

the force of the obligation in this case to refrain from

doing whatwas proper in itself, resting altogether on the

circumstantial and temporary condition of feeling in the

weaker brethren , was merely circumstantial and tempo

rary in its existence. This is the grand peculiarity of

these rules and maximns of Christian ethics : what be

longs to the essence of an act, always belongs to it, and

if wrong, it is always wrong. But a thing , right in itself ,

can only become wrong by some mere circumstantial

and temporary relation attached to it by circumstances.

The very highest forms of intrinsic good or evil are èub

ject to this partial and limited transformation . Of this

sort is the use of wine as .warranted by Scripture. In

itself, and under the general conditions annexed to its

use , it is right, and no intelligent and unperverted moral

sense can condemn it. Under peculiar circumstances,

ascertainable under the general descriptionsand maxims

of the Scriptures , even this right, limited and condition

al use is entirely suspended . But this suspension is

merely circumstantial in its reasons, and temporary in

its duration ; and to endeavour to establish it as a per

manent and universal law , governing througb all time,

and throughout all possible contingencies, is to change

the whole form of the obligation. It is to make grounds

nominally circumstantial, really essential, and, of course ,

an obligation properly temporary; absolutely eternal.

To take ground which makes the absolute exclusion of

wine, through all time, and under all circumstances, the

law of all enlightened Christian conduct, is to take

ground which,however it may be qualified and softened

· by deprecatory phrases, is essentially deistic . It makes

the imitation of ChristatCana, an impossibility, because
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a wrong under all conditions of things and to the end of

time. If the imitation is made so absolutely improper,

the original example itself, was improper . To say this,

is to take the crown froin the head and the honor from

the character of Christ ; and if this is not deistic in na

ture and effects, whatever it may be in design, we pro

test we are not able to understand in what deism consists .

But, let it be remembered , that the obligation , circum

stantial in its grounds, and temporary in its duration

though it is, is still of imperative force, as far as it goes,

and will be neglected at the peril of him .who neglects it.

The obligation to yield to the reqnirements of a weak

brother's conscience is of the same general character

with this general law of not doing harm in the use of

our liberty. This offence consists in one part in offend

ing his sense of right, and partly in inducing him to do

wrong, by doing a thing in itself right, while his own

conscience is not satisfied of the right of it. We are

not unnecessarily, to offend the honest prejudices of our

brethren , even though they may be weak and onscrip

tural. We may, and must endeavor to correct them ,

and under the pressure of circumstances, in order to

defend the truth , we may and inust entirely overlook

them . But we may not do this unnecessarily : we are

required by the broad and vigorous spirit of charity

required in the Bible , to yield the use of a mere liber

ty temporarily , to the honest prejudices of our brother,

while we endeavor kindly and firmly to renove them .

We are ordered not to despise him that cannot conscien

tiously eat meat, who, because of his weakness, eateth

herbs. It may be that his views are mistaken ; but his

conscience is honest. To the Lord he eateth not, and

therefore his principle, or inotive power, is commenda

ble, though his judgment may be mistaken as to what it

requires him to do. We are then , not to offend by an

unnecessary, or wanton use of our liberty, tbe honest

prejudices of such a mind : wemust then , in deference

to his views, yield temporarily our right to act, wbile we

are also bound to endeavor to instruct him . If he be

comes clearly factious in opposition to the truth , we are

no longer bound to yield to his prejudices. But if he

is humble, willing to submit to the trutb yet unable at
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07 of them is libert
y
. The strong b

opce to perceive it, our obligation to honor bis views

continues to exist. At the same time this rule works

both ways. It seems to be generally considered in the

discussion , that it is only necessary to consider these

rules in their application to the strong brother and the

limitations upon his liberty. But there is also , an ap

plication of them to the weaker brother. Why, says

the apostle , ismy liberty judged of another man ' s con

science ? Who art thou that judgest another man' s ser

vant ? What right have you to come forward and insist

upon your mistaken convictions becoming the rule of

my conduct? In other words, there is a solemn duty

binding on the weak brother, to look into the realnå

ture of his convictions, to bring them honestly to the

test of Scripture, and not to assume the responsibility of

rashly , or unwisely limiting the rights given to his bro

ther by God himself. Paul, while be insists on the

strong brother yielding to the honest, though mistaken

prejudice of his brother, insists with equal force on the

weak brother's promptly setting about examining the

foundation of that prejudice. The strong is bound to

instruct the weaker to seek instruction , and when both

upite in the humble, earnest, affectionate spirit of real

brethren , animated by a simple desire to know the will

of God in the case, it cannot be long before the preju

dice of the one will be removed , and the other be enabled

to resume the exercise of his rights and liberties given

by God , without any offence to a brother's mistaken

sense of duty . . . .

The apostle guards with the same mutual fidelity

against the other sense of offending our brother, which

is to induce bim to do as we do in a thing which , though

rigbt or indifferent in itself, is wrong to him on account

of his mistaken convictions in regard to it. The thing

is right in itself, and therefore we may do it, who are

clear in conscience as to its propriety. But to our bro

ther in his weakness it seems wrong : therefore he can

not innocently do it, on the principle laid down by the

apostle , to him who thinketh it to be sin , to him it is sin .

A person in this condition of mind may be led by the

example of another to do it before his conscience is clear.

as to its propriety . He therefore sins, in doing what is
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in itself right, because he violates his conscience. To

guard against such violations of propriety , the apostle

lays down two rules . He first directs the strong brother

that whenever he has reason to believe that his example

in doing a thing right in itself, will be the occasion of

stumbling to a weak brother, that is, of leading bim to

do the samebefore his conscience is clear as to its law

fulness, he must not use his liberty in such a case with

out strong and sufficient reasons. He directs secondly,

that one universal rule shall be observed by the weak

brother, and that is, never to act in imitation of any one,

until his own conscience is clear on the point. The ex

ample may be right in itself, but it is wrong to him be

cause his conscience is not clear about it. Let every man

be persuaded in his own mind . All things indeed , are

pure : but it is evil for that man who eateth with offence.

Happy is he that condemneth not himself in that which

he alloweth . Not that every man is permitted to think

just as he pleases - not that any and every kind of no

tion is to be allowed in every mind ; but that every man

is solemnly bound to examine his convictions, to bring

them honestly to the test of Scripture, to resist all un .

scriptural and unfounded convictions. But, that while

this gradual process of rectifying his views is going on,

and before his conscience has become clear, he dare not

do what he is certain is right. He that doubteth is

damned if he eat ; for whatsoever is not of faith is sin .

It is obvious, that the grounds on which these obliga

tions are binding, both on the strong and the weak bro

ther, are variable , or moveable in their nature , creating

an obligation of the same variable temporary nature. It

will be then seen at a glance, how mistaken is the ethics

which lays down one rigid and universal rule, permanent

and universal in its application , requiring at all times

and under all circumstances, of all classes of men , as

equally obligatory on all, and requiring the same con

duct in all . The maxim of total abstinence, as an uni

versal and permanent rule of moral conduct, finds no

foundation whatever in the Scriptures. The great duty

of man is obedience to conscience : the necessary correla

tive of that is to educate conscience entirely by the word

of God , simply seeking to know its teachings, and al
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ways seeking for the Holy Spirit to guide us into the

truth . Else it may often happen that a man will be

placed in the unhappy dilemma of conscience ordering

one thing and God ordering another, in which he can

neither do right without guilt, nor refrain from doing

wrong without a similar responsibility.

The obligation of total abstinence is not the same in

its application to all - not the same in force, in duration,

or in the grounds upon which it rests . Upon the man

who has once been the victim of intemperance, it is an

absolute and unalterable obligation . Hecan never touch

liquor again , except under the most stringent and un

avoidable necessity of health , without guilt, because a

melancholy experience has shown that no reformed ine

briate can ever touch it again without imminent risk,

nay, almost the inevitable certainty of reviving the sleep

ing devil of his ancient vice. It is the duty of all men

to be temperate : it is the duty of some men to be uni

formly abstinent, because it is only by being entirely

abstinent they can be temperate. It is the liberty of

some to use with a limited and conditional use, wbich

limited and conditional right is susceptible of being

entirely suspended on circumstantial and temporary

grounds. The circumstances of individualmen may im

pose upon them a specific and confined and temporary

obligation to total abstinence which they would be guil

ty to neglect. But this obligation cannot be expanded

into one rigid and universal rule, simply because it ex

ists only on the circumstances of the individual and

expires with them . In all these cases, the individual

must determine his own duty, by a consideration of his

own circumstances ; but he is as unwise as he is uncbari

table , when he infers thatwhatmay be obligatory on him

is obligatory on his neighbour, and fiercely denounces

all who do not follow his example.

This brings us to the last point wbich we wish to con

sider, which is , the right of man to suspend bis liberty

in the use of wine, the true grounds on which Temper

ance Societies may be erected, and the relations of these

Societies to the church ofGod, and the duty of church

members in relation to them . .

Wehave already indicated the principle which lies at
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the foundation of this subject. If a man chooses to re

linquish the liberty which God has given him , he may

do it , only, provided be does so on no groundwhich con

veys the remotest shadow of a bint that the liberty itself

was improper. If he does it on any such grounds he is

to be resisted . The relinquishment of his liberty will

be controlled as to its moral character, entirely by the

reasons upon which it proceeds. If a man chooses to

relinquish it with a clear perception of the true nature

of his liberty , that feeling that he is at perfect liberty to

do otberwise, on grounds purely circumstantial, and

with an entire relinquishment of all right to dictate the

line of duty to others , and for the purpose of doing good

to man , arresting the progress of a vice and staying its

consequences, be is worthy of the highest respect. Oth

ers, acting on the same views, may unite with bim and

form a Society, and the Society so formed , and so re

maining, is worthy of the high regard of all good men .

But if a man relinquishes bis liberty on grounds that

proclaim no liberty , or a liberty to sin , on grounds essen

tial and permanent, and with a disposition to suspect

the integrity and denounce as suspicions, all who will

not join him in his views and unite in an association

with him , then be is to be resisted , and any Society

formed on these grounds and maintaining them , is to be

resisted . If, as we have already said , in different con

nection , a man chooses to relinquish the use of meat,

with a clear and scriptural sense of his right to use it,

it is well ; he is worthy of all bonor. But it he requires

that every one else sball follow his example on penalty

of denunciation , he is not to be respected . If he does it

on superstitious or extravagant grounds, believing either

in the efficacy or merit of not using meat, neither his

understanding nor conscience is to be respected , except

wben these notions co -exist with greatweakness of mind

and evident and bigb bonesty of conscience. It is so

with wine ; for the use of both of them , or the relinquish

ment of both of them , are placed on the same footing by

the apostle. If a man chooses, with a clear conscience

of his right, to use the limited and conditional privilege

given in the Scriptures, to relinquish it in order to avoid

offence, or to get a vantage ground to do good , on
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grounds circumstantial in their nature, and which con

vey no reproach on the liberty he relinquishes, relin

quisbing all right to force others to do the same, then

his action is worthy of all honor. Any Society taking

such grounds is worthy all honor, the respect and coun

tenance of all good men . But when a man relinquish

es his liberty , with a feeling that it is a liberty to sin , or

becanse his use of his liberty as conditioned in the Bi

ble , would set an example permanently censurable ,

when he forgets the nature of his relinquishment as a

relinquishment of liberty, or as a compliance with an in

dividual obligation , and consequently, does not see that

be has no right to require others to relinquish theirs ,

when any individual or Society takes this ground , no

inatter what may be the design in thematter, the princi

ples on which they act are opposed to the word of God ,

undermine all confidence in it as an inspired revelation

of truth , censure the example of Christ as an example

which had far better never been set, and thus becomes

essentially deistic . The proscriptive spirit and the un

scriptural theories which have too often disfigured the

Temperance Associations of the world, are separable ad

juncts of the Associations themselves, and therefore op

position to them , or to the particular Societies which

hold them , is not opposition to Temperance Societies as

such , much less to the general cause they are seeking to

promote . Temperance Societies based on the grounds

already indicated , are valuable institutions of society,

just as Societies for the suppression of gambling, for ta

king care of the poor, for the support of orphans ; and

when properly managed are sources of great good. But,

to say that because they are such , therefore every indi

vidual, and particularly every member of the church , is

absolutely bound to join them , is absurd. As a general

rule, there is no obligation at all to join them ; it is a

mere matter of liberty. Particular circumstances might

make it the duty of an individual to join an association

of this sort, just as they mightmake it the duty of a man

to join a Masonic Order, or an Orphan Assylum Asso

ciation ; but will any one say that such an obligation is

universal and unlimited , requiring every member of the

church to become de facto a member of these various
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orders and associations, though good in themselves ?

The argument that every good man is bound to aid in

every good thing , and must therefore, join a Temperance

Society, is absurd as an unlimited proposition . The Mis

sionary operations of the Baptist Church are very good

things ; so of the Methodist ; 80 of theEpiscopal Church .

Is it , therefore, the duty, of a Presbyterian to join all

these churches at once ? A Masonic Order is a good

thing. Is it, therefore, the duty of all members of the

church to join it ? Is it the duty of all members of the

church to join an anti-gambling association ? Any mem

ber may : it may be the duty of some, and the ascer

tainment of their obligation is wholly a personalmatter.

The simple fact is, it is impossible for a man to aid in every

good thing ; for there are so many enterprises for good ,

that there must be a division of labour. Any Christian

is at liberty to join such a Society if he pleases, having

of course, a wise reference to his other obligations and

to the doctrines and policy to which he will become con

mitted by so doing. It may be the duty of individual

Christians to join a Temperance Society ; but the ascer

tainment of that duty is their own individual concern :

the obligation itself, is individual in its extent, and cir

cumstantial in its grounds, and it is folly to expand into

a general obligation coincident with the extent of the

church , and requiring a church member de facto to be

come a member of a Temperance Society . In simple

truth , as a general rule, it is purely a matter of liberty,

and if an individual does not choose to relinquish his

liberty, no one has any rigbt to complain of it. If it bad

not been right to give this liberty , God would not have

done it : to require it to be given up, as a permanent

thing, is to impeach both the grant and the grantor of

the privilege. The member of the church of God is a

member of a great and divinely organized society for

the suppression , notmerely of one vice, but of all vices.

To say he is bound to join another is, in effect, to say his

obligations cannot be fully met in the other. Nomem

ber of the Sons of Temperance would admit there was

any imperative general obligation resting upon him to

join an old Washingtonian Society -created alongside of

his order: he would feel at liberty to do it if he pleased ;
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but he would at once see that an obligation of a general

form to do it would be not binding, because it would be

superfluous and unnecessary. These are the general

maximsofChristian duty on this greatsubject. The ends

which these societies have principally in view , are the

same, so far as they go, with those of the church of God .

They differ in themeansofattaining them : the societies

lay down the rigid maxim oftotal abstinence : the church

lays down the general principles of the Scriptures. ' To

say that the other is the bestmode of reaching the evils

of intemperance, is to beg an important question . We

say that the advantages of this principle, in resisting the

tide of intemperance, are absolutely dependant upon its

being kept in the position in which it is placed by the

Scriptures, — the position of a temporary , circumstantial

and local, or individual principle. The very moment it

is elevated into a permanent and universal principle , it

is shorn of its power : the history of the Temperance

reform proves it. Although it may sound strangely in

the ears of the modern reformers, it is nevertheless true,

that the doctrine of total abstinence, as an universallaw ,

is not the most effective principle on which to resist the

evils of intemperance. It is best for certain cases, nay ,

indispensable to them , and it is the Bible principle for

meeting them : it is indispensable to the reform of the

drunkard, and to the maintenance of the reformed ine

briate in the ways of sobriety, but not to the virtue of

all others without exception. But God's wisdom is su

perior to man 's, and he has promulged no truth 'which

is not better suited to its ends than any fancied improve

ments which man may endeavor to make upon it ; and

we hold that the free and unequivocal teaching of the

general principles which the Bible enunciates on the

duties of temperance, is far better calculated to arrest

the terrible vice of drunkenness, than the advocacy of

the one rigid and universal maxim of total abstinence.

The history of the Temperance movement, in our judg

ment, proves the truth of this inference. No one feature

in this greatmovement has been more strikingly devel

oped than the singular want of stability which hasmark

ed its progress . The celebrated and eloquent champion

of the reform , John B . Gough, is said to have stated re
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cently , in a speech in England, that of five hundred

thousand persons who had taken the pledge in the last

fifteen years , four hundred and fifty thousand had broken

it ! The various modes of action in carrying forward the

scheme have shifted with remarkable rapidity. The

original pledge of partial abstinence gave way to the

plege of total abstinence ; the old society yielded to

the Washingtonian ; the Washingtonian to the order of

Sons, and the existence of the order in a given locality,

is, of all things, the most precarious ! What is the rea

son of this : a question often earnestly .canvassed by the

noble-hearted advocates of the enterprise ? The reason

is this , ainong others, without a doubt: their doctrines

have been strung up too high ; they have gone on ex

travagant grounds; they have assumed extreme posi

tions, and the re-action of the sober second thought of

the people has carried away the inisplaced foundations

of their creed and policy. The sober judgment of man

will not suffer him to condemn the limited and condi

tional right to use wine granted in the Scriptures. That

sober , second thought, will infallibly settle down as its

final resnlts on the conclusions of the word of God .

Every plant which our Heavenly Father hath not plant

ed shall be rooted up. If it is not in the place in which

be planted it, he will transfer it. Human reason , in its

calmest and deepest judgment, will invariably return ,

like the needle to the pole, and rest on the teachings of

God in bis word. The sooner we learn this, as a practi

cal rule of universal conduct, accepting at first, the les

sons of revelation , the sooner we shall find our action

guided by the broadest of all intellects, the most perfect

of all reasons. Let the principle of total abstinence be

put into its true Scriptural position, and it becomes in

stinct with power over the judgments and consciences

of men , and is endowed with immortality. Remove it

from this position, it excites suspicion of its soundness ;

it loses power over the intellect and conscience ; it be

comes a minister of evil as well as of good , and is doom

ed to expire in the wreck of its influence. Theweakness

of God is stronger than men , and the foolishness of God

28 mightier by far than the wisdom of man . It is indis

pensably necessary in the great agitations and conflicts
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of men , that there should be a constant recurrence to

original principles. If no allowance is thus practically

made for the weakness and infirmities of buman nature,

qualities which insensibly and inevitably will urge him

into some false position , particularly on a point of con

troversy, and in the heat of debate, — if no recurrence is

made to origival principles it will be impossible to ascer

tain the existence or degree of the deflection from the

line of truth . In the vehemence of their conflict with

the evils of intemperance, when their hearts are full of a

realizing sense of the wretchedness it entails on the life

of man, there is a powerful tendency operating on the

minds of the advocates of total abstinence as an univer

sal law , to take extremeground , and to forget the mode

ration of truth and the principles of the word of God .

It is so much easier to advocate the application of a

single maxim which seems to reach the wbole case, than

to draw the distinctions and define the principles which

are set forth in the Scriptures, there is a powerful temp

tation to choose the first of these as the policy to be pur

sued . This is greatly aided by the fear that the people

cannot be made to comprehend these principles and dis

tinctions, that the single maxim will be more effective,

and that it will soonest accomplish the end . But these

views are too partial: we are still satisfied thatthe word

of God has enunciated the grounds which are best and

safest in the end . It may take more labour to expound

them ; they may be more susceptible of perversion ; but

they are the only principles upon which the sober and

deliberate judgment of men will ultimately rest. What

the maxim of total and universal abstinence gains by

cutting off the necessity for the discrimination of princi

ples, and in its immediate effect, it loses by not meeting

the real demands of the reason of man, and of the reve

lation of God. In the long run, at the close of the im

mense experiments which are now going on , it will be

been clearly on this as well as on other great topics of

social welfare, that the lessons of the Bible, taken in

the simplest and most direct teachings of thatwonderful

book, are the lessons of the deepest philosophy, the

purest wisdom , the most extensive benevolence, and the

most permanent application .
T he
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We would say in conclusion , we do hope that none

will pervert the teachings of this review . If they do,

they will do it at their peril ; for they are the teachings

of the word of God . If any harm comes from them , it

can only be because they are perverted from their true

implications, and for this, he who perverts them is alone

responsible. Indeed , so great is the fear of many per

sons of wisdom and excellence , that such perversions

would be made, that they cannot agree to the propriety

of a perfectly direct and unequivocal statement of the

real teachings of the Bible on this subject. But, this

only reminds us that human wisdom and virtue are not

infallible. The conditions under which the voice of God

is not to be heard on questions like this, are excessively

rare in occurrence, and of very brief duration when they

ocecur. Wehave no apology to make for an unequivo

cal and complete statement of whatHehas been pleased

to state on this issue. He has made it the duty of his

ministers to declare his counsel fearlessly , and we dare

not suppress it. Wehad infinitely rather encounter the

responsibility of being an occasion of evil by reason of

the infirmity or wickedness of man in perverting the

truth , than the responsibility of violating the first duty

of the ministerial office, and either silencing , or incom

pletely re-echoing the voice of God on the issues on

which he has chosen to speak in his word . If he has

seen fit to enunciate these principles , we can see no rea

son why we should impeach the propriety of his doc

trine, why we should be either ashamed to receive, or

afraid to avow them .

ARTICLE VI.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY.

Discourses on Truth , by Dr. Thornwell, President of the

South Carolina College.

These discourses, seven in number, form a neat little

volume of 328 pages. They were preached in the or

VOL. IX . - No. 1 .
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dinary rontine of the author's ministrations, as Chaplain

of the South Carolina College.” “ The structure of the

sermons may be explained by the circumstance, that

the author sustains the double office in the College, of a

preacher of the gospel, and a teacher of moral pbi

losophy .” This work is a clear and lucid exposition of

some of the fundamental principles of moral philoso

phy . They are, evidently , the result of that profound

and original thought, by which alone a subject can be

properly mastered. Few subjects require more deep and

varied thought than that of moral philosophy . From

the time of Aristotle to the present, philosophers , both

ancient and modern , have found here an ample field of

effort for all their logical powers. And from the timeof

the Stoics and Epicureans, different schools have at

tempted to maintain their respective theories . It is not

our object, however, to notice these ; but to call atten

tion to the work before us ás connected with the educa

tion of youth . The question , what should education

embrace, has been nowhere more fully discussed than

in this country. From time to time, laboured articles

have appeared in our Reviews, discussing the subject of

education, and presenting the merits of various systems,

both in this country and Europe. So far as science is

concerned , we shall at present, say nothing , but content

ourselves with a presentation of somegeneral principles,

having an intimate bearing upon the general character

of education. Great efforts have been made, not only

to exclude the Bible from public schools, but to exclude

its revealed truths from a connection with the subject of

moral philosophy. And writers have attempted to es

tablish systems of philosophy, independent of the Bible.

We do not mean to say that this cannot be done. We

do notmean to undervalue the light of nature. A man

may find his way by star-light, but certainly much bet

ter by sun -light. Infidelity prefers darkness rather than

light. But, there is no greater disgrace to Christians,

having the same Bible and a common Christianity, than

to permit themselves, through sectarian jealousy , to be

made the tools of infidelity in excluding the influences

of religion from the education of youth . Man, as a be

ing to be educated, may be considered
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1. As an Intellectual, . . .

2. A Moral,

3 . A Religious being. :

He has intellectual, moral and religious faculties . A

true education is the harmonious development of these .

This social position , the well-being of society, to say no

thing of his own happiness, both in time and eternity ,

require such an education. It seems to be generally

supposed , that education should be confined to the cul

tivation of the intellectual faculties. This is most per

nicions heresy. It is sufficiently refuted by the whole

tenor of Dr. Thornwell's book . To this point, however,

we wonld devote a few considerations.

. The fact, thatman is constituted with the above named

faculties, ought of itself, to be a sufficient indication of

the manner in which he should be educated . This fact,

however,may be called in question by superficial think

ers. It may be denied that he is a moral and religious

being by nature. If it be asked, what is the proof, we

reply the game in kind, and eqwally as conclusive as that

which proves bim to be an intellectual being. If we are

asked for a proofofthe latter, we'refer to his works of art

and science, to all his displays of intellect. If asked

for the proofthat there is a moral being, we refer to the

various systems and codes ofmoral philosophy, to all his

exhibitions, whether in language or action , of moral

qualities. If asked for a proof, that he is naturally a

religious being, we refer to the temples and altars he bas

reared , to the sacrifices offered , to theGods worshipped ,

to the systems of religion , and the religious feelings dis

played in every age and country . For the question is

not, whether these religious and moral faculties have

been properly directed , but whether they exist. If this

proof be denied , then we deny the proof offered to estab

lish his intellectual character. And then , education be

comes an absurdity . Admit the proof, and then it

follows, that, to educate and develope the intellectual

faculties , and at the same time, to neglect to educate

and develope the moral and religious faculties, is absurd .

Such a system of education is not in accordance with

the constitution ofman, - is atwar with the glory ofGod

and the best interests of society,
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For what purpose are youth educated ? What inter

est has the State in education ? Evidently to make

men more useful and better citizens. But the vices , the

crimes and follies that afflict society, are not so much

the offspring of ignorance as they are of immorality and

irreligion . It is true, that statistics show a diminution

of crime, as connected with education . But this is owing

to the fact in part,that moral and religious influence has

never been entirely separated from intellectual training ;

and partly to the fact that the more intelligentmen be

come, they avoid more carefully the crimes that would

conduct them to the jail or penitentiary. The leaders

of the French Revolution were not deficient in intellect

ual education . They were the philosophers and states

men of the time. Intellectually, they were great, but

utterly destitute of either morality or religion . They

were monsters of vice and cruelty.

One set of faculties may be cultivated to the neglect

of others, and the result is a defective character . Thus,

fies the individual but religious excitement, and for the

want of intellectual and moral training the individual

may pay little regard to moral duties, and withal, be

extremely superstitious and bigoted . The extraordina

ry religious excitements , that occurred in the. early part

of the present century, the extravagance and folly that

attended them , gave ample proof of the existence and

power of the religious faculties, and of the necessity of

being guided by the intellectual faculties.

The objection usually urged against religious instruc

tion in our academies and colleges, is , that it leads to

sectarianism ; that it is establishing religion ; that it is

unconstitutional, & c. It seems almost like a waste of

time to reply to such miserable cant. As to sectarian

ism , it is the best means to prevent it. If we exclude

all religion , we establish infidelity and atheism , the very

worst of all sects . Ifwe teach the evidences of Chris

tianity, its precepts and its great and leading doctrines

received, acknowledged and taught by all true Chris

tians, excluding the peculiarities of sects, we are making

liberal and enlightened Christians ; we are dissipating

ignorance, expelling sectarian bigotry and promoting
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love and charity . And surely , the grand and sublime

doctrines of the gospel common to all Christians, and its

pure and holy precepts, are sufficient to furnish an ample

field for the instruction of youth ,without interfering with
the peculiarities of sects. Expel religion from public

institutions and you expel the students . Sectarian in

stitutions will grow up from necessity, and education

become emphatically sectarian . Institutions will bemul

tiplied at a great cost to the community, while the

standard of education will be lowered.

As before observed, man is a religious being . To ex

ercise his religious faculties is as necessary to him as to

exercise bis intellectual. If there be any who boast of

having no religious feelings, they are exceptions to the

general rule, just as idiots are in the intellectual world .

If there be some who, disgusted with the abuse of the

religious faculties, discard religion , so there are oth

ers, who, disgusted with the results of a defective edu

cation , discard it as an evil. The one reasons no better

than the other. Weregard it, therefore, as of the great

est importance, that moral and religious training should ,

in every institution , be put on the same footing with in

tellectual training. To the neglect of this in the family,

in the primary schools, and in our colleges, is to be at

tributed chiefly , if not entirely, that irregularity of life ,

that corruption of morals and dissipation , so often de

structive of youth , the source of sorrow to parents, and

disappointment to friends. If we have properly describ

ed the constitution of man , what else could be expected

from such gross violations of it, as the neglect of his

moral and religious faculties ? Intellectual develope

ment, without moral and religious restraint,may make a

devil, but can never make an angel. And what, after

all, is the chief end of man ? It is to glorify God and

enjoy him forever. And this is the end for which he is

endowed with all his faculties. Of bis religious facul

ties,God is the proper object ; of his moral faculties, the

creatures ofGod, of his intellectual faculties , everything

that is subservient to the proper direction of his religious

and moral faculties. These latter are of themselves

blind , instinctive, propelling powers , implanted in his

constitution for the highest and noblest of all purposes.
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Without these, he would be destitute of moral or reli

gious responsibility . And yet, without the intellectual

powers to guide them , they could not answer their pur

pose . It is the combination of these that makes man

what he is . By the exercise of the intellectual powers,

he arrives at a knowledge ofGod, readshis character in

his word and works, becomes acquainted with his own

nature and condition, bis relation to God, to the external

world, and to his fellow -man . By these, he is enabled to

understand his duties to God and man , while his reli

gious and moral faculties serve to lead him in the path

which his intellect prescribes, or scourge him for his re

bellion .

This leads us to offer some remarks upon a subject

which , more than any other, seems to bave perplexed

theologians, metaphysicians, and moral philosophers.

We allude to the subject of conscience. Paley denied

the existence of such a faculty. Nor is it strange that

he fell into such a blunder, having included in bis defi

nition of it, functions that belong to the intellectual fac

ulties. Chalmers, Whewell, McCosh, Harris, and other

able writers, have undertaken to explain its office, and

have made many valuable remarks upon its nature and

its office. Still, all is not clear. The prevalent error

seems to result from confounding the intellectual and

moral faculties, or rather their functions. To speak of

conscience as perceiving the distinction of right and

wrong, is to attribute to it that which belongs to the in

tellect. Dr. Thornwell has very properly said , “ There

can , consequently , be no progress in virtue beyond the

merest elements , or primary dicta of ourmoral constitu

tion without progress in knowledge. Knowledge is as

essential to responsibility as conscience." But we are

not so certain that he is correct when he speaks of “ the

decisions of conscience, ” (p . 68.) The “ decisions” be

long to the intellectual faculties , the feeling of right and

wrong to the moral. If the intellectual mislead , con

science will not correct the error. When Saul of Tarsus

was a persecutor, he acted in ignorance, and conscience

approved . Allied to conscience is that sensitive emo

tion that causes the young lady to blush . It is not ne

cessary that she should violate the rules of propriety to
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induce the emotion . It is sufficient that her intellect

creates the suspicion of such a violation . Conscience is

the feeling of the moralfaculties, acting in concert with

the intellectual perceptions of right and wrong ; the lat

ter being the occasions of its action . In likemanner,

the religious faculties do not determine what is true or

false in religion . This , in religion , as well as in morals ,

is the province of the intellect. Hence, to enlighten , is

the first operation of the Holy Spirit , and to teach is the

first duty of the evangelist. This is a truth sadly over

looked . Preaching is too often regarded as something

distinct from teaching . To excite the religious feelings,

and not to enlighten , is too often the aim of the preacb

er. Many do not seem to know that the religious feel

ings may be excited to the utmost without any percep

tion of converting and sanctifying truth . The most

remarkable cases of religious phrenzy are known to exist

among the heathen . And among Christians, the most

extraordinary excitements are not attended with the

most happy results. The mere excitement of the reli

gious faculties is no evidence of the Holy Spirit's influ

ence. The Holy Spirit operates through truth . Weare

saved by faith , through a belief of the truth . A full

exposition of this subject would be of great service to

the cause of religion .

We cannot, in justice, leave this subject, withoutma

king some remarks upon the term faculties. What are

we to understand by this term ? Says Dr. Thornwell, p .

67, “ Our faculties, which are only convenientnames for

the various operations of a simple and indivisible sub

stance, derive their appellation , not from the specific

differences of the objects aboutwhich they are employ

ed, but from their general nature.” We admit that the

mind is “ a simple and individual substance." But be

yond this there lies an abstruse question . Are these

“ various operations” performed through one and the

same instrumentality , or different instrumentalities ? If

through the latter, is the term faculties to be applied to

these operations, or to the instrumentalities through

which they are carried on ? Whatmay be the nature of

mind in itself, and what the inherent difference in differ

ent minds, apart from the organization with which they
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are at present clothed , and which serves as the medium

of their connection with the external world , and of their

present manifestation , we know not. Of this much ,

however, we feel confident, that mind is distinct from

matter, and that its powers ofmanifestation are depend

ent upon, and measured by, the organization which

serves as themedium and instrumentality of its mani.

festation . Let this organization be defective, let the

eyes be sealed , or the ears stopped , and the power of

mental manifestation is proportionally limited . Every

part of the body is made an instrument of the mind.

Every limb and nerve and muscle , is subservient to its

purposes. Throngh this organization, it both acts and is

acted upon . “ So intimate is the union between the

mind and the body, that a slight derangement of the

latter will often impede the exercise of the former, or fill

it with groundless apprehensions : while grief, expecta

tion , or profound attention , will render the body insensi

ble to its ordinary wants. According to Liebig , every

conception , every mental affection is followed by chan

ges in the chemical nature of the secreted fluids. Form

and features often impart a character to themind, and a

bias to the life ; on the other hand, the mental and mo

ral character often impress themselves on some part of

the outward form . Aristotle treated at some length on

the shades of the hair , the form of the features, the com

plexion , and of the different parts of the body, as indica

tive of particular temperaments and mental characteris

tics . Indeed , it is on the assumption of the conformity

between the soul and the body, that cheiromancy, phy.

siognomy, and phrenology, have, at different times,

essayed to take the rank of sciences. And, so intimate

is themoral nature of man with the other parts of his

constitution , that conscience has been represented at

different times as a modification of nearly every one of

these parts ; duty has been based on considerations

derived from each ; and virtue and utility , though essen

tially distinct, regarded as ultimately one. “ The coinci

dence of morality with individual interest, is an impor

tant truth in ethics." Now , these are only some of the

more obvious relations existing between the contin'nous

parts of his nature, yet no mind, except that of the
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Infinite, can comprehend the number which they poten

tially comprise. But each of these again , is associated

with all the rest, by relations more subtle and complica

ted still, so that no part can be touched, but the whole

being vibrates in sympathy.” See Man Primeval, by

Harris , chap. vii., pp. 213, 214, Am . ed. To what con

clusion do all these considerations lead ? Evidently to

this , that such is the intimate union of themind and

body, that the developement and manifestation of the

one, is connected with that of the other ; and the organi

zation ofthe body is a wonderful display of wisdom , in

adapting so great a variety of instruments to the various

purposes of themind in this world . Thus, the five sen

ses are so many different adaptations of organs to the

external world . And in the human system , so “ fear

fully and wonderfully formed,” each varied function of

themind appears to have its own appropriate instrument.

And what are moral and religious feelings, but so many

internal senses , just as hearing , seeing , etc., may be

denominated external senses ? And why should they not

have their own appropriate organs as well as the exter

nal senses ? Why not one general plan pervade the

whole ? Why the incongruity , involved in the supposi

tion that internal operations of themind have no appro

priate organs and instruments, while each operation of

the mind , through the external senses , has its own ap

propriate organ ? What has the unity , immateriality or

immortality of the mind, to do with the one theory more

than the other And may not an inference from analogy ,

that it is so, have given rise to the use of the term facut

ties ? And would it not be more correct to apply the

term faculties to the organs or instruments, than to their

operations? It is thus we speak of the external senses.

This view of the subject adds greatly to the evidence of

religion . For if the moral and religious senses have

their appropriate organs, there is the same evidence that

man is formed to be moral and religious, as there is that

he is formed to see, hear, feel, smell and taste . And as

these senses all have their appropriate objects , so must

the moral and religious faculties have theirs. If the

God of the Bible be not the appropriate object of the

religious faculties, wemay fairly challenge the infidel to
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tell us what is. To boast of having no religious sense or

feeling, is as great a folly, as to boast of being deaf,

blind, or idiotic . It is the folly of the fool glorying in

his shame. This subject opens a wide field for discus

sion , butone, which , however interesting , we must dis

miss for the present. .. . . !

Although in some minor points, we may differ from

the author, we hail with the highest degree of satisfac

tion a work which inculcates upon the young men of the

College so high and holy a standard ofmorals , exposing

so clearly the fallacies and dangers of false systems,and

establishing so logically and forcibly the great funda

mental principles of sound Christian morals. It is im

possible for the young men who have been favoured

with such instruction , not to be both wiser and better.

The influence of such lessons will descend to future

generations. Delivered in the chief seat of learning,

they will impress their influence upon the character of

the State. Happy would it be for this great congrega

tion of nations, if such an influence pervaded every seat

of learning. It would give us high-minded, honest and

honourable statesmen , a high -minded and honourable

people, capable of exercising and maintaining their

liberties, of enlarging and perpetuating the blessings of

free government. To be deprived of such instructions in

the College, we would regard as the greatest calamity

that could befall the State. ..

These Lectures are a model of the moral and religious

instruction which we insist upon as a necessary part of

education . Free from sectarianism , they exhibit clearly

and forcibly the great and fundamental doctrines of

Christianity. They inculcate the pure and sublimemo

rality of the Bible, and avail themselves of its high and

holy sanctions. All other systems ofmorality are weak

and worthless ; weak, because they wantauthority, and

worthless , because they are without adequate sanctions.

One other point wemust not passby. It is the impor

tance ofsuch religious and moral instruction to the good

government and discipline of our Colleges . And from no

onedoes it comeso appropriately as from him who is at the

head of the institution . It clothes him with a moral in

fluence which is felt in every act of discipline. His pre
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sence confounds the guilty, and his example inspires those

around him with the highest and noblest aspirations.

Here we had intended to close this hasty and imper

fect notice of Dr. Thornwell's book . For, as before said ,

we did not set out to write a review of it, nor to write

an essay on Moral Philosophy ; but simply to call atten

tion to it in connection with the subject of education.

But since writing the above, the Letters of Professor

Barnard, (then of Tuscaloosa, now of Mississippi Col

lege, on thesubject of " College Government,” have fallen

into our hands. And since we have mentioned the im

portance of religious and moral instruction to the good ,

government and discipline of our Colleges, the reader

will pardon us for making a few additionalremarks on

the subject of College government. the man

For many years the government and management of

youth of both sexes , have occupied the greater portion

of our time, and employed a large share of our thoughts .

And if success should inspire confidence in the correct

ness of our views, we need not fear to avow them .

Principles founded in philosophy, and confirmed by

experiment, may be deemed correct.

That there are defects in our system of College go

vernment, is generally admitted , and must be so long as

there are out-breaks and rebellions. With Dr. Wayland

and Professor Barnard, we agree that the system is de

fective ; but as to the remedy, we disagree Professor

Barnard correctly observes, “ Our collegiate system is

an attempted imitation of that which was instituted at

Oxford and Cambridge, by the monkish lecturers of the

middle ages, founded mainly upon the principle of the

monastery ; but the imitation is unfortunately complete

only in the least desirable of its features, while it is de

ficient in most of the safe-guards originally designed to

secure it against abuses . In those venerable universities

ofGreat Britain just mentioned , every college is a quad

rangle, securely walled in , with a janitor always at the

door, and with a definite hour for shutting in the entire

community by bar and bolt. Within the samearchitec

tural pile reside not only the governed , but all themem

bers of the governing body, from the President (master)

down to the numerous fellows, one of whose duties it
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is to aid the authorities in the preservation of order. -

The whole college body, moreover, not only reside under

one roof, but dine together at one table ; so that, in all

save the religious aspect, the distinguishing features of

themonastic family are kept conspicuously prominent

to this day.” — Letter III. To complete the picture , it

ought to be stated that sour collegiate system ” was 'in

stituted under despotic governments,maintained ,not by

walls and bars and bolts only , but by soldiers armed

with bristling bayonets. Kings and Barons dwelt in

palaces secured by walls , bars and bolts, guarded by an

armed soldiery. And to this day, the American travel

ler in Europe is disgusted at the military evidences of

despotic government. Is it strange that a system of

College government, borrowed from despotic govern

ments , should work badly in the midst, and ander the

influence of our republican principles ? And what is the

remedy proposed by Dr. Wayland and Brofessor Bar

nard They both agree that the steward 's hall or com

mons should be abolished . That, as far as it goes, may

all be well ; and yet it may not be necessary. Professor

Barpard proposes to abolish the dormitory system , and

to locate all our colleges in the heart of our large cities.

To this there are some strong objections.

1. The great expense of private boarding and living

in our large cities, the many temptations to extrava

gance in dress, to the waste of time in idle amusements ,

shows, theatres , etc ., are serious objections. Such would

be the expense, that large numbers would be excluded

from the benefits of education . The policy in this coun

try has always been, to secure the best possible educa

tion at the least possible expense, securing its advanta

ges to the greatest possible number.

2 . It has been taken for granted , that the evils of the

present system have their origin in the dormitory sys

tem . But, how far is this true ? Professor Barnard says,

“ The college is a sanctuary which the civil power may

not invade. It is an imperium in imperio, within whose

confines no municipal functionary may venture to set

his foot. It is a community shut out with more than

Japanese seclusion from the surrounding social world ;

and subject, in its members, to none of those restraining
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influences, by which public opinion bears upon the con

duct of the individuals who make up the society to

which man is born, and to which the student himself

must at length return .” — Letter III. And yet the Pro

fessor says, in his second Letter, “ It is my candid opin

ion that our colleges have themselves chiefly to thank,

for the extent to which their powers of government are

paralyzed by the influence of surrounding public opin

ion ." Upon whom does this “ surrounding public opin

ion " act, to paralyze the government of the college , if it

be not upon the students And why is not this " sur

rounding public opion" as powerful to render effectual

as to paralyze the college government ? .

The truth is, neither Dr. Wayland, nor the Professor,

has sufficiently analyzed this matter of college govern

ment. Some evils there doubtless are, connected with

the dormitory system , but the removal of this is neither

a necessary nor an adequate remedy. And the proposed

remedy of removing our colleges to the heart of large

cities, is not only a very costly, but a very doubtful ex

periment. The present practice of locating colleges did

not originate in a mere poetical imagination , and has

not been kept up by mere precedent. Solid and sub

stantial reasons bave operated upon theminds of men in

this, as well as in other matters . But what, you may

ask, is the remedy ? This we propose to answer in gener

al terms. Every governmentmust, to succeed , be adap

ted to the governed . In despotic governments , college

government may, perhaps ought to be despotic ; the

the legislative, the judicial, and the executive power

being in the same bands.

In republican or domestic governments, college go

vernment should be democratic to whatever extent the

students are capable of exercising self-government.

Does any object that the young men of our colleges are

utterly incapable of self-government ? I answer, fearless

ly, that they are capable of it. Are we to be told that

the best educated part of society are not as capable of

self-government as the great mass of society, with its

great amount of ignorance and corruption ? And what

higher and nobler specimen of self-government can the

world present, than may be established among our
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educated youngmen , aided and guided by all the ability

and experience of a competent College Faculty ? And

what could furnish a better field for their moral train

ing ? Here, indeed , would be an “ imperium in impe

rio," in which there would be a public opinion of its own,

well nigh omnipotent, every one, a party , conscious of

his responsibility, not only to the mighty public opinion

within , but to the “ surrounding public opinion" with

out. In such an “ imperium in imperio," there is no

escape for the guilty, and treason is eternal disgrace.

Under such a system factions and rebellions would never

occur. We know what we assert. Wemake these as

sertions after full, fair and repeated trials with young

men and boys of all ages and sizes . That the numbers

were not as great as they are in our colleges, is true.

But the principles and mode will apply as well to one

thousand as to twenty, thirty, forty , fifty or any other

number. We hold the matter to be demonstrated by

experiment. We admit that the experiment of self

government among young men , might be made and fail

through the incompetency of the undertaker ; that some

are born to govern while others never could succeed .

But it cannot be maintained that the young men of our

colleges are not sufficiently enlightened for self-govern

ment. If it be urged that their passions and feelings

makes them too impulsive, wereply that they have feel

ings and impulses equally as powerful for the preserva

tion as for the destruction of self-government ; that self

confidence has its antagonism in diffidence and so on

throughout the elements of humanity .

Let now a proper cultivation of themoral and reli

gious feelings be brought to bear upon the responsibility

of self-government, aided and guided by the wisdom and

experience of a competent faculty, and we venture that

this college “ imperium in imperio ," may be made to

present one of the most perfect models of self-govern

ment in the world , and one of the most complete schools

for moraltraining that can be devised ; and , at the same

time, one in most perfect accordance with our republican

institutions. We care nothing about the dormitory sys

tem . We should not ask the faculty to play the part

of both professors and police officers. We would re
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quire no " exculpation law ." There would never be an

array of the facālty on one side and the students on the

other. The culprit would stand alone, arraigned and

condemned by both ; à position which none could bear

but the most abandoned . It is a bra .

The history of all out-breaks, in both academies and

colleges, proves, that, in all cases, they result from com

binations formed against the governing power, which

could never happen , if the students themselves formed

part and parcel of the government. Wewell remember

the scenes which occurred in the campus, (So. Ca. Col

lege,) when in the beautiful moonlight nights of spring

or autumn, the idle and thoughtless, eager for sport,

camemounted on their chargers, fantastically disguised,

with tin trumpets gleaming in the moonlight, like the

warrior's burnished steel, while the sound of the trum

pets rang like that of the ramshorns before the walls of

Jerico . The first object to be accomplished was to draw

out the Faculty. Without this, it was all a one-sided

business. No enemy, no battle, no feats of chivalry, no

daring deeds to recount. The Faculty became part and

parcel of the sport, and yet strange, they never seemed

to discover how essentially necessary their part of the

game was "to the sport of the boys. And what did all

their efforts thus to suppress it accomplish ? When re

ligion lost its influence within the college walls, what

could be expected under such a system of government ?

- And although the same system of government essen

tially exists , how great has been the difference'under the

present able and efficient administration , showing how

vastly important sound morals, and liberal and enlight

ened views of true religion are to the good government

of colleges, as well as of all other societies . We regret

that Dr. Thornwell has resigned his position in the col

lege. The fewest number ofmen combine so eminently,

the various qualifications necessary to fill his station .

To be gifted with those talents which fascinate youth ,

that capacity for instructing that never fails to enlight

en and allure ; that high -minded and enlightened piety

which inspires confidence and respect, that wisdom and

prudence which is equal to every emergency, that " for

titer in re " which maintains authority , that “ suaviter in
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modo” which never fails to conciliate, those high attain

ments which enlarge the thoughts of youth , and that zeal

and energy that inspire the young with a similar spirit

in the pursuit ofknowledge and virtue, falls to the lot of

few . And unfortunately for the world, Boards of Trus

tees, who, more or less, are compelled to rely upon .

recommendations, which have become, in our day, props

for the lame, plasters to conceal sores , or certificates to

palm off humbugs, are too often deceived. Not the

most competent, but the most eager for place, are likely

to be appointed .

ARTICLE VII.

ROMANISM AT HOME.

“ Devocionario Sagrado de los privilegios, gracias, y glo

rias Del Padre Putativo de Jesus y Esposo de Maria

El Santisimo. : Patriarca Senor S. José Compatrono

de Cadiz. Dispuesto por el Dr. D . Fr. Romero Pres

bytero de Cadiz . Paris Libreria De Rosa Mexico

Libreria De Galvan, 1840."

We found a book with the above title in a book-store

in Monterey, Mexico, in the year 1846, and were devout

ly recommended to read its holy pages.

We propose to give a few extracts from it, and to

make such comments as these extracts may suggest , so

that our readers may see what Romanism is at home, in

its own country .

The book, it will be seen, is a re- print in the city of

Mexico , of the Paris edition , and is from the pen of

Dr. Romero, a well-known authority in the Catholic

church . The little volume contains 157 pages, and is

known in Mexico as a Septenario ; i. e. each principal

division is subdivided into seven sections. The author

gives us this most satisfactory reason for such an ar

rangement. " The number seven is a very plausible

number in grace, in nature, and in art ; in Heaven, and
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on earth ; among angels and among men ; even with

God himself. This number is peculiar to Saint Joseph ,

because in it, are comprehended bis principal mysteries,

seven of Grief, and seven of Delight.”

This lucid explanation must conyince the most fault

finding reader, of the practical good sense, manifested

by Dr. Romero in the plausible plan of his Septenary.

In the execution of bis pleasing idea , the astute Doctor

devotes the first chapter to the seven Griefs and seven

Delights of Saint Joseph , and closes with an offering

(o frecimiento ) and a Letter of Slavery (Carta De Escla(o
frecimientoor Saint Joseph

not willing toBut the learned author was not willing to confine the

carrying out of bis charming conceit to a single chapter.

He gives us also, seven ' prayers for the 19th of Marcb ,

the birth -day of the Saint; seven prayers for the patron

age day (dia del patrocinio) of the Saint ; seven prayers

to commemorate the espousals of Joseph and Mary , & c .

Some specimens, selected almost at random , from the

book, as it now lies before us, will give a pretty correct

idea of Catholic worship in a Catholic country .

We begin with the fifth Griefand Delight of Saint Jo

seph.s pi' .

institution. QUINTO . - FIFTA .

José amadisimo,yo pobre pe - Most loved Joseph , I a poor

cador te acompaño en el Dolor, sinner sympathize with thee in

que padeciste al ordenarte el the Grief which thou sufferedst

Angel salir para Egypto huyen - when the Angel ordered thee to

do de Herodes , cruel Tirano, por set out for Egypt, to fly from the

las incomodidades que habia de cruel tyrant Herod, on account

padecer, tu Divina Esposa en el of the inconveniences which

camino, y las inclemencias del your Divine Spouse must needs

tiempo, que habian de afligir á suffer on the way, and on ac

Jesus, por ser tan Niño ; pero count of the inclemency of the

me goso con el consuelo, que weather, which must needs af

tuviste de ver caer en tierra los Alict Jesus, being such a mere

Idolosal entrar en Egypto ,nues- child . But I rejoice atthe con

tro salvador. solation which you felt, at see

Haz, Padre mio , que tenga ing the Idols fall to the ground

à mis superiores rendída obedi- on the entrance of our Saviour

encia, y que con exactitud guarde into Egypt. .

la Ley Divina. Amen . Pater Grant,my Father, that Imay

Nost. y Ave Maria . render due obedience to mysu

VOL. IX . - No. 1 .
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periors, and that I may guard

with exactitude the Divine Law .

Amen. Our Father. HailMa

ry .

Voz. Gloria à la Trinidad Voice . Glory to the Trinity

del Cielo . of Heaven .

Responsa. Honra a la Trini- Response. Honor to the Tri

dad de la Tierra. nity of Earth .

The Evangelist Matthew says nothing of the tumbling

down of the Egyptian Idols, at the entrance of our Sa

viour into the land of Isis and Osiris. We are much

indebted to Dr. Romero for supplying the omission . The

Scriptures are equally silent about a Trinity of Earth .

But we presume that Rome, and not the excellent Señor

Romero, is to be thanked for this dogma. For, in the

many cathedrals and churches that we visited, and in the

hundreds of houses that we entered in all parts of Mexi

co, we recollect no instance of not seeing either an oil

painting or an engraving of this Earthly Trinity. Rude

wood cuts of Joseph, Mary and Jesus, are sold by thou

sands in the streets of all the villages, towns and cities.

The beggar asks alms for the sake of Joseph, Mary and

Jesus. The criminal deprecates justice by an appeal to

the same personages. The sick pray for restoration to

health in the name of the same holy Three. Yea, so in

timately are the Reputed Father , Mother and Son con

nected in the minds of the people in our sister Republic ,

that it is no uncommon thing to hear the names of Jesus,

Maria and José applied to the members of a family .

Sonietimes, too, parents carry their religious zeal so far

as to give two of thenames of the Trinity of Earth to one

of their children . We have seen many a man who was

called José Maria , (Joseph Mary .)

It may not be amiss to mention that the ascription of

praise to the Trinity of Earth occurs seven times in the

first Septenary . Well did themost excellent Doctor say ,

“ The number seven is a very plausible number."

CARTA DE ESCLAVITUD. LETTER OF SERVITUDE.

O José, Padre y Señor mio , O Joseph, my Father and

yo N . N . prostrado à vuestros Lord, I, N . N . prostrate at your

pies me ofresco y constituyo por feet offer myself and constitute
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Esclavo vuestro , como lo soy de myself your slave, as I am that

Jesus Sacramentado, y de Ma- of the sacramented Jesus and

ria santissima concebida sin cul- of Mary, Most Holy , conceived

pa original, en el primar instan- without any original sin , in the

te de su ser, para que asi tenga first instant of her Being, so that

siempre en mi corazon , à todos I may always thus hold in my

tres Señores, Jesus, Maria , y Jo- heart, all three Lords, Jesus,Ma

sé, y en señal de esta esclavitud ry and Joseph, and in sign of

os pagaré Dulcisimo Padre y Se- this servidude, I will pay you,

ñor mio , el tributo diario , rezan - Most sweet Father, and my

do siete veces, el Padre nuestro Lord , daily tribute, reciting se

y Ave Maria , & c. ven times, the Pater Noster and

Ave Maria , & c .

The plausible number seven comes up again in this

offering of Señor N . N . to the Most Sweet Joseph. The

Señor evidently belongs to the order of Franciscans,

since he believes in the immaculate conception of the

Virgin Mary.

Some of our newspapers have fallen into the strange

error of supposing that the recent Bull of the Pope pro

mulgates a new dogma. So far from this being so, a

deadly feud bas existed between the Dominicans and

Franciscans for several hundred years, in reference to

the very question , which the Holy Father has attempt

ed so lately to settle . The Order of St. Francis prevails

in the Mexican Republic , and it is no uncommon thing

to see written over the church doors : “ Let no one enter

here who does not believe in the Iminaculate Conception

of the Most Holy Virgin .” The same inscription is

sometimes found over the arch-ways leading into the

Courts of Haciendas.

OFRECIMENTO . . OFFERING.

O José Santisimo, hijo del E . . O Most Holy Joseph, son of

temoPadre, Padre legal del Hi- the Eternal Father, legal Father

jo, substituto del Espiritu Santo , of the Son, substitute of the Holy

Esposo de Maria Purisima, obe- Spirit. Husband of Mary Most

decido de Jesus, respetado de Pure, obeyed by Jesus, respect

Maria, Tutor de Jesus, florida ed by Mary. Tutor of Jesus,

vara de virtudes, Tesorero del budding ( flourishing,) rod of vir

Arca viva de la Gracia , Media - tue, Treasurer of the living Ark

nero de los hombres para con of grace, Mediator between men

Dios, y abrazado ethna de a - and God , and burning flame of
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mor à Jesus, y a Maria Santisi- love to Jesus and Mary Most

ma, amparo de pobres, remedio Holy , shelter of the poor, reme

de los tentades, guia de los que dy of those who are tempted ,

caminan , protectorde los que na- guide of those who travel by

vigan , salud de los enfermos, y land, protector of those who na

Patron universal de los Chris- vigate, health of the sick , and

tianos, alcanzanos, pues eres tan universal Patron of Christians,

poderose delante de Dios, buena grant unto us, since you are so

vida , y buena muerte. Amen , powerfulbefore God, a good life

Jesus, Maria y Josè. and a good death. Amen. Je

sus, Mary and Joseph.

No comments are needed upon this remarkable offer

ing. The offices of the Holy Spirit and Mediator are

here plainly attributed to a frail worm of the dust . Jo

seph is made more than one of the Trinity of Earth .

He is made to assume the functions of Two of the Triune

Deity .

In the second chapter, page 30 , we have the following

prayer :

ORACION . PRAYER .

O José Santisimo, par estas O Most Holy Joseph , by

felicidades que gozaste vivien - these felicities, which thou didst

do, te pedimos nos defiendas de enjoy in this life, we pray thee

tempestades, rayos y terre mo- that thou wilt defend us against

tos, dandonos buenos tempora tempests, lightnings and earth

les, para que se logren los frutos quakes, giving us temporal suc

de la tierra , favoriciendonos en cess , so that we may obtain the

todas nuestras necesidades, tu fruits of the earth , favoring us

proteccion y patrocinio . Amen. in all of ournecessities, with thy

Jesus Maria , y José. protection and thy patronage.

Amen . Jesus,Mary and Joseph.

This wonderful prayer contains seven petitions. Tru

ly , the number seven is a very plausible number.

Again, in the third chapter, we have seven prayers

and seven doxologies to the Trinity of Earth .

Wesubjoin a few extracts :

ORACION PRIMERA . FIRST PRAYER.

Patron Gloriosisimo, Señor S . Most Glorious Patron, Señor

José : pues el Todo Poderoso os St. Joseph : since the Almighty

elevo á ser honra de su Santisi- has elevated you to be thehon
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mo Nombre, y os hizo Patrono our of hisMost Holy Name, and

de la Militante Iglesia, y deposi- made you the Patron of the

to en vos el tesoro de los Divi- Church Militant, and has placed

nos Dones , & c. in you the treasury of Divine

gifts, & c.

The invocation in the fourth prayer is still more re

markable :

CUARTA ORACION . FOURTH PRAYER.

Patron Gloriosisimo Señor S . . Most Glorious Patron, Señor

Jose : pues vuestro admirable St. Joseph : since your admira

nombre en lengua Egypciana ble namein theEgyptian tongue

significa Salvador del mundo, signifies the Saviour of the world ,

& c.& c. : & c. & c.

The third chapter contains like the other two, seven

prayers. One of these is quite curious :

SESTA ORACIAN.
SIXTY PRAVOD

STA ORACIAN .

Castisimo Josè, mil placèmes Most Chaste Joseph, I give

os doy porque tuvisteis par es- unto you a thousand congratu

posa aquella Aguila .grande que lations upon having taken to

remonto su vuelo hasta el De- wife that great Eagle, which car

sierto , y quebranto con sus plan - ried its flight even to the Desert

tas la Serpiente, que queria and destroyed (broke,) with its

tragarse al 'Hijo , que tenia en talons the Serpent which wish

su vientre, quien, cual pelicano ed to swallow up the Son that

amoroso, nos habia de redimir she had in her womb, who, like

alimentar con su preciosa San - " a loving pelican , had to redeem

gre: per este privilegio, os su- and nourish us with his precious

plicomealcanceis que purificada blood : for this privilege I sup

mialma con la sangre del Peli- plicate you that it may be grant

cano Jesus, levante con las alas ed unto me thatmy soul, being

de vuestra proteccion el vuelo, purified with the blood ofthe Pe

desde el desierto del mundo lican Jesus, may raise its flight

basta llegar à la gloria. Amen . upon the wing of your protec

Pater nost. y Ave Maria. tion from the desert of this world

until it attain unto glory. A

men . Our Fatherand Hail Ma

ry. i .

The specimens go on increasing in richness through

out the book , but the foregoing will suffice to show what

sort of devotions Catholics are accustomed to use in

their own country .
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ARTICLE VII.

INTRODUCTION TO PAUL'S EPISTLES,

By Johann Friedrich von Flatt, D . D ., Professor of

Theology in Tübingen . Translated from the Ger

man .

Concerning Paul's Epistles in General.

I. Short Review of the Life and Character of Paul.

Life of Paul,

( a) His dative town, his parents and his Roman citi

zenship .

Paul was “ born in Tarsus.” — (Acts xxii : 3 ; xxi: 39 ;

ix : 11. Wemust regard as incorrect, the tradition which

Jerome adduces de scriptor , ecclesiast. “ Natum fuisse

Paulum Gischali, oppido Judaeae, quo a Romanis cap

to , totaque provincia vastato cum dispergerentur Judaei,

cum parentibus suis Tarsum Cilicide commigrasse.”

If there is at the bottom of this theory any truth at all,

then it is , perhaps, this, that Paul's parents dwelt first

at Giscalis in Judea, and removed from that place to

Tarsus in Cilicia , before the birth of Paul. But of course,

this cannot be received as certain .

" His native city was a flourishing seat of philosophy

and polite literature .” Strabo (1. xiv.) says, that Tarsus

in this respect, disputed the palm with Athens and Alex

andria , and that even Rome was indebted to Tarsus for

its very distinguished teachers. It is certain from Acts

xxii., that Paul was a Roman citizen by birth . But

whether that citizenship was a special hereditary pre

rogative of his family, or whether at that time all the

citizens of Tarsus had a title to the burghership of Rome

cannot be decided . (Vide Witsii meletem , p. 4 , & c.

Mori praelect. in acta apost. ad act. 22, 28.

“ Hewas born of Jewish parents, " and indeed , of such

as were not proselytes but native Jews. - Pbil. iii : 5 ; 2

Cor. ii : 22.

That his father was a Pharisee is very probable, since

Panl was well versed in the principles of that sect.

(Comp. Acts xii : 3, with v : 34 ; xxvi: 5 ; Phil. iii : 5 .)

Dolite

literaturented the palm
indebted to comstirh
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even Rome palm with says, that moph
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ed Scra had over his

offectivenesest of Chrand the

A sister of Paul is mentioned, Acts xxiii : 16 .

That he was a Jew by birth , was so far important, for

the purpose of his call to the apostleship, as he, for this

very reason , from his early youth , had been made ac

quainted with some of the vital truths of religion , and

the prophecies concerning the Messiah . And this gave

also , occasion to his being educated for a Jewish scholar.

( ) Paul's education in his youth .

Paulwent to Jerusalem , * where he received instruc

tion in the law and Rabbinical literature, from Gama

liel, a celebrated Jewish Doctor, and where he made re

markable progress, (Comp. Acts xxii : 3, with V ., 34 .)

There he became acquainted with the spirit of the Jew

ish systein , and with the Jewish method of expounding

the sacred Scriptures of the Old Testament. This advan

tage which he had over the other apostles, was certainly

very useful to him in his office as an apostle. The

clearer he could discern the defectiveness and the faults

of that system , and the great prerogatives of Christiaui

ty , the better he could recommend it to others, and the

more effectually contend with learned Jewish opponents .

He learned, besides this, a trade. - Acts xviii; 3 ,

( XnVOFOLOS) Comp. Wits . I. c . p . 11, & c. Whattrade it was

cannot be decided , (Comp. Michaelis Einleitung ii., Th .

$ 216, S . 1536 ff ; Hänlein 's Einleitung ii., Th. $ . 328 ff.

According to some, OXTVOTOSOS is a maker of tapestry ; and

according to others, one who makes tents, or a maker of

leather tent coverings and camel's saddles. According

to Michaelis (after a passage in , Julius Pollux. L . vii.,

$ 189, ) a unxavoTolos, a machine, or instrument-maker, a

mechanical artisant. By this means he provided for his

* When this happened can only be conjecturally determined . The as

sertion that Paul first studied the Humaniora and learned tent making

before he came to Jerusalem , K . Schrader shows in the book, “ The apos

tle Paul," 1 Part, Leips. 1830, p . 44,) with reference to Acts xxii : 3 ; xxyi:

4 , according to which passages, Paul was not merely instructed at Jeru

salem , but also, was brought up and had lived there,and, that &x vɛOTITOS,

ár ápxns, - indeed, from about 12 years of age, at which time they be

gin to instruct boys in the traditions.

Hug explains this as a misunderstanding, since in Pollux the phrase

is used of the theatre and its machinery, such as Paul could not have

manufactured . He, as well as Eichorn, explains it of themaking of coarse

cloth of the hair of the shaggy hé-goat of Cilicia, which they used on ships

and for tent-cloths, for the covering of the tents, both of soldiers and
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future sustenance. - ( 1 Cor. iv : 12 ; ix : 15 ; Acts xviji : 5 ;

1 Thes. ii : 9 ; Acts xx : 34 .) Even this was advan

tageous for the discharge of his official duties as an

apostle . He could, by this, show the more easily, his

disinterestedness , and at the same timeexpose to shame

the selfishness of his opponents. — (2 Cor. xi : 20 ; Phil.

iii : 19 ; 2 Cor. xi: 7 ; xii : 13 ; 1 Cor. ix : 15 ; 1 Thes. ii : 5 .)

© Paul's conduct before bis conversion to Christiani

ty.

“ From zeal for the religion of his fathers, he resisted

with a raging eagerness the then spreading religion of

Christ, (Acts vii : 60, viii : 3 ; xix : 1 , xxii : 4 ; xxvi : 11 ;

1 Cor. xv : 9 ; Gal. i : 13 ; 1 Tim . i : 13.) This was partly

owing to his lively and active character, and his zeal for

that which seemed to him to be the truth , and partly

to his prejudice and ignorance, ( 1 Tim . i : 13 ;) but,how

ever, an ignorance not inoffensive, (v . 15.) That good

quality, which was the cause of his emulation against

Christianity, was of great importance to his usefulness

as an apostle . That a man who had been such a furious,

but at the same time such a talented opponent of Chris

tianity, became a Christian , was very advantageous to

the cause of Christianity . The painful recollection of

his previous offences against Christians served to keep

him from pride, and caused him to look with more rev

erence upon the Christian faith concerning the grace of

God and the doctrines of Christ, (1 Tim . i: 14 ; 1 Cor.

XV : 8 -10 ; Eph. iii : 8.)

(d ) Transition to Christianity . - (Acts ix : 3 , & c., xxii :

6 , & c., xxvi: 12, & c.)

Reference is made to this in several passages of his

Epistles. (f. i.Gal. i : 15 .) Remark concerning theman

ner in which the conversion of Paul was effected. The

EVAVTiOpavsia in Acts ix : 7 , compared with xxii : 9 , is easily

removed , if we render the term axoves in the last passage

by.“ to understand.” (Compare a youei in Is. xxxvi : 11 ;

2 Kings xviii : 26 ;Gen . xi: 7 ; 1 Cor. xiv : 2 .)

(1 ) The vision recorded in Acts ix : 3 -6 , was certainly

the first occasion of change in Paul's mode of thinking ;

shepherds. - (Vegetius, dere Milet 4 , 6 , Plin. Hist.Nat. 6 , 28.) According

to them Paul was a tent-maker. De Wette finds this restriction to the Ci

lician hair -cloth incorrect, and explains OxnVokolosgenerally by tent-maker.
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and the conviction that it was a Divine phenomenon ,

was also a principal cause of the change of Paul's con

victions, and of his entire manner of life. But there is

no reason to think , that this great change, with its great

consequences, (Acts ix : 20 & c.,) was effected in a mo

ment, and solely by that external vision . During a pe

riod of three days, (Comp. v. 9 ,) several circumstances

happened , (Acts ix : 1-19,) to effect that change, — to pro

duce in Paul a firm conviction of the Divine origin ,

and of the object, of that vision. Several circumstances

which coincided with that phenomenon (Comp. v . 6 , and

vs. xii : 17,) and with themselves harmonized in promo

ting the same object. To this we may add his feeling

of conviction of the Divinity of that vision which was

wrought in an extraordinary way by God in bim , both

at the time when the vision appeared and afterwards.

And there was also, undoubtedly, a series of internal

changes in the soul of the apostle during the period of

his blindness, (v. 9 ,) besides other thoughts , that of the

impossibility of convicting the apostles of falsity in their

narratives concerning Jesus, and especially , his resurrec

tion ; the recollection of the conduct of the apostles and

other Christians, especially of Stephen , (Acts vii., & c.,)

might have been aroused in him , and finally may be

added to it, his consciousness of an extraordinary inter

pal change, - his consciousness of a higher power, or of

an elevation of his own powers, without which , hewould

not bave been fit for the office of an apostle.

(2 ) The vision in question , and the particulars connect

ed with it,must be unitedly considered as that which

could not only have been looked upon by Paul himself,

as a credential of his divine mission , but as that also

which had been indeed effected by God, for the purpose

of producing those conceptions and resolutions which

were aroused in him , - for the purpose of convincing

him , not only of the divinity of the Christian religion ,

but also of his call to the apostolic office, of being an

extraordinary messenger of God and Christ. - (Comp.

Kleuker 's New In vestigation of the Evidences of the Di

vinity and Truth of Christianity , vol. ii., or, The Credi

bility of tbe Scriptural Documents of Christianity, p . 140,

X . r. h . or, Lyttleton on the Conversion of Paul.) :
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Short exhibition of the principal occurrences upon

which the proof of this depends :

(a ) Paul, in relating the process by which he had come

to the apostolic office, did not consciously deceive, - por

did he devise thematter of fact; but he was most over

whelmingly convinced of his call to the apostleship by

God and Christ. This proves all that, whence we may

infer that he was no impositor ; the unmistakeable evi.

dences of his veracity and religiousness, which aremani

fested in his speeches and epistles, and the character of

which shows the abhorrence be had against any manner

of deception , ( 1 Cor. xV : 15 ; 2 Tim . iv : 1, & c. & c.); the

acknowledgment as an apostle, which he received from

Peter and other colleagues ; his miracles (which (a ) could

have been neither devised by him , nor effected by the

means of fraud, and (6 ) which were to him , as well as to

other apostles, credentials of a divinemission .]

Even a pious fraud would have been incompatible

with his character.

(6) Paul was not deceived in the process by which he

had come to the apostolic office. His conviction was

not founded upon a fraud unknown to him . The suppo

sition that the very fact, (Acts ix : 3, & c .) or at least

Paul's conviction of the divine origin and object of that

fact, rested upon an arbitrary passive deception , cannot

be maintained. For (a ) it would be irreconcilable in

connection with the circumstances of the narrative it

self. - (vs. 3-19.) Because (aa ) they do not agree with

the supposition , that what Paul experienced, should

have been effected by the fraud of others. (It is very

improbable that the vision , (vs. 3-8,) should have been

brought about through the agency of men . — (Comp. vs.

12, 18 .) ;

(66) They do not correspond with the presumption ,

that it was a mere illusion of fancy, or something mere

ly accidental, undesignedly caused by God, though it

was partly an external phenomenon. Wemay argue

against the first from vs. 7, and against the first and

the second from the accidental concert of several circum

stances as to one aim .)– (Comp. vs . 6 , 10 , 12, 17.

(B ) Still less reconcilable is that presumption with the

consequences of this fact, with the ability of Paul to
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teach the Gospel from that time on, independently of

any human instruction , and especially with his miracles.

(c) Results of bis transition to Christianity, - his apos

tolie functions and zeal in spreading the Christian reli

gion , notwithstanding his numerous persecutions.

The chief originators of his external sufferings were

the Jews, by whom he was detested and hated , as an

apostate from the law , and as a propagator of a doctrine

which was opposed to their political and fanatic expec

tations, who attempted to provoke all civil authorities

against him , and rested not till he was brought as pris

oner to Rome. In regard to his sufferings, we refer to

2 Cor. xi: 23, & c .; 1 Cor. iv : 9, & c .; 2 Cor. iv : 8 ; 1

Thess. ii : 2 ; 2 Tim . iii : 11 ; Col. i : 24 ; Gal. vi : 17.

That the Jewswere the chief originators, is evident

from 1 Thess. ii : 14, & c.; Acts xiii : 50 ; xiv : 2 , 19-27 ;

: v : 13 , & c . As far as we know from the book of Acts,

we see that the Gentiles never attacked him without

having been irritated by the Jews, two cases excepted ,

when those who made the first attack were immediately

interested in his expulsion from the place. - (Acts xvi:

19, & c., xix : 24, & c.)

Object and favourable consequences of the sufferings

of Paul in regard to the management of his apostolic

functions. There were ( 1 ) occasions for him to advance

in Christian perfection , ( 1 Cor. iv : 16,) especially to

strengthen his faith in the excellency of Christianity ,

and by that means to increase his usefulness as an apos

tle, (2 Cor. i : 4 ;) occasions of exhibiting his disinterest

edness , the purity of his motives, and the firmness of

his convictions ; occasions of giving to others an example

of the stability of his courage and patience.

( 2 ) Occasions of many especial proofs of an extraordi

nary divine support. — (2 Cor . iv : 8 , & c ., xii : 9 ; 2 Tim .

iii : 11 .)

His travels which extended almost over the whole re

gion of the Roman empire, were means of propagating

Christianity in a very large compass. (Rom . xv : 19.)

His travels served at the sametime to enlarge his know

ledge ofmen and the most current opinions of that age.

The rapid and great success of his apostolic labour is not
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reasonably explicable, if we exclude a special divine co

operation , and especially, the miracles wrought by Paul.

( B ) The preëminent qualities of Paul.

( 1) “ He possessed the deepest conviction concerning

the truth of the Christian religion and its excellency ,

communicated to him by the celestial appearance of its

founder.” The first and chief cause of this, however,

was the heavenly vision vouchsafed to him . But there

were also, several other circumstanceswhich contributed

to preserve and to strengthen his conviction ; the favour

able effects of Christian doctrines, wbich he had partly

experienced in himself, and partly perceived in others ,

( 1 Cor. i: 18, 24 ; 2 Cor. ji: 3 ; — the manifold proofs of

an unmistaken especial coöperation of God in the dis

charge and success of his official duties, especially won

ders, (2 Cor. xii : 12 ; Rom , xy : 18, & c .,) new revelations,

which were made to him from time to time. (Acts xxyi :

16 o p q no ouai ; xxii : 17, & c .; xviii : 9 ; xxvii : 23 ; 2 Cor.

xii: 1 , & c.)

(2 ) “ He possessed a restless zeal to expose himself al

ways to new difficulties for the sake of the glory of Christ

and his gospel."

(a ) The source of this was, in part, his ardour for that

which heacknowledged to be the truth , his piety and his

courage, and in part, his conviction of the divinity of

Christianity, and his reverence and love towards Christ,

which were the effects of that conviction , and which

shine forth in his writings. (2 Cor. v : 14 ; Gal. ii : 20 ;

Phil. iii : 7 ; 1 Tim . i : 12, & c .) Compare Niemeyer's

Characteristics, 1 vol., 4th ed ., p . 206, & c .

(6 ) Butbis zeal was not the savage passion of a fancy

monger. His activity was guided by a clear understand

ing of the truth, and by wise considerations. (Compare

Niemeyer, 1 part, p . 323.) Not unnecessarily did he

precipitate himself into dangers. He avoided persecu -,

tions, be attempted to avert sufferings, when it could be

done without infraction of duty. - (Acts xvii: 10 ; xxii :

25 ; xxvii., & c .) He never pressed himself to martyr

dom , he never exhibited in his sufferings an affected ,

stoicalindifference. In his apologies, hemanifested just

as little defiance as despondency.- (Acts xxii : 23, 26 .)
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(3 ) “ He possessed great vivacity ," which shows itself

very clearly in his oral and written discourses, in his

mode of writing, & c .

(4) He possessed an unusual power of mind.— (Seelen
Stärke.)

This quality comprehends the courage to undertake

enterprises that are connected with great and many diffi

culties, and the firmness and the stability of will to meet

external dangers with intrepidity, and hindrances from

within with a continual attack .

Wetrace the proofs of this quality in the biography

of Panl. — Comp. Niemeyer, p . 295, & c .

( a ) Partly in his determination to become a Christian

and a teacher of Christianity, in spite of the situation in

which he had been .

(6 ) Partly in the manner in which he executed this de

termination with decision and stability , notwithstanding

all the hindrances from without, which had been placed

in his way by the prejudices and the moral corruption

of the Gentiles, and the pre -conceived opinions, and in

flexible malignancy of the Jews, notwithstanding the

continual dangers, persecutions and blasphemies, - not

withstanding the seeming fruitlessness of many of his

endeavours, - and in spite of all, the misgivings which

the conditions of particular congregations occasioned . - .

(2 Cor. iv : 1, 16 ; Acts xx : 24.)

(5 ) “ He possessed a great readiness in the Greek, as

it was spoken by the Jews.” That he had a knowledge

of the pure Greek is evident, not only from the single

terms and phrases which he uses, but also from the con

struction of periods, and the arrangement of words and

expressionswhich are not unfrequently pure Greek .

(6 ) “ He possessed Jewish learning." - (Acts xxii : 3.)

The question arises, whether he was acquainted with

Greek authors, and was versed in Greek learning.

(Comp. Michaelis Einl. 1 Th. 25, S. 162, & c.; Paley's

Hor. Paul ; Henker's Annark. S . 449, & c .; Haenlein 's

Enl. 2 Th. S. 550, & c.)

(a ) Many like Thalemann, and Ernesti, (vide Ernesti's

Theol. Bibl. X . B . S . 852, & c. & c.,) deny his acquaint

ance with Greek literature. Thalemann , in his Dissert.

de eruditione Pauli Iudaica, non Graeca, ascribes to him ,
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besides his Jewish learning, only so much knowledge of

the Greek , as any Jew had at that time, necessarily

arising from intercourse with theGreeks, amongst whom

he lived. The reasons given for this opinion are:

(aa ) Paul's own confession . — ( 2 Cor. xi: 6 .) That Paul

was reluctant to show his Greek learning , is a groundless

assumption . However, the noyos in that passage, bas re

ference only to elegance of speech , eloquence after a

Greek fashion . - (1 Cor. ii : 4 .) This could not have been

wanting in Paul, even if he had not been entirely with

out a knowledge ofGreek authors.

(66) Paul's style of writing. He would have perhaps

taken Greeks for models . But :

( 1) He might have read good Greek writers without

having been able himself to write well.

(2 ) It cannot be proved that Paul could not either

speak or write better, than he has manifested in his Epis

tles. He did not avail himself in his Epistles, of his ex

tensive grammatical knowledge of the Greek, for fear

that it might have been offensive to the Jews, because

he looked upon it as being derogatory and disadvanta

geous for the cause of religion, to present the doctrines

of Christianity in a mere elegancy of style, and not

in a faithfully, firmly and determinately expressive lan

guage, because he would not give occasion to the illu

sion , that Christianity had need to be recommended by

an artificial style , (1 . Cor. ii : 4 ,) and that the effects of

its doctrines partly depended upon it .

From the reason under (66) it can therefore not be

concluded that Paul was entirely destitute of a know

lege ofGreek literature.

(a ) The sect of the Pharisees detested Greek learning,

and proclaimed it as profane, even to learn Greek ac

cording to grammar and rhetoric. — Josephi (Antiq. l.

xx. c . xi. sub. finem .) The example of Josephus does

not prove anything against it, for he abandoned this rule

and applied himself to these studies, after he had reach

ed Rome. There can be no counter-evidence in the case

of Philo ; for he was a Jew of Alexandria , and not an

ardent Pharisee, Now Paul's parents were members of

that sect, and he himself, was a zealous Pharisee. We

cannot, therefore, reasonably assume that Panl had re
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ceived instruction in Greek learning, in his youth, -- nor

that he after that time, had applied himself to the polite

literature of the Greeks.

It is, however, besides the testimony of Josephus,

very probable , that the Pharisees despised Greek Phi

lology and learning. But

(1) The testimony of Josephus does not strictly prove,

that the Pharisees in Palestine considered the reading

ofGreek authors as sinful, — nor does it, in the least de

gree, prove that the perusal of Greek authors was pro

hibited to Jews, who spoke the Greek language, and

lived at Jerusalem , to which class Paulbelonged .

(2) Paul, as soon as he embraced Christianity , ceased

to be one of that sect ; and then he had opportunities to

make himself acquainted with Greek writers ,- partly by

means of his long abode in Greek provinces and cities,

and partly through his frequent intercourse with Greeks.

(dd It was the purpose of God , that the Gospel be

propagated over the whole earth without the aid of hu

man learning and wisdom . — (Comp. 1 Cor. i: 27, with

2 Cor. i : 4 , 17.) Though Paul had been the apostle of the

Gentiles, yet there was no exception to this rule in his

case . He preached, not only to the Gentiles, but also to

the Jews, who dwelt amongst them . He used but one

method in his addresses to both — he told them thatGen

tiles as well as Jews, were brought to Christianity, only

through the power of its doctrine and its miracles, as

the external evidences of its divinity. - (1 Cor. ii : 4 ;'

Rom . xv : 18, & c . & c .)

Wemust, however, assume, that Paul preached not in

a learned way, not according to the style of Greek phi

losophers and orators. It is my opinion according to the

passages which have been quoted , that he was not an

exact man of letters. But from this it does not follow

that he was entirely destitute ofGreek reading.

(B ) Reasons given by those,who ascribe to the apostle
Greek learning :

(A ) His abode at Tarsus, the seat of Greek learning. *

ellas sevess
es

to both him . Heused

* Wemight add his subsequent frequent residence among the Greeks,

united with his principle of prizing everything good and true wherever

he found it, and to make himself agreeable to others as far it could be

done without injury to truth. - ( 1 Cor. ix : 19 , seq.) But (1 ) those more
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But this does not prove anything beyond the fact, that

he had opportunities in his youth , to become acquaint

ed with the literary productions of the Greeks. We

must, however, on the other hand , take into considera

tion , what has been said under a , cc,) and also that he

was a Oxnuotoios, a trade which he probably commences to

learn at Tarsus * * .

The perspicuous traces of his being well read in

Greek , which we find in his discourses. For these we

refer :

(aa) To the citation of some passages from Greek po

ets. -- Acts xvii: 28 ; Tit. i: 12 , & c., (from Epimenedes of

Crete ;) 1 Cor. xv : 33, - since these sentences are so skil

fully quoted , since he knew that the idea (Acts xviii :

28 ,) was one of several of Greek poets , and tbat the

author of the sentence in Tit. i : 12, was a Crete ; it is ,

therefore, not probable, that he had become acquainted

with these sentences through a mere hearsay .- (Paley

455, & c.) But still, from this circumstance, we cannot

infer with certainty, that he himself read the quoted

passages, and much less , that he read entire works of

these poets , or that he possessed an extensive knowledge

ofGreek learning.

(BB) His style of writing , and the fact, that he was

capable of developing ideas clearly , of reducing ques

tions of morals to general principles, of proving and re

futing propositions in the ingenious form of a syllogism ,

of prosecuting systematically a dogmatical subject, & c .

& c . But:

(1) From all this it does not follow thatwe are author

ized ' to attribute to him close study of Greek philoso

phers , orators , and poets .

(2 ) It is questionable , whether all these appearances

might not be explained , by his natural talents , connect

ed with the influence, which his intercourse with learn

important occupations which the chief end of his office required , might

hinder him from making himself acquainted with the Greek literature,

and he certainly found little or no time for it during his apostolic labours.

2 . As an apostle he was not compelled to learn those truths which he

used for his discourses from the Greeks, nor certainly did he learn

them from these . The reading of the works of polished Greeks might

have served him somewhat in illustration , costume, and argument xas

ανθρωπον.
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ed Greeks had on his education, and partly by the ne

cessary exercise of his mental powers in the study of

Jewish Theology .

After a comparison of all these statements , we must

come to the conclusion , that Paul was not entirely des

titute of an acquaintance with Greek authors ; but that

webave still less authority to ascribe to him an accurate

and extensive knowledge ofGreek literature.

(7) " His knowledge of human nature - his peculiar

dexterity in penetrating into the sentiments, disposi

tions, inclinations, prejndices and wants of others, - in

adjusting bis diction according to the times, persons and

circumstances, and in selecting always such arguments

as were the inost convincing and effectual for the occa

sion .” Paul possessed a preëminently practicalwisdom . .

(a ) This consisted in general, in his readiness to choose

for the promotion of good designs such lawful means as

were , under given circumstances,most conducive to these

designs, and most conformable to the circumstances of

time, locality and persons. All this required an exten

sive and accurate knowledge of human nature. This

wisdom was essentially different from any kind of mere

moral sagacity ; partly in regard of the design, and part

ly in respect of ineans. — ( 2 Cor. iv : 2 ; i: 12 ; vii : 2 .)

There is no doubt that the naturally intellectual powers

of the apostle, (especially also, his capability of judging

accurately and rapidly , - his peculiarly acute observa

tion, his vivid imagination , guided by the understand

ing,)— the culture which he acquired through intercourse

with various classes, with the learned and the ignorant,

with Jews and Greeks, & c ., and the judicious use he

made of it to gain a knowledge of the human heart,

his accurate and nice self-observation , connected with a

conscientious activity , and a living interest for the ob

ject, wbich he, as a Christian and an apostle, should

promote on the one hand , as well also the particular

Divine assistance wbich he, as an apostle enjoyed, have

greatly contributed to this wisdom .

(6 ) This practical wisdom manifested itself :

( a ) In bis actions and discourses in general.

(aa) In bis actions: He avoided very carefully overy .

thing which would have impeded bis main object, and

VOL. IX . - No. 1. 10
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brought.reproach to religion , (Vide Niemeyer, 256 ,)— he

accommodated himself, so far as his duty would permit,

in indifferent things to the weakness of others, ( 1 Cor.

ix : 19, & c.; vjji : 13,) — he availed himself of every op

portunity that offered itself to do something for his main

object, with a strict consideration of persons and circum

stances.

(66) In his discourses. We find examples of this

• (Aleph ) In his oral statements as they are recorded in

the book of Acts. His speeches in defence of Christiani

ty, his instructing discourses. — (Acts xxii : 25, 26 ; xvii :

23, & c.; xiv : 15 , & c .; xiii : 16 , & c .; xxiv : 24 , & c .

(Beth) In his Epistles.

(aa) From the choice wbich be in them makes, of such

truths as were best adapted to his first readers.

(BB) From the variety of methods which he uses in

proposing, turning, elucidating, proving, and employing

the same truths ; as well as from the comparison of the

manner of delivery with known and unknown historical

dates, we infer that bis manner of delivery was suited to

the peculiar relations of his readers.

( B ) His wisdom is especially exbibited in the choice

of his demonstrations and reasons for action .

(Aleph ) Many of the proofs which he uses are of equal

evidence to all Christians. The most are of this kind,

they are taken from certain fundamental truths of reli

gion in general, and of Christianity in particular, or from

some decided and generally assumed truths of reason or

experience : f. v . 1 Cor. xv : 36 , & c .

( Beth ) Butwe find also, in his discourses, especially

in his Epistles, argumentations which contain particular

evidences for his first readers, or for a part of them , (es

pecially for the Jews,) or which were particularly effect

ual with them , (proofs from the Old Test.,) or which

were calculated for a certain class of readers .

(aa ) Arguments xar av pwrov, such e . g . which have

reference to particular notions of the Jews ( e. g .Gal. iv .,)

yet such as do not derogate from the truth , such as do

not confirm any error. - -Comp. Storr's Diss. de sensu

histor. $ xx. Opusc. vol. i., pp. 63 , 64, (sub finem ) seq .)

(BB) Encouraging arguments, that were applicable to

individual circumstances of his readers, or to his peculiar
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relation to them . — (2 . Cor. viii : 7, 10 ; ix : 2-4 ; Rom .

xiii: 11; Eph. iv : 1 ; 1 Tim . i : 18, & c.) '

(8) " His skill in touching disagreeable truths in a for

bearing and pleasantmanner.”

(a ) He freqnently mentions unpleasant things, but

very slightly , by giving mere hints of them ; he often

presents them in a kind of generalway, leaving the ap

plication to the readers, (1 Cor. xiii.,) orhe couches thein

in the garb of an exhortation . — 1 Thes. iv : 1, 10 .

(6 ) After unpleasant truths, he usually follows with

expressions of grateful joy concerning some good of his

readers, that was known to bim , and with assurances of

his love and confidence, ( 1 Cor. i.; 2 Cor. i.; Col. i.; 2

Cor. vi : 11, & c.; 1 Thess. i : 4 , 10 , or at least with some

mitigating adjunction, (2 Cor. xii : 14 ; Rom . x : 1 ) or

he interpolates such an one. — Gal. iv : 14 , & c .; Comp.

Paley , p . 49, & c . The reason of all this was his wisdom ,

love, and his cultivated sense of that which was becom

ing .

( 9 ) His free and noble conscientiousness.

(a ) He was even before his transition to Christianity,

certainly not void of conscience, though his conscien

tiousness was limited by the severity of his passions, and

received in some cases an oblique direction, through the

instrumentality of prejudices. But be exhibited this no

ble trait in a higher degree from the time wben he be

came a Obristian , in the very fact, thathe did not resist

(frum weakness or selfishness ,) a better connection re

specting religion , por the conviction concerning bis own

destination, which God had produced in him , and that

he followed firmly this better conviction till the end of

his life , without suffering himself to be misled from this

acknowledged path of truth, by pleasures or advantages

on tbe one hand , or by sufferings or disadvantages on

the other , - or by any regard of the judgment of the

larger crowd of Jews or Gentiles.

© His liberal conscientiousness was manifested, in

that he sacrificed many deeply rooted prejudices respect

ing a better conviction of Christianity, that in his con

victions and actions he was independent of anything

that bad a merely buman appearance, that he never suf

fered himself to be restrained from free speeches by an
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anxious regard of the decision of others, (1 Cor. iv : 3 ,

& c .,) or by any other like thing, or that he never hesita

ted to speak frankly even about himself, (2 Cor. xi.,)

when bis calling, when the honour of Christianity re

quired it. - Compare Niemeyer 1 B . S . 112, & c .

(10) “ His tender anxiety for the preservation and the

growth of organized congregations. We see proofs of

this in his Epistles generally, and in many circumstan

ces, journeys, & c ., recorded in the book of Acts. — (Comp.

2 Cor. xi: 28 .)

(11) “ His much -compassing intellect, and his stead

fastness , to make salutary plans and provisions for the

whole and for all parts."

And if it was even impossible to discriminate accu

l'ately between the peculiar sbare which Paul's natural

gifts had, in his religious discourses and arrangements,

and that whatGod effected by his special influence then :

( a ) A comparison of his discourses with those of other

apostles, will make it appear very probable , that Paul

stood above the rest, in regard to mental faculties and

improvement. Thus, we notice in his discourses, espe

cially in his Epistles, a greater acuteness in the devel

oping of religious ideas and propositions, and in his

manner of proving and refuting, also his presentation of

the same truth in variousways, & c ., & c . The very wise

teachings and prescriptions in 1 Cor. vii : 12, & c., may

indeed, be considered with great probability , as the re

sults ofhis own reflections. This holds good even in the

case of some of the other apostles, - an assumption not

repugnant to a true notion of inspiration . - Comp. Gries

inger, p . 12.

6) It is very likely that God gave to this apostle a

larger sphere of activity, because of his greater powers.

Niemeyer, in his 1st. vol., shews several other charac

teristics of the apostle. His philanthropy (p. 345, & c.)

his bumility , (p . 329, & c.)

(A ) Remarks concerning Paul's philanthropy and hu

mility - each of them separately considered .

( a ) Philanthropy - inmost sympathy with the situation

of others affectionate joy at the good which he found

even in churches, that were not organized by himself,

(Comp. Epist. to the Rom . and Col.) - deep emotions of
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sadness for all that was ormightbecome injurious to the

perfection and prosperity of any congregation , or of in

dividuals, (Comp. Cor, and Gal., especially 2 Cor. 2,

deep emotion at the decline and ruin of those who even

resisted his doctrine, (Phil. iji, 18 : Rom . ix . 1, & c . ; X .

1 : 2 Tim . iv . 16 ) ; his remoteness from all envy, (Phil. i.

15 -18) ; his inclination to hope for good, - his forbear

ance and tenderness where even in connection with those

unpleasant considerations which he was compelled to

make, - his indefatigable and self-sacrificing activity for

the weal of others , bis willingness to suffer for the best

good of others, (Col. i. 24 : Phil. ii. 17 : 2 Cor. xii. 17.)

(6 ) Humility

(a) With respect to God and Christ : a deep feeling of

those offences which he brought upon himself by his

previous conduct, (1 Tim . i. 12, & c .) ; of the insufficien

cy of his own ôxaloouun, (Phil. iii. 8 ,) of the defective

ness of his virtue, (Phil. ji. 12- 14 .)

He considered one of his afflictions, as a means used

by God, to keep him from self-exaltation , (2 Cor. xii. 7) ;

thus be thinks that there is a possibility ofhis becoming

proud , - a trait not usually found with those in whom

baughtiness and self-confidence prevails , — and then the

dependence of all his preferences, and of the success of

all his labour's upon God and Christ, ( 2 Cor. iii. 5 -4 6 :

Eph . iii. 7 : 1 Cor. iii. 15 , & c. ; xv. 10 .)

( B ) With respect to men :

Hewas far from disesteeming the good which he found

in others ; far from awakening or entertaining in others

a too high opinion of himself, (1 Cor. iii. 5 , & c. : iv. 1 ,

6 .) He speaks but reluctantly, and only when impelled

by duty , of his own merits, (2 Cor. 11, & c.) Notwith

standing all his prerogatives, he considers himselfmere

ly as an instrument in the hands of God , to serve bis

brethren .

By taking this view , Paul appears so much more ver

erable, since he, even wben compared with other apos

tles, made himself so eminently useful to such a large

number of churches and individuals,-- since he effected

so much by his labours, -- and since it migbt have been

so very easy for him , to give to his disciples a highly

exalted opinion of himself, or to cherish the like in them .
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sumes, . if this had bave baday justly "it he gaine, and

These remarks lead us naturally to answer the ques

tion :

( B ) What influence had Christianity upon the change

of bis sentiments , and upon his character ?

This change did not merely consist, as Niemeyer as

sumes, in new inclinations, determinations and motives.

Thongh , if this had been the only effect of Christianity

upon him , it would have had a nighty influence upon

his improvement. But wemay jastly maintain , that it

effected a still greater change, that by it he gained an

ascendancy over certain passions and affections, and

Christian virtues became in bim predominant.

(a ) This is especially true in regard to the virtues

mentioned under Letter A .

( a) His Philanthropy. His prevailing inclinations and

feelings before he embraced Christianity were greatly

opposed to this. They were such as generally belong to

a choleric temper. We see in Paul the Jew , a turbu

lent, an austere , and almost cruel man, a blood -thirsty

zealot and persecutor. But let 11s look opon Paul the

Christian , and we see in him a decided , enterprising

and active man , strict in those cases only where duty

requires , but, moreover, a man inspired with noblest

philanthropy, and susceptible of tender emotions. The

source of this love for his fellow men , was that ennobled

and elevated love towards God and Christ, which was

purified through Christianity For Christ was the mo

del, to imitate which was his constant endeavour.

(B ) His humility . His constitutional qualities , aswell

as his intimation in 2 Cor. xii. 7, make it very probable

that he had naturally a peculiar inclination to pride. It

is likely that he could not master this propensity before

his transition to Christianity. It is certain that he was

then wanting in that humility which is opposed to pride

of one's own merits, or self-righteousness . - Phil. iii : 8 ,

& c . It was only by the power of Christianity, that this

virtue becamethe prevailing disposition in him .

(6 ) With the more certainty may we suppose that

what Paul says in Rom . vii : 5 , & c., and viii : 2, & c., has

been deduced from his own experience.

Everything that was exceptionable in the natural cha

racter of Paul, was amended by Christianity. Every
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good quality which he previously possessed was improv

ed through Christianity, and made subservient to most

excellent purposes ; the talents which he possessed, to

become a great man , were perfected through Christiani

ty .

ARTICLE IX .

CORRESPONDENCE

In an article on the early history of Presbyterianism in South

Carolina, published in the January number, we alluded to what

we then supposed to be a fact, that Hall county, in Georgia, was

named in honour of the Rev. James Hall, of North Carolina, a

statement which we had often heard made orally ; and which we

find also in Foote's Sketches ofNorth Carolina , on p . 326, in the

following words :

" When it was necessary for the American forces to march into

the Cherokee country, in Georgia, to quell the Indians, a com

pany was raised in Iredell for that expedition , and Mr. Hall went

with his friends as chaplain to the army. During the expedition,

which lasted about twomonths, the chaplain offered public pray

ers very regularly morning and evening ; but had but one oppor

tunity of preaching. On that occasion he took his stand under a

large shady tree ; the army, consisting of about four thousand

men, was drawn up around him ; the soldiers brought from the

neighboring woods, each a young sapling, or long branch of a

tree, with all the foliage, and as they were drawn up around in

close ranks, seating themselves on the ground, and resting their

shady branches upon the earth, they formed a dense shade, and

under this novel shelter from the sun listened to the sermon. In

honor of that first gospel sermon in the Indian territories, the ad

jacent country was named after the chaplain , Hall county, of

which Gainsville is the seat of justice .”

* A valued friend was disposed to call the statement in question,

and this led eventually to the following communication which ap

pears in the pages of the Southern Presbyterian , published in

Charleston.
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HALL COUNTY, GEORGIA : FOR WHOM WAS IT NAMEDI

Wementioned last week , that we had received several commu

nications in answer to the above question , propounded by Quaero .

We publish the following letter, which was the first that came to

hand, and gives a more detailed account of the matter than any

of the others. It is proper to state that all of our correspondents

agree with the writer below , whose name is familiar to a large

class of our readers, and carries with it an authority which needs

no support.

Dear Sir : I see a writer in your paper of the 17th inst., sign

ed “ Quaero," asks you a question about the origin of the name

of “ Hall county,” in Georgia — saying that the Rev. W . H . Foote,

in his sketches of North Carolina, had supposed the county had

been named after Rev. Dr. Hall, of North Carolina, & c. In

“ White's Statistics of Georgia ," pages 308, 309, is a full state

ment of this affair. The Rev. James Hall, from Iredell county,

North Carolina, accompanied a party of 4 ,000 troops, during the

American Revolution, into the upper part of Georgia , then in

habited by the Cherokee Indians, and the troops, in honor of this

divine, named all that section of country after their Chaplain ,

Rev. James Hall.

The Rev. Mr. White, the historian alluded to above, says,

" This is a mistake. The county was named after Dr. Lyman

Hall, a sturdy and inflexible patriot of the Revolution . Hewas

born in Connecticut in 1731, and graduated at Yale College in

1747. After his collegiate course he studied medicine, and re

moved to Dorchester, in South Carolina, and came to Georgia ,

accompanied by several others, to whom a grant of land , 31,950

acres, was made in what was then known as St. John 's Parish ,

South of the Ogechee River. The people of this Parish were

early and decided advocates of the cause of liberty , and before

any generalmeasures had been adopted by the Colony, had sent

a delegate to the Continental Congress. That delegate was Ly

man Hall. Upon taking his seat in the Congress at Philadelphia

in 1775 , a difficulty arose as to whether the Parish of St. John's

should be considered as representing the Colony of Georgia .

Mr. Hall stated his wish merely to hear and assist in the debates ,

as he only represented a part of Georgia, and to vote only when

the sentiments of Congress were not taken by Colonies. Soon

after this, Georgia , by her Provincial Assembly, determinded to

join the other Colonies, and Lyman Hall, in conjunction with

others, was selected to represent the whole Province. Owing to

several causes, only three members from Georgia were present in
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the Congress at the signing of the Declaration. Dr. Hall was

one of these, and his name stands among those noble men who

proclaimed the independence of America .

Mr. Hall was compelled to remove his family to the North ;

when the British took possession of Georgia , his property was

confiscated . He returned to Georgia in 1782 , and in the suc

ceeding year was elected Governor of that State . He afterwards

removed to Burke county, where he died in the 67th year of his

age,” & c. & c.

I have no doubt that this statement of the Rev . Mr. White is

strictly correct. Hall county was organized [taken principally

from Jackson and Franklin counties) in 1818.

This information I furnish to you, and you can, of course,make

what use of it you please. Your ob't. serv't.,

A . PORTER .

Savannah, 17th March , 1855.

The following was sent us by an esteemed friend, who has re

peatedly contributed to our pages, as a translation of the descrip

tion of the “ virtuous woman,” which themother of King Lemuel

taught to her son. It belongs to the class of Alphabetic com

positions, and was written in the acrostic form , that it might be

easily learned by heart, and retained in memory. It is, as it

were, a monumental description of what was regarded as a virtu

ous, i. e. an energetic, able woman , 2500 years ago, and was

probably given to the youthful king to aid him in his search after

one worthy to share his affections, his palace, and his throne. As

a composition, it is marked with a noble and beautiful simplicity,

and introduces us to the rural life and manners of Palestine at an

early age.

THE WOMAN OF ENERGY.

Prov. xxxI: 10-31.

Aleph. - V . 10. A woman of energy who, then, shall find ?

One who leaves, in her value, the pearl far behind.

Beth . - " 11. Bound firm to his heart-strings, her lord can confide

That nought shall be lacking where she may preside.

Gimel.-- " 12. Good, various as pure, will she pour from her hand,

And steady'as sunbeams return o'er the land.

Daleth . " 13. Diligent, cheerful, with exquisite skill,

Her wool and her flax are combined at her will.

He. -- " 14 . Her labor is freighted and purchased afar,

And brings its returns from the westernmost star.
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Vav. * _ " 15 . With the dawn she will rise and with gentlest sway

Food, labor adjust, where all love and obey,

Zayin . - “ 16 . Zeal seeks a new sphere ; — and the fruit of her toil

Yields now a new vineyard, its wines and its oil.

Hheth . -- " 17. Cheer on then her efforts ! Her frame as her mind

Developes in duty, robust as refined .

Tet.-- " 18. Test her not by a trick ! This sweet daughter of light

Is wise as unwearied by day and by night

Yodh. - “ 19. Just as generous ; Her spindle unceasingly flies,

And fills and returns to the idler 's surprise.

Kaph. - “ 20. Kindest cares are her glory - for, wise in her cares,

For those who do neither she spends and she spares.

Lamech . - " 21. Let the cold snows appear and the dark blasts appal,

Rich and warm as her heart's-love her clothing for all.

Mem . - " 22. Mark well the fair couch of love's innermost shrine,

Where beauty and use shall in all things combine ;

Silks, linen, as costly , as well as wrought and fine.

Nun . " 23. Nor pass her beloved , as he sits at the gate,

In a pride shemakes just, as in wisdom elate.

Lamech . - " 24 . See, she rivals old Egypt, she emulates Tyre

Her girdles Arabia and Scythia admire !

Hayin . - “ 25. Eden's strength , Eden 's beauty unite round her home,

And she smiles, in sweet hope, at all trouble to come.

Pe. - " 26 . Perspicuous her speech , for 'tis wisdom 's own flow ,

And the one law - ofkindness — greets high -born and low .

Tsadhey — " 27. Zidon's watchmen not keener a foe to descry,

A vigil all womanly wakes in her eye : -

Her food is meek industry's constant supply .

Koph. - " 28 . Quote her oft as a mother ; her children her pride,

And she their's !-- But her husband's, of all praise beside

Are the loved commendations her fame that decide.

Resh . — " 29. Rival daughters, he tells you, may others enthral,

But the joy of his heart is the queen of them all.

Shin . - " 30 . She, artless as graceful, and truthful as fair,

Crowns all with her piety, constant as rare.

Tav. - " 31. Throne her highest in praise - where'er justice is found,

Her desert, her true honors oe'r all shall abound !

* The Arab sounds it like our W , which most probably, was the He

brew usage. - PROFESSOR STUART.

A

ARTICLE X .

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. College Discipline: An Inaugural Address,delivered at David

son College, N . C., on the 28th February , 1855. By Major D .

H . Hill, Professor of Mathematics and Civil Engineering.

This is an opportune and excellent address. As we gather

from a cursory perusal, the subject was assigned to the learned
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Professor by the Board of Trustees. The discussion is conducted

with signal ability, and in a felicitous style characteristic ofthe

author. Though all his views may not appear to be, in every

point, practicable, nor to commend themselves to indulgent pa

rents, yet are they eminently wise and judicious, and manifestly

indicate that the Professor has not only been an experienced

teacher, but bestowed upon College government much patient

and earnest thought. He is an able advocate of the “ grading

system ,” and fortifies his position by a reference to its success in

elevating Yale, Nassau Hall, Washington and other Colleges,and

in making the Military Academy at West Point the first school

of science in America . it

Instead of a ruinous and demoralizing espionage, he proposes

to locate every riot that may occur in the College buildings, and

to hold all in the vicinity responsible for the disorder, and thus

the rioters will be compelled to inform on themselves ; or, if the

disturbance should take place in the campus, he regards an in

spection of the rooms as sufficient to detect at least some of the

offenders.

The practical application of all the principles and rules which

he recommends must be attended with difficulties, and will

sometimes implicate the innocent with the guilty ; but in those

Colleges in which such obstacles do not exist, and where the

students prefer to maintain and establish their innocence, or an

alibi, to being criminated with the accused , the system may

answer a most valuable end of discipline. 134

The remarks of the Professor on the duty of parents, and es

pecially of mothers, in instructing and restraining children at

home, are worthy of being engraved on the tablets of their me

mory, in characters of gold . e e

Whilst we would not be understood as endorsing every idea ,

expression , or rule which the Professor has enforced , we think he

has handled a difficult subject as well as it could be treated in so

limited a compass, and express our hope of seeing some further

contributions from his vigorous pen .
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2 . The Monumental History of Egypt, as recorded on the ruins

of her Temples, Palaces, and Tombs. By WILLIAM OSBURN ,

R . S. L ., author of " The Antiquities of Egypt,” “ Ancient

Egypt, her testimony to the Truth ," “ Israel in Egypt," etc.,

vol. 1. From the first Colonization of the valley to the visit of

the Patriarch Abram , pp. 461, 8 vo., vol. 2 . From the visit

of Abram to the Exodus, pp. 643, 8 vo .

This is an elaborate and independent work on the history of

Egypt, drawn from monumental inscriptions, and giving the re

sults of long and well considered study. In researches so intri

cate, and requiring such skill in hieroglyphic interpretation, it will

be wonderful if no mistakes have been committed . The number

of scholars versed in Egyptian studies in this country is so

small, we presume that these errors will escape detection here.

The main results the author has reached , place Egyptian history

altogether in harmony with that of other ancient nations. The

immense antiquity which has been claimed for India , China, and

Assyria, has disappeared when subjected to the scrutiny of im

partial investigation. So havewe always believed it would prove

with Egypt. The dates claimed by Lepsius and Bunsen for the

reign of Menes, we have had no doubt would , some day, be

shown to be erroneous; and Egypt, which our skeptics are now

pointing to, as a standing refutation of Moses, we have not doubt

ed, would show from her temples, pyramids, and catacombs, the

entire truth of Scripture history . The tactics of infidel writers

will be to scoff at their opponents yet some time longer. But

the hour of their defeat will not be long delayed . The path is

marked out by the author now before us, by which perhaps, the

labyrinth of Egyptian Dynasties will be revealed . The first set

tlers of Egypt he shows were a company of persons in a high

state of civilization , who, by some strange anomaly, had been de

prived of a great part of their language, and their entire written

system . They had journeyed thither across the Isthmus of Suez,

bringing with them the worship of the setting sun . The Dynas

ties of Manetho were, to a large extent, cotemporary dynasties.
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Abram visited Egypt, he thinks, in the reign of Acthoes, about

the time that the war for the scattered members of Osiris termi

nated ; Joseph was primeminister during the reign of Aphophis;

Thonoris was the daughter of Pharaoh, who adopted Moses ; Se

thos II., the Pharaoh who oppressed the Israelites, and who per

ished in the Dead Sea . The duration of the kingdom of Egypt,

from its foundation to the Exode, he finds to be 1115 years; and

the foundation of Memphis by Menes, 2429 B . C ., a date nearly

approximating that assigned by the Mosaic history for the foun

dation of the primitive kingdoms of the earth . The volumes are

filled with costly illustrations, and the translations offered are sub

mitted to the judgment of others by very copious re-productions

of the original text. The author felt that there was no other

mode of dealing justly with those engaged in the same pursuits.

If there has been error in judgment, the means are furnished to

those able to use them , of correction or refutation.

3. Uhlemann's Syriac Grammar : Translated from the German

by Enoch HUTCHINSON, with a course of exercises in Syriac

Grammar, and a Chrestomathy and brief Lexicon , prepared by

the Translator. New York : D . APPLETON & Co. Edinburg :

T. & G . CLARK : 1855 : pp. 367, 8 vo .

We are glad to see the Syriac Grammar of Uhlemann in an

English dress. Its publication by an American house augurs well

for the progress of Biblical studies in our land. Until of late, we

have been dependent on foreign markets for our books in the Ori

ental tongues. Of Hebrew Grammars we have now had many

editions, and the best one of all, Nordheimer's, was prepared and

first published in this country . Of Winer's Grammar of the Chal

dee, there have been two translations, of two different editions,

prepared and published . And we now have the excellent manu

al of Uhlemann, brief and less elaborate than the Grammar of

Hoffmann, yet adequate for all the purposes of the student, fur

nished to our hand. It is to be hoped that the enterprising pub
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lishers will find a sufficient demand for the work, and that it will

contribute largely to advance the knowledge of the scientific lan

guages, and ofthe original Scriptures.

4. The Miscellaneous Works of the Rev . Matthew Henry, V . D .

M : Containing in addition to those heretofore published , nu

merous Sermons and Papers, now first printed from the original

manuscripts, with Forty Sermons on what Christ is made to

believers, by PHILIP HENRY, Funeral Sermons for Mr. and

Mrs. Henry, by W . TONG , John REYNOLDS, and Dr. Wil

LIAMS, in 2 vols. ROBERT CARTER & BROTHERS. New York :

1855 .

These works we can most heartily commend to every class of

readers. Thememoir of Philip Henry, is one of the most inter

esting pieces of religious biography that we have ever read, and

we wish that it were in the hands of every head of a family, as

illustrating the importance and the true spirit of family religion .

The Sermons are evangelical and sprightly, as full of vivacity as

of piety. They are books for the family as well as the closet,

and money could not be better spent than in purchasing them .

Weadvise each of our readers to procure a copy forthwith.

Messrs. CARTER & BROTHERS have also re-published , without

abridgment, Baxter's Saint's Rest. We are glad to see that a

very rare book has been rendered cheaply accessible, and we take

it for granted that those who have studied the Compend will need

no arguments to induce them to purchase the full work. They

will find it answering the title of Baxter 's Body of Divinity.

The same publishers have also issued, in a handsome form ,

Watson 's Body of Divinity, a book of standard worth .

Also, Fleetwood's History of the Bible, of which , we cannot

speak , as we have not yet read it.

They have also published, The Truth and Life,by Bishop Moll

VAINE. A work thoroughly protestant and evangelical.

The Rich and Poor, by Kyle . A series of valuable Tracts,
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written with earnestness, simplicity and Christian zeal. Wetake

pleasure in commending all the works of this author, and we be

lieve that the Carters have re-published them all.

Preces Pauline, is the title of a spirited little volume on the

Prayers of St. Paul.

Footsteps of Paul, is the title of a large work which has all the

attractions of a novel. It is Conybeare and Howson on a small

scale.

The Mind of Jesus— The Dead in Jesus, and The Memoir of

Oberlin, are books from the same house, of which we cannot

speak with certainty . But to us, it is a commendation of any

book that the CARTERS have published it. They are conscien

tious Christian men ,who use the press only for the glory of God.

They feel their responsibility to the Head of the Church , and

when they put their names upon the title page of a volume, the

community may feel assured that it contains nothing injurious to

the faith, or hurtful to the manners of a Christian.

5 . We have received from the Presbyterian Board of Publica

tion, the following Books, which we take great pleasure in

advertising to our readers :

1. Minutes of the General Assembly from 1821 to 1835. No

minister should be without this.should be without this.

2 . Memoirs of the Rev . Walter M . Lowrie, Missionary to Chi

na. Edited by his Father. This neat volume is adorned with an

engraving of the young martyr. He being dead, yet speaketh ,

and his blood cries to the ground, not for vengeance, but for mercy .

God grant that it may be a seed from which a most abundant

harvest, to the glory of God's grace , shall be speedily gathered .

3. Monitory Letters to Church Members. These we have not

yet read , but the subject is full of interest, and cannot be discuss

ed by a Christian man without profit to his readers.

4 . Sketches of the Presbyterian Church , containing a brief

summary of arguments in favour of its primitive and apostolical

character, and a view of its principles, order and history , design
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ed especially for the youth of the church . By the Rev. J. E .

ROCKWELL. The book is ornamented with a cut of John Knox,

and a fac-simile of his writing. It is a kind of work very much

needed.

5 . The Book of Popery, a Manual for Protestants, descriptive

of the origin , progress, doctrines, rites and ceremonies of the Pa

pal Church . By INGRAHAM COBBIN , M . A ., author of the con

densed Commentary.

16. The Bohemian Martyrs, or Sketches of the Lives of John

Huss and Jerome of Prague. Just the thing to give children a

relish for gospel truth and church history.

7. The Perseverance of the Saints, a small Tract : pp. 78,

18 mo.

8 . The Youth's Casket of Gemsand Pearls, selected and ar

ranged by the Editor : pp . 127, 18 mo.

9 . Lily among Thorns and Old Gabriel : pp. 64, 24 mo.

10. The Boat and the Drowned Officer . By CHARLOTTE ELI

ZABETH : pp. 36 , 18 mo.

11. Fear not, and Rest in Christ : pp. 64, 32mo.

12 . Adam and Christ, or the Doctrine of Representation , sta

ted and explained by E . C . Wines, D . D . A very judicious dis

cussion of the subject. H

13. Mary Searching for Jesus. By Rev. JAMES DRUMMOND.

14. A Warning Cry from Niagara . A striking and impress

ive Tract.

15 . Child's Catechism of Scripture History. Wehave receiv

ed three volumes.
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ARTICLE I.

THE INFLUENCE OF PRESBYTERIANISM ON THE CULTURE OF

THE HUMAN INTELLECT AND THE PROGRESS OF PIETY.

The influence of the Presbyterian system on the cul

ture and progress of the human intellect well deserves

attention and investigation on the part of the philo

sopher and the Christian.' We doubt not that the in

fluence alluded to will be discovered , on careful and

candid inquiry, to have been deep, wide-spread and sal

utary. A system so thoroughly organized as Presbyte

rianism , so powerful, so far-reaching, and so abiding in

its general workings, cannot fail to exert a vast influence

in elevating the human mind, or else in debasing it.

Every political system , carried into practical operation,

bas an influence on mind , and every religious system ,

since no subject agitates man's soul so profoundly as

that of religion, must exert at least as marked an influ

ence, in proportion to the area over which it operates.

Fetishism , the lowest form of religion , arising from a

low condition of the human intellect, serves to fetter it

in debasement and darkness. Christianity, the noblest

form of religion , elevates, expands and epnobles the in

tellect of inan . . .

It is, in every respect, important to ascertain the in

fluence of any religious system on the buman mind.

That influence, according to the nature and degree of it,

furnishes presumptive proof of the truth or falsity of the

system itself. Whatever debases the intellect, tends also

to debase the heart : whatever improves the intellect,

tends also to elevate and purify man's moral nature ; 80
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close is the sympathy between the various powers of

man's nature , so great their coöperation , so decided their

reciprocal influence. It is true, indeed , that in man 's

fallen nature, we often discover a disproportion between

themoraland the intellectual culture of individuals . But

the philosopher bas no other instrument for raising the

moral character of a people except mental education.

The gospel too, operates , in purifying the affections,

through the instrumentality of truth, conveyed to the

understanding.

Beyond a doubt, Christianity in general, tends to ele

vate men in the scale of intellectual being. It has actu

ally attained the result of so elevating mankind . The

intellectual superiority of Christian nations over nations

that lie under the dominion of other religions than Chris

tianity, is not only affirmed in all Christian lands, but

adınitted in all others, except that which calls itself ce

lestial. To show how the Christian religion has a ten

dency to improve the human 'intellect, were to prepare

the way for the investigation of the subject proposed to

your consideration now , were to go far towards show

ing that the intellectual influence of Presbyterianism

must be, to a peculiar degree, salutary. Christianity ,

in presenting to men the Bible , furnishes to them the

noblest literature, and secures to them the most effective

means of intellectual culture. As the body acquires

vigour by violent exercise, so themind acquires strength

by the effort to grasp great truths: and Christianity cer

tainly discloses truths of the very greatest breadth and

magnitude. It improves every class of man 's intellectu

al powers : not merely his memory, and imagination ,

and taste, but his reasoning faculty. Even those truths

of our religion , which a man cannot comprehend on ac

countof their vastness, may exercise and invigorate his

intellect, because he can apprehend them . Christiani

ty has advanced the interests of human science by teach

ing men to bow to the mysteries of revelation - tbus

leading them to expect mysteries in nature, to study the

true limits of the human understanding, and to de

vote to the discovery of ascertainable truth , that mental

strength that might otherwise have been experienced in

a profitless attempt to pierce the inscrutible . Nothing
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ismore profitable to themind than to recognize the mys

terious as mysterious — to receive the mysterious some

times as true, instead of disbelieving it because our

limited minds are unable to fathom it. Christianity

also , promotes man 's intellectualwelfare, by producing

an honesty and earnestness of character, which leads to

the thorough investigation of valuable truth . It does

not allow its votary to be a trifler . To him the respon

sibilities of every human being seem awfully vast. He

does not act from motives of petty vanity, but with a

careful regard to his account at the divine tribunal, and

with a view to promote the interests of that humanity,

whose welfare, because it is necognized by him , as des

tined to immortality, seemsworthy ofhis best exertions.

The Christian religion,by infusing a spiritof benevolence ,

has advanced the physical services and practical arts,

and thus promoted the intellectual culture of mankind.

Werefer for information on this subject, to MacCau

ley's splendid criticism on Lord Bacon's works. That

brilliant essayist states that " it is chiefly to the great

reformation of religion thatwe owe the great reformation

ofpbilosophy. ' Hestates it as the peculiarity of Bacon's

philosophy, that “ its object was the good of mankind,

in the sense in which the mass ofmankind always have

understood, and always will understand, the word good.”

The ancients regarded everything practical as unwor

thy the attention of a philosopher, because the learned

among them , were destitute of that sincere desire to pro

mote the happiness of the people, which the Christian

religion inspires. Christians are, indeed, induced to cul

tivate all sciences, moral, intellectual and physical, with

the hope of deriving from the confirmation of the

truths of their own blessed system of religion . The po

litical influences of Christianity have been also favoura

ble to the developement and progress of the human

intellect. Presbyterianism , as one form of the Christian

religion , must be admitted to have something of the in

tellectual tendencies that belong to that religion in gen

eral, and to have had some sbare in promoting that

intellectual growth among men which Christianity has

80 signally secured .

Wehope to escape the charge of arrogance when we
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affirm that Christianity, in none of its various forms, is

more adapted to promote the mental improvement of

mnen than is Presbyterianism . It may be, that the care

ful and candid inquirer will conclude, after a full inves

tigation of the subject, that the Presbyterian system is,

above all systems of religion, the best suited to expand

and give impulse to the general mind of a people. We

must admit, however, that Congregationalism , as it has

existed in this country and Great Britain , is so much

akin to Presbyterianism as closely to resemble it, as far

as its influence over intellect is to be regarded. If the

Presbyterian system has the advantage in this matter,

it must result from the conservative influence of lead

ing minds which , without oppressing the intellects they

have controlled , have guarded against the formation of

wild and extravagant opinions.

It has never been objected against the. Calvinistic

faith that it is not intellectual in its nature, and that it

does not address itself to men 's intellects . On the con

trary, it is often objected to it, that it is too metaphysi

cal, too purely and coldly intellectual. It is not our

purpose now , to defend it from tbe charge of extreme

intellectuality. The objection to it of excess in intel

lectuality , is at least an admission that it is intellectual.

In the Presbyterian system are found certain doctrines,

of a profound nature, which somemen affirm to be pure

ly philosophic, but which we believe to be subjects of

revelation, the study of which is well adapted to call

into exercise the powers of the mind. Among these

are the doctrines of the imputation of Adam 's sin , and

the substitutionary sacrifice of the divine Redeemer.

Weknow of no subjects better adapted to call in active

operation a man 's intellectual energies, as well as his

affections. That mysterious doctrine of predestination ,

which is peculiar to the Calvinistic system , has the

healthful intellectual influence of restraining the mind

when it becomes presumptuous, and of teaching it that

there are limits, beyond which it would in vain essay to

pass. Although this doctrine is inscrutible , we know

do better intellectual exercise than that of ascertaining

from the careful comparison of different portions of the

Scriptures ,the fact of the consistency of the divine Sove.
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mit that a niceness of discrimination is necessary to the

reception of the Calvinistic system , but the very effort

which the mind makes in its close analysis of truth,

both sharpens and invigorates it. Hugh Miller, the

great geologist, a careful observer of men and of sys

tems, ascribes the intellectual superiority of his country .

men to the influence which the study of the Calvinistic

system has exerted upon them . In reply to the ques.

tion of Englishman, as to “ what good all the theology

of Scotland does,” Miller, in his First impressions of

England and its People,” represents himself as saying,

“ Independently altogether of religious considerations,

it has done for our people what all your societies for the

diffusion of useful knowledge, and all your Penny and

Saturday Magazines, will never do for yours ; it has

awakened their intellect, and taught them how to think .

The developement of the popular mind in Scotland, is

the result of its theology." Some may imagine that it

is no argument for a religious system that it is intellect

ual, but it ought not to surprise us that God has chosen

to develope all the powers of the human soul, through

the instrumentality of his revealed truth .

According to the Presbyterian system , great promi

nence is given to the influence of truth in the sanctifica

tion of the heart. It does not recommend mere forms

or mere excitement, as the greatmeans of spiritnal pro

gress, but the discovery, and love, and constant survey

of the truth . Whether the opinions of Presbyterians on

this subject, be right or wrong, it is certain that they

tend to promote the study of the truth, and in the same

ratio , to securementaldevelopement. To Presbyterians,

the sole rule of faith is the Bible — a book, more than

any other, adapted to improve the intellect as well as the

heart. The very fact that Presbyterians have no pom

pous and splendid ritualistic collection , serves to fix

their minds more steadfastly on the great doctrines of

their religion . Any system of religion that withbolds

the Bible from the common people, or, in any respect,

undervalues it as a rule of faith , must deprivemen of

one of the surest means of intellectual, as well as of spi.

ritual improvement. In this respect, how greatly Pres
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be study of tigation of relie than the urg

byterianism has the advantage over Romanism , or even

Puseyism . Presbyterians claim and exercise the right

of searching the Scriptures for themselves, of forming

their own religious opinions, without dictation from any

human being ; and we certainly know, nothing which

gives more vigour to the mind than the unchecked and

unfettered investigation of religious truth .

The study of tratb always improves the understand

ing. Error warps the mind . Presbyterianism is not

only truth , but divine truth . It is nut only divine truth ,

but a large portion of that truth . It includes truth that

many Christians regard as unessential to salvation, but

that is not unimportant as an instrument of mental dis

cipline. To leave out of a religious system , any great

Scriptural truth , is to impair its power as an agent of in

tellectual improvement. Presbyterianism is truth in its

harmony, truth reaching high and deep , and spreading

itself far and wide.

The importance that Presbyterians attach to the Pul

pit evinces the intellectual power of their system . They

have always demanded that their religious teachers be

men of thorough education and respectable learning ,

thus securing to the country of their residence, a class

of intellectualmen , as well as a class of teachers for the

people . Were these men engaged in instructing on any

scientific subject, their influence in elevating the popu

lar mind would be, necessarily, immense . Especially is

it so ,when the science which they teach is the sublimest

of all sciences, that which , more than all others, gives

mind to the soul, — that to which the study of all other

sciences ought to be as a threshold , itself, as Lord Bacon

has said, “ the haven and Sabbath of all man 's contem

plations.” It will, perhaps, not be denied that Presby

terian Churches have been almost everywhere distin

guished by the thoroughness of the instruction given

from their pulpits . No where have the doctrines of the

Gospel been more fully unfolded than among them . In

this respect, they have presented a striking contrast to

the Church of Rome, in which the public exposition of

the Divine word has been sadly neglected , and the altar

has been raised far above the pulpit. In many of our

Protestant Churches, a very inferior position is assign
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ed to the preaching of the divine truth . The liturgy

and the music of the deep-toned organ are regarded as

of primary and of almost exclusive importance, and a

small proportion of the season of religions service is al

lowed for the exposition ofGod's word . We can bardly

think that this is as it should be ; it is certainly not the

state of things best adapted to lead to the intellectual

improvement of the preacher, or to the best instruction

of his audience. The preaching of the distinguishing

doctrines of Calvinism , in English pulpits , was probibit

ed in the reigns ofseveral of the kings of England : nor

have those doctrines, which are best adapted to give

vigour to the mind, usually been the favourite themes

of the Episcopal clergy generally , either in Great Bri

tain , or the United States of America . When mere

fervid appeals, however necessary they may be in them

selves, are substituted for constantand careful doctrinal

instructions, men must fail to derive through the pulpit,

that intellectual improvement which it may confer with

out any diversion from its great designs, and even wbile

engaged most directly in the fulfilment of them . Taste

ful and elegant composition , that contains no robust

thongbt, can only at best, cultivate the taste. The mode

of exhibiting truth, which the Presbyterian system en

courages, not to say imposes, may not always be the

most pleasing or popular. It often displeases, from the

very fact that it tasks the intellect. It becomes us to

consider, however, that it is not the lesson wbich is

most easily learned that is always the most profitable

in any respect, or that usually imparts most vigour or

discipline to the mind of the learner. It were idle to

deny that many of the most eloquent preachers of the

word, men whose productions are lit up with the fire

of genius, and are destined to be admired through all

coming ages, bave been found in the Romish Church .

The names of Bossuet, Bourdaloue, and Massillon, are

immortal. It were uncandid and vain to refuse to the

Church of England, the credit of producing scores of

able preachers ,men of genins, piety, and profound learn

ing. ' Jeremy Taylor, Lowth , Butler, and Henry Mel

ville , are in the memories of all men . All the Protest

ant denominations have had their preachers, over whom
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none in the Presbyterian Church can claim preëmi

pence . In every church the ministers of religion have

accomplished much towards elevating and enlightening

the public mind . Notwithstanding, we give utterance

to the conviction , that the mode of instruction adopted

by Calvinistic ministers is peculiarly adapted to train

and invigorate the minds of their hearers.

Presbyterians have been distinguished by their atten

tion to the religious education of their children . Asthe

parent presents his child , in the house of God , that he

may have administered to it , the boly rite of baptisn ,

he promises to teach it to read God 's holy oracles.

Some have supposed that the children of Presbyterian

families are well instructed in religion , mainly in conse

quence of the promise made by parents, at the season

of their presenting their children for baptism . For cen

turies the children of Presbyterians have been taught

the shorter catechism of the Westminster Assembly of

Divines. That catechism contains a summary of the

doctrines of the Scriptures. It was composed by men of

superior intellectual attainments and endowments, and

is one of the most valuable productions of the human

mind. It is not understood , indeed, but is retained by

the mind of childhood. Once lodged in the memory ,

however, it comes more and more within the reach of

the understanding , and to say nothing of its religious

effects, cannot fail to exert a constant and powerful

influence in developing the minds of those who have

learned it . Religious truth exerts as real a disciplinary

influence on the human intellect as truth of any other

sort. The Bible is not inferior to any other book of lit

erature, as a means of mental culture : and that Cate

chism which was the joint product of many of the great

est minds of the seventeenth century -- that era during

which there were giants in the earth, may at least,

favourably compare with most of the school books of

this nineteenth century . Never has any society existed ,

whose members had been thoroughly instructed from

their childhood, in the great truths of the Christian reli

gion , and richly imbued with the love of the Bible, that

did not possess a degree of intelligence and mental dis

cipline far greater tban is usually found among mankind.
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Presbyterians have usually been the warm advocates

of mental education and general learning. So uniform ,

so almost invariable has been their attention to educa

tion , that we cannot regard it as accidental; it bas re

sulted from the influence of their religious system . The

system can never act healthfully without producing an

attention to learning . It is not something that may

exist, or may not exist, while the system continue to act.

It flows inevitably from the system , when in practical

operation . Wemay fear that genuine Presbyterianism

may cease to live in any particular country or neigh

bourhood , but are assured that, wherever it sball live,

there shall be found in alliance with it a love of learn

ing that poverty may indeed repress, but can never

wholly extinguish .

The Academywhich John Calvin established at Ge

neva, and to which so many of the young of all Europe

resorted for the purpose of acquiring a literary educa

tion , is known to fame. The first General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland , made provision for the estab

lisbment of schools all over the kingdom . Hetherington ,

writing about the formation of the Church of Scotland,

informs us, (p . 55,) that, “ Education was justly regard

ed as of the utmost importance, and deserving every

possible encouragement. It was stated as imperatively

necessary, thatthere should be a scbool in every parish ,

for the instruction of youth in the principles of religion ,

grammar, and the Latin tongue ; and it was further pro

posed , that a college should be erected in every notable

town, in which logic and rhetoric should be taught, along

with the learned languages. It was even suggested that

parents should not be permitted to neglect the educa

tion of their children ; but that the nobility and gentry

sbould be obliged to do so at their own expense; and

that a fund should be provided for the education of the

children of the poor, who discovered talents and aptitude

for learning .” After the second reformation in Scot

land , or the overthrow of prelatical power in that land ,

Hetherington informs us,that “ Presbyteries were direct

ed to see that schools were established in every land.

ward parish , and such support secured to school-masters

as should render education easily accessible to the whole
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popnlation of the kingdom .” After the revolution, as

our historian informs us, “ Some direct countenance be

gan to be given to the exertions of the Church of Scot

land, by the king ; themost valuable proof of which was

the act of Parliament respecting schools , realizing wbat

had been long and earnestly soughtby the Presbyterian

Church of Scotland, and no other church in Christen

dom , -- a school in every Parish throughout the whole

kingdom , so far supported by the public funds as to ren

der education accessible to the poorest in the communi

ty.” In Scotland, the kirk and the school have ever

stood side by side. But, not only in Geneva and Scot

land, have Presbyterians been the patrons of education :

everywhere have they shown a similar love for learning ,

a similar solicitude about the instruction of their off

spring. In the establishment ofmany of the Colleges

of this American land, they have had an important

agency. They have established primary schools every

where over the face of the country. Nor do we rightly

estimate their intellectual influence if we fail to consid

er to what an extent their example has awakened and

fostered in other denominations a zeal for education, un

til in the work of establishing schools and colleges , they

are beginning to rival, - we trust that they will never

be able to excel Presbyterians. It deserves to be men

tioned that the intellectual influence of Presbyterian

Ministers, as teachers of secular schools , has been im

mense. Who can calculate the influence of such men

as Caldwell, of North Carolina, and Waddell, of South

Carolina, in training noble minds which have given an

impulse to the intellect of the entire country ! There

are many of these ministers, teachers of primary schools ,

and unknown to fame, who have contributed as much

towardsthe intellectual advancement of our people, as

those more distinguished ininisters of our church who

have presided over literary institutions of a higher

grade.

The observance of the Sabbath , not merely as a day

of recreation and rest, but as a day of religious reading

and reflection, tends greatly to awaken up the thought

and promote the intellectual culture of a people . What

evermay be denied to the Presbyterians of Great Bri
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conceded to them that they have always been the un

yielding advocates of a serious observance of the Sab

bath ,-- that they have always entertained lofty views of

its sanctity . The Presbyterians of Great Britain and

Ireland (and let it be remembered that the first Puritans

were generally , in all their views, Presbyterians,) restor

ed the Christian Sabbath to the Christian Church, as

really as Luther restored to it tbe doctrine of justifi

cation by faith ; expelled from the church unworthy.

views of the Sabbath, as really as the Reformers, of

Switzerland expelled from it unworthy notions of the

sacraments . To secure to a people every seventh day ,

for meditation on the themes which are best fitted to

give scope to the understanding, to keep alive the re

membrance of that day, is to confer on that people one

of the highest intellectual advantages.

Weshall speak, at some other time, of the agency of

Presbyterianism in the diffusion of civil liberty . Deny.

ing the claims of a lordly priesthood , it asserts the rights

of conscience, the rights of private judgment, and men

who are accustomed to think for themselves on the grcat

sobject of religion , soon claim independence of thought

on all questions of political interest : they will be politi

cally free. We may say of Presbyterians, in the lan

guage of Burke, “ The people are Protestants ; and of

that kind , which is the most adverse to all implicit sub

mission of mind and opinion , this is a persuasion , not

only favourable to liberty, but built upon it.” He that

does not recognize the influence of Presbyterianism on

the establishment of civil liberty in Great Britain and

the United States of America, is either ignorant of the

history of those countries, or had read it to very little

purpose. Shall we be required to prove that civil free

dom is favourable to the devolopment of the human

mind, that it gives scope and exercise to its faculties ?

Think of Athens, at once the seat of learning and free

dom ; of Rome, the influence of whose free institutions

on learning , abided for years after the Republic itself

bad perished ; ofGreat Britain and our own native land

which , as far as the general intelligence of the people is

concerned , stand preëminent in modern history. It has
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been discovered in all ages, that despotism crushes the

intellect of a people , and that wherever there is liberty ,

there is thought. The taste may not, indeed , always be

cultivated in free countries, in proportion to the culture

of the other powers of the mind, but from their devel

opmentmust result, ultimately , the culture of the taste.

If the Presbyterian system exhibits most clearly the

evil of sin, and displays most fully the beauty of holi

ness, and tends to diffuse among a people the principles

of a lofty morality,then is it apparent that it is favoura

ble , in no common degree, to the development of the hu

man intellect. Madam de Stael has told us that, “ The

sentiment of the intellectual beautiful, while it is em

ployed upon literary objects , must inspire a repugnance

for everything mean and ferocious." . With equal truth

may we affirm , that the sentiment of themoral beautiful

must lift the human intellect from its degradation , and

animate it to thought. That it does is true, if not in the

case of every individual, at least where communities

and society at large are concerned .

It is an historic fact that the people , who have been

brought up under the influence of Presbyterianism , have

been distinguished , in the aggregate , by their intelli

gence and intellectual acumen . This has been the case

in all countries, and we may even say , in all communi

ties , in wbich the system has prevailed. In countries,

where other systems of religion have been established

by law , Presbyterians have not, indeed, from the very

necessity of the case, generally occupied the most exalt

ed stations in society. But such is the control of their

system over intellect, that they become intelligent and

thoughtful, despite every disadvantage as to fortune and

rank . We doubt whether any population , however de

based, can be brought under the control of this system ,

without undergoing a rapid intellectual advancement.

Before the Reformation , the people of Scotland were

sunk exceedingly low in the scale of intellectual being ;

since that period, they have been intellectually superior

to any people on the earth . Hugh Miller affirms, doubt

less with truth , that, “ Intellectual character does not

by several degrees, sink so low in Scotland as in Eng

land .” Compare those portions of Ireland, in which
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Presbyterianism has the ascendancy, with those por

tions of that unhappy land that are under the dominion

of Popery, and consider the superiority of the inhabi

tants of the former in mental education and intelligence,

as well as in almost every thing that can adorn human

character, and render human beings happy . So much

does the congregationalism of New England resemble

the Presbyterian system , thatwe may properly appeal

to the intellectual influence of the former to illustrate

and confirm the truth which we are now endeavouring

to establish . We fear no contradiction when we affirm

that, in the United States of America, no congregations

assembled for religious worship are composed ofmen of

more intellectual vigour, or greater general intelligence,

than those that assemble under the Presbyterian ban

ner.

It has, sometimes, been affirmed , that the Presbyteri

an Church has made but a stinted contribution to the

literature and science of the world . We are, by no

means, prepared to admit the truth of this affirmation .

The ministers of this church have not, indeed , devoted

themselves to mere literary and scientific pursuits, for

the reason that they have been engaged in fulfilling the

arduous and sacred duties of their important and holy

office, and yet the contributions of Presbyterian minis

ters to theological literature can receive contempt from

no man acquainted with the literary history of the world ,

either on account of the smallness of their number, or

the inferiority of their nature. As theological writers,

John Calvin , Francis Turretin , and Jonathan Edwards,

(whom we claim as a Presbyterian , because he was a

Presbyterian in all his opinions,) have never been equall

ed in any age, in any country, or church . Few more

able writers have ever existed than Daillé and Blondel,

of the Reformed Church of France. Who has more elo

quently defended the principles of the Reformation than

the Hugonot Claude? Wherever Presbyterianism has

flourished , it has produced able theological scholars,

who have left their writings as a legacy to the world .

Scotland has had her Hugb Binning, her Samuel Ruth .

erford , her William Guthrie, her John Livingstone, her

Thomas Boston , her Jobp MeLaurin , her Thomas Chal
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mers, her McCosh. To say nothing further of her early

divines, Switzerland bas lately produced her Gaussen ,

ber D ’Aubigué,her Vinet, the latter called the Chalmers

of Switzerland, but who seems to us more to resemble

Blaise Pascal than any man , who has lived since Pas

cal's day. In beauty and purity of style, as well as in

richness of thought, these writers have, perhaps, no su -

periors among writers of the present age. Few divines

bave written with more power than Holland's Presbyte

rian Voetius and Witsius. In the United States , the

Presbyterian Church has produced many theologicalwri

ters , whose works are esteemed in every Protestant land ,

and which have done as much as any writings which

have come from the peps of Americans to establish a

literary reputation for our nation. The sermons of Sam

uel Davies are regarded by many judicious persons as

the best that have been published in any land. The

most esteemed theological writer that Germany has pro

duced for centuries, Neander, was Presbyterian in his

faith . England, since the non -conformists were silenced ,

has given birth to such able writers as Richard Baxter,

Philip Dodridge and Isaac Watts, who may be fairly re

garded as Presbyterian . Were you to survey a list of

the works on practical religion , which have been issued

by the American Tract Society, you would discover that

a vast proportion of them are the products of Presby

terian ministers. He that examines the publications

of the Presbyterian Board of Publication , will discover

from the books that it bas published , whose origin was

Presbyterian , that Presbyterianism has borne à noble

part in producing a religious literature for the world .

1 . Works of a purely literary and scientific character

have also been produced in no inconsiderable numbers

by Presbyterians. We need only refer you to the wri

tings of the historian, Robertson ; of the rhetoricians,

Campbell and Blair ; of themoral philosopher, Beattie ;

of the metaphysicians, Reid , Stewart, Brown and Sir

Wm . Hamilton ; of the geologist, Hugh Miller, and the

natural philosopher, Sir D . Brewster. If general admi

ration can confer a high niche in the temple of poetic

fame, Robert Pollock bas secured it. You need not to

be reminded of the vast amount of literature of every
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sort, that Scotland has produced during the last fifty

years, — a literature, produced mainly by men reared un

der the influence of Presbyterianism , - a literature un

surpassed by any that has grown up any where in these

latter ages ofthe world . The most finished poem in the

English language, the “ Burial of Sir John Moore," was

produced by Wolfe, a young Presbyterian clergyman of

Ireland . It is understood that Guizot, the great states

man and the gifted writer of France, was brought up

under the influence of a religious system substantially

Presbyterian . To 73

In illustrating our subject, we have taken only a few

names from the long list of distinguished Presbyterian

writers. We could present before your memories names

not less illustrious, if we were permitted to claim , as we

may to a degree, all those great writers whose reli

gious creed and ceremonies have been identical with ,

and whose views of church government have nearly re

sembled our own. Jown Howe, a man who was sur

passed by no Englishman, even in the 17th century , as

a tbeological writer, who has been pronounced superior

to all writers on Divinity , by one of themost gifted men

of the 19th century. John Owen , whose works constitute

an inexhaustible store-house of theology, and John Mil

ton, the great epic poet of the world , were all, at least,

Puritans. The literature that has been produced by the

Independents of Great Britain during the last half cen

tury, has been large in amount and noble in character :

so also , the Congregationalists of New England have fur

nished some of the finest writers that this or any other

country has produced . B T03 at 1 !

We are to bear in mind that all this vast amount of

Presbyterian literature has been produced with the aid

of comparatively little patronage from governments,

such as has been lavished on writers of those religious

opinions, which are more agreeable to the monarchs

of the world .

Weshall offer now , some reflections on the influence of

Presbyterianism in the formation and culture of piety .

By piety , we mean love to God , and obedience to his

commandments. We use the term so broadly as to in
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clude morality , as it is ordinarily understood , although

we shall have chiefly in view man 's dispositions to the

Creator. We need not tell you that we recognize no

piety as genuine, except that which is produced by the

special influence of the Divine Spirit, and wbich , as far

weknow , is, in adults at least, associated with a belief of

revealed truth .

What is the influence of any religious system on pie

ty, is the question which we are most interested to agi

tate in regard to it. Piety is the especial avowed ob

ject of every religious system : without the attainment

of which the most ardent of its admirers would pro

nounce it unworthy of being confided in or maintained .

It is easy to see that it is a matter of little importance

whatmay be the political influence of a religious sys

tem , or what its influence in promoting good morals, or

securing esthetical culture, compared with its influence

in advancing holiness among mankind , and preparing

immortal man for an immortality ofmoral purity and of

peace. Weare too prone to consider only those benefits

of religion that belong to this life : and we fear that there

are many who give their approbation to Christianity

more because they see all its advantages to human socie

ty, as it now exists , than because they have any true faith

in its everlasting results . But, let us consider bow soon

all the things of this world shall vanish from before us,

and that the very world we inbabit shall dissolve : while

the soul of man shall continue, through an endless dura

tion in the condition in which it shall be left from the ab

sence of religion , as it shall have departed from the

world , or in that condition in which piety shall have

placed it. Better were it to forego all the advantages

which we can possess in this world - immeasurably bet

ter - than to lose sight of that system of religious truth ,

which is best adapted to prepare us for an estate of per

petual holiness and felicity beyond the narrow horizon

of our earthly life .

Some have affirmed that the Calvinistic system has a

tendency to encourage men in sin and impenitence.

We know , however, that the same objection has been

urged by infidels against our divine Christianity : and

we believewith as much reason and as little force. Few ,
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however, have had the effrontery to affirm that the prac

tical effects of Calvinism had been otherwise than salo

tary . Whether wereason from the nature of oursystem ,

or from its palpable effects, we shall see that, as much

as any system of religion ever known among mankind ,

it has a tendency to produce the fruits of holiness.

Presbyterianism tends to produce holiness, because it

is truth . To affirm that Divine truth has a tendency to,

produce holiness in God's intelligent and moral creatures.

may be, in your opinion , only to utter a truism , - a pro

position so palpably true, as not to demand , or to admit

of discussion . Yet men , whose aims.seem to have been

virtuous, have evinced a surprising indifference to Di

vine truth . Many have set themselves to work to pro

duce right action, without the inculcation ,of right prin

ciples. Some have gone even further have treated

with contempt the opinions of those who have insisted

on the importance of imparting rigid instruction in the

Christian doctrines, charging them with narrowness of

mind and coldness of heart. We hear constantly the

words of one of ourmost admired poets quoted with ap

probation :

“ Hecan'tbe wrong, whose life is in the right,".

-- words that imply that the attainment of truth is a mat

ter of indifference, as regards moral action . There are

even those, in these latter days, who, wbile they profess

Christianity ,deny the very existence of an objective reve

lation . Weare justified , then, in offering you a few re

flections on the sanctifying tendencies of truth .

We do not affirın that revealed truth necessarily

produces holiness, but that boliness is the natural and

legitimate fruit of truth . Lord Bacon bas told us that,

" certain it is that veritas and bonitas (truth and good

ness, ) are as the seal and the print: for truth prints

goodness.” Abercrombie says, " A primary and essen

tial element, in the regulation of the will, is a correct

knowledge of the truths and motives which tend to in

fluence its determination . The bigbest class of these

comprehends the truths of religious belief, a series of

moral causes, the tendencies of which are of the most

important kind , and calculated to exert an uniforın in .

Vol. IX .- No. 2 .
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fluence on every man who surrenders himself to them .

For this purpose a correct knowledge of them is re

quired.” Truth leads' us to the attainment of our world

ly interests, and is equally important to our acquisition

of an immortal welfare. The history of those nations

with which we have been directly , or through our ances

tors connected , convinces us of the importance of Divine

truth to the preservation among us of every thing which

has even the semblance of holiness . The history of all

lands proves the indispensableness of Divine truth to the

existence of moral excellence. Truth is after godliness.

All Scripture is profitable . We say, in the words of

Sir James McIntosh , that “ they who have insisted on

right belief, have produced a higher morality than those

who have merely presented moral precepts."

Truth is favourable to the cultivation of piety, because

it has a tranquilizing and soothing effect on the mind.

Bacon says , " Certainly , it is Heaven on earth , to have

a man's mind move in charity, rest in Providence, and

turn upon the poles of truth .” Faith is founded on

truth : and we are sanctified by faith . Our faith ought

to have not merely intensity, but breadth : it ought to

receive, not merely some things most cordially , but to

grasp all that Heaven has disclosed to us. Truth is also

indispensable to holiness, because necessary as the regu

lator of conscience, upon whose healthful operations all

right moral action depends. Weare not to be told that

the knowledge of the peculiar doctrines of Presbyterian

ism is not necessary at all, because the belief of them is

not essential to salvation ; as portions of revealed truth ,

they are important in the work of human sanctification .

The evangelical system has proved itself adapted to

secure holiness. “ The grace ofGod hath appeared unto

all men , teaching us that denying ungodliness and world

ly lusts, we should live soberly , righteously and godly ,

in this present life.” “ Truth , as it is in Jesus," is of all

truth the most promotive of holiness, because it is the

noblest of all. It secures a pure and lofty morality, and

a deep and fervid spirituality, which seem altogether

alien to our curse-smitten world . Philosophy inay de

spise, and infidelity may deride this truth , but we have

witnessed its results in a world whose situation, without
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it, would seem desperate. It has been achieving its tri

umphs for eighteen hundred years . Let the apostles of

Christ, let the martyrs amid the flames, let the Reform

ers, let the missionaries in beathen lands, let the dying

believers in every age, let all the redeemed in Heaven

tell 118 , whether the evangelic doctrines are not sanctify .

ing truth . Now , Calvinism not merely embraces these

evangelicaldoctrines, but presents them before the world

more prominently ; we believe, than any other religious

system . No other system but the evangelical, however

it may restrain and direct men's outward action , can

produce that love to God which is essential to true piety

and accepted obedience. "

Presbyterianism has a tendency to disclose , with pe

culiar vividness, the Divine justice and the evil of

sin , by the views it presents of the great atonement,

especially by the doctrine it holds up of the imputa

tion of man 's guilt to the blessed Redeemer. Weneed

only remind you that these views of the Divine justice

and the evil of sin tend to the production and promotion

of piety. You well know that piety is always propor

tioned to our consciousness of our sinfulness, and to our

abhorrence of it. It is when we seu its magnitude and

evil, that we ask and obtain its forgiveness, and seek to

escape its power,by placing ourselves under the domin

ion of a positive holiness. Nor can any man possess

any just conceptions of the sinfulness of sin , who does

not see the inflexibility of Heaven 's justice so great that

the violation of His law can never go unavenged , that

sin can never go unpunished , even when Divine mercy

interposes to rescue and uphold the sinner hiinself.

It is objected to the doctrine of Predestination that it

is unfavourable to piety, tending to prevent both its for

mation and its progress in the soul. There can be no

doubt that many advance this objection with the most

honest purpose . It may be that these objectors have

not placed this subject before them in all its possible at

titudes , and viewed it in all its possible aspects. Igno

rant and short-sighted creatures as we are, we inay easi

ly imagine those doctrines to be disastrous, which infinite

wisdom bas published for the most beneficent purposes.

Had men been left to the guidance of their own discre
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tion in making the Holy Scriptures, doubtless many

facts , which are therein recorded , would have been

omitted, and many doctrines which are therein made

known, would have been concealed from human vision .

There are those, however, who think that the doctrine of

Predestination may be most salutary in its influence,

alike on the formation , the preservation and the progress

of piety : that it has been the instrument of humbling

hearts which nothing else seemed able to humble, and

that it has furnished consolation to many a tempest-tost

spirit, when ready to sink into despair. Without lofty

views of the Deity , it is not possible to attain a lofty

piety. : and to represent the Deity as acting without a

purpose, as having brought into existence an universe

whose destinies he could not controul, or as being thwart

ed in His plans by the obstinacy ofhuman wills, and thus

shorn ofHis omnipotence -- is, in the estimation ofmany,

to make an unworthy and degrading representation of

His nature. There are many, who can not conceive of

the Deity as really omniscient, while future things are

beyond His controul, and are to be regulated altogether

by the caprices of human beings. A belief in the Divine

providence certainly serves to foster piety ; and there

are those who can not conceive of a Divine providence

that has no parposes to fulfil ; and who can not believe

that a Divine providence can exist in human affairs at

all, unless it has controul over the volitions of men as

well as over the waves of the sea . To limit Divine pro

vidence to mere materialaffairs , seemsto restrict it too

much for the conscious wants of the Christian . To ex

tend the controlofGod over the wills ofmen , is to affirm

what necessarily implies the doctrine of Predestination

in all its fulness. We know that patience under the af

flictions of this life is eminently favourable to the growth

of piety : and certainly nothing is better adapted to re

concile a Christian to the apparent ills he endures than

the belief that Heaven has ordained them -- than the be

lief that all things are so arranged by infinite wisdom as

to work together for good to those that loveGod , and are

the called according to His purpose. Humility is a

Christian grace of the bighest beauty : it has been affirm

ed of it that it is the chief grace of the Christian : and
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we know nothing better adapted to humble the soul be

fore God, than a survey of his absolute sovereignty , -

than the conviction that our destinies are completely in

His hands, that, in the language of St. Paul, “ He hath

mercy on whom he will have mercy , and that whom he

will He hardeneth .” This truth, fully apprehended , has

been the instrument ofmaking multitudes of proud souls

bow in submission at the cross, by whom all the other

truths of revelation seemed to have been unbeeded . It

strikes terror into the heart, which nothing else seems

able to waken to conviction . It is conceded that the

Christian, who perceives that his salvation is wholly of

grace, is apt to make the most rapid and exalted attain

ments in piety . And who perceives that his salvation is

a gratuitous gift, so fully as the man who sees that it

was not conferred in consideration of good works foreseen

in him , butwithout regard to any excellence of his own,

and for the purpose that he might attain boliness before

God ? One of the greatest stimulants to piety in the

Christian heart is gratitude: but whose gratitude can

be so great aş his, who knows that God's love to him is

peculiar and distinguishing, and has been specially de

signed for him from everlasting ages ? This gratitude

of itself, will impel him along a career of heavenly obe

dience, when it anchors itself on the atonement. It is

said that a man, who believes himself predestinated to

eternal life, will become careless about his salvation and

indifferent to sin . But we reply, that the child of God

will be preserved from this carelessness — from this in

difference as a thing habitual. No man has a right to

suppose himself predestined to eternal life, for no man

has a right to suppose himself a Christian , who is indif

ferent to sin . The Christian knows that he is as really

predestined to the exercise of faith and repentance, and

to the practice of good works, as to the attainment of

Heaven . He knows thatGod hath chosen him in Christ

before the foundation of the world , that he should be

holy and without blame before him in love, (Ex. xi : 4 ,)

that God hath chosen bim to salvation, through the

sanctification of the Spirit and the belief of the truth .. .

2 Thess. 2 : 12. He knows that he is elect unto obedi.

ence. — 1 Pet. i: 2 . To suppose that a doctrine, which
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presents the noblest views of God's nature, that inspires

the highest confidence in his providence , that is best

adapted to bumble the soul and exclude all boasting and

self-righteousness , - that produces patience, and nerves

the heart to fortitude , and awakensgratitude and love to

God , to suppose that such a doctrine can be detrimen

tal to piety seems to us altogether unreasonable . On the

other hand , it must be eminently favourable to it. We

are speaking of the natural effect of this doctrine: we

do not deny that men may wrest it to their destruction ,

as also the other Scriptures. There is nothing so good

that human deformity may not pervert and inisapply

it.

Presbyterianism , in as much as it exbibits the Scrip

tures as the only rule of conduct and belief, fosters the

study of the pure and unadulterated word of truth , and

in the same proportion, tends to nourish piety , and thus

has the advantage over all those systems of religious

faith , which do not give the same preëminence to the

word of God. Certainly a system which relies on the

Divine truth mainly , as the instrument of sanctification ,

must be more favourable to piety than one which places

an undue confidence in human traditions, or in rites

and ceremonies, or one that looks to mere excited feel

ings, as the greatmeans of spiritualimprovement. ..

In showing you that our system is well adapted to

promote intellectual culture and good morals , we have

furnished you at least presumptive proof of its favoura

ble influence on piety. Certainly , no one will deny,

that where intelligence and good morals prevail, the

Gospel, in its regenerating and sanctifying influences, is

most likely to find a welcome and a home.

We have said already, that Presbyterians in Great

Britain , Ireland and America, have ever regarded the

Christian Sabbath with the deepest reverence, and ever

observed it with something of the spirit that is congeni

al to the purposes of the hallowed day , that they have

indeed , preserved it from being trampled into dishonour

in the dust. There is something poetic and something

sacred in the very thought of the sabbatic .peacefulness

that every seventh day reigns over the hills and valleys

of favoured Scotland . The holy observance of the Sab
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bath , (as we have shown,) is good for the intellect of a

people ; equally favourable is it to the nurture ofhallow

ed devotion, of genuine piety . To spend a Sabbath in

the public devotions of religion , and in secret commu

nion with God , in meditation on Divine mercies and in

anticipation ofhuman rest, diffuses a hallowed fragrance

over the heart, and at the same time prepares it for the

conflicts which, during the ensuing week, it must en

counter, amid the business transactions of an ungodly

world . Unless the sauctity of the Sabbath be recognized

in all its fulness , the public duties of the day will be

performed in a careless and irreverent spirit : and that

portion of the day , which is not allotted to public wor

ship , will be spent, if not in positive festivity, in idle

visiting and conversation , or in meditating on the secu

lar business of the week. Happy are we when we bail

the coming of the Sabbath with hearts of fervid devo

tion — when we use its early hours in preparation for the

services of the Sanctuary - -when we feel that all its mo

ments are consecrated to God, employing its afternoons

and its evenings in secret supplication, in religious dis

course , in heaven -directed meditation , and in songs of

praise to the Giver of our salvation ! Honour to the me

mories of the men , who have effected for us the reforma

tion of the Christian Sabbath . T h e

Presbyterians have ever been the advocates of the

rigid administration of ecclesiastical discipline. That

they have discharged their whole duty in reference to

this matter, we are far from affirming, but they have

acquitted themselves here as faithfully as any , more

faithfully than most. We know how exact the early

church in Geneva, when its Presbyterianism was pure,

was in guarding the purity of its members. The Puri

tans, who were chiefly Presbyterians,while they remain

ed in the Church of England , insisted that notmerely

those whose lives were scandalous, but those also who

gave no evidence of sincere piety, should be excluded

from the communion of the church . Webelieve that

few things tend more directly to the enlargement of pie

ty among a people than the faithful administration of .

ecclesiastical discipline.

Presbyterians have never adopted those Erastian prin
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ciples which are so detrimental to the piety of a church .

It is trne that Presbyterian churches have, sometimes,

been more closely united to the States in which they

flourished , than we can approve or could have desired .

Still they have acknowledged no head of the church ex

cept the Lord Jesus Christ, and have rarely failed to

claim that independence of civil authority to which they

were entitled .

That faithful instruction of their children in religious

truth, for which Presbyterians have ever been distin .

guished, is eminently favourable to the nurture of piety.

Experience has ever proved that the piety is mostmature

and fervent of those, who aremost deeply imbued in the

Scriptures : and they are such , who, like Timothy, have

learned the Scriptures from their childhood. The in

structions of early life may indeed be disregarded , and

without special grace none secure salvation . It will be

discovered, however, that the largest number of the con

sistently and fervently pious are among those who have

been early familiar with Divine truth .

It is an historical fact, that a very large proportion of

those who bave adorned by their piety the visible church

of the Redeemer, have been brought up under the influ

ence of the Calvinistic system of faith , dissociated from

a prelatical form of church government. In the Church

of England, the personswho bave been most eminent in

piety , such as Newton and Scott, have been Calvinists .

They may not be regarded as fair illustrations of the in

fluence of our system : and yet, who can doubt that

Calvinism had more to do than prelacy in the formation

of their religious character ? Wedo not doubt, however,

that the sincerely and profoundly pious have been rear

ed under other systems than Calvinism . To show you

the influence of the Calvinistic system on piety, we quote

the following passage from the Reflections of Jonathan

Edwards on the Memoirs of David Brainard : “ The

preceding bistory serves to confirm those doctrines usu

ally called the doctrines of grace. For, if it be allowed

• that there is truth , substance or value in the main , of

Mr. Brainard 's religion , it will undoubtedly follow that

those doctrines are divine : since it is evident, that the

whole of it, from beginning to end, is according to that
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scheme of things : all built on those apprehensions, no

tions, and views, that are produced and established in

the mind by those doctrines. He was brought by doc

trines of this kind to his awakening, and deep concern

about things of a spiritual and eternal nature ; and by

these doctrines his convictions weremaintained and car

ried on ; and his conversation was evidently altogether

agreeable to this scheme, butby nomeans agreeing with

the contrary ; and utterly inconsistent with the Armin

ian notion of conviction or repentance. His conversion

was plainly founded in a clear, strong conviction , and

undoubting persuasion of the truth of those things ap

pertaining to these doctrines, which Arminians most ob

ject against, and his own mind had contended most

about, and his conversion was no confirming and per

fecting of moral principles and habits, by use and prac

tice, and his own labour in an industrious disciplining

himself, together with the concurring suggestions and

conspiring aids of God's Spirit ; but entirely a super

natural work , at once turning him from darkness to

marvellous light, and from the power of sin to the do

minion of divine and holy principles; an effect, in no

regard produced by his own strength or labour, or ob

tained by his virtue ; and not accomplished until hewas

first brought to a full conviction that all his own virtue,

strength , labours and endeavours, could never avail any

thing to the procuring or producing this effect.” After

further remarks of a similar nature, Mr. Edwards asks,

“ Can the Arminians produce an instance, within this

age, and so plainly within our reach and view , of such a

reformation, such a transformation of a man , to scriptu

ral devotion , heavenly-mindedness , and true Christian

morality , in one that before lived without these things,

on the foot of their principles, and through the influence

of their doctrines ?” However pleasing the office might

be, it would require much time for its faithful discharge,

that of describing the individuals of extraordinary piety,

who, for centuries, have adorned the annals of the Pres

byterian church . Their record is on high .

No societies of men have ever been more distinguish

ed for sincere and ardent piety than those which have

been constituted by Presbyterians. In this respect, be
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fore the Reformation, how favourably the Caldees and -

Waldenses, and the followers of Wickliffe , and the Bo

hemians, may be contrasted with all the contemporary

professors of the Christian faith ! Piety among the Hu

gonots, notwithstanding their implication with political

questions, was decided and fervent, even so much so as

to kindle the flame of devotion beneath the cold ribs of

the Roman Catholic Church in France. So long as the

Presbyterians of Switzerland retained their system of

faith in its primitive purity, it produced among them

the genuine fruits of holiness . Weknow how exactly

the decline of piety in Geneva has corresponded with

the decline of Calvinism there : and that the revival of

Calvinism there, during the present century , has been

attended by a corresponding rise of piety. Holland,

where the Puritanswere nurtured so far as to have ac

quired faith to cross the Atlantic , has long possessed

much real spiritual religion . No man can doubt that

Scotland has possessed, for three hundred years, an un

usual share of piety . The Puritans of England, alike

those who preferred a Presbyterian form of church go

vernment, and those who preferred independency, (they

were all Calvinists ,) have ever enjoyed the highest re

putation for firmness of faith and fervour of devotion.

In the United States of America, the various bodies of

Presbyterians have evinced as sincere and profound a

piety as any other denominations in the land.

Martyrdom is regarded as a proof of at least religious

sincerity and earnestness . Presbyterianism has its mar

tyrs. What numbers who have held this persecuted

faith in Bohemia , in France, in the Alpine valleys, in

England and Scotland, have sealed their testimony to its

saving power with their life 's blood ! We need only re

mind you of John Huss, Jerome of Prague, Patrick

Hamilton , George Wishart and Hugh MacKail. No

other faith , in modern ages , has offered so much blood

in martyrdom . There are large religious denominations

that can not praise God for a single martyr. Presbyte

rianism has proved its sanctifying influence, by the vo

luntary sacrifices which its votaries have encountered .

Think of the hundreds of thousands of dollars, which the

ministers of Scotland lately relinquished for conscience
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sake - of their giving up their manses - the scenes of

their domestic joys, and the birth -places of their chil

dren , and in many cases their own, and of their quit

ting forever their churches, dear to them from ten thou

sand hallowed historic and personal associations. If a

missionary spirit furnishes any proof of piety, we can

claim this proof of it for Presbyterian churches, which

have been distinguished by a missionary as well as a

martyr spirit . God has also granted to Presbyterian

churches the spirit of revivals . He has bestowed on

them times of refreshing from his presence. Witness

that extraordinary revival in the kirk of Shotts , on

Monday, 21st of June, 1630, when about five hundred

gave evidence of their conversion , through the instru

mentality of a single sermon . Let no man , who has

read the history of Revivals under the influence of such

men as Edwards and Nettleton , doubt that the preach

ing of Calvinistic doctrines may secure the most glorious

effusions of God 's Spirit. And here we quote again

from the Reflections of Jonathan Edwards on the Me

moirs of Brainard : " And here is worthy to be consider

ed, not only the effect of Calvinistic doctrines, as they

are called, on Mr. Brainard himself, but also the effect

of the same doctrines, as taught and inculcated by him ,

on others . It is abundantly pretended and asserted of

late , that these doctrines tend to undermine the very

foundations of all morality and religion , and to enervate

and vacate all reasonable motives to the exercise and

practice of them , and lay invincible stumbling-blocks

before infidels , and to hinder their embracing Christiani

ty ; and that the contrary doctrines are the fruitful prin

ciples of virtue and goodness, set religion on its right

basis, represent it in an amiable light, give its motives

their full force, and recommend it to the reason and

common sense of mankind. But where can they find an

instance of so great and signal effect of their doctrines,

in bringing infidels, who were at such a distance from

all that is civil, humane, sober, rational, and Christian ,

and so full of inveterate prejudices against these things,

to such a degree of humanity, civility , exercise of reason ,

self-denial, and Christian virtuel Arminians place reli

gion in morality : let them bring an instance of their
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doctrines producing such a transformation of a people in

point of morality ."

Mr. Bancroft informs us, “ that the English nation be

came Protestants is due to the Puritans." We may

confidently affirm , that but for the influence of Calvin

ism , the people of England , Scotland and Ireland , and

their descendants in the United States of America, would

now possess a piety no better than that which is nourish

ed by the Roman Catholic religion . The friends of

evangelical piety in every denomination are indebted to

Presbyterians mainly for the preservation of that pure

scriptural faith , from which flows the spiritual piety

which they hold in so high esteem . Take away from

the Reformation the influence of Presbyterianism on

piety, and you have shorn that great religious revolution

of more than half of its glory and success .

sobre A PTICIT IT
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Two British vessels weighed anchor on the 25th May ,

1845, with a picked crew , and a noble band of officers ,

and were met by a whaler on the 26th July following,

in the upper waters of Baffins Bay, moored to an ice

berg. * They have not been seen since ; and the only

trace that has been discovered of the lost navigators are

a few utensils , with some spoons bearing the initials of

Sir John Franklin . The exploration of a North -west

passage from the Arctic ocean , has been forgotten in

the zeal that has been manifested in search of those who

went forth upon this perilous undertaking ; and the sym

pathies of the civilized world have been enlisted for that

true-hearted and courageous woman, who has appealed

in behalf of her lost busband and his associates, to the

gallantry and generosity of English and American sea

men . Expedition after expedition has failed , and an

DO

Woda Kane's Expedition. it
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other heroic band is lost, and an expedition is underta

ken to reclaim them . Further search only involves

others in the same desperate calamity ; and yet, many

of our citizens commend the measure.

This affords a striking illustration of the spirit of

enterprise which characterizes the present age ; and is

opposed in all its aspects to the old regime of utilitarian

philosophy. The latter is strictly conservative, in all its

operations ; whereas the former would launch forth into

new adventures, and explore new regions, even if dan

ger and disappointment should attend them . The lesson

of experiencemay be learned by failure, as well as by

success ; and because a thing was never attempted, is

no reason why it should not be undertaken ; or because

a certain end has always been attained in an indirect

way, is no objection to pursuing a direct route to the

same. Yet, many things are really improved by age,

and there is much in the reverence for old things, which

is praise-worthy, and it is well that a people should not

abandon familiar customs for new forms, which bring no

improvement with them . It is still most unfortunate

that nothing should be considered worthy of regard, un

less it has the sanction of our forefathers. There are

many things in our day, which were not dreamed of in

their pbilosophy ; and we find much to admire, with

something to condemn, in those features in which they

had no lot or part.

Taking a hasty glance at the various avocations of

mankind, we will not fail to discover indications of the

different elements to which we have alluded . As the

farmer, or planter, should be considered the primary

type of the business class, let us enquire : who lives in

that log-house, covered with rough clap-boards, and the

cracks filled with dry mud , with one door, and one small

window , without glass ? He is a man of somemeans,

and has money at interest, but continues to labour with

his own hands, and pounds bis corn in a mortar, instead

of paying toll to a miller to grind it into meal. Besides

his corn and potatoes, he plants enough cotton for his

wife to spin , and make into thread ; to be converted into

cloth on a loom ;- which will employ every moment she

can spare from cooking and washing. Heuses the tools
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and farming utensils, which many generations before

have employed, and therefore feels satisfied to make no

change for those new -fangled implements, which book

farmers have introduced. As to the rows in his fields,

he considers their adaptation for carrying off the super

fluity of water that may fall in a heavy shower, and

direets them from the ridge to the base of the slopes,

having a great aversion to any curves or angles which

would cross the declivity of the hill, and thus retard the

free flow of water from its summit. If a fine soil is soon

washed away, and rendered impracticable by gullies,

he cuts the timber from a new spot of land , and burns

most of the wood on it, that the ashes may enrich it, and

carries out his favourite mode of conducting off the wa

ter, during the few years it is fit for cultivation . We

need scarcely say that this individualhas a rule for doing

every thing, and that he is able, like many of our fami

lies of rank , to trace the regulations of his household

back to the third and fourth generation . After these

particulars, wemay, pass him by, to take a glance at the

premises of another, who resides some distance off, but

whose niansion glitters in the sunbeams as weapproach .

The enclosure is of the most fanciful order, and the gate

is swung on patent hinges, opening and closing on either

side, with a spring, which performs its office upon the

slightest touch . Having entered through this portal, we

find a circular carriage-way, surrounding a rich parterre

of choice shrubs and roses, with meandering paths, and

here and there a bower of evergreens, most tastefully

fitted up to accommodate a group, or throw a spell of

enchantment around fond hearts that might meet to

gether there. But the porch of that elegant mansion is

now reached , and a servant in livery ushers us into its

richly furnished drawing room , where the lady of the

house is waiting, in full dress, to receive company. Her

husband is absent, she knows not where, and may be

gone several days, but is sure to return by a given time,

when a grand reception is to make many pleased with

themselves and their entertaining friends. This gentle

man has a plantation adjoining this delightful retreat,

and he occasionally rides through the fields, and talks

with his overseer, in reference to the result of the guano,
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for which he paid fifty dollars a ton ; or the rare speci

men of Jethro cotton -seed, which cost him ten or fifteen

dollars perbushel. His experiments with muck brought

from the river banks, or inarl from a bed near by ,

are also descanted on , while -his latest style of plough ,

and the newly received cotton planter, are not overlook

ed . These labour-saving contrivances are the great

boast of this refined and gentlemanly planter : but he

rarely , if ever, dwells upon the yield of his grounds; and

then , with some adroit explanation of his recent short

coming, and a new device by which such a result sball

be obviated for the future. This same planter is a pro

minent member in a neighbouring agricultural society ,

and sends the best specimens of stock, and rare products,

to the fairs in his own State, and to other parts of the

world . He is doubtless represented in the exhibition of

the industry of all nations in Paris , if he is not present

in person to recommend the claims of America to the

consideration of the world .

. Such is the difference in tillers of the earth ; and a

similar diversity may be observed amongst mechanics

and tradesmen . One will be found plodding along , in

the old beaten path ; and with themotto

in M ; * Early to bed and early to rise,

* * Makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise,”

he passes throngh life unnoticed, and dies with a legacy

of his tools, and perhaps a feather-bed and a milch cow

to his family ; while another, who is less worthy , per

haps, makes professions of great capacity and tact, in

his particular sphere, and has an extra touch for all

things, which has the attraction of novelty, if there is

nothing else to recommend it. There are still those,

who would carry corn in one end of a bag, and a rock in

the other to balance it, or even on their own shoulders ,

to save the poor animal on which they are seated from

the burden . There are also those, who would employ

the wbip-saw and the jack -plane, even in full view of a

saw -ipill, and a planing machine. A few will adhere to

the ox -cart, and the four-horse wagon , to transport their

products to market, with all the wear and tear of rough

roads and mud -boles, and the exposure of camping ont
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on the way-side at night. The breaking down of run

ning gear, the death of a horse, or of a servant, from the

harsh labour, is not thought of, when the direct outlay

of a few dollars for conveyance by rail-road is before the

mind. “ A penny saved is a penny earned,” strikes all

such as a most sage aphorism ; and though two dollars

might bemade, while one is saved, there is a satisfaction

in thinking that nothing has gone out of the purse.

There is such a thing as being “ penny wise and pound

foolish ” ; and that is poor economy which does not em

ploy the talent in hand, to add others unto it. But we

must leave this, for another phase of our subject.

Let us submit literature to an examination , and des

cant upon some of its most obvious characteristics.

There have been as many orders of literary productions

as the ages and varieties of the human race. Welook

back upon the ancients with a kind of reverence for their

classic taste and energetic diction , andmany are disposed

to trace all that is meritorious in composition since the

days of Homer, to the grandeur and pathos of the Iliad ,

while others see in Horace and in Virgil the germs of

all thought and sentiment. Greece and Rome have

been a fruitful theme for historians, poets and orators of

the nineteenth century ; and until very recently , it would

have been considered indicative of deficientmental train

ing, for an individual to undertake any literary effort

without drawing upon the fountain of antiquity for the

materials which he used . Heathen mythology has fur

nished more illustrations for a certain class of writers

than all the histories of real life wbich the world has

presented. The gods and goddesses, the demons, the

muses, the graces, and the myths of fabulous conception,

are brought forth to embody qualities, and to delineate

characters, in the productions of literary men, and yet,

common sense tells us that such fictitious and unnatural

personifications can have no just relation to the practi

cal affairs of life . These things may serve as records of

the delusions of past ages, and may be instructive to the

curious, but the frequent allusions which are made to

them by writers of the present day, savours of pedantry,

or of a spirit which is very inconsistent with true pro

gress .
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Leaving antiquity , and coming down to an early pe

riod in the history of the English nation , we find some

what of the same sanctity thrown around their customs

of living and their uses of language, by many of our

men of learning. Because, forsooth, a thing was done

in a certain way in England, two hundred years ago, we

are called upon to lend our sanction to it, without con

sidering whether another mode is not equally adapted

to our purposes . From the cooking of a duck, to the

preaching of a sermon , the old English style is of para

mount importance with such persons, and it matters not

if the same thing can be effected more promptly or com

pletely by a different process , the departure from the

English custom will be a most effectual bar to such a

connection . This feeling is carried into every department

of letters, and even a word cannot be introduced to ex

press a new idea, without a challenge founded on its

absence from the writings of old English authors . These

writers may never have conceived of the thought, wbich

the word is designed to express ; and yet, we must en

quire if it was used by them , and used in the exact sense

in wbich it is now proposed to apply it. They had no

use for such a word , — they had no idea to convey by it,

and yet they must be presumed to have it, or it is im

proper to use it. Thismode of studying philology would

make us indebted entirely to old English authors for our

vocabulary, and they should have been more than mor

tal, to fulfil all the requisitions of their own age, and all

future generations, in the department of language.

While the Anglo-Saxon race is progressive in every

tbing beside, it must be keptnailed to the version of the

English language used by standard authors at a particu

lar era ; and thus no improvement in the use or pronun

ciation of words can ever be expected . Ideas and senti

ments are frequently attributed to writers of a former

generation , which had never been conceived by them ,

and it requires much ingenious liberty with their words

to make the inference. All know that Shakspeare is

regarded as a writer of gigantic conceptions ; and yet,

the annotations which have been written to explain his

meaning , and develope his ideas, would fill more vol

umes than the productions themselves ; and even with

VOL . IX . - No. 2
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his terse and pointed style of expression, there ismuch

that critics consider doubtful, as to the true intent and

scope ofmany of his passages . Hemay have intended

in some instances to convey ideas different from the

usual construction of readers, but we have no thought

that his reputation has ever sustained any detriment, by

a mistake of this kind ,madeby scholars of the nineteenth

century. Their very exalted estimate of his powers of

thought, would always inspire them with the most lofty

sentiment,which could be associated with the words of

the writer. A good understanding is important to se

cure a favourable impression from the hearer of any

composition , butmore important still, is a high appreci

ation of the author's capacity of thought. Many fine

speeches, from humble sources, have been lost, because

the hearer expected nothing, and gave no heed to what

was said ; and again , many meagre sentiments, from

noted characters, bave been lauded, because of a pre

possession of the mind of the hearer in favour of the

speaker, which precluded discrimination. An individu

al who is accustomed to say witty things will get credit

for what he never thought of; and one who jests, will

raise a laugh when he least expects it. So it is with the

high estimate of the writings of former ages ; an arrange

ment of words, because peculiar, may be considered su

perior to what has succeeded , and because not clearly

. understood, may be supposed to contain the germs of

thought, while the authors were unconscious of the same.

We read much , in other words, that never was written ;

and it is enough to award the writers the merit of stimu

lating themind of the reader to new combinations of

ideas, and new conceptions, far superior to those which

are presented. We have an abiding faith in the bene

fits conferred by the experience of what has preceded us

in literature ; and we would fain believe, that some wri

ters of the present day, had not only profited by what

others wrote, long ago, but that they had improved

upon the pattern which has been handed down to them ,

and are now better qualified to erect a standard of

taste, and substantial merit, than to lean upon a by-gone

sentiment in literature. Wehave the benefit of all that

has been effected, and should be more competent to ar
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rive at correct conclusions. It is not the length of time,

which may be spent in ransacking old literary rubbish,

that makes the scholar ; nor is it grey hairs that gives

experience ; but it is giving the mind a proper impulse

in its investigations, and discriminating the true from

the false in the acquisition of knowledge. Assuming ,

then , that there exists, at present, a capacity of intellect

equal to that of former times, and an energy of will, not

in any respect inferior, we hold that the mental devel .

opments should , and do, transcend those of by-gone

ages, in a proportion directly , as our experience is se

conded by industry in literary pursuits. Thus, wetrust,

the presumption, that whatever has been, must continue

to be, is set aside; and that we may be prepared to ex

amine the proposition , that " whatever is, is right” ;

which brings us to another view of the subject of litera

ture, as a progressive development.

Here we have to encounter difficulties of quite a

different character, from those already adverted to .

Instead of a strict adherence to precedent, we find à

striking tendency to adopt ex post facto rules ; and, cut

ting loose from all the precepts and maximswhich bave

been given to us, to go forth upon new principles of self

sufficiency . The inhabitantof a tropical climate refused

to believe that water could ever become a solid mass, in

the form of ice , and the same incredulity has been en

acted in our day , as to any advance in literature ; but

this does not justify the other extremeof credulity in all

things being new , that are seen for the first time.

A large portion of our race are entirely occupied with

the busy scenes around us, and conclude that this is a

great age, -- this is a great country , - and we are a great

people , without a thought as to the opinions of others,

and withont any just comparison with other periods in

our bistory, or the history of other nations. They feel

their independence, and manifest it , in the freedom of

their speech and actions from all restraint. They ima

gine that the supreme power to will and to do, to think

and to plan, belongs to them , and although results may

be adverse, there is no doubting but that the end will

ultimately be secured; while their guardian angel wbis

pers in their ears — " go ahead” !
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This is undoubtedly a fast age, and people experience

sudden transitions in every department of life. Travel

and intelligence are so speedy, that every day brings a

change in our prospects, and what seemed fixed to-day,

may be undone tomorrow . That surrounding circum

stances should impress the mental characteristics of a

people , is in accordance with our nature ; and we find

that there is a growing tendency to a new order of things

in the world of literature. From the plurality of the

race in the physical creation, to transcendentalism , in

spiritual philosophy, we observe all kinds of wild fancies

are espoused by those who aspire to distinction . The

Bible is too old a book to satisfy the refined literary

taste of such persons, while nature's God does not con

form sufficiently to their nature ; and they must needs

strike out for themselves a religion , which will admit of

a less bumiliating view of self. In the more circui

scribed doctrine of Christianity, there are too many

traminels for those who profess such freedom of inqui

ry ; and they would first prove there is no God , and then

make a God within themselves. It must be observed ,

that all such bave no use for any of the ordinary modes

of intelligence, and rely upon their own intuitions, in

every emergency, with inclination ,as the guide of their

lives. We need scarcely say, that they are in a quag

mire, with a will-o -the-wisp to render their confusion

worse confounded .

Butmankind will stare at those who call upon them

with a loud voice, and proclaim their own merits ; and

there is something dazzling in a greatname, even when

egotism is the father of it . In proportion as a character

is invested with importance, the influence of the indivi

dual for good or evil is enhanced ; and it is particularly

unfortunate at the present day, that vicious propensities

should have the ascendency. There is such an eager

ness for excitement, such a restless activity of spirit, that

persons are readily led astray. In this point of view ,

romances and other highly-wrought fictions, are to be

deprecated. Too many of our young men and young

ladies of literary pretensions, are engaging in this vast

field , which is overgrown with rank weeds and noxious

flowers. It is true that they undertake to delineate
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character ; but, most frequently , it is terribly distorted

by passions, or by crimes of deepest die ; and the reader

is indoctrinated in the vices of life, rather than guarded

against them . “ Wbere ignorance is bliss, it is folly to

be wise ;" and we must think , that the knowledge im

parted by the light literature of the present day, is de

structive of bappiness, as well as injurious to the minds

of those who receive it, to the exclusion of more sub

stantial acquirements . Show us a novelist, and we will

warrant-bim a creature of circumstance, and liable to be

blown about by every wind of doctrine. He does not

view life as a great reality , in which he is called to act

out in good faith a trne and definite part, but rather as

a farce, in which he thinks to amuse those around him ,

by performing with a disguise of natural cbaracter.

Such a career unfits an individual for participation in

the practical duties of life, and he becomes a victim to

his incessant desire for something new . Show us a no

vel reader, and it will require no rigid examination to

prove that his or her attainments are superficial, and

that the mind is incapable of grappling with any snbject

requiring acumen and research . The very relish for

fiction , springs from an indisposition to mental effort ;

and the want of proper, vigorous, exercise of the facnl.

ties, leaves them in a state of impotency, which will

prove an effectual barrier to the accomplishment of any

important literary undertaking .

In the flights of fancy , which are so frequently in

dulged by writers of fiction , there is a tension and ex

citementof feeling for the time, which is followed by a

corresponding depression , and the mind is thus unfitted

for any continuous or arduous effort, of a less attractive

nature. Such productions cause the mind to look for

exaggeration in other departments of literature, which

is inconsistent with truth and reason . But to dismiss

from our view altogether, the erroneous representations

of character, how little is there in the style of our works

of fiction , which can recommend them to the more re

fined and educated class of society. If there was grace

in the diction , or force in the delineations, this would

offer some redeeming feature ; but they are most fre

quently wanting in every thing elegant, and marked by
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à redundancy and tautology , which should exclude them

from occupying our attention , even as pastime, from

more severe literary employments. We are aware that

some exceptions exist to this allegation against the style

of novelists ; and we are pleased to think, that a few

who have entered this department of composition, have

added to the beauties of literature, - at the same time,

that the chasteness of their pictures, have served to ren

der virtue more attractive. But, we allude to the pre

dominant tendency amongst those who have entered the

domain of fiction , and we are satisfied that our state

ments cannot be considered inapplicable . With all the

aversion that we feel to reckless dissipation, we believe

it may sometimes be indulged with less injury to the

mental tone of a young man, than the incessant poreing

over the literary trash which floods our book -stores at

the present day. But, if there must be excitement, let

peither furnish thematerial for it. There are many in

vestigations which the enterprise of genius may under

take, and keep up a healthful glow of mind and feeling,

without resorting to revelry, or the seductive influences

of literary fiction. This period in the world 's history, is

characterized by invention, in thought as well as in sci

ence ; and he who fails to find a congenial pursuit, must

be vastly fastidious. In all the departments of literary

labour, Dew fields of inquiry have been opened up with

in a few years : and a youngman who does not seek no

toriety, can still find a place as an essayist or reviewer ,

which will shield him from the public eye, until he may

make a name. Instruction may be derived from the

past as well as the present, and reason and attention are

the great requisite for the acquisition of true knowledge.

There may be a happy blending of knowledge and in

vestigation for new truths, which indicates the well

balanced mind , and it is only by using wbat has been

acquired, in the search for truth , that learning confers

real advantage upon its possessor. An individual can

not remain stationary in letters , and if he would not re

trograde, he must add to the data which he has, or

develope them in new forms and combinations. Few ,

perhaps, have a creative talent, yet all can enlarge upon

the facts and principles which have been imparted to
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them ; and thus, mankind may, and should , advance

constantly in intellectual acquirements, while the facul

ties ofthe mind should become improved and refined by

exercise .

The tone of feeling, and themanners of a people, are

always under the sway of some predominant principle,

and a high standard of honour is considered essential to

all properly constituted society. But there are many

lesser influences, which serve to modify the character,

and mould the customs of mankind. Ofthis nature is

the sentiment which prompts to change, where there is

a prospect of improvement ; as opposed to the stand-still

policy , which would let well enough alone. Hewho

tries all things and holds fast to the good, will of course

effect more than one who waits until he is entirely as

sured that his end is available. The chief elementof

progress is perhaps impulse, and it has a fascination ,

which requires to be corrected by judgment. A calcu

lating policy has something forbidding in its aspect; yet

we should act as reason dictates, and exercise a calm

and deliberate forethought as to our conduct . If we

analyse the two elements of society of which we have

spoken , the onewill be found to have a large ingredient

of impulse, with a small proportion of common sense,

while the other is deeply imbued with reason and con

sideration as to the future, but is based on a false stan

dard of life. Hence, each aspect is very defective, and

must be modified to render them consistent with our

views of the true destiny ofman . There is a fastidious

ness manifested by the former class, which would affect

modesty when there is no cause for sensibility . Such

would decline to hold intercourse with a plain man , be

cause they would consider him not an equal in rank ;

and yet, perhaps, he is very far superior in his sense of

propriety, and in his mental capacity . The same class

would hesitate to designate common things by their ap

propriate names , lest they should be thought vulgar ;

and their very search for an epithet to suit their taste,

convicts them of the thing which they are trying to

avoid . There are certain associations, on the part of

such persons, with the termswhich are ordinarily applied

to certain objects , which induces them to avoid them ;
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and the vulgarity consists in this association , and not in

applying the term in its strict and proper signification .

The name wbich is applied to any animal, or to any part

of the same, can never be indecent, if the circumstances

require an allusion to it. The squeamishness which

would avoid the use of words that are requisite to render

ourselves understood , should be discarded from polite

circles of society ; and indeed , we find that those who

affect this mawkish nicety , are not usually the best bred

people . It always gives us an elevated impression of

the refinement of a lady who speaks of familiar things

in familiar terms, and treats matters of fact as realities,

in her expressions. If false delicacy was rebuked , and

we could get ladies amongst us to look upon all things

in nature as they are, disconnected with the associations

thrown around them , it would most assuredly be a fa

vonrable indication of the virtuous principle in society.

But the new -light sensibility revolts at the thought of

being plain -spoken , as to certain things, and would even

call a horse a beast, a cow an animal, and a sheep a

quadruped, rather than give them their proper names ;

and , although they speak of ladies and gentlemen , it is

with much ado that the termsman and woman are used ,

and if the sex of inferior animals is to be distinguished ,

their vocabulary fails to furnish suitable terms. It has

impressed us, on many occasions, that the embarrass

ment caused by the avoidance, is much greater than

could result from the use of such terms; and we would

gladly see a change in regard to it. We find , in this

respect, that under the old regime, there is no hesitation

in employing the plainest and most impressive pbraseo

logy, to express whatever is desired ; and , instead of

producing any embarrassment, it divests their whole

speech of any improper construction whatever.

There are other features of this affected modesty which

might be adverted to , but we would inerely allude to

that sensitiveness which is always jealous of the inten

tions of others, and would stand aloot, ostensibly to

avoid an unwelcome presence, but really from an over

weening self-pride and desire of esteem . With some,

this would pass for diffidence ; but, if it must bave a

name indicative of reserve, let it be bashfulness. Dif
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fidence may exist, and never be noticed by others, if it

is connected with proper refinement ; but the feeling to

which we allude, would show itself in blushes and re

coils, under circumstances not calculated to induce such

conduct. Much of this sensitiveness results from a want

of independence of the opinions of others, and the sooner

propriety is considered , apart from the mere acquies

cence with the notions of those around us, will a change

of feeling and of conduct in this respect ensue . We

should be prepared to think, and say, and do, what is

our duty, without enquiring or caring for the estimate of

others ; and our conviction is, that the first lesson to be

learned , for intercourse with the world , is that “ honesty

is the best policy," and that a straight-forward course

will eventually be more satisfactory to ourselves, and

command more respect and regard from those with

whom we associate.

To be just, to be true, to be charitable, is not always

to be useful. We have no reference to the technical

signification of utilitarianism ; but utility is spoken of

in its ordinary acceptation of usefulness, or adaptation

to some valuable end . In this sense, it may qualify the

old or the new regime of society. It is the professed

aim of the former, but frequently fails to be attained ;

while we can only predicate it of the results of the latter,

as it seemsto form no part of the motive in the various

movements which are undertaken . The extreme conser

vative hoardshis resources and thus prevents them from

being available to any useful purpose, while the bold

speculator loses all in some wild scheme, and thus, nei

ther conduces to a good result. But if the contracted

views of the one be blended with the extensive plans of

the other, they may produce a proper discretion in the

practical affairs of life. The best results are not attain

able by either separately, but by coöperation we may

have the most favourable illustration of utility. An in

dividual may invest his means for his own advantage,

and yet confer benefits thereby upon others ; and we

are pleased to observe, that in some instances, the pro

jectors of large business operations, bave not been un

mindful of the general good, while they made arrange

ments for their own interest. All the generosity and
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enthusiasm which are compatible with a proper precau

tion , must be advantageous in life ; but while industry

and enterprise are requisite for success in any depart

ment of business , utility is the touch -stone by which

measures should be tested , and if found wanting in this ,

they should not receive attention .

ARTICLE III.

THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY OF AUGUST COMTE.

Freely translated and condensed by HARRIET MARTI

NEAU. N . York : Published by CALVIN BLANCHARD,

82 Nassau street. 1855.

Ivesstop in theng, but baset stage, is to the of a pe

Man, according to M . August Comte, is “ a theologian

in his childhood , a metaphysician in his youth , and a

natural philosopher in his manhood.” This is the uni

versal and unchangeable law of human development.

Through each stage of this upward progress, every one

must pass who would come to the full stature of a per

fect man . To pause in the first stage, is to be satisfied

with the awe-inspiring, but baseless stories of the nurse

ry . To stop in the second, is to amuse and perplex

ourselves with insoluble questions— with those enigmas

which engross youthful, immature or unscientific minds.

We must rise to the ultimate step of the series, or be

content with partialknowledge, and condemn our minds

to a stunted and dwarfish growth .

This law of individual development is furthermore

visible in humanity at large. The individual is the

type of the race. Every advance in general knowledge

is made by a passage through the successive stages de

scribed above. Each science must have its theological,

its metaphysical, and its positive state , and can reach

the last only by a transit through the first and second .

Certain of the sciences bave completed the ascent, and

abide in the serene elevation of the positive state. Oth

ers linger in the state of transition called the metaphysi
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cal, while others have hardly risen above the crudities

and follies of the theological condition . But the process

of purification and exaltation is going on , and the pro

phecy is not a rash one, which predicts the day when all

science shall be “ positive," and , to that extent, perfect.

Such is the fundamental theory of the book introduced

to the English reader by Miss Harriet Martineau , and

such the basis of a system of Philosophy, of which she

accounts it a signal honour to be the herald . The book

before us, however, is not M . Comte's book , nor does it

purport to be. It is his original work , “ freely transla

ted and condensed.” The freedom of the translation ,

and especially the extent of the condensation , may be

judged of by the fact that the six volumes of the French

edition are here boiled down into one tolerably thick

octavo . Still, from the evident admiration in which the

disciple holds her master, and her sincere desire to

place the system which she has most ardently embraced

before theminds of England and America, in the fullest

and most favourable light, we may argue, without any

opportunity of comparison , that this literary cookery has

been fairly done, and that criticism founded upon this

book can do no injustice to the Positive Philosophy or

to its founder. Meanwhile, as we gather from the pre

face that the learned Professor is gifted with a fluency

beyond the lot even of ordinary Frenchmen , our thanks

are due to Miss Martineau for preserving us from his

redundant “ enunciations" and " wearisome repetitions."

The name of Comte is gradually becoming familiar to

all who take pleasure in philosophical discussions. His

quiet and uneventful life may be soon sketched . He

was born , according to the only authority to which we

have had access , in the year 1797, of a family “ eminent

ly Catholic and monarchical." His vocation seems to

have come at an early period , for while at college, and

when only fifteen years of age , he felt “ the necessity of

an entire renovation in Philosophy.” This early ten

dency of his mind may have led him to the St. Simo

nians, as we find his name, among others mentioned by

Louis Blanc in his “ Historie de Dix Ans," as composing

that sect of Social Reformers. How long he remained
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with them , or what degree of prominence he attained

among his confrères, we know not. It may be inferred

that he had left them before the year 1832, or was then

one of the more obscure of the company, as he was not

one of those who figured at the memorable trial, in that

year, before the “ Cour d 'Assizes." He next appears

as a Professor at the Ecole Polytechnique, from wbich

position he was soon displaced by a hostility , arising out

of the mean jealousy , as he affirms, of other members of

the same Faculty. He is thus left, embarrassed by no

thing but poverty, to fulfil his early and special vocation ,

and sets himself in earnest to establish , defend and per

fect the Positive Philosophy. What is included in this

Philosophy, and, more important still,what is rejected

by it, we will endeavour, in part, to set forth ,

The general law which underlies this system , wehave

already stated . Discarding all theological and meta

physical conceptions, it accepts as true only those things

which , in its own terminology, may be called positive.

When we ask what are the truths, or what the sciences

which merit this title , we find an immense subtraction

from what has hitherto been supposed to be the sum of

human knowledge. The objects of philosophy, accord ..

ing to M . Comte , are simply the laws to which all phe

nomena are subjected . The business of the philosopher

is to observe facts — to collect and co-ordinate these facts ,

so that he may discover the laws which regulate their

succession . When these laws are discovered , reduced

to their smallest possible number, and firmly establish

ed, the philosopher's work is done. It is not permitted

that he inquire further, or, if he does, it is not to be

supposed that he will gain any real or definite know

ledge. Especially is all speculation concerning the car

ses of phenomena strictly prohibited. An inference of

this kind is a logical offence. “ Our business is,” says

M . Comte, “ seeing how vain is any research into what

are called causes, whether first or final, - to pursue an

accurate discovery of these laws, with a view of reducing

them to the smallest possible number. By speculating

upon causes, we could solve no difficulty about origin

and purpose. Our real business is to analyze accurately

the circumstances of phenomena, and to connect them
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ction,would tidal action,on treatin
g

of

by the natural relations ofsuccession and resemblance." *

To these fundamental principles of his philosophy,

M . Comte does not adhere with a strictness correspond

ing to the definiteness and dogmatism with which he

announces them . We verily believe that he cannot

adhere to them . The positive philosopher, strive - be

ever so earnestly, cannot divest himself of the original,

universal and necessary belief that an effect must bave

à cause, or refrain , however inconsistent it may be with

his previous enunciations, from the inquiry into causes.

The old proverb is again amply justified

“ Naturam expellas furca, tamen usque recurret.”

An instance in point is found in the chapter on “ Ce

lestial Statics ,” in which we find a section treating of

the Tides. The phenomena of tidal action , and the laws

controlling this action , would be all that our author, ac

cording to his own principles, need state . The success

ive ebb and flow of the tides, and their variation in dif

ferent latitudes, with facts similar to these, would be all

that we could expect to see. Indeed we can discern no

reason why the whole section might not be filled up by

the transference of a page from any respectable Nautical

Almanac. But M . Comte stops not with barren state

ments of dry details . He cannot refrain from speaking

of those potent and subtle influences , which, pervading

the wide ocean , throw its surf high upon the shore, or

far inland , cause the bosom of mighty rivers to swell.

The words “ cause," and " causes," figure, not unfre

quently, throughout the section . Tidal action is due,

we are informed, to the combined influence of the sun

and moon , the influence of the latter being from two and

a half to three times more powerful than the sun , owing

to its greater proximity . Now , granting that all these

statements are correct, and that the true theory of the

tides has been attained , what business has the positive

philosopher with them ? Having settled that we have

nothing to do with causes, why does he go about to tell

us of the causes which produce tides, and of the relative

force and various combinations of these causes ? Is pot

* Page 28
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this proof of a very damaging inconsistency, and yet, of

an inconsistency not at all marvellous, seeing that the

most determined “ positivity ” must be vanquished by

that natural and irresistible tendency to speculate upon

the causes of every change which is a part of themental

structure of every man . ,

In the discovery and establishment of the Laws of

Phenomena, to which M . Comte would confine all study,

and from which he sometimes thus singularly wanders,

he relies chiefly upon mathematical science. So decided

is he in his estimate of the value of mathematics as an

instrument in the investigation of nature, that over the

doors of the temple of Philosophy which he claims to

have erected, there might be written the old inscription ,

“ Let no one ignorant of Geometry enter here.” . And

this he ought to do the more cheerfully , inasmuch as,

since one of the metaphysicians of our day has shown

that these words were never written by Plato over his

academy, this famous inscription has been running at

large, without any owner. No one in our age, has a

clearer title to it than our author. For, to none that we

have read, does mathematical science appear so neces

sary, and so immensely valuable . It is true that, in his

first enumeration of the sciences, he omits the mathema

tics. But this is a mere rhetorical feint, and the other

sciences are introduced only as Peers and Peeresses at

a coronation , to await the advent of the King . Heapo

logises for the “ prodigious omission ” by saying, that it

was intentional, and made in order to signalize the vast

importance of the mathematics. Then he proceeds to

place this science “ in the first place in the hierarchy of

the sciences,” making it the point of departure of all

education , whether general or special, and characterising

it, first, as a constituent part of natural philosophy,

tben , as the true basis of all natural philosophy, and

ending by affirming it to be “ the most valuable and

powerful instrument that the human mind can employ

in the investigation of the laws of natural phenomena."

To mathematics are due, says M . Comte , “ both the

origin of Positive Philosophy and its Method.” The

question will naturally arise, are the mathematics ap

plicable to all parts of this philosophy ? For example,
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will mathematical analysis give us the laws of Sociolo

gy or Biology, two of the positive sciences ? The author

leaves us in no doubt upon this part of the subject. He

says that in a logical view this science is necessarily and

rigorously universal. " There is no inquiry which is not

finally reducible to a question of numbers." * He men

tions the Kantian division of human ideas into two cate

gories of quantity and quality, and repudiating the lat

ter, resolves all ideas of quality into ideas of quantity.

He puts an extreme case, as if to indicate his own opin

ion in a manner which would prevent the possibility of

a mistake. “ Nothing can appear less like a mathema

tical inquiry than the study of living bodies in a state of

disease, yet, in studying the cure of diseases, we are

simply endeavouring to ascertain the quantities of the

different agents which are to modify the organism .” If

this is meant only as an illustration of the extreme to

which M . Comte would carry his mathematical fervour,

we bave nought to object to it. But if any of the Fa

culty should proceed to “ modify our organism ," by

computations of quantities , and doses arithmetically ad

justed , we would certainly raise a question touching the

quality and nature of the remedies used . And if he de

murred to this, we should surely feel ourselves justified

in seeking for one less skilled in mathematicaltherapeu

tics, and with whom the first question was not how

much ? but, ofwhat kind ? Sydney Smith's saying, “ that

the sixth commandment was suspended by every medi

cal diploma," would be gravely and sadly true, were the

next generation of physicians to become positive philo

sopbers .

The reader need not, however, anticipate any great

and sudden revolution in the mode of establishing those

sciences which have hitherto rested upon observation

and experience . Mathematical analyses cannot give us

as yet, and will never give us the laws which regulate

epidemics, or furnish us with the data from which to

construct a faultless theory of government. For this

science is , with the positive philosopher, only logically

universal. Practically , it is a science which is limited .

* Page 28.
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The limitations are first in man 's intelligence, and are

therefore likely to remain . But in the phenomena sub

mitted to us, there is also so much of complexity and so

much ofvariation, that mathematicians can only partial

ly apply these processes, and the universal science is

thus both objectively and subjectively limited . All vital

phenomena eludes its grasp . “ Social phenomena, be

ing more complicated still, are even more out of the

question as subjects for mathematical analysis.” The

mathematical basis, our author claims, exists in all these

cases as truly as in phenomena which exhibit in all its

clearness, the law of gravitation , only we cannot see it.

If our vision was clearer or more piercing, -- or, if the

conditions to be studied in each case, were not so mani

fold , we might discover the mathematical laws which

underlie every division of human knowledge, but at

present wemust rest quietly in the faith that they are

there.

That these limitations to the application of mathema

tical processes are correct, will be acknowledged, we

presume, by all, and the only remark we would make is

to express our surprise at the rash general assertions

which the author first makes, and then is afterwards

forced to limit and qualify . It is surely somewhat

strange to see him on one page describing the mathe

matics as rigorously universal, and on the next descri

bing the limitations and complexities which hinder its

application to all but the simplest classes of phenomena.

A more serions objection also occurs to us, for which we

crave a solution . In a quotation given above, it is said ,

" we oweboth the origin of Positive Philosophy and its

method to mathematics." But what is the worth of a

method, rigorously mathematical, which cannot be ap

plied ? Is that positive philosophy which is not estab

lished by the positive method ? M . Comte's mutterings

about pushing the method too far, will not do . Either

his philosophymust be established by the positiveme

thod , or it must cease to claim that pretentious title.

As it appears at present, it is a hybrid , boasting of a

pure paternity , or a mongrel system , vaunting its per

fect unity.

But the most signal and obvious characteristic of this
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new Philosophy, is the contemptuous air with which it

rejects all truth , that does not come appropriately under

the name “ positive." The extent of this rejection may

be inferred by our readers, when we say, that all mental

and moral science,-- all logic, and all rhetorie, save 80

much asmay be included under the term æsthetics,

with all theology, and the various branches of learning

connected with it, are summarily and scornfully dismiss

ed . The rout among old and hitherto well-established

sciences seemswell-nigh universal. Subjects which have

exercised the wit and subtlety of man ever since his cre

ation - upon which his keenest scrutiny has been fixed

for ages, and which the profoundest of human intellects

have thought worthy of long. continued investigation ,

suddenly cease to be important, and disappear forever

from the field of human knowledge. The wand of a

Parisian petit-maitre bas been waved over them , and

they are gone. They have been weighed in the balan

ces of the Laboratory, and been found wanting. Their

ardent students have wasted their lives, consumed their

days in fruitless toil, and reaped no harvest but themere .

chaff of words, - - of visionary speculations and unstable

hypotheses. Aristotle and Plato , Bacon and Descartes,

were only great and useful as they assisted to lead the

mind of the race through the lower theological and

metaphysical stages of knowledge, and prepare it for

the brightness and certainty of the positive state. All

their speculations, considered in themselves, and not as

forming the transition states to the true Philosophy, are

now utterly worthless , and they unust be considered as,

simply the forerunners of one greater and wiser than

themselves — the heralds of a Philosopher who will guide

men up from the mist-wreathed and broken valleys in ,

which they have stumbled , to the eminences of pure and

irrefragable truth . )

That we do not misrepresent the author in ourstate

ments concerning the amount rejected by him , will be

evident to every one who will examine his book . We

must be allowed to justify ourselves, and fulfil the in

tention with which we set out, by setting forth some of

those positions taken by him , which impinge upon sci

entific or sacred truths.

VOL. IX . - No. 2 . i n
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1. M . Comte evidently regards the study of Man as

inferior in dignity and usefulness to the study of Nature.

“ The positive philosopby," says he, " subordinates the

conception of man to that of the external world . If the

consideration of man is to prevail over that of the uni

verse, all phenomena are inevitably attributed to will

first natural, and then outside ofnature: and this is the

theological system . On the contrary , the direct study

of the universe suggests and developes the great idea of

the laws of nature ; which is the basis of all positive phi

losophy, and capable of extension to the whole of phe

pomena, including, at last, those of man and society .

The one point of agreement among all schools of theolo

gy and metaphysics, which otherwise differ, without

limit, is that they regard the study ofman as primary,

and that of the universe as secondary , usually neglect

ing the latter entirely. , Whereas, the mostmarked char

acteristic of the positive school is that it founds the

study of man on the prior knowledge of the external

world ." * This extract sheds much light upon the char

acter of the positive philosophy . M . Comte is strangely

fearful lest any phenomena should be attributed to will,

simply lest this might bring on the field the overruling

action of a Divine providence. To prevent this, he con

fines all science to the discovery of general laws, at

which he stops. They are to him in the place of Provi

dence- in the place of God .. .Man can not, and need

not, go beyond them . The reference of all phenomena

to them concludes the whole work of the investigator.

Inexorable and uncbangeable , they control the move

ments and changes of the visible universe, the fluctua

tions of human society, and the manifold thoughts of

man . Thus, by exalting the study of external nature

above the study of man and his nature, and dexterously

extending the comprehension of the term “ nature," a

vast and compactsystem ofmaterialism is built up ; and

the universe, with the dwellers therein , are all tbrown

under thesway of fixed and immutable laws. .

As a consequence of this subordination of man to na

ture, the study of man's intellectual constitution becomes
a matter of inferior importance. It loses its rightful po
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* Page 801.
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sition in the front rank of those subjects which claim

investigation . In the Positive Philosophy, it is made.

part of the general subject, known as Biology , one chap

ter under this division being allotted to “ Intellectual

and Moral, or (and we beg the reader to mark how the

materialistic tendency shows itself in the language,) ce

rebral functions." . And nowhere in the book is the su

percilious tone affected by M . Comte more prevalent

than in this chapter. Rhadamanthus could not be more

oracular in his decisions, ormore prompt in his condem

nation . Hear him : “ The great philosophical cause is

tried and judged ; and the metaphysicians have passed

from a state of domination to a state of protestation in

the learned world at least, where their opposition would

obtain no attention , but for the inconvenience of their

still impeding the progress of popular reason ." * This

is very much in the vein of Nott and Gliddon , who, by

the way, always mention the name of Comte with due

ascriptions of praise . A little surly insolence would be

far more easily borne by patientmen , than the presump

tuous vanity with which this dapper philosophe shuts

the door of the.“ learned world ,” upon better and great

er men than himself.

t. We forbear to give other quotations, in which the

grave absurdity of the judgements delivered are quite

as manifest. But there is one sentence so fully illustra

tive of the spirit and intellectual scope of this new phi

losophy, that we feel that wemust not pass it by. “ As

to their (i. e. the metaphysicians') fundamental princi

ple of interior observation , it would certainly be super

fluous to add anything to what I have already said about

the absurdity of the supposition of a man seeing himself

think .” We confess that we read this sentence several

times before we could well assure ourselves that it was

truly in the book . Nor are we sure now that we under

stand him . The earnestness of his manner forbids the

thought that he was attempting to be facetious, and sor

ry would the wit be. But did he ever hear of any hu

man being who seriously contended that thought is visi

ble as a tree is visible , or that we can look upon the

changes of matter ? The author cannot have meant to

wing I wi : ' * Page 382.
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palm off such a bald absurdity , even upon the despised

metaphysicians. The fundamental principle , then ,which

he sconts as absurd , and to which he gives the unusual

title of the “ principle of interior observation , must be

nothing more or less than consciousness, and he must

intend to deny thatwe have any such endowment, either

as a distinct and special faculty of the mind, or as the

universal condition of thought. Wemay think , but we

cannot know thatwethink . Consciousness, which gives

us the knowledge of thought as the accompaniment of

the act of thought;- -reflection , by which we detain our

thoughts, and subject them to analysis , are both dreams

of the metaphysician. We have no power to observe

what passes our minds. Consciousness teaches us no

thing - exists not itself.

This denial is of course fundamental, and removes the

basis of all intellectual philosopby. As that philosophy

consists in the developement and application of the in

tuitive principles given us in consciousness, it is subvert

ed when consciousness is formally abnegated . This de

nialmakes it impossible also for any discussion to arise

between M . Comte and the metaphysicians. They rest

upon consciousness , and the veracity of its utterances.

They find in it the fundamental laws of thought, and

follow these laws in the construction of their science.

Positive Philosophy ignores consciousness as the source

of any definite knowledge, and holds that “ interior ob

servation ” is an impossibility and an absurdity. The

common ground, upon which all discussions touching

man's intellectual nature must proceed , is thus broken

down, and all controversy is at end. Whetber M . Comte

meant to accomplish this or not, we cannot tell ; but it

is certain that his broad denial of the existence of con

sciousness bas made the gulf between himself and the

metaphysicians as deep and as wide as even he conld

desire.

Wehave carefully examined the book to discover the

arguments which were so conclusive against the princi

ple of interior observation that any addition would be

plainly “ superfluous," but we have failed to find them .

If they were of the staple of somewhich follow tbis bold

denial, their suppression would be no loss to the worid .
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One of the most remarkable of these , is the argument

by which he supports his position , that all intellectual

philosophy, founded simply upon human consciousness,

lacks comprehension , owing to the narrowness of its ba

sis. It is this — that animals, not having the faculty of

interior observation, or not being able to communicate

what passes within them , the field of study must neces

sarily be limited , and no comparison can be instituted

between their intellectual faculties, and those of man.

In other words, we cannot study man with any certain

ty, or comprehensiveness , because we cannot describe

the process by which an elephant may reason, or trans

late into articulate language the chatterings of a mon

key. Passing by the question how far the animals are

possessed of intellectual capacities , it may be sufficient

to say in reply to this, that if oursystemsof mental phi

losophy fail to take in any thing but the data given by

human consciousness , these data may still be a sure

basis for a correct psychology . M . Comte has never

witnessed all the operations of the law of gravitation ;

yet he claims universality for it, and postulates it as the

basis of the entire science of astronomy. Wemay not

be able to survey all the manifestations of intellect

either in the ranks of creatures above us, or in those

beneath us, and yet be justified in attempting to erect a

philosophy of the mind. Let us but give faith to our

own consciousness and its intuitions, and the founda

tions of the science are secured . Cautious induction ,

founded upon wide and accurate observations, will ena

ble us to build wisely , and a fair and beautiful structure

reward our labours.

Some of our readers will doubtless learn with surprise

that after all these very contemptuous rejections and

denials, and especially the denial that we possess any

power of observing mental phenomena, M . Comte still

continues to treat ofman 's intellectual functions. These,

bowever, are synonymous with “ cerebral functions,"

and in place of the psychologies” and “ metaphysics"

of the older writers, we have, as the positive theory of

the human mind, what is called, in this book , " phreno

logical physiology.” “ The proper object of " phreno

logical physiology consists," says the author, " in deter
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mining the cerebral organ appropriate to each clearly

marked, simple disposition , affective or intellectual; or,

reciprocally , which is more difficult, what function is

fulfilled by any portion of the mass of the brain which

exbibits the anatomical conditions of a distinct organ."

This, stripped of its verbiage, is simply thematerialistic

proposition that thought is a function of the brain , and

particular classes of thought, the productions of particu

lar and definite portions of the brain . This , with the

special honour which is rendered to the names of Caba

nis and Gall, will indicate to the reader the stand-point

from which M . Comte surveys the intellectualworld , and

justify us in asserting that he is openly and unquestion

ably a materialist, - a title he would doubtless receive

as a term of hononr. His very great scientific acquire

mpents, and his fine powers of analysis , preserve him

from the crudities and the nonsense of travelling phre

nologists, (whose occupation , we are glad to see , is well

nigb gone,) and he rejects with unusual decision , the

maps of the human brain as given by Gall and Spurz

heim ; but his radical principles are materialistic, and to

follow him would be simply to return to the days de

scribed in the terse language of Sir William Hamilton ,

as the days in which the philosophy of mind was

viewed as correlative to the physiology of organization ,”

and to the dreamy speculations “ in which the moral

nature of inan was at last formally abolished in its iden

tification with his physical ; mind became a reflex of

matter ; thougbt, a secretion of the brain ." * How near

he has already drifted to these atheistic speculators ,

may be determined by the fact, that he suffers himself,

in one place, to speak of “ men who may be said to

think with the hinder part of the head .” — P . 548.) We

humbly submit, whether the Positive Philosophy may

not have sprung from that quarter.

2 . Positivism ignores entirely, and with its usual com

placency , all that has hitherto gone under the name of

Moral Philosophy. Man , it is true, considered as an

animal, has certain mural functions. · But these, like the

intellectual functions, are entirely cerebral. Their study

* Sir Wm. Hamilton's Discussions, do , p. 3, London edition .
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is a part of phrenological physiology, while the observa

tion of moral acts forms a part of natural history , pro

perly so called.* Divided thus, between theman who

feels “ bumps," and the man who studies the habits and

instincts of birds, beasts, and fishes, moral science, the

delight of many a great and pure mind, disappears for

ever. M . Comte, while vacating theniche it has always

occupied in the temple of knowledge, does not do it the

poor honour of naming it. Psychology and Metaphysics

are dismissed by their titles. Even the celebrated Ger

man theory of the " Ego," receives the compliment of a

curt refutation. The French school, theGerman school,

and the Scotch school of metaphysicians, (the special

characteristic of the last being impotence," ) are all

mentioned, if it is to be condemned . But, for aught we

can find in the book , one might read it without ever

dreaming that profound questions in morals had ever

agitated the mind of man , or that different systems of

moral science had invited the study and the support of

ardent disciples. Not an anthor is quoted, not a princi

ple discussed . None of the speculators upon subjects

embraced under this science are named, save Adam

Smith ; to whom , with Hume, our author acknowledges

himselfmuch indebted for aid in his early philosophical

education . But Smith 's name is mentioned , not as a

moral philosopher, but as a historian of the sciences,

and particularly of astronomy. Thus the whole subject

is quietly ignored . It is not discussed . There is no re

futation of any part of it attempted. It is coolly regard

ed as in a tomb, upon which M . Comte is not even con

cerned to write an epitaph .

Nor can we find, after somewhat diligent examination,

that any of the great principles of morals are incorpora

ted in the new philosophy. Wehave looked in vain for

some recognition of the existence of conscience. The

author talks of public and of personal morals, but he

does not mention that great judge, solemnly enthroned

in every man 's breast, which decides upon all moral

acts , and determines their moral quality. Neither does

M . Comte condescend to say aught concerning the free

* Page 383.
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dom or the necessity of man's moral actions. Yet, no

subject might be more fitly discussed by him than this

one, for bis whole philosophy leads directly to the most

rigid Fatalism . His general laws control all phenome

pa , and are in themselves immutable . The stars are

guided by them . The tides ebb and flow : the flowers

bloom and wither : man grows up into maturity and

dies : nations flourish and decay : society dissolves, and

then crystallizes into new forms, all in obedience to these

laws. The spontaneous acts of man': for aught we can

see, the flow of man 's thoughts , and the current of his

affections, are under the same control, and acknowledge

the same rule . All is law - iron , inflexible, despotic

law, - law , without a law -giver, from which there is no

possibility of escape, and which no one can change. .

From this conclusion , which fixes the charge of fatal

ism upon his doctrines, M . Comte escapes by an incon

sistency which is quite as hurtful to his philosophy. It

is the acknowledgement that his “ general" and " inva

riable ” laws, to which men and events are both subject,

are neither general nor invariable . “ The most general

and simple of all laws," says he, plainly implying that

pone are entirely general or simple, is the law which

determines the weight of bodies. The phenomena of

life, and acts of the mind, are so highly complex as to

adnit of modification beyond all estimate.” * Thus, just

where weneed most the contrul of general laws, viz : in

.complex phenomepa, we find that they do not exist.

Yet, this is called philosophy, - a positive philosophy,

and the author talks of the “ vain dreams of the Meta

physicians.”

3 . Logic, as that term has hitherto been understood , is

also wanting in the hierarchy of the sciences, as arranged

by M . Comte. Positivism deals with this science some

what differently from the manner which it affects when

treating of others. Some of these it dignifies with an

attempted overthrow ; others, it casts away, scornfully

and promptly ; others , again , it passes over unnamed ;

logic it quietly absorbs. It acknowledges, in a patrovi

zing way, that some advantage is to be attributed to it

* Page 890.
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in “ directing and strengthening the action of the under

standing ; " but with a coolness that is inimitable , pro- •

proceeds to say that “ the positive method being every

wbere identical, is as much at homein the art of reason

ing , as any where else ; and this is why no science,

whether biology, or any other, can offer any kind of rea

soning , of which mathematics does not supply a simpler

and purer counterpart. Thus, we are enabled to elimi

nate the only remaining portion of the old pbilosophy,

which could even appear to offer any real utility ; the

logical part, the value of which is irrevocably absorbed

by mathematical science.” Per contra , and as an offset

to these boastful pretensions, we direct our readers' at

tention to the sturdy zeal, and the dialectic skill with

which Sir William Hamilton sets himself to prove the

mathematics, not a logical exercise at all, and the joy

with which he records the decision of Warburton , that

“ the oldest mathematician in England is the worst rea

soner in it." *

4 . Positive Philosophy has no Science of God, and of

Man 's relations to God. It discards all Theology, and

all those branches of learning which have grown up

around this most important, and to man , most intensely

interesting subject. Its fundamental principle necessi

tates this rejection of all tbelogy. If the theological

condition is the lowest from which all the sciences must

rise ere they can claim any scientific character , then

there can be no truth there, or no truth which we must

pot abandon when we enter upon the higher stage. Its

value is simply the value of a starting point. He that

is starting ,may esteem it as his place of departure, but

he that has ascended above it may forget it, or look

back upon it with indifference. The value of theologi

cal speculation to us now consists just in the fact that it

did once minister to the awakening of human thought.

That office accomplished , it became as futile and vain

as the researches of the astrologers after they had led

men on to the splendid science of astronomy. Thus

does Positivism , by its fundamental principle , degrade

Theology, and subordinate it to each nascent science,

* Discussions, & c., pp. 285-802.
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to Phrenology, and Biology, and others as baseless and

unformed .

Another principle, held by M . Comte, and made fun

damental, in the scheme of Positive Philosophy, is , that

being limited in our researches to laws, we can institute

no inquiry into causes, - either , says our author, as if to

make emphatic , what no one could misinterpret, “ either

first or final.” This subverts Theology at its founda

tions, by making it impossible to institute any argument

by which we can demonstrate the existence of God . -

Weare walled around, and shut in , by these laws, and

cannot get beyond them , to see, if baply, in our gropings,

we cannot find One, of whom we may say, that all laws

are but the expression of his over-ruling will,-- all beings

the creations of His infinite power. To the height of

this great argument, Positive Philosophy does not aspire .

Nay, it forbids us to attempt it. We can look outupon

nature, and admire its wondrous beauty, and study its

various mechanism , but we dare not look up to see who

wove its robe of beauty, or gave the impulse to its or

derly and stupendous movements. An ancient king, in

the fervours of a devotion which was wiser than all phi

losophy, could say , as he surveyed the starry heavens,

or the sun shining in his strength , “ The heavens declare

the glory ofGod , and the firmament sheweth his handi

work. " “ Day unto day uttereth speech , and night un

to night showeth knowledge." A Parisian philosopher,

profanely sneering at the sweet Psalmist, can write, “ To

those unfamiliar with a study of the celestialbodies, as

tronomy has still the character of being a science pre

eminently religious ; as if the famous text the heavens

declare the glory ofGod , retained its old significance."

But, to minds familiar with true philosopbical astrono

my, the heavens declare no other glory than that of

Hipparchus, of Kepler, of Newton, - in å word, of all

those who have aided 'in establishing their laws." We

beg pardon of our readers for inflicting upon them the

pain , with which every good man must read a sentence

80 portentously profane. And we record , to the praise

ofMiss Martineau, that she has bad the good taste to

suppress it. It must be sought for in the French edition

of M . Comte's Worke. . , som
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After an avowal so unmistakeable as the above, we

are amazed to find that M . Comte rejects Atheism as

decidedly as he rejects Theism , and actually classes it

under the soft name of " a negative doctrine,” with doc

trines which shrink from the contact. “ It is simply a

final phase," says he, “ of the ancient philosophy, first

theological, and then metaphysical.” It will do to dis:

organize old systems with , is his opinion, but it will

never construct the new and lasting systems of philoso

phy. This must be done by the Philosophy which re

cognizes"nothing but universal natural laws, to wit : by

materialism , under the name of Positivism . .

Webegin to grow weary of a book , in which error

draws out its length through many consecutive pages,

and will pass briefly over what remains. The attitude

which the Positive Philosophy assumes to Revealed Re

ligion, may be readily inferred from what precedes. As

to the radical question, whether there has been any reli

gion revealed to man bymeans of supernatural inspira

tion , - any system of faith and practice , now existing ,

which is prescrbed to man by Divine authority, there is

in the book no attempt to determine, -- no attempt even

to discuss it . The silence, however, is ominous. We

suppose that M . Comte 's opinion is, that the Bible is a

specimen of the earlier and the later literature of the

Hebrews, in wbich the only thing worthy of observation

is that the law of Jesus is superior to the law of Moses,

and all of which is now valuable only as indicating the

stage of progress to which the Jews bad attained . Some

things in the old book still attract his attention and ad

miration , among which are the “ fine theocratic natures

of early antiquity, of whom Moses is the most familiar,

if not the most accurate type." * But our gravity has

been somewhat disturbed to find these men of " fine the

ocratic natures, ” suddenly brought down to our own le

vel, and to learn that the type and model of them all

was, with many better things, a capital “ engineer ."

But there are other reasons why we must esteem M .

Comte to be a rejecter of Divine Revelation . The fun

damental principles of bis philosophy are inconsistent

2 1 Page 586 . . . . .
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with the possibility of such a revelation , or at least with

the evidences by which it must be accredited to the

world . A miracle is an impossibility in a universe

governed by inflexible general laws. · A prophecy is an

equal impossibility. Man cannot infringe these laws,

and cannot repeal them . God, if there be a God, will

not : for in a system so constituted, any thing abnormaal

or exceptional, would be destructive of the whole system .

The existence of all the positive sciences thus depends

upon the discredit of the two great witnesses for the

Inspiration of the Bible. And strange to say , M . Comte

actually compliments the Roman Catholic Church, by

attributing to it the " suppression of inspiration , with

all its train of oracles and prophecies, apparitions and

iniracles.," _ this very equivocal compliment being foun

ded on the fact that inspiration ceased in the Church , the

moment that the entire system of Christianity was fully

revealed .

The question may be asked , how does the Positive

Philosophy deal with Christianity as a fact in the world's

history ? Does it ignore all man 's religious wants and

aspirations ? Does it forget, or pass by without notice,

the palpable fact that the struggles and sufferings ofthe

buman race, - its profoundest studies, and its most hero

ic-acts and sacrifices, have most of them had reference

to the religious systems by which it was influenced ?

Or, does Positivism think to establish a universal science,

embracing under it special sciences, framed for the very

purpose of giving us systematic theories of social and

national life, and leave out of view that religion which

preëmiņently makes modern civilized life what it is ?

These questions may all be answered in the negative.

M . Comte does not omit to give us his Theory of the

Religious History of man, -- por to show how advantage

ously the positive philosopher may study that history.

His theory is briefly as follows : Man begins with Feti

chism . The theological dogma of the Fall is fundamen

tally erroneous. The race did not start from an elevated

point. There was no brief bright period wben man was

perfect in himself, and dwelt in a world unvexed by

disease or death . No. “ Man has every where begun

by being a fetich worsbipper and a cannibal.” The only
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quality possessed by him , while in this condition , is

the simple ability to raise himself out of it, and this is

the specific difference between himself and the brute.

This is all that coustitutes his superiority in organization .

Thus our race entered upon the world it was destined to

inhabit and rule. Timorons, weak , and ignorant, our

rude forefathers beheld in every motion the effect of

living power, and saw a living being in every tree, and

flower ,- in every dark cloud, and bright ray,-- in the

great sun, and every glittering star . A shadow startled

them — a storm bursting upon them , was the visit of a

revengeful power. They transferred the life stirring

within them to inanimate objects without, and worship

ped them . The passions struggling in their breasts they

imagined moved also in the things around them , and

they feared them , and trembled before them . Then ,

gradually attaining to some insight as to those things

near, they still kept their fear and wonder for those re

mote and mysterious, and star-worship became the final

point and culmination of Fetichism .

From Fetichism , by a natural derivation , came Poly

theism . In it, the Gods worshipped bymen are personi

fied abstractions, gifted with life and power . One is ,

the personification of Love, another of Wisdom , another

of Virtue. To make these personifications, requires some

power of abstraction, and in Polytheism we behold the

dawning of the Metaphysical, or transitional condition

of human knowledge. This was the first effort at specu

lative activity , and signalizes a great advance in the in

tellectual life of our race, while the great number of his

gods, and their constant presence with him , as the su

perintendents of the various parts of the material world ,

made devotion an easy and familiar thing to the Poly

theist. His Pantheon was around him continually. Po

lytheism also demanded a sacerdotal order, and in the

priesthoods of all nations are to be found the germs of

all intellectual and moraldevelopment. In every point

of view , therefore, Polytheism must be regarded as an

ascending step from Fetichism , while, as to what follows,

it evidently leads, naturally and necessarily , to Mono

theism .

Between Pylytheism and Monotheism , the filiation is
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d easily,
antibioti,Fate te basis ofcomplete, and easily authenticated. In the more ad

vanced systems of Polytheism , Fate becomes gradually

supreme. This supremacy is made the basis of a new

spiritual regime. Fate slowly , but surely, absorbs the

functions and prerogatives of all the other deities, and

in the end , stands forth, under the name of Providence ,

as the one God of the Monotheist. " The transition,"

says M . Comte, " through the idea of Fate , to the con

ception of Providence, is clear enough, as effected by

the metaphysical spirit in its growth. *

Having thus risen, by successive stages, from the low

est and most grovelling kind of Fetichism , in which ,

alas ! is found the original and normal state of man , to

pure and acknowledged Monotheism , it is time to look

around us, and see whether we are in the presence of

theGod, whom we have been accustomed to worship as

Creator, Upholder, and Lord of all. To our sorrow , we

find that we have only an abstraction , the product of

metaphysical philosophy. God exists no more as one,

than as many. The highest form ofmonotheism , to wit :

Christianity, is not final, - is not the ultimate step in

buman progress. Wemust leave it behind, and, as

cending to a loftier and serener elevation , we must

breathe in the pure air, and see in the clear light of the

Positive Philosophy. All beneath this is but tempora

ry and transitional,-- this is scientific, permanent, and .

eternal. True, we have no God, but we have a universe,

wonderful in its order, and sublime in its extent. We

have no worship by which our hearts may go out after

the unseen and the eternal; but we have animating

displays of the beauty and glory of the everlasting

laws.' t . We have no immortal life to which we may

turn with hope and exultation . This is pure selfishness

- - the morality of Christianity ,which turns wholly upon

the desire for personal salvation, and is therefore unphi

losophical and ungenerous. But we have the beauty of

a present reality, over which inexorable law presides,

inviting us to the study of invariable processes and un

changeable results. Wehave no Christ, bearing human

guilt, and sympathising with human sorrows, but we

* Page 696 . + Preface, p . 10 .
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have a positive” morality , consisting of “ a complete

expansion of benevolent acts and sympathetic emotions

toward the whole of our race."

We can assure M . Comte that we have no hesitation

in choosing between the old and contemned Theology,

drawn from the Bible , which he is pleased to ignore, and

his new and pretentious philosophy. With all its breadth

and comprehensiveness - with all the scientific truth he

has endeavoured to incorporate in it, and with all the

persistent zeal and dexterous ingenuity he has shown in

building it up , we must still say that “ the old is better.”

And we thank God, that it is his pleasure, as it seems to

ns, to smite all systems which range themselves against

his holy Word , with one incurable defect, - a defect

which incapacitates them for any lasting or expanding

dominion over the buman mind . They all lack vital

warmth . They are all cold , cheerless speculations. Dis

guised as they may be in philosophic robes, and gar

landed by flowers, the heart of man always refuses to

take them to itself. It finds in them no answer to its

pressing needs — no relief for its intense anxieties. It

can extract no hope out of their placid utterances , and

find no motives for effort in their finely -spun theories.

And so it casts them from it, and turns back to the

blessed Book , which contains within it a Gospel, warm

with precious and immutable promises, and beaming

with the light of sure and immortal bopes .

M . Comte may think this a small matter, compared

with the width of view , and comprehensiveness of

thought, which is promised in his Philosophy, and look

with his customary contempt upon those who prefer the

lowly places he has left, to the heights to which he

would call all men . But M . Cornte understands not the

wants, as he evidently fails to see the causes of the

woes of bis fellow men . There is many a fair valley in

Europe, the dwellers in which cannot see beyond the

tops of the mountains which encircle them , and who

look , day after day , upon the same fields, and the same

homes. And there is one awful mountain , lifting itself

above all its fellows, and piercing the heavens with its

sharp, glittering, icy top . The adventurous traveller,

who has reached the summit, over glaciers treacherous
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and trembling, and over dark and unfathomable chasms,

may look out upon a view , such as can be seen at no

other spot of earth. From that eminence he may look

down upon mountains that stretch far away on every

side, all crowned with their thawless snows, — upon lakes

that sleep in quiet beauty at their feet, - upon the forests

at the north -- upon the ricb vineyards of France, - and

far to the southward , upon the golden haze overhanging

Italy , upon the historic plain of Marathon , -- and upon

the shores that are washed by the waters of theMedi

terranean sea . But who would not rather live in the

secluded valley , than upon the snowy summit of Mont

Blanc ! Who would not rather abide in the lowly vale,

from which we could lift our eyes to the calm , pure hea

ven above us, and be cheered and warmed by rays from

the great Sun of Righteousness, than to ascend tbe

heights and breathe the rare and chilling air, to which

a godless philosophy would lift us ! In the vale , we

could live - live joyfully, and gladly, and peacefully :

upon the mountain top , we would perish in a single

night.

1. Of the Positive Philosophy we may then say, that

while its author must be acknowledged to be a man of

comprehensive scientific knowledge, and is evidently &

master in the art of generalization , yet, the fundamental

principles of his philosophy are so hopelessly wrong, as

to ensure the downfall of the whole structure, while

the opposition which the system assumes towards the

Religion of Christ, will only necessitate another fulfil

ment of the prediction , thatupon whomsoever this stone

“ shall fall, it will grind him to powder.” . Let him that

is attracted by its specious generalizations and its scien

tific pretensions, beware.

ise biri . . *ARTICLE IV .

ES : ON ORGANS. . !! ! :P

If we'agitate this subject, and seek to expel from the

honse and worship of God , all the lovers and devotees of
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Jubal, who was a descendant of that wicked one, Cain ,

it is simply because we know the beginning of evil is as

the letting forth of water. Themost deadly poisons are

usually administered with the most pleasant and heal

thy food . Themost dangerous errors and falsehoods on

earth , are those presented with a large amount of truth .

A scar, accidentally made, on the face, may afterwards

be deemed an important element to a perfect portrait.

So customs, formed without the shadow of authority,

may , by consent, become as binding and solemn as law

itself. Hence, upon the use of organs, as a regular part

of the services of the sanctuary, we say, “ Obsta princi

pris.” — * Qui dat formam , dat consequentia ad for

mam .” Let an error or evil, in any way, gain a foot-hold

in the church , and how long will it be before tradition

willbow down to it, as a relic of profoundest veneration ?

Like the long and angry controversy waged between the

Eastern and Western Churches, as to whether the bread

they used on sacramental occasions should be leavened

or unleavened, - or of the amusing mistake mentioned

by Herodotus, which occurred by a mere slip of the pen

in transcribing the word mumpsimus for sumpsimus ; at

first it was regarded a mistake, but time soon gave to it

a veneration , which a logomachy of years could not

correct. For what we have to advance upon this sub

ject, wewould neither excite the hatred of Lavater, who

says, “ Never make that man your friend who hates

music ” : nor the reproach of him who says;

“ The man that hath not music in himself,

Nor is not moved with concord ofsweetsounds,

Is fit for treasons, stratagemsand spoils.

The motions of his spirit are dull as night,

And his affections dark as Erebus.

Let no such man be trusted." 29 hodin o

Though not entirely destitute ofmusical taste, or mu

sical knowledge, still we are free to admit, if our lot

had fallen in the reign of queen Elizabeth , we might

have been something of a wonder among men : For

those who could not then , join in a madrigal, or take

their part in a song for various voices, were treated as

persons whose education had been neglected, and folks

wondered where such people had been brought up”

9 101 1090

VOL. IX . - No. 2.

* Lex. Rex. P .2
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Wehave no idea , if our life were suddenly terminated

by death , the world would ever say of us, as was said

of the celebrated musician , Paganini, “ The whole man

was an instrument, - a musical sensibility seemed to vi

brate through every fibre of his frame.” Or, as was

said at the death of Pope: “ The power of song and

force of music died .” But we confess, ours is a dull ear,

for what some persons call “ the luxuries ” of public wor

ship , viz : the organ, with its attaché, an operatic choir ,

which , too often, is no more, even on the Sabbath , in

the house of God , than áxpoapara , ( ear-sports.) Such a

remark may subject us, in the estimation of many, to

the charge of narrow -minded prejudice, - and the ama

teurs of the organ and dance, may denounce us as stiff

laced Puritan , -- disturbers of the peace, and long -estab

lished good order in the worship of the Sanctuary . But

shall we obey God , or please man ? If ours be the work

of men , it will cometo nought; but if it be the work of

God, ye cannot overthrow it. Hence “ stand ye in the

ways, and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the

good way, and walk therein , and ye shall find rest for

your souls." We shall here only bear our testimony

against evils which we have seen , or believe to exist,

among the professed people of God. Weare well aware

that an argument, drawn merely from the silence of

the Scriptures, is obviously inconclusive, - nothing would

be a more dangerous or unwise conclusion than to main

tain , what the Scriptures do not condemn, they approve.

In this way , the praying to saints , or praying for the

dead, — the use of oil, chrism and spittle in baptism ,

the belief in such places as limbo and purgatory, would

soon find a place in our creed . For doctrinalknowledge,

or the established order of public worship , ---we are not

willing to take the auton sops, of any individual, or sect ,

wedemand a --" Thus saith the Lord .” “ Salus Populi

suprema Lex." . It is not the sanctity which custom , or

age , gives to any part of religion, that makes us respect

it, but its Divine original. Music of any sort, is not to

be held sacred by us, merely because it is performed in

the house of God. Too much , we fear, is thus offered,

of wbich the Lord may well say : " When ye come to

appear before me, who hath required this at your hand

a place in order of puf any
individiSalus P
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to tread my courts ? Bring no more vain oblations : in

cense is an abomination unto me : the new moons and

sabbaths, the calling of assemblies, I cannotaway with :

it is iniquity, even the solemn meeting." A " sin -offer

ing hast thou not required." . It is not because praise is a

pleasant thing _ pleases the ear— and stirs up the deep

feelings of the soul, thatweemploy it in the worship of

God : a much stronger reason than this enjoins its use up

on us, - it is a " positive institution ofGod.” “ Sing ye

praises with the spirit, and with the understanding also ."

“ Let every thing that bath breath , praise the Lord.”

If music - if praise, is a necessary and important part

of our worship, and derives its efficacy from its appoint

ment, and our method of performance,- - surely , it is no

vain enquiry, how ? or with what, shall we praise God ?

The design of sacred music is to express our devoutaf

fections towards God , and make melody in the heart to

the Lord .” Says Dr. Fuller, “ The intent of singing is,

by a musical pronunciation of affecting truth, to render

it still more affecting." " Singing" says Dr. Gill, " is

speaking melodiously , musically, or with the modulation

of the voice , for there is no such thing as mental singing,

or singing in the heart without the voice.” In its place,

praise is as necessary and important a part of our wor

ship , and should be as faithfully improved and perform

ed , as the preaching of the word or prayer. For He

who said " Hear the word at my mouth " _ " preach the

word," -- who hath taught us “ how to pray," and " for

what we should pray,'._ -with the sameauthority enjoins

it upon us to sing with the spirit, and with the under

standing also." " Speaking to yourselves in psalms, and

hymns, and spiritual songs : singing and making melo

dy in your heart to the Lord. In this,' * Emmons

says, “ the apostle did not address the Ephesians, as

singers , but as men of piety, who would wish to express

their holy love and gratitude to the Author of all their

mercies. Speaking is the natural language of the un .

derstanding , and singing is the natural language of the

heart. “ Wealways use words to express our thoughts ,

but we do not always use words to express our teelings.

1 * VOL. 2, p . 891.
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sound il
leave

mands haven they are a
moralistic and

These we can clearly and forcibly express by simple

sounds." Sound may arouse and excite the feelings,

but will leave no deep or lasting impression on the heart.

“ Melodions sounds have only a mechanical operation

upon the mind : but when they are connected with ap

propriate language, they produce a moral effect. For

this reason , men bave always connected music and poe

try together.” Music has no human father. It claims

to bave descended from the skies. It is nomodern in

vention . For sacred song is as ancient as the creation ,

the eldest born of all the daughters of Music. So does

instrumental music go back far in the history of man ,

for Jubal, the sixth from Cain , long before the deluge,

taughtmen to play on instruments, and was called " the

father of all such as handle the harp and organ . By the

way , we here take occasion to remark , what was then

called an organ , was not such as we now use, and call

by that name. Parkhurst says, it denoted some fistular

wind instrument with boles , resembling our flute : and

answering to the " fistula Panis" of antiquity, whose

invention was ascribed to Pan , the great sylvan god ,

who made it of the reeds which grew by the river banks,

and played on it while his goats were feeding, which

shows it was a pastoral instrument, and not such as we

now use. Originally , the word organum ,whence organ

is derived , had a very extended acceptation, and desig

nated all instruments, whatever their uses. By degrees

it was applied solely to musical instruments : it was

afterwards confined to wind instruments , and at last the

word organum only signified the instrument wenow call

an organ . If wemay rely on statements in the British

Minstrel as authority ,* " The first true indication of an

organ is dated about the 8th century. At that period,

theGreek Emperor, Constantine Eupronymus, presented

an organ to Pepin , king of France. For a long time it

was used only in princes ? courts, and not thought of

being introduced into churches.” Elsewhere, the same

historian informs us — From the French church proceed

ed the use of the organ — the first musical instrument

employed in the church . Music in churches , is as old

* Neander, vot. iii : p . 128 .
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as the church itself : but not so with the use of instru

mental music. Bingham says, “ It is generally agreed

by learned men that the use of organs came into the

church since the timeof Thomas Aquinas, (1250.) For

he said , “ Our church does not use musical instruments,

as barps, and psalteries , to praise God." The gradual

introduction of them was concurrent with the gradual

corruption of the church in all other respects. So long

as she retained her virgin purity, and was uncorrupted

by the world , did she most sedulously keep aloof from

all such innovations and improvements , Marinus Sann

tus, who lived about 1290, was the firstwho broughtthe

use of wind organs into churches. In honour ofwhich ,

he was called Torcellus, - the Italian name for an organ .

Let it not be forgotten — the art of playing on the organ ,

and its use in Divine service, was first brought to per

fection in the Church of Rome. Here it is,we ascertain

the parentage of this so-called grand improvement in the

praise ofGod. Whenever the church puts on themask

of the world , she is not only sure to lose something of

her dignity, but of vital godliness .

But, to take up again the thread of Scriptural history

upon this subject : Moses, the leader of God's ancient

Israel, composed a song and sung it when he passed

through the Red Sea. David was both a lover and

great proficient in music was called “ the sweet singer

in Israel.” He was such a lover of it, and so enthusias

tic in his performance, that in the eyes of bis queen ,

Michal, be so far outstripped the bounds of decency,

in dancing and playing before the ark , that she came

out to meet him with the ironical reproach : “ How glo

rious was the king of Israel to-day, who uncovered him

self to-day in the eyes of thehandmaids and his servants

as one of the vain fellows shamelessly uncovereth him

self.” * For upwards of six hundred years after the

deluge, the Scriptures do not record the practice of

music, but in Genesis, chap. 31, where Laban says to

Jacob, “ wherefore didst thou flee away secretly , and

stealaway from me, and didst not tellme, that I might

have sent thee away with mirth , and with songs, with

2 . Sam . vi : 5 -20 .
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tabret and with harp ?” And during the period of the

administration of Moses, no other musical instruments

arementioned than trumpets and timbrels, - - the blowing

of the ram 's horns at the destruction of Jericho, -- and

the song of Deborah and Barak. From this, to the peri

od when Saulwas chosen king, about 1095 before Christ ,

the Bible hasno reference to musical instruments , except

the trumpet on military occasions. As there is no pre

cept of Christ, -- no example of the apostles, enjoining or

enforcing the introduction of musical instruments into

Divine worship , under the gospel, no dictate of reason,

and no sentimentof piety requiring their use it is de

voutly to be wished that they may be entirely and uni

versally excluded from the house of God. Justin Mar

tyr says, “ The singing with instrumentalmusic was not

received in the Christian churches, as it wus among the

Jews in their infant state ; but only the use of plain

song." Justinus remarks : “ The use of instruments was

granted the Jews for their imperfection , and that there

fore such instruments have no place in the church ."

Long after this, we learn from Gillespie : « The Jewish

church, not as it was a church, but as it was Jewish , it

had musicians to play upon harps, psalteries, cymbals,

and other musical instruments , in the temple.

As David was known on different great occasions,

both himself to use, and recommend the use of instru

ments to others, we may be asked , if it was proper for

David to use them , under the law , why not, equally so,

for us, under the gospel ? The middle wall of partition is

broken down . David submitted to the rite of circumcis.

ion — the offering of sacrifices : must we do the same

under the gospel? But we would answer this question

with the words of another, * “ To this it may be sufficient

to reply , that God appointed instrumental music in the

temple service, for the same reason that he directed the

temple to be decorated with the richest ornaments, the

high priests to be arrayed in the most beautiful and

costly robes, and all the sacred utensils to be made of

solid silver and gold. This magnificence of the temple

and all its appendages, was necessary to render it a pro

* Emmons, vol. 2 : p. 397.
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per type of Christ, and an effectual bulwark against

idolatry.” The instruments ofmusic used in the temple

service, were all appointed by God, and separated from

a profane to a sacred purpose. Since we have no such

musical instruments of Divine appointment under the

gospel, what right have we to appoint any, or to use

any , without a Divine appointment ? If we once intro

ducemusical instruments into Divine service, we shall

never know when , or where to stop . True, the ancient

Hebrews had a great taste for music , such as they used

in their religious services, - in their public and private

rejoicings, feasts , and even at their mournings. God

gave the pattern of the Temple, in which every piece of

timber was described , and all the utensils and orna

ments, even to the tape-strings : where do we find the

directions of its instruments, to be used on all ordinary

occasions? And, on what private occasion do we find

them mingling instrumental music with their songs of

praise ? Trumpets and horns are the only instruments

concerning which any directions are given in the law ,

and these are scarcely mentioned as musical instruments ;

but as suited to , and employed for ,making signals, calls ,

and conveying instructions during the religious solemni

ties. The trumpets sounded every morning at the open

ing of the court-gates (i. e. of the Temple . In the

Temple , the trumpets were sounded exclusively by the

priests, who stood, not in the Levitical, but apart and

opposite to the Levites, on the other side of the altar,

both parties looking toward it, --the priests on the west

side, and the Levites on the east. The trumpets did not

join in the concert; but were sounded during certain

regulated pauses in the vocal and instrumentalmusic.

The song and music began not to sound, till the pouring

out of the drink-offering : so we may understand the

passage, (2 Chron. xxix : 27,) “ And when the burnt

offering began , the song ofthe Lord began also , with the

trumpets, and with the instruments ordained by David,

the king." If instrumental music formed any part of

the Jewish worship , it was at some religious festival,

national jubilee, or to celebrate some great natural deli

verance, such as crossing of the Red Sea - deliverance

from Egypt. When David ascended the throne of Is
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rael, we hear of many a sacred concert. When he

brought the ark of the Lord from Kirjath -jearim , David

and all Israel played before God, with all their might,

and with singing and with harps, and with psalteries,

and with timbrels , and with cymbals , and with trum

pets.” “ And the sons of Aaron , the priests, shall blow

with the trumpets : and they shall be to you for an ordi

nance forever throughout your generations. In the day

of your gladness, and in your solemn days, and in the

beginnings of your months, ye shall blow with the trum

pets, even your burnt-offerings : that they may be to you

for a memorialbefore yourGod ." * This was doubtless

the origin of the choir of the Hebrew ritual. Asaph ,

Hedan and Jemuthun, were chiefs of the music of the

Tabernacle, under David , and of the Temple, under So

lomon. Asaph had four sons, Seduthun six , and He

man fourteen . These twenty -four Levites , sons ofthe

three great masters of the Temple music, were at the

head of twenty -four bands of musicians, which served in

the Temple by turns. Ezra, in his enumeration of those

whom he brought back with him from the captivity ,

reckons two hundred singing men and singing women .

Lightfoot,t quoting from Maimonides, says, “ The sing

ers were Levites and Israelites together, and the song of

the Temple was properly with voices, and not with in

struments."

The fact that David so often speaks of instrumental

music, and recommends them in the praise of God, is

proof positive, to many, that instruments were of uni

versal use in the Temple service. He speaks also of

them in the heavenly state. Must we conclude from

this, that any gross or material instrument will there be

used or anything else than the sincere praise of the

heart ? “ Even admit that the Jewish ritual wasmade

up solely of instrumental music, and that thewhole Jew

ish public worship consisted of performances on musical

machinery, it would not prove that all that was even the

the smallest lawful part of our Christian worship ." . We

would not even seem to speak lightly of revelation. But

" it should be remembered , it was not Moses, nor the

* Numbers x : 8 .& 10. Vol. ix : 55.
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Prophets,” but it was David who arranged the whole

musical economy of the Jews: whatever it may have

been - David , the king , as well as David, the Psalmist,

must be considered. Besides, we are not Jews ; neither

is our church Jewish . " The Jewish church was a

church, but it never was the church ofGod." * And the

fact that they did this, or that, does not now obligate us

to do the same. Some things were restricted to the

church in her infantile state. She was as a minor under

governors and tutors. “ These things are now done

away . "

Besides, take the Jews themselves, themost remarka

ble people that ever lived upon the face of the earth,

remarkable for their nationality . - - for their undeviating

adherence to the faith and form of worship of their

forefathers . Nothing must be added to, or taken from .

They hold to be the samenow they were in the days of

David or Moses. Is it not an argument strongly in our

favour, against the use of organs, that “ probably in the

tens of thousands of Jewish synagogues which bave co

vered the earth during the whole career of that wonder

ful people, not one can be found in which the congrega

tion of (orthodox ) enlightened Jews, who adhere to the

institutions oftheir religion , and their race, allowed any

instrument of music, inuch less an organ , to form any

part of their system of the public worship of God ?” —

The Persian Jews bave introduced organs into their

synagogues, and the Greeks have done the same. By

all others , this is held an innovation upon old customs,

and they are no longer regarded as of the number of the

faithful. Butmore than this : In “ Orach Chairm ,” (the

highest Jewish authority ,) in a Treatise on the Sabbath ,

(Sec. 338 ,) there it is recorded as a law of theMedes and

Persians, " It is improper to produce sounds from any

musical instrument on the Sabbath day .” Not only is

the organ , but the use of all other instruments is prohi

bited . The reason of this prohibition , is founded on the

written law , particularly the fourth commandment in

the Decalogue, which says : “ Remember the Sabbath

day to keep it holy . Six days shalt thou labour and do

WO . * Dr. R . J. Breckinridge. O TO V
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all thy work, but the seventh is the Sabbath of the Lord

thy God, in it thou shalt not do any work,” & c. Here

is the express injunction, “ thou shalt not do any work."

Hence the question is raised by the Jew , in his strict

observance of the Law of Moses ; whether the playing

of an instrument is regarded as work or not ? Every

thing, not essential to the preservation of life, or health ,

was strictly prohibited on that day , as work ,- conse

quently, the Jew maintains the proper definition of the

word work , will show that any thing artificial must be

avoided on the Sabbath . The sounds of an instrument

are the result of a mechanical force, and is therefore

work, and the playing of any instrument on that day, is

a violation of the fourth commandment. And, in as

much as no specific allusions are made, either directly

or indirectly, that instrumentalmusic formed any part

of the actual service of the Temple , the Jew concludes,

the introduction of such music into the synagogue must

be regarded an innovation , sanctioned not even by the

voice of tradition . They may now , as in the days of the

Temple , permit the use of instrumental music in the

synagogue ; but it is only on some special occasions,

such as on the night of the 8th day of the feast of Taber

nacles , & c., but on no occasion to form any part of the

regular service of the synagogue. In as much as the

great services of the synagogue occur only on the Sab

bath , and feast days, and as every kind of work was

strictly forbidden on such days by the law of Moses, the

.conclusion is , the use of any, and all kinds of instrumen

tal music, must be forbidden by the Law : hence, every

Jewish community permitting the use of music, as a

regular part of their synagogue service, are regarded as

violators of God 's Law , - and, accordingly , are cut off

from the number of the orthodox and faithful. If there

had been any thing requiring the use of organs, is it

probable the Jew , with his strict regard for the Law of

Moses, and the form of worship adopted by his fore

fathers, would so long and so universally have omitted

it ? Hence, we cannot but regard the introduction and

use of instrumental music as an innovation , and to be

deprecated , as not being for the spirituality and pros

perity of Zion . This is no up-start notion, or narrow
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minded prejudice of ours. For it should be remember

ed : “ During the very sessions of the Westminster As

sembly, which composed our standards, in their present

form , the Long Parliament passed an act under advice

of the leading members of the Westminster Assembly,

declaring the use of organs in churches to be a part of

idolatrous worship, and ordering everyone to be re

moved ." * It is the little foxes that destroy the vint

age.” — “ Dead flies cause the precious ointment to send

forth a stinking savour.” Jonathan tasted but a little

honey on the end ofhis rod, but for that he must die !

When we call to mind the insidious and unsuspecting

manner in which errors and troubles have crept into the

church, and how long the wounds thus inflicted have

been in healing, we cannot too soon shut down the gates

against them , we cannot be too stringent in walking in

" the old paths,” — or in demanding a “ thus saith the

Lord .”

No one, who carefully observes the tendency ofthings,

or the excess to which things have already been carried

upon this subject, but will admit it is time the tocsin

should be sounded , - yea, that the axe should be laid at

the root. It has been said , “ The voice is thekey which

unlocks the heart." Heresies and divisions may creep

into the church , through her praise , as well as by her

prayers or preaching . Every onemay have a psalm , as

well as a doctrine. If wemay, in one part of our wor

ship, offer God action or sound for devotion , may we

not give attitude for prayer ? “ The acceptable way of

worshipping the true God is instituted by himself, and

so limited by his own revealed will, that he may not be

worshipped according to the imaginationsand devices of

men, or the suggestions of Satan under any visible rep

resentation, or any other way, not prescribed in the Ho

ly Scripture. We can readily anticipate that ours will

be regarded as an argument against the abuse, rather

than the proper and lawful use of organs. If the law is

produced in their favour, we have not a word more to

say, our difficulty is the want of a jus Divinum : for

the abuse of a thing, can be no valid objection against

ort : * Dr. R . J. Breckenridge. 30
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its larvful use. Otherwise, we must give up all our

physical comforts and Christian privileges . Wemust

stay away from the sanctuary, - and shut our teeth

against our daily bread, -- for there are many backsli

ders and gluttons in the world . If you are disposed to

set aside the necessity of a Divine appointment, and in

troduce the organ , merely on the score of expediency,

because it pleases the ear, — or will probably promote

the interests of religion , -- or plead its use because of its

utility in sustaining and accompanying the voices in

large congregations, -- the solemn and sublime effect it

produces on the feeliugs, or should you , as others, re

gard it to be only a past-time amusement, an inter

lude,- a mere superfluity in religious services, -- if this

is the light in which we are to regard it, and the only

rule by which we are to regulate our praises, -- this is, at

once, throwing open the door for the greatest variety in

practice, and the greatest confusion must ensue. For

the taste of one congregation may lead them to prefer

an organ - another may wish the viol and harp — the

third the drum and trumpet - and where will it end ?

How many churches are there, whose Sabbath services

are now regularly celebrated every Sabbath with three

or more instruments ? At first, we merely tolerate a

thing, — then , it may be done, - and lastly , it must be

done. Habits grow upon us, and we scarce know how .

How many things do we now tolerate , and regard as the

res sacrce of the sanctuary, at whose introduction our

forefathers felt the cause of religion to be greatly scan

dalized ? For example : In the reign of Charles I., Fran

cis Cornwell was imprisoned for refusing to wear the

surplice , to kneel at the sacrament, and to use the sign

of the cross in baptism . What has custom done in re

gard to these things ? Are there not those who believe

this was the apostolic mode ? And should a minister ap

pear before them , without his officials — without the

robes, expressive of the services he is to perform , - they

cannot suppress the feeling, — there is something very im

portant wanting ! _ " that man's religion is vain ” ! So,

many feel in reference to the use of organs. With them ,

a church without an organ , is little different from a

| church without a minister. " A little leaven leavens the
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whole lump." Wemay gaze upon the sun, till every

thing about us appears as dark as midnight. Follow

not the traditions ofmen , or the rudiments of the world ,

but " let praise be with grace in your hearts , making

melody unto the Lord .” “ How is it, brethren ? when

ye come together every one hath a psalm , bath a doc

trine, hath a tongue, hath a revelation , hath an interpre

tation . Let all things be done (not only decently and in

order, but) unto edifying.” In the church , I had rather

speak five words with my understanding, that by my

voice I might teach others also, than ten thousand words

in an unknown tongue. For, “ even things without life

giving sound, whether pipe or harp, except they give

a distinction in the sounds, how shall it be known what

is piped or harped ?" Our objection , then, to the use of

instrumentalmusic , in Christian worship , is not on ac

count of its abuse, but because it has no foundation in

the Scriptures, particularly the New Testament, which

is the standard of our faith and practice. For, if once

wedepart from this standard , there will be no end to .

innovations.

We are neither insensible to the charms of sweet and

melodious sounds, nor ignorant of the power music is

capable of exerting over the feelings and actions of men .

It can aronse feelings which may have been dormant for

years ; and nerve for action the most timid and irreso

lute. This may be the reason why somewould introduce

instruments into the service of the sanctuary . But it is

to this very fact, we would turn the publicmind, where

there is the capacity for such power, so much greater the

danger, when improperly or unlawfully used .

Its effects have not only been felt by individuals, and

religious assemblies, but has been dreaded upon the

tented field .

« Music the fiercest grief can charm ,

And fate's severest rage disarm :

Music can soften pain and ease,

And make despair and madness please ; et

Our joys below it can improve,

And antedate the bliss above."

To one, it is the soul of inspiration , - stimulates

thought ; to others, quickens devotion ; while in others,
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it excites feelings utterly uncontrollable and desperate.

Lord Bacon had music often played in the room adjoin

ing his study, to excite his thoughts. Milton listened to

the organ for his solemn inspiration ; and it was even

necessary to Warburton . Curran 's favourite mode of

meditation * was, to have his violin in his hand . Who

has not heard of the wonderful effect of the Tyrolese

song ? — the Marseilles Hymn ? - or of Hail Columbia ?

National airs, or themusic of every country has its direct

influence on the passions of its inhabitants, than which

a stronger instance cannot be adduced than that it was

forbidden, under penalty of death , among the Swiss

mercenaries employed on foreign service, to sing or play

the celebrated " Rans des Vaches.” “ Napoleont for:

bade this tune, because its melody had such an effect

upon his Swiss soldiers that they deserted in dozens, - it

excited an unconquerable home sickness by its asso

ciations with their native land." " The inhabitants of

Abydos, (a city in Egypt,) hated mortally the sound of

the trumpet , because there was inseparably associated

in their minds with it, the horrors of war and bloodshed !

So we might refer to the magical influence the music

of Farinelli exercised over Philip V . of Spain , whose

singing lured the brain -sick monarch from his chamber,

and who, by him , was rewarded by being raised to the

highest dignities of the State.” + So, no less , in the case

of “ the string of fiddlers introduced by Charles II . into

the Chapel Royal, -- in allusion to which the song of Four

and twenty Fiddlers all in a row was written , tended

so little to make church music popular, that it only ex

cited feelings of astonishmentand dislike, and the music

of the people became almost exclusively confined to sim

ple ballad melodies. For such airs they always had an

open ear, and ready voice, and the gay strains of Lilli

burlers aided powerfully in bringing about the deposi

tion of James II ., and the glorious revolution, 1688.

“ It made an impression,” says Burnet, “ on theking's

army, that cannot be imagined by those who saw it not.

Thewhole army, and at last the people , both in city and

country, were singing it perpetually .” Did not David ,

* Pope + British Minstrel, pp. 228 & 116.

Te l + British Minstrel, p . 44.
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by his harp, dispel the melancholy vapours from the

mind of Saul? God's ancient Israel hung their harps

upon the willows, and refused to sing the Lord 's song in

a strange land . Music sometimes has the effect of dis

pelling sorrow , and soothing sadness and melancholy.

Hence “ Elisha,* being put into a passion and disturb

ance at the sight of the king of Israel, called for temple

music, to pacify and allay his discomposed mind." Au

gustin ascribed his conversion, in part, to the influence

ofmusic. He says, he weptwhen he heard the heaven

ly singing of the Psalms by the church at Milan. And

" it is the only other art (says Luther,) which, like The

ology, can calm the agitation of the soul, and put the

Devil to flight. " Walds t ot

Wehave indulged ourselves in this digression , that we

might cite particular instances, where music has exert

ed a happy and beneficial effect upon the mind, and

also instances where it has been the most injurious. If

mere national airs , or secular music, can produce such

results on individuals and communities when performed

in a natural way, what may not be the results when sa

cred music is performed by those who regard it only as

a past-time amusement, and not as a necessary and di

vinely appointed part of the solemn worship of God. It

is not the scientific skill, nor the sweet and soft modula

tions of the voice in which praise is sung, that makes

it acceptable to God . No, you may have Handel,

Hayden , Mozart and Beethoven , for your choir, whose

music it is said , “ did more than please the ear." Their

performance, as to time, may equal the most perfect

Pestilozzian precision and accuracy , and their effects

equal the fabled powers of Orpheus, who played " with

such a masterly hand , that even the most rapid rivers

ceased to flow , the savage beasts of the forest forgot their

wildness , and themountainsmoved to listen to his song ;"

or of Amphion, who by the power ofhis lyre, made the

stones move, and in this way he was said to have built

up the walls of Thebes. All this would be a poor and

insufficient plea for our introducing them into the house

ofGod, with such instruments , to build up the walls of

woul * 2 Kings, iii : 14 - 15.
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Zion. Wemust not join together what God has put

asunder.

Is it not the tendency of things— a very common re

Bult — that the employment of artificial helps, drives

away the natural and proper means to be used ? We

put the question to any candid and careful observer - Is

it not true, of at least four-fifths of the congregations

where the organ is used, that the opening of its pipes is

the stop-cock upon the voices of a large majority of the

worshippers ? There the praise of God is generally done

by proxies, -- entrusted in a great measure to the scien

tific organist and accompanying choir . Is this because

there is no taste or fondness for music ? No, the very

employment of such a choir shows the contrary . But

it is because the music is not adapted to the place. Very

few persons wish to sing where they cannot hear the

sound of their own voice, or where they may not feel

able to accompany the music that is played. “ Think ,”

(says Beethoven in his deafness,) “ of the anguish of him

who cannot hear his own music !" . It has been said , a

man cannot speak well unless he feels what he says, - no

more can he sing well unless he feels what he sings.

The sound of an organ may fill us with feelings of admi

ration, we may be overpowered by its grandeur, but it

is all a lovely song, a something that plays upon the

ear without improving the heart, it is vox et proterea ni

hil. For, in too many cases, instead of its kindling the

fervour of devotional feeling, it serves rather to “ freeze

the genial current of the soul.” The public mind may

not yet be sufficiently corrupt to admit it. How would

it sound to hear that a certain congregation bad engaged

a man to preach for them because of his great oratorical

powers, without any regard to his moral fitness , or other

qualifications ? May not the time comewhen such things

may be done- when the house of God will be more of

an opera, or of a place of acting, than of humble and

sincere devotion ? It is not sound alone thatmakes the

deep and lasting impression upon the heart, but the sen

timent that is conveyed with it. You may sound all the

notes upon the scale , sound them with the voice of seven

thunders, and yet convey no idea of the goodness and

mercy of God. If there is no sentiment expressed , how
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cold and formal our song ! How little to inspire us with

either love or praise ! “ How absurd would it be to cele

brate the birth -day of Washington bymere music,with

out any ode or hymn adapted to the occasion ?” “ If

anything on earth ,” says Baxter, “ be like to Heaven , it

is to have our delight in God ; and therefore, if anything

makes us heavenly it is that which raises us to such de

lights.” And Willison asserts, “ I know nothing in the

world that more resembles Heaven tban a company of

God's people harmoniously singing his praises , with

grace in their hearts making melody to the Lord.” This

is the breath , the flame of love that actuates the angelic

cboir . It is grace that sweetens the voice in God's ear.

“ Non vox , sed votum ; non musica chordula, sed cor;

Non clamans, sed amans psallit in aure Dei.”

It may be, that our whole argument upon this subject,

will be regarded by many as a sacrilegions handling of

holy things, an envious assault upon the established

usage of the church ; but is it not time something should

be done when we hear the utterance of such a sentiment

as this ? — “ The deep-toned organ, as it peals through the

grained and richly fretted arches of the lofty temple,

wafts the soul to Heaven on the wings of melody, and

elevates the devotional feeling of the sincere worship

per .” How far this feeling may prevail we know not,

but is this not the tendency of things, wherever form is

substituted for service or devotion ? In short, we hesi

tate not to assert, - To use the organ in place of the voice

is to travesty the praise ofGod . You have a sound ,but

no sentiment of the soul expressed : The mere rhapsody

of a momentary feeling that has nothing in it of what

Aristotle stiles " a purification of the passions." Hence

we say
Opis

" Strike up,mymasters !

U But touch the chords with a religious softness.”

Our motto is

" Omnis ergo humilis verbi Dei discipulus, quid ille

dicat, bona fide, excipere studens acquiescat.""*

As we have, in our argument, seemed to classify or

gans with choirs,wemay by someberegarded asan Ish

1 * Wardlaw on Socinian Controversy, p . 492. n et

VOL. IX . - No. 2 .
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maelite towards them also . Notnecessarily . Per se,we

are not opposed to choirs, but regard a choir of the pro

per kind , highly important in conducting the praises of

the sanctuary. But there are choirs which we consider

themere attachés, or accompaniments of organs, against

which we would enter our most decided and solemn pro

test. There are doubtless many honourable exceptions.

One of the severest acts our Saviour did , while on earth ,

was to make a scourge of small chords, and drive themo

ney-changers from the Sanctuary. Hewould not havehis

Father's house a place ofmerchandize. Wedo not forbid

that a leader ofthe choir should be compensated . The la

bourer is worthy of his hire . They which minister about

holy'things, live of the things ofthe temple.” Weobject

to the employment of those who have no higher or holier

motive than the “ loaves and fishes,"'- -profane sabbath

breakers, - immoral men ,- -whose lives are a daily re

proach to them ,-- and who, for the penny, will play six

nights in the week , at the opera or theatre, and for the

same, will play or sing the seventh, just as devoutly, in

the house ofGod . So far as themorality of the thing is

concerned , such men might just as well be paid for the

performance of any other manuallabour on the Sabbath .

Is it any unusual thing to see a Papist, or Infidel, lead

ing the praises in a Protestant and Christian congrega

tion ? In all such performances , there ismore pride than

piety displayed, - moreman-worship than glory to God .

Such music is only designed to please the ear, or excite

the imagination. The performers take the opportunity

of showing the audience the extent of their abilities , by

the most fantastic and unmeaning extravagance of exe

cution .” And, that they may not lose their full meed

of praise, they either select new tunes, or those so diffi

cult of performance as virtually to exclude the great

congregation from uniting with them . Thus,multitudes

are

“ Content to hear

( O ! wonderful effect ofmusic's power!)

Messiah 's eulogy — for Handel's sake.”

What is the effect ? How must the praise of God be

regarded by theworld , where it hassuch representatives ?
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It is putting the new wine into old bottles. Worse, it is

" ploughing with the ox and ass.” “ Nullo delectu sacra

profanaque, juxta habet (hæc gens) imò tain prepostero

cultu divina curat, ut pios Ecclesiae usus nullis non

semper insanientis saeculi ludis pervertat, sordibusque

contaminet." * How appropriate the words of Baxter :

“ I think it unlawful to use such strains of music as are

light, or as the congregation cannot easily be brought to ,

understand ; much more on purpose to commit thewhole

work of singing to the choristers, and exclude the con

gregation . I am not willing to join in such a church ,

where I shall be shut out of this noble work of praise."

What devout feelings would be excited , in our minds,

or how strongly would we consider ourselves invited to

attend upon the services of a particular church , where

we saw all its Sabbath tunes placarded through the

streets , on the Saturday previous ! Yet, these things are

not so shocking to the pious sensibilities of all people

that on earth do dwell." It may be seen in the land -

And when the organ has been carried to the same per

fection and is managed by the same spirit, it may be

seen among us. Pervert sacred music to a secular use,

or destroy its sense, and it is no longer a devotional ex

ercise ; but a mere diversion or festival entertainment.

Hence, says Jerome, " Let those who sing in the church ,

sing notmerely with their voice , but with their heart, to

the Lord ; not like tragedians, physically preparing their

throats and mouths, that they may sing after the fashion

of the theatre in the church.” “ But sing with grace in

their bearts ." As a choir performs a very important

part of the Divine service, they ought to be Christians,

or at at least sober-minded persons, selected from the

community in whose midst they worship - persons of

religious principles, so as to be capable of feeling what

they sing, and thus impart the fire of their devotion to

the kindling of the same spirit in all around . They

should possess sufficient musical knowledge to lead with

ease and simplicity, and sufficient knowledge of the

force and power of language, to be capable of adapting

2008, says Jerome divers
ion

no longer a desecula
r

Lord werel
y

with " Let thoso
m

festi
vai dev

* Bayles' Dictionary, vol. vii: p, 467,

Bingham , vol. 5 : p . 22.
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the sound to sentiment. How often is the effect ofmu

sic completely destroyed, for the want of attention to

these things ! It is like smoke to the eyes, or vinegar to

the teeth, to hear an epicede sung to a marriage hymn, or

to have a thanksgiving song so sung as to express the feel

ings of one who mourns, and fasts . How often is the

impression made by a sermon, completely obliterated by

the performance of the concluding hymn! when some

musical pretender , who understands music, and nothing

else ,- -who has all the terms and technicalities of the art

at his tongue's end, without the glimmering of an idea

concerning the human passions, with a great flourish of

sounds, of rods, and nods, concludes the religious cere

monies with some secular tune, or opera air. Much of

the effect ofmusic, depends upon the simplicity of the

manner in which it is performed . It is the union of

harmonious voices, that produces what Lightfoot calls a

joint x£h£uqua ; where one takes mirth , life, and warmth

from another ; a holy fervour and emulation , as the se

raphim , — who are thus described , “ each one had six

wings, - with twain he covered his face, and with twain

he covered his feet, and with twain he did fly. And

one cried unto another, and said , Holy , holy, holy is the

Lord of hosts — the earth is full of his glory," — thus did

they strive to out-vie one another in praising God.

There is in souls a sympathy ofsounds

Some chord in unison with whatwehear

Is touched within us, and the heart replies."

There are extremes on both sides , which we think

should be equally avoided, - as neither makes for the

edification of the church ; viz : the excess and abuses of

the present day , which wehave ascribed to the introduc

tion and use of instrumental music, and the ignorance

(as it may be called) of our forefathers, whose musical

knowledge was restricted to a few tunes. These, they

held asmost sacred . They were supposed to be holy ,

" and that asmuch reverence should be shown to them

as to the Psalms themselves." " It was the custom of

the people then," says Geo. Hood,* " to put off their

* Hood, p . 144.
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hats , and put on a great show of devotion and gravity ,

whenever psalm tunes were sung, though there was not

one word of a psalm .” Wewould not wish to be put

back into a class with these patres sancti, although the

evils hence to be apprehended , are less than from the

present system of innovation and want of devotional

feeling.

But, to bring our argument to a close. We should

not under-value any ordinance or service, which God has

appointed for the edification of his people , and the pro

motion ofhis own glory ; and especially one which is to

continue, and must subserve so important an end as

praise. Praise, only, of all the services we perform to

God here, goes along with us to Heaven. And, as it is

in the church on earth we spend our apprenticeship, and

make preparations for Heaven , let us remember — " Qui

vult cantare in coelo , discat cantare in terris .” In Hea

ven , there is no praying , no preaching of sermons, no

receiving of sacraments, - nothing but praising, landing,

and celebrating God, and that will be the work of saints

and angels to all eternity . What must be the purity

and elevation of the heavenly strains ? To sing songs

which none but angels sing ! What a choir ? That great

multitude which no man can number - small and great,

out of every kindred and tongue, and nation and peo

ple, - around the throne of God and the Lamb : Where

the theme is love, their song unceasing praise. There

“ Love breathes in every lip , burns in every heart, and

bursts forth alike from every lyre.”

SISTE " Ten thousand thousand are their tongues,

with But all their songs are one." 3192

Oh ! glorious vision !- ennobling thought! That such

wormsof the dust, should hereafter become bright se

raphs at the right hand of the Majesty in Heaven . That

these stammering lips shall hereafter join in and lead

the chorus. When the morning stars shall again sing

together, and the sons of God shout for joy. The moun

tains and little bills shall break forth before him into

singing : and the trees of the field shall clap their hands.

The floods shall lift up their voice. Every tongue shall

preclaim his praise . All shall unite in swelling the
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grand diapason of Heaven. The angels with the four

and twenty elders , shall fall down before Him , who

sitteth upon the throne, and worship Him , who liveth

forever and ever.

Thus, the heavens shall proclaim the song, and earth

will echo back the notes till every place shall be full of

the praise and glory of God .

Praise God in his sanctuary; praise him in the firm

ament of his power. Praise him for his mighty acts ;

praise him according to his excellent greatness. Let

every thing that hath breath praise the Lord. Praise

ye the Lord . " oyee

EDITS ARTICLEVIGO

THE DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY EITHER THE OFFSPRING

L OF REASON OR OF PRIMITIVE REVELATION,

2 caw berasal

No argument, says Bishop Horsley, * can be drawn

from any resemblance that may be imagined between

the Trinity of the Christian Church , and the three prin

ciples of the Platonists, that the doctrine of the apostles

was not rightly understood by their first converts; unless

indeed it could be proved, which is the tacit assumption

upon which this objection is founded, that the discov

eries of revelation and the investigations of philosophy

may never coincide. But why is it supposed that no

thing can be a part of an inspired teacher's doctrine,

which had been taught before by wise men who were

not inspired ? Were every iota of the gospel doctrine

to be found in the writings of theGreek philosophers ,

this would not be sufficient to set aside the pretensions

of the first preachers of christianty to a divine commission .

The just conclusion from so perfect an agreement would

only be, that for the great importance of these doctrines

to themanners of mankind , it had pleased God to make

discoveries to all men by revelation , to which a few only

could obtain by abstract reasoning . The case indeed is

far otherwise. It is ever to be remembered, for themor

a etlionai satisan Histie : எஸ்டி . utilatoems

* Horsley Tracts, pp. 45 -50.
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tification of man's pride, and to the praise of God's

mercy ,that “ when the world by wisdom knew notGod ," .

when philosopby bad made its utmost efforts not entirely

without success, but with little general advantage, " it

pleased God by the foolishness of preaching," by a

method of instruction, which in the article of religious

information , hath abolished the distinction between the

philosopher and the idiot “ to save them that believe.”

But had our supposed case actually obtained ,had reve

lation discovered nothing more to all than reason had

previously taught a few , still to teach all, and to teach

a few is so different a business, that the previous attain

ments of philosophers would have afforded no objection

against the pretensions of the first preachers of the gos

pel, sufficient to overturn the evidence by which their

claim to a divine commission is supported. Much less

may a resemblance, more or less exact, between faith

and philosophy, in single articles, create a presumption

that those articles of faith , of which certain philosophi

cal opinions seem to carry a resemblance, made no part

of the doctrine which those inspired teachers taught.

The resemblance may seem indeed a wonderful fact,

which may justly draw the attention of the serious and

inquisitive. And if it should be deemed incredible, as

well it may,— that reason , in his utmost strength , should

ever ascend so high, as to attain even to a distant

glimpse of truths, which have ever been esteemed the

mostmysterious discourses of revelation ; it will become

a question of the highest curiosity and importance, to

determine by what means the Platonic school came by

those notions of the Godhead, which , had they been of

later date than the commencement of christianity, might

have passed for a very mild corruption of christian

faith ; but being in truth much older , have all the ap

pearance of a near, though very imperfect view , of the

doctrine which was afterwards current in the christian

church . t ai 343

The inquiry becomes more important when it is dis

covered that these notions were by no means peculiar to

the Platonic school ; that the Platonists pretended to be

no more than the expositors of a more ancient doctrine ;

which is traced from Plato to Parmenides ; from Par
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menides to his masters of the Pythagorean seet ; from

the Pythagoreans to Orpheus, the earliest of theGre

cian mystagogues; from Orpheus to the secret lore of the

Egyptian priest, in which the foundations of the Orphic

theology were laid . Similar notions of a triple principle

prevailed in the Persian and Chaldean theology , and

vestiges even of the worship of a Trinity were discerni

ble in the Roman superstition in a very late age. This

worship the Romans had received froin their Trojan an

cestors. For the Trojans brought it with them into Italy

from Phrygia . In Phrygia it was introduced by Dar

danus so early as in the ninth century after Noah 's

flood . Dardanus carried it with him from Samothrace,

where the personages that were the objects of it were

worshipped under the Hebrew name of Cabirim . Who

these Cabirim might be, has been matter of unsuccess

ful inquiry to many learned men . The utmost that is

known with certainty is , that they were originally three,

and were called by way of eminence, the great or

mighty ones ; for that is the import of the Hebrew name.

And of the like import is their Latin appellation , Pe

nates. Dii per quos penitus spiramus, per quos ra

tionem animi possidemus. Dii qui sunt intrinsecus

atqne intimnis penetralibus cæli. Thus the joint wor

ship of Jupiter , Juno, and Minerva, the Triad of the

Roman capitol, is traced to that of the three mighty

ones in Samothrace ; which was established in that

island , at what precise time it is impossible to deter

mine, but earlier if Eusebiusmay be credited, than the

days of Abraham .

The notion of a Trinity therefore, more or less re

moved from the purity of the Christian faith , is found to

have been a leading principle in all the ancient schools

of philosophy, and in the religions of almost all nations;

and tracesof an early popular belief of it appear even

in the abominable rites of idolatrous worship . If rea

son was insufficient for this great discovery , what could

be the means of information but what the Platonists

themselves assign : " a theology delivered froin the

Gods," i. e . a revelation . This is the account which

Platonists who were no Christians, have given of the

origin of their Master's doctrine. But from what reve
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lation could they derive their information , who lived be

fore the Christian , and had no light from the Mosaic ?

For whatever some of the fathers may have imagined ,

there is no evidence that Plato or Pythagoras were at

all acquainted with the Mosaic writings ; not to insist

that the worsbip of a Trinity is traced to an earlier age

than that of Plato or Pythagoras, or even of Moses.

Their information could only be drawn from traditions

founded upon earlier revelations ; from scattered frag

ments of the ancient patriarchal creed , which was uni

versal before the defection of the first idolaters, which

the corruptions of idolatry, gross and enormous as they

were, could never totally obliterate. Thus the doctrine

of the Trinity is rather confirmed than discredited by

the suffrages of the heathen sages ; since the resem

blance of the Christian faith and the Pagan philosophy

in this article , when fairly interpreted , appears to be

nothing less than the consent of the latest and the earli

est revelations. FARE

Whence, asks Tholuck , camethese melancholy aspira

tions, among the heathen , destitute of any special reve

lation ? As we have before said , they might be the

utterance of the most deep-seated feelings in human na

ture, which finds not perfection and harmony in the ex

isting state of things, and therefore seeks them at the

beginning and the end of the world . Their narratives,

also, of the sufferings and conflicts of a Divine being

with the miserable and wicked being, might equally be

the expressions of the holiest feelings and deepest con

sciousness of men , involving the sentiment) that all

which is Divine in this world , corrupted and ruined with

respect to them , can be maintained only by a severe

conflict ; yea, that in this world there is a hostile power,

more mighty and more successful than the divine,which

is thus compelled often to bow and submit ; but that,

notwithstanding this fearful struggle, what is born of

God overcometh the world , and the final triumph awaits

thatwhich is divine. If those traditions and narratives

represented nothing more than these ideas, they were

the precious relics of the primeval world , the dearest

heritage of the human race. But why should not those

images and notions be much rather considered as drops
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from the rich stream of Divine revelation , which at the

beginning of the ages came down from Heaven to men ?

From that primitive source, might they not have de

scended to all nations ? The remarkable unanimity of

these traditions speaks strongly in favor of a common

historical origin ; and, therefore, that from the time in

which man , fallen from his happy state, received the

promise of an heroic deliverer, who should tread upon

the serpent's head, from that very time, longing de

sires and expectations of a future restoration , and a

period of recovered happiness , were transmitted in the

lines of families and nations, a beam of consoling light

in the gloom of an unsatisfying and comfortless world . *

o pe ARTICLE VI.

TYPES OF MANKIND.

Types of Mankind : or Ethnological researches, based up

on the Ancient Monuments, Paintings, Sculptures, and

Crania of Races, and upon their natural, Geographi

cal, Philological, and Biblical History ; illustrated by

selections from the inedited papers of SAMUEL GEORGE

MORTON , M . D ., (late President, & c.) and by additional

contributions from Prof. L . AGASSIZ , L .L . D ., W .USHER,

M . D ., and Prof. H . S. PATTERSON , M . D . By J. C .

Nort, M . D ., Mobile, Alabama, and Geo. R . GLIDDON ,

formerly U . S. Consul at Cairo ; Philadelphia : LIP

PINCOTT, GRAMBO & Co.: 1854 . pp . 738 : 4to . dords

This ponderous quarto has been before our eyes for

months past. But though we gave it an early pernsal,

with , we are sorry to say, a poor reward in the way of in

struction and profit, we have not found time, amidst

better and more congenial pursuits, to give utterance to

our dissent from the positions it assumes. We do not

deny to the chief authors the merit of untiring diligence

and research, nor to the book itself the credit of being

* See in Smith 's Messiah , vol. 1., p. 211. bis in
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brought out in the best style of typographical art.

In paper, type, illustrations, in many instances re

peated for various purposes, and in copious references

to authorities, the book merits all praise. And if

the authors had before them an object, good in itself,

and pursued with truthful simplicity ; if they turned

not aside from their path to aim insidious blows at re

vealed religion , and to gratify personal animosities which

have arisen from the opposition their views have en .

countered ; however, we might dissent from their con

clusions,we should have perused the result of their com

mon labor with greater patience.193 )

As it is, we know not how properly to speak of a

work in one word , to which so many pens have contrib

uted ; since the names of Morton , Agassiz, Usher, Nott,

and Gliddon are not yet equally illustrious ; and we

would fain hope that there is some distinction which

can be made in the spirit and temper of the men them

selves. It may be that some of these gentlemen would

have shrunk, could they have known the company they

would be made to keep , from the irreligion and shallow

pedantry with which they have been brought into con

tact. The earlier portions of the book are better than

the last; in better taste, and throughout in better keep

ing with that calm and philosophic spirit in which it

should be the aim of science to conduct its research ,

Professedly , the book is a discussion of the question

ofthe Unity of the Human Race,maintaining the diverse

origin of the family of man ; but really is an attack on

the historical veracity of the sacred Scriptures, which at

least someportion of these writers have no strong desire

to see believed and trusted in by their fellow men .

That these charges may be substantiated, and to re

gale the senses especially of our clerical friends - with

little regard to order, and substituting ourselves some

words of connection , we cull the following fragrant blos

soms among the flowers which adorn the pages of the

last of these writers, whose finger however is present in

many places where the pen seemsto be held by others.

" Exceter Hall shudder's even at the thought” Tof a

new translation of the Scriptures: ] Bible Societies,'

whine, The reign of Antichrist is come indeed . As pos

itivists, we lament not that our brief span of life will
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have been measured, long before a new English version

may be " authorized ,' because, through the slow but un

erring laws of human advancement in knowledge, by

the time that theologists shall have accomplished their

metaphysical transition and have awakened to the stern

realities of the case, the development of science will

have rendered any new translation altogether superoga

tory among the educated who are creating new religions

for themselves." If any of the biblical dunces in the

United States,whom zeal in opposing the long pondered,

long published views of Morton, Agassiz, Nott, Van

Amringe, myself , (G . R . G .,) and others, has been more

remarkable than their literary courtesy " should have

any doubt that this writer belongs to these " educated

who are creating new religions for themselves," then let

them know that, « AutodidaXTOI like Abderitan Democ

ritus, in somebranches of Oriental philology ; and pos

sessing furthermore, an apparatus tolerably complete of

continental criticism in biblical matters ; we prefer di

rect reference to the Hebrew Text, now rendered acces

sible in a very bandy form , and illumined by Cahen 's

most useful parallel French translation ." Let them

know that we rely on no “ Anglo -Saxon divinity," nor

orthodox lexicography," that we " leave hagiography,"

and “ hagiographers » « theologers ” and “ teologastri ”

“ the lower scholarship of orthodoxy ” and all others

" among whom knowledge has not advanced beyond the

theological grade," that we listen no longer to the

twaddling inanities of the unlettered missionary, or to

the Egyptian hallucinations of the theological rhapso

dist," to " clap-trap pretensions to acquaintance with

hieroglyphic arcana recently made by theologers who

speak not any continental tongne through which alone

these subjects are accessible- - no ad captandum ” fig .

ments of the posssession of oriental knowledge when

men cannot spell a monosyllable written in the Hebrew

Alphabet.” Indeed we have been exceedingly worried

" by the incessant officiousness of theologers in the

United States," by Canton Missionaries," “ the Rev.

Dr. This or the Rev. Mr. That," G

atsausMereyouthsin science and to fame unknown. "
TV8

See Nott & Gliddon , pp . 595, 503, 592,478, 518, 524, 585, 532, 568,
622, 605, 581, 674, 674, 675 , 678, 691.
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" the reverend authors of Unity of the Human Races,'

1850, of an article in the Princeton Review , 1851 ; and

of a third article, the one prelauded [supra ] as emana

ting from an Ass. of Min . at Col. S . C ." Wehave there

fore risen in our might, and “ the surpassing accuracy of

the ancient compiler of Xth Genesis has now been tri

umphantly vindicated from a new quarter ; and that

which not a man of the ghostly schools, whence issued

his reverence doctor Smythe, has ever possessed the

knowledge to expound rationally , herein becomes com

prehensible through Gliddon skeptical views of,'”

Indeed " so far as the authors ' reading enables them to

judge, here, for the first time, since Xth Genesis was

composed , are tabulated , in a true genealogical form , all

the ethnic and geographical names contained in tbat

ancient document.” . True, we did use Bochart's “ enor

mous erudition ," and " reverentially , in the piny woods

of Alabama,on the rough, though beautiful shore of Mo

bile Bay, rebuild the edifice” he constructed , forgetting

that be himself, was himself a “ theologer" ; and that

those very researches proceeded from the studies he un

dertook in expounding Genesis to his congregation at

Caen , forgetting too , that “ the theological represents the

leastmature, the least educated, the most antiquated

state of human intelligence. In consequence, themere

supernaturalist believes anything and everything , how

ever impossible.” “ In the days between Walton and

Kennicott, a theological student who might have ven

tured to opine that the Chinese are mentioned in the

Bible ,” [ softly ! Gesenius, Arias Montanus, Junins, And .

Mueller, Langlès, Lassen , Hitzig , Henderson , and your

own " high Sinologue Pauthier," are against you. Low

er your lance, ] “ would have been sent incontinently to

read the Hebrew text of Isaiah . When this task was

executed , the young man would have found a place on

the lowest form by command of the Professor of Histo

ry, for ignorance of the rudiments of his class. Shame

would soon bave compelled an ingenuous youth , of those

days gone by, to cram his head with simple facts, of

which his elders in theology now seem unaware. Rev.

Thomas Smyth, D . D ., Unity, & c. p . 43. Rev. Dr.

Howe, S . Pres.Rev., Jan. 1850, a “ Charlatan.” [Dr. J .

See pp, 643, 527, 541.
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A . Alexander,] in the Princeton Review , Jan . 1851, & c .

& c .” “ But we finish with orthodoxy 's Chinese," and

“ those wretched theologists (teologastri,) who, in philo

logical knowledge not surpassing the Hebrew alphabet,

go hunting about through lexicons, in order thence to

spit forth a doctoral decision in people 's faces” ; we,

" batchet away” 5 the briars planted in our way by

commentators ." And, “ at whatever age, (probably Es

draic, i. e . after return from captivity, the fragmentary

documents now called “ Genesis” were put together,"

“ they are the result of fancy and conjecture rather than

of genuine historical investigation ,” whatever " sticklers

for plenary inspiration " may maintain , equally so with

that " ancient erotic ballads the so -called Song of So

lomon," who erected a little paganish temple (smaller

than its duplicate at Hierapolis, that, although only 90

feet long by 30 feet front, is estimated to have cost about

4000 millionsofdollars _ United States currency.” “ The

Hebrews ascribe all legislation to their noun ofmultitude

Moses.” “ The compilers of Genesis antecede Abraham

with symbolic names of mythic patriarchs, gifted with

impossible longevity ; and so do the Chinese place my

thology before history.” “ Semitic historians (as Sheri

dan neatly observes,) draw uponmemory for their wit, and

upon imagination for their facts.” “ The whole of this

Jewish chronology is unhistorical.” “ It would be affec

tation , if not duplicity, on the part of the authors of

“ Types of Mankind," after the variety of shockswhich

the plenary exactitude ofHebrew chronicles has received

attheir hands, not to place every thing Israelitish on pre

cisely the samehuman footing as has been assigned to

the more ancient time registers of Egypt and of China,

to the more solid restorations of Assyria .” “ The chro

nicles fof Judea ] in lieu of the first place still claimed for

them by ignorance, now occupy, among archæologists , a

fourth place in universal history ." " Ignorance, abso

lute ignorance, is the only plea through which future

sustainers of Genesiacal numerals can escape from the

charge of knavery." " A pledge, too, has been inciden

tally made to him [the reader ] that a future publication

See pp. 501, 496, 696, 695, 698, 710, 702, 767.
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shall demonstrate why the ten patriarchs' from A -DaM

to Noakh,were no more human beings, in the idea of the

original writers, than are the ethnogeographical names

catalogued in the Xth Genesis.” “ Viewed as a literary

work of ancient humanity's loftiest conception of Crea

tive Power, it ” [the production of the genesiacal

bard " ] " is sublime beyond all cosmogonies known in

the world 's history. Viewed as a narrative inspired by

the Most High , its conceits would be pitiful and its rev

elations false , because telescopic astronomy has ruined

its celestial structure, phyics have negatived its cosmic

organism , and geology has stultified the fabulous terres

tial mechanism upon which its assumptions are based .

How then are its crude and juvenile hypotheses about

Human Creation to be viewed .” “ The only men Pro

testant, Catholic or Rabbinical, whose decisions (owing

to their respectively minute collation of every printed

edition or manuscript examplar of the Hebrero Text)

can be weighty in the premises, have pronounced the

whole of them to be radically , enormously,and irretriev

ably corrupt.” “ The real question posited in logical

shape is this : Did the Hebrew Moses write the Hebrew

Pentateuch ? If the Hebrew Moses wrote the Hebrew

Pentateuch ,where is the Hebrew Pentateuch the Hebrew

Moses wrote ? As to the English translators, “ the

reader " will behold a little of the damning evidence

produceable that these worthies could not construe a

simple line of the Hebrew Text." The " contracted ”

6 Egyptian chronology ” of Mr. Samuel Sharpe, the

" great Hellenist ” has given us " pain ;" " our knife must

be applied to one of its many vital spots; " still more,

“ the illusory authority of an adolescent scholar ” “ John

Stuart Poole in his Hora Egyptiaca , with whom the

veteran Egyptologist, Sir Gardiner Wilkinson fully

agrees, whose Horæ Egyptiacæ ' we dismiss as beneath

scientific notice. With it we snap off the last published

peg upon which short chronology can suspend its clerical

hat." " Wehave given a “ Palaeographic excursus on the

art of writing ," a “ subject, perhaps,themost vital in any

See pp. 603, 565, 625, 626, 614 , 678, 679, 501.
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researches into the antiquity of the Pentateuch.” The

earliest, partly “ phonetic,” we have placed at 1000

B . C . the earliest alphabetic at 650 B . C . the earliest ex

tant Hebrew at 142 B . C ., the earliest square letter at

200 A . O . “ The proof will resile to our view , through

archaeological dednctions, with the force of an Euclidean

demonstration if the Pentateuch was originally penned

in the Mosaic Autograph .” “ This much ” have we un

dertaken , “ for the sake of furnishing our colleagues

with practicalmeans of rendering ecclesiastical opposers

of “ Types of Mankind ” if not less supercilious, at least

more malleable ; whenever these may be pleased to ob

trude Jewish “ chronography ” or as it is fashionably

termed " the received chronology " into the rugged am

phitheatre of Egyptian timemeasurement.” “ Resolved

in my own mind to pursue enquiries into biblical ques

tions, once for all, usque ad necem , I suppress about

300 of these pages, perhaps for the best ; because the

nature of this work may elicit some hostile comments ;

and he is the prudent soldier who keeps his powder

dry . ”

We close for the present this Anthology . Sufficient

this to show the animus of this circle of writers, and

especially the lofty genius of this puissant man at

arms, formerly consul, & c ., more lately the pupil of

Michael-Angelo Lanci, " the foremost amid living Sem

itic Lexicographers," and the diligent reader of Ca

hen's Bible, Traduction Nouvelle , avec l'Hebreu en

regard .*

The work on which we enter is an enlargement of

* These writers give us fair notice. “ There is nothing like it [ Cahen ]

in the English language; nor shall we discuss Old Testament with those

unacquainted with Cahen and the Hebrew Text. Neither must the reader

infer , from our general conformity with the ordinary mode of expression,

that we regard the documents of Genesis any otherwise than from the

scientific point of view ." - p . 112. It seems from this that amid the uni

versal ignorance of the Hebrew bible prevailing, these writers have at

last found one author who has understood it — that they themselves are

the profoundest of all Hebraists, and have a supreme contempt for every

English and American scholar, though their lives should have been spent

in this cirele of studies.

See p. 706 . 000
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what its authors havebefore put forth ,an alluvium which

has been washed up from every side, of every kind of

material, good and bad, and deposited in this huge vol

ume, with little regard to scientific arrangement, its

stratifications constituting a strange conglomerate of

constantly recurring drift, in which some little truth may

perchance lie buried.

After we have passed the brief portion contributed by

Agassiz, some twenty pages, the close and logical order

of science disappears , and cautious deductions from ac

knowledged facts is hard to be found . In relation to

the distinguished naturalist himself, his argument is

rather the hint of an ingenious theory than a solid , con

clusive demonstration, to which our judgment is bound

to yield. “ The singular fact,” “ that the earliest migra

tions recorded , in any form , show usman meeting man

wherever hemoves upon the inhabitable surface of the

globe, small islands, excepted ," by which he prepares

the way for the supposition that men were originally

created in nations, loses its singularity when it is under

stood that the earth was overspread by man ere the

earliest history was written , and that all that history

records, is, and this only in passing allusions, the more

recent migrations. If we reckon only by the shortest

chronology, nearly one half of man 's duration on this

globe preceded the era of Moses, when the oldest

history in existence was written , and a still longer time

preceded the earliest descriptions on record , of the

different types of men, (the monumental portraits of

Egypt, res non judicata , alone excepted .) If there

was at first any mutability of type in men , and va

rieties could spring up within certain limits which were

soon reached in the human constitution , there was am

ple time, especially in the chronology of those whodeny

the universality of the deluge, for these changes to have

occurred, ere those nations who have conveyed to us the

earliest history could again come in contact with those

who had wandered to wide distances from them . If the

types of the human family have great permanence

when once formed, there may have been greater muta

bility before the human constitution had run through its

cycles of change. In an earlier period of human his

VOL . IX . --No. 2.
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tory, the tendencies to change, in a measure observable

now , may have run their course with greater rapidity

and force ;* and if there be an agreement between the

fauna of different regions and the barbarous races of

men inhabiting them , this may have arisen in an early

period of time, and yet these tribes reached those re

gions by migration from one common cradle of the hu

man race. Agassiz and the authors of this volumehave

not proved that it cannot have been so ; they never will

be able to prove that it was not so . Their own theory

of separate creations can never be demonstrated . Till

it is demonstrated, it cannot overthrow the one to which

it stands opposed , resting as it does upon the obvious

sense of the Scriptures. It is one portion of this theory

that “ men must have originated in nations, as bees

originated in swarms." + But if we take the only nation's

whose history we can trace in written records, it is evi

dent that the reverse was the fact. Take the Jews, a

people as strongly marked as any which can be found,

and they can be historically traced to their home in

Egypt, more than forty centuries ago ; they can be

traced up to the seventy- five persons who came into that

country a few centuries before, and backwards to a sin

gle pair , a man and a woman in Ur of the Chaldees,

from whom thegreatbody of the people called the Jews —

at this time, and perhaps for thirty centuries past, not

less than 15 ,000,000 in number, have lineally descended .

The same is true as to the entire Semitic race of men.

Though doubtless increased by intermarriages with other

stocks to a limited extent, the great body of the whole

can be followed up, in the course of time, to one family

on the male side, to one individual — from whom they

have lineally descended . The same is true of the de

scendants of Ham and of Japhet. Admit that the Bible

* " A short period of time is generally sufficient to effect nearly the

whole change which the alteration of external circumstances can bring

about in the habits of a species." The alterations in form and organi

zation is often rapid during a short period , but when the circumstances

are made to vary further, all modification ceases," indefinite divergence

either in the way of improvement or deterioration being prevented."

Lyell, Geology ha s ta

- + See p. 78 . a bol 19.I s
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is not entitled to be regarded as a revelation , will it do

to ignore it and set it aside as history ? Is Agassiz pre

pared for this ? Were those dusky Arabs created in a

nation , " in the same numerical proportions and over the

same area in which they now occur " in the peninsula

of Arabia , or did the larger portion , as all their tradi

tions, no less than the writings of Moses teach , descend

from the family of Abraham ? Is all history to be falsi

fied by this new theory of the origination of men in

nations ? Or, if the contrary has been the law of na

tional origin in nations whose history is patent, has there

been another law for those who have no scribes, letters,

nor historic monuments ? The analogies between man

and the animals by which he is surrounded, so far as

there really are such, — but which it is plain enough this

ingenious writer has greatly exaggerated - are more to

be ascribed to the effects of climate and manner of life

upon both , — wbich are great in the extremes of heat

and cold , or of higher and lower elevation , upon animal

as well as vegetable life, than to any other cause. If

it be true again , as these writers have more than once

maintained , that the savage nations, as, e. g . the Ameri

can Indians, will shortly giveway before the Caucassian

variety of men, ( it is likely to be so on the Sandwich

Islands - it will be the same in New Holland,) there

will then be on these continents and islands a thousand

years hence, a Caucassian Asiatic race, which was not

created in a “ nation ," found in conjunction with an

American fauna, a Sandwich Island fauna, and Austra

lian fauna, as there is an European race found now . not

only with a tropical African, but also with a North and

South American fauna, and may possibly be, at some

future day, still more widely spread, and yet remain un

mingled with those of a different blood . What will be

the speculations of the Agassiz of that day ? That

these were created in nations in the proportions and

places in which they will then be found ? Man is a cos

mopolite, as this distinguished naturalist a few years

since distinctly held ; and not the mixed Caucassians

only , as Dr. Nott would have us believe, but those vari

eties of man , which perfect degradation and the force

of circumstances have long held in the lands they oc
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cupy. Even as we write, the Mongolian is seeking the

protection of our laws and claiming citizenship with our

selves, while the Hindoo from the Ganges, is becoming

domesticated in the tropical islands of this continent.

The changes of 500 or 1000 years,may thus scatter these

theories to the winds. The circle of facts as to thehomo

Americanus testifies against this theory . The American

Indian tribes, though not without some characteristic

differences, exhibit a great uniformity of complexion ,

and other physicaltraits, throughout the two continents.

The same characteristics for the most part are found in

connection with the fauna of the Arctic, Temperate , and

Tropical zones. It is not easy to distinguish the Indian

of Brazil from the Indian of these Atlantic States.

“ The physical character of the American races from

Cape Horn to Canada," says Dr. Morton, " is essentially

the same.” — Types , p . 32. But the fauna of that tropi

cal country differs in many respects from our own, and

to that degree, that the aboriginal man of that realm

should differ widely from the aboriginal of this, the the

ory being true which is proposed .

We think Dr. Bachman has fully shewn that Agassiz

has unwittingly selected those facts , as to the distribu

tion of animals, which harmonise with his theory, and

ignored those which make against it. In his Arctic

realm , inhabited by the Esquimaux, his Arctic man is

found the common wolf, which ranges over the northern

half of Asia , the whole of Europe, and the whole of

America, to the Isthmus of Panama ; the ermine, which

also exists where the wolf is found ; the beaver ; the otter ,

which ranges over thewhole of North and South Amer

ica , from the Arctic to the Antarctic ocean ; the snow

goose, the golden plover, the raven , the horned owl, the

right whale , which last navigates all the oceans from

pole to pole , and yet is made by Professor Agassiz to be

one of the two marine representatives of his Arctic

realm . These and other facts adduced in Dr. Bachman 's

able paper, show that the arrangements of the natural

provinces of the animal world are arbitrary, and do not

bear out the conclusions they were designed to substan

tiate. Man surely, created with a constitution adapted

to all countries, endowed with all the powers of inven
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tion, " fond of navigation, omniverous in appetites, rest

less and migratory in his habits of locomotion , and sub

jecting the lower animals to his will,” cannot be in any

of his varieties, " restricted to a narrower range than the

wolf, the ermine,and many others thatmightbe named."

Look to the wide diffusion of our well known domestic

breeds, of " our horses, horned cattle , sheep, swine, poul

try, pigeons, the products in this country of a few im

ported pairs, which in little more than two hundred

years, have stocked all North and South America, not

withstanding the annual slaughter of millions." How

does this wide diffusion of certain species of animals

which has already taken place, and which may be car

ried to even a greaterextent, speak for the diffusion over

climes the most various, of one race ofmen of far higher

powers of adaptation , proceeding from one common ori

gin .

Dr. Bachman, with great force , contends against Agas

siz , that the Arctic man could not have originated in

the region where he is found. That " he wasan autoch

thon there, and that his progenitors never possessed a

southern home,” he concludes, “ is an utter impossibil

ity.” Without a miracle he could nothave survived the

severity of the climate, nor have provided himself with

food, in the cold dark winter of the polar regions, for a

single month . And that since,according to the author

of this theory , there were no “ farinaceous grains, no

tubercles, no juicy fruits growing under these in hospita

ble latitudes, and they were entirely dependant upon

animal food for sustenance,” if the Arctic man is a pe

culiar species, destined to live only on flesh , he should

not have been furnished with teeth belonging to omniv

erous animals, but, like the wolf and cat, only with those

suited to his carniverous destiny. These arguments we

adduce not on our own authority, but on that of a nat

uralist, the most competent on our American soil.*

There is still another application of the historical ar

gument which wewere before pursuing . It has pleased

Mr. Gliddon , whose very eminent scholarship in biblical

HOMEBODENS TVO

* See Bachman 's Monograph, pp . 15, 26, 22, 27. Types, p. 61.
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and oriental literature has adorned this volume, to ap

prove of the correctness of the Xth of Genesis. It was

compiled,he informs us, by “ a Chaldean chorographer,"

“ in some university of Chaldea,” is an “ invaluable

chart ;" he [Gliddon ,] has applied his " oriental special

ities ” to its elucidation , has reverentially rebuilt," the

edifice reared by “ Bochart 's unsurpassable labours ,"

and the validity of theGenesiacal catalogue” stands

forth confessed . “ In every instance where monumental

or written history has enabled us to check the writer's

system ,” says he, “ his accuracy has been vindicated.

In not a few cases exactitudes so minute as to be rela

tively marvellous have been exhibited ." As he is no

“ Caucassian missionary stipended to instil into the ill

furnished crania of African Hottentots," & c ., it will per

haps be admitted that the truth of “ the ethnic genesiacal

chart will now " resile to our view through archaeologi

cal deductions, with the force of an Euclidian demonstra

tion ." * Toma

Now , by the concessions of the authors of this vol

ume, there are atleast three varieties of complexion in

cluded in Genesis X , the swarthy Hamites, the yellow

Shemites, and the white Japetans, with many subordi

nate varieties under these. There are the dark , almost

black, Cusbite Arabs,the copper coloured Shemite Arab,

the red Egyptian, the black Lybians, the brown Berbers,

the yellow (0) Persians, Assyrians, Syrians and Hebrews,

and the white Ionians and Medes. How did all these

varieties of colour, and wemight extend the inquiry too,

to varieties of contour - originate among people allied to

each other, as the Xth of Genesis shows, in blood ; peo

ple descended so extensively , as G . R . G . admits , from

a common ancestry. Here is no opportunity for distinct

centres of creation . The admission of alliance and com

mon descent, annihilates that theory, and brings us back

to the common conviction , that all these varieties have

sprung up in the family of man since their creation. .

It is indeed the case that the author to whom we

refer, in his abundant wisdom and research has dis

covered (?) that the Chaldean (?) “ Genesiacal” cbo

* * See Types, &e., pp.548, 637,639,476, 680.
ie
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rographer of the Xth of Genesis, whom he admits to be

so correct in every other portion of the table of national

descent, from Jobab, the son of Joktan, up to Shem ,

Ham and Japheth , here takes a leap in the dark , and

ascribes their parentage to Noah , which word means

repose and cessation ." We place the word “ OBSCURITY

beneath it,” says he, “ in our Genealogical Tableaux."

" This name symbolized probably a point of time so re

mote from his own day, that he ceased to enquire für

ther , and reposed from his labours in blissful ignorance,

after having comprehended the vanity of human efforts

to pierce that primordial gloom . If he did not, we do .”

Such is themiserable shift resorted to , to get rid of a

common parentfor Shem , Ham , and Japheth , and a com

mon descent for the varieties of men whom he acknowl

edges are found among their descendants. Noab, there

fore, is no real personage, but wholly an imaginary

character, an obscurity, looming up in the cloudy regions

of the imagination , as a possible, nay impossible, ances

tor of these threemen , from whom the seventy -one tribes,

the names of which, or of the founders of which , follow ,

and who themselves are the representatives of the “ red,

yellow and white races" have descended . A

But there is every wbit as much evidence in favour of

every part of this chart, as there is of that portion to

which Mr. Gliddon has given his sanction ; as much

reason for believing that Noah begat Shem , Ham and

Japheth , as for believing that Ham begat Cush, Mizraim

and Phut; that this truthful writer represents all these

tribes of men as baving had one common ancestry; and

this is confirmed asmuch by ancient tradition as any

part of the entire record . The father of Noah is as

well known as the father of Cush. The reason of his

significant name is a matter of historic record. At his

birth , his father Lamech called him Noah , resting, re

- pose, saying " this same shall comfort us concerning the

work and toil of our hands, because of the ground the

Lord hath cursed.” Equally historic are all the genera

tions up to Adam : though , since the deluge swept away

the antediluvian nations descended from these men , the

traces of them cannot be found, as can the traces of

those of post-diluvian origin , in the countries, tribes,
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traditions and histories of existing races of men . In

spite of Mr. Gliddon's elaborations, the whole record in

Genesis remains as unshaken and reliable as he ac

knowledges Gen. Xth to be. The memory of Noah

seemsto be preserved in the Kneph or Nu of the Egyp

tian mythology, as also the name of Ham in the Amun,

and of Phut in the Phtha of their religion, which con

sisted chiefly in the worship of deified men.*

Another thing with which wehave been forcibly struck

is the fact that the same types of humanity which these

writers have pictured from variousancient sources, chiefly

from the sculptures of Egypt, are continually appearing

among us in these days, and from a stock as remote as

possible , historically considered, from that to which these

types are assigned by our authors. Wehave seen for ex

ample their fig . 20 , a Syrian captive, fig . 39, a citizen of

Tyre, their Hindoo, fig . 48; their Tartar, fig .50; their Jew

ish , fig. 47 ; their Cushite Arab, fig .52 ; their Assyrian,

fig . 73 ; their Himyarite Arab, fig . 76 , their Egyptian,

fig . 124 , p . 220, and fig . 128, 154 ; Plate I. fig . 187, 189,

in this country , among the descendants of Europeans,

Wehave in our eye the counterpart of their Himgarite

Arab , in a friend of ours, a native of this country , a

descendant of Scotch ancestors. Weare persuaded that

these types of humanity are continually reproduced

among ourselves ; and these portraits only show that in

ancient Egypt, and the oriental countries from whose

monuments these sketches are taken, there were much

the same varieties of features observable as among Eu

ropeans and their descendants . It assists us to trace

their resemblance, that these figures are devoid of co

lour, so that the eye is fastened upon the features and

contour rather than any thing else. Even their unco

loured specimens of the Mobile negro, figs. 179 and 180,

p . 259, look far more like Irish grog-bruisers from Cork ,

than any negroes our eyes have seen ; thus showing the

truth of what the Edinburg Review was derided by

these writers for asserting , that Ireland has many exam

ples to shew that the prognathous type, by which the

negro has been supposed to be exclusively marked , is
10 tot

BU * Osburn Mon . Hist. of Egypt, vol. 1, p. 340 . 10 wat
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originated also, amid the low life and inadequate supply

of nutricions food , which are too characteristic of some

of the most degraded districts of the Emerald Isle.

The whole series of illustrations taken together, show

rather that the types of mankind, so far as features and

cranial conformation are concerned , can and do arisewith

in the limits of what is usually termed the Caucasian

variety of man. And if these extremes of conforma

tion could only be separated from the rest, the system

of breeding in and in , would perpetuate and carry to a

still more exaggerated extent, the varieties thus arising .

The most imposing point in the argumentof this book ,

is the fact of the existence of the negro features and

complexion among the sculptures of Egypt, at so high a

date as these authors assign to these monuments : 2300

B . C . 20th Dynasty 1300 B . O . 17th , and 18th Dynasties

1500 B . C . “ Probably 2400 or 2500 B . C .” 1300 B . ( .*

From this fact they argue not merely the permanency

of the negro type. They continually place these dates

and others still more extreme, in direct antagonism with

the chronology of the Bible . So frequently and so os

tentatiously is this done, as to convey the impression

that the object of these authors is , under the cover of a

discussion on the unity of the race, to undermine alto

gether the foundations of revealed religion . To this end

all their discussions tend. And thisthey seem , if possible ,

to havemore at heart than the establishmentofgreatprin

ciples of science. Therefore it is that the most extreme

conclusions as to the antiquity of Egypt are greedily and

summarily adopted. “ The epoch of Menes is 2400 years

before Abraham .” “ There are but ten generations be

tween Abraham and Noah, to set off against no less

than 17 dynasties of Egypt, each of which included

many kings whose united ages exceed 2000 years .” +

Therefore probably the prominence given to the Geolog

ical and Palaeontologic fables of Dr. Usher,making the

total age of the Delta of the Mississippi to be 158,400

years, and the skeleton of an aboriginal man , found

in excavating for the gas works at New Orleans, be

neath the roots of a cypress tree belonging , as is alleged ,

* See pp. 259, 262. 263. stole +142, 143. Pasyidois
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to the fourth forest level, and 16 feet below the surface,

to have been buried there 57,600 years ago.*

* That outward climatic influences, food, peculiar pur

suits and modes of life , do produce changes on the hu

man subject, none can doubt, and thatman is subject to

congenial variations which , under favourable circum

stances, may be propagated and stereotyped in particu

lar tribes of men ,must also be admitted . If this is so ,

what do these men gain to their argument by their

extreme hypothesis of the antiquity of the human race ?

If the Delta of the Mississippi has been forming for

158 ,400 years, and men were living on the banks of that

stream 57,600 years ago, and perhaps 100,000 years

before, there has been time enough surely , for the hu

man constitution to have undergone all the changes of

which it is capable, under the influences of natural and

moral causes, and to have exhibited all the powers of

various conformation which the Creator has hidden in

the constitution of our race : so that the race should

long ago have run its round of change, and come to ex

hibit before the historic period, all the modifications

which have been permanent. Grant these authors their

postulate as to the antiquity of man on our globe, it on

ly renders the argument for the unity of the race more

impregnable than before.

Grantthat the negro is found represented in Egyptian

sculptures of a date 1300, 1500, 2300, 2500 B . C . These

dates fall more than 1300 years below the period these

gentlemen adopt as the era of Menes, a considerable

time in itself for changes to have occurred. But, how

long before this earliest of Manetho's kings, man existed

on the earth , and in Egypt itself, how many chiliads of

year's even, these writers do not pretend to say. If we

may judge from the general deductions of the book, even

when reasoning of Egyptian affairs alone, their belief is

that men were found in Egypt as long before Menes as

his period precedes ours. Time enough sure, for the

varieties of men to have arisen under the overruling pro

vidence of their Creator. ba

* I have no doubt thatman will yet be found in the fossil state as low

down as the eocene deposits, and that he walked the earth with the Meg

alouyx and Palaeotherium . - Morton's inedited Mass. Types, p. 326 .
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This long chronology manifestly is not adopted for

this, butbecause it was believed to falsify the Scriptures,

and to sink them from the character of books inspired

by God, to the feeble, and often erroneous products of

human industry or conjecture. For these extravagant

hypotheses for the long continuance of man on the earth

we have not a particle of respect. The very fact of the

diversity of types in the human family , taken in connec

tion with the alledged obliteration of peculiarities once

found in certain tribes, such as the Hottentot and the

Negro , itself disproves it. In vain , to carry out their

theory, may they claim that the Caucasian alone is a

cosmopolite . Man , as such , is so . The Ethiopian is

found now in Europe, America, Asia , the islands of

Oceanica, and once existed in Colchis of old, where

now he is not. The Mongolian dwells on at least two

continents . Man is not like an oyster, bound to his

rock . Had the earth been inhabited by him as long as

these writers pretend, the various types which they

imagine to indicate diverse origins, would have been

obliterated ages ago, by the process of amalgamation .

And since they deny to climate or any natural influen

ces the power of originating diversities of complexion

and conformation , these would have long since ceased.

As to Dr. Usher 's Mississippi man, interred beneath

four forests by that grand old river, 57,600 years ago, and

yet only 16 feet below the surface of the ground, we do

not know who besides these authors has given credence

to the ridiculous conceit. It has furnished its share of

amusement to the populace, * and been listened to with

a stare of credulity from all quarters.

Desd e la rochii

* The following is clipped from a newspaper bilety

Wonderful Geological Discovery.-- A fossil frog has been discovered in

the Wabash bottom , several feet below the surface, with half a dozen

strata of mud above him , to the formation of which , according to well

established geological principles, a period of 6 ,000 years each ,may be

attributed. When this astounding ante-Adamite fossil was brought to

light, all the live old frogs gathered around it, and exclaimed : " Penta

teuch ! Pentateuch ! Og i Humbug ! Echol Abimelech ! Balek ! Amalek !

Amalek !” and the young frogs, startled at the discovery, cried : “ Glid

don , Gliddon ! Nott and Nott ! Agassee ! It is thought that this frog is

several years older than the skeleton of a man found near New Orleans

some time ago. Th e
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What the Mississippi river is able to do in its inunda

tions, the quantities of sediment it brings down in its

annual flow , the rafts of timber and trees driven before

its impetuous current, the known changes of its channel

within thememory oflivingmen ,could be but little taken

into the account, in the arithmetic of these computa

tions. In some four successive seasons in some past pe

riod of time, might these deposits have been made, and

the remains of the homo Americanus received their bu

rial. . " The bed of the Mississippi river,” said an aged

but intelligent planter, who had spent his life upon its

banks, " is a wonderful cleft in the earth , and the stream

which has scooped it out has performed singular freaks
in my day . " * 5

As to Égypt, all true history is against the extrava

gant claim to antiquity which is set up for it. China

has nothing but a fabulous, mythological period to run

parallel with it. India absolutely nothing, as Mr. Glid

don himself now admits. Assyria absolutely nothing, as

the researches of Layard, Botta , and Rawlinson show .

Palestine nothing, Arabia and Syria nothing. How

passing strange that Egyptian antiquity, confessedly

high , should ascend by such wonderful cycles, and the

narrow valley of the Nile hold men and organised gov

ernments , when those nations had not yet sprung into

existence, or still remained in obscure and unnoticed

barbarism . Is it possible that, for century upon century,

1 * In this instance, too , it turns out that the statement made respect

ing the fossil man, is at least questionable, if not altogether apochryphal.

The editor of the Orleanian , in commenting upon it, says : " Strange that

so startling a fact as that mentioned by Dr. Usher never reached us be

fore, although resident here for many years. And, then , the fossil cypress,

only fourteen thousand five hundred years old ! Wonder if they were dis

covered on Moreau street, in the Third District, where a Dr. Usher dwelt ?

who is probably the doctor alluded to, as he was somewhat of a scientific

literary gentleman."

Here is pretty strong negative proof of the incorrectness of the whole

statement. It is not probable that facts so astounding and important to

the scientific and theologic world could have transpired in New Orleans, .

and not be known to one of her most intelligent editors. Only themost

positive and well-sustained evidence could attest so marvellous an occur

rence, and it is therefore incumbent upon all who place any stress upon

the theory it would teach , in the first place clearly to establish the fact.

That being unauthenticated, away go all the fine-spun deductions of Agas

siz and others as to the pre-Adamic existence ofman. - Mobile Register.
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when the arts flourished in Egpyt, they should never

have extended themselves three days ' journey in the di

rection of any surrounding country.

Weare persuaded that the day is not far remote when

the extraordinary pretensions of the high antiquity of

Egypt, as a people, will be brought down. It will be

shown that it has been over estimated by both Lepsius

and Bunsen, and that notwithstanding the sneers ofMr.

Gliddon, the chronology of Champollion, Wilkinson ,

Poole and Osborn, are better proved by monumental evi

dence , than the computation of those distinguished

scholars. The volumes of Osborn have certainly shown

the way, even if his deductions shall not all stand the

test of thorough examination, by which Egyptian chro

nology may come into harmony with that of other na

tions. Hehas so read themonuments that they tell a

different tale from that which the writers of the Types

of Mankind would desire. Doubtless there are spe

cific positions taken by this writer which even he may be

compelled to abandon. But as to the general results,

we have but little solicitude. They are in accordance

with the Scriptures, though not based upon them .

Throughout the whole discussion there is every appear

ance of independence of thought and a careful and con

scientious use of thematerials which the stony records of

Egypt supply to the scholar. They are in accordance

too with the reliable chronology of other ancient nations,

According to this writer, the era of Menes is 2429 B . C .,

a date which nearly approximates to that assigned by

the books of Moses for the foundation of the primitive

kingdoms of the earth . The dynasties of Manetho, es

pecially the earlier ones, were often cotemporaneous ;

many of the kings in Manetho's lists were co-regent.

The lists were kept in double and triple by the priests

for the purpose of aiding them in claiming an extrava

gant antiquity for their country . Thus the 2d dynasty

he makes cotemporary with the first; the 5th an Abydan

with the 4th, a Memphite dynasty; the 9th a Sebennyte ,

the 11th a Theban , with the 6th a Memphite ; the 12th

a Theban ,cotemporary with the 10th , a Sebennyteand the

16th ; the 18th a Theban, cotemporary with the 14th , a

Xoite dynasty. Abram was in Egypt under Acthoes,
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about 445 years after the era of Menes. Joseph came

into Egypt under Aphophis. The Exodus took place

under Sethos II. who was the Pharaoh who perished in

the Red Sea. The Exodus occurred not far from 1314

B . 0 . Such are some of the conclusions to which this

able and independent writer has come. All antagonism

of Egyptian chronology from monumental history, in

the light of these facts, entirely disappear. True, the

negro is found sculptured and depicted on themonu

ments, first in the days of Thothmosis, which we sup

pose this chronology was put as early as 1416 B . C . or

102 years before the Exode, being about 900 years after

Archbp. Usher's date for the deluge, and over 1700 ac

cording to the long chronology of the Septuagint, as fol

lowed by Hales.

The permanence of the Ethiopian type of man from

that day to this, does not prove that it has been perma

nent through all preceding ages. At some period in

the 9 or 17 centuries before, the providence of God

overruling by favouring circumstances,thechanges which

were requisite to produce this diversity , took place

through a longer or shorter period of time, till the vari

eties of the human race arose. This supposition is ea

sier, far, than thatmaintained by these writers, thatmen

were created in nations, in the several localities in which

they are found , which , in relation to nations now cover

ing near half the globe, we know to be false.

The chapter by J . C . N ., on Hybridity, is a work of

Sysiphus, a vain attempt to show that hybrids are fertile

inter se, capable of perpetuating their own mongrel

breed . The most that has yet been adduced , is a few

exceptional cases, utterly insufficient to subvert the law

that hybrids are incapable of propagating their kind, a

law regarded as established hitherto by almost universal

observation . Exceptio probat regulam .

" The quadrupeds,many of them of the samegenus, that

are so conveniently arranged opposite each other in the

eight columns of this tableau , (the tableau of Agassiz,)

have often been tamed and brought together in menage

ries, etc., and where these different species could be indu

ced to have intercourse with each other, their progeny

has become sterile, and not a single instance can be pro
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duced where these have propagated a race. The domes

tic sheep and goat have been running together for ages ,

in the same fields, both in Europe and America, but no

new breed has been propagated . Such, indeed, is the

repugnance which these two species have exhibited , that

Dr. Morton informed the pnblic , that experiments , on a

large scale, had been instituted in Pennsylvania , to effect

this object, but without success in a single instance.

Buffon, however, by patience, after a long trial, succeed

ed in obtaining a hybrid progeny, but no race could be

produced . * * * The muscovy and common duck ,

which we have reared for many years, have produced

hybrids, but here the race was at an end - so it is be

tween the product of themule and the horse. These are

different species, and the Creator of species never inten

ded to surrender his prerogative to man, who can only

improve, not create." *

As all the varieties ofman are fruitful inter se, and as

the progeny of these commixtures are also fruitful, the

argument yet remains an irresistible one, that the race .

of man is one, and the varieties observable in it have

sprung up since the original creation. " There is no

more sterility in the mulatto,” says Dr. Bachman, “ the

half-breed Indian,or the product of themongrel and Cau

casian race than there is in the white or any other race.”

“ We have collected some statistics from reliable

sources that will place this matter in its true light.

Thus far we have found them equally , if not more pro

lific than the whites. We have, according to the last

census, 405 ,7517 mulatoes in the United States. The

experiment,therefore, for good or for evil, has been con

ducted on a large scale. Wehave in Charleston a large

number of respectable families of free mulattoes. They

have received good English educations, and some of

their daughters have even been taught drawing and

music. Their sons aremechanics. Many of the mem

bers of this community of mulattoes , are upright, virtu

ous, and professors of religion . They have intermarried

for several generations. We have ascertained that they

continue to be, through every generation, on an average,

* Bachman on Agassiz's Nat. Provinces, p . 43. .

+ Statistical view of the U . S. Census, 1854, p. 83. .
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fully as prolific as either the whites or the blacks. These

intermixtures have taken place among all the eight types

of men to which Professor Agassiz has restricted the

human family . It would be superfluous to prove that

the German, English , French , Spanish, Slavonians and

Hungarians, have intermixed for ages with the blood of

the Celt, the Saxon , the Slavonic , the Turk and theMon

gul. The Russians bave mingled with the Siberian and

Esquimo, and with the American Indians on our north

western coast. The Spaniards have multiplied with the

Malays on the Phillippine Islands in North America

with the Mexican Indians, producing a new race called

Mexicans, as also in South America with the Indians of

Peru , Bueno Ayres, Guiana, etc. The French bave pro

duced a race of half breeds with the Indians in Canada,

called Voyageurs , that are serviceable as boatmen , and

efficient servants to the several fur companies. German

blood is found among the Finns, and every one of Agas

siz's types. The Dutch havemultiplied with the natives

of Guiana, with the Malays, the East Indians and the

Chinese. The North American Indian has multiplied

with the African , as well as with every variety of the

so -called Caucasian family. The white race has been

mingled with African blood in America, and with every

one of the nations composing the types of Agassiz's

eight realms. Where are the evidences of sterility ? If

the descendants from any two of these primitive types

are hybrids, and, according to Knox, will soon “ die out

and out," then since the whole world is fast running

into hybridism , since whole tribes of such men exist in

every part of the world , the destiny of the human race

is sealed by this strange interpretation of the laws of

hybridity . *

1 The whole of this discussion but confirms the conclu

sion to which the greatest naturalists have arrived , and

which Prof. Owen, the highest authority in such ques

tions has expressed that " man is the sole species of his

genus, the sole representative of his order." Dr. Bach

man has declared that " the varieties of man differ even

less than the varieties of domestic animals and are far

* Bachman , pp. 44, 45.
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more uniform in size. There are black , and brown , and

white breeds, in all the varieties of domestic animals,

as well as of poultry . There are greater differences in

the skulls of the various breeds of domestic cattle,

sheep and hogs, than in those of man.” “ The intelli

gence of the Arabian horse or the English racer is as far

superior to the dray horse , and that of the spaniel to the

bull dog, or that of the white man is to the negro.” —

Continuation of the Review of Nott and Gliddon 's

Types of Mankind , p . 7 and 10. *

Agassiz thus expresses himself on the argument for

the unity of the race from the affinity of languages :

“ As for languages, their common structure, and even

the analogy in the sounds of different languages, far

from indicating a derivation of one from another, seem

to us the necessary result ofthat similarity in the organs

* A striking fact on the question of Hybridity is recorded on p . 16 , of

Dr. Bachman's Review , which may be easily proved by a visit to the

residence of Dr. Davis, in this vicinity. Note, p . 16 of continuation of

the Review of Nott & Gliddon : 9

" A pair of Brahmin cattle and two pair of water-oxen, were imported

by Dr. Davis, of Columbia , in 1849 ; the former, as admitted by natural

ists, is a variety of our common domesticated cattle — the latter, of the

eastern buffalo. The new theory, that our domesticated cattle have pro

ceeded from a commixture of different species, was now to be tested.

The male and female of the Brahmin cattle were placed in the samefield

with manyof our common cows. The female Brahmin cow has produced

a calf each year -- and, at the sametime, as we are informed by Colonel

Hampton and Dr. Davis, the descendants from this same bull, by our

common cows, amount to more than 1,500, having greatly improved the

stocks of cattle in Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, and Louisiana. In the

mean time, what has been the result in their efforts to produce hybrids

from the male of the water cattle ? The female had a calf annually the

male was running in the immense inclosure of Mr. Middleton, with from

1,000 to 1,500 common cattle, for several years past, and not a single

hybrid has been produced . The samewas the result at Dr. Davis' plan

tation." " There is another experiment going forward, at the latter place,

which, we think, is calculated to peril Mr. Brown's new theory of desig

nating species by the hair. Dr. Davis imported the Cashmere, Thibet

shawl, the Malta milking, and the large pendulous eared goat of Syria

admitted by all naturalists, Hamilton Smith , and Dr. Morton included, to

be varieties of the common goat. The product is now over 300. By in

terbreeding, the coarse hair of our common goat has been converted into

wool, as fine as that of the Cashmere, and by crossing the Thibet with the

Cashmere goat, the long coarse hair, which covers the down of the former

has been converted into the soft wool of the cashmere goat.”

VOL. IX . - No. 2 . 8
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of speech , which causes them naturally to produce the

same sound. We would not deny that it is as natural

for man to speak as it is for a dog to bark , for an ass to

bray, for a lion to roar, for a wolf to howl, when we see

that no nations are so barbarous, so deprived of all hu

man character, as to be made to express in language

their desires, their fears, their hopes.” “ Who ever

thought that the robin learned his melody from the

mocking bird, or the mocking bird from any other spe

cies of thrushes? Who ever fancied that the field crow

learned his cawing from the jack -daw ? Certainly, no

one at all acquainted with the habits of birds. And

should it be different with men ? Why should not the

different races of men have spoken distinct languages,

as they do at present- differing as their organs of speech

are variously modified ? And why should not thesemod

ifications in their turn be indication of primitive differ

ences among them ?” “ The evidence adduced from the

affinities of the languages of different nations in favour

of a community of origin is of no value, when we know

that among vociferous animals, every species has its pe

culiar intonations, and that the different species of the

sarne family produce sound as closely allied , and form

ing as natural combinations, as the so-called Indo-Ger

manic languages compared with one another." alute

We can but regard this as a striking instance of the

fanciful analogies, which men of genius sometimes lay

hold of to give substance to a baseless theory. The

voice of man is controlled by reason ; the voice of a

bird by instinct. The one is capable of imitating all

articulate sounds, and using them to express his own

thoughts, the other, except in a few cases, as of the par

rot and mocking bird, incapable of this imitation, and

in these few , using the sounds without any perception of

their significancy . The one can forget his original lan

guage, and adopt another, transmitting it to his descen

dants ; the other keeps ever his natural note, and trans

mits to its offspring no other. The hen perchance may

hatch out the eggs of a duck thrust by the thrifty house

wife into its own nest. The duckling learns not its fos

See Types, & c., pp. 282, 72.
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ter mother's note, but grows up to maturity with its own

expressive quack. Not so with man . However difficult

it may be for adult persons to attain the just pronuncia

tion of a tongue foreign to themselves, it arises from no

natural difference in the organs of speech . The child of

Anglo-Saxon parents, born and reared in the capital of

France, speaks French with a Parisian accent. He

could just as easily attain the mingled nasal-guttural

sounds of the Arabic , or the harsh monosyllables of the

Chinese, the peculiar click of the Hottentot, or the mel

ifluous melody of the Italian, or of some of the barbar

ous languages of Soudan . The negro can acquire with

ease, the French accent, or the " inimitable " brogue of

the sons of St. Patrick. * Differences of language do not

arise therefore, from differences of physical organiza

tion , and do not point to different origins of the human

family. No one can say that the resemblances in the

vocables of speech , in grammatical forms, and in the

structure of language, traceable throughout the Indo

Germanic family, spring from the sameness of vocal or

gans in the people speaking these tongues,who has at all

traced these resemblances out. In no other way could

tbey have originated but by the cohabitation of these

people in the same commnnity in a period which ante

dates all profane history, but by their having proceeded

from some common origin . In the midst of the Indo

Germanic family of tongues, is that interesting nook in

Spain where the Basque is spoken , the language of those

ancient Iberians who migrated to Europe, before the

other Indo-Germanic nations. The analogies are more

and more discoverable which assign it to its home in the

east. The affinities of the Semitic family of tongues

are still more satisfactory, which extends from Persia

over south -western Asia , and no small part of Africa ,

and was spoken alike by the descendants of Shem and

a large portion of the descendants of Ham , and still

more closely pointout a common origin . Agassiz 's con

clusion is not that of Klaproth , who flattered himself

“ that, in his works, the universal affinity of language is

placed in so strong a light, that it must be considered

ba s ed elit nicole

date USB * See Types, & c., p. 278. nero,color
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by all as completely demonstrated.” Nor of Hum

boldt, who asserts that with the increase of our knowl

edge in every direction, there is found less and less rea

son for the former belief, that the diversified races of

men are separated from each other by insurmountable

barriers." The very last results of ethnological research

testify only with new strength and directness to the

affinities of language and man's common origin . The

last work of Chevalier Bunsen presents this in a pecu

liarly clear and interesting light. " Language bears,"

says he, " in itself the indestructible records of its own

history and origin ." " It would have been next to impos

sible to discover any traces of relationship between the

swarthy nations of India and their conquerors , whether

Alexander or Clive, but for the testimony borne by lan

guage ? What authority would have been strong enough

to persuade the Grecian army that their gods and their

hero ancestors were the same as those of king Porus !

and to convince the English soldier that the sameblood

was running in his veins and in the veins of the dark

Bengalese ? And yet there is not an English jury now

a -days, which, after examining the hoary documents of

language, would reject the claim of a common descent

and a legitimate relationsbip between Hindu , Greek and

Teuton . Many words still live in India and England

that have witnessed the first separation of the Northern

and Southern Arians, and these are witnesses not to be

shaken by any cross examination . The terms for God ,

for house, for father, for mother, son , daughter, for dog,

cow , for heart and tears, for axe and tree, identical in

all the European idioms, are like the watch-words of sol

diers. Wechallenge the seeming stranger ; and whether

he answer with the lip of a Greek , a German, or an In

dian , we recognize him as one of ourselves. Nothing

necessitates the admission of different independent be

ginnings for the material elements of the Turanian , Sem

itic , and Arian branches of speech — nay it is possible

even now to point out radicals which, under various

changes and disguises, have been current in these three

branches ever since their first separation. Though the

historian may shake his head , though the physiologist

may doubt, and the poet scorn the idea, all must yield
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before the facts furnished by language. There was a

time when the ancestors of the Celts, the Germans, the

Slavonians, the Greeks, the Italians, the Persians, and

Hindoos, were living together beneath the same roof.”

“ And now if we gaze from our native shores over that

vast ocean of human speech , with its waves rolling on

from continent to continent, rising under the fresh

breezes of themorning of history , and slowly heaving in

our own more sultry atmosphere, with sails gliding

over its surface, and many an oar plying through its

surf, and the flags of all nations waving joyously to

gether with its rocks and wrecks, its storms and bat

tles, yet reflecting serenely all that is beneath , and above

and around it , - if we gaze, and hearken to the strange

sounds rushing past our ears in unbroken strains, it

seems no longer a wild tumult, or aingidpov yehaopa, but

we feel as if placed within some ancient cathedral, lis

tening to a chorus of innumerable voices ; and themore

intensely we listen,the more all discords melt away into

higher harmonies , till at last we hear but one majestic

tricord , or a mighty unison , at the end of a sacred sym

phony .
Este

Such visions will float through the study of the gram

marian , and in the midst of toilsomeresearches his heart

will suddenly beat, as he feels the conviction growing

upon him thatmen are brethren in the simplest sense of

the word — the children of the same father - whatever

their country , their colour, their language, and their

faith . ” * a lyon

Part II. of this volume Mr. Gliddon has made the

theatre of his efforts at Biblical exegesis, and of that

amazing oriental erudition which puts to the blush all

other modern scholarship. If however the theologian

• Bochart, should arise from the dead and reclaim so much

of his own as is found in chapter XIV . on the Xth of

Genesis, the bulkiness of this portion of the work would

very materially diminish . The moving cause of this

elaborate essay is, to show that the writer of Genesis

X . was acquainted only with the Caucasian variety of

* Bunson & Prof. Max Muller, in Bunson's Philosophy of Universal

History, applied to Language & Religion. Vol. I. pp. 129, 130, 486 .

Vol. II. p. X. 0341
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men, and indeed that the geographical knowledge of

the Scriptures was embraced within very narrow limits,

and if they give to mankind a common descent, it was

but the mankind of their own acquaintance, the Cauca

sians only. It never seems to be dreamt that there

is a higher author ofthis book than the human penman ,

and thatGod hiinself must be acquainted with themen

he has made, and in revealing his will to his creatures,

can never permit error to be commingled with truth .

It is impossible to follow the author through the multi

plicity of his details, in many of which he is right, be.

cause his authorities were right. To those in which he

strives to convict his opponents of error and wantof

scholarship , we are bound to pay some attention . The

first point to which we refer is the signification of Cush

in Gen . X . and elsewhere. Gliddon & Nott maintain

that in the Scriptures it refers to Arabia , and not as has

been commonly believed, to an African people . Mr.

Gliddon is pleased to use the following language of

those who maintain that it is not exclusively used of an

Asiatic people. " Among themany who have felt them

selves called upon to contravene our assertions, not hav

ing hitherto met with one person really acquainted with

the Hebrew Alphabet, wemay be excused by Hebraists

as recognizing as biblical authorities ' those teachers

who (even the articulations Aleph, Beth , Gimel, being

to them unknown,) are yet ignorant of the A . B . C . of

Scripture language,meanings, and history."

" Bochart 's words show that we were not the first by

more than 1000 years to claim Arabia for Cush , instead

of Ethiopia ," & c .*

This caps the climax of effrontery , that a man, himself

a mere smatterer in Hebrew learning, should character

ize thus those who differ with him as to the residence

of the Cushites of the Hebrew Bible, is carrying on war .

with weapons singularly chosen. Three portions of the

earth appear to be denoted in the Scriptures under the

name of Cush ; an oriental Cush bordered by the Tigris,

an Arabian Cush, and an African Cush. Our own be

lief has been expressed before in these pages, that Cush

is the name both of an Asiatic and an African people ;

* Types, & c. p . 480. 367
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in other words, that the descendants of Cush , after peo

pling portions of Southern Asia , in which a part of Ara

bia is included , passed over from this latter country ,

probably across the straits of Babelmandel and the ad

jacent waters, into the regions of Nubia and Central

Africa . We do not know why this opinion should indi

cate any want of Hebrew knowledge. Was Gesenius

then ignorant, who says, Thesaur I. p . 672, that “ Cush

designates Ethiopia , a country inhabited by the black

Hamites, surrounded by the Gihon, i. e. the Nile, very

opulent, situated south from Egypt, and on this account

named with Egypt, whose southern part (Pathros) in the

times of Isaiah obeyed kings of the Ethiopic race ?" He

resorts to the Chaldee, Syriac, and Coptic , and to thehier

oglyphics of Egypt as evidence of these assertions. In

reference to the opinion which Mr.Gliddon has adopted

after Bochart, Gesenius holds the following language :

“ What Bochart, (the Pseudo Jonathan on the Penta

teuch preceding him ,) maintained in his Phaleg IV . 2 ,

whom Walton in Prolegg XV. 1, and Vitringa on Is.

XI. 11, have followed, that none of the Cushites of the

Old Testament were to be sought in Africa , but in Ara

bia Felix only, J . D . Michaelis refuted long since in

Spicel., T . I. p . 143, seqq. who nevertheless determined

that some part of them dwelt in Arabia (Comp. Vitring .

De Cushæis, Is. XVIII. 1,) and moreover that all had

immigrated' from Arabia Felix into Africa. And the

present Ethiopians or Abyssinians, (Geez,migratio s.

libertas,) are said to have originated in Southern Ara

bia, and the relationship of language and writing indi

cate this, for the Ethiopic and Himyaritic are very simi

lar (v .Ludolf Comment ad hist, æthiop . p . 58, Hall. En

cyclopaedie , art. Aethiopisch Sprache und Schrift.) But

the state of the case as to the Cushites of the Old Test

ament is different, and Schultess has correctly remarked

( Paradies p . 10, et seqq.) that there is no place at all in

the Old Testamentwhich convinces us that the Cushites

were outside of the African Ethiopia ; for Numb.

XII. 1 , the wife of Moses is certainly some other than

Zippora the Midianite. Heb . III. 7 , Cushan is indeed

coupled with the Midianites, but elsewhere also with the

Persians. Jer . XLVI. 9 ; 2 Chron. XXI. 16. The Ara
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bians are represented as dwelling by the side of the

Cushites, yet this could be said although a strait sepa

rated them ; ibid XIV . 16. That the Cushites were

Africans is understood from the way those who returned

took. It inay be added that the sons, i. e . the colonists

of Cush Gen . X . 7 , except Regma and Nimrod are all

to be sought in Ethiopia , (v . Seba, Havilah, Sabtecha;)

in which opinion all the ancient interpreters also con

curred, (v . Bochart I. c. IV . 3 .) Much less are they to

be listened to , who seek Cush Gen. II. 13, out of Ethio

pia , concerning whose conjectures see Reland Dissert. I.

19, J . D . Michaelis Suppl. 1231. Wahl Vorder-und

Mittelasien , p . 529. ”

From severalof these conclusions of this distinguished

Hebraist, we are compelled to dissent. But what we

have adduced shows his strong conviction that the Cush

of Gen. X . and of the rest of the Old Testament is to

be found only in Africa. Our

Winer also in his Biblischer Realworterbuch I. p . 235 ,

says, “ Cush, as a current and definite Geographical

term , designated in most cases, the African country

above Syene, the renowned Ethiopia (Ptolem . 4 . 7, 7 UTO

AVUATOV Aldoria ,) which , besides Ethiopia proper, em

braces also at the present time Nubia and Cordofan ,

(although Meroe commonly is distinguished from Cusb ,

comp. also Knobel on Is. 18, 1 . " These African Cush

ites were black, (Jer . 13 :23 Strabo 15 ,695,) of large sta

ture (Is. 45, 14, Herod. 3 .20, Solin 30,) had curly hair,

Aristol. problem 14,) and reached an extreme old age

(Herod. 3:23 Philostrat. Apoll. 6 , 4 .' ) lastn o

Wemight greatly extend these quotations and give

the opinions of many eminent scholars who have con

sidered the Cush of the Scriptures the name of an Af

rican people . We may name Rosenmueller, in Geo

graphy and Antiquities a high authority , Henderson ,

Knobel, Morren in Kitto 's Cyclopædia, Hitzig, and Mr.

Birch of the British Museum , whom Mr. Gliddon is

bound to respect, and who says of the African Kash ,

Kesh, Kish , Kush, which he spells in all these ways,

“ its identity with the Biblical Cush is universally ad

mitted.” — Types, p . 259. " The Bible mentions but one

Kush, Ethiopia : an Asiatic Kush exists only in the im
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agination of interpreters, and is the child of their de

spair." _ Bunsen Philosophy of Univ . Hist.,Vol. I. p . 191.

The grounds given by Mr.Gliddon , from Bochart, Pa

trick , and others, for supposing Cush to be Arabia , are

singular.S h e

1. “ Moses' wife is termed a Cushean ." -- Numb. xii :

13. Zippora , the wife of Moses, was a daughter of Je

thro , priest of Midian . No other wife of Moses is men

tioned in the Pentateuch . The Cusheans were descend

ed from Ham . But the Midianites from Shem , being

descendants of Abraham , by Keturah . It is difficult,

too, to conceive that a quarrel should have arisen be

tween Miriam and Moses about his wife Zipporah, be

cause she was a Midianite of Arabia , after they had

lived together for forty years.

2 . “ I will make the land of Mitzraim a waste of

wastes, from the tower of Syene even unto the frontier

of Kush .' — Ezk . xxix : 10 . Syene being Assouan , at

the first cataract, on the border line of (Ethiopia) Nubia

and Egypt, the writer cannot mean from Ethiopia to

Ethiopia , but from Syene to Kush , beyond the isthmus

of Suez.” Another signal instance of the great scholar

ship, of G . R . G . The true translation is : I will make

the land of Mitzraim waste , from Migdol to Syene, even

to the border of Cush .” So also , xxx : 6 , where, see the

translation of the lxx : áwò Maydanom swę Eununs. Migdol

was a city of Lower Egypt, on its extreme northern

verge. Compare Jerem . xliv : 1 ; xlvi: 14 . Herodotus

says, “ Necho overpowered the Syrians in Magdol;">

and the Itiner. Anton., p . 171, speaks of it as twelve

Roman miles from Pelusium . Compare Exod. xiv : 2 ;

Numb. xxxii : 7 . And see Rosenmueler , Hitzig , Gese

nius, and Winer. So that the passage in Ezekiel is a

signal instance to show that Cush was the name in that

prophet of a country south of Egypt.

Much ado is made of the u being a radical mater

lectionis” in the Hebrew word Cush , while the African

name is Ksh , never written with a medial u . True, it

is never written with a medial vowel at all, and the sub

stitution of the i, e, a, or u , is according to the fancy of

Bio Types, pp. 482, 485 . ANA
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the reader. Now , what tyro in the Hebrew language

does not know that this word belongs to that class of

Hebrew vocables which constantly undergoes contrac

tion ; that the vav, quiescent in the vowel shureq , is a

feeble letter , and is omitted now , and now exchanged

for another feeble letter. Thus Kūm (Qūm ) becomes

Kām , Kõm , Tsūr becomes Tsor, Tsēr , Tsăr, Tsār. Dūn

becomes Din , Dān ; Müth, Mēth ; and so with large fa

milies of words, which are the same term , varying its

vocalization in a variety of ways within the precincts of

one and the same language. If such masters in Philo

logy as Gesenius, can have no difficulty in finding in

the Cush of the Hieroglyphics the Cush of the Hebrew

Bible, what but his own wilfulness, or shallow learning,

should lead Mr. Gliddon to hesitate !

Yet, Mr. Gliddon himself admits that, after the capti-.

vity, Cush may have had a less restricted sense. In some

of " the later biblical books, where geographical precision

is sacrificed to poetic license." Especially when the

Jews of Alexandria , (having forgotten not only their pa

rental Hebrew , but even the Chaldee dialect subsequent

ly acquired through the captivity,) caused the books of

the Old Testament to be translated ” out ofthe Hebrew ,

which they had utterly forgotten , which forgetting ex

tended not only to the Hebrew proper, but to the Chal

dee, a cognate sister dialect, -_ by men who had forgotten

the language they translated from ,and who did not fore

see that Dr. Nott and Gliddon , on this continent then

never dreamed of, would write " Types ofMankind ," and

detect their blundering, — these samemen , who could not

read a word of Hebrew , “ when they meet with the He

brew word Kush , simply transcribed it into the Greek

characters as Kous, K10 , or KNE, or translated it by

Aidsotia , (see p . 487.) The special nonsense of all which

story we commend to our readers as one of the wonders

of this most rare, ripe, and unparalleled writer ; and the

special miracle of which translating surpasses even the

story of Aristeas and Justin , with their 72 inspired

translators. * de l en af te

101. Types, 484, 488 .

* Asmight be expected, all the sons of Cush are by Mr. G . located in

Arabia . Thus Seba is Oman in S. Arabia. Gesenius, on the other hand,
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But of what colourwere these Cushites ? The Asiatic

Cushites of Mr.Gliddon are dark , almost black.* The

Monumental Cushites, “ Africans in hue, dark-coloured

Nubians." " The table of Ahmes-Pensuben, (says Mr.

Birch ,) records that he had killed two negroes in Kish or

Æthiopia.” “ The first promoters of the Disc worship,

(says Osburn ,) werenegroes, and gloried in the personal

peculiarities of the sons of Phut and Cush.” In an in

scription in the temple of Phre, at Amada, in upper

Nubia, commemorating the glories of Amenophis II., it

is said “ He brought along with them also , prisoners of

the land of Nubia, who dwelt afar off, beyond the pre

cincts of the Phutim , [the blacks of the western desert] ;

that they may see his conquests are for ever and ever,

over all the plains, and over all themountains, and over

all the districts of the Nahasi, [the Negroes.” ] – Osburn

II. 313 .

Lepsius is of the opinion that the ancientNubians, or

Ethiopians, were a red brown people, similar to the

Egyptians, but darker, as they are at the present day .

He places them rather with the Caucasian , than the Ni

gritian race. Authorities here differ. But they are at

least intermediate between the two extremes of human

complexion, approaching the darkest negro rather than

the white man , so far indeed , in many instances, as not

to be distinguishable from many examples of native

Africans domesticated among us. And yet, according

to Mr. Gliddon , and the truthful author of Genesis x .,

the Cushite, as far as he is found in Arabia , - we also

believe as far as he is found in Africa , too, - is descend

ed from Ham , who was the common father of the Ca

naanites , the Phenicians, the Assyrians and Chaldeans,

the Egyptians, the Philistines , the Libyans, a portion of

these nations being of light complexion , and the other

portion of various dusky hues, even , in many examples ,

to the black of the negro. By what process was this

change ? Here is diversity , and great diversity, among

Josephus, Casaubon, Ludolf, Heeren , Bruce, Burkhardt, Leake, Ruppell,

Hoskins, Russegger, Tuch, Knobel, Winer, Rosenmueler, refer Seba to the

ancient Meroe. Havilah is Haulan in Arabia ; but Gesenius, Winer and

Schulthess, find it in Zeila, south of the straits of Bab- el-Mandel, in Africa .

The same difference is observable in Sabtah, Raamah, and Sabtecha.

* Page 492. N
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nations in descent confessedly one. A diversity in the

family of Ham itself approximating the widest varieties

in the whole family of man .

We note, in passing, Mr. G 's. translation ofGen . x :

8 , 9 , by the help of Lanci. " And Kush begat NMRD,

(Nem -Rud - he whose royal-actions corresponded -to-the

good-odour-of-his-fame) ; he first began to be mighty on

the earth . He was a great landed proprietor before

(the face of) IeHOuaH .” In the Casluhim and Philis

tim of Gen. x : 14, after Quatremère, Mr. Gliddon

finds the Shillouhs of the Barbary coast. This position

we will not stop to controvert ; but we do not see how

the name ofthe port ofGaza, Mañuma, should be necés

sarily derived from a Coptic source, from MA place, and

IOM , sea . It may have been so derived. But the He

brew furnishes just as apt a derivation . Mah , that

which is, Yamah at the sea . The difference between the

Hebrew and Coptic words is very slight. But there is

little reason for his trifling about the English version , as

representing “ a man yclept Casłuhim , being delivered

of another called Philistim , as if the translators took

these plural names of tribes as the names of individuals.

The word translated begat, is used in an extended sense

in the Hebrew language, and he who begets the founder

of a tribe, or people, begets that tribe or people. Though

Jacob begat Judah, Benjamin , & c., directly, he begat,

in the extended use of the term , the Jews, the Benja

minites, & c . The same is true of Mitsraim . Though it

is the nameof all Egypt, including Matsor, Lower Egypt,

and Pathros, Upper Egypt, and therefore of the dual

form , it is here used of the people of the country, who

were so called from Metser, their founder, whose name

probably was first used of the country, then of that coun

try as existing in two great parts , to designate which the

dual came in use, and then was used of the people of the

two Egypts, descended from Metser. The plurals sub

sequently used are names of people descended from in

dividual founders. Heth is the nameof the descendants

of Heth . Mr.Gliddon makes much sport of Mr. Ar

phaxad, his merriment being founded on Michaelis

explanation of Arpbaxad, as signifying " the boundary

of Chaldea.” That Arphaxad was understood by the
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Jews to be a personal name, is evident from Judith i : 1 ,

where it is given as a name of a certain king of the

Medes. If the derivation of Michaelis has any founda

tion , the present orthography may have sprung from

some very slight modification of the nameas used of the

descendants of Arphaxad, in reference to the geogra

phical position they occupied. Small is the basis for

Mr. Gliddon's humour. " To the late Mr. Arphaxad ,

aged 438 years,' we repeat our valedictory , 'requiescat

pace.' » All want of correctness in the language of

Gen . x ., if there be any, is due to the “ Chaldean compi

ler " (

According to the views we have expressed , we would

be obliged to alter the shading of the Map of the World

on p . 553, to indicate that the writer of Genesis x . was

acquainted with the countries known to us as Nubia and

Abyssinia . If Moses wrote it, as we believe, educated

as he was in Egypt, how could he be ignorant of those

lands. The story of his march at the head of Egyptian

armies into Ethiopia , as told by Josephus, is not impos

sible . It is not inconsistent with other facts in Egyptian

history . But, if this story be rejected, how could the .

Israelites fail of seeing the Egyptian sculptures, on some

ofwbich they may even have been employed ? If they

are so ancient, as has been maintained , - if the Tartar

(p . 140,) and Mongolian , (p . 153,) and Negro, are there

represented , if they had eyes to see, they must have be

held the sculptured Negroes, and other distant and

strange nations. Their knowledge of men must have

been as extensive at least as that of the Egyptians. If

the Tartar was known to the Egyptian, whymay not the

Chinese have been known by name, and by physiogno

my, to the coterminous, but nearer Jew , who lived on

the very pathway of nations ? And where is the theo

logical ignorance, when Chinese are asserted to be re

ferred to in the Sinim of Isaiah” xlix : 14 ? We are

aware that it is to ourselves, in particular, that Mr.Glid

don refers , in his very complimentary language, which

wehave quoted on p . 253 of this article. His attack upon

the hypothesis that the Sinim of Isaiah refers to the

S o l * See Types, & c., pp. 479, 477. Orda
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Chinese, breaks down in several particulars. In the first

place, Mr. G . declares that the whole context of the pro

phet refers to the return of the Jews from bondage in

Babylonia . It is therefore in Mesopotamian vicinities

that the people here designated are to be sought. Mr.

Gliddon proposes the city at the mouth of the Lycus,

called by the Greeks Kova, by the Romans Canae, by

the Arabs Senn ; Sin , fifty miles north ofMosul, and the

large mounds called Sen , on the Euphrates opposite

Dair . Here are three localities which will go to make

up the plural form Sinim , " the cities , districts, localities

of Sin . "

Now , in the first place, all this is founded on a mis

apprehension as to the subject of Is. 49. It is not the

return of the Jews from their captivity in Babylon to

which reference is had, but their teaching other na

tions the true religion , when the sceptre of the Messiah

should go forth from Zion and the law from Jerusalem .

It is the period of Christianity to which reference is

made, as usual in the prophets, in language taken from

the condition and hopesof the Jewish church , from whose

bosom the true religion has gone forth . From the most

distant parts of the earth should converts gather. No

proximate regions, no narrow Mesopotamia are in the

prophet's eye. From distant regions do the converts

come. Behold , these shall come from far ; and lo ,

these from the north and from the west and these from

the land of Sinim . Sing, O heavens and be joyful, O

earth,” & c. The concinnity and beauty of the passage

is gone, the poetry killed by the frigid interpretation of

Mr. Gliddon. There is also a reference in these words,

more or less definite, to the four quarters of the globe.

“ From far ” is indeed wholly indefinite ; “ from the

north," is otherwise ; sand from the west,” (literally ,)

" from the sea ,” viz : the Mediterranean, which, as it

lies west from Palestine, is the ordinary designation of

the western quarter. Two terms being definite and indi

cating distinctly two quarters of the heavens, the fourth

term , which is also definite , would distinctly point to some

other quarter , which must, in this case, be south or east,

so that we are bound to find Sinim either in the distant

south or the distant east. Sinim can indicate no small
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place or country, but one so considerable as to represent

a distant quarter of the earth. And none so appropri

ately answers to these postulates as China. It is also

an argument of no small weight that the strong demon

stratives, “ Behold these," " lo ! these," " and these," do,

in the Hebrew usage, indicate distribution ; in this case,

regionsmarked by strong contrasts, the contrast viz : of

being in opposite directions from each other. We can

as little acceptMr. Gliddon 's suggestion that the plural

form of Sinim is used because many places of thename

Sin are induced. Such a use of plurals in proper names

we believe to be without example.

The opinions in reference to this word have been vari

ous. The Targum translates “ from the South Country ."

Bochart refers Sinim to the inhabitants of Pelusium , i. e .

the Egyptians, Michaelis to the inhabitants of Syene.

Neither is probable . The LXX. translate ex yñ5 Tegow .

Manasseh Ben Israel, Arias Montanus, Junius, Calmet,

and Mueller, Langles, Lassen, Hitzig , Henderson , Gese

nius, Hitzig, Knobel, Alexander, and others , understand

the name, with greater reason, of the Chinese, Mr.

Gliddon contends, however, that the name comes from

the founder of the Tshin dynasty, and that it was not

used before 221 B . C .

But we finish," says he, “ with orthodoxy's Chi

nese :

“ From a previously small feod of the Celestial Gates,

called Thsin , given by Hiao-Wang, about B . C . 909, to

one of his jockeys, issued a line of princes whose con

stant acquistiveness bad enabled them , by theyear B . C .

249, to incorporate a fifth part of the Chinese realm , and

to extend over it their patronymic title of Thsin . Out

of this stock sprung Tshin -Chi-Hoang-Ti, at once the

the Augustus and the Napoleon of China - founder of

the fourth or Thsin dynasty , whose namesignifies the

first absolute sovereign of the dynasty of Thsin .

About B . O . 221, all the principalities of China were

consolidated under his supreme sway ; and , as a conse

quence, the name Thsin became, in common parlance,

synonymous with the whole empire. Proud of his

mighty exploits , although detesting the individual, the

Chinese, from and after his day, adopting the word

exus with then becam
e

in , and, as a
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Tshin as typical of China itself, originated the Hindoo

apellative * Tchina,' whence we inherit our corrupt des

ignation China. Under these circumstances we ten

der to future sustainers of Chinese in Scripture a many

horned ( ) dilemma :

5 Either the Prophet Isaiah (whose meaning is so

naturally explained above) by the word SINIM does not

refer to the Chinese, or inasmuch as the Chinese em

pire was not called Thsin previously to B . C . 221

which is about 450 years after Isaiah wrote the verse

12 of chapter xlix of the book called “ Isaiah ” cannot

possibly have been penned by Isaiah, but is the addition

of some nameless interpolator : who must have lived ,

too, later than the first century after Christ, when the

existence of China first became known, under its recent

name Thsin , to nations dwelling west of the Euphrates . '

The writers called the Seventy? knew nothing of this

absurd Chinese attribution , as their Land of the Per

sians ' attests ."

See also how the whole is set aside by Mr.Gliddon

and his authorities :

" And if that explanation does not satisfy theological

exigencies, then let some people bear in mind that the

word SINIM occurs in the forty-ninth chapterof Isaiah ;

and that, according to the highest biblical critics of Ger

many, whose mouth-piece is the eminent Professor of

Theology at Basle , the whole of the second part

of the collection of oracles under Isaiah 's name (xl.

lxvi. ) is spurious. »

We will not stop here to defend the genuineness of

Is. 40 — 66, but refer the reader to the admirable proof

of the same by Kleinert, Hengstenberg and Alexander.

To prove that China was so called by the Western

Asiatics long before the commencement of the Tschin

dynasty , we quote Mr. Gliddon 's high Sinologue "

against him :

" Le nom de Thein fut celui que lui donnèrent toutes

les nations orientales de souche sémitique ou arabe , les

Indiens l'ont nommé Tchina, dans les vieilles lois de

MANOU , où il est dit que ce furent des Kchatriyas, ou

* Types, & c., p. 646. 9
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guerriers indiens dégénérés , quicommencèrent à le peu

pler . Cependant, si, comme on l'a prétendu, le nom de

Thsin n 'a été connu hors des limites occidentales de la

Chine qu'à l'époque où l'armée navale de l'empereur

HOANG - TI, fondateur de la dynastie de Thsin , se rendit

dans les ports du Bengale, selon l'histoire chinoise, en

viron 280 ans avant notre ère, il s 'ensuivrait que les lois

de MANOU , auxquelles on attribue une antiquité de 1500

ans avant J . C ., auraient été interpolées, ou que leur

rédaction serait beauconp moins ancienne : ces deux

suppositionsne peuvent être admises, et nous prouverons

ailleurs que l'assertion contenue dans les lois de Manou

est en partie vraie ; que les Indiens allèrent dans le

Chen -si, province occidentale de la Chine, plus demille

ans avant notre ère, et qu'à cette époque ils y firentpar

tie d 'un état du nom de Thsin , mot identique à celui de

Tchina . C 'est ce dernier nom qui a cours dans toute la

vaste contrée de l'Inde, et mêmedans la presqu 'ile trans

gangétique ; il a aussi prevalu en Europe depuis que les

Portugais pénétrèrent dans l'empire chinois par les mers

de l'Inde. Mais ce n 'est pas la dénomination nationale

que les Chinois eux-mêmes donnent à leur empire. Celle

ci est: ' Royaume du milieu .'"

" The name of Thsin was thatwhich all the orientalna

tions of the Semitic or Arabic stock gave to it ; the

Indians called it Tchina , in the ancient laws of Manou

[Manu,] where it is said that it was the Kebatriyas, or

degenerate Indian warriors who began to people it.

Meanwhile, if, as they have pretended, the name of

Thsin was not known beyond the western boundaries of

China until the naval armament of the emperor HOANG

TI, founder of the dynasty of Thsin , appeared in the

port of Bengal, according to Chinese history, about 280

years before our era, it will follow that the laws of MA

NOU , to which they attribute an antiquity of 1500 years

before Jesus Christ, have been interpolated , or that their

compilation must have been much less ancient. These

two suppositions cannot be admitted, and we will prove

elsewhere, that the assertion contained in the laws of

Manou is in part true ; that the Indianswent into Chen

si, the western province of China,more than a thousand

years before our era, and at this epoch , they constituted

VOL. IX . - No. 2 .
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part of a state by the name of Thsin , a word identical

with that of China. It is this last name which has run

through all the Ind, and even into the Trans-Gangetic

peninsula ; it has also prevailed in Europe since the

Portuguese penetrated into the Chinese empire by the

seas of India . But it is not the national denomination

which the Chinesethemselves give to their empire. This

is the middle kingdom . ”

It is the conjecture of Guil. Schott, in which Gesenius

concurs,* that the nameChina among the people of In

dia was derived from the nameof the fourth dynasty, but

that it also could have arisen long before the third cen

tury B . C . For the princes or kings of Tschin , long be

fore they assumed the empire of all China, for 651 years

ruled over their native province Tschin , in the western

part of China. With this province , the inhabitants of

India were connected in commerce, and they extended

the name to the whole people before those princes ob

tained rule over the entire country now known as China .

Even if the Chinese vases said to be found in Egyptian

catacombs, and the ruins of Nineveh , should prove mod

ern , and not be evidence of Chinese connection with

Egypt and Assyria at so early a period of time, as has

been supposed , the arguments in favor of the occurrence

of the name of China in the Jewish Scriptures is not by

this destroyed. “ Why should they not have known

China ” asks Gesenius [ Comm . ueber Jesaias ] " in the

country where our prophet lived , as well as India , and

Scythia , [Magog ] at least, as the name of a distant

land ?” 2

Unquestionably the sacred writers did know of more

than the white races ofmen . By the admission of these

writers, the Cushites, Phutim , and others , were dark in

complexion even to blackness, at least to a dark mahogany

colour. Unquestionably they knew of the negro, if as

these writers maintain there is monumental proof of the

negro complexion and feature before the Exode in Egypt,

always a country conterminous with Palestine. The Tar

tar portrayed (p . 163, fig . 87,)the Mongolian in the group,

(fig . 91, p . 153,) the Hindoo , (fig . 48, p . 140,) show

husgradering
the

y * Thesaurus, p . 949.b
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Egypt's acquaintance with oriental physiognomy. Is

rael could not be less acquainted . And yet it is the

Bible doctrine that all are descended from one origin .

Page 587 , Mr. Gliddon still perseveres in adducing

Kennicott's passing remark, in his Dissert. 1 , on the

state of the printed Hebrew Text, “ that the study of

the Hebrew language has been only reviving during the

last 100 years," in disparagement of the English version .

This version , he argues, must necessarily have been

made by incompetentmen. The drift of Dr. Kennicott's

remark dependswholly upon the horizon in the field of

his mental vision . Did he think of the whole period.

since the Babylonish captivity , and say of it, that the

study of the Hebrew language has only been reviving

during the last 100 years . If he did not, then this quo

tation could never justify Dr. Nott in conveying the im

pression that the Hebrew has been unknown, because

a dead language for more than 2000 years . It could be

only of comparative neglect of this tongue that Kenni

cott spoke. What Mr.Gliddon 's talk about its resusci

tation after twenty centuries ofburial can mean , we can

not tell. With all he knows about it now , as a language

it is as dead as ever, and so will probably remain to the

end of the world .

Of the authority relied upon by Mr.Gliddon as to the

English translators, Bellamy,the London Quarterly , No.

xxxviii., p . 455, uses this language:

" He has no relish or perception of the exquisite sim

plicity of the Original, no touch of that fine feeling , that

pious awe, which led his venerable predecessors to infuse

into their version as much of the Hebrew idiom as was

consistent with the perfect purity of our own ; a taste

and feeling which have given perennialbeauty andma

jesty to the English tongue.”

Another competent witness, Prof. Stuart, says of our

translation and its translators : nie

“ Ours is, on the whole, a most noble production for

the time in which it wasmade. The divines of that day

were very different Hebrew scholars from what most
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of their successors have been, in England or Scotland .

With the exception of Bishop Lowth 's classic work upon

Isaiah , no other effort at translating , among the English

divines, will compare, either with respect to taste , judg

ment, or sound understanding of the Hebrew , with the

authorized version ." *

That the English version is immaculate,wedo not be

lieve. Often are we compelled to differ from it in the

rendering of particular words. In many places might it

be greatly improved. But it presents correctly every

doctrine and historic fact of the original, and no transla

tion aiming to be just, can vary from it in these respects .

It is hard to see what object the writers of this book

can have in their depreciation of the English ver

sion, except to insinuate doubt, as they studiously do

against revealed religion in any form , and against the

documents ofthe Jewish and Christian faith , whether in

the translation or the original. If translations are spo

ken of, they are derided, Cahen's always excepted , as

often erroneous as any ; if it be the manuscript, their

readings are so various that they cannot be depended

upon ; if the original transcript, it is most often spuri

ous, the conjectural and erroneous fabrication of some

lying, speculating theorist of a time ages posterior to

the supposed or preferred author.

As to the exegetical evidence Mr. Gliddon brings, of

the mistranslations of the English version,we are obliged

to say, if these are proofs of its errors, the venerable

translation will yet retain its hold of the affections of

the people and the good opinion of scholars through

many decades to come. Few of them have won the ap

probation of the distinguished Hebraists of the present

or past ages . And we fear that even Lanci, Mr. Glid

don 's preceptor, whom he pronounces the profoundest

Semitic savant of our generation , the affable Professor

(for thirty -nine years , of sacred Philology, at the Ro

man Vatican," must be regarded as anything but a sober

critic of the sacred writings . We had intended to ex

* Dissertation on Studying the Original Languages of the Bible. Page
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hibit some of these novelties to the consideration of our

readers , but the extent to which these remarks have

already reached forbid . One thing is certain , that Mr.

Gliddon would be the last person chosen by the Chris

tian , or the true scholar, to amend the version of the

Scriptures or produce another . Scarcely one of the

emendations proposed byhim are adopted by De Wette ,

Van Ess, Luther , Hengstenberg, Gesenius, or other

scholars of reputation .*

We have need only to refer to Mr. Gliddon's section

F . on the structure ofGenesis, p . 561, to exhibit his won

derful skill in Hebrew Exegesis . Of these chapters he

* Among the ten translators assembled by king James' order, at West

minster, who translated from Genesis I. to II. Kings, there are the names

of Dr. Lancelot Andrews, then Dean of Westminster, afterwards bishop

successively of Chichester, of Ely, and of Winchester, " acquainted with

fifteen languages.” Dr. Robert Teigle, a " profound linguist, Dr. Geoffry

King, afterwards Regius Professor of Hebrew . Richard Thompson, " an

admirable philologer.” William Badwel, the best Arabic scholar of his

time, tutor of Erpenius and Pocoke. “ The industriousand thrice learned "

said Lightfoot, " to whom I would rather be a scholar, than take on me

to teach others."

Assembled at Cambridge, and translating from I. Chronicles to Ecclesi

astes inclusive, eight, of whom Edward Liylie, Regius Prof. of Hebrew ,

an eminent linguist, highly esteemed by Usher and Pocoke. Dr. Lau

rence Chaderton, firstmaster of Emmanuel Colleges, distinguished for He

brew and Rabbinical learning. Francis Dillingham , “ an eminentGre

cian." Thomas Harrison, vice Chancellor of Trinity , “ eminently skilled

in the Latin , Greek, and Hebrew ." Dr. Robert Spalding, successor of

Livlie as Professor of Hebrew . Dr. Andrew Byng, successor of King as

Professor of Hebrew .

Assembled at Oxford, seven , who translated from Isaiah to Malachi in

clusive, among whom were John Harding, then Regius Professor of He

brew . Dr. John Rainold " the memory and reading of whom were al

most miraculous." Thomas Holland, afterwards Regius Professor of

Hebrew . Wrote commentary on Exodus, drawn from the Rabbins and

Hebrew interpreters." Dr. Miles Smith, “ a Hebrew , Chaldee, Arabic,

and Syriac scholar." Dr. Richard Brett, “ eminent as a linguist in Latin,

Greek and Hebrew , to which he added Chaldee, Ethiopic, and Arabic."

Assembled at Oxford, and translated from Matthew to Acts inclusive

and the Apocalypse, eight persons. Of whom were, besides others, high

dignitaries, Dr. John Aglionby, Principal of St. Edmund's Hall, “ accom

plished in learning and an exact linguist." Sir Henry Savile, Greek

Tutor to Elizabeth and Provost of Eton. Editor of the fine Oxford edi

tion of Chrysostom . Dr. John Harmar, Professor of Greek , and a noted

Latin and Greek scholar,

Assembled at Westminster, Romans to Jude inclusive, eight persons,

the names of whom , though highly distinguished , we need not repeat.

Enough this to show from what hands the English version proceeded.
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says, “ our archaeological introduction , in Part III., has

pointed out their Esdraic age, and the Persic origin of

some of the mythes they contain ." " To understand

the structural analogies of the book of Genesis, accord

ing to exegetical principles now universally recognised

by Hebraists (?) we refer the reader to the masterly (?)

critique by Luke Burke, and the solid (?) evidences sup

plied by Dr. Wette." Would that the man would read

and follow step by step , would that he could do it with

an intelligent and unprejudiced mind, the elaborate ar

gument of Hävernick and Hengstenberg , by which their

fanciful opinions respecting the book of Genesis have

been triumphantly overthrown. We have no doubt he

would then find unnecessary " the publication of a vol

ume of results which , obtained through two years inces

sant travel and study, G . R . G 's. manuscripts embrace."

Of the analysis of Genesis, Mr. Gliddon only gives us

the following introductory specimen :

DOCUMENTNo. I. 1 DOCUMENT No. II.

GEN. I.; II. 3. GENESIS II. 4 ; III. 24 .

" Elohim ." " Jehovah."

Harmonical Óde of Crea- Popular Creation of the

tive cosmogony - an - World — later,and Per

Mbtique and scientific. sic.

" In the beginning , " Such (the) genera

ELOHIM created the (uni- tions (literally , bringing

versality of ) skies, and forths) of the skies and

the. (universality of the earth according to

earth . And the earth their creation , on (the)

was TtoHU --and - BoHU day leHOuaH - ELOHIM

( literally - masculineand made earth and skies.

feminine principles dislo

cated, or confounded ;

paraphrastically — " with - [ V . 5, 6.]

out form and a confused

mass" ), and darkness was

upon the face of the a- " And IeHOuaH-ELO

byss, and the (breath ) HM formed the (univer

spirit of ELOHIM hov- sality of ) A - DaM (THE

erved (like a descending RED-man ) of dust from

bird ) over the face of the the A -DaMaH ( THE-RED

waters
earth ) and breathed in

[ V . 3 , 4. ] (his) nostrils breath of

(Chorus 1st.) " And it was eReB life, and the A -DaM (THE

(western twilight) and it Red-man) became ( a ) liv

B w as BeKR (early dawn) ing creature. And le

- Day ONE ! HOuaH -ELOHIM planted
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[ V . 6 , 7. ] (a ) garden in eDeN (or,

(Chorus 2d.) " And it was eReB in -DELIGHT) to (the) East,

(western twilight) and it and there placed the (u

was BeKR (early dawn) Diversality of ) A -DaM

- Day SECOND ! |(THE-RED-man ) whom he

[ V . 9 - 12.] had formed .

r ( Chorus 3d.) " And it was eReB

JD (western twilight) and it

re w as BeKR (early dawn) V . 9 – 14 . ]

- Day THIRD !

[ V . 14 – 18. 1

( Chorus 4th .) " And it was eReBl " And IeHOuaH -Elo

(western twilight) and it him took the (universal

sol. It was BeRR (early dawn) |ity of) A -DaM and placed

- Day Fourth ! him in (the) garden of

JeDeN (or, DELIGHT) to cul

IV. 20 — 22, 1 tivate it and to guard it .

( Chorus 5th. ) " And it was eReB

(western twilight) and it

was BeKR (early dawn ) [ V . 16 – 20.]

- Day FIFTH !

N

" And ELOHIM said . “ And IeHOuaH -ELO

Let us make (the uni- HIM made the A -DAM

versality of the A -DaM (THE-RED -man ) to fall (in

(THE-RED-man ) after our to a great drowsiness,

image, like our likeness, and he slept; and he took

and let him rule over the one of his ribs and filled

fish of the seas and over in flesh in place thereof.

the bird of the skies and And IeHÒuaH- ELOHIM

over the cattle and over constructed the rib which

all the [whole ] earth and he had taken from the

over all the crawler A - DaM (THE-RED-man ) in

crawling upon the earth,' to Aishit (woman - or

And ELOHIM created ISE, Isis ) and brought

(the universality of) the her to the A -DaM (THE

A -DaM (THE-RED-man ) RED-man ).

after his image, after the

i mage of ELOHIM crea

ted (he) them . And [ V . 20 . Ch. iii. v. 19.]
ELOHIM blessed them

and ELOHIM said to them

Be fruitfuland multiply. “ And the A -DaM (THE

ånd fill the (universality R E D -man ) called (the)

of ) earth and subject it, name of AishaTtU (his

and rule over fish of the wife, or IST, Isis )

seas and over bird of the KhitaH (life ), because

skies and over all the she was (the) mother of

living that crawls upon all Khala (living).

the earth .'

[ V . 29 — 30. ] [ V , 21 — 23.]
(Chorus 6th.) “ And it was eReB

(western twilight) and it

was BeKR (early dawn) “ So he drove-out the

- Day SIXTH ! (universality of) A -DaM
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[ Ch. ii. v . 1, 2 . 1 ( THE-RED -man ) ; and he

( Benediction .) " And ELOHIM blessed placed at (the) East to

JB the (universality of) day-l(the) garden of eDeN

the-SEVENTH and sancti- idelight) the universality

fied it, because he Sha- of ) KeRuBIM (FIERY

BaTt (rested, and sev - DISKS), of which hemade
" SABBATH ," Saturday ; ) enthed from all his work the CENTRAL-FLAME re

commencing at sunset which ELOHIM created volve to guard the road

on Friday, and ending at to act " - (i. e, by its own to (the) tree of the

sunset on Saturday. J organism henceforward), KhalaIM (lives).

FINIS.
FINIS.

“ The Hebraists will concede that we have adhered with

rigid fidelity to the Text ; and that suffices until we resume

biblical mysteries on a future occasion , when authority

enough shall be forthcoming. Yet, to the curious investi

gator, we feel tempted to offer the'Air' of the Music of the

Spheres :"

[Here follows a bar of music which we omit, not having

appropriate type.]

" If he be a musician, he can play it on a piano ; if he is

a geometrician , he will find its corresponding notes on the

sides of an equilateral triangle added to the angles of a

square ; if he loves metaphysics, Plato will explain the im

port of unity, matter , logos, perfection, imperfect, justice,

repose ; while Pythagoras will class for him monad , duad,

triad , quaternary, quinary, senary, and septenary . We

hope to strike the OCTAVE note someday ourselves ; but, in

themeanwhile, should the reader be profound in astronomi

cal history, and if he can determine the exact time when

the ancients possessed neither more nor less than five

planets, besides the Sun and Moon , there are two archæo

logical problems his acumen will have solved — 1st , the

arithmetico -harmonical antiquity of the number 7 ; and 2d,

the precise era beyond which it will thenceforward be im

possible to carry back the composition of that ancient Ode

we term Genesis i– ii. 3.? ??

We must indeed say that this is wonderful! Equal are

these mysteries to any contained in the Vedas and Puran

nas ! Passing wonderful the hierophant, who has now

lifted the vail which bas hitherto covered them ! Exquis
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itely tuned , the ear, by listening to the tom -toms of Bud

hist priests, or the intonations of the worshippers of

Brahma, which has discovered these harmonies.

The conception of Herder that Gen . I. is a poem upon

the creation , false though it be, is developed with all the

genius of that remarkable man . The exposition is itself

a beautiful poem , but the record on which it is founded

is a historic fact. But this notion of Mr. Gliddon is

whimsical, and foolish in the extreme. Of how little

worth and weight, after this,are the sentiments expressed

page 565 : T V urt)

“ Viewed as a literary work of ancient humanity's

loftiest conception of Creative Power, it (Gen. I.) is sublime

beyond all cosmogonies known in the world 's history.

Viewed as a narrative inspired by the Most High , its

conceits would be pitiful and its revelations false ; be

cause telescopic astronomy has ruined its celestial struc

ture, physics have negatived its cosmic organism , and

geology has stultified the fabulous terrestial mechanism

upon which its assumptions are based . How , then, are

its crude and juvenile hypothesis about Human Crea

tion to be received ?"
mu

Wehave time and space only to notice Mr. Gliddon 's

Palæographic excursus on the art of writing, p . 628 :

“ This subject,” he says, " perhaps themost vital in any

researches into the antiquity of the Hebrew Pentateuch ,

has never yet publicly received adequate attention from

modern scholarship. We are at a loss to know what

is the force of the words publicly ” and “ adequate,”

in this declaration . No writer who has entered fully

into the question of the genuineness of the Pentateuch

but bas discussed the question of the antiquity of wri

ting, and considered “ Whether the Hebrew Moses could

have written theHebrew Pentateuch ” p . It has been

considered at length by Hävernick and Hengstenberg,

by Seyffarth , Kopp,Gesenius, Ewald , Hupfeld , Kreuser ,

and Mueller. What Mr. Gliddon has added to the la

bours of his predecessors we have been unable to see.

The conclusion to which every one must come on this

point is, that the Hebrew Mosese could have written

the Hebrew Pentateuch. The very fact on p . 632, " that

469 Vitoy ,wsive
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as early at least as Thotmes III. of the XVIIIth dynasty ,

about the XVIth century B . C ., record is made that the

Pharaohs bad overrun Naharaina'or Mesopotamia, with

their armies, is proof positive of this. Mr. Gliddon

may tabulate the writing of that period as hieroglyphic,

butexcept by a phonetic alphabet,this " Nabaraina” could

not be spelled, and in this, if one of Hebrew origin

did not exist, Moses, learned in all the wisdom of Egypt,

could have written the Hebrew Pentateuch. Mr. Glid

don says the Hebrew square letter was invented after

A . D . 200. Our Saviour's words, Matthew v. 18, prove

that the square letter was in existence when he spoke,

A . D . 30 . “ One jot, [Yodh ] or one tittle [uia regala ]

shall in no wise pass from the law till all be fulfilled.”

In no other than the square letter is the Yodh a minute

character, or do the xsgaia or pinnacles, such as are seen

on the horizontal part of Daleth and Resh , exist. It is

evident that in the days of Christ the law was com

monly written in this character, how long it had been

in use, cannot be proved other than by Jewish tradition .

The Hebrew character of the Macabean coins is placed

by him at 142 B . C . This however, is but the date of

the coins themselves. It is not improbable that when

these coins were struck they bore the ancient character

of the sacred shekel of the sanctuary , in preference to

the more modern Assyrian writing. And how many

ages this character had been in use there is no monu

ment to shew . The Assyrian inscriptions found by Lay

ard at Nineveh of the age of Senacherib , pp. 636 , 638 ,

and bearing a great resemblance to early Hebrew and

Phenician character, is of the age of 690 to 703 B . C .

The Pentateuch itself is full of allusions to the art of

writing as in existence in the Mosaic and Patriarchal

age. In former pages we have adduced evidence ex

abundanti of the early existence of this art.* Vain is

the effort to throw suspicion on the Mosaic origin of the

Pentateuch from the alleged low period at which the art

of writing cameinto vogue. Writing is the instrument of

civilization, and is as early as this state of human society .

Wehave almost done with this huge and abortive vol

ume. One word only as to the sneer which Mr. Glid

* S. P. Review, vol. iv. 261.
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Hebrew Him the ded by
nopresses hers shall fali

don casts at Sir Gardiner Wilkinson and all other wri

ters whose computations of Egyptian Chronology are in

harmony with the Scriptures. That any respect should

be had to the Scripture date of the flood , either that of

the Hebrew or Greek text, fills him with unutterable

disgust. To him the Scriptures have no historic basis .

To him they are attended by no divine evidence, either

internal or external. He even presses Professor Stuart

into bis service, whether honestly, others shall say , to

affirm the impossibility of a miracle. " The late Rev.

Moses Stuart, than whom as a Hebraist, and upright

champion of theology, none has appeared in the United

States, supplies this definition of a miracle :' ' I have it

before mefrom one of the first philologists and antiqua

rians Germany has produced . It is this : The laws of

nature are merely developments of the Godhead . God

cannot contradict or be inconsistent with himself. But

inasmuch as a miracle is a contradiction of the laws of

nature, or at least an inconsistency with them , therefore

a miracle is impossible.? " How does Mr. Stuart supply

this definition To condemn it, and contend against

the conclusion the extract contains. If creation is pos

sible , a miracle is possible . If a miracle is possible , and

has occurred , it can be established by human testimony;

the eyes can see it withoutmistake, and the lips can tell

the story . The story, when told by honest witnesses ,

must be believed. This testimony we bave ; iniracles

wrought in attestation of the Divine commission of the

apostles and prophets, the penmen of the Scriptures. No

Egyptian records, nor human history has the sameevi

dence. Honest men have to respect it. This is true,

if all things else are false. The God of Nature is the

God of the Bible , and of Providence. The years has

ten on where the researches of scholars will vindicate

each declaration of the inspired Scriptures. Every

spade full of earth thrown up at Korasabad , or in Egypt,

will yet, when false theories are laid aside, redound to

the honour of the Scriptures. That which hath been is

that which shall be. The timewill come, we yet believe,

when it will be said of these modern princes of Zoan,

who glory that they have stood on the pyramids, " They

are become fools , the princes of Noph are deceived."
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ARTICLE VII:

CRITICAL NOTICES.

1. A Body of Divinity : Wherein the doctrines of the Christian

Religion are explained and defended . „ Being the substance of

several lectures on the Assembly 's Larger Catechism . By

Thomas RIDGLEY, D . D . A new edition , revised , corrected

and illustrated with notes, by the Rev. John M . Wilson.

New York : Robr. CARTER & Bros.: 1855. 2 vols. Royal

8 vo. pp. 647 and 646.

In this publication of the Carters we have a new edition of

one of the most valuable treatises of didactic and polemic the

ology in our English literature. It was first published in two

folio volumes in 1731. It has been several times re-printed , and

once in this country , with notes original and selected , by James

P . Wilson, D . D ., of Philadelphia, in 1814. The style of Dr.

Ridgley is extremely rough, inelegant, and obscure. It has been

the endeavour of the editor, whom we suppose to be a Scotch

man, from his use of the word " desiderate,” to modernize his

antiquated expressions, to prune his style from its more promi

nent redundances, and rescue it from the numerous blemishes

which destroy its perspicuity . The multiplied and intricate di

visions, redivisions, subdivisions, and re-subdivisions, so bewilder

ing to the reader, he has in somemanner dispensed with , by in

troducing sectional titles, making minor heads by transitional

particles, and by various other devices, which he judged suited to

render luminous what otherwise seemed involved in obscurity .

He has appended also about one hundred notes to various parts

of Dr. Ridgley's work, some of which extend to the length of

essays or short dissertations on topics which either in the view of

the editor Dr. Ridgley had handled less wisely, or which needed

to be supplemented by the aids of modern learning. The object

of the editor being, as he tell us, to impart saving knowledge to

youthful inquirers,and to guide mature Christians, and candidates

for the pastoral office, into a course of scriptural, devout, studious
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theological investigation . The prelections of Dr. Ridgley were

delivered before the students of the oldest Theological Academy

of the English Independents, and at a timewhen Arianism was

rife in the English Presbyterian church ,which it has nearly de

stroyed , and when it threatened to extinguish the whole body of

the non -conformist churches. On the doctrine of the Eternal

Sonship and the procession of the Holy Ghost, Ridgley made

concessions which the present editor has corrected , though he

himself does not scruple to reject the terms and distinction of

scholastic theology, as his note on p. 385 shows.

2. Which : the Right or the Left ? GARRETT & Co.: New York.

1855 : pp. 536. TRO L

Though not addicted to the reading of fiction,wewere induced

to purchase this volume from the high encomiums pronounced

upon it by the religious press of this country ; but we have risen

from its approval with the most entire disappointment. The ob

ject of the writer is to exhibit the contrast between “ Church of

Christ” and “ the Church of Society," or to show how the fash

ions of this world have invaded and corrupted the practice of

true religion. It is a delicate undertaking, which calls for care

ful analysis and truthful delineation of character. Weare more

than ever convinced that fiction is wholly unsafe as a vehicle for

conveying religious truth . The temptation is too irresistible to

exaggeration to hope for that equal exhibition of sacred truth

which is truth only when seen in its fair proportions. In the

book before us, all the characters are overdrawn. Those selected

to represent " the Church of Society " are conscious hypocrites,

who whine and pray behind the masks which disguise their vil

lany. No one would incline to over estimate the literary and

moral culture even of the pious Parvenus of New York Society ;

but really the author need not unvail their deformity in conversa

tions, which for coarseness and vulgarity would disgrace a bear

garden . As to the Hero of the tale, bis religious discourses be
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The
tray a very curious theology ; while his practical measures, for

the most part, are thoroughly.radical and disorganizing. The

book was evidently written with a good intention, and we,on that

account, regret the more its utter failure. It was designed to

meet one of the greatest evils and perils of the age, the preva

lence of a defective and fashionable religion. We can only say

in behalf of true goodliness “ non tali anxilio nec defensoribus

istis."

failu
re
. tion,and well

3 . Christian Theism : the testimony of Reason and Revelation to

the Existence and Character of the Supreme Being. By Ro

BERT ANCHOR THOMPSON, M . A .: pp. 477 : 12 mo. HARPER

& BROTHERS, N . Y . 1855.

4 . Theism : the Witness of Reason and Natnre to an all-wise and

benificent Creator. By Rev . John TULLOCH, D . D ., Professor

of Theology, St. Mary 's College, St. Andrews: pp. 431 : 12 mo.

RobT. CARTER & BROTHERS, N . Y . 1855. 1 1 . delen

In 1774, Mr. Burnett, a merchant in Aberdeen, bequeathed a

sum of money, sufficient, at intervals of forty years, for two pre

miums of £1800, and of £600, for two Essays, designed “ parti

cularly to obviate difficulties regarding the wisdom and goodness

of the Deity." The first prizes were awarded in 1814, to Dr.Wil

liam Lawrence Brown, for an Essay on “ the Existence of a Su

preme Creator," and to Rev . John Bird Sumner, for his treatise

on “ the Records of Creation .” The two books, whose titles are

given above, received the premiums in 1854, under the adjudica

tion of such men as Rev. Baden Powell, Messrs. Henry Rogers,

and Isaac Taylor, whose authority will be received as sufficient

guarantee for the treatises they endorse. A brief glance at the

contents of each volume will satisfy any one of the justice of the

award , assigning the precedence to the essay of Mr. Thompson ;

as it takes a far wider range than its competitor, which is more

closely confined to the Physical part of the argument. The

whole literature of the subject appears to be carried , and a sifting
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examination instituted of all the systems of Atheism . The The

ism of Christianity is distinctly brought out in opposition to mere

'natural Theism : hence the titles assumed . These volumes will

be heartily devoured by all students in Theology, as presenting

the whole Theistic controversy in its modern aspects, and the

diligent reader will be put abreast of all the recent speculations

on this subject.

5 . Alleghan : A Poem , in nine books : by N . M . GORDON : pp.

343, 12mo. 1855. MOORE, WILSTACH, KEYS & Co., Cin

cinnati.

An Epic Poem in nine books in this bustling, practical age,

will strike the reader as daring an enterprise as the exploration

by Sir John Franklin of the Arctic seas. Well ! we read through

the first book, and finding not one poetic thought, we became

weary of reading prose measured out on a yard stick , and turned

to reading one page of Milton that we might have faith once

more in an Epic.

The theme is worthy of a nobler song : we pray that some

bard may arise who can sing “ a song of early missions."

Dong ham

6. Select Works of the late Rev. Thomas Boston , Minister of

Ettrick : With a memoir of his life and writings. Edited by

the Rev. ALEXANDER S. PATTERSON, Minister of Hutcheson

town Free Church, Glasgow : New York : RobT. CARTER &

Bros.: 1855. pp. 784, Royal 8vo .

100

TheMessrs. Carter are attracted by a special affinity to those

works of our old divines which have strengthened the faith and

stimulated the piety of God 's people in former times. Of all

their publications none probably are more enthroned in the affec

tions of the pious heartthan someof those embraced in this volume.

The “ Fourfold State," and the “ Crook in the Lot,” have spoken
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to the conscience of the thousands of Israel for four generations.

They may lack the elegancies of style found in more recentwri

ters, but are rich in golden ore, and reach with wonderful direct

ness, the conscience of the believer and the unbeliever. The

present volume embraces, besides the two treatises already men

tioned , A Memorial concerning Personal and Family Fasting ; A

View of this and the orther World ; Discourses on Prayer, and

others more miscellaneous on important topics of personal reli

gion. No better service can be done to truth and, piety, than to

render such treaties accessible to all classes of men .

7. The Acts and Monuments of the Church : Containing the

history and sufferings of the Martyrs ; with a preliminary

dissertation on the difference between the Church of Rome

that now is, and the ancient Church of Rome that then was.

By John Foxe. Rost. CARTER & Bros.: New York : 1855 :

pp. 1082, 8vo.
ifto

This is an excellent Family Edition of a venerable work ; one

of the early productions of the Reformation , and which for two

hundred years has nourished the Protestant feeling of so many

hearts and homes. The chief characteristics of the present edi

tion, is the stripping off a large mass of official documents incor.

porated by the author, not for general perusal, but simply for

preservation as records, — the expunging ºf Latin and Greek

quotations, as well of those narrations, which Foxe himself re

garded as apocryphal,— the correction of dates, and the expurga

of those indelicacies, which , in the judgment of the editor, have

contributed, in this age of fastidious refinement, to consign this

work to oblivion . These liberties, while they may render the

book popular and readable, will abridge its value to the historian

and scholar. This disadvantage, however, is small; since those

who desire,may gain access to the original work of the author,

with all its incumbrances. These need not, therefore, exclaim

against an edition which is prepared for the million .

garded as apo shes, which , in the
judgetinement, to consi
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8 . Russia , as it is by Count A . DE GAROWSKI: second edition :

pp. 412, 12 mo. 1855. D . APPLETON & Co.

The terrible conflict now raging in the Crimea has drawn atten

tion strongly to that Colossal power of the North , which has suc

cessfully withstood the combined attack of the two greatest nations

of Europe. Thework of CountGarowski has been received as a re

liable authority. The introduction giving an account of the origin

of the Slavic race is referred to by Koeppen in his Historical Atlas.

The author urges with great enthusiasm that the last act in the dra

maof history is reserved to this Slavic race, whose chief represen

tative Russia is : and bating a good many transcendental and rad

ical theories in the closing chapters of the books, he succeeds in

awaking no little sympathy in the bosoms of his readers. The

body of his work is oceupied with a description of the different

members of the Russian State, Czarism , the Army and Navy,

the Nobility, the Clergy, the Bourgeoisie, the Cossacks, Serfdom ,

& c. & c. His theory is that Czarism has turned aside from its

proper mission, and that while all' classes press down upon each

other from the highest to the lowest, there is still a real and se

crect sympathy between all ranks against the nobility and the

government,which will in time work out the emancipation of

Russia from political and social thraldom , and the great Slavic

race make its contribution to the History of the World . The

book is worthy of perusal, if only that it fills themind with great

ideas concerning the destiny of a large branch of the human race

which has hitherto been torpid and dormant in history . Fi 1

oli 'Pursupial Poien

- I love vis i t . . . !. : ! ! ! .. . ]

9 . The Southern Cross and Southern Crown : or the Gospel in

New Zealand : by Miss JACKSON : pp. 263, 18 mo. 1855.

RobT. CARTER & Bro's. New York .

htu si APBN ja videoini .. . . !

A full and interesting History of the New Zealand Mission ,

showing the obstacles it encountered, and the success it has at

tained . The multiplication of such works is rapidly swelling

VOL. IX . - No. 2 , 10
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the missionary literature of the Church ; which will doubtless

contribute to foster a true evangelical zeal in the hearts of the

rising generation . Let our Sabbath school teachers, and Chris

tian parents and pastors, use proper diligence to secure their pe

rusal: and the faith of the pious will grow stronger as to the ulti

mate conversion of the world .

10. Sermonsand Essays by the Tennents and their Cotemporaries :

compiled for the Board : Philadelphia . Presbyterian Board

of Publication : pp. 374 : 12 mo.

This volume embraces four sermons of Gilbert Tennent, a

Treatise on Predestination by Samuel Blair, two Essays by John

Blair, a Sermon by William Tennent, Jr., one by John Tennent,

two by Dr. Robert Smith , and one by Dr. Samuel Finley . They

were selected by the venerable Dr. Alexander, and designed by

him as a supplement to “ The Log College,” which was published

before his death . It places within our reach, writings almost in

accessible otherwise, of those worthies of the early Presbyterian

Church in this country , to whom their own generation owed so

much , and whom we are bound to hold in lasting remembrance.

11. Church Music : with selections for the ordinary occasions of

public and social worship , from the psalms and hymns of the

Presbyterian Church : adopted and recommended by St. Pe

ter's Church, Rochester : pp . 158 : 1855. E . DARROW & Bro.:

Rochester,New York.

ly

We have nothing to say in commendation of the efforts by

this church in Rochester in the construction of a quasi Liturgy.

A movement so foreign to the whole genius of Presbyterianism ,

will, we doubt not, be distinctly and universally repudiated. But

of this little volume, and of the great principle which underlies it,
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we can speak with hearty approval. The selection of hymns

appears to us judicious, and the tunes, such as Old Hundred,

Monmouth , Hebron, Dundee, Mear, Peterboro, & c., fall upon the

ear with sweet, familiar sound, like the voices of our childhood's

friends. Weconfess that wewatch with deep interest the recent

indications, in different quarters, of a reaction against the artistic

opera -style of church music, which has driven nearly all worship

out of the sanctuary. We heartily subscribe the sentiment ex

pressed in the Preface of this unpretending volume, which is the

Key to all the selections : “ Devotional Music is not a propersub

ject for criticism . It is not intended to be impressive upon those

of the congregation who listen to it in silence, but to be the

means of expressing the feelings of those who engage in it."

May God speed all efforts to bring back the old , hearty congrega

tional singing of our fathers, when the voices of a great multi

tude, like the noise of many waters, were wont to make a joy

ful noise to the Rock of their Salvation."

12. Memoirs : including letters and select remains of John

Urquhart, late of the University of St. Andrews : by Wil

LIAM ORME : with a prefatory notice and recommendation , by

ALEXANDER DUFF, D . D ., L . L . D . Philadelphia : Board of

Publication : pp. 420, 12mo.

Weare glad to see a reprint of the memoirs of this talented ,

lovely, and pious youth, under the auspices of Dr. Duff, his early

classmate and friend. Wewell remember with what interest and

profit it was read by us in earlier days, amid scenes of Academic

life similar to those in which his course was run. Entering the

University of St. Andrews, at the early age of fourteen ,he im

mediately took the highest rank in his class, winning the esteem

of all, and especially of Dr. Chalmers, with whom he was a fa

vourite pupil. After a life of earnest study, and stillmore earn

est piety and devotedness, having consecrated himself to the mis

sionary work, he was called away at the early age of 18 , leaving
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his shining example to stimulate the loiterer in theways oflearn

ing, and the paths of heavenly wisdom . To students seeking

the holy ministry, such an example cannot be lost. Though it

was not his privilege to preach the gospel on pagan shores, the

exercises of his mind on this and other cherished purposes, may

find their echo in many whom God is now calling to lives of self

denyi
ng

effort in many whom Godl
er

cheris
hed

13. The Footsteps of St. Paul: by the author of “ Morning

and Night Watches," & c. & c. & c. New York : Robr. CARTER

& Bro's.: 1855 : pp.416 , 12mo.

The author of this charming volume has had the young espe

cially in view . It is suitable, as he desired it should be, for

youths from ten to seventeen years of age. And we confess that

it has beguiled the hours which might otherwise have been weary ,

of a riper age, and left a livelier impression of the noble charac

ter of “ the greatest benefactor of our race," the Apostle Paul.

“ What are we,” we exclaim with Monod, " What are we, preach

ers or missionaries of a day, before such a man ?" .

14 . A Memorial of Christian Life and Character of Francis S .

Sampson, D . D .: By ROBERT L. DABNEY, D . D . Richmond,

Va. 1855 : pp. 122, 8 vo .

p !'? . deila

This book is printed under the auspices of the Board of Direc

tors of the Union Theological Seminary, Prince Edwards, Va.,

and was prepared as an affectionate tribute to the memory of a

beloved teacher and colleague, by an admiring pupil and asso

ciate. As a memorial of one valued and loved by all who knew

him , it does credit to the pen and heart of the biographer. And

it enables those who knew him not with the eyes of the flesh ,

to appreciate the scholarship , the retired studies, the consuming
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toil, the shrinking modesty, and yet the firmness and fervid piety

of onewho deserved well of his generation, and who in his mid

career,was withdrawn from his earthly labours to that more

blessed society, and those surer rewards held out in the gospel.

When such a man, so pure in purpose, so ripe in learning, and

so admirably fitted to adorn the sphere in which he moved , is

taken away, it is fit that his memory be cherished, and his exam

ple be held forth as an encouragement to others, who toil on in

their chosen work till themorning shall dawn.T ight ad van

15 . Learning to Converse. Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board :

pp . 180, 18 mo.

A sequel to the little books “ Learning to think,” “ Learning

to Feel,” and “ Learning to Act,” and in the same vein of sound

wisdom , and practical piety .

to LOVED do w blo

16 . The Christ of History : an argument grounded in the facts

of his life on earth : by John Young, M . A . 12 mo. pp. 260 :

RobT. CARTER & Bro's.: 1855 . New York.

This book is a substantive addition to our literature on the

Evidences of Christianity . The argument is novel, ingenious,

and conclusive. Its chief value consists in its starting from the

lowest possible ground, which few opposers will refuse to con

cede, and conducting the reader by successive steps to a great

and certain conclusion. The author simply assumes the Evan

gelical history to be true, and lays aside even the question of the

inspiration of the record ; and then attempts to show that these

admitted facts in the human life of Christ cannot be psychologi

cally explained or understood, without recognising also his su

preme divinity . The work is divided into three books; of which ,

the first presents an argument from the outer conditions of
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Christ's life, such as His lowly social position , the shortness of

his earthly course, the age and place in which he appeared ; the

second, reasons from the work of Christ among men , the marked

character of his public appearance, his teaching on the soul, on

God, on the reconciliation of the soul and God ; the third ,which

is perhaps the most striking and interesting of all, discusses his

oneness with God, and the forms of his consciousness.

The argument, though cumulative, is condensed and brief ; and

may be recommended as an antidote to the rationalism and infi

delity of the school of Strauss.

17. Of Temptation : the nature and power of it, the danger of

entering into it , and the means of preventing that danger: by

John OWEN, D . D .: pp. 306, 12mo. Presbyterian Board of

Publication. Philadelphia .

One of the great and good works of Dr. Owen, which like

old wine, gain a rich flavour with increase of age. The Board of

Publication have put it into one of their new bottles, that it may

circulate through the church , and cheer the hearts of God's

saints .

18. An Introduction to Physiology : Designed for the use of

students and of the general reader : by M . LA BORDE, M . D .,

Professor of Metaphysics, Logic, and Physiology, in the South

Carolina College. New York . Robt. B . COLLINS : 1855 :

pp. 393, 12mo.

We step aside perhaps, from our special sphere as religious

journalists, to notice this work .

A knowledge of Physiology ,which has respect to the phenome

na of living beings, is of great importance, especially in that re

stricted view of it which relates to man. In these modern times,

ithasoccupied largely the attention of scientific and reflecting men,
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who have watched with great intentness all the operations and

functions of life. Their experiments and observations have contrib

uted much to advance the aggregate of knowledge in this depart

ment of research. This knowledge, however, lies scattered piece

meal through a multitude of bookswhich medicalmen are expected

to read. To those not connected with that profession , it is of no

small advantage to have the most important and practical part

of this knowledge brought together by one competent to the task ,

and to obtain , at little cost of time, a decision on mooted points

on which doctors disagree. To such this volume will be accepta

ble. It will go far to meet the wants of colleges and high schools,

in which physiology should be taught as a branch of general

education. The style is free from all stiffness, and enlivened by

frequentanecdote, and the whole volume is pervaded by a healthy

moral and religious sentiment.

Wechronicle the following important publications of Clark 's

Foreign Theological Library :

19. The Acts of the Apostles ; or the History of the Chucrh in

the Apostolic Age : by M . BAUMGARTEN, Doctor of Philosophy

and Theology, and Professor in the University of Rostock :

vols. i. and ii. translated from the German by the Rev . A . J.

MORRISON. Vol. iii. translated by the Rev. THEOD. MEYER,

Hebrew Tutor in the New College, Edinburgh : T . & S. CLARK.

1854.

Baumgarten is a disciple of Hengstenberg, and has com

menced a commentary on the Old Testament on the plan of Ols

hausen 's work on the New Testament. His commentary on the

Acts of the Apostles has been regarded as one of great value.

It abounds less in verbal and philological commentary, than it

does in philosophic views of the events recorded in the book of

Acts. His commentary on Zechariah, Die Nachtgesichte Sachari

as, the second volume of which, (Braunschweig : 1855,) has just

reached us, is announced by the Clarks as in hand for translation .
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20. The Words of the Lord Jesus: By RUDOLF STIER, Doctor of

Theology, Chief Pastor and Superintendent of Schkeuditz.

Volume first : translated from the second revised and enlarged

German edition, by the Rev. WILLIAM B . Pope, London. Ed

inburg : 1855 : pp . 414, 8 vo.

One of the most deeply spiritual interpretations of our Sa

viour's discourses. A word which speaks from heart to heart.

21. Reformers before the Reformation ,principally in Germany and

the Netherlands : depicted by Dr. C . ULLMANN : The transla

tion by Rev. ROBERT MENZIES. Vixere fortes ante Agamem

nona multi: Horace. Vol. i. Edinburgh : T. & S. CLARK :

pp . 416 , 8vo

This volume is the commencement of the great historical work

on which the fame ofUllmann chiefly rests. It is a work of great

ability and full of instruction, but of a different type of Protest

anism from that which we are disposed to advocate.

22. Ezekiel, and the Book of his Prophecy : an Exposition : by

PATRICK FAIRBAIRN, D . D ., Professor of Theology in the Free

Church College, Aberdeen , author of Typology of Scripture,

& c. Second Edition ; Edinburgh: T. & S. CLARK. 1855 :

pp.504.

An excellent book on the prophecies of Ezekiel, paraenetic,

more than exegetical, yet not overlooking difficulties of the text,

nor neglecting the labours of Ewald , Hitzig, Rosenmueller, Mau

rer, and Hävernick . The present edition is accompanied with a

new translation of the entire prophecies. En el hoga

Erratum .--For “ Hrrodotus” p. 225, read Bentley. The word Herodo
tus should have occurred in a foot note - " Beloe's Herodotus, p . 38." 8th

line, p . 270, for “ disappear” read disappears. 11th . line, for a was" read

would
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ARTICLE I.

TESTIMONY OF THE EARLY FATHERS TO THE DOCTRINE OF

THE TRINITY.

We have assumed , in our whole discussion , the truth ,

the Divine inspiration , and the authority of the sacred

Scriptures. From this it follows that the teaching of

Scripture, in all questions of doctrine, when clearly

. ascertained, is the infallible rule and judge of what is to

be believed as true.

Widely different interpretations, however, have been

and are put, upon various passages of Scripture. It is

therefore necessary, while every man must, for himself,

search the Scriptures, and be fully persuaded in his own

mind, that he should avail himself of all proper assist

ance in confirming himself in the correctness of his

conclusions. This assistance is to be found , in the most

eminentmanner, in the promised influences ofthat Holy

Spirit, who alone can infallibly guide into all truth .

Next to this , however, is the confirmation given to our

opinions by the judgment of others, whose ability and

character render them capable judges of the true mean

ing of the sacred Scriptures.

Now , among those who must be regarded as, beyond

controversy, most eminently capable of knowing what

our Lord and his apostles really taught, orally , and in

writing, the Christians who lived contemporaneously

and iminediately after them , must be enrolled . If,

therefore, we can ascertain those views which were held

by the primitive church , on the subject of the Trinity,

VOL. IX . - No. 3.
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we have the highest assurance that these must have

been delivered by Christ and his apostles, and must

contain the real doctrine of the Holy Scriptures. And

if we find that those views are not those of the Unitari

ans, but are, in all that is essential, those of Trinitarians,

then we may safely conclude that the Trinitarian , and

not the Unitarian doctrine, is that taught in the word of

God . In a very important sense, Tertullian 's declara

tion is correct, as it regards Christian doctrine : “ What

ever is first, is trne, — whatever is later, is adulterate."

And the rule of Vincentius will apply, that whatever

Christian doctrine was held by all, every where in the

first age of Christianity , must be true. The question is

not one regarding the opinions of the early Christians,

but as to the simple fact of their holding certain opin

ions because they believed them to be those taught in

the word ofGod , and by Christ and his apostles. Chris

tianity being undoubtedly a revelation from God , and

this revelation being now contained in the sacred wri

tings, wbat views on the subject of the Trinity did the

primitive Christians consider to be enforced in those

writings, and to have been taught by Christ and his

inspired apostles ? We appealto the primitive Christians

therefore, not as judges, butsimply as credible and fully

qualified witnesses of what was held and believed in

the churches in their day, as the undoubted doctrine of

Christianity . We do not, therefore, constitute them

either judges or interpreters of the faith ; butmost relia

ble witnesses of facts, and most capable translators of

language, which, to many of them , was vernacular, who

were also most likely to know the views and opinions of

the inspired penmen.

At the period of the Reformation , as we shall after

wards prove, the doctrine of the Trinity was every where

and by all the reformed churches, adopted as the un

doubted teaching of Scripture, and as of primary and

fundamental importance. This was donewhile the same

judgment was delivered by the Romish church, from

whose tenets and practices they would naturally bave

been disposed to recede, as far as Scripture warranted .

Such also, was the doctrine beld by the churches of

Rome, of Britain , of the Greek and Oriental churches ,

there also moaic
h
, tomaand mo
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Italy,
Egria,

Lydinds, Caria,donia

with a very partial exception , and that under the pres

sure of very severe persecutions, up to the time of the

Council of Nice, A . D . 325 . To constitute this general

council, or assembly of the representatives of the Chris

tian world ,more than 300 * were present.

These ministers were representatives of the various

churches of Spain, Italy, Egypt, the Thebais, Libya,

Palestine, Phoenicia , Colo -Syria , Lydia , Phrygia, Psi

didi, Lycia, Pamphylia , the Greek Islands, Caria , Isau - .

ria , Cyprus, Bithynia , Europa, Dacia , Mysia, Macedonia ,

Achaia , Thessaly , Calabria , Africa, Dardania , Dalmatia ,

Pannonia, the Gauls, Gothia , Bosphorus. It is thus

made certain , as a matter of fact, that the Trinitarian

doctrine was held by nearly all the clergy, when the

controversy first began . Alexander mentions only three

bishops, five presbyters , and six deacons,who supported

the Arian heresy : and without supposing these persons

to be actuated by improper motives, (a suspicion , which

is more than insinuated against someof them , it is only

reasonable to decide, that the sentiments of so small a

minority are not to be weighed against the deliberate

declaration of the whole catholic church .

The creed adopted by this council was as follows :

Webelieve in one God , the Father Almighty ,maker

of all things visible and invisible : And in one Lord

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten, only-begotten

from the Father, that is, from the substance of the Fa

ther ; God from God, Light from Light, true God from

true God, begotten, not created ; consubstantial with

the Father : through whom were all things made, both

things in heaven and things in earth ; who, on account

of us men , and of our salvation , descended , and became

incarnate, and was made man : suffered, was buried,

and rose again on the third day : ascended into the

heavens : is coming to judge the quick and the dead .

We believe also in the Holy Ghost. We

But those who say there was a timewhen the Son

existed not, and that he existed not before he was begot

ten, and that he was made out of things which are not,

* 318 or 320, besides, as Eusebius says, " an infinite number” of other

clergy and officers.
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or who say that be was from any person or substance,

or who teach that the Son of God was created, or was

vertible , or was mutable ; these persons the apostolic

and catholic church anathematizes. .

This council was called on accountof the views of the

Trinity broached by Arius, a presbyter of Alexandria ,

which denied the absolute consubstantiality , coequality ,

and divinity of Father , Son and Holy Ghost, though he

· admitted the personality and divine nature of each .

The creed thus adopted was declared by these various

representatives of churches in Asia , Africa and Europe,

to be that which had invariably been the doctrine of the

Catholic Church, from the very age, and by the very

teaching of the Apostles themselves.

In his historical epistle to his own church of Cesarea,

Eusebius unequivocally states, that the Nicene Fathers

avowedly proceeded in their definition of sound Christian

doctrine, on this principle : “ As” says he, “ we have re

ceived from the Bishops, our predecessors, both in our

first catechumenical instruction , and , afterwards, at the

time of our baptism ; and as we have learned from the

Holy Scriptures ; and as, both in our Presbyterate, and

in our Episcopate itself, we bave both believed and

taught, this also , now believing, we expound to your

faith .” * Concerning which things, we firmly pronounce,

* Eusebius introduced a creed, or confession of faith, to the Council as

sembled at Nice. The creed is as follows:

“ I believe in oneGod, theFather Almighty, the Maker of all things visi

ble and invisible, and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the Word ofGod, God of

God, Light of Light, Life of Life, the only begotten Son, the first born of

every creature, begotten of God the Father before all the worlds : by

whom all things were made; who, for our salvation, was incarnate, and

lived among men, and suffered and rose again the third day, and returned

to the Father, and will come again in glory to judge the quick and dead.

I believe also in one Holy Ghost, believing that each of these bas a being

and existence, the Father really the Father, the Son really the Son, and

the Holy Ghost really the Holy Ghost. As our Lord, when he sent his

disciples to preach , said , Go and teach all nations, baptizing them in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and the Holy Ghost : concerning

whom I affirm , that I hold and think in this manner, and that I long ago

held thus, and shall bold so until death , and perish in this faith , anathe

matizing every impious heresy . I declare in the presence of Almighty

God, and our Lord Jesus Christ, that I have beld all these sentiments from

my heart and soul, from the time that I know myself ; and that I now

think and express them sincerely , being able to show by demonstration,
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anathematizing every godless heresy , both that they

thus are ; and that we thus think ; and , again , that we

have always thus thought ; and yet, additionally , that '

we will insist upon this faith , even until death . Fur

thermore, in the presence of God Almighty, and our

Lord Jesus Christ, we testify, that ever since we knew

ourselves, we have always, from our heart and from our

soul, thus thought, respecting these matters ; and that

we now think the same; and that we speak truly . For,

by sure demonstrations, we are able to show , and to

persuade you, that in times past also, we thus believed

and preached. This faith , accordingly, having been by

us expounded, there was no room for contradiction .”

Hence, the Nicene fathers alleged, as a notorious fact,

that they propounded no doctrine, save what they them

selves had learned in the course of their catechumenical

institution ; save what had been handed down to them

from their predecessors ; save what they had always

taught to their several flocks during the times of their

Presbyterate and their Episcopate. Into themore an

cient creed , the single word consubstantial they acknow

ledge themselves to have introduced : and this addition

they avowedly and openly made, for the purpose of

effectually meeting the endless subterfuges of the Ari

ans.

But, though the precise word consubstantial might

not hitherto have appeared in any symbol formally

adopted by the whole Catholic church , the doctrine set

forth in that word was distinctly propounded in the

older universally recognised symbols . Accordingly ,

they themselves adduced one of those ancient symbols,

as containing the theological system handed down to

them from their predecessors.

and to persuade you, that my belief was thus, and my preaching likewise:

in time past."

Eusebius was born about the year 270, so that a creed which he necited

at his baptism would carry us back to at least ten years before the end of

the third century ; and though we are not bound to suppose that this

creed was actually recited, word for word, by Eusebius, at the time of his

baptism , wemust at least believe that the doctrines contained in it were

in accordance with those which every catechumen was expected to pos

Bess, at the end of the third century. The words of Eusebius mightallow

us to refer to a still earlier period.
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Their assertion , as expressed in their own precise

words, runs in manner following : “ This is the apostolic

and blameless faith of the churcb ; which faith , ulti

mately derived from the Lord himself, through the

apostles, and handed down from our forefathers to their

predecessors, the church religiously preserves and main

tains the same, both now and forever : inasmuch as the

Lord said to the disciples - Go and teach all nations,

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the

Son, and of the Holy Ghost." *

Thus, says Mr. Faber, in two several passages, we

have the attestation of full three hundred responsible

individuals, collected out of all parts of the world , little

more than three centuries after the Christian era, and

little more than two centuries after the death of the apos

tle John, to a naked historical fact : the fact, namely, that

the doctrines maintained in the first council of Nice,

were the doctrines which they themselves had always

taught, which , in the course of their catechumenical

institution they had learned from predecessors, which

they had openly professed at the time of their baptism ,

which, in the several lines of their respective churches,

had invariably been handed from one spiritual genera

tion to another, which had been received on the authori

ty of the apostles, and which the apostles had ultimately

derived from the Lord himself.

How more than three hundred men could have ven

tured to hazard such an assertion , unless the facts affirm

ed were almost universally admitted , and how otherwise

such an assertion could have completely escaped contra

diction , may be deemed extraordinary , and indeed im

possible. It must, therefore, be regarded an established

fact, that the Trinitarian doctrinewas held by nearly all

the churches, when the controversy respecting it first

began . Alexander mentions only three bishops, five

presbyters , and six deacons, who supported Arius in his

heresy ; and without supposing these persons to have

been actuated by improper motives, ( a suspicion which

is more than insinuated against someof them ,) it is only

* Gelas. Cyric. Hist. Council Nic. prim , lib . ii., c. 23. Labb. Council,

vol. ii., p. 224 .
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reasonable to decide, that the sentiments of so small a

minority are not to be weighed against the deliberate

declaration of the whole catholic church. .

This creed, it will also be remembered , was adopted

after a long and careful inquiry and discussion . “ All

things" said the Emperor Constantine, in his circular

epistle to the churches, “ obtained a suitable examina

tion ." * He makes the same assertion in his particular

epistle to the Church of Alexandria . “ All things which

might seem to give any bandle for dispute or dissention ,

were argued and accurately examined.” + On this as

sertion of the Emperor, the remark of the historian So

crates runs as follows : “ Constantine, indeed, wrote

these tbings to the people of Alexandria , signifying that

the definition of the faith wasmade, not lightly , nor at

pure hazard ; but they laid it down with much inquiry

and examination ; and not that some things were men

tioned , while other things were suppressed ; but that all

things were agitated , whatsoever were meet to be spo

ken for the establishment of the dogına ; and that the

definition was not made lightly ; but that it was prece

ded by an accurate discussion ." Here then is proof

positive that in A . D . 325 , the Trinitarian doctrine was,

beyond the possibility of contradiction , the almost uni

versal doctrine of the Christian church , and declared to

have been such from the beginning. In confirmation of

this position , wemay, however, presentmany strong and

conclusive arguments.

: 1 . It will bere be proper, as our first line of argument,

to introduce the testimony afforded by the heathen , as

to the opinions at this period , and previously , entertain

ed in the Christian church . From the very nature of

the objections constantly put forward by the heathen , it

is evident that they regarded , and that the Christians

admitted , the worship of Christ, asGod essentially with

the Father, to be a fundamental part of the faith and

practice of Christians.

These objections, as given by Arnobius, A . D . 303,

are thus stated : “ The gods” as Arnobius represents the

* Euseb. de, vit. Constant. lib . ii., c. 17 .

+ Socrat, Hist. Eccles. lib . i., c. 9.- 1b .
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sagan enemies of the gospel as saying, " are not angry

at you Christians, because you worship the omnipotent

God . But they are indignant : both because you con

tend that one who was born a man , and who was put to

death by the ignominious punishment of crucifixion , is

God ; and because you believe him still to survive, and

because you adore him with daily supplications." *

Now the answer made to this charge by Arnobius in

part, after a sarcastic allusion to the Gentile deities, is

this : “ You tell us that we worship onewho was born a

man , * * * * * . Now , even if it were true that we

did worship a mere man , yet, on account of all the

blessings which we have derived from him , hemight,on

your own principles, well deserve to be styled a divini

ty. But, since he is God in reality , and without the

slightest ambiguity or doubt, do you imagineus inclined

ever to deny that he is worshipped by us in the bighest

possible degree, and that he is called the President of

our community ? * * * * * * . Someone, maddened

and enraged , will say : what then -- is that Christ God ?

Yes, we answer, and God of the very innermost potency.

We further profess, however it may irritate unbelievers,

that for ends of the last importance, he was sent to us

by the Supreme Sovereign . Hewas the highGod ;God

radically and essentially. From unknown realms, by

the Prince of the universe, he was sent, God, God the

Saviour.” tot

We find the same familiar allegation urged again and

again , almost to absolute satiety , by the Epicurean Cel

sus, who flourished about the middle of the second cen

tury ; and his testimony is peculiarly valuable, not only

for its antiquity, but also because, like that of the Pagan

in Amobins, it unequivocally tends to show , that the

Christians of that period supposed their Lord to be God

essentially.

“ Well, therefore," says Origen , in his reply to Celsus

and to bis fictitious Jew , “ do we censure the Jews for

not deeming Him to beGod, who is by the Prophets so

often testified of, as being the great power and God , ac

cording to the God and Father of all things. For we

* Arnob. adv. gent, lib . i., pp . 19, 20. Lugdun, Batar, 1651.
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assert, that, in the Mosaic cosmogony, the Father ad

dressed to Him the command, Let there be light, — and

Let there be a firmament, and whatsoever other things

God commanded to be made. Hemoreover said to him :

Let us make man after our own image, and our likeness ;

and THE WORD, having these commands, did all the

things the Father enjoined him . But we speak thus,

not as separating the Son of God from theman Jesus ;

for , after the economy, the soul and the body of Jesus

becamemost intimately one with the word of God." *

“ On the whole ," says Origen , " since he (Celsus) ob

jects to us, I know not how often , concerning Jesus ;

that from a mortal body we esteem him to be God , and

that in doing so, we conceive to act piously ; it were

superfluous, so much having already been said , to give

him any further answer : yet, let these objectors know ,

that this person , whum , with full persuasion, we believe

to be from the beginning, God and the Son of God , is

the very Word , and the very Wisdom , and the very

Truth ; and we assert, that this mortal body, and the

human soul in him , not only by fellowship , but likewise

by absolute union and commixture, having participated

of his divinity, have passed into the Deity.”

It will be observed, says Faber, that the allegations of

Celsus, while they are throughout, constructed upon the

express ground tbat Christ was believed to be strictly

and properly the SupremeGod, respect not only a few

visionary individuals, but the whole collective body of

the Church. As such, accordingly , they are understood

and answered by Origen . Hence, whatever in the ab

stract wemay think of the arguments on either side, we

have the positive and admitted testimony of Celsus, to

the evidently well-known and familiar circumstance,

that The Catholic Church, about the middle of the second

century , or some fifty or sixty years after the death of

St. John, held and maintained the essential divinity of

Christ, viewed under the aspect of God the Word , the

eternal Son of the Father, co -existent with him from the

beginning, in the inseparable unity of theGodhead."

* Orig. Cont Cels, lib . i., p. 54.

+ Cels. lib . ii., pp. 135, 136 . See also lib . i ., p . 100 : lib . vii., p. 368:

lib . viii., p. 404. 7 K SAMEA S
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Similar proof of the Trinitarian views of the Church

will be found in the similar objections of Trypho, the

Jew , in his celebrated argument with Justin Martyr,

some years earlier, i . e. in the year 136 ; that is only

thirty-six years after the death of the apostle John.

" With regard to what you assert," says Trypho, that

this Christ, in as much as he is God , pre-existed before

all ages, and that he endured to be born a created man ,

and that he was not a mere man , born from man , in the

ordinary course of nature ; such an assertion , seems to

me, not only a paradox, but even a downright absurdi

ty.” “ To this ' says Justin , " I replied : Iknow thatmy

discourse is paradoxical,more especially to those of your

race, who were never willing, either to understand or to

perform the things of God . And Trypho said : You at

tempt to show a matter incredible and well nigh impos

sible , — that God endured to be born , and to become a

man . My reply was : If I attempt to show this by mere

human arguments, there were no need that you should

bear with me; but, if I bring my proofs from repeated

Scripturalauthorities, you will then be convicted of hard

heartedness in regard to understanding the mind and the

will ofGod." *

The exactly concurring testimony of Pliny, regularly

founded upon the strictness of legal depositions, will

bring this testimony within three years after the death

of the apostle John ; and in the next instance, will car

ry it back , even seventeen years before his death . For

St. John died in the year 100 ; and from the Bithynian

Nicomedia, in the year 103, was written the well known

letter of Pliny to Trajan .

“ Some of the Asiatic Christians affirmed before me."

says Pliny , in his official report to Trajan , “ that the

sum total of their fault or error was this : On a stated

day, they were wont to assemble together before sun

rise, and alternately to sing among themselves a hymn

to Christ, as to God.” On this evidence, says Faber, it

is important to remark, that the persecutor does not

speak from vague hearsay. Heofficially reports to the

Emperor the depositions of the prisoners themselves,

* Justin, Dial, Cum . Trypho, Oper., p. 228.
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regularly taken down from their own mouths, at a pub

lic examination . On the face of the depositions, there

fore, it appears that in the age of Trajan , at the very

beginning of the second century, and therefore, immedi

ately after the death of St. John, the Catholic Church ,

in her ordinary stated assemblies, and through the

medium of her familiar appointed ritual, was regularly

accustomed to worship Christ as God. This divine

adoration of Christ as God prevailed , it will be observed ,

not in some remote corner of the world which might

have been less under the apostle's superintendence, but

in a province of Asia Minor, which may justly be deem

ed to have specially appertained to his own Patriarch

ate .

Nor yet , is even such the whole result of the evidence

now under consideration. Pliny tells the Emperor, that

of the personswho were brought before him , and who

all made the deposition in question , someprofessed to

have abjured Christ, or have ceased to be Christians,

three years ; some more than three years , and some

even twenty years, previous to their appearance at his

tribunal.* Our evidence, therefore, now specifies, on

the personalknowledge of the deponents, that fullseven

teen years before the death of St. John , no less than

three years after it, the Catholic Church , in the apostle's

own immediate jurisdiction , was liturgically accustomed

to worship Christ as God.” ) ist

" How numerous, moreover," says Eusebius, " are the

hymns and the songs of the brethren , written by the

faithful, from the beginning , which celebrate Christ the

Word ofGod, ascribing to him divinity.” + Such hymns,

as we learn from Origen , still continued to be used by

the faithful, in the middle of the third century. “ We

recite hymns” says he , " to the alone God, who is over

all, and to his only begotten Son, God the Word ; and

thus wehymn God and his only begotten . I

The faith of the primitive church is also attested by

the early apologies . In the composition of these works,

some accredited champion of the common faith stepped

* Plin. Epist., lib. x., epist. 97. Euseb. Hist. Eccles., lib . V., c. 28.

Orig . Cont. Cels., lib . viii., p. 422. ) BOA
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forth : and appearing as the acknowledged representa

tive of his brethren , described and vindicated, in the

general name of the Church , those doctrines which, by

common consent, were universally taught and believed .

In the same class with the ancient Apology,may be fitly

arranged all evidence of a kindred description.

According to this arrangement, let us now first hear

Arnobius, who flourished about the year 303, and who

has left us a controversialwork in defence of Christiani

ty against Paganism . “ If Christ were God , they object :

why was he put to death after the manner of a man ?” _

To this I reply : Could that Power, which is invisible,

and which has no bodily substance, introduce itself

into the world , and be present at the councils ofmen, in

any other way, than by assuming some integument of

more solid matter, which, even to the dullest eyesight,

might be capable of visibility ? He assumed, therefore,

the form ofman, and shutup his power under the simili

tude of our race, in order that he might be viewed and

seen ; in order that he might utter words and teach ; in

order that he might execute all these matters , for the

sake of performing which he had come into the world ,

by the command and disposition of the highest Sove

reign . “ But they further object, that Christ was put to

death after the manner of a man." * * * * * * . Not

in absolute strictness of speech , Christ himself, I reply :

for that which is divine, cannot be liable to death ; nor

can that which possesses the attribute of perfect unity

and simplicity, fall asunder by the dissolution ofdestruc

tion . Who, then, was seen to hang upon the cross ? -

Who was the person that died ? Doubtless, the human

being, whom he had put on, and whom he himself bore

in conjunction with his own proper self." * 3

Wemay next hear the official letter addressed to Paul

of Samosata , by the fathers of the Council of Antioch , in

the year 269.

" This , the begotten Son , the only begotten Son, who

is the image of the invisible God ; begotten before the

whole creation ; the Wisdom , and the Word, and the

Power of God ; who existed before the worlds ; not by

* Arnor. Adv.Gentu, lib. i., pp. 37, 38. See also lib. i., p. 41.
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mere foreknowledge, but in substance and in person,

God, the Son ofGod ; him having known, both in the

old and in the new covenant, we confess,and we preach,”

& c .

From the public letter of the Antiochian Fathers, let

us pass to the Elenchus and Apology of Dionysius of

Alexandria, as we find some fragments of that work

preserved by Athanasius, A . D . 260.

" There never was a time when God was not a Fa

ther .” * * * * * * . “ Christ, in as much as he is the

Word, and the Wisdom , and the Power, always existed .

For God did not at length beget a Son, as being origin

ally ungenerative of these ; but only the Son was not of

himself; for he derives his being from out of the Fa

ther,” & c. " He, then , is the eternal Son of the eternal

Father , in as much as he is light from light. For, since

there is a Father, there is also a Son . But, if there were

no Son, how , and of whom could the Father be a Father ?

Both , however, exist ; and both exist eternally .”

Contemporary with Dionysius of Alexandria , was Di

onysius of Rome. Part of a controversial work, written

by this author against the patripassianising Sabellians,

has been preserved by Athanasius. “ I hear” he says,

that there are among you some teachers of the Divine

word, who run into an error diametrically opposite to

that of Sabellius. For be blasphemously asserts the Son

to be identical with the Father : but they, in a manner,

set forth three Gods in three alien essences altogether

separate from each ; thus dividing the sacred unity .

Now , the divine Word must inevitably be united with

the God of all things; and the Holy Ghost must inevi.

tably cohere and dwell in the Deity. Thus is it alto

gether necessary , that the divine Trinity should unite

and coalesce in one,as it were in a certain head, namely ,

the Almighty God of the universe."

Cyprian was elected bishop of Carthage, A . D . 248,

and suffered martyrdom in 258 . In the numerous wri- .

tings put forth in this interval, he has much that bears

on our subject . I only quote a few passages. . .

“ The Lord says, I and the Father are one thing. –

And again , concerning the Father and the Son and the

Holy Ghost, it is written, And these three are one
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thing." * “ The Lord, after his resurrection, sending

forth his disciples, instructed and taughtthem how they

ought to baptize, saying: Go, therefore, and teach all

nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father , and

the Son , and the Holy Ghost. He insinuates the Trini

ty, in whose sacrament the nations should be baptized."

“ How , then ," he asks, “ do some assert, both without

the Church and against the Church , that a Gentile, pro

vided he be baptized anywhere, and any how , in the

name of Christ, can obtain remission of sins ; when

Christ himself commanded that the nations should be

baptized in the full and united Trinity ?”

Hippolytus, the pupil of Ireneus, who received his

theology from the apostle John , through themedium of

Polycarp, flourished about the year 220. He asks,

“ Why was the temple desolated ? Because the Jews

put to death the Son of the Benefactor : for he is co

eternal with the Father. This, then , is the Word, who

was openly shown to us. Wherefore we behold the in

carnate Word ; we apprehend the Father through him :

we believe in the Son : we adore the Holy Ghost."

" The Father," says this samewriter, " is indeed one :

but, there are two persons, because here is also the Son ;

and the third person is the Holy Spirit : for the Father

commands ; the Son obeys ; the Holy Spirit teaches .

The Father is over all ; the Son is through all ; the Holy

Spirit is in all. We cannot understand the one God,

otherwise than as we truly believe in the Father, and

the Son , and the Holy Spirit.”

Tertullian , A . D . 200, composed , in the name of the

suffering Church at large, a public Apology, addressed

to the reigning Emperors. In this he says: “ the Word ,

we say , was produced out ofGod ; and, in his prolation ,

was generated from the unity of substance ; therefore,

he is called both God and The Son : for God is a Spirit,

* * * * * * . what hath proceeded from God, is both

God, and the Son of God ; and they two are one God."

From the controversial works of this author, it were

di

* Cyprian, de Unit. Eccles. Oper., vol. i., p . 109.

Cyprian. Epist. lxxiü . O

Hippol. Cont. Noet. & xii., Oper. vol. ii., pp. 14, 15.

D

W
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easy to produce testimonies to the same effect, enough

to fill a volume. But these will suffice.

Wenow adduce the testimony of Clement, of Alexan

dria . This ancient Father professed to be a scholar of

Pantenus : who, by someofthe early theologians, is said ·

to have been a disciple of the apostles ; and who, doubt

less, conversed with the Fathers denominated Apostoli

cal. Clement is thought to have died about the year

220 ; and those who had been taught by the apostles

might have been alive in the year 150 . " Because” he

says, " the Word was from above,heboth was and is the

Divine principle of all things. This Word, the Christ,

was both the cause of our original existence, for he was

God ; and also the cause of our well-existence, for this

very Word hath now appeared unto men , he alone being

both God and man ." * * * * * * * * * * * Believe,

then , 0 , man , in him who is both man and God ; be

lieve, O , man, in the living God , who suffered and who

is adored ." *

From the attestation of Clement of Alexandria , we

may proceed to that of Ireneus, of Lyons, the scholar of

Polycarp, the disciple of the apostle John. This, we

shall find in the controversial work , which , with the ap

probation of the Catholic Church, that eminent writer,

about the year 175, published against the existing here

sies. ,3 “ Man ," he says, “ was formed according to the

likeness of God ; and he was fashioned by his hands.

That is to say, he was fashioned through his Son , and

through bis Spirit : to whom also he said , Let us make

man . “ Therefore, in all, and through all, there is

one God, the Father, and one Word , and one Son, and

one Spirit, and one faith and salvation to all who believe

in him ." I ' “ With him , i. e .God , are ever present, his

Word and his Wisdom , his Son and his Spirit, through

whom , and in whom , he freely and spontaneously made

all things; to whom , likewise , he spoke, when he said ,

Let us make man after our own image and likeness." |

“ Man was made and fashioned after the image and like

* Clem . Alex. Protreps. Oper. p. 66.

+ Iren. Adv. haer., lib. iv., c. 8, p. 287. ^ Ib. c. 14, 86, p . 242.

| Ib . c. 87 , 8 2, p . 268.
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ness of God, who is uncreated : the Father approving :

the Son ministering and forming : the Spirit nourishing

and augmenting .")* 2

Let us now proceed still higher, in the list of primitive

writers , and adduce the testimony of Athenagoras. This

writer lived contemporaneously with Ireneus. His Apo

logy or Legation is thought to have been addressed to

the Emperors Marcus Antoninus and Lucius Aurelius

Commodus. Read

" For by him , and through him ,were allthingsmade,

the Father and the Son being one; since the Son is in

the Father and the Father in the Son , through the unity

and power of the Spirit. The Son of God is the Mind

and the Word of the Father .” + In this he says, “ That

we are not Atheists , has been sufficiently demonstrated

by me; inasmuch as we worship onë unproduced and

eternal and invisible and impassable Being , who, by

themind and reason alone, can be comprehended , and

who, through the agency of his own Word, created and

arranged and compacted the universe ; for wereceive

also the Son ofGod." Tetordo te yon

** * Who, then ," says Athenagoras, “ would not wonder

that we should hear ourselves called Atheists, when we

profess our belief in God the Father, God the Son , and

God the Holy Ghost, shewing both their power in unity,

and their distinction in order. To this only do we

strenuously apply ourselves, thatwemay know God and

the Word, who is from him ; what is the unity of the

Son with the Father ; what is the communion of the Fa

ther with the Son ; what is the Spirit ; what is the unity

and the distinction of these who are such ; inasmuch as

the Spirit, and the Son, and the Father, are united.”

“ We say that there is a God , and the Son his Word , and

the Holy Ghost, united in power ; namely, the Father,

the Son , the Spirit. For the Son is the Mind, the Word ,

the Wisdom , of the Father : and the Spirit is an emana

tion from him , as light flows from fire. But, if I thus

accurately set forth the doctrine which is received among

* Iren . Adv. haer., lib . iv ., c. 75, § 3 , p . 810.

Ateenag. Legat. pro. Christian, c. ix., pp. 37, 38, Oxon. 1706.

| Athen. Legat. c. X ., p. 40.

| Athen . Legat. cxi., p . 46.
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us, do not wonder. For lest you should be carried away

by the silly , vulgar opinion which is entertained of us,

and in order that you may be able to know the real

truth , I thus carefully study accuracy ."

Our next witness is Melito, of Sardis, who lived

about the year 170. Ofhis Apology, nothing remains

save a fragment; but that fragment abundantly indi

cates the doctrine and practice of the Christians, his

contemporaries. « Weare worshippers," says he, “ not

of insensible stones , but of the only God who is before

all things, and above all things ; and we are worship

pers likewise of his Christ, truly God, the Word before

the worlds.")*

In the next year, 168, lived Theophilus, of Antioch,

who will be our next witness. He wrote a defence of

Christianity, in three books, addressed to Antolycus ;

and from this work , we learn that the Christian Church

of that age maintained the doctrine of a Trinity of per

sons in the Deity. “ The three days” says he, “ before.

the creation of the sun and moon, are types of the Trini

ty , God and his Word and his Wisdom .' * “ In the

person ofGod , the Son came into the garden, and con

versed with Adam ." $ 25

Still earlier flourished Tatian , who lived about the

year 165, and who, in his Oration against the Greeks,

which was written before the death of Justin , says :

“ Wedo not speak foolishly , nor do we relate mere idle

tales, when we affirm that God was born in the form of

man ." T rots

From Tatian we pass to Justin Martyr,whose conver

sion occurred prior to the year 136 , and whose A polo

gies , therefore , will exhibit the received doctrine of the

Church, during the earliest part of the second century.

“ Him , the Father says ; and his Son who came forth ,

from him ; and the prophetic Spirit , these we worship

and we adore, honouring them in word and in truth , and,

to every person who wishes to learn, ungrudgingly de

livering them as we ourselves. bave been taught. Athe

* Melit. Apol. See above, Book I., chap . 4 , 8 x.,

+ Theoph . Ad, Autol., lib. ii., c. 15. Ibid, c. 22,

| Tatian Orat. Cont. Graec., 8 xxxv ., p . 77, Worth ,

VOL. IX . -- No. 3 .
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ists, then , we are not, inasmuch as weworship the Crea

tor of the universe , and having learned that Jesus

Christ is the Son of bim who is truly God , and holding

him in the second place, we will sbew that, in the third

degree, we honour also the prophetic Spirit, in conjunc

tion with the Word.* For the Word, who is born from

the unborn and ineffable God , we worship and we love,

next in order after God the Father ; since, also , on our

account, he became man , in order that, being a joint

partaker of our sufferings, he might also effect our heal

ing.” +

Two Apologies by.Quadratus and Aristides, addressed

to the Emperor Adrian, in the year 125 , are unfortunately

lost. But they are spoken of, both by Eusebius and

Jerome, as being " defences of the worship of God

which prevails among,” and “ as conducted by, Chris

tians," * as setting forth the right principles of our dog

matic theology, " and as being imitated by Justin Mar

tyr.f

Ignatius, who is our next witness, was à disciple of

the apostle John, who died in the year 100 , and he suf

fered martyrdom at Rome, either in the year 107, or (as

some think,) in the year 116 . “ There is " he says, " one

physician, fleshly and spiritual, made and not made.

God became incarnate, true life in death , both from

Mary and from God, first passible, and then impassible.”

“ OurGod Jesus Christ was conceived by Mary accord

ing to the economy of God, from the seed indeed of

David ; but from the Holy Ghost.” “ Permit me to be

an imitator of the passion of my God. I glorify Jesus

Christ, the God who has thus endued you with wisdom ."

“ Expect him who is beyond all time, the eternal, the

in visible ; even him who on our account becamevisible ;

him , who is intangible and impassible ; who yet, on our

account, suffered ; who yet, on our account, endured after

every manner." |

The very short Epistle of Polycarp to the Pbilippi

ans, which alone has survived him , is chiefly practical.

* Justin Apol. 1. Oper. pp. 46, 47. + Ibid, 11 Oper., p. 40.

| Euseb . B . IV., c. 3 : B . I., c. 2, 8 2 Heer. Script. Eccl., Ep. lxxxiv.

| Ignat. Epist. ad, Polya, g iii., p. 40.
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Hence we cannot expect there to find any very precise

doctrinal statement. Yet, even in this document, which

appears to have been written almost immediately after

the martyrdom of his friend and fellow disciple Ignatius,

about the year 107, we may observe an incidental re

cognition of the divine nature of our Saviour. “ May

the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; andmay

be bimself, the eternal High-priest, the Son of God,

Jesus Christ ; build you up in faith and truth ,and grant

unto you a lot and portion among bis saints , and to us

also along with you , and to all who are under heaven ,

and who hereafter shall believe in our Lord Jesus Christ

and in his Father, who raised him up from the dead." *

Wecan as little expect, from the plan of their compo

sition , any very copious and precise statementofdoctrine

in either of the two epistles to the Corinthians, written

from 67 to 96 , by the venerable Clement of Rome ; yet,

in both of them , do the recognised opinions of the early

Church show themselves with abundantly sufficient dis

tinctness, and by one to whom St. Paul himself bears

testimony, as being one of his fellow -labourers, whose

names are in the book of life. “ Ye were all humble

minded , in no wise boastful, subject rather than subject

ing, giving rather than receiving. Being satisfied with

the supplies which God has furnished for your journey,

and diligently attending to his words, you receive them

into your very breast and bowels ; and before your eyes

were his sufferings. Thus was there given unto all, a

deep and glorious peace, and an insatiable desire of

doing good ; and, over all, there was a full effusion of

the Holy Ghost.” + “ For Christ is of the number of the

humble -minded , not of those who exalt themselves above

his flock . The sceptre of the majesty of God, our Lord

Jesus Christ came not in the pride of pomp and circum

stance, though he was able to have done so ; but with

humbleness ofmind , as the Holy Ghost spake concern

ing him . Ye see, beloved , what an example has been

given unto us. For, if the Lord bore himself thus hum

* Polycarp. Epist. ad. Philipp., & xii. Cotel . Patr. Apost., vol. ii , p.
191.

+ Clem . Rom . Epist , 1, ad . Corinth ., Sii, Patr. Apost. Cotel., vol i., pp.
147, 148.
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bly , what ought we to do , who have come under the

yoke of his grace ?" *

Similar phraseology occurs in the very ancient Epistle ,

which is ascribed to the Apostle Barnabas, but which

really seems to have been written by a Hebrew Chris

tian of that name, aboutthe year 137. “ When he chose

his apostles,” says this writer, “ who were about to

preach his gospel, then he manifested himself to be the

Son ofGod . For, unless he had come in the flesh, how

could wemen , when looking upon bim , have been saved ?

For they, who look even upon the perishable sun ,which

is the work of his hands, are unable to gaze upon its

beams. Wherefore, the Son ofGod came in the flesh .” +

The second Epistle of Clement opens with what is

equivalent to a direct assertion of Christ's Godhead :

“ Brethren ," says he, " we ought tbus to think concern

ing Jesus Christ, as concerning God, as concerning the

Judge of both the quick and the dead . And we ought

not to think small things concerning our salvation : for,

in thinking small things concerning him , we are hoping

to receive small things.”

Wehave thus been enabled, in the first place, by the

testimony of the heathen , to establish the doctrine of the

Trinity , as baving been the doctrine of Christians up to

the very age of the Apostles.

A second line of argument, by which the Trinitarian

views of the early Christians has been established , is by

the public apologies, epistles, and other documents pub

lished by them , in their name, and with their concur

rence , during the same period .

A THIRD line of proof that the doctrine of the early

Christian church was Trinitarian , will be found in the

creeds which remain .

These creeds were most familiarly known and receiv

ed, as indeed their very name imports , by the whole

assembly of the baptized , whether ministers or people .

They formed also the basis of lectures to the catechu

mens, and were publicly recited at the time of baptism .

* Clem . Rom . Epist. I , ad. Corinth., & xvi., Patr. Apost. Cotel., vol i.,

pp. 166, 161.

+ Barnab. Epist. Cathol.. $ v., Patr. Apost. Cotel. vol. i., pp. 16, 16 .

Olem . Rom . Epist. ii., ad. Corinth ., gi, p . 186.
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Such being the case, as the creed of each church was

communicated to every catechumen , and was received

by every catechumen , and at the font, in answer to the

interrogation of the Bishop, or Presbyter, was recited by

every catechumen , if adult, or by theparents, if a child .

It, of course, and by absolute necessity, expressed the

faith of every baptized member of the Christian church . .

When any individual was suspected of holding doc

trines contrary to the creed , he was called to account,

and if found guilty , was solemnly excommunicated . --

Thus, when Theodotus, at the close of the second centu

ry , attempted to propagate, at Rome, the doctrine that

Christ was a mere man, and that there is no distinction

of persons in the unity of the Godhead, he was called to

account by Victor, the Bishop of that city , in order that

be might have an opportunity of vindicating or explain

ing his conduct. This, however, he could not do ; for he

persisted in maintaining the schemeof doctrine which

he bad taken up ; and the consequence was, that, having

avowedly departed from the well-known faith of the

church , he was, by excommunication , visibly separated

from the society of the faithful. * are

But as we have examined these creeds, and presented

their evidence in the chapter on the Baptismal Commis

sion , we will not dwell on their invariable and concur

rent testimony to the doctrine of the Trinity at this

time. We will only remark that Ireneus asserts tbe

unity of the Catholic faith, as exhibited in its creeds,

throughout the whole world ; and the various symbols of

the three first centuries, whether Latin or Greek , or Af

rican , fully bear him out in his assertion . For themost

part, even their phraseology is the same; but, invariably,

their arrangement and their doctrine are identical.

Now , this is a mere naked fact,of which each individual

may form a complete judgment. The doctrine taught in

the Symbols, he may receive, or he may reject. But

the bare fact itself will remain unaltered, whatever may

be his own personal opinion, as to the abstract truth or ,

* Euseb. Hist. Eccles., lib . v ., c. 28 .

+ See them fully collected, and historically presented, by Mr. Faber,

vol. i., B . 1,, chap. vi., pp. 166-193.
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,andfalsehood of the doctrine in question, and must be consi

dered an undeniable proof of the Trinitarianism of the

church, up to the time when the earliest of these, “ the

creed of the Trinity," must be supposed to bave existed ,

that is , the very age of the Apostles.

A FOURTH line of testimony in proofof the fact tbat the

early Christian Church believed the doctrine of the Tri

nity, is found in the earliest existing liturgies. As Bish

op Bull well observes, all the ancient Liturgies extant,

in whatever part of the world they may have been used,

contain , under one modification or another, that solemn

concluding Doxology to the Blessed Trinity , with which ,

in some form , every Christian is so abundantly familiar :

- Glory be to the Father , and to the Son , and to the Ho

ly Ghost ; both now and alway, and to all eternity." *

This Doxology is evidently built upon that brief and

most remotely ancient creed , which was familiarly de

nominated the Symbol of the Trinity : “ I believe in

God : the Father, the Son , and the Holy Ghost.” And

the symbol of the Trinity again , is manifestly founded

upon the formula of baptism enjoined and appointed by

our Lord himself. Baptize them in , or into, the name

of the Father, and of the Son , and of the Holy Ghost.t.

Now , altbough no liturgy was committed to writing

until the fifth century, yet the primeval existence and

public use of the Doxology bas been fully determnined by

the concurrent attestation of a series of witnesses, all

chronologically prior to the first Nicene Council. About

the year 220, wemay observe it employed by Hippoly

tus, as tbe most proper conclusion of his Treatise against

Noetus. About the year 200 , Tertullian refers to it as

a clear proof of the universal reception of the doctrine of

Cbrist's divinity.l About the year 194,we find it used

by Clement of Alexandria. About the year 175, Ire

neus incidentally remarks, that it was employed by the

Catholic Church in the course of her ordinary thanks

* Athan. de. Virginit. Oper.. vol. i., p. 829.

+ Matt. xxvii : 19.

# Cont. Noet., C. xviii., vol. 2, p. 20. .

DeSpectat , p . 700.

§ Clem . Alex, Poedag, lib. iii., c. 12, Oper. p. 286 .
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givings. In the year 147, it was used at the stake by

the venerable Polycarp , and at the same time it was

attached by the collective members of the church of

Smyrna, to the Epistle in which they communicated

the account of his martyrdom .* Finally, we have the

direct attestation of Justin Martyr, that, in bis days, the

prayers and thanksgivings of the church invariably

terminated with some one or other modification of it.

“ In all thatwe offer up," says he, we bless the Crea

tor of all things, through his Son Jesus Christ, and

through the Holy Ghost."

We now proceed to a FIFTH line ofproof for the Trini

tarianism of the primitive Christian church . " Having

observed ” as Athanasius remarks, " the greatwisdom of

the Apostles, in not prematurely communicating the

doctrine of Christ's divinity to those who were unpre

pared to receive it ; the Church, from a very early peri

od, adopted amode of institution, reasonable and natural

in itself, but singular on account of its attendant phrase

ology.” During the first part of their theological edu

cation , therefore, to use tbe language of Faber, nothing

more than the general truths of Christianity was com

municated to the catechumens ; and so slowly was the

divine light suffered to beam upon what Tertullian calls

the preparatory schools of the auditors, that it was not

until the very eve of their baptism , that its particular

truths, viewed as universally depending upon one pre

eminent truth , were at length distinctly propounded .

To their instruction in these particular truths, of which

they had hitherto been kept, (so far as it was possible to

keep them ,) in a state of profound ignorance, were de

voted the forty days which immediately preceded their

baptism ; and this studied concealment was rendered

the more easy, because, in the primitive church, the

sacrament of Baptism was administered only at the two

great festivals of Easter and Whitsuntide. Sood

“ The institution of the Catechumens was spoken of as

an initiation into the Christian Mysteries ; and the com

munication of what was deemed the pre-eminent, parti

XFOR

* Epist. Eceles. Smyrna, & xiv., Patr. Apost. Cotel., vol. ii., p . 201.

Justin Apol. i. Oper. p. 77. do
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cular truth of Revelation, with its subordinate and de

pendent particular truths, was considered and technical. .

ly mentioned as the final enunciation of the grand se

cret .

Mr. Faber adduces abundant evidence to prove that

the secret of the mysteries was the doctrine of the Trini

ty, running into the doctrine of the Incarnation. To this

secret, Ireneus, the scholar of Polycarp, the disciple of

St. John, who wrote in the year 175 , but who was born

in the year 97, alludes : “ This” says he, " is THE CHRIST,

THE SON OF GOD . Such is the mystery, which Paul de

clares to have been manifested to him by revelation ;

namely, that he who suffered under Pontins Pilate , is

the Lord and King, and God and Judge of all, receiving

power from him who is God of all, sincehe became sub

ject unto death, even the death of the cross.”

To this testimony may be added that of the ancient

author of the Epistle to Diognetus ; whether he were

Justin Martyr himself, or whether (according to his own

descriptive statement of his character , he were some

apostolicalman , a contemporary of Justin Martyr. In

the course of a very long, and very fine passage, while

this writer styles the Christian worship of God the mys

tery which man can never discover,he teaches us, when

largely treating of the nature and offices of Christ, that

“ the Word, though to-day called a Son, existed, never

theless, eternally ." BOYS

Such was the doctrine communicated from a very

early period, to every catechumen , before he was admit

ted to the sacrament of Baptism , - certainly as early as

the age of Justin and Ireneus.*

A FIFTH line of testimony in proof of the fact that the

early Christians believed in the doctrine of the Trinity ,

is found in the unanimous primitive interpretation of

those texts , the true import of which is now litigated

between modern Trinitarians and modern Anti- Trinita

rians.

If the primitive church , up to the Apostolic age, were

Anti- Trinitarian , the system of Scriptural interpretation

uniformly adopted by the Fathers of that church , must

* See Faber, vol. i., B . I , ch. viii., pp. 206 -230 .
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plainly have been Anti-Trinitarian likewise , and con

versely, if the primitive church , up to the Apostolic age,

were Trinitarian ; the system of Scriptural interpretation

uniformly adopted by the Fathers of that church , must

also have been Trinitarian ; since a church collectively

cannot hold one set of doctrines, while all the leading

teachers, and writers, and divines, and bishops, in direct

and full communion with it, openly and avowedly main

tain quite another set of doctrines. The unanimous sys

tem of exposition adopted by the Fathers of the three

first centuries, is evidence as to what system of exposi

tion was familiarly received in the church of the three

first centuries, as setting forth the undoubted mind of

Holy Scripture . For, though the insulated exposition of

an insulated writer, might justly be deemned nothing

more than the unauthoritative speculation of his own

private judgment ; it is morally impossible that all the

writers of a church should be unanimous in their system

of Scriptural interpretation ; if, in point of systematic

Scriptural interpretation, the church itself, collectively,

differed from them utterly, and radically , and essential

ly . W U S ATV W 300

“ So far as my own reading and observation extend ,"

says Mr. Faber, “ the early fathers in variably and unani

mously interpret the texts now litigated between Trini

tarians and Anti- Trinitarians, not after the mode recom

mended by the latter , but precisely after the mode:

adopted by the former. In no one instance, which , in

the course of a tolerably wide investigation , I have been

able to discover, do they ever interpret a single text, so

as to bring out the result, that that text does not teach

the doctrine of the Trinity, or the doctrine of Christ's

Godhead . If, among the Fathers of the three first cen

turies there be an exception , I can only say, that I have

inadvertently overlooked it. To this general rule , I

myself, at least, am unable to produce a single excep

tion." * This argument acquires a tenfold force, when

we consider that heretics, in order to get rid of these

texts , rejected the Books of Scripture in which they are

* See Faber, 1 B . I., ch. ix., pp. 231- 244, and App. I., pp. 299- 377, where

these texts and the explanations are given at length . laba
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found,* and also the strict harmony of the present line

of evidence, with all the other lines of evidence which

have now in review successively passed before us; and

that force, so far as I can judge, becomes absolutely

irresistible , when we bear in mind that the present

position is established, notmerely by a single testimony,

or by a single class of testimonies, but by a concurrence

of numerous distinct classes of testimonies, all vouching

for the same fact, and all tending to the same purpose.

As, in regard to Scripture, the early Doctors expounded ,

80 , in point of fact, without any contradiction , on the

part of Christians, did the enemies of Christianity allege ;

so, from generation to generation, did the primitive

Christians worship ; so, with one mouth , to be the uni.

versally received doctrine of the Church Catholic, did

the ancient apologists profess ; so, with rare and striking

concord, did all the early creeds or symbols propound ;

so were all the ancient liturgies constructed ; so were all

the catechumens instituted . If the church of the first

ages had been Anti- Trinitarian, this accordance, in so

many different points , could never have existed . By all

the laws of evidence, therefore, the inevitable result

from it is, that the primitive church , up to the age of the

Apostles , held and taught, as vitally essential truths, the

doctrines of the Trinity and of the Godhead of our Lord

and Saviour Jesus Christ.

A SIXTH line of testimony, in corroboration of the fact

that the early Christians were believers in the doctrine

of the Trinity, is found in the argument from prescrip

tion and universality, as this was urged by them . About

the year 175 , when the then aged Ireneus wrote; and

about the year 200, when Tertullian flourished ; that is

* Instead of the litigated texts being read by these religionists, without

suggesting to them any such notions of the divinity or the pre-existence

of Christ, as are now supposed to be clearly contained in them , the truth

is, that they allowed to those texts no voice whatever in the decision of

the question, whether Christ was a mereman, or whether he is very God,

mysteriously united to very man ; for they cut the matter short by the

compendious process of utterly rejecting the whole of St. Paul's writings,

and all theGospels, save that of St. Matthew , or rather what they pleased

to call that of St. Matthew . So incorrigible, indeed, were the Ebionites,

in their error, and so completely did they proceed upon the plan of total

rejection, rather than on the plan of perverse misinterpretation, that they

actually disregarded even Apostolical authority itself. S o
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to say, about 75 years, and about 100 years after the

death of St. John , when , through chronological necessi

ty, and agreeably to positive attestation, no particular

church could have been separated from the Apostolic

age, by more than two intervening steps of communica

tion ; all the then existing churches mutually in com

munion with each other, though variously deriving their

succession from twelve different apostles, held precisely

the same system of doctrine respecting the nature of the

Deity, or respecting themode in which the Deity exists ;

and , on this point, their harmony was such , that not a

single church could be found which held any other sys

tem than what is now called Trinitarian. That is to say,

it was a system which asserted the existence of the one

Deity in three persons ; and which maintained that the

second of these three persons became incarnate, and ap- .

peared upon earth, as the man Christ Jesus. Such ,

however, is not the whole amount of the fact publicly

appealed to by Ireneus and Tertullian . While, without

a single exception , they all concurred in holding that

peculiar doctrine, which is briefly denominated the doc

trine of the Trinity ; they all, moreover, without a single

exception , concurred in declaring, that, through one, or

at the most, through two intermediate channels, they

had received this doctrine from some one or other of the

twelve Apostles, up to whom they severally carried their

ecclesiastical succession ; that, the Rule of Faith , which

propounded this doctrine, was ultimately derived from

Christ himself, and that, as it was universal in point of

reception , throughout all the provincial churches in mu

tual communion with each other, so it was questioned

by none save heretics, who, in parties of scattered indi

viduals, bad gone out from the great, and more ancient

body of the Church Catholic. *

Mr. Faber quotes, in confirmation of this position, Ire

neus, Tertullian , Hegesippus, and urges in confirmation,

all the previous lines of proof, and the fact that it never

was denied by the ancient heretics, t " and hence, all

heretics, says Ireneus, are much later than the Bishops,

* See Iren. Adv. haer., lib. i., c. 2, pp. 34 -36 : lib. iii., c. 4, § 2, p. 172.

Tertul, de praescript. ad. haer., § 4 , Oper., p . 100.

+ See vol. i., B . I., ch. X ., pp. 245 - 271. 13 3 .3
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to whom the Apostlesdelivered the churches.” “ What

ever is first," says Tertullian , “ is true ; whatever is later ,

is spurious. " SUS

Now , when this argument was originally used , the

fundamental fact, it will be observed, required no bisto

rical establishment. Without an effort, it was palpable

and obvious to every individual throughout the entire

world of Christianity. Each person was himself an eye

witness. In the days of Ireneus and Tertullian , the fact

of the universal Trinitarianism of the whole Catholic

Church in all its mutually symbolizing and mutually

communicating branches, no more demanded the form

ality of a grave historic demonstration , than the fact

of the universal Trinitarianism of the entire reformed

Church would now demand such a substantiation . Those

two early Fathers appealed to what was then familiarly

known to every Christian ; and upon the notorious fact,

thus appealed to , they framed their celebrated argument,

from universality and prescription .

A SEVENTH line of proof of the Trinitarianism of the

early Christians, is the certain .connection which can be

proved to subsist between that system of doctrine and

the Apostles, as its first promulgators. Ireneus of Ly

ons, was born in the year 97 ; and he wrote or published

his work against the Heresies of the Age, in the year

175. While a youngman, as he himself teaches us, he

was a pupil of Polycarp ; which Polycarp was himself

the disciple of the Apostles, and eminently so of their

last survivor, the apostle St. John . Hence, though he

actually wrote or published , not earlier than the year

175 ; yet his strictly proper evidence is, in truth , much

more ancient ; for, it may justly be deemed the personal

evidence of his youth ; that is to say, the personal evi

dence of a witness, who was living, and learning, and

observing, about the year 120 , or only about twenty

years after St. John's departure. And hence, on the

principle already laid down, the church of Lyons, over

which he presided as Bishop, stood, through his instru

mentality, though toward the latter end of the second

century , separated only by a single descent, from the

Apostles themselves.

Let us again consider one of the several statements of
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doctrine made by Ireneus. Speaking of this doctrine

of the Trinity , and its kindred topics, he says: “ The

Church, thongh dispersed tbrough the whole world to

the ends of the earth , hath received this Faith from the

Apostles and their disciples . She believes in one God,

the Father Almighty ; who hath made the heavens and

the earth , and the seas, and all things in them : And in

one Jesus Christ, the Son of God ; who became incar

pate for our salvation : And in the Holy Ghost; who,

through the prophets, preached the dispensations, and

the advents, and the birth from the virgin , and the pas

sion, and the resurrection from the dead , and the incar

nate ascension to heaven of our beloved Lord Jesus

Christ ; and his coming from heaven in the glory of the

Father, to recapitulate all things, and to raise up all

flesh of all mankind , in order that to Jesus Christ, our

Lord and God , and Saviour, and King, according to the

good pleasure of the invisible Father, every knee may

bow , of things in heaven and things on earth, and things

under the earth : and in order that he may in all things

execute just judgment.” “ Having ” he adds, " received

this declaration and this faith , the church , though scat

tered throughout the whole world , diligently guards it,

as if inhabiting only a single house ; and, in likemanner,

she believes these matters, as having one soul and the

sameheart ; and she barmoniously preaches and declares

and believes them , as possessing only one mouth . For

through the world , there are indeed dissimilar langua

ges ; but the force of this tradition is one and the same.

And neither do the churches, which are founded in Ger

many, believe otherwise, or deliver otherwise ; nor do

those, which are founded in the Iberias, or among the

Celts, or in the East, or in Egypt, or in Libya, or in the

central regions of the earth . But as God's creature, the

sun is one and the same in the whole world ; so, like

wise the preaching of the truth everywhere shines, and

enlightens all men who are willing to cometo the know .

ledge of the truth ." * wala

Such is the testimony of Ireneus : and that this was

also taught by Polycarp, who formed the intervening

* Iren. Adv. haer. lib. i., c. 2, 3, pp. 34 - 36 .
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link between Ireneus and the Apostles, Ireneus distinct

ly affirms. “ Polycarp also ," he says, “ who was not

only instructed by the Apostles, and conversed with

many of them , but who was likewise by the Apostles

made Bishop of the Church of Smyrna, in Asia : this

Polycarp always taught us those things which he had

learned from the Apostles themselves, which he also de

livered to the church, and which alone are true. Allthe

churches in Asia,and they whosucceeded Polycarp,down

to the presentday, give testimony to these things.*

Now , among the Asiatic churches thus appealed to ,

Polycarp had been a burning and a shining light, for

the space ofmore than half a century ; which period of

more than half a century bad expired only twenty-eight

years previous to the making of the appeal on the part

of Ireneus. Therefore, the churches of Asia, and the

successors of Polycarp, could not possibly have then

been ignorant as to themere naked fact ofwhat doctrines

were really preached by Polycarp. So I

The justice of the appeal is however directly evinced

by the testimony, both of Polycarp himself, and of the

members of his church who witnessed his martyrdom ,

which has been already quoted, and by the testimony of

Justin Martyr, whose conversiont took place shortly

after the year 130, or but little more than thirty years

subsequent to the death of St. John. Hence, the doc

trinaltestimony contained in any of his writings, is , in

fact, the doctrinal testimony of the year 130 ; for, about

that time it was, that Justin was catechetically instruct

ed in the principles of Christianity . Aboutthe year 130,

therefore, the whole Christian Church , in doctrine and

in worship, was avowedly Trinitarian .

The testimony of Justin Martyr, be it also observed ,

vouches for the yet additional fact,that the Christians of

that day were ready to deliver their faith and their prac

tice to all who should wish to learn them , even as they

themselves had been previously taught the same faith,

and the same practice, by the regularly appointed cate

chists , their own ecclesiastically authorized instructors

* Iren. Adv.haer., lib. iii., c. 3, p. 171.

See Faber, vol. i., B . I., ch . xi. pp . 272 - 286.
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and predecessors. The whole body of Christians, in the

year 130, therefore, both themselves held , and were rea

dy to teach to others , the doctrine and adoration ofGod ,

even the Father , and the Son , and the prophetic Spirit.

The conclusion to which we have thus been regularly

brought, perfectly agrees with the testimony of Ireneus ;

and so far as I can judge, the final result, on the legiti

mate principles of historical evidence, is the positive

Apostolical antiquity of the doctrine of the Trinity.

There are many works in which the opinions of the

early fathers on this doctrine will be found collated . Of

these, the principal one was, A Vindication of the wor

ship of the Son and the Holy Ghost against the excep

tions of Mr. Theophilus Lindsey, from Scripture and

Antiquity : by Thomas Randolph, D . D ., President of

C . C . C ., ; and Lady Margaret's Professor of Divinity,

Oxford, 1775. Bishop Bull's works : 1. Defence of the

Nicene Creed . 2 . The Judgment of the Catholic Church

of the three first centuries, concerning the necessity of

believing that our Lord Jesus Christ is true God , assert

ed against M . Simon Episcopius and others . 3. The

Primitive and Apostolical Tradition concerning the re

ceived doctrine in the Catholic Church of our Saviour

Jesus Christ's Divinity, asserted and plainly proved

against Daniel Zuicker , a Prussian , and his late disci

ples in England . Of these, Dr. Burton 's Testimonies of

the Ante-Nicene Fathers to the doctrine of the Trinity ,

and of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost,which is already

very scarce, is eminently full, candid and satisfactory.*

* Dr. Burton's Testimonies of the Ante -Nicene Fathers to the Doctrine

of the Trinity , and of the Divinity of the Holy Ghost, published in Oxford ,

1831. It contains the names of thefollowing writers : Ignatius, Polycarp,

Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, Lucian, Ireneus, Clemens Alexandrinus, Ter

tullian, Hippolitus, Origen, Eppian, Novatian, Dionysius, Alexandrius,

Romanus, Theognostus, Alexander, Athanasius, Eusebius, Council of Nice.

In every case, also, he gives the original, as well as the translation. See

also his Testimonies of the Ante-Nicene Fathers to the Divinity of the Son

of God .

Besides these distinct works on the subject, are the works of Dr. Wa

terland, in ten vols. 8 vo. Oxford, 1833, chiefly occupied with voluminous

and full discussions, including thetestimony of the Fathers, on the subject

of the Trinity . See also Cary's Testimonies of the Fathers of the first four

centuries, to the doctrine of the XXXIX Articles, Art. 1. Welchman on

the same subject. Smith's Testimony to the Messiah, Appendix . Suiceri
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From this I will quote the following declaration :-“ The

first question for inquiry is , whether the writers of the

first three centuries were unanimous ; whether one uni

form system of belief concerning the Son and the Holy

Ghost can be expected from their writings, or whether

they opposed and contradicted each other . Even if we

sbould adopt the latter conclusion, it would by no means

follow that they held the Socinian or Unitarian notions.

Pains have been taken to rescue some of them from an

inclination to Arianism ; and the present work may

shew whether the attempt has not been successful ; but

there is not even a shadow of proof, that any one of

these writers approach to the Socinian or Unitarian

tenets . It will however be seen, that the Fathers of the

first three centuries were perfectly unanimous. There

are no signs of doubt, or dissension , in any of their wri

tings. Some of them were engaged in controversy,

while others merely illustrated Scripture, or applied

themselves to practical theology. In all of them , we

find the same uniform mode of expression concerning

the Son and the Holy Ghost. The testimony is collected

with equal plainness from the casual and incidental re

marks, as from the laboured conclusion of the apologist

and the polemic ."

I had myself proceeded some length , in the perasal of

the early Fathers, in order to be able to give their testi

mony on this and other subjects from personaland ori

ginal examination . Haying, however, becomepossessed

ofthe work of Mr. Faber, based upon his careful perusal

of the early Fathers, I found his method of presenting

their testimony so clear and conclusive, not only as ba

ving their undivided opinions, but the views also of the

entire church , in their days, that I have concluded to

adopt it, and to present a summary of the arguments be

so ably and elaborately maintained. *

Thesaurus. Eccl. sub. nom . Tas, & c. Hagenbach's Hist. of Christian

Doctrine, vol. i., pp. 49. 50, 222, 123. And in a variety of other works.

* The work is entitled, The Apostolicity of Trinitarianism , (or, see copy

Title Page.) The first vol. contains the positive testimony, with a discus

sion respecting the Primitive Hebrew Church of Jerusalem , the Nazarenes

of Ebionites, & c. The second vol. is occupied with a full and elaborate

reply to all the objections which have been made against the Trinitarian

ism of that testimony.
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. . . ARTICLE II. , '

R 16 , SI VK

; SLAVERY, as it appears in THE HOLY SCRIPTURES, is a

man 's being owned as a man by his fellow man : Job 31:

13-15 ; Gen . 18 : 17-19 ; Col. 4 : 1 ; Eph. 6 : 9 ; Gen . 17 :

11-13 ; 23 : 24-27 ; and in the sense that his person is

under the control, and his services at the command and

for the benefit of the owner : Gen . 14 : 14 -24 ; 2 : 35 ;

Levit . 25 : 44-46 ; Job , 19 : 16 ; Exod. 20 : 17 ; Deut. 15 :

18 ; Matt. 8 : 9 ; Luke 17 : 7 - 9 ; Eph . 6 : 5 -8 ; Col. 3 : 22

25 ; 1 Tim . 6 : 1 -2 , Titus 2 : 9-12 ; and such control of his

person for service , may be transferred to another : Gen .

20 : 14 -24 ; 34 : 36 ; 25 : 5 , and 26 : 12-14 ; Levit . 25 : 44

46 . The owner has also authority , not only to punish

the servant for transgressions, but also to compel his

obedience and service : Gen . 16 : 6 ; Exod. 21 : 20 -21 ;

Prov. 29 : 19 ; Luke 12 : 47 ; 1 Sam . 25 : 10 ; 1 Kings, 2 :

39-40 ; Gen: 16 : 8 -9 ; Pbilemon , vs. 1-25 ; Ps. 123 : 2 ;

1 Pet. 2 : 20 ; Rom . 13 :. 1- 5 . :

- The right of ownership was created in various ways,

as follows : Decly an . . ir .......Sajnos

By Conquest. — Prisoners taken in war, instead of be

ing destroyed , might be reduced to slavery , they were

divided among the conqueror's, who, at their pleasure,

eitber retained them for their own use, or sold them into

servitnde to others. Gen . 14 : 21 ; Deut. 20 : 11-14 ; 21 :

10 -14 ; 1 Kings, 9 : 20 -21 ; Deut. 28 : 68 ; Levit. 25 : 44 .

46 : Joshua , 9 : 1 - 27 . THE IDper bonis pisi ? * ? B di full

* By Purchase. An equivalent in money, or anything

else, being given to the owner for his slave : Gen . 17 :

12-13 ; 23 : 27 ; Exod . 12 : 44 ; Gen . 37 : 26 -36 ; 39 : 1 ;

Exod . 21 : 2 ; Matt. 18 : 25 ; Levit. 25 : 44 -46 ; Deut. 15 :

12 ; Levit. 22 : 11. Or the poor, unable to support bim

self, sold himself or part of his family for a support, into

slavery. Levit. 25 : 38-54 ; Neh . 5 : 5 . . ( The price

Exod . 21 : 32 ; Levit. 27 : 1-8 ; Ezek . 27 : 13.) ,ISB

- By Debt. The creditor seizing the person of the debt

or, and holding him in bondage for the debt : 2 Kings,

4 : 1 ; or selling the debtor for the debt : Matt. 18 : 25 .

VOL. IX . - No. 3 .

Exod. 21. .22 : for parte.64 ;
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By Crime. - The thief, when unable to make restitu

tion , was sold for his theft. Exod. 22 : 3 .

By Birth . — The children of slaves followed the condi

tion of their parents ; or if born of a free-inan and of a

slave mother, they followed the condition of themother.

Gen . 14 : 14 ; 15 : 3 ; 17 ; 12-13, 27 ; Levit. 25 : 44 -46 ;

Exod. 21 : 1 -6 ; Eccl. 2 : 7 .

By Gift. - An owner making a present of bond-men

and bond-women to another : Gen . 20 : 14. Comp. 12 :

16 .

By Inheritance. - Bond-men and bond women being

willed away with other property by parents to children .

Gen . 25 ; 5 ; 24 : 35-36 .

And by Voluntary Act: the Hebrew servant refusing

to go out free when legally entitled so to do. Exod . 21 :

1 - 8 ; Deut. 15 : 12-17.

The right of ownership in the slave, being created in

either one of the formsnow stated , was as perfect and

valid in law , as the right to any other sort of property

wbatever. .

. In the inventories of property, they are reckoned as

property : Gen . 24 : 35 ; 12 : 16 ; 20 ; 14 ; Exod . 20 : 10 ,

17 . They are also called an " inheritance," a " posees

sion,” and “ money.” — Levit. 25 : 44-46 ; Exod. 21 : 21 ;

Eccl. 2 : 4 - 7 .

· When lost, the slave could be sought after, and claim

ed, and recovered , as any other property .

The angel who found IIagar in the wilderness, escaped

from her mistress, directed her to return , and to submit

herself to her mistress : Gen . 16 : 6 - 9 . When a servant

ran away from his master, within the territories of the

twelve tribes, or countries subject to them , the masters

might pursue after and recover him : 1 Kings, 2 : 39-40,

and 1 Sam . 25 : 10. And this right of property is re

cognized by the apostle Paul, by his sending back the

runaway slave Onesimus to his lawful master, Phile

mon. Ëpistle to Philemon.

Slaves were protected in law , as property, froin abuse

and oppression , on the part of their own masters , who,

when guilty of either one or the other, rendered them

selves liable to punishment before the judges. Exod . 21:

20 -21 ; 26 - 27 ; Gen. 9 : 6 ; Numb. 35 : 30 -33. And in
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cases of maiming , to the loss of their slaves altogether :

and masters , as the representatives of their servants,

could seek redress for them in all cases of injury (Exod.

21 : 32,) from others .

Nor did the law allow slaves to be gotten and held,

except in such manner as the law itself prescribed . No

Hebrew was permitted to acquire a slave, either by vio

lence or fraud : otherwise, he should be piit to death .

It constituted the crime of " man -stealing," whether the

man stolen were a Hebrew or a foreigner : Exod . 21 :

16 ; Comp. Gen. 40 : 15 ; Dent. 24 : 7 ; 1 Tim . 1 : 10 .

While the law thus protected the master in the pos

session of his servants within the commonwealth of Isra

el ; yet, a law was enacted for the protection of slaves

escaping into Judea froin foreign countries. In such

cases , the fugitives were not to be delivered up again to

their masters, (Dent. 23 : 15 - 16 ; Comp: 1 Sam . 30 : 15 ,)

which law has become the law of nations on the point.

No reference is bad in this law (as a proper interpreta

tion of Deut. 23 : 15 -16 , taken in connection with all the

laws relating to the institution of slavery in Israel will

show ,) to slaves within the territories of Israel, escaping

from one tribe or city to another. If such were not

to be given up, there would have been an end speedily

put to servitude among the people ofGod . If the foreign

slave were a criminal fleeing from justice, in that case,

we presume, he would be given up : and upon the prin

ciple embraced in the laws requiring no protection to be .

given to criminals . Exod . 21 : 14 ; Deut. 19 : 11-13 ;

1 Kings, 2 : 29-34.

And to conclude under this head, so far from permit

ing the right of the ownership of slaves to be invaded , in

any way or form ; so far from permitting slaves to be

injured or decoyed or stolen away, or in any manner

rendered unprofitable to masters , all men were and are

by the command ofGod in the Decalogue forbidden , so

much as to " covet their neighbor's man -servant, or his

maid -servant.” Exod . 20 : 17.

The right of ownership in the slave, according to the

Scriptures, respects the service of the slave. The control

of his person being necessary, in order to secure his ser

vice, is lodged with the master in the first instance, and

injureded
ursprond of God

neighbor
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when he is unable to exercise it efficiently ,with the civil

power in the second, which comes in to bis aid . The

exercise of this power of control is necessarily left to the

discretion of the master, both as to time, the means, and

the extent : but he is required to act benevolently and

humanely, not only for interest and for conscience sake,

but also for fear of the civil power, which casts its arms

of protection around the slave, as part of the body poli

tic .

This right of ownership , we may further remark , ac

cording to the Scriptures, is in man as man . While the

slave is reckoned as property, yet, by the manner in

which he is spoken of, and by all the laws regulating his

religious instruction and training, and his treatment, he

is not viewed in the light of a mere dumb animal, nor a

mere chattel : but he is a man ; a fellow being ; having

the attributes , the connections, the hopes, the fears, the

joys and sorrows common to humanity, although in a

subordinate condition in society , and not upon a social

or civil equality with his master. In his station and

circumstances, he is to be respected and treated as a

man ; and have accorded to bim all the rights, privile .

ges, protection and enjoyments, which are compatible

with that station , and with those circumstances. The

authority of the master over him is perfect within his

appropriate sphere as a master. He cannot command ,

nor in any manner require his servant either to do or to

suffer that which would be criminal before God and

man ; or injurious to him in mind , body, family or es

tate. He is under obligation to do to him as he would

wish to be done by , were be in the like condition and

circumstances. On the other hand, the obligations and

duties of the slave are pressed upon him as a man . The

Scriptures do not sit in judgment upon the justice of the

origin or nature of the governments under which men

live ; nor upon the righteousness or unrighteousness of

their administration : but they uniformly recognize the

powers that be as ordained of God," and therefore, be

cause of Divine ordination and authority, are to be

obeyed under penalty of Divine displeasure. Servants

are rational and accountable creatures of God, and are

to render obedience to those who are set in authority
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over them : not only that they may approve themselves

to God, and to the consciences of men, but that they

may also escape wrath. Herein are they regarded by

God , although in a servile and dependent condition , as

“ the possession, ” “ the money” of their masters, yet not

as the brutes that perish , nor as mere senseless goods

and chattels , but as men . Whatever changes and vicis

situdes they may pass through as " the possession " or

“ money” of men, they are " bond-men ” and “ bond

women," and are so considered and treated all the Bible

through .

- Slavery among the people ofGod was both temporary

and perpetual, according to the national characterof the

slaves themselves.

The temporary slaves were of Hebrew origin ; and

made slaves by poverty, crime, or voluntary act . They

could be held in servitude by their brethren , but six

years only : in the seventh year they were to be set free ;

and with special rewards and gifts on the score not only

of brotherhood, according to the flesh , but also of justice,

since the labour of a slave was more profitable to the

master than that of an bired servant, for the master paid

him no wages for his work. — Deut. 15 : 12- 18 . If the

slave was unmarried , he should be set free unmarried :

if married , and his wife had shared his servitude with

him , then he should go out with his wife and fainily .

But if, during the period of his servitude, he married a

perpetual slave, belonging to his master, he alone should

go out free : and his family would remain as they were,

the perpetual possession of their master. In this case,

however, should the Hebrew husband and father, from

affection to his master and his wife and children , refuse

his right of going out free, and prefer remaining in his

condition , hismaster should bring him before the judges,

and the fact of his voluntary subjection being establish

ed , in lasting evidence of it, he should bore his ear

throngh with an awl; and be should then serve him

forever, and have no more right to go out free at the end

of every six years. - Exod. 21 : 1 -6 . And this law ap

plied equally to female slaves in like circumstances. -

Deut. 15 : 17.

• But a servant of this sort, it appears, after all, should ,
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together with his family, be set free at the year of Jubi

lee : and for the reason that a Hebrew should never be

viewed in the light of a “ bond-man " or " bond -servant,"

but as an “ bired servant," a sojourner, a ternporary

slave, by his brethren . Levit. 25 : 39-43.

The Lord says, “ They are my servants, which I

brought forth ont of the land of Egypt, they shall not be

sold as bond -men ," or with the sale of a bond-man ,

Levit. 25 : 1-46 ; that is , to be held in perpetual bond

age, as the Lord 'iinmediately explains : " But thy bond.

men and thy bond-maids which thou shalt bave , shall

be of the beathen round about you : of thein shall ye

buy bond -men and bond-maids. Moreover, of the chil

dren of the strangers that do sojourn among you , of them

sball ye buy, and of their families that are with you,

wbich they begat in your land : and they shall be your

possession . And ye shall take them as an inheritance

for your children after you, tu inherit them for a posses

sion : they shall be your bond -men forever ; but over

your brethren , the children of Israel, ye sball not rule

one over another with rigour.” — Levit. 25 : 44-46. In

this passage, a distinction is drawn between Hebrew and

foreign slaves ; and between the termswhich they sever

ally could be held to service : the Hebrew for six years

only at a time ; and under no circumstances beyond the

year of Jubilee : wbile slaves of foreign nations might

be held as a possession in perpetual bondage, and le

come the inheritance of parents and children from gen

eration to generation . The year of Jubilee bad, in its

provisions of liberty to the enslaved , no reference wbat

ever to them . They never went out free.

In accordance with this law , that Israelites should not

be held in perpetual bondage, provision is made of a

right of redemption to any Hebrew who had waxed poor

and sold himself to a stranger or a foreigner dwelling in

Judea. If unable to redeem himself, any one near of

kin might redeem him , and at any time previous to the

year of Jubilee : and if not redeemed before then , at

the Jubilee, he sliould have his freedom : and for the

reason that he is the servant of God, redeemned out of

Egypt, and therefore must never be ruled over with

rigour, and beld in perpetualbondage. — Levit. 25 : 47-55 .
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And because the children of Israel disregarded the law

regulating theenslavement of their brethren ; and would

not release them atthe times appointed , but endeavoured

to keep them in perpetual bondage, the anger of the

Lord was kindled against them in the days of Jeremiah

the Prophet, 34 : 8 -17 ; and for this great sin , among

many others, He visited them with the sword , with pes

tilence and fainine, and removed them out of their good

land and made them captives in all kingdoms of the

earth ! Best!

The perpetual slaves were of foreign origin , obtained

froin the heathen nations round about. These, accord

ing to Levit. 25 : 44, 46, already referred to , inight be,

and were held in perpetual servitude from father to son ,

and descended in families, like any other property, from

generation to generation . They were bought, sold , given ,

and willed away like any other property . They were

the possession , themoney of their owners, as were their

silver and gold, and flocks and herds. The idea that the

Scriptures make a difference between servauts and other

property , and so were not accounted property, is pnerile ,

and in the face of positive declarations to the contrary.

Exod. 12 : 5 , 16 ; 20 : 14 ; 24 : 35 ; 26 : 13 , 14 ; 32 :

1-5 ; 36 : 6 - 7. Job , 1 : 1-13 ; 31 : 13-15.

The increase of servants born in the house and bought

with money is reckoned among the special blessings of

God upon the possessions of men . Gen . 23 : 35 ; Job

1 : 1 - 3 ; Gen . 32 : 1 -5 ; 33 : 10-11 ; 26 : 12 -14 .

1 The foreign slaves, in all religiously trained house

bolds in Israel, were circumcised and brought up in the

knowledge and worsbip of God, but their profession of

religion and membership with the church had no effect

upon their civil condition . They remained in perpetual

servitude. This fact obtained also with slaves in the

time of our Lord and his Apostles.

1 The Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament the oldest

records in the world , furnish no information of the precise

period in the history of our race in which the institution

of slavery took its rise . Slavery is firstmentioned as a

curse : a curse to be visited in the lapse of time upon

Ham and his descendants, and not long after the flood .

Gen . 9 : 20 -29 .
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The institution sprang up between the uttering of this

o se and the age of Job. It existed in the age of Job ,

1 : 1-3 ; 3 : 19 ; 19 : 16 ; 31 : 13 -15 . We believe Job

to have been cotemporary with Serug, and Serug was

born 193 years after the flood . If we are right in our

chronology then slavery was introduced about 200 years

after the flood . aS z abolellato

The precise manner is as much unknown as the precise

time of its introduction . It owed its origin no doubt to

the weaknesses and necessities of men, which placed

them either voluntarily or involuntarily in the power,

and finally into the absolute possession of those more

mighty and more independent than themselves .l t

It was extensively prevalent in the days of Abraham ;

indeed, it is a form of government which has prevailed

almost in all nations, and in every quarter of the world

from his time to the present. Once introduced , it spread

on every band . Such is the testimony of history .og at

Since the days of Job the Church of God has had

connection with this institution . It has never known an

hour in its existence that it did not embrace in itsmem

bership masters and servants. i
di

The visible Church of God, set up in the family and

household of Abraham , held slaves in its communion

down to the coming of the Lord . They appear in that

same visible Church after Christ ascended to Heaven ;

in the churches gathered by the Apostles wherever they

went preaching the Gospel to every creature. They met

the system in all climes. It prevailed over the Roman

Empire. It survived the division of that Empire, and

when both the Eastern and Western Empires were

broken into many kingdoms it survived in them all, and

finally passed away by slow and almost imperceptible

degrees from all the kingdoms of Europe except Russia

and Turkey. It exists in Asia . Africa is an house of

bondage. Not long after the discovery of America in

1492, it was introduced both into North and South

America, and while it has ceased in many portions of

South America, it still covers vast areas of territory in

both North and South America . od

Christianity has met with the institution wherever it

has gone, and in her progress must continue to meet it.
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She has carried her message of salvation alike to servant

and master, and of both classes has the Great Head of

the Church gathered multitudes into his kingdom to be
with him in glory forever.

The institution of slavery is sanctioned in both the Old

and the New Testament.

For in neither the one nor the other is it in any man

ner condemned by God. Had the institution been in

itself sinful, the condemnation of the Holy One would

have fallen , and with distinctness, upon it, as upon all

sin ; and on the just principle that all sin should be

abandoned, Helwould have required his people, asmuch

as in them lay, immediately or prospectively to put an

end to the institution , or rid themselves of all connection

with it. If the relation ofmaster and servant is in itself

sinful, it is incredible that the Holy One, who hates sin

in every form , should in no single instance in all His

Word declare it to be 80. It is incredible that our Lord

who made known the way of God in truth , and cared

for no man, should never condemn it. No, nor his holy

Apostles and ministers who partook of His bold and

fearless spirit, and even laid down their lives for the

truth .

: On the contrary, the institution is recognized as exist

ing among men , and the Lord sanctioned it both in its

temporal and perpetual form . He regulated the tem

porary servitude of his own people, and not only per

mitted , but commanded his people, if they desired slave

property, to purchase slaves from foreign nations, and to

hold them for a perpetual possession , for themselves and

their children after them .

The institution is recognized in the fourth , and again

in the tenth coromandment, and the Lord secures the

lawful possession and use of the slave to his master by

forbidding, upon penalty of his displeasure, even the

" coveting " of that slave by his neighbor.

Ifmarriage is recognized in those commands, and the

relation of husband and wife, parentand child , as lawful,

80 is slavery and the relation of master and servant

recognized as lawful. We repeat it , that if slavery be

in itself sinful, it is incredible that the Holy and Just

One should give His unreserved sanction to and per
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petuation of it, both in the common law given to his

people and in the ten commandments, which are binding

for all time upon the whole race ofmen a nd

There is , moreover, no condemnation of any one child

of God, or man of the world , for holding the relation

either of master or servant. No one is condemned , nor

abused , nor threatened , nor unchurched , for being con

nected with the institution .

On the contrary, some of themost eminentsaints were

slaveholders. They were accounted the friends of God ,

the patterns of faith and holiness, and the lights of the

world . Such men were Job, Abraham , Isaac and Jacob ,

and the people of God in the Church down to the coming

of our Lord. The churches which held in their commu

nion masters and servants, and which were gathered by

the Apostles, are most highly commended for their

faith in Jesus Christ and love to all the saints .” Col.

1 : 3 -5 ; 3 : 22 ; 4 : 1 ; and Eph . 1 : 15 -23 ; 6 : 5 , 9 .

They were those who had experienced “ the grace of

God which is given us by Jesus Christ :" they were

“ enriched by him in all utterance and in all knowledge :"

they “ came bebind ” other churches “ in no gift.” 1

Cor. 1 : 3 -7 ; 7 : 21. And would be “ the rejoicing ” of

the Apostles " in the day of the Lord Jesus.” 2 Cor. 1 :

13-16 . They were brethren beloved : “ the elect of

God.” 1 Pet. 1 : 2 ; 2 : 18. And of Philemon the

master and owner of Onesimus, what commendation

have we? The Apostle Paul calls him , in the ardour of

his affection, “ our dearly beloved and fellow labourer.”

He “ thanked God ” for him and “ mentioned him always

in his prayers," " hearing of his love and faith which he

had toward the Lord Jesus and toward all saints." He

was one of the Apostle 's own converts — v . 19. It is pro

bable that at his master's house Onesimus became

acquainted with the Apostle , and when he ran away and

went to Rome he searched Paul out and renewed the

acquaintance and became a convert to Christ under his

faithful preaching and admonitions. Philemon, although

he had an unprofitable servant, yet was a truly Christian

master, and had a “ Church in his house :" wbose “ love

refreshed the saints,” and in whom the Apostle had

every " confidence," - v. 21. Philemon , vs. 1-25. i yt
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Masters and servants were admitted to full and lasting

membership with the Church of God in all ages. In

fact the originalmeinbers of the visible church as organ

ized and set up in the family and household of Abraham ,

were the bond and the free, masters and servants . The

mere fact of holding slaves never excluded any,man

from the church . No question of this sort was ever

mooted. Not a word is said to masters of the injustice

and sinfulness ofholdingmen in bondage,nor to servants

of their right to freedom , and to break away from servi

tude whenever they might be able to do so . No com

plaints are made of the system as injurious to the graces

of Christians : or as subversive of religion , and conse

quently detrimental to the spirituality and purity of

churches . As already observed, the churches which

embraced in their communion naşters and servants are

approved and commended by the Apostles. — 1 Cor. 12 :

13 ; Gal. 3 : 27-28 ; Col. 3 : 10 -11 ; Eph. 6 : 5 -9 . Even

the very Priests themselves, the sacred ministers ofGod ,

who served at the altar in all holy things, owned glaves,

who were both " bought with their inoney," and " born

in their house." Levit. 22 : 11; Judges 19 : 3- 9 ; 1

Sani. 2 .: 13.

The relations of master and servant are recognized as

are those of husband and wife , parent and child, king

and subject ; and being members of the church , they

are exhorted and commanded upon evangelicalmotives

faithfully and truly to perform towards each other the

duties growing, out of those relations, if they would ap

prove themselves the true disciples of Christ. Eph. 6 :

1-9 ; Col. 3 : 22-25 ; 4 : 1 ; 1 Tim . 6 : 1-5 ; Titus 2 : 9 -15 ;

1 Pet. 2 : 18-25 .

We may add that our Lord himself inet with the insti.

tution of slavery in his ministry on earth , and has left no

condemnation of it as in itself unjust towards men and

sinful towards God . The Centurion is praised for his

remarkable humility and faith : the Saviour beals his

sick servant and gives him all the comfort and advantage

of his services, once more restored to health and strength .

Matt. 8 : 6 - 13 ; Luke 7 : 1- 10. In his preaching and

teaching he at certain times had it in his eye, and some

of bis most impressive illustrations are drawn from it.
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Matt. 18 : 21-35 ; Luke 12 : 47 ; 17 : 7-9 ; John 13 : 16 ;

15 : 15 .

The Apostle Paul, immediately encountering the insti.

tution in his ministry, has trodden in the footsteps of

the master. In a part of his first Epistle to the Corin

thians 7 : 17-24 , he exhorts every Christian to glorify

God in that particular condition in which he is placed

by His Providence. “ Art thou called ?" that is , to the

gracious state and exalted privileges of the Christian ,

"sbeing a servant ” or slave ? What then ? Does Chris

tianity oblige your master to free you ? No. Does it

absolve you from your civil obligations to your master ?

No. Your condition is unchanged : you are a servant

still. What then ? " Art thou called being a servant ?

Care not for it.” Let not this bumble and dependent

state disturb you . ' All I say in relation to it is this :

“ If thou mayest be free, use it rather." . Be free if you

lawfully can and desire to do so, but if not, then care not

for it. Your servitude is temporary only : it will not

prevent your saving your soul in it. “ The time" allot

ted for us here on earth “ is short.” “ The fashion of

this world passeth' away," _ v8. 29-31 . Bond or free ,

you are Christ's , and all the benefits of bis salvation are

yours. “ For he that is called in the Lord , being his

servant, is the Lord 's freeman : likewise he that is called

being free is Christ's servant.” Ye are bought with a

price." Christ has purchased you with a price even

his precious blood . He now and forever is your Lord

and Master in Heaven. “ Be not the servants " or slaves

" of men ;" that is to say, in your condition diseharge not

your duties as the slaves of men simply, looking no

higher for approbation and reward than the hand of the

master. " Ye are boughtwith a price." Ye are Christ's

freemen, therefore with good will do your service as unto

the Lord and not onto men only. . Col. 3 : 22-25 . Eph .

6 : 5 -8 . And ye shall, for the good that ye do, receive

a reward of the Lord . How does the Apostle conclude ?

“ Brethren, let every man , wherein he is called, therein

abide with God .” How could he exhort servants to

abide in servitude, servingGod therein , if that condition

was unjust and sinful ? Was not this the time and the

place for him to have given other views and other coun
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sels of a perfectly opposite character to the church and

the world , if he had believed slavery to be in itself sin

ful ? He has not done it ? .... . ..

He comes in contact direct contact with the system

again in the case of the runaway slave Onesimus already

mentioned . Does he condemn the system as unlawful ?

and Philemon a guilty man because a master ? No.

By the laws of God given to his people anciently , and

by the Roman laws under which Philemon lived, he

could pursue Onesimpus and recover him wherever he

sbould find him within the boundaries of the Empire :

and it was the duty of all authorities to give him aid in

his apprehension and recovery. Does Paul deny the

justice of these laws ? Does he refuse to deliver up

Onesimus ? Does he advise him never to return to bis

master, and aid and abet his final escape ? No. He

acknowledges the right of Philemon , as a master, to the

control of the person , and to the benefit of the labors of

Onesimus his slave:: and he sends him back to his mas

ter with a letter of kind intercession and commendation .

1. Thus have we the institution , which existed in the

family of Abraham , sanctioned both in the Old and in

the New Testaments.

- The Duties growing out of the relation of master and

servant are clearly defined and enjoined in the Word of

God .

• In the constitution of His visible church in Abraham ,

the Lord included the servants, as well as the children

of believing parents. The sign of the covenant was

made in their flesh , and all the privileges and blessings

of that covenant was opened to them . They were to be

trained up within the pale of the church in theknowledge

and fear of God . " He that is born in the house, or

bonght with the money of the stranger , which is not of

thy seed , must needs be circumcised ." - -Gen . 17 : 12-23 .

Abraham " in the self-same day circumcised his son

Ishmael and all that were born in his house, and all that

were bought with his money." He apprehended the

will of God as expressed toward children and servants in

the covenant, and performed it well. He received the

approbation of God : “ for I know him that he will com

mand his children and his household after him , and they
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sballkeep theway of the Lord to do justice and judgment,

that the Lord may bring upon Abraham that which he

bath spoken of him .” — Gen. 18 : 19. Abraham is the

example of all masters of families in all ages. . . '

The rest of the Sahbath was secured in the fourth

commandment to servants : to the “ man servant ” and

“ themaid servant :' and by consequence all the spiritual

privileges and instruction of a private and of a public

nature. They were to meet around the family altar of

sacrifice and prayer and praise , and they were to attend

the synagogue, and when possible the temple service .

Exod . 20 : 8 -11.

They were required to be present at the sacred feasts

and festivals of the church with the rest of the family .

For example, at the Passover. The command of God

to bis people was, “ Every man servant that is bought

for money , when thou hast circumcised him , shall eat of

it." _ Exod. 12 : 44 . And again at the “ Feast of

weeks " or " Pentecost.” — Deut. 16 : 9 -12. And at the

“ Feastof Tabernacles.” _ Deut. 16 : 13- 16 . " Thou shalt

rejoice before the Lord thy God, thou and thy son and

thy daughter, and thyman servant and thy maid servant :

vs. 11-14. Moreover, servants were to accompany their

owners to public worsbip whenever they went up to

worship God in the appointed place , to present and eat

before the Lord , “ the tithe of thy corn and of thy wine

and of thy oil ; or the firstlings of thy herds or of thy

flocks ; thy free-will offerings or heave-offerings of thine

hand. Thon shalt eat them before the Lord , thon and

thy son and thy daughter, and thy man servant and thy

maid servant." Dent. 12 : 13-18.

At the renewing of the covenant, just before Israel

crossed the Jordan and took possession of the promised

land, the whole congregation was present, as well the

stranger as the hewer of wood and the drawer of water.

Deut. 29 : 1-13 ; 2 Chron . 34 : 30-31. And in those vast

and solemn assemblies, convened every seven years at

the feast of Tabernacles, to hear the whole law of the

Lord read and explained and enforced , servants were

present with the families to which they belonged.

Deut. 31 : 10-13 .

According to these statements of the Old Testament,
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servants were reckoned a part of the household and a

part of the church : they were the immortal and account

able creatures of God. And one of the first duties of

masters was that they should recognize and feel towards

them as such . They were “ brethren in the flesh , and

also in the Lord.” - Phil. v . 16 . Alike i partakers of

the benefit ” of grace and eternal life. 1 Tim . 6 : 1 -2 .

The sameGod is the Creator, Saviour and Judge of both

masters and servants , and there is no respect of persons

with Him . Job 31 : 13- 15 . Masters should , therefore,

faithfully, in their households, command their servants :

bring them authoritatively under religious instruction

and the law ofGod ; that they might learn and keep the

way of the Lord ; and understand also and do their duty

to men in their station with all justice and fidelity.

Gen . 18 : 19. The unbroken rest of the Sabbath should

be allowed them ; and free access to every means of

grace ; and no obstacles thrown in the way of their

spiritual instruction and improvement: and no com

mands be laid upon them , nor duties required of them

inconsistent with the law of the Lord .

Servants are recognized also as a part ofthe household

and of civil society , and therefore claiming at the hands

of their masters , in all temporal affairs, protection from

all oppression, and abuse, and injury in person or family ,

or in property ; (masters are their representatives and

guardians: ) also provision in dwellings, raiment, food ;

opportunities and means of making something of their

own for their comfort and enjoyment; and provision for

them in seasons of sickness and distress , and in time of

old age. They claim from their masters also considerate

and kind and forbearing treatment ; that the labors ex

acted of them be not oppressive, nor consuming to the

spirits, nor destructive to life , but such as are just and

easily and safely performed ; that their intercourse with

them be not distant, disdainful, and morose , but con

descending and kind ; that they forbear threatening and

frequent and cruel punishinents , and temper their justice

with mercy ; that they take a true interest in the families

of their servants, and preserve them from invasion of

wicked men , and from being separated as husbands and

wives, parents and children, and finally, see thatall ser
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vants of thehonsehold dwell together virtuously , temper

ately , justly and peaceably.

All these duties of masters are distinctly , or by impli

cation and direct inference, repeated in the New Testa

ment. Therein are servants reckoned asmembers of the

household of the church, and of civil society : and there

in are duties required of masters, according to these

different lights in which their servants are viewed . - Gal.

3 : 26 - 28 ; Eph . 6 : 8 ; Col. 3 : 10 -11 ; Eph . 6 : 9 ; Col.

4 : 1 : Luke 17 : 7 -9 ; 13 : 47-48 ; 7 : 2 -10.

The duties of servants to their masters are defined

with equal precision in both Testaments . And those

duties are Reverential Fear and Honour, as to a Ruler,

Law -giver and Judge.-- Mal. 1 : 6 ; Eccl. 7 : 21 ; 1 Tim .

6 : 1- 2 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 18 .

Affection , as to a Father and friend : Exod . 21 : 5.

Cheerful obedience : Gen. 16 : 9 ; 24 : 1 -65 ; Job 19 :

16 ; Matt. 8 : 9 ; Eph . 6 : 5 -8 ; Col. 3 : 22- 25 ; Titus 2 : 9 .

Fidelity : Gen. 24 : 1 -65 ; 39 : 1-6 ; Eph . 6 : 6 ; Col. 3 :

22 ; 1 Tim . 6 : 2 ; Titus 2 : 10 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 39 ; Phile

mon .

And Honesty : 2 Kings, 5 : 20-27 ; Titus 2 : 10 .

The inculcation of these duties upon masters and ser

vants is inade the business of the Ministers ofGod. And

the fulfilment of these duties is essential to the Obristian

character ofmasters and servants. .

The apostle Paul affirms that to teach servants their

duties is " consenting to wholesome words ; the words of

our Lord Jesus Christ ; and to the doctrine which is ac

cording to godliness." And “ if any man teach other

wise” - deny and absolve servants from their duties, the

apostle brands hiin as “ proud , knowing nothing ; but

doting about questions and strifes of words, whereof co

meth envy, strife, railings, evil surmisings : perverse

disputings ofmen of corrupt minds, and destitute of the

truth, supposing that gain is godliness" ; and be com

mands Timothy, and through him , all godly ministers

and persons, “ From such withdraw thyself.” — 1 Tim . 6 :

1 -5 .

The Church of God has been in connection with the

institution of slavery from the days of Abraham to the

days of the Apostles, over 2000 years : and has had
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since the Apostles, and still has, in some parts of the

world, a connection with it. It is ,therefore, very proper

for us to learn from the word of God itself, which we

have now been carefully examining, what are the duties

of the church towards the institution and towards those

involved in it.

It is the duty of the church then, according to the

teachings ofGod's Holy Word :

To maintain the lawfulness of the institution ofslavery

as one of the forms of civil government, ordained of God

in His providential government over the world .

To abstain from pronouncing that institution to be

sinful which God has everywhere sustained : and from

making a renunciation of all connection with it a term

of church membership and a test of Christian character

to mankind, wbich God has to where done.

To abstain from all denial of, or interference in the

right of the property of masters in their servants , which

is perfect, both under the Divine and civil law : and

from inciting servants to acts of infidelity, dishonesty , or

rebellion, or enticing them from service, and in any way

or form preventing their return to their duty, and thereby

vobbing masters of their property. it is in the

To obey all the laws and regulations of the State , en

acted in relation to the institution . PAS BEEN

To maintain the perfect compatibility of the relation

ofmaster and servantwith true religion and with a credi

ble profession of Christianity . in na

To receive upon a credible profession, both the bond

and the free into the communion of the church , as

brethren beloved in Christ Jesus, and equally entitled

to all the privileges of His people .

To make a just and necessary distinction between the

abuses of the institution and the institution itself : be

tween the abuses of the relation of master and servant

and the relation itself : as we are compelled to do in all

other civil institutions and relations of life. co

To insist upon the faithful discharge of the mutual

duties of master and servant in order to themaintenance

of a good standing in the church : and in cases of delin

quency , to administer discipline without respect of per

sons.

VOL. IX . - No. 3 . ,
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To have the Gospel freely and fully preached to them :

their ignorance removed by sound instruction : , their

spiritual wants searched out and supplied : their access

to the Holy Scripturés granted and secured : and finally ,

to have them included with their masters in a common

pastoral charge.

In performing these duties the church fulfils her mis

sion , which is to take care of the higher, the eternal

interests ofmen : and to carry the glad tidings of salva

tion to every creature under Heaven .

The Holy Scriptures, as we have seen , 1 Cor. 7 : 21,

pronounce a state of freedom to be preferable to a state

of slavery . Slavery, as one of the many forms of civil

government ordained of God , Rom . 13 : 1- 7 ; is not as

desirable as some others : yet while it exists, it must be

honored and supported by all who live under it : the

church is required so to do whenever she comes into

contact with it. Her chief concern is with the religious

and not the civil condition of men . " Fear God , honour

the king;” ( 1 Pet. 2 : 17 ,) is the command of the Apostle .

The command of our Lord , whom he follows, is, “ Ren

der unto Cæsar the things which are Cæsar's, and unto

God the things which are God 's.” Matt . 22 : 21. And

the instance is yet to be adduced from the Holy Scrip

tures wherein the church has arrayed herself in hostile

attitude against any form of civil government whatever,

as a form of civil government. She has never received

any command ofGod, neither bas she been self-moved

by either her own wisdom or philosophy atany time, so

to do. She founds religion , not einpires. She dethrones

iniquity, not kings. She comes not with observation to

establish her dominion with fire and sword ; but sbe

comes in meekness and in love, and with the unseen and

irresistible leaven of grace : and thus she leavens and

purifies the corrupt masses of mankind , and the fruit is

righteousness and peace. “ Jesus answered , my king

doin is not of this world ." John 18 : 36 .

The government in slavery, on the part of the master,

partakes of what is ordinarily called the Patriarchal

form .” The head of the household occupies the place of

a father,master, ininister, lawgiver, and judge. A great

amount of power, absolute and discretionary , is lodged
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in his hands : and consequently he is able to make that

power felt either for good or for evil: for good, when the

måster is a son of Abraham : Gen. 18 : 19. And for

evil when the master is Nabal and a son of Belial. . 1

Sam . 25 : 14 -25 . The happiness of the slave is bound

up in the character of the inaster. Herein he resembles

the child whose happiness is bound up in the character

of its parent . And on the other hand the character of

the slave, and of the child , hasmuch to do with the hap

piness of themaster and the father.

Slavery, therefore, is liable to abuse, as are all other

civil institutions which concentrate power in a high de

gree in the hands of rulers. But masters themselves are

under him . They are not irresponsible for their treat

ment of their servants. .

Their servants also are under law , and are not left to

become a prey to violence , injustice, and cruel oppres

sion . They are recognized as persons : as an important

class in the body politic , to whom rights, privileges and

protection are guaranteed by law.

The institution has been abused throngh the last of

wealth , the lust of power, and through the love of ease

and of pleasure on the part of owners : and also through

the idleness, the rebellion , and immorality of servants,

who have provoked and drawn down upon themselves

" buffetings for their faults ," ' 1 Pet. 2 : 20 , and many

sorrows. But, as already remarked , a distinction must

be made between the institution and its abuses. While

the Holy Scriptures' uphold the institution as lawful,

they warn men against its abuses : and inculcate thedu

ties of masters and servants in the plainestmanner : and

condemn every unjust exercise of power on the onehand ,

and every evasion of duty on the other . i

The song of the angels proclaims the object of the ad

vent of the Son of God : “ Glory to God in the highest,

and on earth peace, good -will toward men .” The religion

of the Lord Jesus Christ originates those principles of

benevolence and justice in the breasts of masters and

servants, which legitimately tend to a higher standard

of perfection in their character and life, and to a greater

,measure of bappiness in the relations which they sustain

towards each other. As servants become improved by
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Christianity and by that pure civilization which flows

from it, and so fitted for the reception and proper use of

higher privileges , the spirit of Christianity in the más

ters, and of enlightened policy and legislation in civil

government, will award those privileges to them . Pro

gress may be upward and onward and peaceful. Modo

fications, and even changes in the system , which justice

and mercy may reqore,may be happily effected by the

tranquil yet powerful and conservative influences of the

Gospel. The Gospel will certainly improve this, as it

will every other defective form of government in the

world . The work of the church, as she stands connected

with this and every other form of government, is to

4 preach theGospel to every creature," and " to render

to Cæsar the things which are Cæsar's, and to God the

things which are God's." In the performance of this

duty, blessed be God, the Church will ever find her

happiness, her prosperity, and her peace.

KEADINGS OF JOHN, 10 : 28,29. VISA

ETA PTICITUTO

BE to ARTICLE II .

VARIOUS READINGS OF JOHN , 10 : 28, 28.

“ And I give unto them eternal life: and they shall never perish ,

neither shall any pluck them out ofmy hand. My Father, which gave

them me, is greater than all; and none is able to pluck them out of my

Father's hand." :t ) Den toegani w wid

Some time since, when preaching in the country, we

bad occasion to introduce and comment upon this pas

sage ; remarking that it was not limited to man , but

that the terms were universal; that Christ asserted the

security of his “ sheep ” from the assaults of all creatures.

Thatno one in heaven, earth , or hell, could wrest them

from his hands.

What then was our surprise, on coming home, and

referring to the passage, in the copy of the Scriptures in

daily use in the family, to find the word " man " inserted

in both verses ; and that too not even printed in italics ,

the usualmark of words employed by the translators to
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1

fill out the English idiom , where the original languages

literally rendered do not complete the sense.* . .

1 This led to a comparison of the various readings of the

passage in all the copies that have fallen within our

reach, and with the following result. The Greek , in

verse 28 , is oüxtis, and in 29, oudeis, and we have met

with no various readings in any critical edition of the

Greek Testament, such as Knapp's, Griesbach's, Hahn 's ,

& c . 1 d.

· In the English Bibles we find chiefly four classes of

readings :

- 1. The word “ man ” inserted in both verses, not in

italics. '

2. The word “ man ” inserted in both verses, but in

italics .

. . 3 . The word “ man ” not in italics in verse 28, and

" none" in 29 .

4 . The word " .man ” not inserted in either verse, but

" neither anyman " in 28, and " none " in 29. .

Wewill mention a few of the editions examined in

each class :

1. Quarto Ed. of American Bible Society, 1838.

Royal Oct. of . . "

" . 66 . . . 1839

Large Oct, of " . . 66.

451 Pocket Ed. of 66 66 1841.

161 Pocket Ed., published in London , 1698 .

y t Townsend's Arrangement, Boston, 1840.

's Whitly 's Paraphrase, London,
1741.

**sy Old Edition of King James, (the first,) : 1611.

2. Quarto, Edinburgh , Kincaid , 1785 .

Bagster's English Polyglott, London, 1826 .

Coit's Arrangement, Boston ,
1834 .

• Cottage Bible, Hartford, les * 1841.

Scott's Com ., Quarto Ed., Hartford,' ' ; . 1816.

Hou Adam Clarke's Com ., N . Y ., 13? 1826 .

-4* PocketEd., University Press, Edinburg , 1850.

46 · Lippincot & Grambo,Phila., . . 1854.

. " E . Bliss and E . White , N . Y ., 1822.

. 66

. . . .
. 1838.

i
1853.

muydzesn' * Royal Oct., A . B . Society Edition , 1858 .

* We sometimes find these varieties in the samehouse . "
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This is found in all editions of the American Bible

Society printed since the report of “ the Committee on

versions, to whom the subject of collating the editions of

the English Bible published by this Society , with those

issued in Great Britain , was referred in 1848.” * This

report wasmade in 1851.

It would seem that in some of the former editions the

B . S . had omitted the word " man," but as the Oxford

Edition, which this Committee had adopted for their

standard, contained that word in italics, they restored

it : for, page 24 of their report, they say, “ The Oxford

copy rightly reads : 1 any man," no man ;' the Edin

burg and American have : ' any,' ' none,' corrected like

the Oxford, any man,' no man . "

They have no reference to theoriginal ; to the sense of

the passage, to the “ mind of the spirit ;" they do not

inquire whether the word “man " is necessary to " fill

out the English idiom ," but they insert it according

to the Qxford copy, which of course is regarded as

correct . D e

This is the edition of Dr. Blaney of 1769, which the

Committee, page 10 of their report, say , " has been re

garded ever since its publication asthe standard copy ;"

a similar remark is found in Robinson 's edition of Cal

met's Dictionary, page 184. *

But notwithstanding, “ In 1806 Eyre and Strahan

published a quarto edition of the Bible superior in point

of accuracy to the standard edition of 1769, and a

second edition in 1813 equally accurate with that of

1806 . It has been recommended by theGeneral Conven

tion of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United

States, to be adopted as their standard edition .” —

Lownde's Brit. Lib ., 1839.

3 . Where “ any man " is found in 28 and " none" in 29 .

In almost every case the word “ man " is found alike

in both or omitted in both . One copy only has fallen

under my notice of this class , a Pocket Ed., which ap

pears to have been printed in Edinburg in 1698.

* See Report, page 1. The Committee consisted of Gardiner Spring ,

Thomas Cock , Samuel H . Turner, Edward Robinson, Thos. E. Vermilye,

John McLintock, R . S. Storrs, Jr .
Sandos W
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This appears to be the opposite of Wicliffe who , 1380 ,

has in 28 * noon " and in 29 “ no man .” .

4 . Quarto Ed., Phila., Carey & Son , 1818.

Pocket Ed ., Edinburgh , Kincaid , . .. 1764.

Burkitt's Paraphrase, Eng ., : 1790.

-- Oct. Ed., stereotyped for B . S. of Phila.,by T.

ht : Rutt, London , 1812 .

vi. Paragraph Bible by J . Nourse, Phila.; : 1829.

12: Pocket Ed., Belfast, Ireland, 1718 .

N ) • A . B . S., . . 1850.

Coke's Com ., N . Y ., ,

Quarto Ed., T. R . Collins, Phila ...

milio S. Audnis & Son, Hartford, ... 1847.

.. . . . . 1812.

( 1853.

Who say on the title page, “ Corrected according to

the Standard Ed. of A . B . S .”

Quarto Ed., Sumner and Goodman, Hartford , 1846 .

The publisher says that he has made this impression

froņn the Oxford Ed. of 1784, by Jackson & Hamilton ,

and that he has been particularly attentive in the revisal

and correction of the proof sheets with the Cambridge

Ed. of 1668, by John Field, with the Edinburg Ed . of

1775, by Kincaid , and in all variations with the London

Ed. of 1775 , by Eyre ; that when there was any differ

ence in words, or in the omission or addition of words

among these, he followed that which appeared to be

most agreeable to the Hebrew of Arias Montanus, and

to theGreek of the same and of Leusden ; and always

.adopted some one of the above mentioned English copies

meared to me

as his autoum
e
oneof ame and off Arias

Campell, on the Gospels, has “ any one " in 28 , and

" none" in 29 ; and the editor of the Cottage Bible, in

loco, remarks that the word “ man ” is certainly impro

perly supplied bere as in many other places. Whitby

and Lowman's Commentary, Phila ., 1846, has “ auy

man ” in 28, “ no man " in 29.*

* This is a singular case, for generally they are alike, with or without
italics .
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It is not found, or any word answering to it, in either

version . The Latin of Arias Montanus is : " Et ego

vitam æternam do eis, et non peribunt in æternum , et

non rapiet quisquam eas de manu mea. . was

· Pater meus qui dedit mibi major omnibus est ; et

nemo potest rapere de mann patris mei.

The vulgate, according to Popes Sixtus V . and Clem

ent VIII., 1852 : “ Et ego vitam æternam do eis ; et

non peribunt in æternum , et non rapiet eas quisquam de

manu mea . Pater meus quod dedit mihimajus est om

nibus, et nemo potest rapere de manu patris mei." In

neither ofwhich is any word for “ man :" non quisquam

and nemo are equal to “ none." !

The Latin translation of Castalio , his most important

work, about 1550, has : Et eis vitam do sempiternam ,

nec possent unquam perire ; nec mibi quisquam eas de

manu eripuerit.

Meus pater qui mihi dedit eas maximus est omnium ,

nec quisquam possit ex manu mei patris extorqnere.

The German of Luther has : Und ich gebe ihnen das

ewiges leben : und sie werden nimmermehr umkommen :

* und niemand wird sie mir aus meiner hand reissen .

Mein vater der sie mir gegeben hat ist grosser denn alles ;

und niemand kann sie ausmeines vaters hand reissen .

Here wehave niemand, no one,nobody, in both verses.

The French of DeSacy, Paris, 1821, (Catholic ) : Je

leur donne la vie eternelle , et elles ne perissent jamais :

etnulne les ravira d 'entre mes mains. .. ! ! ? Pa irits

Ce que mon Père m 'a donné, est plus grand que toutes

choses ; et personne ne peut le ravir de la main de mon
père.

That of the Pastors and Teachers of the Church of

Geneva, 1712 : Et je lenr donne la vie eternelle , et

elles ne periront jamais et nul ne les ravira de ma

main .

Mon Père queme les a donné est plus grand que tot;

et personne ne les peut råvir de la main de mon

Père.

The same in an edition printed at London , 1817.

Here ' “ personne ne” and “ nul ne” .mean no one, no

body, in a general sense.

There are several other French Translations ; one by
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David Martin , and one by Ostervalt.* The last is the

best translation, but that of DeSacy is the best French

The supplied word “ man ” then, in these verses, is

not necessary to complete the sense, or in the language

ofthe Committee of revision , to " fill out the English

idiom .” Those Bibles that omit it convey the full mean

ing of the words in the original chosen by the Holy

Spirit. at si d

Not only so, it gives a wrong sense and makes the

passage inconsistent with the object of the evangelist.

Christ 's people are sheep given him by the Father, in

whom he is, and with whom he is one : he gives them

eternal life , and (or xai like Heb . vav, in many cases de

noting the end , so that : t)

(a .) They shall not by any means perish forever . A

double negative,making a strong assertion . They shall

not separate themselves from the fold ; wander astray in

the wilderness and get lost and perish, amomwvTAI, the

word used in reference to the Prodigal Son , Luke 15 :

24 , to the lost sheep in the same chapter , and in

Matt. 10 : 6 . See also Luke 19 : 10 ; Ps. 119 : 179 ;

Jer. 50 : 6 . staty tok .

(6 .) No one sball rob them , or wrest them from the

bands of Christ, and of His Father. In 12th verse he

says, " the wolf cometh and catcheth the sheep " and

he contrasts himself the Good Shepherd ,” with the

hireling, who deserts his post and leaves the sheep a

prey to the wolf, the natural enemy of sheep. And

* Adopted in Bagster's Polyglott.

Nord. Heb. Gram . $ 1093, 6, b and d . Gesenius Lex., sub voce, 6 , b .

The wolf is everywhere recognized as the enemy of the sheep. W

Hor. Ep. 4 : 1 ;

Thit Lupis et agnis quanta sortito obtigit

Tecum mihi discordia est.

Odes Lib . iii : 18, 13 : il sitt hos Sien os

Son Inter audaces lupus errat agnos. li b in

Virgil Æn. ix : 60 :
oddwaits

: : a : .

Pleno lupus insidiatus ovili.

Ec. iii : 80 : How itw o

Triste lupus stabulis. lt

" In the sacred writings the wolf is everywhere opposed to sheep and
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just as the good shepherd, in a literal sense, protects bis

sheep from their great natural foe, so he protects his

people from their great natural foe, represented by the

wolf: and “ who goeth about seeking whoin he may de

vour.” When , then , he says “ no one can plack them

out of his hands," so far from limiting this to men, he

would seem primarily to refer to Satan ; and if he can

not wrest them from him , then no inferior foe . . :

When , then , Christ means to assert the security of his

people in his hands from every enemy, even their great

est, “ who desires to have them ," it weakens the force

of the passage to insert the word “ man ." . . . weit

The following is from Poole 's Synopsis: *

28. Non rapiet eas (per vim , vel dolum , etc.,) quisquam

(nulla vis, ne ipse Diabolus quidem , quihabet imperium

mortis, Heb. 2 : 14. Non latro, non múndus, non caro ,

non adversa , nou prospera, non vos Pharisei.)

Demanu (i. e . potentia )mea, quâ custodiuntur : the

29. Pater meus (exponit quod dixerat, neminem posse

rapere eas e manu sna :) qui mihidedit eas (Pater dat

credentes filio servandos ac vivificandos ;) major (i. e.

fortior sive potentior) omnibus (creaturis, et angelis, et

hominibus, et morte, et diabolis) est. Potentior est ad

servandum quam adversarius ad eripiendum . Compara

tivus pro superlativo, fortissimus, potentissimus, maxi

mus omnium , æternus et omnipotens. ' Et (vel ideo ,

quia Pater illis potentior est) nemo potest rapere demanu

Patris mei, utpote Omnipotentis . Sub . ergo nec de

meâ. Ideo illi nihil possunt eripere Patris potestati.

28 . Shall not wrest them , (by force, or fraud, etc .) any

one, (not even the Devil himself, indeed , who has the

power of death . Heb. 2 : 15 . Not a robber, not the

goats, as if his cruelty and rage were reserved especially for these
creatures. "

" He is cunning, cruel, and rapacious ; he is called " the wolf of the

evening.' because he chooses to conceal his movements under the veil of

night ; this is indeed common to all beasts of prey, but is more proper to

him than to the lion, the bear, or the leopard .” See Paxton's Ilustra

tions, vol. 1, pp. 536 -543; Pliny Nat. Hist. Lib . 10 ; Cap. 74 ; Isa. 11 : 6.

Bochart Hieroz, part 1, lib . 3 , ch. 10. - He is said not to be gregarious

How well then Satan answers in character to " the wolf !”

* Ed. 1674, London : the references mostly to Beza, Piscator,and Lucas

Brugensis.
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world ,not the flesh , neither adversity, nor prosperity , nor

you Pharises,) from my hand, (that is my power,) by

which they are guarded . : . . ,

3. 29. My Father , (He explains what he had said , that

no one could snatch them from his hand ,),who gavethem

me, (the Father gives believers to the Son to be kept and

raised to life ,) is greater, (that is stronger, ormore pow

erful) than all, (creatures, both angels and men , and

death and devils.) He is stronger to keep than the ad

versary to seize. The comparison for the superlative ,*

the strongest, most powerful, the greatest of all, eternal

and omnipotent. And , (or therefore, because the Father

is greater than they,) no one can pluck them out of my

Father's hand, since he is omnipotent.

Understand , nor from my hand therefore. They then ,

can take nothing out of the power of the Father. And

he adds in verse 30, “ I and My Father are one."'+

Comp. vv. 36 , 38. .

The doctrine of the passage agrees with what we are

taught in other parts of the Holy Scriptures, with regard

to the power of Christ over the universe, and the conse

quent security of His church . Eph . 1 : 21, 22. He is

raised far above all principality and power, and might

and dominion, and every name that is named , not only

in this world , but also in the world to come. . .

14 All things are put under his feet ; he is made head

over all things for the benefit of the church ,which is his

body . :

. And what can exceed the: enumeration that Paul

makes in Rom . 8 : 35-39 ? " Though the whole universe

were encamped against the solitary Christian , he would

still comeoff inore than conqueror.” “ They are enclosed

in the arms of everlasting love." Christ cameto destroy

the works of the devil : he enters the strong man's house

* *Comp. for super. in Greek, seeMat. 13 : 32 ; Mark 4 : 32 ; 1 Cor. 16 :

19. Winer's Idioms, Ed. 1850, sec. 36, p. 192.

7 Lit. " one thing," one in nature, power, etc. “ In the Apocalypse,

not less than in the Gospel.(of John,] there is found a disposition to rep

résent Christ as of one nature with the Father, to exhibit him as like

God in power and honor. The Gospel of John and the Apocalypse are

the two books of the New Testament in which this disposition most *

strikingly displays itself."---Hengst. Apoc., vol. ii, p. 586. . .
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to spoil his goods. Many of his miracles were intended

to show his dominion over the infernal world , which he

fully conquered when he ascended on high .* Eph . 4 :

8 ; Luke 19 : 18 ; Rev. 5 : 11-14 . And how much out

of place - -what a weakening of the effect, if at the close

of these strong declarationsthese outbursts of exulta

tion and triumph, it is added , " no man , then, can deliver

out of his band."

After showing in the clearest manner that no one of

any class of creatures can deliver his sheep out of his

hands ; that the wolf may prowlaround the fold in any

guise, even in sheep 's clothing ; that the thief and rob

bermay attempt to force the door, or attempt to climb

up some other way without success, it is absurd to limit

" none,” ouders , coextensive in meaning with the individu

als that make up “ all," TAVTwv, to one class of creatures,

* man : Christ's argument may be thrown into the

form of a hypothetical syllogism :

fyrr My sheep are safe; my Father, one with me, protects them :

To take them from Him , requires one stronger than He;

But no one is stronger than He.

Therefore, no one can take them from Him .

* The Devil and his legions ” of unclean spirits had encroached upon

the domain of mind and voluntary action in this world : they had " pos

sessed " men, and entirely controlled them .

“ If there was any thing that marked the period of the Lord's coming

in the flesh , and that immediately succeeding it, it was the wreck and

confusion of men's spiritual life. Thesense of utter disharmony. * * *

The whole period was the hour and power of darkness : of a dark

ness which then , before the dawn of day, was the thickest. It was

exactly the crisis for such soul maladies as these, in which the spiritual

and bodily should be thus strangely interlinked : and it is nothing

wonderful that they should have abounded at that time." _ Trench on

Mir ., ed . 1850, p . 134. See also Art. Demoniaes in Kitto's Cyelop. Bib .

Lit. The following most solemn thought is found in Townsend's Notes

on the Gospel, page 77 : “ It appears to me, also, that the demoniacs

powerfully represent to us the state to which all the sons of Adam

would have been reduced forever, if the Son of God had not descended

from Heaven, to accomplish the wonderful plan of redemption which is

revealed in the inspired writings. * * Weseldom sufficiently appreciate

the incalculable benefit which has already accrued to the world from

the influence of the Christian religion."

+ Verse 29, is like many other passages that contain both a positive

and a negative statement, My Father is stronger than all, none can over

come Him ." Ch . 1 : 3, " All things were made by him ; nothing was

made without him ." 1 : 20, “ He confessed and denied not." 1 John, 1 :

5 , " God is light, no darkness is in him ." See Ps. 92 : 16 ; Sam . 3 : 2.
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This matter of supplied words, not found in the origi

nal, but added by the translator, “ to express in intelli

gible English what they believed to be the full signifi

cation of a sentence," which are sometimes indicated

by Italics, and sometimes not, seems to have made a

difficulty, from the edition of 1611, down to the recent

thorough revision of the A . B . Society, completed in

1851. And from an investigation instituted on this

head , (before 1838,) by the same Society , it was found

" that the italicising process bad been introduced in as

many as eight, to ten thousand instances over and above

those which had originated with the translators ." * . :

, 1 They all seem to have regarded it as a matter of course

to supply " man ,' not in italics when translating ouosis,

“ not even one, not the least,” emphatic ; “ no one, no

person ;" and Mnders, “ not even one, no one, i. e. no one,

whoever hemay be, from the indefinite and hypothetic

power of un."

But even the revised edition of A . B . S . is not con

sistent on this point. In a copy before us, dated 1853,

the passage now under consideration , has “ man ” in

italics, but there are scores of instances probably,where

the sameword is rendered “ no man," not in italics . If

Matt. 34 : 36, and Mark 12 : 32, be compared , (the Greek

being almost exactly identical,) we shall see an inconsis

tency .

Matt. “ But of that day, and hour knoweth no man ,

no, not the angels,” etc. “Mark, “ But of that day and

that hour knoweth no man , no, not the angels ," etc. 2

Tim . 4 : 16, “ Noman (ovosis) stood with me, but all men

(ravess) forsook me.” Is not “ man” asmuch a supplied

word as “ men ” ? The same thing is found in Heb. 12 :
14 .

Luke 2 : 15, “ allmen mused in their hearts,” ' martu .

in John 2 : 24, “ because he knew all men ," navras.

* In Rev. 5 ; 3 , When the whole universe was challen

ged to produce one able to open the book with seven

seals, “ and no man , ouders , in Heaven , nor in earth , nei

ther under the earth, was able," etc., and when we hear

* Bush's Notes, on Gen., vol. 1., Int.. pp. 28, 28 .

| Rob. Greek and Eng. Lex.
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the grand chorus of “ ten thonsand times ten thousand,

and thousands of thousands” of angels ; and when “ eve

ry creature in Heaven , in the earth and under the earth ,

and in the sea, ascribe such glory to Christ, for so far

exceeding them all, we see the utter inconsistency of

rendering ouders “ no man ;" as if that were the sense of

the original, and Christ were only put in comparison , in

this contest, with the human race. * . .'

In Rom . 14 : 7 , the, rendering is not consistent in the

same verse : " none of us liveth to himself, and no man

dieth to hiinself," as if the “ no man ," was not included

in , “ none of us." . It would be literally none of us

liveth to himself, and none (of us) dieth to himself.” Or,

“ For not unto himself, does any one of us either live or

die." " . . .

Nor let it be objected to this discussion that it is hy.

percritical : that if, in some cases, a word is supplied

where it ought not to be ; and bears not themark of such

a word where it ought, that is a small matter ; thatwe

ought not to find fault with what is in general a good

translation , and for themost part perfect. .

But it is admitted on all hands that someimperfections

exist: that these obscure the sense, and constitute a

hindrance to the right understanding of the Holy Scrip

tures, and preventmen from reading, for they will hard

ly read what is obscure. Every thing then , that tends

to remove these imperfections, should be enconraged ,

That which was made plain in the words, not ofman's

wisdom , but of the Holy Ghost, should not be put under

a cover in a translation . “ The meaning of the Bible is

the Bible” ; this meaning is in the text. “ But it is the

text, and strictly notliing but the text, that constitutes

the Bible ," as the Committee say. We are not to add

to the Word of God ; nor diminish from it. .

Words become things : “ words are the daughters of

earth , things are sons of Heaven .” The changing of a

word, however small, in a deed , a bond, or any instru

ment of writing, or even the removal of a point, by a

forger, is a great crime, and may essentially alter the

* Winer's Idioms, 358.

| Life and Ep. of Paul, by Conybeare and Howson , vol. ii., p. 188 .

| Report, p . 26.
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poisohy
should

prevent that
dishgolete Hi let,to be
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Words
tbating,or

give plofthe
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sense : How much , then , may depend upon human ad

mixtures in the Word of God ! Great events often fol

low from insignificant causes * — a minute portion of

poison taken by a man may be instantly fatal. :

Why should we entertain such a reverence for anti

quity , as will prevent us from correcting a few small

errors and mistakes, that disfigure our excellent version ?

Words that have become obsolete ; that bave changed

their meaning, or, as is the case with let, to hinder, have

reversed it, might give place to others that have been

introduced in the progress of the language. Every field

of knowledge has been explored ; discoveries have been

made in science : investigations in geography and histo

ry have been pursued to a great extent; and why should

not the stores thus accumulated be applied to improve

what might be altered for the better ?

usi But we bave neither the ability, nor the desire to dis

cuss the subject of a new English version of the Bible,

upon which so much has been long since written , by

men of learning on every side. Much may be said for it,

and much against it. Dr. Davidson remarks that “ the

time, learning and labour spentupon the present version

were well bestowed . It far surpasses every other Eng

lish version of the entire Bible in the characteristic qua

lities of simplicity , energy and purity of style , as also in

uniform fidelity to the original."

But yet, “ The obscurity of some passages, especially

in the Old Testament; the infelicity and almost ludi

crous effect of certain of the modes of expression em

ployed , and the striking indelicacy of others ; the arbi

trary rendering of certain terms; and the unnecessary

introduction, in someinstances , of the words distinguish

ed by italics, are blemishes that have been so frequently

pointed out as to require no further notice.” — English

Translations and Translators in Bagster's Hexapla , page

110 . i 15!

:3; We find errors in the copies of the classic authors that

have come down to us from antiquity, and when they

are brought to lightwedo not hesitate to correct them .

* “ It is said that a single drop of water falling into a furnace of melted

copper , will blow up the whole building." - Bakewell's Geology, p . 264.

1 Kitto 's Bib. Cya , Art. Versions,' p. 919.
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How much labor has been spent upon the text of
Homer.

The same is true of the standard English Classics ;

into wbich , in the course of successive editions in this

country and in England, unauthorized words will creep,

disfiguring the text, and affecting the sense. We recor

to the original copies and restore the true reading.

How much has been done to remove the mistakes of

transcribers, and to correct the errors of the editious of

Shakspeare, “ nature's .darling .” What a vast amount

of verbal criticism in the various editions of Pope, Theo

bald, Hamper, Warburton , Dr. Johnson, Stevens, Ma.

lone, Rowe, & c . And it is said that Johnson esteemed

any correction of the text, whereby the sense of this

great author was better illustrated , as a great achieve

ment.

We lately saw a minute correction of this kind in

Cowper's notice of the

.“ Ingenious dreamer, in whose well told tale

Sweet fiction and sweet truth alike prevail.”

In all the common copies we read : . .

· " And not with curses on his heart who stole

The gem of truth from his unguarded soul;" ,

While it should read “ on his art who stole ;" and this

correction of only half a syllable is now made in the

best editions. But what shall we say to the misprint, as

all must admit, in Mat. 23 : 24 , in the phrase , “ strain

at a goat and swallow a camel,” where the sense of the

evangelistevidently is, that they strained out of the liquor

drank a small insect, but yet would swallow down a

camel. “ Spoken of those who are formal and diligent

in the observance of lesser duties, but negligent in the

discharge of higher ones.” This, however, is not the

sense at present in our translation, but the word " strain ”

is altogether different from “ strain ” of the original.

Wehave the idea of great effort in swallowing a gnat in

the liquor by the same persons who could swallow a

camel.
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This error, having been left uncorrected in the first

edition of King James' version of 1611,has stood so ever

since, though known to be an error . The previous

translators had it correct, such as Tyndale's, Cranmer's

& c .* Eenbe

The following instance, furnished by Rev. Justin Per

kins, Missionary at Oooroomiah, Persia , will show how

much adding or removing a dot will affect the meaning,

When speaking of the translation of the Scriptures, he

remarks : “ By the different location of a dot new light

and vividness are thrown upon a passage of Scripture .

A case ofthis kind occurred a day or two ago. It was

in Luke 24 : 32, in relation to the conversation between

Christ and his two disciples on the way to Emmans :

“ Did not our hearts burn within us ? !

In the printed version it is yakeed , burn , the same as

in English . But my translator, a Nestorian Priest,

questioned the correctness of this reading : and on refer

ring to a manuscript copy of the New Testament, about

five hundred years old , instead of " yakeed ," " burn,"

we found “ yakeer,” heavy or dull ; the difference being

simply in the location of a point, which, in one case,

being placed below the final letter of the word , made it

Daled , and in the other case, placed above it, made it

Raish . According to the ancient manuscript, the verse

in question would read : “ And they said one to another,

were not our hearts heavy (or dull - reproaching them

selves for being slow ofunderstanding, while he talked

to us by the way, and while he opened to us the Scrip

tures : a reading which certainly loses nothing of beauty

Bertolt Brito alle altre

* See note in Adam Clarke's Com ., remarks of N . Websters, in Knick

erbocker, April, 1836 .

As itmay be a matter of interest to some wewill give the passage as

it stands in some of the previous translations: es

1. Wicklif, 1880 : “ Blinde leders clensinge a gnat, but swolowinge a

camel.”

2. Tyndale, 1534 : “ Ye blinde gydes which strayne out a gnat and

swalow a cammyl." MIT

3. Crammer, 1539: “ Ye blynde gydes which strayne out a gnat and

swalowe a camell."

4 . Geneva, 1557 : “ Ye blynde guydes which strayne out a gnate and

swalow a cammel."

5 . Rheims, 1582: " Blinde guides that straine a gnat and swallow a

camel." (This is the Catholic version.)

VOL . IX . - NO. 3 .

5
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and force when compared with our own version.” — A . B .

Repository, January, 1841, page 15 .

Dr. Perkins does not seem to know that there is any

authority in the Greek manuscripts for the ancient Sy

riac reading. But Beza found in onemanuscript instead

of xalouévn , burning, xexahuppevn , covered , veiled .

In favor of this it mightbe said : 1. It agrees with verse

16, “ their eyes were hidden.” 2 . It is only an acknowl

edginent of what Christ said in verse 25, “ fools (with

out understanding,) and slow of heart :" q . d . “ How

blind we were," etc . “ How true was what he said unto

as ' fools,' etc . 3. It agrees with what is said of opening

their eyes in verse 31, (eye, mind and heart, all

being spoken of as veiled, covered , blinded, dull, or

opened .) This blindness was now removed , perhaps by

their seeing in his hands the print of the nails, while he

6 brake the bread and gave it to them .” 4 . It agrees

with what Paul says of the Jews : 2 Cor. 3 : 15 . These

disciples were dull of mind when Christ “ opened to

them the Scriptures ;" when of course, ( verse 27,) he

expounded the prophecies of the Testament. And Paul

says, “ when Moses is read , the veil, xahujaja, is upon

their heart." - See Poole's Synopsis in loco . and Biblia

Sacra Quadrilingua of Reineccius.

Since the above was written we have been favored

with a history of the passage that has been the main

subject of this discussion , and of the changes it has un

dergone. . Dr. McLane, who was employed by the A . B .

Society in the late revision , and who is now engaged in

re-writing the record of the results of that recepsion , has

through a friend , furnished the following valuable in

formation :

In John x : 28, 29 :

The translators, 1611, put, . . . . . | 28, no man.

29, no man .

The four copies collated by the Committee : - Sheridan

1 . London , ed . 1845 .

2 . Oxford, ed . 1846. ļ . . . . .
28, any man .

29, no man .
3. Cambridge, ed. 1844 . )

4 . Edinburgh, ed . 1845, - . . . . .
129, none.

| 28 , any .
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The A . B . Society, previous to the late revision , fol

lowed the Edinburgh . Of the translations before King

James', 1611,

Wickliffe, 1380, bas ( 28 , noon .

29 , no man .

28, anyman .Tyndale , 1534,

29 , no man.

1 28 , enyman.
Cranmer, 1539,

7 29 , no man .

28, anyman .
Genevan ed. 1557, - . .

29, no man .

Rheims, 1582, - 28, no man .

129,noman .*

The reading of the Edinburgh ed . was introduced at

an early period. We find it in the London copy of

1660 : and so it continued in the English copies till the

revision of Dr. Blaney in 1767, when it was fixed as

now printed by A . B . Society, viz : 28, “ any man ;" 29 ,

“ no man ."

* These readings are given in Bagster's English Hexapa ; where it is

remarked, in the introduction, page 83, that theGenevan N . T., 1557, has

the advantage of " the insertion in italics of all words introduced to de

velop the meaning, but which have no corresponding words in the

original. " That is, this is the first translation which was marked with

this feature: the whole Bible was not printed till 1560.

ARTICLE IV .

sehat an easy back,
plotsthey

helpless

LIFE OUT OF DEATH .

an

One of themost striking, solemn and instructive facts

in the whole history of the redemption is this that

Christ 's eternal victory was won through apparent de

feat. What an easy, ready triumph his foes obtained !

They had long held back , plotting and failing - attempt

ing and retreating — because they feared the people."

They had gnashed their teeth in helpless rage at the

displays of his mighty power, because they saw in it a

possibility of defeat, even if they stole away theheart of
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the people. So many things had to combine, before

they could gain their end, that it was after many con

sultations that they resolved to commit themselves by an

attempt. The caprice of the populace must run for the

hour with them ; their own two hostile parties must

agree together ; the wilful, despotic Roman Governor

must join in the work and condemn without cause ; and

miracle must hold its bright and terrible hand .

All did combine. The serpent's head was reared ; his

eyes glittered with expectation and rage ; the sharp fang

was buried in the sacred flesh ! It shuddered : that pa

tient, lofty head dropped down in anguish ; the heart

that “ loved the world ” gave a deep groan and a cry of

more than mortal pain , whereat the earth trembled and

rent her garment of rock , and the bright sun veiled bim

self in sorrow . That heart burst with mingled pity and

agony , and poured out its blood .

Thus had Satan and sin conquered . :

Yet one might almost wonder that the very ease of

the victory had not awakened their fears . Too much

consented to the deed ; God had too large a hand in it

for their safety. So, at least, it proved. Within that

earthen vessel stood a lamp of heavenly fire ; when that

broke beneath their blows, this shone forth upon them

dazzled and discomfited them . They smote those frail,

cumbrous human defences, and they yielded and fell

down - only thatthe King, invulnerable, almighty,might

look them into ruin . That which fell, fell upon the ser

pent's head and crushed it : He who stood needed not to

strike a blow - He lived , and that destroyed them ..

Thus there was an apparent defeat here, in that Christ

died by their conspiracy ; but within that was a real, a

perfect, an eternal victory ; for the death of theman was

the life of the Saviour. But note here , that not only did

the two thus go together ; the one was necessary to the

other. If Jesus had not so died , Christ could not so have

lived and reigned . “ Without shedding of blood ,” saith

the Scripture, “ there is no remission of sin .” In that

dread sacrifice was infolded the atonement. So slight,

comparatively, was the discharge, and so mighty the

recoil ! The adversary did but strike one weak and

perishing buman frame; and from the wound poured

PPT
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forth balm for multitudes of sick, imperilled souls. All

his strength was brought together for that contest ; and

our dear Lord, gathering all the spears into his own

breast, fixed them there , and the enemy, disarmed and

vanquisbed, began to perish utterly and forever, from

the day of his seeming victory .*

* By his dying, the Lord Jesus Christ made atonement

for sin — he purchased the Holy Spirit — he ransomed in .

numerable souls - he magnified God's law - he glorified

the Father — he prepared a human body to sit upon the

mediatorial throne-- in a word, he wrote the Gospel and

built a new beaven . And to all that, an apparent failure
was necessary .

Now Paul, the profoundest and weightiest thinker,

perhaps, that ever lived, saw that this was only the most

illustrious example of a great law ; that just as we must

bury the seed to reap the harvest , the best successes

must be won through a temporary and seeming defeat.

And he declares that he- - and all such as he - lived on

that great principle, - consenting to disappointments,

hardships, and the appearance of subjection and defeat,

that the same kind of victory might follow . He knew

the imperishableness of good ; he knew it was itsway to

break through clouds and darkness with its beam of

peace. He rejoiced to remember that the Gospel, though

it walked in a disguise of weakness- though it veiled its

ministers in a sbow of inferiority to human weakness

was yet “ the power of God and the wisdom of God,"

not defeated , but advancing, with swift invisible banner,

“ unto salvation .” They bore about with them , as the

apparel of the spirit, the dying of the Lord Jesus,know

ing that thus they made it sure that the life of Jesus

would be made manifest in them . — 2 Cor. 4 : 10.

* There is a likeness here, and an infinite contrast within the likeness,

which suggests the story of Arnold Winkelried, the patriot-martyr of

Switzerland. The reader will hardly need to be reminded, how - when

the Swiss army had thrown itself in vain , though desperately upon the

solid spear-front of the Austrians, and had been nearly defeated by

its passive strength - Winkelried, feeling in his rough and gallantheart,

that one man must sacrifice himself for his country, sprang forward,

crying “ Make way for liberty ," caught the points of six spears in his

hand and drew them together into his breast. While they were en

tangled and detained in his dying body, his comrades rushed through

the gap he bad made, defeated the Austrians, and saved Switzerland.
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54 Let us look a little into this matter ; let us consider

whether this is indeed a law of nature, that apparent

defeatmust usually infold real spiritual victories : and

if we find it so, we shall have some important inferences

to draw , touching both truth and duty . As it is a ques

tion of spiritual life, it may apply either to the individual

Christian , or to the church.

Looking now to the Christian himself, we remark first;

that this truth is seen in his conversion . He has had a

kind of life before. A heart and mind have lived and

wrought in bin . He has thought, and known, and

judged , many things ; the child 's experiments, enlarged

and corrected, have built up theman 's experience. The

eye that once saw only external facts , has come to under

stand principles- bas turned within and begun to com

prehend itself. The power of reasoning unfolds and

grows strong by exercise ; prudence and self-command

appear among the restless passions, and wield them ;

taste forms, and speaks, in fine and delicate discrimina

tion , the pleasures of the man . Affections live in him .

Parents, family and friends are cherished ; he takes de

light in them , and in ministering to them . Generosity,

patience , courage, friendship — these are the outshoots of

a large and a living heart.

No wonder, with such a spirit - made glad with such

graces — that life is dear and beautiful. Themanly heart,

unfolding slow and shapely, builds up its plans, laysout

its riches of youthful strength , confers its confidences,

sets its affections. Its very dreams are light and airy

its hopes buoyant— it rises elastic under the pressure of

wholesome toil and difficulty .

But look closer : right in the centre of this garden -plot

of manhood , is there not a barren - yea, a cursed and

blasted spot ? Thickly was all sown ; human virtues,

joys, and powers, cameup and flourished ; but the seed

of heaven that fell here, lies numband sightless beneath

the soil. The love of God has not a solitary fibre in that

heart ! It can look out upon the world of beauty , order

and delight, and notswell with praise - or, at the utmost,

with barren , unobedient praise alone. It can acknowl.

edge its life preserved amid innumerable perils , without

one burst of gratitude - one hearty purpose to repay its
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debt. The affections of a God are lavished here without

the smallest return . This we call death in life.

And now , the blight that rested only here, has spread

not, perhaps, to the world 's knowledge, but to his own

dismay. He is convicted of sin . The strength and

wisdom that were to have secured his happiness, fail

of that end , and grow someway weak or foolish in his

sight. The beauty and the grace of life are fled ; its

pleasures weary ; its danger alarms him . An offended

God shines out upon him , terrible exceedingly. Con

scious at last of sin - broken in pride - tired of his idols

and despising them , he turns away, resolved to be a

new creature. But alas, his heart is not in his hand ,

It does not obey his feeble wish . His nature rebels

against him . This again kindles his fears ; he sees the

wrath of God flame out against him ; he is appalled by

his guilt, danger, and helplessness combined. Hope

dies out, his heart faints with shame and sorrow : and

at the word of God the old nature expires.

But see ! all is not dead. While the gloom and chill

of ruin fall around , see in the once dark centre a light

shines . In the very death-agony of that nature which

perished , a new nature was born within . The graces

that were there before, reappear. The hopes and joys

that can survive the surrender of the soul to God , adorn

the new man, as they sustained the old . But chief of all

is this, where death reigned, in that central temple

where God should have been, God is. The love ofGod

has sprung up there at His word , who said : Let light

be, and lightwas. And from that seed of light unfold

the heavenly, the saintly faculties, that never lived in

him before. In his dying,he was born again . And this

dying had to be,that theregeneration mightbe. Flesh

and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God.” The

old heart perished and sloughed off ; and under its clay

throbbed a new heart, whose life and joys are everlast

ing . Now the terms are reversed ; we have here life in

death .

Chastenings bless us, secondly, on the same principle.

Afflictions are just the breaking down under us of some

plan , or some hope, or some confidence, or some affec

tion, for which we cared too much. Too much of our
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life was bound up in it. Our worldly successes and

pleasures were absorbing the strength of our hearts

and hopes and feelings. Prayer, meekness, Christian

charity, spiritual-mindedness , pined and weakened daily,

being sacrificed to this pampered , favorite passion. Or

our parental pride and joy shot up and spread out,

crowding out and killing the better plants of faith , love,

holiness. Through the deep shadow God shone not ;

religion began to fail and perish . The wrong life - the

lower life was thriving ; the true life was dying out.

Butbehold , the pillar of our pride is fallen : reverses

overtake us ; friends desert and denounce us ; the child

of too wild and blind affections is snatched out of our

arms. Like rank weeds plucked up in themorning, the

heart's strong passions collapse and wither. The de

formed remnants of the old nature that would not die

before, now crumble ; and with them is cut away the

crest of pride, the hand of avarice, or the eye of wrath

and revenge. And see, as the hard and leprous crust

dissolves and disappears — see the childlike tenderness,

softness, meekness and faith , which God has made to

live again ! A timid hope shines in the tearful eye

The face that was dark with sordid human thoughts and

cares, is lighted up with a heavenly reconciliation . The

functions of the Christian nature are fulfilled - prayer,

praise , confession, covenant- all are entered with new

life. Every faculty awakes and works and prospers.

Peace, like a river, flows through his heart. Under the

pressure of sorrow , and the influence of the Holy Spirit,

he has crucified the flesh with its affections and lusts ;

and he has strengthened the good that remaineth in him ,

which was ready to die.

Butmost strikingly do we see the working of the law ,

thirdly , in that event which closes life below for us.

These frames, so delicate, yet so enduring ; so complica

ted and weak , yet quickened from within with a vitality

so fine and strong, these frames do perish day by day.

Some particles of the dust knit up to man are every hour

wrested from their place and borne away : but the strong

life within replaces them according to some subtle and

yet undiscovered laws. Thus, continually , do death and

life contend for us, whose we shall be!
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Having obtained help of God, we continue until now .

The seasons, the toils, and the diseases that distract a

sinful world ,make their assaults upon us, and we bave

not fallen under them . Gradually , we wear out, and

our resources, once so abundant, grow scanty and mea

gre, and chill. The heart must economise its failing

blood. The warmth which once visited our very finger

tops with a quiet glow , is gathered frugally into the

weak body. The flesh shrivels ; themellow voice forgets

its music ; the exquisite senses are dulled , or dead .

Where now is that victorious strength of life , from

which all shocks, toils, injuries, seemed to rebound with

out hurt to us ? Where is the high heart that laughed at

risks and efforts ? Where is the youthful pride that count

ed all things possible to courage, energy and patience ?

The shadows lengthen ; the frosts of winter evening sil

ver the scattered bairs ; happy _ happy, if Heaven 's stars

begin to shine, as the sun of human life descends ! As

for man's body in this world , it is encompassed with

destructions : its enemies are like the waves ofthe sea,

and it is the poor wrecked and helpless sailor tbat buffets

them for a while , and then is seen nomore ! Death , to

this physical frame, is a defeat.

But it is with a few only that Death waits for this

descent of the worn body into the grave of age — this, his

natural harvest-time. He comes upon the greater part

ofmen in a sudden combat, and discomfits them . We

thought we walked firmly in health and safety ; and

here we are, drifted far out into the dark and hungry

ocean ! The heart beats breathless— desperately ; the

coursing blood doubles its speed ; the eye gleams with

wasted strength and fire. Friends help us, their little

utmost. We ply the remedies; there is a running to

and fro ; a little rally — a great fall. The pulse flickers —

stops - begins again - obeys the pressure of a mighty

hand, and is stilſ. In this form also, death is a defeat.

And yet, to the Christian , it is only that last swerve

in the unbroken course of life which perfects his victory ,

Look at this frame-work — this empty tabernacle — this

clay, that retains a certain sacredness, even in the dust ;

this is Death 's conquest - only this. In all his wide do

main , there is not one bound or conquered spirit of a
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believer — not one. So far as concerns them , his trophies

are all these wrecks. The frail vessels he has seized ;

but the lading, the precious jewelry, you must seek else

where. While the stricken and prone body confessed

his might, the invulnerable soul stood up before him ,

and defied it ; then, without an effort — not so much as

spreading a pinion for flight, it - no - he- he took his

swift straight flight into his Saviour's joy. Thither let

your faith follow him — consider the safety, the holiness,

the light of heavenly favour, the immortal health , and

love , and joy , in which he dwells — see his bright com

panions, and the glory they wear - look up to Jesus, our

King, welcoming the tried heart to its rest in him , and

crowning it with ever-new delights,-- walk by that river

of life, clear as crystal, and know the healing sweetness

of its waters, and listen to its music ;— the tears are

wiped away ; the guilty stains are vanished ; the deform

ed and wicked heart is perfect : — and then say if it is not

almost irony to ask with Paul— " Oh death, where is thy

sting ?”

Even that house of clay that lies tenantless for a time,

shall be desolate only for a time: the strong and living

spirit shall recapture it , in the resurrection , and dwell in

it again ,made pure and immortal. Not even that poor

trophy shall death retain . In our flesh shall we see

God ; and death and hell shall be cast into the lake of

fire. Is it not true, now , that this apparentdiscomfiture

which we call death , is only the harsh , strong wrappage

of our greatest victory ? The one is necessary to the oth

er ; our real triumph grows out of our seeming defeat.

Before we leave this, notice what that is on which de

feat, calamity and death are wreaked , and what that is

which conquers . If you look out into the world of na

ture, you find examples of this same law in lower kinds.

The chrysalis is destroyed that the butterfly may have

being. The seed is not quickened, except it die ;" i. e .

themass perishes that the germ may shoot forth and

grow . Just thus, in a far higher form , is it with the

Christian , as wehave seen. Thatwhich once bad a life

of its own, becomes the mere envelope of a seed -life ;

bears the germ of a finer and better life within . When

its day to be born shall come, the old must burst and
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shrivel and pass away. The first and carnal nature ,

with all its evil, served us to grow up, and receive our

characters, and be impressed with beavenly truth, - en

dured , until God's day to quicken us from above with a

new life ; and then , under His hand it died. The believ

er being still tainted with sin , in his daily contact with

worldly interests and temptations, becomes incrusted

with a hard, unheavenly temper : but God in his good

ness, creates and bides beneath it a new man — the ele

ments of a better, happier, truer believer ; and in His

own season , when all is ready, He strikes with the hand

of affliction the old shell- -and lo ! the lost saint re

appears . Thus is it also , in the death of the body. Eve

rywhere, that which perishes has become a mere envel

ope — the seed 's husk — the soul's tabernacle ; and the

life which is secreted within shines out instead. x 2

The second aspect of our subject concerns the life of

the church ; it may be far more briefly disposed of.

The greatestblessings and victories of the church have

always come upon her in persecutions. The death of

Christ, which was indeed the first persecution , was the

travail and birth-hour of the church ; and in that like

ness stands all her best history. Let us turn to the Acts

of the Apostles and see, viji : 1, " And at that time there

was a great persecution against the church which was at

Jerusalem ; and they were all scattered abroad through

out Judea and Samaria , except the Apostles. 4 . There

fore they that were scattered abroad went everywhere

preaching the word ,” at first (xi : 19,) " to the Jews only.

20. And some of them were men of Cyprus and Cyrene,

who, when they were come to Antioch , spake unto the

Grecians, preaching the Lord Jesus. 21. And the hand

of the Lord was with them , and a great number believed

and turned unto the Lord .” Now , let us compare the

defeat and the victory — the life and the death.

The church at Jerusalem was scattered ; homes were

broken up - friends and kindred parted for a time- plans

of usefulness disappointed - privileges lost ; and one

Apostle and several believers laid down their lives for

the testimony of Jesus. Their foes rejoiced, and they

sorrowed , each for " a little while .” On the other hand,

hundreds of churches , to speak moderately , were found
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ed , for the one that was obscured ; nationsbeard for the

first time the Gospel ; thousands of souls were enlighten

ed and redeemed ; and above all, the real, practical con

version of the masses of the Gentile world began and

prospered. Which was the greatest — the dying, or the

living, of the church at Jerusalem ?

So bas it ever been . How many churches of the old

world had to die this temporary and seeming death , that

religion might live in this land as it has never lived in

a nation before ! The covenanters must be scattered on

their hills - -their martyrs kneel and die before themus

ket- -their pastors languish in exile and sorrow - and a

show of triumph crown the king's cruel plans. The

Puritans, assembled in stern and secret conclave, must

forswear the shores of England . The bloodiestmassacre

in modern history must stain the soil of France. Every

where, travail, sorrow and defeat begun the liberty and

light of America.

And these things are not finished. As soon as a new

element is wanted here, a new ferocity breaks out some

where, and seems to conquer. Ireland, Germany, Nor

way, share the history of Scotland, England and France .

Last of all, the bigotry of Portugal has smitten Madeira

with the same sword ; and from her peasantry comes

forth a new church , to fill up the measure of prayer and

religion that must shine here. These simple pioushearts

have borne in their bodies the dying of the Lord Jesus,

and the life also of Jesus is made manifest in them .

Once more ; it seems to be the fate of every church

organization to die outwardly, and renew its life from

above, in apparent disaster .

There forms, in the course of its commerce with an

obstinate and guilty world , there forms a shell of evil

customs, formalities, - a thread-bare, lifeless doctrinali

ty , — that has to perish , that the real church within may

live. That shell may continue in being, but it is cast off

from the true body of the church , and is confessed and

seen to be, not a living, but a dead body. The Refor

mation is themost illustrious case in point. The pomps

and vain shows of Rome, covered no throbbing heart of

Christ's church , but a mass of festering infidelity and

vice. The life-centre was transferred, and in Germany
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the living church burst through the painted husk, and

grew up into Protestantism .

The same thing is seen now in Persia , Turkey, and

Syria . The Nestorian and Armenian are ancient Chris

tian churches ; but the whole organization is dead ; the

service and Scripture are in a dead language ; the doc

trine is a form of dead words ; the priesthood is dead to

duty and to zeal. But the little life-seed is there ; and

God 's blessing on the missionaries' labour is bringing it

to germinate and put forth , fresh and beautiful. The

missionaries tried to preserve the old churches,but God's

counsel was not so. Hehas driven them forth , saying

“ Come out from them , and be ye separate .”

The hand of bigotry has driven them out, man by

man, and thus constrained them to organize new church

es. Out of death sprung life.

Is not this to be, in great measure, the history of the

Church ? What we call Revolutions, are they not evolu

trons ? - unfoldings of young life out of the exhausted

and decaying body? Is it not thus that principles are to

maintain their immortality, by surviving what once shel

tered them , and in forming other frames with life ?

“ Heaven and earth ” — though they were made by the

word of the Lord — “ shall pass away ; but the word of

the Lord ” itself, “ shall never pass away."

The length of this article constrains us to content our

selves with two remarks. The first relates to the Chris

tian ; the second to the Church .

We have here the key to the Christian 's various dis

couragements, and the true argument against his despon

dency. When afflictionsor spiritual darkness beset him ,

we are entitled to say : " Faint not! it is not thou that

art dying or canst die. Something about thee, no doubt,

is coming to an end ;" we die daily ; but it is only the

envelope, the tabernacle of the soul. The flesh shall be

consumed away, but thespirit that has loved God lives

forever. “ Give up that which is evidently departing,

though it seemsto be giving up life. Death is a release

from the toil, the protracted strife of agony, of dying.

Whether it be in this world or another, as dying ends, a

better life begins."

Perhaps no other error has cost the church so many
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tears and sins, as fixing her eye on outward prosperity .

The outward life is , for her, “ the flesh .” When her

funds increase, when her discord and jealousies die away ,

when the world 's respect takes shape and voice to praise

her, she is prone to say , " I am rich , and have need of

nothing." Precisely then is the chill of death coming

upon the prosperous frame, and the life-lamp is drawn

away by a silent hand into some humble corner of it, to

quicken a little germ that shall grow up to strength and

beauty someday. One of two thingsmustbe: either she

must take warning in timeand renew her purely spiritual

life by repentance and prayer- her purely spiritual life,

not themere life of action, but the life of love ;- or the

hand of Providence must part the dead mass and the

living particle, and bring that particle through throes

and sorrows to independent existence.

Let not the afflicted church be discouraged ; let her

see to it that it is the dying of the Lord Jesus that is

manifest in her, and the life of Jesus shall soon spread

and triumph there. If she will not, Hemust.

Top
ARTICLE V .

a THE BOOK OF JOB,

The Book of Job is of inestimable value in the history

of the church. It is justly considered , perhaps, the oldest

of the inspired writings, and it seems to have been com

posed and preserved with the express design of unfolding

to all succeeding ages what was the amount of religious

knowledge — what was the perfection of religious charac

ter , and whatwas the private and public walks of the

sons ofGod : and what was the association which they

held with each other, and with the people of the world

in these early times, covered with the mists of far dis

tant ages.

It sets themen ofGod before us, living,moving, and

having their being in the church and in the world, just

as they appear now . In this book the world of the Pa
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triarchs is made bare to our eye. Christians appear in

life before us in all the New Testament, and then in the

Old ; running back from Ezra and Nehemiah, through

Prophets, Priests and Kings up to the Judges, to Moses,

and Aaron and Miriam - to the twelve Patriarchs — to

Jacob, Isaac, Abram , and finally to Noah and Job , and

Enoch : thus making known the same God, the same

Saviour, the samespirit, the same faith , the same prac

tice — the same blessed covenant of grace, working its

mercies in the church and in the world , even from the

beginning.

The character — the life of Job is , beyond all the Pa

triarchs previous to the life timeof Abraham , drawn out

in the greatest minuteness and force, and serves as an

example and illustration of all the rest. He who reads

Job , reads of all the early saints of God in him . With

what delight then do we open this ancient book !- this

book that speaks to us out of these early ages, otherwise

needing light and illustration drawn from the men that

lived in them ? Well has the Book of Job been called a

“ Depository of Patriarchal Religion .” Not that the

religion ofthe Patriarchs differed in faith and substance

from the religion of Prophets and Apostles, for it was

the same, but because this book shows us that it was the

same, and makes the word ofGod oneharmonious whole :

one continuous revelation and development of the Cove

pant of Grace.

Job was an inspired Prophet of God : reckoned by

God Himselfworthy of a place with Noah and Daniel.

Ezek. 14 : 14 , 20 ; and set forth as an example of patience

to the church. James 5 : 11. So far as the testimony

of the Word of God goes, we see no reason to suppose

that his Book was written by any other than Job him

self : the few words recording his death were added of

course by another hand. No book admitted into the

Bible is written by any but inspired men .

He was an inhabitant of the land of Uz : that portion

of country no doubt first occupied by Uz, the son of

Aram . Gen . 10 : 23. Wehave no record to guide us

in fixing the position of the land of Uz, but the Bible.

And in three places only is the land of Uz spoken of.

Here in the Book of Job, 1 : 1 ; again in Jeremiah 25 :
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20, in immediate connection with Egypt on the onehand

and Philistia on the other : and it must have been of

some extent, as Jeremiah says, “ And all the Kings of

the land of Uz," and again by Jeremiah in Lam . 4 : 21,

“ Rejoice and be glad, o daughter of Edom , that dwell
est in the land of Uz. Uz originally included Edom .

How far eastward into Arabia it extended, is not said ,

None of the boundaries of the land are given. It lay

southward ofand inclusive of Edom , extending eastward .

Hence Job is called one of “ the sons of the East.”

How far east it extended, how near Chaldea, we do not

know .

Job lived after his afflictions 143 years, and then died

old and full of days, 42: 16 -17. How old he was when

they fell upon him , is not revealed : but wemay conjec

ture, from the fact that he was the father of seven sons

and three daughters -- thathe was in his possessions “ the

greatest of all the sons of the East " - and was a man

highly honored, and of note and fame- he could not

have been less than 70 years of age . This would make

him at the time of his death 210 years old : which age

throws him fully up to the time of Abraham , who lived

but 175 years, Gen . 25 : 7 -8 , and it is said “ he died in

a good old age -- an old man and full of years :” nay, it

throws Job beyond Abraham , and beyond Nahor.

Abraham 's grand -father , who lived only 148years, even

to the times of Serug, the father of Nahor,who lived 230

years.--Gen. 11 : 22-25 . The age of Job is an impor

tant consideration in fixing the period in which he lived.

Hewas at least cotemporary with Abraham ; most

probably before him , as he makes no mention of Abra

ham , nor any of the circumstances of his life, nor ofthe

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah . He lived before

the Church of God went into captivity in Egypt, and

before its deliverance and settlement in Canaan ; for in

all the Book of Job there is no conclusive mention of

any of these facts, nor of God's wonders in Egypt, and

in the Desert, and in the Promised Land , and no refer

ence to any of the institutions, rites, ceremonies , or

officers of the church. His Book belongs to a period

anterior to this. be Den

We have indulged in these brief remarks upon this
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interesting book for the sole purpose of directing atten

tion to its antiquity, which makes it, aside from many

other considerations , of so great value in the history of

the church .

Although , perhaps, the oldest book in the world , (and

the great body of it is poetry !) it is not exceeded by any

in the Scriptures in the purity of its language, in the

simplicity, the force, and point of its style ; in the close

ness of its reasonings — the variety and magnificence of

its imagery : the grandeur of its conceptions and descrip

tions, nor in its depth of pathos and fervour of piety.

It forever shames into silence the presumptuous folly of

men, who, with a boast of learning, and full of an over

weening self-sufficiency , pretend to speak of the ages in

which the Patriarchs lived , as the infancy of the church

and ofthe world , and who are forever prating of progress

and of development, and fastening upon the Scriptures

their heartless, Christless, and Godless theories ofreligion

and of the church . de

The moral of the book - aside from its being a deposi

tory of Patriarchal religion, and filling up a chasm other

wise left open - is to teach , that God sometimes permits

the best ofmen, themost upright and perfect of his chil

dren , to be led into afflictions, temptations and trials : for

the manifestations of their characters , and for the illus

tration of the power of His grace, and of his own unfailing

faithfulness - that this world is one of trial, and not a

world in which perfect retributions are meted out to the

evil and the good : nor are the reasons of the afflictions

of God always immediately or certainly known - that all

God 's dispensations and the mysteries of His govern

ment will be fully explained to His glory in the world

to come: and , therefore , we are to judge nothing before

the time: but steadfast in the faith , exercise submission

and patience , looking forward to final redemption and

glory through Him , who is the promised Redeemer of

his people.

Themain objects of inquiry with us at present are, first,

the doctrines of religion as made known to us in the

Book of Job :- his own religious character : and the

light which is thereby thrown on the religious intelligence

and piety of the times in which he lived .

VOL. IX. - No. 3 .
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Of the doctrines, we observe that Job teaches of God .

That he is a Spirit - invisible. 9 : 11 ; 23 : 8-9.

The only true God , and proper object of all religious

homage and worship.- 28 : 12- 28.

Omniscient and omnipresent— the Searcher of hearts.

9 : 13-18 ; 13 : 19 ; 21 : 22 ; 26 : 6 ; 34 : 21-22.

The Almighty - doing wonders, executing His will in

heaven above and in the earth beneath . — 9 : 1- 19 ; 11 :

10 ; 26 : 6- 14 ; 34 : 29.

The Great Ruler and Governor of the Universe, which

He has made, 37 : 1-22, and exercising a special and

controlling Providence over all angels and men and crea

tures, both animate and inanimate. - 1 : 6, 22 ; 2 : 1- 10 ;

12 : 9 -25 . See the whole book.

Just- 9 : 1-2 ; 10 : 14-15 ; 13 : 8 ; 34 : 19, 28, render

ing to every man according to his works.

Independent. — 33 : 13 ; 35 : 5 - 11.

Immense, unsearchable. -- 11 : 1- 9.

Self-existent, unchangeable .-- 23 : 13; 36 : 22 ; 37 : 23.

Most Holy. - 25 : 4 -6 ; 34 : 10-12.

A prayer-hearing and sin -pardoning God, through the

merits of the Redeemer to come.- 1 : 5 ; 42 : 8 -10 ; 19;

25 - 27.

The descriptions ofGod and of His works, and of His

Providence are not exceeded for awfulmajesty, sublimity

and glory in any other portion of the Word of God.

Chapters 38-41.

He teaches that the Redeemer of men ever-liveth their

hope and confidence, and to appear at the last day for

the final redemption of soul and body, 19 : 24-27, and

herein we recognize the teachings of Enoch on this sub

ject. Jude, vs. 14-15.

He also makes us acquainted with the existence and

agency of the Holy Spirit : 26 : 13 ; 33 : 4 , working

efficiently , and giving life and power to the works of

God.

He thus reveals the persons in the Godhead : )

Of Angels, he affirms the existence and agency of both

those which are evil and those which are good. -- 1 : 6 -19 ;

2 : 1-8 ; 38 : 7. We have in Job for the first time the

name of Satan given - the Prince of the fallen angels,

the Devil. He is called by way of eminence, as we say,
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astm
an

is for red to hide hur first fath

The Adversary - Satan. Comp. Job 1 : 6 ; 2 : 1 , with

Zech. 3 : 1 -2 , and Rev. 12 : 10. The idea that Satan in

Job 1 : 6 , and 2 : 1, is one ofthe angels,the good angels,

waiting around the Throne ofGod, who proposes the

trial of Job , is , to say the least, ridiculous. Satan is now

brought to view as “ going to and fro in the earth , and

walking up and down in it ” by the permission of God,

considering ” the characters ofmen , and putting them

to the proof by his temptations and trials.

. .Of man , Job teaches that our first father, Adam ,

sinned and endeavored to hide his tronsgressions — 31 :

33 — that man is formed out of clay and returns at death

to dust- 33 : 6 ; 34 : 1-5 ; 19 : 26 — that he is born in

sin - 25 : 1-4 ; 14 ; 4 : 15 ; 14-16 - altogether depraved

and defiled before a HolyGod : destitute of all righteous

ness for justification before Him - 9 : 20-21. His most

perfect works and best endeavors are all defective and

defiled , and neither to be boasted of nor trusted in 9 :

30 -31 ; 10 : 15 , and man needs only to have just views

of the majesty , holiness and justice of God, to be over

whelmed with a sense of his weakness and vileness, and

to abhor himself and repent in dust and asbes 40 : 1-5 ;

42 : 1 -6.

He teaches that true wisdom or religion is “ the one

thing needful” to man : of priceless value, above gold ,

the gold of Ophir : above silver, and above the precious

stones and jewels. It is not to be found by human effort

either in the land or in the sea, it is not perceived by

the eyes of living men : and that God only prepares it

and bestows it upon men — 28 : 12-28. “ Bebold the fear

of the Lord , that is wisdom , and to depart from evil is

understanding ." - V . 28.

He teaches that repentance is commanded of God -

36 : 10 - - that it precedes forgiveness - 11 : 14-20 ; 22 :

21-23 ; 33 : 27-28, - -and forgiveness comes through faith :

1 : 5 ; 42 : 8 - 10 , in that atoning blood to be shed by the

coming Redeemer - 19 : 25. We are consequently ac

cepted , forgiven, justified , through faith. Impenitency

is ruin - 34 : 24 -28 . That it was the unbeliefand wicked

impenitency and rebellion of mankind that drew upon

the world the awful judgment of the Flood - 22 : 15-18.

The wicked shall be destroyed - 21: 1- 34 ; ch. 24 , etc .
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He teaches that those who are righteous before God ,

who are His true worshippers, shall never fall from their

bigh profession ; but their sanctification being a pro

gressive work in them , shall be carried on unto perfec

tion -- 17 : 9 .

That the child ofGod walks by faith : that an habitual

reliance upon, and a looking forward to the glorious ap

pearing of the Lord , from Heaven, our Redeemer,

sustains him in all duty, and under every trial-- 19 :

25-27.

That there is to be in the last day, when the heavens

shall be removed out of their place, a resurrection of the

dead : 14 : 10-15 ; 19 ; 25-27, of the same bodies, de

stroyed by worms, and returned back to dust, but

changed to behold God in glory.

And that resurrection followed by a judgment; and

that judgment by the blessedness of the righteous, which

shall consist in the full vision and fruition ofGod : and

the contrary is involved , the destruction of the wicked

and their banishment from the presence of God ! 19 :

25 -27.

Job understood, and by the grace of God, embraced

all these fundamental and saving doctrines. What now ,

may we inquire, was the religious character of Job, as

discovered in his book ? The Holy Searcher of hearts

calls him “ My servant Job : there is none like him in

the earth - a perfect and an uprightman , one that fear

eth God and escheweth evil.” 1 : 8 ; 2 : 3 ; 28 : 28 .

His religious character is identified with that of all the

true saints of God in all ages of the world : although in

greater perfection than is to be met with in multitudes .

He was born of the Spirit, through the word , and all the

fruits of me Spirit appeared in his heart and life. His

piety was that of the Covenant of Grace.

Briefly then, --he was a believer. By faith he em

braced the great Redeemer of Sinners, promised of God

from the beginning: typified in sacrifices -- preached by

Patriarchs before him , and commended by their own

examples of faith in Him . -- 1 : 5 ; 42 : 8 -9 ; 19 : 25 -27.

The fruits of this faith appeared in his prayerful, 1 : 5 ,

watchful, 31 : 1-40, holy life , Ezk. 14 : 14-20.

He faitbfully discharged his duty as a man of God ,
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in his family — towards his wife : 2 : 9 -10, his children :

1 : 5 , his servants : 31 : 13-15 , - towards his brethren in

the Lord : 42 : 8 - 9 , and towards all men with whom he

stood in any way connected .

He was an upright and just man : 29 : 14 ; ch . 31.

Charitable : 29 : 15 -16 ; ch .31. Merciful: 30 : 25 ; 31 :

29-31. Hospitable : 31 : 32. The friend and benefac

tor of the poor : 29 : 12 ; ch . 31. Visiting and protect

ing the fatherless and widows in their affliction : 29 :

12-13 ; ch. 31. The defender of theweak and oppressed :

29 : 17. Of perfect morality in all the relations of life.

Sincere and upright in his profession : ch . 31 : 1 -23, he

served God, not from selfish and wordly considerations,

butout of supremeaffection : 1 : 9-22 ; 2 : 4 -10. In the

day of his greatest prosperity he never made gold his

trust, but abhorred covetousness : 1 : 21 : ch . 31, and

turned in horror from idolatry : 31 : 24 -28 . He ever

felt his own dependence and sinfulness and unworthiness

before God : 13 : 23, etc ., and used the world as though

he used it not : ch. 31. , He loved the law of God more

than his necessary food : 23 : 12, and submitted with

patient resignation to his darkest and deepestafflictions,

reposing an unshaken trust in God : 1 : 21-22 ; 2 : 9 -10 ;

13 : 15 , and strengthening himself in his living Re

deemer and looking beyond his present sorrow to the

resurrection and to final happiness with God : 19 : 25 -27 .

Under his overwhelming afflictions he gave way to

bis grief and lamented that ever he was born : yea, he

cursed the day of his birth and contended with his friends

that he could charge himself with no particular trans

gressions for which he was justly suffering , and felt wil

ling to appeal to God for his justification . Yet when

God revealed his sovereignty, holiness and glory ; he

humbled himself beneath his mighty band , and owned

his righteous judgments : yea , he abhored himself in

his sinfulness and repented in dust and ashes : 40 : 1- 5 ;

42 : 1 - 6 . He forgave his friends their unkindness , and

sacrificed and made prevalent intercessions for them :

42 : 8- 9. In like manner when it pleased God to remove

his hand from him , and to turn the hearts of his relations

and friends (who bad forsaken him in his days ofsorrow ,)

in affectionate sympathy towards him , and inclined them
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to contribute to his comfort, and the repair of his for

tunes, Job received them back to his embraces,without

reproaches , and accepted gratefully the assistance which

they offered him . (42 : 10. 11.)

The Lord brought his afflictions to a happy end ; he

was very pitiful, and of tender mercy to his servant, who

had, when tried, so well, endured . James 5 : 11 . He

added unto him double his former wealth : the same

number of sons and of daughters which he had before,

and a further life of one hundred and forty years, and

finally, when old and full of days, he peacefully died ,

and was gathered to his fathers.

The Book of Job , now very briefly considered, casts

great light upon the faith and piety of the people of God

in the ages immediately succeeding the flood , andwemay

well believe its light shines across that flood , and illu

mines the world that went before it.

That Faith , and that Piety, were the same then , that

they have been ever since : the Faith and Piety peculiar

to the Covenant of Grace : the whole Word of God re

cognizes none other.

Faith in Christ - “ the seed of thewoman " - to come

was the same living principle then, that it is now : its

transforming , powerful, permanent effects, the same then

as now . The same clear view and conception of the

whole Person and work of the Redeemer, was not so

fully enjoyed then as now : but enough was known,

enough was understood, to draw the souls of men to

Him , and the same spirit that now seals Christ and all

his benefits to believers , sealed them then. There was

but one true Religion then, on earth , as now : the reli- -

gion of the Covenant ofGrace. The people ofGod were

known and read of all men and were as distinct from

the world then as now . They sympathized and consort

ed with , and aided each other, then as now : and wor

shipped and sacrificed and prayed together. The world

wasmuch the same then as now , and had its distinct

nations — its kings and nobles — and subjects. They un

derstood, and practiced themselves in the art of war,

39 : 19-25. There weremasters and servants, rich and

poor : theoppressors and the oppressed : the proud and

the lowly : the husbandman and the artist: the righte
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ping the flesh, andthen, asnofor
y

of God,

ous and the wicked : the idolater and the worshipper of

the true God : the hypocrite and thesound believer. 8 :

13-18 ; 13 : 16 ; 27 : 8 - 10 . And there were Judges in

the land, set for the punishmentof evil-doers, and for the

praise of them that did well. 31 : 26 -28 ; 31 : 9 -12.

And in this moving world , the men ofGod did walk by

faith , and did let their light sbine to the glory of God ,

and the good ofmen ; they had then , as vow , to contend

with " the world , the flesh , and the devil.” The same

covenant-keeping God was over them then as now , and

taught them by His Spirit, and divided unto them their

days of prosperity and of adversity, and caused all things

to work together for their good . 34 : 31-82 ; 26 : 8- 9 .

The righteous held on his way, and he that had clean

hands, grew stronger and stronger. 17 : 19.

We close this view of the Book of Job , with an obser

vation of two facts . First, the existence of Idolatry,

which Job characterizes as “ a denial of the God who is

above," and the Idolatry of which he speaks, is that of

the worship of the heavenly bodies : of the sun and the

moon , called Sabianism , 31 : 26 -28. Idolatry first ap

pears in the time of Serug. Joshua 24 : 1- 2 . "With Se

rug, we suppose that Job was cotemporary. It is pro

bable that there were other gods worshipped besides the

heavenly bodies. Of Idolatry, Job says, “ This also

were an iniquity to be punished by the Judge.” The

same remark he makes of adultery, “ It is an iniquity to

be punished by the Judges." 31 : 10-12.

The inference is, that Idolatry was viewed as an of

fence against the well-being of society, as was adultery,

and, like that heinous wickedness, called for judicial

investigation and punisbment. If ever kept in check by

punishment, it could not have been of long duration .

After the visible church was placed under a civil con

stitution, it was viewed as treason against God , and

in the purer times of the church , punished according

ly. An inmi ?"

Second - the existence of writing. - - Job , in severalpla

ces, speaks of writing and of books. “ For thou writest

bitter things against me." 13 : 26 . “ Oh ! that my

words were now written ! oh , that they were printed in

a book ! (or graven ) — that they were graven with an
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iron pen , and lead in the rock for ever !” 19 : 23-24.

“ Oh, that mine adversary had written a book .” 31 : 35.

What were the materials , and with what instrument

writing was committed to them , we shall not inquire.

What we learn from the passages is, that the art of

writing was known : and there were records or books.

And from the manner in which Job speaks, we infer

that writing was common , and resorted to on important

occasions. This fact may throw some light on the fol

lowing passage : “ My feet have held his steps ; his way

have I kept, and not declined. Neither have I gone

back from the commandments of his lips . I have es

teemed the words of his mouth more than my necessary

food." 23 : 11-12. Here is plain reference to the word

or law of the Lord , which Job loved, and made the rule

ofhis duty. “ A lamp unto his feet, and a ligbt onto

his path ." - A law to which , it would seem , he had con

stant reference : to which he could come for support and

direction . The very terms which he uses, are those

which we afterwards find applied to the written Law

the written Revelation of God.

There is nothing improbable,- -nay, many things ren

dering it the contrary , that the Revelations of God, and

his wonderful dealings toward men, and all the history

of the Creation and Fall - of the Flood — and re-peopling

of the world : and the genealogy of Christ, the promised

seed of the woman ,-- the lines of spiritual and promised

descent, — were all committed to writing, and formed

the Bible, the Word of God , to his Church , in these

early days. And to which, we may add the Ten Com

mandments , - if not set down in the order observed at

Sinai, then embraced in substance. . . Esminister

Job refers to the creation and to Adam 's sin , and the

circumstances of it : he refers to the flood , and the cau

ses which brought it about : to the Ceremonial Law of

Sacrifices : and also to the Moral Law . Job condemns

Idolatry, which comes under the first and second com

mandments ; and adultery, which comes under the se

venth . The penalty of death is visited upon the mur

derer, which comes under the sixth : and , in short, there

is not one of the commandments, which does not appear

exerting a controlling influence over Job, in his life and
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character, - a sketch of which he gives us in different

places, but very particularly in the 31st chapter.

It is by no means denied , that all these things might

have safely and surely been transmitted by tradition to

Noah, to Job , and to Abrabam , and to Moses, and that

by Moses all were committed to writing, and that infal

libly, by the inspiration of God . Nor is it denied , that

in the absence of all reliable tradition, Moses might, by

the immediate inspiration ofGod, have written all we

bave in the Bible, from the creation to his day. But, in

as much as Job asserts the existence of the art ofwriting :

and refers to the Law of God , as something known and

fixed, it is not an improbable supposition that sacred

writings existed in the earliest ages of the world , and

that God has never left His people without a written

revelation : and that Moses bas added the revelations of

God, to his Church , made through himself, to those

which had existed before his time.

That this appearsmore than probable, is evident from

Exod. 18 : 14 -27. Moses, as the appointed deliverer,

was also the Law -giver, and Judge of Israel. In capa

city of Judge, he was acting, when Jethro ,his father-in

law , visited him in Horeb , beforethe giving of the Law :

and he explained to Jethro the reason wby be sat, from

morning to night, with the people standing by him :

" Because the people come unto me to inquire of God .

When they have a matter, they come unto me: and I

judge between one and another, and I do make them

know , (or instruct, cause them to understand,) the Sta

tutes of God, and his Laws.”

Wbat Statutes and Laws of God were these ? Doubt

less, all the Divine communications ofGod with his peo

ple , from Adam to Noah , and from Noah down to Abra

ham , and to Moses himself : all which had respect to

the faith and practice of men, as well in reference to

God , and the things of eternity, as to men and the things

of time. These “ Statutes and Laws," from the creation

to Moses, were very numerous. Were they written , or

unwritten ? They could , indeed, have been transmitted

orally, by tradition : but the remark of Moses to Jethro

resembles that of a Judge, who expounds and explains

statutes and laws which were in some settled and fixed
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form , to which he could refer, and to which, as the ac

credited word of the Lord , he could appeal,' and say to

the people in his decisions : “ Thus is it written and

thus saith the Lord .”

ARTICLE VI.

Philosophy of Sir WILLIAM HAMILTON , Bart., Professor

of Logic and Metaphysics in Edinburgh University ;

arranged and edited by O . W . WIGHT, Translator of

Cousin 's " History of Modern Philosophy." For the

use of Schools and Colleges. Nero York : 1853. ' within

Nometaphysician now living enjoys a higher reputa

tion than Sir William Hamilton. He is unquestionably

an extraordinary man . In the extensive and accurate

knowledge of books, he bas , perhaps, no equal; and as

a profound and original thinker , very few superiors. It

is not often that the same person greatly excels in both

these qualifications. Judging from the book before us

and we have no other means of judging - we trust he is

likewise, a sincere and bumble Christian . The subjects

discussed are, indeed , but remotely connected with reli

gion ; but it must afford pleasure to every pious reader,

to observe the emphasis with which the writer recognizes

the parrow limits of the human understanding, the rev

erence with which he mentions the Holy Scriptures, and

the evident delight with which he contemplates the har

mony which he believes to subsist between the doctrines

of his philosophy “ and those of revealed truth ." . . hetoti

We by no means affirm that the harmony actually ex

tends to every particular. From some of the positions

taken , might, we think, be logically deduced inferences

destructive of all religion . But, let it not be forgotten ,

these are not the inferences of Sir William Hamilton .

It is not enough to say that he has not deduced them .

They are directly opposite to doctrines which he has

emphatically declared. If legitimately deduced, they
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overthrow the positions from which they flow ; but they

furnish no grounds for suspecting him of unfriendliness

to religion.

This volume is highly valuable on two accounts —

1 . For the light it throws on the history ofspeculation .

The writer seems to have every possible theory perfectly

at command ; and to know concerning every theory, by

whom it was first propounded ; who have been its advo

cates, and who its opponents ; what has been said for it,

and what against it. Moreover, he is just as familiar

with the history of words and phrases, as with the histo

ry of theories. In these respects, this is probably the

most wonderful book ever printed.

2 . Asan aid in learning the art of thinking. The rea

soning is always able; often masterly . But to under

stand it, the student must exert his own reasoning pow

ers, vigorously and in a manner well adapted to their

improvement. Wewish , indeed , that some points had

been more fully illustrated ; and that a more sparing

use had been made of technical and unusual phraseolo

gy . To some, it may appear that it would then have

been less fit for the use here specified . Weare of a dif

ferent opinion . The writer is a teacher ; and the same

general principles which apply to other teachers, apply

to him . To the writer, then , as to any other teacher, we

would recommend, not obscurity of statement, but a

careful discrimination between those points wbich re

quire to be explained , and those which miay properly be

left to the reflections of the reader or hearer. Every

point which is explained at all, should , we think , be

made as clear as possible , — not only so clear that it can

be understood ; but so clear, if possible, tbat it cannot

but be understood ; but, then , let him not attempt to

tell all that the learner is expected to know . In few

words, we would have the student exert his faculties on

the subject he is professedly studying, and not on ques

tions of interpretation presented by the phraseology of

his instructor. We are of opinion , that every correct

metaphysical theory, and every sound metaphysical

argument, admits of being made easily intelligible to

every reader of common understanding, on the sole con

dition of a moderate amount of patient attention ; and
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this must continue true, till the science of mind shall

have advanced very far beyond its present state ; nor

ought any metaphysical writer to satisfy himself with

anything short of this degree of perspicuity. The prac

tical adoption of this rule would tend greatly to the as

certainment of truth, and the detection of error. Many

a theory recommended by distinguished names ; and

which has imposed on many an acute and vigorous in

tellect, would be at once exploded by a mere translation

out of technical into common language.

To return to the book before us : Ofthe subjects on

which we find it impossible to concur with the author,

only one can be discussed in this article ; and we select

the most important. We mean that which relates to

THE ORIGIN OF THE JUDGMENT OF CAUSALITY. : of

According to universal experience, he who contem

plates an event, is under the necessity of concluding that

it is connected with some canse. This is the phenome

non ; and the question is, Whence arises this necessity

Hamilton describes the phenomenon thus : ' ' Si ini1

: : “ When aware of a new appearance, we are unable to

conceive that therein has originated any new existence,

and are therefore constrained to think that whatnow

appears to us under a new form , bad previously an ex

istence under others. These others, (for they are always

plural,) are called its causes ; and a cause (ormore pro

perly , causes,) we cannot but suppose ; for a cause is

simply every thing without which the effect would not

result, and all such concurring, the effect cannot but

result . We are utterly unable to construe it in thought

as possible, that the complement of existence has been

increased or diminished ," & c. (Page 493.) mitti,

On the next page, he says, “ The mind is thus com

pelled to recognize an absolute identity of existence in

the effect, and in the complement of its causes, between

the causatuum and the causa.” He afterwards remarks,

“ If we make the experiment, we shall find the mental

annihilation of an object, equally impossible , under time

past, and present, and future. To obviate, however,

misapprehension, a very simple observationmay be pro

per. In saying that it is impossible to annihilate an

object in thought, in other words, to conceive as non
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existent, what had been conceived as existent, it is of

course not meant, that it is impossible to conceive the

objects wholly changed in form . We can represent to

ourselves the elements of which it is composed, divided ,

dissipated, modified in any way ; we can imagine any

thing of it short of annihilation ." .

Weunderstand him , then , as maintaining that cause

and effect are always and only , the same thing, existing

under different forms; and that the necessity of the

judgment of causality consists in the impossibility of

thinking that the complement of existence has been in

creased or diminished . We, on the contrary, deny that

there is any such universal impossibility as is here as

serted ; and , moreover, maintain that such impossibility,

even if admitted , will not cover all cases in which the

human mind is necessitated to form the judgment of

causality .

To unfold the first branch of the objection , our author's

account of the matter implies that the belief of a proper

creation is impossible. Let us hear him . “ We cannot

conceive," he says, “ either, on the one hand, nothing

becoming something, or, on the other, something becom

ing nothing. When God is said to create the universe

out of nothing, we think this , by supposing he evolves

the universe out of himself." - (pp.493, 494 .) Now ,what

are we to understand by this last sentence ? Do we

conceive of God as nothing ? If not, what connexion is

there between conceiving that be made the universe out

of nothing, and conceiving that he evolved it out of him

self ? God is certainly the cause of existence to all

creatures. Now , is it true, that the aggregate of all

creatures is God existing under a new form ? To affirm ,

is Pantheism ; to deny, is to contradict the statement

already quoted, that the mind is compelled to recognize

an absolute identity of existence in the effect and in the

complement of its causes, between the causatum and

the causa ." Would it be a correct account of the crea

tion to say that God was transformed, or transformed

bimself, into a multitude of creatures ? If not, here is a

manifest distinction of existence between cause and

effect ; and the recognition of a Creator will not relieve

us from thenecessity of conceiving of nothing becoming
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something. It will, indeed, relieve us from the necessity

of conceiving of an event without a cause ; but this is

now seen to be a very different matter. It isthe

On page 502, our author expresses himself thus :

" We are able to conceive, indeed , the creation of a

world ; this indeed as easily as the creation of an atom .

But what is our thought of creation . It is not a thought

ofthe mere springing of nothing into something. On

the contrary, creation is conceived , and is by us con

ceivable, only as the evolution of existence from possi

bility into actuality , by the fiat of deity. Let us place

ourselves in imagination at its very crisis . Now can we

construe it to thought, that the moment after the uni

verse flashed into materialreality, into manifested being,

there was a larger complement of being in the universe

and its author together, than, the moment before, there

subsisted in the deity alone ? This we are unable to

imagine.”

What,now , is to be understood by " the evolution of

existence from possibility into actuality ? Is possibility

the material out of which the universe was formed ?

Did the elements of which the universe consists, exist

previously in a different form , making up something

which our author calls possibility ! If this is not in

tended, the illustration fails ; the case adduced bears no

relation to the doctrine asserted . If this is intended , the

illustration proves the position untenable. Possibility

is neither existence, nor a form of existence. When we

affirm a thing to be possible , wemerely affirm the ex

istence ofwhatmay become its cause. In many instances,

as in the one now under consideration ,there is reference

to the will of some being ; and , then , the affirmation

amounts to this, that his will, if favourable, will be a

cause, of which the thing said to be possible will be the

effect. But it never implies that such will and the effect

are the same thing subsisting under different forms.

The relation of cause and effect is one thing; identity of

existence is another.

Do we affirm , then , that the creation of the world in

creased the complement of existence ? Wedo not ; but

for this reason solely - the Creator is an infinite being ;

and infinity admits of no increase . It is always decep
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tive to conceive of Him as a part of any aggregate what

soever ; because, the part, in the only sense in which we

can employ the term , is necessarily less than thewhole ;

but no aggregate can be greater than God. But we do

say, creatures began to exist ; they did not exist before ,

nor were they formed out of pre-existent elements . If

there is here an apparent inconsistency, it is easily ac

counted for : We are finite , and therefore can form no

adequate conception of the Infinite One. Hence, where

he is concerned , a proposition may be demonstrably true,

though wemay be unable to rescue it from the appear

ance of inconsistency.

The infinity ofGod presents the only objection to the

assertion of an increase in the complement of existence.

But assuredly , the necessity for the judgment of causality

does not result from this consideration , for human beings

uniformly experience the necessity before they bave any

notion of an Infinite Creator. Indeed , it is not probable

that one man in a million ever derives from the infinity

ofGod the inferencehere suggested . Hence it is evident

that the necessity for the causal judgment does not arise

from any impossibility, or even difficulty, in admitting

an increase in the complement of existence.

The other branch of the objection does not require so

extended a statement. Admit the fact as stated by our

author ; it is still obvious, that the necessity of the judg

ment of causality extends to many cases not included in

his description . He tells us that tbe necessity consists

in the impossibility of supposing an increase in the com

plement of existence ; and that the effect is simply the

• cause, or rather, the complementof the causes, existing

in a new form . But the change of form is itselfan effect,

for which we must believe there is a cause. And the

necessity of demanding a cause, in this instance, cannot

be resolved into the impossibility of believing that the

complement of existence is greater or less than it was

before. It may be admitted, that all the elements in

volved did formerly exist, and that they still exist ; but

they did exist in one form , and they now exist in another

form . Why this change ? Their present form cannot

be either identical with their existence, or inseparable

from it ; for they have existed in a different form . That
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other form was neither identical with their existence, nor

inseparable from it ; for they have lost that form , but

they still retain their existence. Whence, then, this

change of form ? Hamilton 's description overlooks the

possibility of such a question .

If he is right, then , a statement of the causes of any.

thing must consist exclusively in a description of the

former state of the elements of which that thing consists .

The necessity for admitting a cause consists solely in the

necessity of admitting, that what we now perceive to

exist did formerly exist , though in a different form .

Such is the amount of the description. Suppose it true,

and there can be no question about a cause which does

not resolve itself into this : “ What was the form in

which that thing formerly existed ?” But this conclu

sion is contradicted by universal experience. A man,

for example, looks at a house. He may easily satisfy

himself that the elements of which it is composed bave

existed ever since the creation . But this is no answer to

the question , “ why do these elements now exist in the

form of a house ?." It is conceivable that he may be

able to trace them through many changes ; but for every

change he requires some cause, distinct from the mere

existence of the elements themselves. He easily be

lieves that in bringing them into the form of a house,

human power and skill must have been concerned . But

the power and skill of man are not among the elements

of which the house is composed . They are properties of

beings distinct from the house ; which properties an ex

amination of the house proves to have been exerted . In

this case, therefore, it cannot be justly said , “ the mind

is compelled to recognize an absolute identity of existence

in the effect and in the complement of its causes - be

tween the causatum and the causa .” So far is this from

being true, that the mind cannot possibly recognize such
identity .

These, then, are the grounds on which we reject our

author's description of the phenomenon in question. He

resolves it into what he alleges to be a universal fact ;

we deny the fact alleged ; and maintain , further , that

even if true, it will not cover the whole ground of the

phenomenon , Happy it is for mankind that the fact

y the fact alles
cover the whole Shat the fact
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is not as he has stated it. Were it so , every man would

be sbºt up, by the constitution of bis nature , to the al

ternative of Pantheism , on the one hand ; or Atheism ,

or its equivalent, on the other . There is One Being ,

and One only, who exists without having begun to be ;

and He is the cause of existence to all other beings. To

deny this, is Atheism or its equivalent. Now combine

this truth with the supposed necessity of believing , that

whatever exists at any time must, at least in its consti

tuent elements, have existed at all times ; and you are

reduced to the necessity of believing that God and the

universe are, in essence one; that there is really but one

being, and every creature is a part ofGod . This is Pan

theism ; and, indeed , Pantheism is a form of Atheism .

If there is butone being, and there can never be more,

it is a matter ofno consequence wbatever, whether you

call that being God or not.

But in fact, the law of thehumanmind is far otherwise.

Men may lose themselves in the mists of speculation ;

but, in practice, every man necessarily recognizes a dis

tinction between cause and effect ; and that distinction

reaches far beyond the mere fact that the same thing

may exist in different forms, at different times. The

causal relation , we know , involves much more thanmere

priority in time. It involves a correspondence, or con

gruity between cause and effect. The effectmust mani.

fest some property or properties of the cause. But the

relation is very far from implying identity of existence

or essence. !

The reader can now anticipate , how far we concur

with Sir William Hamilton , in thinking the mental an

nihilation of any object impossible. Noman can believe

that there ever was a time when absolutely nothing ex .

isted ; or that a time will ever come when absolutely

nothing will exist. The present existence of any given

object being supposed , wo man can believe there ever

was a timewhen there did not exist either that object,

or some other to which it stands, either directly or re

motely , in the relation of an effect. But this is widely

different from an irresistible conviction that the object

itselfmust always bave existed , if not in its present form ,

at least in the elements of which it consists. The rela

VOL . IX . - No. 3 .
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tion of cause and effect, is one thing ; identity of exist

ence, is another.

Thus we have exainined our author's description of

the phenoinenon . We shall next attend to his mode of

accounting for it. The explanation rests on a principle

previously asserted.

“ Time is positively inconceivable, if we attempt to

construe it in thought, - either, on the one hand, as ab

solutely commencing or absolutely terminating, or on

the other, as infinite or eternal, whether ab ante or a

post ; and it is no less inconceivable , if we attempt to

fix an absolute minimum , or to follow out an infinite

division.” — Page 488.

This passage will serve to fix the meaning of some .

phrases which will be important in the further progress

of the discussion . We shall, of course , accommodate

our phraseology, to a considerable extent, to that of our

author ; and it in doing so, we should be led to employ

some unusual expressions, we trust no further apology

will be needed. Let it be remembered, then , that eter .

nity is infinite, or unlimited time; and that, time abso

lutely commencing, is the opposite of eternity ab ante ,

or, (as it is commonly expressed ,) a past eternity .

The explanation is as follows : — In reference to the

present question, it need only be recapitulated, that we

must think under the condition of existence, - existence

relative, and existence relative in time. But what does

existence relative in time imply ? It implies : 1st . That

we are unable to realize in thought ; on the one pole of

the irrelative, either an absolute commencement, or an

infinite non -termination of tiine. It innplies, 2d . That

we can think, neither on the one pole, an absolute mini

mum , nor, on the other, an infinite divisibility of time.

Yet these constitute two pairs of contradictory proposi

tions ; which, if our intelligence be not all a lie , cannot

both be true, whilst, at the same time, either the one or

the other necessarily must. But as not relatives, they

are not cogitables.”

“ Now the phenomenon of causality seems nothing

more than a corollary of the law of the conditioned , in

its application to a thing thought under the form or

mental category of existence relative in time. We can
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11.

not think of a thing, except under the attribute of exist

ence ; we cannot know or think a thing to exist, except

in time : and we cannot know or think a thing to exist

in time, and think it absolutely to commence. Now this

at once imposes on us the judgment of causality. And

thus : - An object is given uns, either by our presentative

or our representative faculty . As given , we cannot but

think it existent, and existent in time. But to say that

we cannot but think it to exist , is to say that we are

unable to think it non -existent, - to think it away, to

annihilate it in thought. And this we cannot do.” —

Page 501.

It is, doubtless , true in some sense,that wemust think

under the condition of existence, and of existence in

time. Weknow things only through their properties ;

and non -existence has no properties. But it follows not

that, a description being given , we cannot sincerely deny

that anything exists to which that description applies .

Nordoes it follow that, its presentexistence being known,

we cannot sincerely deny its existence, as convected with

either a past or a future time.

Wewish our author had been more explicit ; but we

understand hiin as maintaining that, since an absolute

commencement of time is inconceivable and inadmissi

ble ; it follows necessarily, thatman cannot admit the

commencement of existence to any one being , if by the

commencement of existence he meant anything more

than a new form or arrangement ofpre-existent elements .

It is, of course, implied , that the admission of a com

mencement of existence in any higher sense, would in

volve the admission of an absolute commencement of

time. We are of a different opinion .

In order to accommodate our phraseology to his, we

take the liberty of using the word time, in the large

sense already indicated, to express an inseparable ad

junct of existence. The difference between time and

eternity , as these terms are commonly understood , is,

that the one is limited , and the other unlimited . No

error, therefore, need arise from speaking of eternity as

unlimited time. To affirm “ an absolute commencement

of time,” as that phrase is employed by our author, is

to affirm that there was a momentbefore which no being
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existed . That is, it is to deny that there is any being

who never began to be. If there is one such being, then

there never was an absolute commencement of time.

We need not stop here to inquire, whether it is possible

for the human mind to admit the proposition , that there

was an absolute commencement of time. That the pro

position , if asserted, would be false, can be easily proved.

In other words, there is certainly one being who never

began to exist, but who has always existed . Now , sup

pose that this is not only susceptible of abundant proof,

but that man is debarred by the constitution of his na

ture from thinking the contrary : Will it follow that,

“ when aware of any new appearance, we are unable to

conceive that therein has originated any new existence ?"

Is this conclusion so obvious as absolutely to compel the

assent of every human mind ? Is it self-evident that, if

there is one eternal being, there is no being which is not

eternal? If this is not self-evident, then, though our

author's description of the phenomenon were admitted

as correct, his explanation of it must be rejected as

utterly unsatisfactory .

There is but one conceivable mode of vindicating the

explanation : and that is by showing it to be impossible

to believe in the existence ofmore beings than one. If

there are a plurality of beings, distinct from one another

as to their existence, then, there is neither inconsistency

nor contradiction , in affirming that one of them has al

ways existed ; that there is one who never began to

exist, and all the rest did begin to exist ; and so , the im

possibility of conceiving of an absolute commencement

of time, cannot make it either impossible or difficult to

believe that there has originated any new existence."

Of any being, except the first cause, it can never be ab

surd to say, some other beings existed before him .

Hence, the impossibility of believing in an absolute

commencement of time, can never prevent us from be

lieving concerning any being , essentially distinct from

God , that his existence commenced . Hence, to make

our author's explanation satisfactory, it is indispensable

to demonstrate that man is necessitated , by the consti

tution of his nature, to be either a Pantheist or an Athe

ist ; and, on that supposition , as we have already re
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marked, the difference between the two systems is only

verbal.

In another view , Sir William 's speculations tend to

Atheism ; as they imply that the truth of the causal

judgment is, at best, uncertain . Aspreparatory to what

we have to offer under this head , weask attention to the

following passage : “ Fatalisin and Atheism are, indeed ,

convertible terms. The only valid arguments for the

existence of a God and for the immortality of the human

soul, rests on the moral nature ofman ; consequently , if

that moral nature be annihilated, which in every scheme

of thorough -going necessity it is, every conclusion , estab

lished on such a nature, is annibilated likewise.”

Page 506 .

It is here stated , that the only valid arguments for the

existence of a God , rest on the moral nature of man .

To this we object. It is true, if man were not a moral

being,he could know nothing aboutGod . But,evidently ,

this is not what our author ineans. The faculty which

makes us capable of understanding an argument, is one

thing ; the principle on which an argument rests, is

another. The evident'meaning is, that there can be no

valid argument for the being of a God , unless it be first

either proved or assumed, that man is a moral being .

Now , supposing this foundation laid , we know not how

our author would construct his argument. Would be

argue, would he hold it competent to argue from effect

to cause, or would he not ? If he would not, we are

utterly at a loss to conjecture how he would establish

bis conclusion ; butwe know the argument must be one

which has bitherto escaped the notice of the ablest writers

on the subject. And does this description apply to the

only valid arguments ? Then , the belief in God which

has hitherto prevailed in the world , if notwrong, is right

by chance only . But if he would argue from effect to

cause, then, his arguments from the moralnature of man

must be, simply, a part of the common argument from

the proofs of design , wisdom , and power, in the works

of God ; and to claim validity , as belonging to that part,

exclusively, is obviously rash and unauthorized . Butwe

must now mention a consideration of still greater im

portance : HAMILTON cannot consistently maintain the
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validity of any argument from effect to cause. To exhibit

only a part of the evidence on which this statement is

made, on page 517, he expresses himself, in reference to

his own doctrine, as follows: “ It does notmaintain that

the judgment of causality is dependent on a power of

the mind , imposing, as necessary in thought, what is

necessary in the universe of existence. On the contrary ,

it resolves this judgment into a ineremental impotence,

an impotence to conceive either of two contradictions.

And as the one or the other of the contradictories must

be true, butboth cannot, it proves that there is no ground

for inferring a certain fact to be impossible ,merely from

our inability to conceive it possible."

A proposition believed through mere weakness of

mind, must surely be a very unsafe foundation for rea

soning. Why do men believe there is such a relation as

that of cause and effect ? We are here told that it is

through a meremental impotence — because they cannot

conceive the contrary — and this is no ground for infer

ring that the contrary is impossible. On these princi

ples, it is evident that theargument from effect to cause,

cannot be valid in any case whatsoever. If this be true,

the existence ofGod has never been proved ; every ar

gunent ever urged for this purpose was mere sophistry ;

and the belief of it , even by the wisest of men , has

hitherto been mere superstition . Whether it will be

otherwise, when the argument, now hidden in the mind

of Sir William Hamilton , shall have been published to

the world , future experience, and future reasoners must

determine.

But there is yet another passage on which we must

remark, before quitting this part of the subject. On

page 505, the anthor thus contrasts his own theory with

that which refers the judgment of causality to an original

and positive law of the human mind :

“ But, in the second place, if there be postulated an

express and positive affirmation of intelligence, to ac

.count for themental deliverance, — that existence cannot

absolutely commence ; we must equally postulate a

counter affirmation of intelligence, to explain the counter

mental deliverance, that existence cannot infinitely not

commence. The one necessity of wind is equally as
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strong as the other. But they are contradictories ; and

as contradictories they cannot both be true. On this

theory, therefore, the root of our nature is a lie . By

the doctrine , on the contrary, which I propose, these

contradictory phenomena are carried up into the com

mon principle of a limitation of our faculties. Intelli

gence is shown to be feeble , butnot false; our nature is ,

thus, not a lie, nor the author of our nature a de

ceiver."

If the expression , “ existence cannot absolutely com

mence," means that every being now existing bas always

existed , we deny it utterly ; wemaintain , moreover, that

its only relation to the judgment of causality , is the rela

tion of inconsistency, virtual contradiction . If it means

that there must be One whose existence never began ,

we maintain it :- not, however , as either the ground, or

the direct purport of the judgment of causality ; but

merely as an inference legitimately deducible from that

judgment. But to enlarge on this point, would be to

repeatmuch that we have already said .

In the passage before us, the judgment of causality is

represented (whether correctly or otherwise,) as amount

ing, precisely , to this proposition — " that existence cannot

absolutely commence ;" its opposite as amounting to this,

“ that existence cannot infinitely not commence .” Ac

cording to our author, the necessity of the judgment of

causality consists simply in the fact that, though a men

tal impotence , the thing denied in the former proposition

is, to us, inconceivable ; but he tells us, that the thing

denied in the second proposition , is equally inconceiva

ble, and on the same ground, namely, mental impotence.

Now , if these things be so , it followsthat there is just as

much necessity for believing, that causation never takes

place in any instance ; as there is for believing, that

events are connected with cause. How happens it,

then , that every human being uniforinly adopts the latter

conclusion , and rejects the former ? It is manifest that,

on our author's own principles, this uniform judgmentof

causality still remains unaccounted for. For ourselves,

wemaintain that neither the relation of cause and effect ,

nor the existence of an Eternal Being, (as opposed to

wbat our author denominates, an absolute commencement
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of time,) is inconceivable, in any sense which implies

either incredibility or uncertainty . Both may be known

to be true. Both are actually known to be true. Both

are inconceivable in this sense only , that they include

something which we cannot distinctly realize — something

that the human mind cannot grasp . It is one thing , to

know a proposition to be true ; it is quite another thing,

to be able to exhaust its meaning, enumerating and de

fining all the particulars it comprehends.

According to our author, men believe in causation,

because the reverse is inconceivable. Why is the re

verse inconceivable ? because it violates the condition of

non-contradiction ?” This he is very far from admitting ;

he distinctly denies that there is any ground for infer

ring it “ to be impossible , merely from our inability to

conceive it possible.” It seems, then, that men are ne

cessitated to believe one thing, by the inconceivability

of the reverse, though that inconceivability involves

nothing inconsistent with the truth of the thing to which

it attaches . Now , to this view we oppose a general

proposition, on which we will leave our readers to decide

without an argument. We say , then , that some things

are inconceivable, because it is impossible they should

be true ; and he who perceives a proposition to be in

conceivable in this respect, necessarily believes the re

verse ; but the fact that a thing is inconceivable in any

other respect, never creates a necessity for believing the

contrary. You may believe a thing, because you regard

its opposite as false ; but you never believe a thing be

cause the opposite is inconceivable or mysterious, unless

you regard that mystery as proving it false. To fail of

forming an adequate, or even a distinct conception of

the purport of a proposition , is very different from reject

ing that proposition as false ; and the former never ne

cessitates the latter. A thing is inconceivable, absolutely

or in itself, when it either contains, within itself, a con

tradiction , or contradicts any primary or necessary law

of human belief. On perceiving a thing to be incon

ceivable in this respect, man necessarily rejects it as

false. Whatever is inconceivable in any other respect,

is said to be mysterious — a very different idea from

falsehood . Now, there are two ways in which a thing,
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not absolutely inconceivable, that is , not impossible, may

be inconceivable to us.

First. A thing may be, to us,inconceivable in kind ;

it may include some element or elements differing, in

kind, from all that have ever been brought within the

reach of our intelligence. If man had one sense more,

or one faculty more, it can hardly be doubted that he

would know many things of which , at present, he can

form no conception. Even now , it is matter of daily

experience, that he recognizes the fact that many things

exist ; recognizes it on the ground of their relation to

certain things that he knows; while, of the things them

selves, - of the things, apart from these relations, he has

no conception. In this respect, existence itself, is incon

ceivable. Noman has any notion of existence, except

in its relations to properties and operations ; and yet, no

man can believe that properties and operations are iden

tical with existence. It is obvious, then , that the cir

cumstance of a thing being inconceivable in this respect ,

can never necessitate man to believe the contrary . and

Secondly . A thingmay be to us, inconceivable in de

gree. Surely, this does not necessitate the belief of the

contrary . For example : Man can conceive of benevo

lence ; but, as his faculties are limited , infinite benevo

lence is , to him , inconceivable in degree. In other

words, he can form no adequate conception of it. But it

follows not, that he is compelled by the constitution of

his nature, to believe that the benevolence of his Crea

tor is limited . And on just the same principle, though

he cannot conceive of an infinite non -commencement of

time; in other words, though he can form no adequate

conception of eternity , he is under no necessity of either

disbelieving the existence of his Maker , or believing that

his Maker ever began to be.

Thus we have stated our objections to the theory un

der consideration . We do not, by any means, say that

it is liable to no more ; but, if these are well-founded , as

to us they seern , there is no need of adducing more.

1. To the description of the phenomenon in question ,

the necessity of referring effects to causes,-- we object,

on two grounds

First. It contradicts experience ; inasmuch as it ima
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plies that the belief of a proper creation is impossible.

Second. It likewise contradicts experience,by implying

that, admitting the previous existence of the elements of

which any thing is composed, the human mind requires

no further cause to account for any change of form which

those elements may undergo.

2 . To the explanation of the phenomenon - even sup

posing the description of it to be correct, we object on

four grounds

First. It implies that the human mind is incapable of

admitting the commencement of existence to any being,

without admitting an absolute commencement of time;

in other words, that it is incapable of recognizing a plu

rality of beings, so distinct from each other, that one or

more may have existed before the rest : which is con

trary to experience , as is proved by the common belief

in a multitude of distinct creatures, and in a Creator,

distinct, in existence, from all his creatures.

Second. It assumes, contrary to experience, that if a

thing is inconceivable to the human mind , even though

it neither involve a contradiction within itself, nor con

tradict any necessary law of human belief, such incon

ceivableness in one proposition necessitates the belief of

the opposite .

Third . It represents, as lying in the way of the belief

of causation , an obstacle of the same kind and equal

magnitude with that which prevents the disbelief of it.

And this is contrary to experience, which shows that the

belief of causation is necessary, and the disbelief of it .

impossible .

Our last objection rests on principles which , though

not strictly metaphysical, are common to our author and

ourselves. He, like ourselves, believes in one God, es

sentially distinct from his creatures, and in the Christian

revelation, as of Divine authority.h u

Fourth . By representing the connexion of cause and

effect as uncertain , it virtually denies the validity of the

ground on which the existence of God has been com

monly believed ; which ground the Christian Scriptures

declare to be so decisive, as to render inexcusable all

who fail of drawing the obvious conclusion . (See, for

example , Romans i : 19, 20.) 488 89
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Such, then , are our objections to Sir William Hamil

ton's theory. And now , our readers are ready to ask ,

“ Have you a better ?” Whether we have, or not, we in

sist that this theory ought to be rejected , unconditionally ,

as obviously incorrect and absolutely untenable . If the

alternative be, to embrace such a theory, or to reject all

theories on the subject, there ought to be no difficnlty in

making a choice . It is better to confess ignorance, than

to cling to error.

But to answer the question : We have, at any rate, a

different theory, which, as at present informed, we con

ceive to be correct ; of the rest, others must judge. That

theory shall now be propounded .

Many have erred , we think , in their attempts to re

duce the dictates of the causal judgment to a general

proposition . It is not true, that the human mind uncon

ditionally demands a cause for all that exists. Exclude

the idea of a beginning, and you preclude the demand

for a cause . This, we think , experience abundantly

shows. Admit that God is eternal, and you at once

perceive that it would be absurd to inquire for a cause

of his existence. It has sometimes been debated, whe

ther this world, or at least the matter of which it is

composed, has not existed from eternity ; and with few

or no exceptions, this has been regarded by both parties

as equivalent to the question, whether its existence de

pends on a cause ? In other words, it has been held by

both parties, that if the world ever began to exist, then ,

it musthave had a cause ; then , it must have been crea

ted : but, if it never began to exist, then , so far as this

subject is concerned, there is no room for the notion of

either creation or cause. Being , then , requires a cause,

in all those cases in which we can ascertain that it had

a beginning, and in no other. Every change of relation ,

or of form or mode of existence, requires a cause ; and

implies a beginning. If we admit annihilation ,we must

admit a cause of annihilation . In few words, nothing

can take place, — there can be nothing to which the word

event, or any term of similar import is applicable, with

out a cause. To prevent misapprehension , however, it

may be proper to observe, that if, in any case, the con

tinuance of anything — whether existence, mode, form ,
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relation , or circumstance, - depends on the constant op

eration of a cause, the cessation of the operation is suf

ficient to explain the discontinuance of the effect. This

principle has given rise to the phrase, negative causes.

Wehave now stated the general truth to which , as we

conceive, all the decisions of the judgment of causality ,

when viewed collectively , amount. And our explanation

of the phenomenon consists in referring it to the direct

operation of a positive and original law of the human

mind . If there is such a law ofmind, it will not operate

before there arises an occasion for its operation ; but it

will operate as soon as such an occasion arises . Prior

to experience, we have no notion of such a thing as a

change or event ; but as soon as we have that notion ,we

have likewise the notion of a cause. So far as the hu

man mind is concerned, the latter notion is inseparable

from the former. We do not conclude that all changes

must have causes, merely because it has been so in all

changes which we bave ever observed or experienced ;

for, not to mention other objections, the causal judgment

takes place before we have either the experience or the

observation on which such a process of generalization

must be founded. The judgment of causation does not

imply a knowledge of a general truth on this subject,

logically deduced from some abstract proposition ; for,

not to say that no such logical process bas yet been dis

covered, it is certain that millions are under the necessi

ty of constantly referring effects to causes,who are utterly

incapable of reasoning in themanner here supposed.

That the judgment of causality rests directly on an

original law of human nature, seems to us evident from

this : that an exercise of it is involved in every act of

perception . Man knowsmatter only through its proper

ties ; and he knows those properties only by their opera

tion ; but to know a property through its operation , is

the same thing as to know it by its effects. Hence,man

would know nothing about matter, did he not know it

under the relation of a cause. Weexperience certain

sensations,which the law of our minds compels us to

refer to external objects as their cause. This is what we

call perception. We perceive, moreover, effects pro

duced by one external object upon another . Here are
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effects without us, which, in turn , become, to us, causes

of sensation ; and hence, objects of perception . But, in

every case, so far as the human mind can reach, the

operation of a quality, or qualities , is identical with cau

sation .

In this connexion , wewill notice some passages in that

part of the volume before us which relates to the theory

of Perception . Let it be borne in mind,our only aim is

to show that it results, as a legitimate conclusion, from

the views of our author, that man could know nothing of

matter, did he not recognize it under the relation of a

cause ; which recognition , of course, and in every in

stance, involves an exercise of the judgment of causality .

He divides the qualities of body into Primary, Secundo

Primary, and Secondary. Let us begin with the last

class.

The Secondary qualities, then , are such as Colour,

Sound, Flavor, Savor,and Factualsensation,” & c. It is

obvious that all qualities of this class are recognized

merely as causes of our own sensations ; and, therefore ,

cannot be recognized at all without an exercise of the

judgment of causality . Accordingly, our author says,

they are conceived only as latent causes to account for

manifest effects.”

As Secundo-primary qualities, he mentions, “ Heavy,

Light, Hard , Soft,” & c. Of these, he tells us they “ are

all comprehended under the category of Resistance or

Pressure— and the sources in external nature from which

the resistance or pressure springs “ are , in all, three :

that of Co- Attraction ; that of Repulsion ; that of Iner

tia . Here, it will be observed, that each of these

implies the action or influence of one portion or particle

of matter on another ; two are such that they can be

manifested only in their effects ; and the last can be

manifested only in the failure or difficulty of an effect

which might have been expected . It is clear, then, that

every recognition of a Secundo-Primary quality involves

an exercise of the judgment of causality .se of the judgment or causanty :

The qualities enumerated by our author as primary,

are eight : “ Extension , Divisibility, Size, Density, or

Rarity , Figure , Incompressibility absolute, Mobility, Si

tuation .” Now , it is perfectly clear that we could never

anifestecundo pofty" & er the
caternalna,in all,t of

Inete
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acquire the notion of any one of these qualities as

belonging tomatter,but for sensation . Such knowledge,

therefore, is denied to us, through the connection of pri

mary qualities with secondary ; that is, with those quali

ties which we recognize as the immediate causes of onr

sensations. Accordingly, our author tells us, that " it is

only under condition of the sensation of a secondary that

we are percipient of any primary quality .” Primary

qualities, therefore, are known to men , only because

they are the remote causes of those sensations of which

secondary qualities are the immediate causes. Ofcourse,

but for the law of causality, we should know nothing of

either.

Thus it is apparent that, for all our knowledge of the

properties of matter - and, of course, for all our knowl

edge of matter itself - we are indebted to that law of

mind which necessitates the judgment of causality ; from

which there can be no difficulty in inferring, that this

must be an original law of the human mind .

From matter, let us pass on to mind . Of the latter,

as of the former, human knowledge is confined to the

properties ; and for our knowledge of the properties of

mind we are entirely indebted to those diversified opera

tions comprehended under the generic term thought.

It follows that for his knowledge of the existence of his

own mind, man is indebted to his necessary judgment

of causality ; he recognizes his mind as a cause, of which

his thoughts are the effects. And he needs no argument

to convince him of his own existence for this reason

only , that being conscious of the effect, thought, an

irresistible law compels him to refer it to its cause, mind.

In coming to the conclusion that there are other minds

besides his own, the operation of the same law is equally

manifest, but the process is somewhatmore complicated.

You have no immediate knowledge of any thoughts but

your own. Certain effects become known to you by

means of yourbodily senses. These you refer to thoughts

as their causes, and then refer these thoughts to minds

as their causes . Here, then , is at least, a double opera

tion of the judgment of causality. The argumentmight

easily be pursued much further ; but it is surely unne

cessary . We have seen that the exercise of the judg
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ment of causality is involved in the very first perception

of any property of matter, and in the very first recogni

tion of the existence of mind . Nothing further, we

presume, is necessary to prove that this judgment is

necessitated by a primary law of human nature.

These remarks naturally conduct us to a conclusion

alreadymentioned, though distinct from the one which

they were directly intended to establish - that, so far as

the human mind can reach, the operation of properties

is identical with causation. No matter whether you

have witnessed the operation , or not; if you can be as

sured that it has really taken place, you are at once un

der the necessity of referring it to a cause ; in other

words, you are compelled to admit that the properties

which have operated must have inhered in somesubject.

Of course, the properties manifested as having belonged

to the cause, are distinct from those belonging to the

effect. Thus, when you examine a watch , you find une

quivocal proofs ofmechanical skill ; butyou never think

of saying that the watch is skilful. The skill belongs to

the man who was the maker of the watch — the cause of

its existence as a watch . The book before us gives evi

dence of a vast amount of knowledge ; but it would be

absurd to say that the book knows anything. The

knowledge belongs to its cause , its author ; and though

he should lose his knowledge, the book would still ex

hibit to every reader abundant proof that he once pos

sessed it.

The human mind, then , asserts a cause for every

event, for every change, for everything to which the idea

of a beginning applies ; and hence, for existence wherever

it is ascertained that existence began ; but she rejects

the notion of a cause of anything that exists , without

ever having begun to exist. Everything ,then, thatever

began to exist, must have had a cause. Hence it fol

lows, that there must always have existed someuncaused

being ; otherwise, no being could ever have existed .

Thus it appears that there is a first cause, and his exist

ence is underived and eternal.

Further, existence without beginning necessarily im

plies immutability . In any being already existing, the

notion of change involves the notion of succession of
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time. Drop this idea of succession , and there can be no

possible ground for the remark , He was formerly in

one state, and he is now in another." Ofevery mutable

being, therefore, it must be true, that the duration of

his existence is made up of successive portions of time.

At a later period , he must be older than he formerly

was ; at an earlier period , he must have been younger

than he now is . But, to say that he was younger than

he now is, is to say that he was nearer to the commence

ment of his existence ; which cannot be true, if his ex

tence never commenced. Since, therefore , it is demon

strable concerning every mutable being, that his exist

ence began , it must be true of the being whose existence

never began, that he is immutable. It follows that noth

ing visible ; neither this world, nor the elements ofwhich

it is composed, nor any of the beings that inhabit it, or

that ever did inhabit it, bave always existed . All these

began to be ; and, therefore, all these were caused

were created

Thus, the judgment of causality , which is inseparable

from the human mind, leads by a legitimate process, to

the following important conclusion There is an un

created , eternal, invisible, and immutable Being,who is

the Creator of the world and of all that it contains , and

to whom belong all the power , wisdom , and goodness,

manifested in the works of creation and the laws of na

ture. But we must close this article .

Nothing could be further from our intention, in any

thing we have said , than to call in question either the

piety or the religious orthodoxy of Sir William Hamil

ton. We give him full credit for the purity of his inten

tions ; but pure intentions, even when connected, as in

his case, with consummate abilities, are no unfailing

security against mischievous consequences. No man is

aware of all the consequences which may be logically

deduced from his opinions. We think we may safely

go further , and say, no man is aware of all the conse

quences that may be logically deduced from any one

opinion he holds.

Thes plendid talents and unrivalled fameofthe author

make it extremely probable tbat his theory will be ex

tensively adopted. And if, as we apprehend,thetheory
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can , by a strictly process of reasoning, be converted into

a weapon with which to assail religion in general, and

Christianity in particular, no doubt, in the event here

contemplated , it will be so employed . This is the evil

we fear. A note of warning, sounded thus early, even

by a voice so feeble as onrs ,may, perhaps, do something

towards preventing it. At least, it may, possibly , at

tract the attention of those who. are capable of doing

more. And, in that event, we shall not have labored in

vain .

ARTICLE VII.

THOUGHTS ON ORIGINAL SIN .

THE FACT.

Men are “ by nature the children of wrath .” In the

sight of God they are sinners from the womb, and

the subjects of a just displeasure and condemnation .

This is supported by a compass of evidence by no

means narrow , and which it is strange that any

should gainsay. And yet in differentagesmaster minds

have arisen into public view , who, in originating new

phases of error, or in modifying old ones, have incor

porated in their creed a positive denial, more or less

directly, of this fundamental doctrine of the Christian

religion. Pelagius in the fifth century , Socinus in the

sixteenth , and Arminius in the seventeentb, occupy a

prominent position in this class.

What is the language of the Scripture on this subject?

A multitude of passages might be cited , all precisely

adapted to our purpose all expressing the same idea ,

but in different words, and with different degrees of di

rectness and force. But a few specimens only shall be

given . “ Behold, I was shapen in iniquity , and in sin

did my mother conceive me.” — Psalm li : 5 . Here

David ,'in bewailing an actual transgression , traces his

Vol. IX . - No. 3 .
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conduct to the fountain , to that moral corruption in

which he was conceived and born. He is not attaching

blame to his parents — he is not referring to their sinful

ness , because it was over his own iniquities, and notover

those of another, that he was shedding the hot tear of

deep contrition . Hemeans that he, from his very earliest

existence, was thoroughly defiled with sin . Hence he

uses the words shapen and conceived . “ The wicked are

estranged from the womb.” — Psalm lviii : 3 . Here is

an expression somewhat similar, and the idea it conveys

is the same, thatmen from their earliest being, from the

very womb, are estranged from God , enemies to his gov

ernment, and the subject of his disapprobation . “ That

which is born of the flesh is flesh . — John ji : 6 . The

term flesh has several significations in the Scriptures.

Here, as in Gal. v : 19, it signifies depraved or corrupt

human nature. And if " that which is born of the flesh

is flesh ” - if that which is born of corrupt human nature

is corrupt, of course all men are morally corrupt from

their very birth . There can be no exception to this

general statement. In using the word flesh the apostle

could not have referred to human nature merely , it

seems, without any allusion to its corrupt condition ;

because, to state that thatwhich is born of human nature

is human nature, that that which is born of man is man,

would be to talk childishly, we imagine, and impart

very little instruction . “ Who can bring a clean thing

out of an unclean ?” — Job xiv : 4 . How can man be

born morally clean of parents who are morally unclean ?

These passages will serve as illustrations of the manner

in which , in a multitude of places, this subject is referred

to in the Word of God. And does it not then appear

strange that any should make it a question , (not to say

deny,) whether the Scriptures hold forth this doctrine.

If infants are free from sin , they have no need of a

Saviour. From what are they to be saved ? Where is

the demand for an atonement ? And is not this contrary

to the Scriptures ? There is not a passage which will

conduct us to the conclusion , if legitimately interpreted ,

that infants do not need to be washed in the blood of

Christ that he did not die for them , as well as for any

other class of the human family. They are embraced in
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all those denunciations of divine wrath , and in all those

representations of the ruin which sin has wrought, which

abound in the Scriptures, and which so forcibly exhibit

the necessity of an atonement, and an introduction of

divine power and grace.

Again ,why did infants receive the rite of circumcision

under the old dispensation ? And what meaneth bap

tism , as administered to them under the new ? What

do these ordinances represent ? What is their design ?

They signify the cleansing of the soul by the blood of

Jesus Christ, and by the sanctifying agency of the Holy

Ghost. And if infants need no cleansing , if they are

not from the womb defiled with sin , they shonld not

receive these symbolical ordinances. There is no pro

priety, no fitness in administering baptism to them ; nor

was it appropriate to extend to then, to these sinless

beings, the rite of circumcision under the old dispensa

tion .

Again, the curse of death rests upon us from our

earliest existence. How is this ? Are we not informed

that “ death is the wages of sin ?" . Why then should

infants receive “ the wages of sin ,” when they have no

sin ? But we know that God is just- that he will not

afflict without a cause. Surely, therefore, from the very

womb, man is a sinner. If he dies, and is thusmade a

partaker of “ thewages of sin ,” his soulmust be defiled ;

we can arrive at no other conclusion . ..

And may not this doctrine be inferred from the teach

ings of the Scriptures in regard to the necessity of

regeneration . “ Marvel not that I said unto thee, ye

must be born again .” Man is “ saved by the washing

of regeneration, and renewing of the Lioly Ghost.” —

“ God hath begotten us again unto a lively hope." , Such

passages very distinctly intimate , if they do not pointedly

and directly teach, that man 's nature is thoroughly de

praved from his very birth, dead in sin , and needs to be

quickened and sanctified by a power from on high. It

is implied in passages like these that all men are natur

ally , or as born into the world , in need of regenerating

grace ; and how can that be quickened into life and sen

sibility which is not dead , or how can that be sanctified

or made holy which is not sinful { Hence it is that those
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who deny the doctrine of original sin , also torture and

corrupt the doctrine of regeneration . The two are so

intimately connected , that an infringement of the one is

an infringement of the other ; they must stand or fall

togetber.

How early, too, do infants begin to manifest symp

tomsof a sin -defiled nature ! They betray selfishness and

wrath remarkably soon . Their predilections, when first

discovered , are uniformly on the side of sin and error.

Place a newly born infant in the most favorable situa

tion possible - set before it a strict, constant, and unin

terrupted example of uprightness and virtue - let its ears

be familiar with the sound of pious conversation , and its

eyes rest continually upon scenes of piety and devotion ;

and after all, the very first glimpses you obtain of its

true character and disposition , will convince you of its

native depravity . It seems bardly possible that one can

be a close observer of infants, and yet escape the con

viction that they are “ estranged from the womb, and go

astray as soon as they be born ." Augustine has said :

“ I have seen a child that could not speak , full of envy,

and turn pale with anger at another that was suckled

along with it.” And this is whatevery onemay observe

at any time. Even a heathen , (Cicero,) who had not the

light of revelation to guide him , could testify, that " man

is introduced into life by his step-mother nature, with a

body naked, frail, and weak , with a mind anxious at

troubles , dejected by fears, effeminate to labours, prone

to evil passions, in wbich the celestial fire of genius and

intellect is smothered .” This is what his own observa

tion taught him .

Another proof is afforded by the universal depravity

of mankind. That all men are sinners , and there is none

that doeth good, no, not one, is evident to all who will

but look around them , and take a sober and deliberate

view of human society in different lands, and under

every variety of circumstances. And how comes this,

if it may not be attributed to the original and deep

seated corruption ofhuman nature ? Why is it so uni

versal? Why is it that we can find no class of mankind,

not even a single individual of the race in any land or

age, free from this wide-spread depravity ? When we
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see thatmen are everywhere, and at all times corrupt,

weare driven to the conclusion that they are all born

with a corrupt nature, that turns them in the same direc

tion ; that they all come into the world with every

imagination of the thoughts of their hearts only evil

continually .

There also seems to be a consciousness in every be

liever that his sins are all to be traced to the native cor

ruption of his heart. David is not the only one who has

given utterance to the plaintive sentiment, “ Behold , I

was shapen in iniquity .” Paul says : “ I know that in

me, that is , in my flesh, dwelleth no good thing." In

the Diary of Dr. Edward Payson, of New England, we

find the following langnage, and it was the strong con

viction of his soul at all times : “ I feel thatmy deepest

humiliation is rank pride, and all that I am or can do,

is sin . Yet, blessed be God , I can plead the sufferings

and perfect obedience of Jesus Christ, in whom , though

weak in myself, I ain strong. There is no vice , ofwhich

I do not see the seeds in myself, and which would bear

fruit did not grace prevent.” We have the following

testimony from Dr. William Gordon , in “ The Christian

Philosopher Triumphing over Death :” “ I saw there was

no good deed in myself. Though I had spent hours in

examining my conduct, I found nothing I had done would

give mereal satisfaction . It was alwaysmixed up with

something selfish. But when I come to theGospel as a

child , the Holy Spirit seemed to fillmy heart. I then

saw my selfishness in all its deformity , and I found there

was no acceptance with God , and no happiness , except

through the blessed Redeemer.” Col. Gardiner, as we

learn from his life, by Dr. Doddridge, expressed hiinself

thus : “ I am but as a beast before hiin — a miserable ,

hell-deserving sinner. I ain persuaded, that when I join

the glorious company above, where there will be no

drawbacks, none will outsing me there, because I shall

not find any that will bemore indebted to the wonderful

riches of divine grace than I.” Such are the strong and

sincere convictionsof all true believers. This is so univer

sally the language of converted souls, that one needs no

better evidence of his unrenewed state than a disinclina

tion to express himself thus. And if these strong and
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heartfelt expressions are the effects of the Holy Spirit's

operations upon the soul in all cases , without a single

exception, and if they are deepened and strengthened in

exact proportion to the believer' s maturity in the divine

life , we can hardly come to any other conclusion than

that they are correct and just, and that human nature is

deeply and thoroughly depraved ,as they represent, from

the very womb. When such convictions are so strong ,

decided, and universal, and invariably increase with the

increase of the Holy Spirit's dominion in the soul, it is

surely very strange if they are wild, visionary , and un

founded. Having directed our attention to a few argu

ments that seem to establish the fact, let us now proceed

to consider briefly the source of original sin . O ma

time THE SOURCE .

Ever since the days of Ptolemy, an anxiety has been

manifested to discover the source of the river Nile .

To solve this problem , has been the earnest aim of not a

few of the sons of adventure. But there is a far more

important inquiry. Where rises that stream of moral

evil which flows down through the generations of men ,

bathing every soul in its noxious waters ? To what

mountain range, or rocky ledge, or weedy spot, can we

trace this dark and polluting current? While the Nile

question has excited the curiosity ofmany, among whom

we find a Cæsar, an Alexander, and a Bonaparte , this

has employed the thoughts and baffled the researches of

its thousands on thousands of penetrating minds in every

age. Proud philosophy has summoned her ablest sons

into the field , to struggle with this giant problem , but

she sighs over the inefficiency of their efforts . Themost

benighted heathen seem conscious of the existence of

moral evil in the world . The Hindoo performs his ab

lutions in the waters of the Ganges, to cleanse himself

from the impurities of sin . He sacrifices the fruit of his

loins to the bloody Kalee, to absolve bimself from guilt.

The Buddhist of China, with his shorn crown, observes

one hundred and sixty-two fast days annually , and

mumbles the name of Buddha, claiming his attention by

bells and drums with unwearied constancy . And yet
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they are incompetent to demonstrate the necessity of

such offerings and atonements ,by pointing to the original

· source ofmoral evil. They know that crime and guilt

exist, (although their views as to wbat constitutes crime

are diversified , and often strangely erroneous,) but they

cannot tell why it is 80 ; the origin , the primary source,

of sin and guilt, is shrouded from their perplexed and

wondering minds.

But is there no key to this mystery ? Is there no way

to unbind the gordian knot? There is, - light from on

high bas visited the earth . A glorious beam from

heaven 's portals has fallen upon certain parts of our dark

world . When men are struggling with perplexity and

doubt, and human wisdom is put to the blush , revela

tion , like a dove-eyed angel of love froin a brighter

sphere, comes under divine commission to their relief.

With the utmost simplicity, and without the least symp

tom of that parade of wisdom which characterizes human

philosophy, does the Word of God unlock in few words

this stupendous secret. “ By one man sin entered into

the world, and death by sin , and so death passed upon

all men , for that all have sinned.” — Romans v : 12.

“ Through the offence of one inany be dead." - Romans

v : 15. “ By one man 's offence death reigned.” - Ro

mans v : 17. “ By the offence of one judgment caine

upon all men to condemnation ." -- Romans v : 18. “ By

one man 's disobedience 'many were made sinners .” —

Romans v : 19. “ In Adam all die .” - 1 Corintbians,

xv : 22. And we are not only directed to Adam , to the

first man of our race, but to a single offence committed

by him , as the starting point of sin and misery in our

world . The original term denoting Adam 's transgres

sion , whether it be the original of disobedience, offence,

or sin , is found in every instance in the singular num

ber. Where it is said , “ by the offence of one,” and

“ by one man 's offence,” the original, some suppose,

mightbemore justly rendered , " by one offence." This

translation some learned commentators have adopted .

We are also precisely informed as to what this trans

gression was, and the circumstances connected with it.

We hear the voice of God proclaiming, “ In theday thou

eatest thereof thou shalt surely die " - temporally , spi
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ritually , and eternally die .- See Genesis, first and second

chapters. According to revelation , therefore, one trans

gression , and that transgression the eating of the for

bidden fruit, and that transgression perpetrated by Adam ,

our primitive father , brought sin ,misery, and death upon

the whole race of mankind. How simple the story !

Human reason has toiled age after age in pursuit of this

great truth , but all in vain ; it is left to revelation to un

fold it to those who, in the Providence of God, enjoy the

music of her celestial voice. it

There are also facts , which come within the reach of

human observation , attesting the truth of the divine

word - facts that come to the support of revelation in her

instructions on this subject. Wehave already advanced

various arguments to prove that infants, from their very

birth , are sinners before God — that they all, without ex

ception , are introduced into the world with a nature

defiled and corrupt. The legitimate inference from these

arguments is, in our honest judgment, that every infant

born since the days of Adam , appeared upon the stage

of life with a depraved nature. Now , if this be true,

we are driven to the conclusion that all human depravity

may be traced to Adam . If every infant,without quali

fication or exception , enters the world with a sin -defiled

nature, and " goeth astray as soon as born,” evidently

this extensive moral corruption , like a stream ,must pro

ceed from the first man . Whatever may have been the

originating cause , it may be traced from generation to

generation to that point. The

Again , we all suffer from the sad effects of that curse,

pronounced upon the earth in consequence of Adam 's

disobedience. “ Cursed is the ground for thy sake ; in

.sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life. Thorns

also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee, and thou

shalt eat the herb of the field . In the sweat of thy face

shalt thou eat bread , till thou return unto the ground,

for out of it thou wast taken ; for dust thou art, and unto

dust shalt thou return.” — Genesis iii : 17, 18, 19. All

their posterity are punished by this sentence, as well as

Adam and Eve. Every human being suffers inconve

nience and distress from this curse. And is it reasonable

now to suppose that all mankind would share punish
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ishment consequent upon Adam 's sin , when they were

no way concerned in it ? Does not the fact that we are

all punished with Adam , very distinctly indicate that

we all become sinful and guilty with him

It is evident from facts like these, taken in connection

with the plain and pointed testimony of revelation , that

it was by Adam 's transgression that allmen were made

sinners. Here, then , is the source to which we may

trace the deep and wide-spread depravity of mankind .

Here we have discovered the fountain-head of this filthy

and destructive tide. And this will account for its uni

versal diffusion . The root being poisoned, the deadly

venom found its way through all the various branches of

thehuman family. The European and the African , the

Sandwich Islander and the New Zealander, “ the sbiver

ing Icelander and the sun -burnt Moor," the savage of

the woods and the polished son of civilization , the Turk

and Hottentot - all are alike infected with this all-per

vading moral virus. “ By one man 's disobedience the

many (oi polloi)were made sinners.”

HOW DERIVED ?

Here is a question which has elicited no small amount

of fruitless discussion, and that discussion not always of

the inost peaceable character. Men of might approach

it with diffidence, and seem conscious, when they enter

upon the consideration of it, that they are in a region of

shadows and gloom , and that an undeniable perplexity

must attend the investigation . Augustine makes the

following confession : “ What is the truth , I would more

willingly learn , than say, lest I should say what I know

not." In Dwight's “ Theology," we have this frank ac

knowledgment from that greatmind : “ I am unable to

explain it.” Our aim now is to present in the clearest

light possible tbe results of the researches of learned and

penetrating men on this subject, not presuming, nor pro

mising to afford complete satisfaction on all points.

Intelligent piety is humble , and will not expect to com

prehend perfectly everything connected with the divine

government.

Wedo pot derive from Adam solely by imitation . Our
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arguments to establish the factof original sin we consider

a refutation of this doctrine. Are we not informed that

man is shapen in iniquity and conceived in sin Why

do infants display a bad temper, before they are old

enough to imitate the conduct of others ? Why do they

sicken and die, and thus suffer the punishment due to

sin , as soon as they beborn ? When Adam transgressed ,

and incurred the penalty, he became penitent, and his

conduct was calculated to dissuade his children from a

similar course. His sorrow on account of his disobe

dience would have a tendency to make sin appear odious

in the sight of his offspring, and would incline them to

a life of piety and virtue, were they as ready to copy a

good example as a bad one. But his very first son was

envious, ambitious, and blood-thirsty. He slew his

brother. And in the course of years the posterity of

Adam became so outrageously wicked , that the Lord

sent a mighty deluge upon the earth , to sweep them all,

save Noah and his family , from his presence. Is it not

true now , as in the days of Adam , that men are more

apt to imitate a bad example than a good and virtuous

one? Is it not a fact that children are more ready to

copy the vices than the virtues of their parents ? We

have only to look around upon the movements of our

busy race , to find evidence enough that there exists in

every human heart a decided inclination towards things

sinful. For additional proof, see Genesis v : 3, where

it is said that Adam “ begat a son in his own likeness,

after his image.” We understand that Seth was born in

the moral likeness, or after themoral image, of apostate

Adam ; as Adam is said to have been created in the

moral likeness ofGod . “ And God said , Let us make

man in our image, after our likeness.” — Genesis i : 26 .

This may be inferred from the language of Panl in 1

Corinthians xv : 49, “ We have borne the image of the

earthly ." If, then , Adam begat Seth in his own like

ness , he did not acquire his likeness by imitation . This

doctrine of imitation is really an argument in our favour.

Those who would account for the widespread depravity

of our race in this manner , virtually acknowledge that

bad example is very extensive, and is very readily fol

lowed . How can all men become sinners by imitation,
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unless all men have bad examples before them to imi

tate, and a heart within them inclined to conform

to such examples ? And what better evidence do we

want of the depravity of man 's nature ? If bad ex

ample is so very general, and so very generally fol

lowed, human nature from the very womb inust surely

be corrupt. Dr. Dick remarks : " If it were only here

and there that bad example is exhibited , it would be

only here and there that corruption would be diffused .

It follows, therefore, that there has been a bad example

in all ages and nations, in all provinces , cities , villages,

and families." Again he observes : “ The general imita

tion of bad example demonstrates an innate propensity

to evil." *

Weobserve again , thatwe are not made sinners by

Adam 's disobedience according to the Arminian system .

This represents man as having inherited naturalmor

tality from Adam , and all his sinful habits and disposi

tions are said to arise from his natural frailty and mor

tality . When Adam transgressed , he was separated

from the tree of life, and so became subject to death.

And bis posterity , inheriting his natural mortality, are

exposed to many evils and temptations in consequence

of their frail and dying condition . “ The fear of death

enfeebles and enslaves the mind ; the pursuit of those

things which are necessary to support a frail, perishing

life, engrosses and contracts the soul; and the desire of

sensual pleasure are rendered more eager and ungovern

able , by the knowledge that the time of enjoying them

soon passes away. Hence arise envying of those who

have a larger share of the good things of this life - strife

with those who interfere in our enjoyments - impatience

under restraint - and sorrow and repining when pleasure

is abridged. And to this variety of turbulent passions,

the natural fruits of the punishment of Adam 's trans

gression , there are also to be added, all the fretfulness

and disquietude occasioned by the diseases and pains

which are inseparable from the condition of a mortal

being ." " This is the doctrine of Arminius, and Whitby,

* Lecture on Theology, 47th.

+ Hill's Lectures in Divinity, book iv, chap . i, see ü . .
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and others, and a neatly constructed one it is. But is it

correct ? Why, then , do men exbibit a disposition to

sin with so much uniformity ? Why are those who

have the most natural frailties and infirmities often the

most humble, meek , and correct in their lives ? How

comes it that themost profligate and wicked are often

those who are in the bloom of health , and basking in the

sunshine of prosperity ? Why does not the wickedness

ofmen vary on every band precisely in proportion to

their physical strength and outward circumstances ?

Why do infants discover such striking symptoms of de

pravity before they are old enough to exercise their

minds concerning their frail and mortal nature, and the

rapid flight of their days ? Why are the Scriptures so

earnest and explicit in their teachings in regard to the

deep corruption of man's nature, and the necessity of

regeneration by the Spirit of God ? Why do they speak

in accents so severe, and so mortifying to the pride of

man , of the innate depravity of the human heart? Do

we not perceive from our own experience, and from a

careful observation of the conduct of men around us,

thatman 's heart is set in him to do evil ; that it is de

ceitful above all things and desperately wicked , so that

none can know it ? Are not those believers very few

who are satisfied to account for that powerful and con

stant proneness to evil with which they have to contend

with such powerful vigilance, and which gives them so

many anxious thoughts , in the poor and imperfect way

here indicated ? Such iniquities are sufficient to show

the utter inadequacy of this doctrine to meet thedemands

of the case . This will satisfy very few enlightened and

unbiassedminds, who have an honest desire to arrive at

the truth , and are determined not to rein up their inves

tigations any where short of it.

But still the question is before us, How are we made

sinners by Adam 's disobedience ? How do we all derive

sin from this source ? Themost orthodox divines, as we

feel disposed to pronounce them , answer with one mind

and voice, By natural generation , and by imputation .

To each of these let us now devote the most solemn and

prayerful attention , that wemay not go astray on a sub

ject so interesting and important.
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NATURAL GENERATION .

Here we are immediately enveloped in mystery. Oh,

how narrow the sphere in which the mind of man must

move ! Weare overwhelmed with questions like the fol

lowing : Do we only derive our corporeal or material

parts from our natural progenitors ? How , then , can

moral corruption be predicated of matter, considered

apart from the soul ? How can the soul, having the hand

of its Creator pure and innocent, become morally con

taminated by its contact with matter ? Is it possible that

the spirit can be propagated , as the body is ? These

questions, to use a familiar phrase of Dr. Dick , are

“ more curious than useful.” It is not profitable, nor

edifying , to spend our precious time upon them . Our

aim is now , not to fully explain the subject before us,

(for this would be a foolish and unsuccessful aim , and

would indicate the most arrogant presumption ,) but

simply to present a few suggestions, founded upon the

prayerful researcbes of able and candid minds, and ,

adapted , we think, to afford some smallmeasure of satis

faction to the honest inquirer. .

We are not compelled to go beyond the doctrine of

imputation , to account for that corrupt nature with

which man is born into the world. Sin inherentmay

be the immediate effect of sin imputed . Death spiritu

al, is part of the penalty of Adarn 's transgression. When

this transgression is imputed to us, or accounted ours,

the penalty of course falls upon us. When the soul and

body are united , the new being is then complete, and

regarded as one of Adam 's represented posterity ; and

may instantly becomespiritually dead , in consequence

of imputed guilt. Haly burton observes, when making

themost humble confessions in regard to the deep de

pravity of his nature, “ Penal this corruption must be,

as death and diseases are. And whereof can it be a

punishment, if not of Adam 's sin ." * ' It is worthy of

remark, that although Eve was a root of propagation as

well as Adam , sin and death , in every instance, are said

to be derived from him . “ In Adam all die .” “ By one

1 * Halyburton's Memoirs, Part I , Reflections. .
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man 's disobedience many were made sinners.” “ By

one man's offence, death reigned by one.”

But weshall not stop here. Let us give a moment's

attention to other facts . The language of the Scriptures

on all subjects should be carefully considered. “ Who

can bring a elean thing out of an unclean ?” — Job xiv :

4 . Here the fact that our parents are morally unclean ,

is assigned as a reason why we must necessarily be pol

luted. “ How can be be clean that is born of a woman ?"

Job xxvi: 4 . This is precisely of the same character

and import. “ That which is born of flesh is flesh ."

John iii : 6 . That which is born of corrupt human na

ture, is corrupt human nature. " I was shapen in ini

quity, and in sin did my mother conceiveme.” — Psalm

li : 5 . From the very commencement of my formation

was I defiled with sin . Such are the humiliating and

mysterious representations of the Scriptures .

The brain and heart of an infant in the womb are said

to be affected by whatever affects the brain and heart

of the mother. The impressions produced upon the one

are produced upon the other. And as the body and soul

are closely united, and mutually affect each other in a

most wonderfulmanner, this may possibly have an im

portant connection in some way with the hereditary

transmission of moral impurity . On this point Pictet,

in his excellent work on Christian Theology, expresses

himself in the following language : “ All that we may

venture to advance on this subject is, that an infant,

while in the womb of its mother, and therefore most in

timately united to her, has the same impression made

upon its brain or heart by different objects, as aremade

upon the brain or heart of its mother. We know that

the soul and body are so closely united , that the ideas of

the former, and themotions of the latter, mutually affect

each other ; whence it may follow , that the motions

which take place in the brain of infants , and make im

pressions on it, have the same influence on them as they

have on their mothers, namely, bind down their newly

created souls to sensual and carnal objects. This may

be illustrated by the following example : supposing God

to place a body, into which he intended to breathe

also a soul, in the midst of some burning liquid ; the
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very moment the soul entered that body, it would be

sensible of a very grievous pain . Thus it is that the

body of the infant in its mother's womb is moved in the

sameway as the body of its mother, who sins every

moment; and , therefore, from the time that the soul

enters the body so affected , the same affections or incli

nations are stirred up within it, as are stirred up in the

mother, according to the corresponding motions of the

body. In some such way as this we imagine that sin is

propagated." *

Weoften speak of “ family traits ." By this wemean

that there are certain traits of character by which parti

cular families, or connexions of people, are distinguish

ed . There are family vices. Eminent intellectual pow

ers also, seem to run in families. So do various infirmi.

ties, both of mind and temper. How shall we account

for all this ? How are these transmitted from parent to

child ? May not the general depravity ofhuman nature

be propagated in something like the samemanner ? Is

it not possible that an explanation of the one might be

an explanation of the other &

It may be well to direct attention very briefly, in this

connection, to the character or nature of original sin ,

that sin in which man is conceived and born . It implies

not merely “ the want of original righteousness," but

also “ the corruption of our whole nature ; by which we

are to understand , in the language of a worthy writer,

“ not the infusion of anything in itself sinful, but an

actual tendency or disposition to evil, resulting from the

loss of righteousness." It is not the corruption of the

very substance of the soul, but a derangement and per

version of its powers. Pictet remarks: “ With respect

to the nature of original sin , we must observe that it

does not consist in the corruption of the very substance

of the soul, because every substance is created by God ,

(who is not the author of sin ,) and because the Scripture

makes a distinction between our nature and the sin

that is inherent in it ; and moreover, if this were the

case, Christ would have taken sin upon himself, when

he took our nature. And it would also follow thatman,

•

* Pictet's Christian Theology, Book iv., chap. B.
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when he is regenerated , becomes essentially different

from the being he was before. * Neither is original sin

the substance of human nature, as Flaccus Illyricus of

the 17th century taught. This is ridiculously absurd .

It is neither the substance ofhuman nature, nor the cor

ruption of the substance of human nature, but simply

" a defect and perversion of its qualities." Neither is it

voluntary, in the sense in which this word is mostly used .

It is not against the will, compulsory, but it does not

imply a choosing exercise of the will. There can be no

sin without this, says the church of Rome. Concupis

cence , or that natural propensity to evil with which we

are born, is our nature , and man was originally created

with it, and surely we can not be condemned for it.

But our Saviour, in his sermon on themount, pronounced

impurity of heart, an inward inclination to evil, sinful

in the sight ofGod. Paul speaks of the " sin thatdwell

eth in me." There are also sins of ignorance. And

hence we conclude that sin is not always, and from ne

cessity, the offspring of the will.

IMPUTATION .

" And the Lord God commanded the man, saying, of

· every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat ; but of

the tree of knowledge, of good and evil, thou shalt not

eat of it ; for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou

shalt die .” — Genesis ii : 16, 17. Here we have a cove

nant : the parties, God and Adam ; the condition, per

fect obedience; the penalty, death ; the implied promise,

eternal life. Does any one say that Adam did not con

sent to the terms ? We are informed that he was made

in the moral image of God , and had his law written upon

his heart. Surely, then , there could be no disagreement

between them . Whatever terms God might propose,

Adam might promptly accept. And the terms would

have been binding upon Adam any way , as a creature

ofGod . His consent was not necessary to make them

obligatory .

In this covenant Adam stood as the federalhead and

* Book iv , chap. v.
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representative of his posterity . Hehad been addressed

as their representative before the fall, and why should

we conclude thathe was not addressed as such in this

instance ? When God said , " Be fruitful, and multiply ,

and replenish the earth ,” he did not address Adam and

Eve alone, but also their descendants. Neither did he

address them alone when he said , “ Behold I have given

you the herb bearing seed, which is upon the face of all

the earth, and every tree on the which is the fruit of a

tree yielding seed , to you it shall be for meat.” When

the covenant was made with Adam , therefore, we may

justly suppose that his posterity were included , and that

he acted in the capacity of a representative. And this

may be inferred from the execution of the penalty upon

all mankind. Indications of this may be seen every

where around us. Adam , then, in the covenant of

works,” stood as the representative of his posterity, so

that they all sinned in him , and fell with him , in his

first transgression . His sin is imputed to them , is ac

counted theirs, and therefore the curse fell upon them

all. But what are we to understand by imputation , as

the word is here used . President Edwards defines the

imputation of Adam 's sin to be " liability to punishment

on account of his sin ." Dr. Hodge says, in his com

mentary on the Epistle to the Romans : " This doctrine

merely teaches that in virtue of the union, representative

and natural, between Adam and his posterity, bis sin is .

the ground of their condemnation, that is, of their sub

jection to penal evils." . Turretine observes : “ Imputa

tion is either of something foreign to us, or of something

properly our own. Sometimes that is imputed to us

which is personally ours ; in which sense God imputes

to sinners their transgressions. Sometimes that is im

puted to us which is without us, and not performed by

ourselves ; thusthe righteousness of Christ is said to be

imputed to us, and our sins are imputed to him , although

he has neither sin in himself, nor we righteousness .

Here we speak of the latter kind of imputation , not the

former , because we are talking of a sin committed by

Adam , and not by us." And we have the following

language from Dr. Owen : “ Things which are not our

own originally, inherently, may yet be imputed to us,

VOL. IX . - No. 3 . 9
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by the rule of righteousness. And this may be done

upon a double relation unto those whose they are, 1st.

federal, 2d. natural." . And again he says : Nothing

is intended by the imputation of sin unto any, but the

rendering them justly obnoxious unto the punishment

due unto that sin . According to Dr.Hodge, in theimpu

tation of Adam 's sin , there is no transfer of the moral

turpitude of his sin to his descendants," and " no ground

to us of remorse." * These quotations from different

authors will enable us to form as clear a conception as

can be formed of what is meant by the imputation of

Adam 's sin . They teach , and very correctly and scrip

turally , we think , that Adam 's transgression is not ours

personally , or by our own act, and that the moral turpi

tude of it is not transferred to us, so that it cannot pro

perly be to us an occasion of remorse ; but that, in con

sequence of our connection with him , as a federal head

and natural root, his sin is reckoned or accounted ours,

and webecome liable to the punishmentdue to it. Now ,

can it be shown that this doctrine is taught in the Scrip

tures ? See Romans v : 19. 6 As by oneman 's disobe

dience many were made sinners, so by the obedience

of one shall many bemaderighteous." Here it is plainly

intimated that we are made sinners by Adam 's disobe

dience, in the very manner in which we are made

righteous by Christ's obedience. The apostle invites

attention to the analogy between Christ and Adam .

How , then , are we made righteous by the Saviour's

obedience ? Surely not by imitation. He is not per

sonally and visibly present with us, that we may be the

spectators of his holy conduct ; and when we read the

story of his life and death, as recorded by the evangel

ists, we find ourselves entirely unable to imitate him .

Wehave naturally an utter aversion to such an eminently

holy example . Neither can we derive righteousness

from him by natural generation, because we are not

descended from him , as we are from Adam . Itmust be

by imputation . His obedience is imputed to us, or set

down to our account; and in consequence of our interest

in him , the Holy Spirit is sent, to renew and sanctify
to do Haider " W . 20

au o b u00 Old and New Theology . chapter ii. 1014120
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ourmoral nature , and thus fit us for the enjoyment of

God. Hewas the representative of his elect people in

the covenant of grace,and when be fulfilled all righteous

ness, it was received as satisfactory in their name. And

now we understand the apostle to say, that as Adam

was the federal head and representative of his posterity

in the covenant of works, and by his imputed disobe

dience they were inade sinners, so that Christ is the

federal head and representative of his people in the

covenant of grace, and by his imputed obedience they

are made righteous. Our Saviour's obedience can

only make men righteous by imputation , and as

Adam is here compared with bim , we infer that his dis

obedience makes men sinners in the same manner.

And that this is the apostle 's idea, the strict import of

his language appears to teach . The words katestathesan

amartoloi,made sinners, signify that we are constituted

sinners — made sinners by a judicialact. Asby Adain 's

disobedience many were constituted sinners, accounted

sinners by the divine government, so by the obedience

of Christ sball inany be constituted righteous. '

See also the 18th verse of the same chapter. “ As by

the offence of one, judgment came upon all men to con

demnation , even so by the righteousness of one, the free

gift cameupon all men unto justification of life.” Jus

tification and condemnation are legal or forensic terms.

They do not imply a change of character, so much as a

change of state. If allmen were condemned for Adam 's

offence, that offence must have been imputed to allmen .

We did not commit that offence actually or personally,

and God cannot condemn us on account of it, unless it

be made ours by imputation. The argument from this

passage is conclusive. The statement is clear and dis

tinct, and so easily understood as to render an exposition

unnecessary . : :

113 Again , in the 14th verse, Adam is called “ the figure

of himn that was to come.” Here the allusion is evi.

dently to Christ. This may be inferred from the connec

tion in wbich the words occur, and from similar expres

sions elsewhere. And how was Adam the figure or

type of Christ ? Not because he consisted of soul and

body, because every mau resembles Christ in this par

ticular. He is called the figure of Christ ; and he was
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therefore like him in someway peculiar to himself- in

a way in which no other man erer could resemble him .

How was that ? He was a covenant-head , the represen

tative of mankind in a federal transaction , and so was

Christ. There can be no other satisfactory explanation

of Paul's language. It cannot be shown thatAdam was

in any otherrespect the oneand only figureortypeofChrist.

See also the 12th verse. " By one man sin entered

into the world , and death by sin , and so death passed

upon all men , for that all have sinned,” - sinned in

Adam , They reap the wages of Adam 's sin, because

they are considered in law as having transgressed in him .

In 1 Corinthians xv : 22, we have the following lan

guage : “ As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all

bemade alive.” Here again we have a comparison in

stituted between Christ and Adam . Here it is implied ,

that as we are made alive by Christ, so we die by Adam .

And since we are made alive by Christ by the imputa

tion of his obedience, we must die by Adam by the

imputation of his disobedience.

In the 45th verse it is said : “ The first man Adam

wasmade a living soul, the last Adam a quickening

spirit.” Here Christ is called the second Adam . And

wbat can Paulmean by referring so often to the analogy

between Christ and Adam , if the imputation of Adam 's

sin is not taught? He plainly intimates that there is

one great and striking point of similarity between the

two; and what can it be, if there is no reference to their

covenant-headships ? Toto

And we find that our views and reasoning are in har

mony with facts. Admitting that Adam did represent

his posterity in the covenant of works, and that his

offence is imputed to them , we have precisely the results

that would be expected to follow . Wecan all feel them ,

and see them with our own eyes. The curse that fell

upon Adam , in consequence of his transgression, fell in

all its power upon his descendants, as though it had

been committed by them . They all became subject to

affliction, sorrow , pain , and death . They were all com

pelled to labour and sweat for their daily food. They

all found thorns and thistles in their path , and vile , tu

multuous, and tormenting passions in their breasts.

They all experienced the bitterness of sinning against
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God. And as they suffered punishment for Adam 's

offence, equally with Adam , that offence must havebeen

charged upon them . They must have been so repre

sented in him , that when he transgressed, his transgres

sion was accounted theirs, and the punishment due to it

inflicted upon them . IDR Saw

hos
EQUITY AND REASONABLENESS OF THE DOCTRINE OF

REPRESENTATION . do me en

$ 1 There are questions connected with the great apos

tacy , and questions not unfrequently proposed, which

can only be silenced by a reference to the sovereignty of

God. Why were the angels left to stand or fall each for

himself, while mankind were to stand or fall together in

a covenant-head ? Why was Adam left in a state in

which he was liable to fall ? When he had fallen , why

was he not destroyed immediately ,why did not the curse

instantly take effect upon him , that he might not propa

gate a race of doomed sinners ? These questions, and

others like them , are evidently beyond the proper sphere

of human inquiry. We know that God intended man 's

happiness in the covenant of works. The scheme of re

demption was prepared to meet the demands of the fall,

and not the fall to meet the demands of the scheme of

redemption . Weare absolutely sure that God will not

do evil that good may come. There is much which

infinite wisdom has not been pleased to reveal. And

indeed , in our present state , weare unable to compre

hend the adorable counsels of eternity , were they even

recorded in the sacred volume. But there are some

points upon which human judgment can be profitably

exercised, even in connection with the imputation of

Adam 's sin . While it is not man 's prerogative to ar

raign his brother at the bar of his ownblind reason, and

approve or condemn according to his pleasure, he may

nevertheless humbly, and in the exercise of a trusting

faith, inquire into the wisdom and equity of his proceed

ings, in the light of inspired truth. lIfGod was pleased

to enter into a covenant with the human family , he had

a sovereign right to appoint the father of all our cove

nant-bead. And we cannot complain that he did not

assign to that solemn and important post a proper and
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was remer eat the fruit as
provided ild and gent , bu

suitable person. Adam was our father , and he could

nothave sustained a dearer and more intimate relation

to mankind. He was also created pure and innocent,

and endowed with ability to keep the divine law per

fectly . He was happy in communion with his adored

Creator, and loved to execute his will. Neither was the

condition of the covenant grievous or oppressive. Obe

dience, independent of the covenant, was due unto God .

This was an obligation imposed by his very creation .

And the test of his obedience how mild and kind ! It

was remarkably simple and easy. He was merely for

bidden to eat the fruit of a certain tree, while an abun

dance of other fruit was provided for his use . And not

only was the requirement so mild and gentle, and he

endowed with ability to keep the divine law , but the

most powerful inducements to obedience were set before

him . He was sweetly enticed by a precious promise,

and strongly urged by an awful threatening, and by a

deep sense of his responsibility as a representative, to

obey the divine command . Was there any injustice in

God 's dealings with man thus far ? Do we not rather

perceive the most distinct and pleasing indications of

benevolence ? But let us trace the progress of the divine

administration a little farther. Did Adam stand or fall ?

Suppose he obeyed the injunction , and thus entailed the

blessings of the promise upon the human family. Would

his posterity have complained ? Not a murmur would

then have escaped our lips. The goodness ofGod would

have been the theme of perpetual praise. But the affair

resulted differently. The covenant was broken , and the

curse fell upon man . And now shall we speak of God

in tones of peevish dissatisfaction ? Shall we complain

thathe did not violate his word ? Think for a moment."

says Dr. Green , in his “ Lectures on the Shorter Cate

cbism , " “ that if Adam had retained his holiness, all his

offspring, like himself, would have been holy and happy.

Would not this have been equitable . If it would , it

must be equitable that his offspring should be unholy ,

when he became so. The principle is the same, how

ever itmay affect the actual condition of our race." *

DETTO 3o Lecture 17th .ar e w
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Weshould , then , reflect with love upon God's unbending

faithfulness. Weshould remember that he is not man ,

that he should die , nor the son of man , that he should

repent. rg t en RSITE

How shall we reconcile the imputation of Adam 's sin

to his posterity with Ezekiel xviii : 20 : " The son shall

not bear the iniquity of the father, neither shall the

father bear the iniquity of the son .” We have no right

to apply this to the case before us. Weare considering

a covenant transaction . It may not be universally true

that children must bear the iniquities of the father, and

yet in a peculiar case like this , in which a covenant is

formed , and in which the father acts as the federalhead

of his offspring, it may be true. There is no allusion to

covenanting in the passage we have cited. In it we are

simply taught, that in ordinary cases, when a child re

jects the wicked habits and example of an ungodly father,

and lives an upright life, he shall not bear his father's

iniquities. This is for the encouragement of virtuous

children who have wicked parents . le forbruntom fortis

If it were unjust for God , in the case of Adam , to

charge his offence upon his posterity, or to hold them

liable to the punishment due to it, it does seem that he

has erred repeatedly. And this we know to be impossi

ble. In his covenants with men , it has been a general

rule with God to include their unborn offspring. This

not only evinces the justice of imputation , but is pre

sumptive evidence that all mankind are represented in

the covenant of works. When God made a covenant

with Noah , he said , “ I establish my covenant with you,

and with your seed after you." - Genesis ix : 9 . Noah's

descendants, even those who were not then in being,

shared with him the consequences of that transaction !

When God entered into a covenant with Abraham , his

language was, " I will establish my covenant between

meand thee , and thy seed after thee, in their genera

tions, for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto

thee, and to thy seed after thee." -- Genesis xviii : 7.

Abraham 's unborn posterity were to receive the sign or

seal of this covenant, and enjoy the privileges and bless

ings flowing from it, or suffer the results of its violation ,

as well as himself. And when God covenanted with the
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children of Israel in the land of Moab, he said , by the

mouth of bis servant Moses, “ Neither with you only

do I make this covenant and this oath , but with him

that standeth here with us this day before the Lord our

God , and also with him that is not with us here this

day.” _ Deuteronomy xxix : 14, 15 . Here we are taught

that this covenant was made with those whom Moses

addressed, yet to be born . We learn from such exam

ples that God does not consider it unjust to enter into a

covenant with men, and bind their unborn posterity,

who are represented by them , to the conditions, sending

upon them the evils of its violation, or the happy fruits

growing out of it, as the result may be, without their

personal consent.Ta n de

Instances of one person being punished on account of

the sins of another, or ofmany being punished on account

of sins which they did not personally commit, are not at

all rare in the Scriptures. On account of Achan 's sin ,

who coveted and took the goodly Babylonish garment,

and two hundred shekels of silver, and a wedge of gold

of fifty shekels weight, and hid them in the earth , an

army of three thousand of the men of Israel were made

to flee before the men of Ai, and many of them were

slain . And the Lord said , “ Israel hath sinned , and

they have also transgressed .my covenant which I com

manded them ; for they have even taken of the accursed

thing , and have also stolen , and dissembled also, and

they have put it even among their own stuff. Therefore

the children of Israel could not stand before their ene

mies, but turned their backs before their enemies , be

cause they were accused ; neither will I be with you any

more, except ye destroy the accursed from among you ."

Joshua vii : 11, 12 . All the first born in the families of

the Egyptians were slain in consequence of Pharoah's

hardness of heart . “ And it came to pass, that at mid

night the Lord smote all the first-born in the land of

Egypt, from the first-born of Pharoah that sat on his

throne, unto the first-born of the captive that was in the

dungeon , and all the first-born of the cattle . And Pha

roah rose up in the night, he and all his servants, and

all the Egyptians, and there was a great cry in Egypt,

for there was not a house where there was not one dead."
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Exodus xii : 29,30. The Amalekites, four centuries after

they had given battle to the people ofGod in their jour

ney from Egypt, were, by divine command, sorely pun

ished for the act. " Thus saith the Lord of hosts , I re

member that which Amalek did to Israel, how he laid

in wait for him in the way, when he cameup from Egypt.

Now go and smite Amalek , and utterly destroy all that

they have, and spare them not ; but slay both men and

women , infant and suckling, ox and sheep , camel and

ass . And Saul smote the Amalekites from Havilah

until thou comest to Shur, that is over against Egypt.

And he took Agag the king of the Amalekites alive, and

utterly destroyed all the people with the edge of the

sword.” - 1 Samuel xv : 2 , 3 , 7, 8. The Jews are now

suffering the sore judgment of heaven in consequence of

their father 's iniquities . And many more similar illus

trationsmight readily be pointed out, were it necessary .

The equity of this principle of representation is recog

nized in the legal transactions of men . In the transfer

of property by deeds and bonds, parents bargain and

contract for their offspring without their consent. For

the crime of high treason , in some countries,men forfeit

their worldly estates, and entail poverty and contempt

upon their descendants for many generations. We could

show , by an appeal to the writings of philosophers, his

torians, and poets, that mankind naturally regard this

principle as just. It is approved by the heathen mind,

whose views of rightand wrong have never come under

the sway ofrevelation . Wehave the following language

from the Delphic oracle of the ancient Romans, the

original Latin being translated into English : batidae

TATUS ABOUT

16 " Justice divine pursues the guilty head : elh a s

Nor can they escape, not e'en if sprung from love; otsa

O 'er them it hangs, and o'er their guiltless sons !

Stroke after stroke falls on the hapless race."

อร์ 1 0 Atitask)

And wemight adduce the testimony of eminent jurists,

skilled in the intricacies of human law , in defence of our

doctrine. Chief Justice Hale bas said : “ God mademan

righteous at first, and gave him a righteous law ; and,

inasmuch as man owed an infinite subjection to the author

ofhis being, he owed an exact obedience to the law of
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his Maker. YetGod was pleased to give him this law ,

not only as the rule of his obedience, but as a covenant

of life and death , wherein the first man made a stipula

tion for himself and his posterity ; and this was just, for

he had in himself the race of allmankind. All succeed

ing generations are but pieces of Adam , who had not ,

nor could have, their being but from him , and so it was

but reasonable and just for him to contract for all his

posterity ." * uile P ays bas cher

L ' ELIMA ORIGINAL SIN NO EXCUSE .

Many are ready to argue, that if man 's moral condi

tion , as born into the world , be such as we have repre

sented , it is a good excuse for his sinful conduct, and of

courseGod will look with an indulgent eye upon every

wayward act. This is an incorrect and dangerous view

of the subject. One who may be under the influence of

such an impression, should endeavor to obtain more en

lightened conceptions of the divine government, that he

may be delivered froin this ruinous delusion . There are

several facts to which his attention ought to be directed .

Man has reduced himself to this low estate . This is not

the work of God . In Adam , our holy father, we were

lawfully and very favorably represented . And having

broken covenant with God, and fallen into a state of

moral defilement and death , in the person of our repre

sentative,no blame attaches to the divine government,

nor is its original right to rule, command , and punish in

the least impaired . Wehave not made the divine law

less binding upon us by violating it, and by incurring

its penalty . And as to Adam acting as our federal head,

be assured all is right here ; there is not one of Adam 's

posterity who would not have broken the covenant, bad

he been left to stand or fall for himself - especially when

destitute of that solemn and powerful sense of responsi

bility which must have rested upon Adam 's mind, as

the representative of all his dear children to the remotest

generation . We have already shown how many things,

and some of them very strong in their influence, con

to walid * Hale's Meditation on the Lord's Prayer. wiad o
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spired to fortify and strengthen our federalhead . Dr.

Asbbel Green , in his " Lectures on the Shorter Cate

chism ," says : “ Let it further be considered, that men

were to be born in a state of infantile weakness . Now ,

during this state , would they, I ask, bave been as com

petent to resist temptation, as Adam was in the perfec

tion of his powers ? It has been often said on this sub

ject, and I think with truth , that every individualhad a

fairer prospect of a favorable issue to a state of proba

tion, by being represented in Adam , than if he had stood

for himself, that is, if he had stood for bimself, he would

have been far more likely to fall than Adam was. The

high responsibility of Adam - the knowledge that he

stood for his posterity - was doubtless a strong induce

ment to him to maintain his integrity." * :

- It should also be remembered that no man, in sinning

againstGod , does violence to his will, or acts under com

pulsion . He may act contrary to a divine and holy

principle implanted within him , if he be a converted

soul, as Paul intimates in Romans, 7th chapter, but he

cannot sin in opposition to that corrupt will in which he

is born . Hebas a certain freedom of will, in the full

exercise of which be transgresses the law of God . But

what is the nature of this freedom of will which he en

joys ? His will is not at liberty to determine itself, or

“ to determine its own determinations," for this would

be making an effect its own cause, which seems to us to

bemost unphilosophical and absurd . And yet this idea

of liberty is advocated bymany, and is regarded as indis

pensable to constitute one a moral agent. Wehave the

following language from Dr. Reid , in his Essays on the

Active Powers : “ By the liberty of a moral agent, I un

derstand a power over the determinations of his own

will. If, in any action, he had power to will what he

did , or not to will it, in that action he is free. But if,

in every voluntary action , the determination of his will

be the necessary consequence of something involuntary

in the state of his mind, or of something in his external

circumstances, he is not free ; he has not what I call the

liberty of a moral agent, but is subject to necessity .” +

* Lecture 17th. , + Essay iv, chap. i.
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This is the favorite Philosophy of Arminians. But the

liberty of a moral agent, is the liberty of the agent in

the exercise of bis will, and not the liberty of the will in

the exercise of itself. If man is at liberty to act from

choice, or according to his own free determinations,

without any foreign compulsion, he is free, and he has

a consciousness of his freedom . In Hill's Lectures in

Divinity,” we find the following definition of the liberty

of a moral agent : “ The liberty of a moral agent consists

in the power of acting according to his choice ; and those

actions are free, which are performed without any ex

ternal compulsion or restraint, in consequence of the de

terminations of his own mind.* Now this liberty man

enjoys, notwithstanding he is the subject of original cor

ruption . He acts freely , according to his own will, and

he is conscious of it. His accountability , therefore, can

not be questioned . Tiada em

Weshall not forget, moreover, that the grace and

Spirit ofGod are promised, and offered to us in Christ.

“ Is the Spirit of the Lord straitened ?” – Micah. ii : 7.

Weare informed that the Spirit of the Lord striveth with

men : “ The Lord said , MySpirit shall not always strive

with man .” — Genesis vi : 3 . “ Thou gavest thy good

Spirit to instruct them .” — Nehemiah ix : 20 . 1 " Ye do

always resist the Holy Ghost.” - Acts vii : 51. 1 " God is

the Christ reconciling the world unto himself, not im

puting their trespasses unto them .” — 2 Corinthians v :

17. “ As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,

even so must the Son of man be lifted up, that whoso

ever believeth in him should not perish , but have eternal

life.” — John iii : 14. “ Christ has suffered for sin , the

just for the unjust, that hemight bring us to God.” — 1

Peter iii : 18. “ This is his name whereby he shall be

called , The Lord our Righteousness .” — Jeremiah xxiii :

6 . There is, then, a way of escape for man, even al

though born under the curse and dominion of sin .

Hope pours her cheering light upon him . Help is pro

claimed in 'sweet accents from the skies. He is not per

mitted , therefore, to make the doctrine of original sin ,

as taught in the Scriptures, an excuse for his iniquities.

* Book iv ., chap. ix., sec. iii . "
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Pardon is offered - sanctification is offered the favour

and friendship of God , and a holy and happy heaven ,

are offered. Indeed they are pressed upon us. Then

let us not reason thus : Alas ! I am " a child of wrath ,”

condemned already, ” and “ dead in trespasses and

sins,' — I was born under the frowns of beaven , with a

nature deeply defiled with the dark stain of iniquity ;

and, therefore, why need I trouble myself ? what can I

dol - if God will pardon and save, well and good, but if

not, I must perish . My hands are tied . Therefore, I

will live as I list, and take whatever may come. No,

sinner, you have something to do ; and why standest

thou all the day idle ? The way of salvation is open be

fore you — pardon, peace , and holiness are presented to

you, to be received or rejected . If you sin , you do it.

freely, and from choice, --if you perish, it is because you

would have it so . Do not blame your Maker, to encou

rage your heart in iniquity. Do not vainly attempt to

throw off all responsibility from your own shoulders. Ji

FRIENDLY INQUIRIES.

- To those who hesitate to believe the doctrine of origi

nal sin, or who positively deny that it is true, we wish

to address a few respectful but searching questions.

Are you certain that your judgment is uncontrolled by

that selfish pridewhich is common to us all ? This doc

trine is evidently very mortifying to our natural vanity

and self-esteem . There is nothing in it flattering to our

bearts. Man loves to consider himself as influential,

able to accomplish anything, admired by all, of great

worth , and an individual of great importance in God 's

dominions. He is inclined to regard himself as under

no special obligations to God ; and whatever he may do

in the way of glorifying him in his body and spirit, is a

gratuity, a favour done him , for which he is eternally

bound to remember and bless him . He is reluctant,

therefore, to believe such a doctrine as the one we have

been discussing, - a doctrine which strips him of his

imaginary worth , power, and importance , and describes

him as naturally " poor, and wretched , and miserable ,

and blind, and naked,” and in a state of dependence
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upon
divinmself entirely eclare thatupon divine and sovereign grace. This gives him a

view of himself entirely too humiliating to be satis

factory. Now , if you declare that this doctrine does

not commend itself to your judgment, even after a care

ful examination of the Scriptures, we beg you to make

sure that pride is not at the bottom of your unbe

lief, - a secret, and yet powerful opposition of soul to

every message that comes to mortify and condemn, ra

ther than to flatter and extol. We are informed that

“ the wicked, through the pride of his countenance, will

not seek after God. And no doubt the pride ofman 's

countenance prevents him often from looking rightly at

his true condition , which is a necessary preparation for

seeking after God . 1990

But let us persuade you to devote some attention to

another point. Are you not robbing your blessed Re

deemer of his glory ? Does not this doctrine present the

great work of redemption in a most engaging light ? If

it be true, has not Christ an infinite right to the heart's

purest and richest offerings ? Are not his claims upon

our gratitude and love exceedingly strong ? But, sup

pose it be false, what then ? Is the Redeemer still as

glorious and adorable as ever in our eyes ? Will our

deep sense of obligation remain unabated ? Shall we be

as ready to shout forth joyously , “ Salvation unto our

God, which sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb."

If it be not true that man is born under the curse of the

law , and with a nature deeply depraved , we are much

mistaken if it will not degrade our ideas of the Saviour's

glorious mediation . Who deny the divinity of the Lord

Jesus Christ ? Who deny the doctrine of justification by

faith in a Saviour's blood , as proclaimed and vindicated

by Luther, and Calvin , and other noble defenders of the

cross ? Who lay the greatest stress upon good works,

and the least upon the unmerited kindness of God ?

Who glorify man the most, and God the least, in their

views of salvation ? Who are most indifferent to the

great and good missionary cause, contributing the least

money, furnishing the fewest labourers, and offering the

fewest prayers, to support and carry it on ? We should

not judge hastily , and without much calm deliberation,

on a subject so serious ; but we must be permitted to
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express our honest conviction , when we say, in answer

to all these grave interrogatories, they, just they, where

ever they may be, and by wbatever name called, who

utterly discard the doctrine of original sin , and will give

it no place in theirreligiouscreed. If, then ,wewould not

detract from the glory of the cross, and from the loveli

ness of our blessed Mediator, wemust not renounce this

Scriptural and fundamental doctrine. The scheme of

redemption gives a deeper dye to original sin , and origi

palsin gives a brighter lustre to the scheme of redemp

tion. They should ever be viewed in connection , if we

would have themost exalted views possible of a Saviour's

worth , and the most lively feelings of gratitude and
love.

But another question : How , do you approach the

sacred oracles, to learn what God has taught ? With

your views of a subject already unchangeably fixed ,

or with a willing and teachable spirit With the

determination that every thing must yield to your pre

conceived opinions, or with the determination thatwhat

ever God has cleansed you will not call common or un

clean With a mind unconquerably resolved not to be

defeated in a controversy , or with an humble desire to

know what the Lord has revealed , and to receive it as

immutable truth , and act upon it , howevermortifying it

may be to human pride ? There would be less error in

the world , were men more inclined to approach the ora

cles of eternal wisdom with a right spirit, and with pro

per intentions."** Men too often make tbe Bible a servant

to them , to carry out their will, instead of making them

selves obedient servants to it, to maintain and carry out

its precepts. This point, then , should be well guarded,

if we wish to arrive at the truth . We must open the

sacred volume with honest and sincere hearts, bowing

humbly , and with all the simplicity and confidence of

little children , at the feet of our Heavenly Father, - not

as stubborn and self-willed poleinics, determined to main

tain a position too hastily taken — not as worshippers of

blind and perverted human reason , which is evidently

not able to comprehend everything connected with the

divine government; but as those who only wish to see

that a doctrine is plainly revealed, to believe it, and to
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frame their faith and practice according to it, regardless

of its connection with any previously formed but false

theory , and without waiting to force it into a state of

entire harmony with a narrow and sin-distorted judg

ment. " Canst thou by searching find outGod ? canst

thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ? It is as high

as heaven, what canst thou do ? deeper than hell, what

canst thou know ? The measure thereof is longer than

the earth and broader than the sea .” “ How unsearch

able are his judgments, and his ways past finding out!”

Dongen Dod a .

ano CHRIST FREE FROM ORIGINAL SIN . birov

AIS

Hedid not descend from Adam by ordinary genera

tion . Hence Adam 's sin was not imputed to him . He

was not one of his represented posterity. And although

his body was formed out of the substance of the virgin ,

that he might be one with us, bone of ourbone and flesh

of our flesh , yet it was formed by the overshadowing

power of the Holy Ghost ; and “ the moment the soul

was united to the body, both soul and body subsisted in

the person of the Son of God." Therefore he was born

entirely free from all moral corruption . In the West

minster “ Shorter Catechism ,” the question, " How did

Christ, being the Son ofGod, becomeman ?” is answered

in these words, “ Christ, the Son of God , became man,

by taking to himself a true body and a reasonable soul,

being conceived by the power of the Holy Ghost, in the

womb of the Virgin Mary, and born of her, yet without

sin .” Neither by natural generation , nor by imputation,

could Cbrist be subject to original sin . The angel said

unto Mary, “ The Holy Ghost shall comeupon thee, and

the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee ; there

fore also , that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall

be called the Son ofGod.” — Luke i: 35. Thus was his

body formed . And the soul - it could not be created

sinful, nor could Adam 's transgression have any effect

upon it. The Son ofGod , then , when he took on him

the seed of Abraham ,” or assumed the entire human

nature, did not become subject in any degree to that

original corruption which characterizes all who descend

from Adam by ordinary generation . And this was

unto
Mary ofthe

thing
whichuke i
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necessary, 1st. “ becanse the human nature was to sub

sist in union with the Sou of God ;" 2d . “ because it was

to be a sacrifice for sin, and therefore behoved to be

without blemish,” Hebrews vii : 26 , 1 Peter i : 19 ; 3d.

because " the spotless holiness of bis human nature was

to be imputed to us as a part of his righteousness," 1

Corinthians i : 30 , Jeremiah xxxiii : 15 , 2 Corinthians

v : 21. Then let us rejoice that we have such an High

Priest as became us, one who was holy, harmless , unde

filed , separate from sinners, who needed not daily, as

other bigh priests , to offer up sacrifice, first for his own

sins, and then for the people's ; for the law maketh men

high priests which have infirmity, but the word of the

oath , which was since the law , maketh the Son, who is

consecrated forevermore.

(MAN'S DEPENDENCE ON GOD .

When we reflect upon such traths as have been pre

sented , our spiritual pride should be mortified , and our

sense of dependence deepened and strengthened . In

finitely absurd and ill-conceived are the aspirations and

efforts of that legalist who would work his way to heaven

by his own unaided energy . He thinks not of the old

sore. He bas forgotten that he came into the world

under the sentence of condemnation . Not only is his

nature depraved , but the covenant is violated , tbat “ one

man' s disobedience ” is accounted bis , and ever since bis

birth be has been exposed to the sword of retributive

justice. He labors and watches to avoid the condemna

tion of the law , with a view to salvation , forgetting that

he is “ condemned already." If Christ is not desirable

in his sight, his hopes are baseless, visionary fabrics ,

and doomed to perish . His mind must undergo a

thorough revolution, his views and feelings must be en

tirely changed, before he can enter “ the golden city,"

and appear in glory's robes before his God. There is no

virtue in self-inflicted tortures — " in beads, and holy

water, and crossings, and bowings,” — “ in pilgrimages

to holy places, and superstitious reverence for dead

men's bones,” - in long prayers , long lastings, and long,

heartless ceremonies. These are well styled " the inven

VOL . IX . - No. 3 . 10
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tions of a blind zeal, and the injunctions of a tyrannical

priesthood .” A deep sense of his own impotency, and

dependence upon divine grace, is fallen man 's loveliest

ornament. He should earnestly consider the humilia

ting truths we have discussed , until be is ready to ex

claim , “ Arise , O Lord ; save me, O my God." He

should feel that he is utterly incompetent either to obey

fully the divine law , or to render an atonement for sin ;

that he is prostrate under mountains of guilt, and ready

to perish , unless the Saviour will come to his rescue.

While self-reliance is the way to success in worldly pur

suits, it is the way to misery and death in the schemeof

redemption .. Here we must look away from ourselves

for an object on which to fix our confidence and hope.

And this we find exceedingly difficult. Selfishness will

figure largely in all our calculations. We are anxious

to share the honours of a spiritual heroism . We are

inclined to fix a complacent eye on our own moral valor.

Men are accustomed to form too high an estimate of

human worth . Genius, learning , family nobility , re

ligious zeal,military fame, eloquence, and royalty , are

all supposed to have claims,more or less upon the divine

admiration and regard. The orator, when pronouncing

high-wroughteulogies upon the lives of deceased authors,

statesmen , and warriors , unhesitatingly declares that

they are reaping heaven 's joys as the reward of their

labors. The amateurs of poetry have long ago enrolled

the names of Homer, Shakspeare, Byron , and Burns in

the register of the redeemed . And those ancient philo

sophers who were wise beyond their day, and who framed

curious systems of morality , Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

Zeno, and others, are represented as being, without

doubt, in the world of glory, where their brows are

wreathed with imperishable laurel. In an address de

livered at the dedication of a cemetery in the environs

ofNew York , a distinguished literary gentleman of our

day, after summoning around him the spirits of departed

saints, thus describes the beavenly troop : “ In thatwhite

robed company of winged beings who would cluster

around us , would be the half-divine form of Homer, who

gave Greece her heroism and her poetry, and flung over

the tombs of her great children the wreath of undying
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fame — of Phidias, Cleomines, and Praxitiles, who filled

their cemeteries and temples with breathing marbles

of the divine Plato , who revealed to the spiritual-minded

Greeks the immortality of the son), — of Cicero and Virgil,

who infused into the civilization of Rome the elegant

taste of the Greek - in a word , of all the great and good

who , amidst the struggles and gloom of a working world,

have directed mankind to the better life to come.” Such

language betrays a deplorable want of correct religious

knowledge, and a charity of judgment no where author

ized in the Scriptures. The fancy of a poet, the chisel

of an artist, and the eloquence of an orator, can never

win them an entrance into the heavenly kingdom . They

must have other passports than these, or they can never

pass the portals of the New Jerusalem . There is but

one way of salvation revealed, and that is through the

mediation of Christ. Tbat a Socrates or Cicero can be

saved by any other method, we have no divine warrant.

When we pronounce an individual an heir of heaven ,

without some assurance that he is united to Christ, we

proceed entirely on our own responsibility. What but

the blood of Jesus can “ cleanse us from all sin ?” What

but the Spirit of God can sanctify the polluted soul ?

Man sbould never feel secure, until he has taken his

stand upon that tried and precious corner-stone which

God hath laid in Zion . “ Other foundation can no man

lay than that is laid , which is Jesus Christ.” — 1 Corin

thians iii : 11. " Neither is there salvation in any other ,

for there is none other name under heaven given among

men, whereby we must be saved.” — Acts iv : 12.

GRATITUDE TO CHRIST.

In view of such facts as have been mentioned, we

should be exceedingly grateful for the gift of Christ, and

should eagerly appropriate him as our only hope.

“ Thanks he unto God for bis unspeakable gift.” Asby

Adam 's disobedience we were made sinners, so by

Christ's obedience wemay be made righteous. He has

suffered the penalty of the law , and fully met all its re

quirements, and in his name wemay stand accepted in

the divine presence. By his blood we may be absolved
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from guilt, and by bis Spirit wemay be delivered from

all moral pollution, so that he is a complete and all-suf

ficient Redeemer. Hence the apostle 's bold avowal of

attachment to the Gospel : “ I am not ashamed of the

Gospel ofChrist, for it is the power of God unto salva

tion to every one that believeth." — Ronians i : 16. We

delight to trumpet the praises of those distinguished

men whose names are identified with the cause of na

tional liberty. Ballads are sung to their honour by a

thousand tongues, - large assemblies are convened to

hear their worth . extolled , - bannered regiments attend

their footsteps, - thundering ordnance salute their ap

proach, -- and anxious multitudes court a sight of their

nodding plumes and streaming cockades. Butwhat are

the champions of political freedom , a Kosciusko, a La

fayette, or a Washington , compared with our great

spiritual Deliverer ! The foriner befriend mankind in

the chains of a temporary human captivity , but the lat

ter is the fast friend of the immortal soul, bleeding and

languishing in the tightly riveted fetters of a grinding

and eternal bondage. Our blessed Saviour has tri

umphed over the thrones and principalities of dark

ness ,- he has taken a migbty and victorious grapple

with the Prince of the power of the air , - he has valiantly

contested the emperorship of this revolted and self-ruined

province, - he has uulocked the barred and bolted dun

geons of spiritual despotism ; and now the sweet voice

ofGospel grace announces to the captive the glad news

of his emancipation . Weshould, then, listen with joy

ous hearts to the invitations of redeeming mercy. “ If

the Son shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed."

If Christ be the object of our confiding love, we are no

more under condemnation , but are under the process of

preparation for the pure abodes of the eternal on high .

Weare the sons and daughters of the Lord Almighty

heaven is our home- angels are our attendants— the

Holy Spirit is our purifier, comforter, and tutor - glory

has dawned upon us — and sweet antepasts of eternal

joys are already ours. Where is the eloquence to de

scribe, the soul to feel, the full extent of our indebted

ness to the Prince of life ! With a seraph 's fervour, and

a corresponding power of utterance, we could but half
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declare his praise. His claims upon our gratitude can

never be met.

“ Were the whole realm of nature mine,

That were a present far too small ;

Love so amazing, so divine,

Demands my soul, my life, my all.”

THE MISSIONARY CAUSE.

The facts we have considered should exalt our esti

mate of the importance of the missionary cause. If by

one inan 's disobedience all mankind were inade sinners,

we should earnestly desire that allmen should become

acquainted with him by whose obedience they may be

made righteous. Poorheathen brother ! we acknowledge

with shame our culpable inattention to your welfare .

You stand upon destruction 's brink - damnation 's billows

roll beneatb - your doom may soon be sealed forever ;

and yet we behold it all with comparative indifference.

Heaven guard the vessel that bears a missionary of the

cross to the regions of moral night. May propitious

gales swell her canvass, and speed her over the briny

wave to somebenighted shore. May her precious charge

be prospered in his work of love, and may a many

starred crown adorn his sainted brow in glory. Our

contributions should be frequent and liberal, and our

prayers numerous and fervent, in behalf of this heroic

vanguard , this ever-daring detachment in the army of

Christ. Never let us discourage those who have gone

to labour in distant lands, by talking in reprehensive

tones of their ill-directed zeal, - by asserting that they

have foolishly forsaken the starving around the home of

their youth, to feed those far away with the bread of

life . There are many around us, 'tis true, who are in

peed of Gospel light. There will be enough left, how

ever, to attend to them . We need not fear that the

cause of missions will depopulate Christendom . There

are so many disposed to i confer with flesh and blood,"

as to render this forever impossible. Pray , deny not

our perishing brethren beyond the seas a few morsels of

that living bread we enjoy so abundantly . When God

has put it into the heart of some missionary of rare de
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votion , to steer his course for India , China, Africa , or

the Isles of Ocean on mercy's errand, let him go, - let

him go, and may his life and health be precious in heav

en 's sight.

ARTICLE VIII .

CRITICAL NOTICES .

1 . A Collection of the Acts, Deliverances, and Testimonies of the

Supreme Judicatory of the Presbyterian Church , from its

origin in America to the present time; with Notes and Docu

ments Explanatory and Historical. Compiled for the Board

of Publication by the Rev. SAMUEL J. BAIRD. 8 vo., pp. 856.

Presbyterian Board of Publication . Philadelphia : 1856 . ?

From the first announcement in the newspapers that this

work was in preparation, we have looked for its appearance with

eager expectation. Our knowledge of the author's characteristic

earnestness, and of his great diligence in collecting materials for

his work , gave assurance that we should at length possess a

digest worthy of the name. Nor are we, upon a slight examina

tion, at all disappointed. A good fat octavó is before us, con

taining a vast body of documentary information touching the

early and forming period of our church's history in this coun

try. The various important decisions which have been rendered

at different times, are also judiciously arranged : and thewbole

book made easy of reference by means of a full index, and a

complete table of contents. Apart from the full and reliable

knowledge here afforded of the legislation of the church , the

compendious and documentary form in which so much of her

early history is given , showing the readiness with which she

has adapted herself to a rapid extension over a large territory,

imparts inestimable value to this volume.
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Mr. Baird may not perhaps acquire great literary reputation.

by the production of this work ; but he has the higher satis

faction of knowing that he has conferred a benefit upon the

whole Presbyterian Church in this country , and thereby made

all his brethren his debtors. His name will at least be a house

hold word in our Church courts, and he will be remembered

with affection and gratitude in the thousand libraries in which

his book will be shelved as a part of their indispensable furniture .

2. The Skeptical Era in Modern History : or the Infidelity of

the Eighteenth Century, the Product of Spiritual Despotism .

By T. M . Post. CHARLES SCRIBNER : 145 Nassau-street,

New York : 1856 . 12mo., pp. 264. - . . .!

The apologetic design of this book is sufficiently indicated in

its title. It aims to vindicate Protestantism from the charge of

being “ a religion of negations ; its philosophy, that of doubt,

denial, irreverence and insurrection ; its triumphs, logical, econo

mic, administrative, industrial, fiscal ; its genius cold , hard, prac

- tical, materialistic ; unheroic, unideal, undevout - the very anti

podes of exalted religious passion or faith , which can find shelter

alone under the shadow of ecclesiastical absolutism ." The author

cross-examines thewitness brought forward to support this charge ;

and successfully turns the testimony against the accuser. He

traces the infidelity of the eighteenth century not to the reforma

tion of the sixteenth as its product, but to the preceding des

potism , both secular and spiritual,asthe " pons et origomalorum ."

Weare gratified with every new indication that the popular

mind is setting in the direction of historical study, gathering

up the important lessons of the past, and putting a right in

terpretation upon the facts which party interest seeks everywhere

to pervert and misconstrue. History has been too long sub

orned into bearing testimony to a lie. Let a true philosophy

detect and explain the secret causes which underlie and con

nect her facts, and she will bear an honest testimony forGod and
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truth . We cannot say much in praise of this author's style,

which is anything but chaste, and full of new coined words. In

deed, the book bears the strongest internal evidence of being the

publication of lectures delivered before some popular lyceum :

against which we do not object, except that we could wish

the author had re-written them , substituting the calm and digni

fied style of the historical essayist for the florid and often vapid

declamation of the lecturer ; and if more historical details had

been substituted for much of the author's “ agonizing ” and repe

titious amplifications, the arguments would have told with tenfold

greater power,

3 . Modern Pilgrims: Showing the improvements in travel, and

the newestmethods of reaching theCelestial City. By GEORGE

Wood, author of Peter Schlemihl in America. PHILLIPS,

SAMPSON & Co . Boston : 1855. 2 vols., 12 mo., pp. 396 , 396 .

Wewere first attracted to these volumes by the title, wonder

ing at the boldness of an author venturing thus into the lists with

the famous old dreamer. An allegory sustained through two

mortal volumes of eight hundred pages would achieve for any

man an immortal reputation. Unfortunately , the wing which

attempts this soaring flight,wearies in mid -air, and there is many

a sudden descent from the figurative to the literal, and the com

mingling of the two presents combinations thatare often grotesque

enough. But while it fails as an allegory , it is for the most part

capital as a satire . Few follies of the time escape the sharp thrust

of the writer, from the rose -water philanthropy of Faneuil Hall

and the Tabernacle, to Puseyism converting into farce the hoary

superstitions of Rome. There is, however, a coarseness in some

of these pictures particularly offensive, and the exhibition of so

cialism in “ life at the Phalanstery,” as well as the scene at the

Opera , we could wish had been entirely omitted, or else treated

with greater delicacy.

Perhaps one of themost infelicitous passages in the work, con
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sidered simply artistically, is the only one in which the author

betrays his strong Baptist prejudice. We can afford , however, to

forgive it for its harmlessness, if not for the better reason that he

so heartily buffets thewickedness and foolery of those who pervert

theGospel and “ turn the grace of God into licentiousness.”

4 . Suggestions on the Religious Instruction of the Negroes in

the Southern States : Together with an Appendix, containing

Forms of Church Registers, Form of a Constitution, and Plans

of Different Denominations of Christians. By CHARLES COL

COCK Jones, D . D . Philadelphia : Presbyterian Board of

Publication.

The preceding is a new edition of the little volume of Dr.

Jones, for many years the indefatigable missionary to the negroes

on our plantations. It embraces the results of his long experience

in that capacity , and with his catechism for the religious instruc

tion of the colored people, which has been translated by our

foreign missionaries into other languages, furnishes those aids so

much needed by him who turns his attention to the spiritual im

provement of our servile population. That one, whose early life

was thus spent, has been twice called to occupy a Professor's

Chair in one of our Theological Schools, and then to hold the

office of Secretary of our Board of Missions, shows that the man

of ability does not cease to be regarded ,when he turns himself

away from the society of the intelligent and refined , to labour for

the lowly and the neglected , and that labours of love and self

denial will receive their reward . We ascribe much of that

special attention which is paid to the religious improvement of

the slave, to Dr. Jones' example and labours. From him the

abolitionist, were he not past instruction, might learn a lesson of

true humanity, and true kindness to the sons of Africa . It is to

preach spiritual deliverance to the captive, and the opening of

the prison doors to those bound in the thraldom of sin . The

outward social condition of men is temporary, their relations to
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God eternal, and he who leads a bondman' to a saving knowledge

of Christ, has conferred a lasting benefit, while the man-stealer

who has enticed him away to the frozen regions of Canada has

committed a felony, which can result in good to the victim of his

deception , only by the overruling Providence ofGod . }

5. The Priest, the Puritan, and the Preacher. By the Rev. J.

c RueC .Ryle , author of“ Living and Dead,” & c. & c. New York :
of pill,w e he he

Carter's. 1855 : pp. 360 , 16 mo.

Lectures, addressed to the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion , on Bishop Latimer, Baxter and his Times, and Whitfield ,

with three other brief practical tracts : The whole exhibiting that

remarkable plainness and directness of style characteristic of the

author. He does not spare the Papistic tendencies of his own

church , nor mincematters about “ the good old times ” of the

18th century. They were in his view “ bad old times ” unmis

takably ! precisely “ the darkest age England has passed through

in the last three hundred years."

. : : HOME

6 . Union Bible Dictionary, for the use of Schools, Bible Classes,

and Families. New edition, improved and enlarged , with en

tirely new engravings. Philadelphia : American Sunday School

Union. pp. 691, 12 mo.

lai iegtWETS

This is one of the most valuable issues of the Sunday School

Union . It is not a reprint of the former edition published by

the Society, but has been carefully re-written by the laborious

and able editor. Mr. Packard has availed himself of those

sources of information which modern scholarship and enterprise

have furnished to his hand, and has spared no pains to render

the whole accurate and complete, as far as themoderate limits to

which it was necessary to confine such a work would allow . The

work is illustrated with numerous cuts,many ofwhich are lively
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and spirited . Themap on page 61 would be better, we would

suggest, if when turned by the reader so that the north side

should be uppermost, the names had been so arranged as to be

read in that position . We do not receive :he statement on page

596, respecting the proselyted servant. This does not prevent us

from saying that the work , as a whole, is admirably adapted in its

design as a Bible Dictionary for the use of Schools, Bible Classes,

and families.

7. Old and New Theology : or the Doctrinal Differences which

have agitated and divided the Presbyterian Church . By JAMES

Wood, D . D . “ The old is better.” — Luke v : 29. A new

and enlarged edition. Philadelphia : Board of Publication .

pp . 262, 12mo.

This book has passed through three previous editions, viz : in

1838, 1845, 1853, and has now reached the fourth . This of itself

shows its substantial value. To any one who wishes to know the

difference between the Old and New Schools in Theology, and

the causes which divided the Presbyterian church in 1838, it will

render satisfactory aid . It is well for the student of Theology to

inform himself on these points, and to accustom himself to clear

and well defined statements respecting the doctrines revealed in

the Scriptures, and expressed in our symbols.

8 . India , Ancient and Modern ; Geographical, Historical, Politi

cal, Social and Religious : with a particular account of the

state and prospects of Christianity . By DAVID O . ALLEN, D .

D . JEWETT & Co.: Boston : 1856 . pp. 618, 8 vo.

Dr. Allen , the author of this portly volume,was for twenty -five

years a missionary in India, of the American Board . He has,

therefore, enjoyed the largest opportunity for knowing the charac

ter and history of the people whom he undertakes to describe,

and his testimony on many points must be received as that of an

unimpeachable witness. The numerous inquiries addressed to
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him evincing great ignorance of this country, and the fact that

no work existed affording to the generalreader recentand reliable

information , suggested the publication ofthis volume. The slight

examination we have been able as yet to give it, leads us to regard

it as a valuable acquisition ,and filling an important gap in our

Christian literature. It is indeed less full and elaborate upon the

philosophy and religion of the Hindoos than we had hoped to

find it ; which, however it may be considered a fault by a select

class of readers, doubtless arises from its being designed for gene

ral circulation . The book is divided into six parts. The first

treats of the geography of India, illustrated with a full and

beautiful map ; the second recites the history of the country , du

ring the Hindoo, Mahommedan and European periods ; the third

describes the government of India ; the fourth treats of the Euro

pean population ; the fifth of the native, with an account of re

ligion, science,manners and customs; while the sixth is devoted

to the history of Christianity and its propagation . In the appen

dix several topics of considerable interest, upon philological and

other subjects, are well discussed .

9. Documentary History of the American Revolution : Consist

ing of Letters and Papers relating to the contests for liberty,

chiefly in South Carolina, from originals in possession of the

Editor, and from other sources. 1764 – 1776. By R . W .

GIBBES, M . D ., Member, & c. & c. New York : D . APPLETON

& Co.: 1855. Pp. 292 , 8 vo .

Dr. Gibbes is performing a valuable public service in rescuing

from oblivion the documents he has collected , bearing on our

Revolutionary history. The above is the second volume he has

issued . One of the most interesting documents in it is the des

patches respecting the Battle of Lexington, forwarded from one

Committee of Safety to another, along the sea coast from Wal

lingford, Conn., to Charleston. Each Committee encloses the

despatches of the preceding Committees in its own, until the
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packet, increased as it goes, reaches its destination. The first date

is April 24, 1775, the last at Georgetown in this State, Wednes

day evening, half-past 6 o'clock , May 10, 1775, making 17 days

from Wallingford to Charleston, the greatest speed attainable in

the heroic period of our history. We have read the originals

with deep interest. Some of the papers are exceedingly brief.

Such as the following :

Onslow , Sunday Morning, 10 o'clock,May 7th .

Gentlemen : About an hour past, I received the enclosed pa

pers. Disperse them to your adjoining county. Keep a copy of

James Lockwood's letter. And pray write us what to do. We

are for Onslow .

Wm. Cray,

SETH WARD,

Jos. FRENCH,

Edw 'D WARD,

Rob'r. SNEAD.

Inclosed in the last gazette for Brunswick .

To the Wilmington and Brunswick Committee.

For Cornelius Harnett, Esq., Col. John Ash, or any of the

Committee for Wilmington . Express.

New River, May 7th, 1775. Received and forwarded by

WILL'M CRAY.

Dear Sir : I take the liberty to forward you by express, the

enclosed papers, which were received at 3 o'clock this afternoon .

If you should be at a loss for a man and horse, the bearer will

proceed as far as the Boundary House . You 'll please direct to

Mr. Marion, or any other gentleman , to forward the packet im

mediately to the Southward , with the greatest possible despatch .

I am , with esteem , dear sir, your most ob't. serv't.

CORN 's. HARNETT.

Wilmington,May 8th, 1775, 4 o'clock, afternoon .

P . S . - For God sake send the man on without the least delay,

and write to Mr. Marion to forward it- by night and by day.

To Richard Quince, Esq., Brunswick .
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Another very interesting portion of this volume is the mission

of William Henry Drayton , and Rev. William Tennent, through

the middle and up-country of South Carolina, to stir up the peo

ple and organize them in defence of their rights. Mr. Tennent

seems so have regarded himself called in this emergency to act

the part of the citizen soldier, as well as the Minister of the Gos

pel. On the Sabbath we find him preaching , and after religious

exercises harranguing the people on the dangers of the country ;

during the week assiduously engaged in winning over the disaf

fected and confirming the wavering, or issuing occasionally mili

tary orders for the public defence. His short life was one of en

ergy and spirit.
sisi 1

10. Glances over the Field of Faith and Reason ; or Christianity

in its Idea and Development, in connection with human pro

gress and unity . By Rev. R . K . ASHLEY. CROCKER & BREWS

TER : Boston : 1855. pp. 430, 12 mo.

This book is a capital illustration of that “ dim magnificence

of style,” as Macaulay terms it, “ that transparent haze more

dangerous than utter darkness," where “ language grave and

majestic but of vague and uncertain import” deceives writer and

reader alike, cheating both of the thought which seems to be,

and is not. We doubt very much if the author himself could

give an intelligible account of the aim and argument of his own

book. Like those Nebula which a certain scientific school tells

us are waiting to be condensed into worlds, the vague generalities

of this volume, if we could subject them to something like hy

drostatic pressure,might be solidified into a thought or two : at

present, they must remain “ vox et præterea nihil.” Even Mil

ton, we think, would allow " envious Juno to sit cross-legged over

the nativity of ” some“ men's brains."

11. The Presbyterian Family Almanac for 1856, Philadelphia :

Board of Publication.
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12. Slaveholding not Sinful. An argument before the General

Synod of the Reformed Dutch Church, October, 1855. By

Samuel How , D . D ., Pastor of the First Reformed Dutch Church ,

New Brunswick, N . J. pp. 32. The circumstances under which

this address was delivered are doubtless known to our readers.

The North Carolina Classis of the German Reformed Church

sought an union with the General Synod of the Reformed Pro

testant Dutch Church of North America . The Committee of

Correspondence reported favorably . This union was opposed by

two parties, one, who plead that it was inexpedient, as it would

endanger the peace of the church , the other, who plead that

slaveholding is a sin , and that communion with slaveholders

ought not to be held . Under these circumstances, Dr. How , the

Chairman of the Committee,delivered the address which is found

in these pages. It is a just and able argument to show ,

1. That the holding of slaves is not a sin , and 2. To point

out the reason why slavery exists in the government of God .

Wehave understood that in the celebrated controversy which

resulted in the division ofthe Methodist Church, when one of the

Southern members proceeded to prove the lawfulness of slave

holding from the Scriptures,the party in opposition almost exhibited

the temper of the hearers of Stephen, who “ gnashed on him

with their teeth .” We know not what was thespirit of decorum

manifested by our brethren of the Dutch Reformed Church . But

their vote shows how sadly they had departed from the precedents

of their ancestors, and from the example of the Apostles. The

whole subject was laid on the table by a vote of 50 to 47.

Neither the Church of Corinth, nor of Rome, nor of Ephesus, nor

the seven of Asia , whose names are perpetuated in the Apocalypse,

and which were founded by the Apostles, could be received into

theGeneral Synod of the Reformed Protestant Dutch Church of

North America , if they could have been transferred as they were,

to these shores, and these times.

13 . An Historical Address, delivered at the Centennial Celebra

tion of Thyatira Church , Rowan County, N : C ., October 19, 1855.

By Rev. S . C . Alexander, Pastor. Published by request of the

Session : 1855. pp. 27. This discourse gives a rapid historical
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· A Dedicodine was made to the mapou
red out from above

sketch of one of the oldest churches in the up-country of North

Carolina . The earliest deed of gift for the church lot goes back to

the year 1753, and there is evidence that the Gospel was preached

in that settlement at least as early as this. The sermon before

us seems to have spoken to the hearts of the congregation, and

during the centennial celebration, thus introduced , and which

continued for eight days, the Spirit was poured out from above,

and a large increase was made to the membership of the church .

14. A Dedication Sermon , preached at the opening of the

New Presbyterian Church , in Chesterfield , S. C ., by Rev. John

Douglass, Jan . 21, 1855. A discourse pervaded by an excellent

spirit, and abounding in appropriate meditations.

15 . Our Obligations to God : A Sermon preached on Thanks

giving Day, Nov. 22, 1855, in the Seventh Presbyterian Church ,

Philadelphia. By E . P . ROGERS, D . D ., Pastor. Published by

request. A Sermon which brings forcibly before the mind the

domestic, civil and religious blessings that call on the Christian

and patriot for special and grateful remembrance. lib . 78

16 . The Glory of Woman is the Fear of the Lord. Published

as Tract No. 174, and also as a small volume. One of Dr. Jones'

most attractive discourses . i resi stenzeibind

17. The Exigencies of the Church. A Tract for the Times. By

a New England Pastor. Published by the Board as Tract 175 .

A timely plea for Doctrinal Purity. hu 1 fx .spotiron

18 . Campbellism : Its Rise, Progress, Character,and Influence.

By the Rev. J. L . RICE, D . D . No. 170 of the Tracts of the

Presbyterian Board . goy opewa toitu
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ARTICLE I.

TESMIMONY OF THE REFORMERS TO THE DOCTRINE OF THE

TRINITY.

The reformers were men of eminentability and scholar

ship, and familiar with the scriptures in their original

languages. They were also familiar with all the contro

versies which had been agitated in the church respecting

the doctrine of the Trinity , and were very soon called

upon to engage in these controversies themselves. They

acknowledged the right and duty of private judgement

and the divine perfection and authority of the Scriptures

as an infallible ground of faith and hope. To the bible ,

therefore , they appealed as the ground of their faith and

hope, and with free, diligent and impartial investigation ,

relying on the promised guidance of the Holy Spirit, they

sought to discover and present its meaning as the teach

ing of Him who cannot lie and who will not deceive, and

who has assured us that " all scripture is given by inspi

ration of God and is profitable to doctrine, for reproof

and for correction ."

Their testimony is not the opinion of oneman , nor of

a few , por of those of one country, but of many, yea,

of large bodies of men in various countries acting with

out concert,with many conflicting interests, as atpresent,

in the face of persecution , danger and death , with much

painful and laborious investigation and discussion , with

every skill in languages, understanding the signification

and force of words, the drift and scope of the divine

Vol. IX. -- No. 4 .
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writings, and the laws and rules of just reasoning, and

with every temptation, as they had broken away from

popery , to avoid as far as possible, a concurrence with

its received dogmas, which were, just about the same

time, embodied and promulgated on the canons and

decrees of the council of Trent.

Thus qualified to judge — thus distant and different,

and differing from each other on those very points which

now constitute the basis of denominational distinctione ,

and having actually abandoned, some more and some

less , of the doctrines and forms and rules previously

established -- we must regard the unanimous agreement

of all the reformed churches on thedoctrine of the Trinity ,

both as to form and importance, as an irresistible assur

ance that their interpretation of the Bible is correct, and

that this is verily the doctrine that is according to God

liness .

With them the doctrine of the Trinity constituted the

very foundation of christianity both as a system of doc

trine and of practice - both theoretically and experimen

tally — both as a guide from sin and misery and as a

source of inward sanctification and fit preparation for

death , judgmentand eternity . The greatest demonstra

tion of the evils of sin - of the love of God to man - the

discovery of the possibility of a Mediator of the suita

bleness and efficiency of Christ for this purpose - of His

merit and grace, satisfaction and powerful intercession

of the virtue and efficiency of His Spirit to renew and

sanctify , to guide and bring souls to glory - all have their

foundation in this doctrine of the blessed Trinity, and

could not, as far as they could see, be accounted for

without it . And as for gospel duties, such as faith , love,

obedience, worship , & c ., all, as christian , have this one

God, who is , Father Son and Holy Ghost as their object !

In this one name we are baptised , and to this God is all

service and honor due, and by every true christian paid .

All christian morality arises out ofthis belief. In a word ,

utter ignorance, and especially denialof this article, these

reformers believed could not stand with a right christian

profession , and they, therefore, censured impugners ofit

as overthrowers of the christian foundation , and as not

partakers in their communion .
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True christian virtue and religion, according to their

confessions, have resulted from this belief, and the com

posers of them did not think , nor can we, that a false

faith can be productive of a good and holy life , either in

the nature of the thing, or by the operation of God own

ing and accompanying of it. “ Domen gather grapes

of thorns, or figs of thistles ?" The fruit will be agreea

ble to the root both in nature and morality . Wrong

principles and opinions will have corrupting effects ; nor

will theGod of truth and goodness inake use of the for

mer to the producing somewhat contrary in the latter.

The first of the reformed confessions to which we will

advert is the Helvetic , which is the earliest of them all .

It was first drawn up, though in a more concise form ,

by Bullinger, Myconius,and Grinæus ; and in an assem

bly of the reformed cities of Helvetia , held at Araw ,

thiş confession wasreceived by all the Helvetic churches.

Thence it was sent to Wittemberg by Capito and Bucer,

and highly approved by the divines there. It was also

approved in some assemblies of most illustrious persons

and protestantStates. But the confession being originally

brief, it was enlarged A . D ., 1566, and was adopted by

the reformed churchesof Zuric, and Bern, Schaffhausen ,

St.Gall, the Grisons, Mulhausen, Biel, and Geneva ;

and also all the churches of England, Scotland, and

France - also by the Belgic churches, and inany in Po

land , Hungary, and Germany. In reference to the Doc

trine of the Trinity, the Confession has the following

article :

OF GOD - HIS UNITY AND TRINITY .

We believe and teach that God is one in essence or

nature , self-subsisting, independent, invisible , incorpo

real, eternal, creator of all things, & c. But we abomi

nate a plurality ofGods, because it is expressly written ,

The Lord thyGod is one ; Deut. vi. 4 . Besidesmethere

is no God ; Is. xlii. 8, 10 ; Is. xlv . 14 , 21, and xlvi. 9 ;

Exodus xxxiv . 6 .

Nevertheless, the same one undivided God , we be

lieve and teach , is in Persons, without separation or con
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fusion , distinct Father, Son , and Holy Spirit ; I. Jobn

5 . 7 . So that the Father from eternity begat the Son ;

the Son by an ineffable generation is begotten ; the Holy

Spirit proceeds from both , and that from eternity, and

with both, is to be worshipped . So that indeed there

are not three Gods, but three persons, consubstantial,

co-eternal, and co-equal, distinct as to subsistencies, with

a precedency of order, but with no inequality : for as to

nature or essence, they are so conjunct, that they are

one God ; and the divine essence is common to Father,

Son, and Holy Spirit. The Scripture hath delivered to

us-a manifest distinction of persons ; Luke i. 35 ; Matt .

iii. 16, 17 ; Luke iii. 22 ; John i. 32 ; Matt. xxviii. 13 ;

John xiv . 26 ; John xv. 26 . .

Briefly we receive the Apostles' Creed , which delivers

to us the true faith. Therefore, we condemn Jews, Ma

homitans and all that blaspheme this holy , and to be

adored Trinity . We condemn likewise all heresies and

heretics, who teach that the Son and Holy Spirit are

God invname and title only, and created , and serving, or

bearing office to another in the Trinity , or that there is

in it anything unequal, greater or less, corporeal or in

bodily shape, different in disposition or will, or confused

or solitary ; as if the Son and Holy Spirit were affec

tions and properties of one God the Father, as the Mon

archists thought, Novatius, Praxeas, the Patripassians,

Sabellius, Samosatenus, Aetius, Macedonius the An

thropomorphites, Arius, & c.

To the Helvitic confession is prefixed the Imperial

edict by Gratian , Valentinian , and Theodosius, out of the

code of Justinian , and Tripart Hist. I. 9 , c. 7 , describ

ing “ who are to be accounted Catholics;who Heretics."

* Wewould have all people under our government,"

say they, “ live in that religion which was delivered by

St. Peter, and from him taught to this time, and which

it is known Pope Damasus, and Peter, Bishop of Alex

andria , a man of Apostolic sanctity, do follow , viz :

That we should believe according to the doctrine of the

Apostles and Evangelists , one Godhead of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, of equal ma
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jesty, and in an Holy Trinity. Wewould have the name

of Catholic christians comprehend those who follow this

rule , but that others bear the brand of heresy, " & c .

What the faith and doctrine of the above mentioned

Damasns was, appears by his creed, which is this :

“ We believe in one God , the Father Almighty ; and

in one Jesus Christ our Lord , the Son of God ; and in

the Holy Spirit. We worship and confess God, not

three Gods, but Father, Son , and Spirit, one God ; not

so one as if solitary, not as if the samewere Father to

himself, and himself the Son ; but that he is the Father

who bath begotten , and he is the Son who is begotten ;

but that the Holy Spirit is neither begotten nor the un

begotten , not created , nor made, but proceeding from

the Father and the Son , co -eternal, co -equal, and co

operator with the Father and the Son ; because it is

written, By the word of the Lord the Heavens were es

tablished , i. e . by the Son of God , and their virtue by

the breath of his month . And elsewhere : send forth

thy Spirit, and they shall be created, and thou shalt re

new the face of the earth . Therefore in the name of the

Father, and of the Son , and of the Holy Spirit, we

confess one God, which is a nameof power, not prop

erty ; the name proper to the Father is Father, and the

name proper to the Son is Son , and the name proper to

the Holy Spirit is Holy Spirit. In this Trinity we wor

ship oneGod, because he who is of the one father is of

one nature with the Father, of one substance, and of one

power. The Father begat the Son , not by His will nor

by necessity , but by nature. The Son , in the last times

came down from the Father, to save us, and to fulfil the

Scriptures, who never ceased to be with the Father. He

was conceived of the Holy Ghost, and born of a virgin ,

took flesh and spirit, and sense, i. e . perfect man : lost

not what he was, but began to be what he was not ; so

yet that he was perfect in his own nature, and truly in

ours. For be who was God , was born man ; and he

who was born man works as God ; and be who worksas

God , dies as man ; and he who dies as man , riseth as

God , who, having overcome the powers of death with

that flesh wherein he was born , and suffered and died ,

and rose, ascended unto the Father, and sitteth at bis
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right hand in glory, which he always had and hath . By

his death and blood we believe that we are cleansed ,

and that we shall be raised by him at the last day in this

flesh wherein we now live ; and expect that we shall re

ceive the reward of good works or suffer eternal punish

ment for our sins. Read these things, believe them ,

retain them , bring thy soul to this faith , and thou shalt

bave life and a reward from Christ."

Whether this was the work of Damasus, whose name

it bears, is doubted, the writings attributed to Jerome,

whence it is cited , being regarded by some as none of

bis. Du Pin thinks this a confession of faith taken partly

from Gregory , of Bætica , who lived about the time of

Damasus, viz : towards the end of the 4th century.

1581,
paradis one on

table,

We proceed to the CONFESSION of Faith of the FRENCH

CHURCHES, which was presented to Charles IX ., A . D .

1561, translated into Latin A . D . 1566.

I. Parag. “ We believe and acknowledge one only

God , who is one only simple and spiritual essence, eter

nal, invisible , immutable , infinite , incomprehensible, & c .,

Deut. iv. 35 , 39 and vi. 4 ; I Cor. viii. 4 , 6 ; Gen . vi. 1 ;

John iv. 24 , Exod . iii. 15 , 16 ; Rom , i. 20 ."

V . Parag . After acknowledging the authority of the

Scriptures : “ Wherefore we, for this reason , also approve

the Apostles'Nicene and Athanasian creed ,because they

are agreeable to that written Word of God.”

VI. Parag. “ This Holy Scripture teacherb us,that in

that singular and simple , divine essence, there subsist

three persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit ; the Father

the first in order, the cause and original of allthings ; the

Son , His Wisdom and eternal Word ; the Holy Spirit,

his virtue, power and efficiency ; the Son begotten of the

Father from eternity, the Holy Spirit from eternity pro

ceeding from the Father and the Son, which three per

sons are not confounded , but distinct ; yet separate, but

co-essential. Deut. iv . 14 ; Matt. xxviii. 19 ; I. John v .

7 ; I. John i., and xvii. 5 , 10. Lastly , in this mystery

we approve what those four ancient councils bave deter

mined ; and we detest all sects condemned out of the

Word of God by those ancient,holy doctors, as by Atba

nasius, Hilary, Cyril, Ambrose, & c."

VII. Parag. “ Webelieve thatGod, three persons co
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operating by incomprehensible power,wisdom and good

ness, made all things.”

Wewill advert to the English Confession . This was first

presented in Bishop Jeweľs Apology, printed A . D . 1562, ·

with the authority of the Queen and advice of the Bishops

and others . Itwas, therefore, drawn up as a public confes

sion of the catholic and christian faith of all English

men . In which was sbown their consent, with the Ger

man , Helvetian , French , Scotcb, Genevan, and other re

formed churches, as Dr. Humphrey informs us in his Life

of Bishop Jewel, p . 177 . This work was so valued , that

being writ first in Latin , it was afterwards translated

into the German, French, Italian , Spanish and Greek

languages . It was designed to have been joined to the

articles and putinto all collegiate and cathedral churches .

This confession on the subject of the Trinity is as follows:

“ Webelieve that there is one certain divinenature and

power which we call God , and tbat it is distinguished

into the three persons, who are equal - into Father , Son

and Holy Spirit ; all of the same power, of the same

majesty , of the same divinity , of the same substance,

and tbough these three persons are so distinct that nei

ther the Father is the Son , nor the Son the Holy Spirit,

nor the Father ; yetwe believe that there is but oneGod ,

and that the sameGod created heaven and earth , and

all things contained within the compass of the heavens.

“ We believe that Jesus Christ, the only Son of the

eternal Father, — took flesh, and the whole human na

ture .

.

" We believe the Holy Spirit, wbich is the third per

son in the sacred Trinity, is that true God , not made,

not created, not begotten ; but in a manner not known

to mortals, and ineffable, proceeding from the Father

and the Son ."

This confession was subscribed by the bishops and

clergy of both provinces at London , A . D ., 1562.

Art. I. Of faith in the Holy Trinity.

“ There is but one living and true God, ever-lasting,

withont body, parts , or passions, of infinite power, wis .

dom , and goodness ; the maker and preserver of all

things, both visible and invisible ; and in the unity of

this Godhead there be three persons, of one substance,

with
omer
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power, and eternity , the Father, the Son , and the Holy

Ghost."

Art. II. Of the word or Son of God which was made

very man . :

" The Son, which is the word of the Father, begotten

from everlasting of the Father, the very and eternal

God , of one substance with the Father, took man' s na

ture in the wombof the blessed virgin , of her substance ;

80 that two whole and perfect natures, that is, the God

head and themanhood, were joined together in one per

son, never to be divided ; whereof is one Christ, very

God and very man ," & c .

Art. V . Of the Holy Ghost.

“ The Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father and

the Son , is of one substance, majesty , and glory, with

the Father and the Son , very and eternalGod .”

Art. VII. Of the three creeds.

“ The three creeds, Nice creed, Athanasins creed , and

* that which is commonly called the Apostles' creed , ought

thoroughly to be received and believed ; for they may

be proved by most certain warrants of Holy Scripture."

In other matters considered in this convocation there

was diversity of opinions, and great debates ; but in

these points full agreementand unanimous consent. In

deed from the very beginning of the reformation these

doctrines had been regarded as andoubted truths, groun

ded on the Holy Scriptures, and received by Christians

in all ages. In convocation A . D ., 1536, preachers were

required to instruct the people in the Scriptures , and the

three creeds as agreeable to them , viz : the Apostolic ,

Nicene, and Athanasian, and heresies contrary thereto

were condemned. The reformers rejoiced herein . It

was the doctrine set forth in the Necessary Erudition of

a Christian man , A . D ., 1840 ; and in that elaborate

work, the Reforination of the Ecclesiastical Laws, begun

in the reign of Henry VIII., resumed and finished just

before the death of Edward VI., a work in which, in the

composition of this work, Cranmer co-operated in con

junction with thirty -two men of greatest ability, divines,

and civil and common lawyers. What relates to the

Trinity is as follows:

Chap. II . What is to be believed concerning the na

ture of God , and of the blessed Trinity.

Nicene,
ndemned . Theith in the Node in that olabe

werethe
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“ Let all the regenerate sons of God by Jesus Christ,

ont of a pure heart, a good conscience, and faith un

feigned , believe and confess that there is one living and

true God, eternal and incorporeal, impassible , of im

mense power, & c., and that in unity of his divine na

ture there are three persons,of the sameessence and eter

nity , Father, Son, and Holy Spirit ; that the Father is

of himself, not of any other, either begotten or proceed

ing ; and that the Son is begotten of the Father ; and

that the Holy Spirit does proceed from the Father and

the Són. Not that there is any diversity or inequality

of nature in that distinction of persons ; but that as to

the Divine substance or essence (as they speak ) all

among them are alike and equal.

In Queen Elizabeth 's time, before a convocation could

meet, a profession of doctrine was ordered to be read ,

by all incumbents, to their people, wherein this article

of the Trinity was the same as now .

The Scotch confession of faith , first published A . D .

1568, subscribed by the king and nobles, and States of

the kingdom in parliament, Ă . D . 1580 , on the subject
of the Trinity , is as follows :

Art. I. Of God .

“ We confess and acknowledge one only God, to

whom alone we ought to cleave, whom only wemust

serve and worship, and in whom only wemust put our

trust, who is eternal, & c., one in essence, and yet distin

guished into tbree persons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

by whom we confess all things in heaven and earth were

made; Deut. vi. 4 ; Is. xliv . 6 ; Deut. iv . 34 ; Matt.

xxviii. 19.

The Belgic confession , written first in French, A . D .

1561, confirmed in a synod of the Belgic churches, A . D .

1579.

Art. I. “ We all with the heart believe, and with the

mouth confess, that there is one only simple and spirit

ual essence, which we call God ; and that he is eternal,

incomprebensible, invisible , immutable , infinite ,” & c.

Art. VIII. “ Webelieve in this one God , who is one

only essence, in which are three persons, truly and really

distinguished from all eternity by incommunicable pro

perties, viz : Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Father

VOL. IX . - No. 4 .
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is the cause,origin and beginning of allthings visible and

invisible ; the Son is the Word , wisdom and image of

the Father ; the Holy Spirit the Eternal virtue and

power, proceeding from the Father and the Son . Nev

ertheless, this distinction doth not makeGod to be divi

ded into three, seeing the Scripture teacheth us that the

Father, Son , and Holy Spirit have each an hypostasis,

or subsistence, distinguished by its own properties ; yet

so as that these three persons are but that one only God .

Therefore it is manifest that the Father is not the Son ,

por the Son the Father, and likewise that the Holy

Spirit is neitber the Father nor the Son . And in the

meantime those persons so distinguished are not divided ,

por confounded , nor mixed among themselves ; for the

Father did not assume flesh , as neither the Holy Spirit,

but the Son only ; the Father never was without the

Son , nor without his Holy Spirit ; because these three

are equal in one and the same essence and eternity ;

here is nothing former nor later, seeing all three are one,

both in truth and power, and in goodness and mercy. :

Art. IX . “ We know all these things as well by the

testimonies of the sacred Scriptures, as by the effects of

the persons themselves, those especially which we per

ceive in ourselves. Testimonies of sacred Scripture,

which teach us to believe this Holy Trinity , are extant

in many places of the Old Testament, which are not so

much to be numbered , as to be selected and weighed ;

Gen . i. 26 , 27; iii. 22. But what is a little more obscure in

theOld Testament,that is very clear in the new ; Matt. iii.

16, 17 ; xxviii. 19, 20 ; Luke i. 35 ; II. Cor. xiji. 14 ;

I. John v. 7. By all which places we are fully taught,

there are three persons in the one essence of God .

Though this doctrine far exceeds all reach of human un

derstanding , nevertheless we now believe it from the

Word of God , and expect the perfect knowledge and

fruition of him in Heaven . And wemay noreover ob

serve the singular offices and effects of these three per

sons toward us. The Father is called our Creator by his

power, the Son is our Saviour and Redeemer by his

blood, and the Holy Spirit our Sanctifier by his dwell

ing in our hearts. And this doctrine of the Holy Trin

ity hath always been asserted and preserved in the true
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church, down from the age of the Apostles unto this

very day, against Jews, Mahometans, and some false

christian heretics, viz : Marcion , Manes, Praxeas, Sabel.

lius, Samosatenus, Arius, and others snch like, who were

rightly and deservedly condemned by the Orthodox

Fathers . Therefore in this matter we willingly receive

those three creeds, the Apostolic , Nicene, and Athana

sian , and those things that have been established by

the ancient fathers according to the sense of those

oreeds."

The Polish Confession was unanimously adopted in a

Synod held at Czongrad on the Theysse, and printed at

Debrezin , A . D . 1570 .

Of the one and only God .

“ We truly and sincerely confess, according to the

Holy Scriptures, that the true God is one, and alone the

author and preserver of all things ; who hath manifested

himself so, that he is the Father, Son , and Holy Spirit.”

Of the Trinity of the one Jehovah .

" This one and only God we believe to be three wit

nesses in Heaven , the Father, Son , and Holy Spirit ;

who, thongh they are three in their subsisting proper

ties, and dispensatory offices, yet these three are also

one, as the Apostle testifies ; I. John v . 7 .

Of the Eternal Father.

“ From the Word of God, we call the Father God,

and Jehovah ; baving life in himself, existing from none,

and without all beginning , who of his own hypostasis or

person, withoutall beginning or change, from eternity be

gat bis only begotten Son , as the character and bright

ness of his glory, by whom from eternity he foreknew

and ordered, and in the beginning created, and pre

served all things, and justifying his elect, saves them ,

but condemns the wicked .

Of the Son of God. .

. Webelieve that Christ is according to the flesh the

son of David , in all things like unto his brethren , sin ex

cepted . This same Christ, as to the hoyos or word , we

believe and contess, is the Son of God , the only begot

. ten of the Father, God, and Jehovah, equal to the Fa

ther ; and that he is from the beginning begotten before

all his works. Who when he was in the form of God ,

nesse
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equally with the Father, humbled himself, and took on

him the form of a servant: so by the virtute and power

of the eternal Spirit, in the flesh which he bad taken , be

paid the whole ransom , or equivalent price ; because it

pleased the Father that in bim the whole fulness of the

Godhead should bodily , or truly dwell, that so all things

might be restored by him ; Eph . i.; Col. ii. 2 ; II. Cor.

v . Though to this Christ, according to the flesh, a be

ginning nativity be ascribed, as to a true man , in all

things like his brethren , sin excepted ; yet as the only

begotten of the Father, subsisting in the form of God,

so having life in himself, as the Father, he is without

all begiining and change of time ; because he is Jeho

vah , coining forth from Jehovah , and sent out from the

days of eternity, by a mystical and ineffable generation,

the only begotten of the Father ; Matt. i. 3 ; Luke i. 2,

7 ; Rom . i. 6 , 9 ; Heb . iii. 8 . 9 ; John i. 3 , 8 , 10 ; Phil.

ii.; Micah, v.; Zach. ii. 3, 10 ; Prov. viii.; Psal. ii. zwei

Of the Holy Spirit.

“ We also believe and confess, that the Holy Spirit,

proceeding from the Father and from the Son , sent out

into the bearts of believers, is the Lord Jehovah , as

the Holy Spirit calls himself in Ezekiel ii. 3 , 6 , 10, to

wbom all praises proper to the one only God are given ,

even as to the Father and the Son , viz : He is called Je

hovah , Lord God , Psal. 95 ; Heb. ii.; God the Lord ,

that searches the hearts, and trieth the reigns, God Al

mighty , the Creator, Preserver, Regenerator, and Sanc

tifier ; Isa . vi. 1 ; I. Cor. i. 2 , 3. He is the author and

giver of all the gifts of God ; I. Cor. xii.; Gal. v . 6 ;

Eph . v . 6 . The fruits of the Holy Spirit are faith , hope,

charity ; Rom . iii. 4 , 6 : Gal. iii. 4 . ' He in the prophets

foretold things to come, he chose , and sent out, apostles

by his authority ; Acts xiii. These three, Father, Word ,

and Spirit, because they are one in essential and eter

nal deity, will, counsel, and works, they are also one in

worship ; for as God the Father cannot elect, create, or

sanctity without his Son and Holy Spirit ; so the Fa

ther, without the Son and Holy Spirit, God , the Lord,

cannot be worshipped.”

The confession of the four cities, viz : of Strasburg,

Constance, Memmingen and Lindau. . *
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Cap. II. Of the sacred Trinity, and the mystery of

Christ Incarnate.

“ Agreeable with the Scripture are those things,which

the church of Christ hath hitherto believed concerning

the Holy Trinity , viz : that Father, Son , and Holy Spirit

are one God in substance, nor have any difference but

that of persons ; and that our Saviour Jesus Cbrist, the

same true God , was also mademan, the natures indeed

upmixed, but so united in the same person , that they

shall never be separated to all eternity. We acknowl

edge Him (viz . Obrist ,) to be present with his church to

the end of time; thathe restores, sanctifies, and as his

only beloved spouse adorns it with all manner of beau

tifying virtues. In these things, because we vary nothing

from the fathers, nothing from the common consent of

christians, we think this may be enough to have testified

our faith in this manner.”

This confession , written in German and Latin , Anno

1530, was exhibited to the Emperor Charles V . by the

deputies of those four cities, in the diet of Augsburgh,

the same wherein the Augsburgh confession was pre

sented .

The Augsburgh Confession , exhibited to Charles V . in

the diet held there, Anno 1530, was written by Philip

Melanchthon. It was revised , and again exhibited to

the Emperor Ferdinand, in the diet of the Empire , A .
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Art. I. « The churches with uswith great consent teach

that the decree of the Council of Nice concerning the

unity of the divine essence,and of three persons, is true,

and without any doubting to be believed , viz . That

there is one divine essence, which is both called, and is

God , eternal, incorporeal, that cannot be divided into

parts , & c . ; and yet there are three persons of the same

essence, and power, and co-eternal, Father, Son , and

Holy Spirit. And the word person they use in that sige ,

nification , wherein ecclesiastical writers in this cause

have received it, that it signifies not a part, or quality in

another, but wbat properly subsists.”

They condemn all beresies risen against this article,

as of the Manichees, Valentinians, Arians, Ennomians,

Mahometans, and all like these. They condemn also
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the Samosatenians, old and new , who, when they con

tend that there is but one person only, craftily and

impiously cavil concerning the word, and the Holy

Spirit, that they are not distinct persons ; but that the

word signifies à vocal word ; and spirit, a created mo

tion in all things.

The Saxon confession was written A . D . 1551, in the

synod at Wittemburg, where the pastors of the Saxon

and Misnian churches, with the doctors of their univer

sities met together. This confession , which is sub

stantially the Augsburg confession , was intended to be

proposed, and was actually, proposed to the Council of

Trent. The most illustrious Brandenburgh princes , and

the most noble counts of Mansfeldt, the ministers of

Strasburgh, and the doctors of the churches of Pomera

nia expressed their approbation of it by writings annexed

to the confession . It was approved also by other churches,

and was commended by the Polish churches in their

agreement or pacification .

Art. of Doctrine.

" We affirm openly before God and the Universal

Church , in heaven and in earth , that we embrace with

a true faith all thewritings of the prophets and apostles,

and in that genuine sense which is expressed in the

creeds of the apostles of Nice, and of Athanasius, and

these creeds themselves, and their genuine meaning,

without corruptions, we have always steadfastly embra

ced, and by God 's help shall ever embrace, - and we

constantly condemn all errors repugnant to these creeds,

as are the monstrous opinions of heathens, Jews, Ma

hometans,Marcionites,Manichees,Samosatenians, Arians,

Pneumatomachians, and others condemned by the true

judgment of the church . Seeing the Divine Essence

is but one, the eternal Father, the co -eternal Son , the

image of the Father ; and the co- eternal Holy Spirit,

proceeding from the Father and the Son ; of immense

wisdom , power, goodness, & c . We condemn the errors

of Marcion , and the Manichees, and the like, that agree

not with the sense of the church of God in this whole

question . ”

The Wirtemburg confession was proposed to the same
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Council of Trent, A . D . 1552, by the deputies of the

most illustrions Christopher, duke of Wirtemburg, as its

excellent preface shews.

Of God , and of three persons in one Deity.

“ We believe and confess that there is only one true, ,

eternal, immense God, Almighty, creator of all things,

visible and invisible ; and in this one, and eternal Deity

there are three properties, or persons subsisting of them

selves , Father, Son , and Holy Spirit, as the Scriptures

of the prophets and apostles teach ; and the three creeds,

the Apostolic , and Nicene, and Athanasian explain,"

- Of the Holy Spirit :

We believe and confess that the Holy Spirit, from

eternity , proceeds from God the Father and the Son, and

is true and eternal God , of the same essence, majesty

and glory, with the Father and the Son, as by authority

of the sacred Scripture the holy fathers rightly explained

it in the Council of Constantinople against Macedonius."

The The Palatine confession is found in the last will

of the most illustrious Prince Frederick VI., Count

Palatine of the Rhine, elector of the Roman empire ;

printed A . D . 1577 , by order of his son , Prince Casiinire.

“ I believe and confess that the Holy Spirit, with the

Father and the Son, is that true, eternal, and only God ;

and that he is given to us that hemay make us, by true

faith, partakers of Christ, and of all his benefits. In this

confession of the true christian faith , both now and at

any time, I commend iny soul, whensover it shall depart

out of this body, to the holy and undivided Trinity ; to

God the Father, the Creator ; to God the Son , the Re

deemer, Mediator, and my only Saviour, Jesus Christ ;

and to God the Holy Spirit, my true comforter, & c . Í

exhort and affectionately intreatmy most dear children ,

heirs and successors, and my subjects , committed by

God to my trust ; my counsellors and magistrates, and

especially my university and school-masters, and minis

ters of churches, of whatever state and condition they be,

and their posterity , that they keep the way of the Lord .

And that, not in their private capacity only , they con

stantly persevere to their lives end in the said confession

of faith , and without fear, courageously profess it before
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God, and the whole world , nor ever decline from it ; but

also , as it becomes pious and christian princes and ma

gistrates, to whom the defence and propagation of ac

knowledged divine truth is committed , as their chief

duty, they would , with special care, study, and pains,

faithfully and diligently apply thereto ; that the sacred

and saving gospel, and the truth of God, according to

the scriptures of the prophets and apostles, may be

purely , sincerely , and nncorruptedly taught and preach

ed, and by the blessing of God may be propagated and

transmitted in a continued succession down to posterity .”

This admirable confession for clearness and soundness

of judgment, and the extraordinary spirit of piety ex

pressed therein , is well worthy of the most careful peru

sal. His dying expressions were : “ This is a faithful

saying , and worthy of all acceptation , that Cbrist Jesus

came into the world to save sinners, of whom I am

chief.” And, to those who stood about him : “ Enough ,

now enough have I lived for you , it is time that at

length I should also live for myself. Let my merciful

Father call me hence whensoever he pleaseth, I enjoy a

pleasant and joyful conscience in Christ my Lord, whom

I have sincerely served , and through whose goodness I

have lived to see this, that in the churches and schools

under my government, my subjects, taken off from the

authority ofmen , have been led to Christ alone. I have

fought a good fight, I have finished my course , I have

kept the faith, henceforth is laid up for me a crown of

righteousness."

The Bohemian or Waldensian Confession was framed

out of their most ancient confessions, approved by Lu

ther and ofMelancthon , A . D ., 1532, and by the Univer

sity of Wittemburg. It was afterwards adopted by the

free Barons, and other noblemen of the kingdom of Bo

hemia , presented to King Ferdinand, A . D . 1535. bell]

Art. Ofthe faith of the Holy Trinity.

: “ They teach , from the Scriptures, that by faith God

is known to be one in substance of Divinity, but three

in persons, Father, Son and Holy Spirit. As to persons

indeed they have distinction, but as to essence and sub

stance, they have co -equality without distinction . The

catholic faith , and the agreement of the Nicene Council,
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and of others with this ; their Decrees and Canons, and

the confession or creed of Athanasius, plainly testify

this , and hence they teach the supreme power, wis

dom and goodness of this one God and his three most

excellent works agreeing to him alone and to no

other besides binn , viz : the work of creation , of re

demption , and of preservation , or sanctification . They

also teach that this only true God , in one divine essence

and blessed Trinity of persons is always to be adored

and stood in awe of, and with greatest reverence honour

and praise to be worshipped as the greatLord and King

of all, reigning to all eternity ; and that on bim do all

things depend, from him do they expect and seek all, to

him alone is high subjection , obedience, fear and trust

to be yielded , and for this all religious worship is sin

cerely to be paid him ; and whosoever does not that,

brings on bimself damnation , Deut. vi., “ Thou shalt wor

ship the Lord thy God , and him onls shalt thou serve ;"

and again : “ Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all

thine heart, and with all thy soul,and with all thy mind,”

and in some, “ with all thy internal and externalpowers."

The Polish confession . The consentin faith and religion

between the churches of greater and lesser Poland and

Dukedom of Lithuania , & c., at Sendomir, A . D . 1570.

PREFACE .

“ They shun all heresies repugnant to the christian faith

as revealed in the Scriptures, and to the Apostolic and

Nicene and Athanasian creeds, as agreeable thereto . In

the IV . act of the Syond of Cracow , 'tis said : When

some Arian preachers and their hearers , of their own

accord , came to our Synod , and would there discourse of

their opinion : the Synod , after serious consideration of

those things, refused conference and disputation with

them and made this decree : Seeing these who wentout

from us, continue not in the doctrine of Christ , and

faith concerning the trueGod , the Father and the Son

with the Holy Spirit, and so have notGod ; and having

already been, by conferences and writings, very often

admonished by us and yet pertinaciously continue in

their error , we will have no further to do with them so

long as they continne to defend their opinion , we will

admit no more of their disputation , but will shun them

VOL. IX . — No. 4 .
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and their blasphemous books according to the command

of the Holy Spirit ; least otherwise we seem to shake the

foundation of the christian religion , and to call in doubt

the most firm faith concerning God in whose name we

are baptized ; and least we be partakers of their evil

deeds, poisoned doctrines and blasphemies against the

glory of our Lord .

To the above Confession may be added the Confession

ofthe Greek church , given by GennadinsScholarius, Pa

triarch of Constantinople , to Mahomet II., Emperor of

the Turks, after his conquest ofthat city , & c., A . D . 1453,

upon his demanding , what do you christians believe ?

We believe that there are in God other three proper

ties, which are, as it were, the principles and foun.

tains of all His other properties, and by these three

properties, God eternally lives in himself, and before the

world was made by him ; and by these be made the

world, and by these he governs it . And these three

properties we call three subsistencies, or persons. And

because these three properties themselves do not divide

into parts the one and most simple essence of God , there

fore God , in these three properties, is one God ; and

there are not three Gods as some daringly speak .

The confession of Cyril, Patriarch of Constantinople ,

known as the Oriental Confession of the christian faith .

Cyril, Patriarch of Constantinople , to those who are

inquisitive to understand concerning the religion of the

Eastern , that is of the Greek church , what we believe

and what we think of the articles of the Orthodox faith,

in the name of all christians in common , offers this short

confession , that it may be for a testimony before God

and his whole church, without dissimulation , and with

a good conscience.

We believe one true God, almighty and infinite ;

three in persons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The

Father unbegotten ; the Son begotten of the Father, be

fore all ages, consubstantial with the Father; the Holy

Spirit proceeding from the Father by the Son , having

the same essence as the Father and the Son . These

three persons in one essence, we call the sacred Trinity,

always to be blessed , glorified and worshipped by every

creature.
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Art. IV . We believe that this one God , in three per :

sons, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, is the creator of

things visible and invisible, & c. *

The Presbyterian and Congregational Confession , A .

' D . 1643 and 1658, known as The Westminster Confes

sion , cap . iv ., ofGod, and of the Holy Trinity .

There is but one living and true God,who is infinite

in being and perfection , a most pure spirit, invisible,

without body, parts or passions, immutable, immense,

eternal, incomprehensible, almighty, & c.

In the unity of theGodhead there be three persons, of

one substance, power, and eternity, God the Father,God

the Son, and God the Holy Ghost. The Father is of

none, neither begotten nor proceeding ; the Son is eter

nally begotten of the Father ; the Holy Ghost' eternally

proceeding from the Father and the Son . Which doc

trine of the Trinity is the foundation of all our commu

nion with God and comfortable dependence upon him .

The Baptist Confession , A . D . 1658, cap. ii. Of God

and the Holy Trinity

, The Lord our God is but one living and true God ,

whose subsistence is in and of himself, infinite in being

and perfection , whose essence cannot be comprehended

by any but himself; a most pure spirit, invisible, with

out body, parts or passions ; who only hath immortality ,

dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto ;

who is immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible,

almighty, every way infinite, & c .

In this divine and infinite being there are three sub

sistences , the Father, the Word (or Son ) and the Holy

Spirit, of one substance, power and eternity , each having

the whole divine essence, yet the essence undivided .

The Father is ofnone, neither begotten nor proceeding ;

the Son is eternally begotten of the Father ; the Holy

Spirit proceedetb from the father and the Son ; all infi

nite , without beginning , therefore, but one God ; who is

not to be divided in nature and being, but distinguished

* Cyril delivered this confession, written by himself in Latin , to the

Dutch Ambassador at the Turkish Port, A . D . 1630. Afterward he put

forth the same in the Greek language, confirmed by authority of the sa

cred Scripture, and enlarged with some additional matter .
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by several peculiar relative properties and personal rela

tions, which doctrine of the Trinity is the foundation of

all our communion with God , and comfortable depend .

ence on him ,

. ARTICLE II .

MODERN THEOLOGY - TAYLOR AND BLEDSOE

There is a very striking scene brought to view , by the

testimony of Dr. Plumer, in the great Presbyterian

Church case, tried in Philadelphia in the Spring of 1839,

which bas appeared to us vividly emblematical of the

whole epos of the new divinity movement in tbis coun

try. It relates to the position of persons and parties, at

the time when the noted Dr. Cleveland effected that

riotous, so-called , organization on which the New School

Base the modest claim that they are the Presbyterian

church. This organization, as all know , was effected by

simple riot and snatch . They ignored the regular mod

eratur, the rules of order, and the regular course- set up

a inoderator in another part of the bouse - rallied round

him like a rebel corps of bees, and thus left the house,

buzzing in , at each door, the intelligence that the hive

would swarm in another place. Dr. Cleveland was the

Warwick that made the new scbismatic president. He

aroseand addressed the regularmoderator for form ' s sake,

and then turned away. “ I saw a little stir," and observ

ed Dr. Beecher, and Dr. Taylor ,whowas a delegate to the

Assembly from the General Association of Connecticut,

seated togetber, I believe, in the pew behind Dr. Cleve

land . They were moving their hands, and making ges

tures with their heads, and I thought I heard the words,

sGo on ! go on ! I am certain they were making ges

tures , but I am not positive that I heard the words. The

gestures could not bemistaken .” There they were - an

active, bold , restless, western man , in the act of rending

that great denomination ; and at the back of the king

maker sat Dr. Beecher — a man imported from Boston to

teach theology in the Presbyterian church, who had been
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tried for heresy, and Dr. Taylor ! ! who had been convul

sing Connecticutwith novelspeculations for fifteen years;

these two sat behind Cleveland, “ moving their hands,

and making gestures with their heads," and saying, or

forcibly seeming to say, “ Go on ! go on !” This is the

true emblem of the whole heroic age of the new divinity ;

restless men of daring nerve gave tongue, and did the

deeds. They were the sword -arms,others did the thought

and gave the impulse. Taylorism and Beecherism sat

bebind ,making gestures with their heads, moving their

hands and saying, “ go on ! go on !”

Gravely significant, too, is the present state of affairs

among these parties. Taylorism and Beecherism have

edged on the West with their “ go on ! go on !" until the

West bas gone, at least all tbat part of it which they

could impel, hopelessly out of a sound conservative and

Calvinistic influence. A re -union of theOld and the New

School churches en masse, is clearly and positively out

of the question . Webelieve thatno good man on either

side ought to seek it. Deep and vital doctrinal differ

ences in relation to the atonement, the imputation of

Adam 's sin , and of Christ's righteousness, and the influ

ences of the Divine Spirit exist still, or, at least, have

not been disavowed by either party. Separately these

differences may exist peaceably ; and , indeed , the two

different denoininations may, perhaps, be of service to

each other by each making the other more conservative,

theologically and socially. But there could be, and there

would be, no more peace now , if the two were put to

gether again , than there was from 1830 to 1835 . Such

is the effect, no doubt,mainly of the leaven of Taylorism .

It has driven its votaries and its victims into an attitude

of irreconcilable contrariety to the old , deep, religious

Calvinism wbich did not hate Edwards and pbilosophy ,

but which reverenced Pauland inspiration more. Mean

while , where now are New Haven and Taylorism them

selves ? We experienced, the other day, a species of

pity , such as we have felt in boyhood 's dreams, over the

murdered Red Cummyn of Scottish story, who, though

he died laden with treachery, yet died by the hand of

an assassin , in the holy place of the Abbey of Dum

fries -- when we read that there were but twenty-five
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divinity students at New Haven, and that a committee

of conference had been appointed by the trustees of Yale

College, to seek a union of their theological school,with

that very East Windsor which was established as a

testimony and a barrier against the invasions of Tay

lorism . " Verily Doctor Taylor is now , probably, of

other mind than when he sat in the General Assem

bly , “ moving his hands, and making gestures with his

head ” that the separation should go on . And East

Windsor and New Haven may unite . Such things are

characteristic of the present state of New England ; but

the two branches of the old Presbyterian church cannot.

The prompters of Warwick may retreat. He himself

cannot. He has gone too far.

Weknow not whether the time has yet arrived to

write the history of this peculiarnew divinity as making

a manifestation of itself in a settled Calvinistic church.

Perhaps it has not yet come on account of the fact that

there are yet among us good men - men of love and

peace - -the Lord Falklands of the church - who have

not ceased to indulge the vain hope of a re-union , of the

New and Old School ; who hope this great schism may

yet turn out to be like the great schism of the last cen

tury, which was eventually healed and forgotten , because

they have not fairly looked at the deep moral, philo

sophical, and theological differences of the parties

differences, not only in theological views, but deep dif

ferences as to the rights and prerogatives of human phi

losophy ; and differences deeper still , as to what is right

and what is wrong ; what is fair and wbat is unfair,

what is candid and what is uncandid , in social and eccle

siasticalmanners and morality .

The history of the Taylorite new divinity , claiming to

be sound and orthodox in an old fashioned Calvinistic

church , and trading as deeply as a follower of Alexan

der Campbell himself, in the manufacture of capital, by

the piteous cry of persecution, for being suspected of

any heresy, or any over-reverence for philosophy, any

under-reverence for revelation , or any peculiar tendency

to bluntness of conscience in indirect ecclesiastical pro

cedures,- - this history will be a curious one indeed , when

the timecomes to write it, if it shall then fall into a fit
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ting and competent hand . Whoever the historian may

be, he cannot be competent, unless he shall go back and

examine especially the spiritual phenomena which sur

round the origin of all such movements. Hemust not

only understand the theological doctrine of the fall of

man , buthemust see the deep applicability of that his

tory to our days, in the tendency of all ambitious and

speculative men to make repasts upon forbidden fruit.

Hemust examine the prerogatives of religious philoso

phy, and see clearly where lies the land-mark between

the things revealed, which rightfully belong to us and to

our children , and the things secret, which belong to

God ; and which the “ audax Japeti genus” may not

meddle with , without worse consequences, than the

" Macies, et nova febrium

Terris incubuit cohors,"

which punished the bringing down of stolen fire from

heaven in the pagan myth . And he must profoundly

study the arts of winning popular sympathy for deep

and destructive innovations, by sneers and flings at the

“ jealousy ” and the “ bigotry" of old sound doctrine and

its friends ; the powerful captivation of appeals to the

young, daring, and restless “ whomay possess both the

desire and the capacity to think for themselves,” to come

ont of the tame old sound systems which repress their

“ minds' aspirings," and keep them back from the hap

pier auspices of the coming and better age. And espe

cially must the historian of Taylorism thoroughly study

the nature and the significance of that earnest effort with

which the new divinity attempted to inaugurate itself,

to cover every faithful man with odiurn , as a “ heresy

hunter,” who took alarm at any innovation , however

bold , or thought the ark of God in danger from any

shaking, however rude.

We would not persecute Professor Bledsoe , or his

Theodicy, for a good deal: for two reasons-- one is, that

persecution is not right in itself ; and the other is, that

it often gives a kind of currency to a bad cause, or a bad

book , which they would not otherwise obtain , through

the sympathy of a certain class of minds, which seem

to proceed on the principle , that when a watch-dog barks

and bites, it is good and noble to sympathize deeply
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with the marauder, and hang or chain the watch-dog .

And yet we believe that the substantial identity of the

scheme advanced in the Theodicy with Taylorism , or

New Haven divinity will be disputed by no intelli

gent mind acquainted with the two things. There is,

however, this difference between the two manifestations,

that Taylorism made its appearance within the pale of

Calvinism , fiercely claiming to be orthodox, quoting no

authority more frequently tban that of President Ed

wards, and indulging in loud accusations against those

few faithful men who disputed its claim to unquestion

able Calvinistic standing ; wbile Bledsoism not only

makes its appearance out of Calvinism , and assails the

very doctrine of election itself with the old stale subter

fuge of national election , butas we think will appear in

the sequel, of God 's providence at least, if not of our

article , beyond the pale and the consistent possibility of

any experimental religion at all.

Somewhere about the year of grace 1821, Dr. Na

thaniel W . Taylor, being then either just made professor

of christian :theology in the divinity school, connected

with Yale college at New Haven , or just about to be

placed in that position - an atheistical hand-bill was re

ported to be in circulation in the streets of the city of

New York , to about this effect :

“ Sin is in the world -- if God could have prevented

the entrance of sin into the world , and did not do so,

where then is the benevolence ofGod ? But ifGod could

not bave prevented the entrance of sin into the world ,

where then is the omnipotence ofGod ?”

. Goaded by the sharp horns of this dilemma, Dr. Taylor

felt impelled into a voyage on the sea of speculation , in

search of a solution for the deep old riddle of the origin

of evil. And about the year 1828 or 1829, returned

with the following triumphant solution ; after which ,

atheism , like the Theban Sphynx, was to brain itself

upon a stone, and die .

“ Moral beings must, from the nature of the case,

have the power of sinning ; and there is no evidence that

God could have overruled that power , and entirely with

held them from its exercise by a direct interposition of

bis providence, and yet have sustained a moral system
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in existence. Thus sin , as to God 's preventing — not onr

committing it, is a necessary incident to a moral sys

tem .” -- Christian Spectator, June, 1829, p . 378 .

Now , with this , compare what Mr. Bledsoe gives, as

the occasion of his embarking upon the high seas of this

great speculation :

“ If God were both willing and able to prevent sin ,

which is the only supposition consistent with the idea of

God, says the atheist,he would certainly have prevented

it, and sin would never havemade its appearance in the

world ; but sin has made its appearance in the world ;

and hence, God must have been either unable or un

willing to prevent it. Now , if we take either term of

this alternative, we must adopt a conclusion which is at

war with the idea of a God." -- Theodicy, p . 22.

This is Professor Bledsoe’s dilemma. And the solu

tion which he brings is this : “ On the supposition of

such world ,God did not permit sin at all ; it could not

havebeen prevented .” — Theodicy, p . 197, & c.

To change the figure : both Bledsoe and Taylor were

defeated by the atheist, before their combat began .

Both allowed the atheist fully to “ beg the question,”

and obtain the concession of much that he wanted, and

which truth does not allow him , before they began to

demolish him . The very facts of the world , as it stands

to-day, together with the Bible , of which it is surprising

that both Dr. Taylor and Mr. Bledsoe 'made so little use,

in their great argument, show that God is neither unwill

ing to prevent sin , (if that means simply that he does

not love it, but hates it,) and that he is not unable to

prevent it, but permits it for reasons which he has not

chosen to reveal. It is wonderful that the clear, simple

account of the entrance of sin into this world , given in

the third chapter of the book of Genesis, should be so

thoroughly ignored as it usually is among such specula

tors . And it is wonderful too, that they feel themselves

competent to judge of the decision of the very Divine

mind itself, in matters in which the grounds of those de

cisions have not been revealed . Indeed we cannot but

believe the author of the Theodiey to be the most deeply

deluded man , in relation to the powers of the human

mind over such subjects, whose productions we have ever

Vol. IX . - No. 4 .
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perused: We have sinply touched with pencil,the fol

lowing incidental indications of the author's estimate of

human powers ; more in sorrow and surprise , than in

any other feelings :

( 1.) He claimsthe prerogative of judging and correct

ing the operations on this subject of the mighty minds

of the past.” “ It is no ground of despair, then, that the

mighty minds of the past have failed to solve the prob

lem in question , if the cause of their failure may be

traced to the errors of their own systems, and not to the

inherent diffienlties of the subject.” — Theod . p . 17.

(2 .) He does not think the problem a hard one :

“ Though we have so spoken in accommodation with the

views of others , the problem of the moral world is not,

in reality , high and difficult in itself, like the great

problem of the material universe. Werepeat, it is sim

ply to explode and refute the sophism of the atheist.” —

Theod . p . 23.

(We once heard a very wise worthy of Virginia de

clare that he thought he could solve any difficulty con

cerning the meaning of Scripture, that he ever heard

raised ; and he swept us down to silence , hour after

hour, with a stream of easy wisdom , and perfectly con

clusive divinity, till at last we commenced a sort of em

bankment, by the question : how come the hag-stirrups

in a colt's mane ? He could not answer that.) .

(3 .) The Professor is to make a mere morning's bit of

explaining the nature of moral good and evil to the

world : “ It shall be our first object, then , to pull down

and destroy the invented quibbles and sophisms which

have so long darkened and confounded the light of rea

son and conscience, in relation to the nature of moral

good and evil, to dispel the clouds which have been so

industriously thrown around this subject, in order that

the bright and shining light of nature may, free and un

obstructed, find its way into our minds and hearts .” —

Ibid . p . 115 .

(4 .) He is to refute, like a flash , the pretended reason

ings and demonstrations of such children , or fogies, as

Augustine, Calvin , Leibnitz , and Edwards : “ Let us see

then , if we may not refute the pretended demonstration

in favor of necessity , and thereby restore the mind to

that internal satisfaction which it so earnestly desires ,
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and which it so constantly seeks in a perfect unity and

harmony of principle ." - Ibid . p . 132 .

(5 .) He will act the pedagogue over Jonathan Ed

wards (!) and show him the mistake in his work : “ But

lest we should be suspected of doing this great meta

physician injustice, we must point out the means by

which he has so grossly deceived himself.” — Ibid . p . 147 .

(6 .) He intends to do , with clearness and precision ,

what most other men have shrunk from attempting at

all : “ To describe these two spheres (of the human and

of the divine agency ) with clearness and precision , and

to determine the precise point at which they come into

contact without intersecting each other, is still a desid

eratum in the science of theology. Weshall endeavour

to define the human power and the divine sovereignty ,

and to exhibit the harmony subsisting between them , in

such a manner as to supply, in some small degree at

least, this great desideratum which has so long been the

reproach of themost sublimeof all the sciences.” — Ibid .

p . 168.

( 7.) He intends to set to rights, easily, at once, and

forever, all that clamor de minimis between Augustine

and Pelagius : “ We shall first stand on the same plat

form with Pelagius, and endeavour to view the subject

with his eyes : to see all that he saw , as well as to cor

rect the errors of his observations. And having done

this , we shall then transport ourselves to the platform of

Augustine ; and contemplate the subject from his point

of view , so as to possess ourselves of bis great truths,

and also to correct the errors of his observations.” _

Ibid . p . 171.

(8 .) He easily sees the common error (quaere : a

belief in the authority of Scripture ?) of the Calvinists

and the Arminians: “ Now in this contest of arms (be

tween the Arminian and the Calvinist) it is our humble

opinion that each party gets the better of the other.

Each overthrows the other ; but neither perceives that he

is himself overthrown . Hence, though each demolishes

the other, neither is convinced, and the controversy still

rages. Nor can there be an end of this wrangling and

jangling, while the arguments of the opposite parties

have their roots in a common error." -- Ibid . p . 244 .
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(9.) What he has done to Leibnitz and Edwards, the

Augustinians and the Pelagians, the Calvinists and the

Arminians, is nothingwhen compared to what he means

to do to the sceptic, or atheist : “ The effects of the by

pothesis of the sceptic may be neutralized by opposing

to it the hypothesis of the theist. But we are not satis

fied to stop at that point. We intend notmerely to neu

tralize, but to explode, the theory of the sceptic . We

intend to wrest from it the element of its strength , and

grind it to atoms. We intend to lay our finger precisely

upon the fallacy which lies deeply concealed in its busom ,

and from which it derives all its apparent force and con

clusiveness. We shall drag this false principle from its

place of concealment into the open light of day, and

thereby expose the utter futility, the inherent absurdity

of the whole atheistical bypothesis, to which it has so

long imparted its deceptive power." - Ibid . p . 188 .

There ! ye laudators of the past, take that ! say, have

weno giants in these days ? Since our sophomore days,

we have rarely encountered so great a man . A friend

informs us that he has a very worthy servant man ,

with whom it is a point of bonour, never to admit that

any thing is too hard for him . He thinks that if he

should address the servant thus : “ Billy , can you make

me a world !” The reply would be promptly rendered :

“ Yes, massa , certainly ,massa."

Meanwhile,no body hears of a single atheist convinced ,

or of a single sceptie reclaimed by the works of Dr.

Taylor, Professor Bledsoe, or by any such means. And

we suppose indeed that those who have attended partic

ularly to the history of such speculations, would gener

ally concur in the remark , that it is really never the ex

pectation of the writers of such works, to convince athe

ists or to reclaim sceptics ; but scepticism and atheism

are merely brought upon the stage as auxiliaries in

dumb-show , and in the uniform only , of enemies, to cre

ate , by the undefined horrors of their forms, and espe

cially their shadows, the pretended necessity, in order

to escape them , of trampling upon the honours of Cal

vinism , and drawing away theminds of the young , from

the authority of the Scriptures, and from bumble de

pendence on God's grace, into those drear and tremen
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dous realms of self-idolatry, and assumed eqnality with

God, where the upas waves, and the sirocco blows. i

There is the same remarkable coincidence between the

other parts of the two systems respectively of Dr. Tay

lor and Professor Bledsoe :

Both deny the sinfulness of propensities, dispositions,

and principles ; and make all sin consist in voluntary

acts.

Both deny and revile the doctrine of the imputation

of Adam 's sin , and of Christ's righteousness.

Professor Bledsoe takes away the whole doctrine of a

vicarious atonement ; making the Saviour's death a mere

symbolical mode of instructing mankind concerning

God 's hatred of sin . The Taylorites, if not Dr. Taylor

himself, and especially Jenkyn and Bedman , did about

the same thing.

And in the Review of Dr. Harvey, published in the

New Haven Christian Spectator for 1859, may be seen

evident resemblances and foreshadowings of Professor

Bledsoe 's singular doctrine concerning the Human Will.

It is designed to offer here some suggestions concern

ing this New Haven phase of religious philosophy, and

philosophizing, which may perhaps be of some advan

tage to other persons of more leisure and better abilities,

in clearly evincing and exposing its errors , when it has

thoroughly and fully developed itself,and when the true

timehas come for writing its history, and adding to the

recorded sum of human knowledge, the contribution

which its errors and the full detection of them will

make.

1 . Sometimes a practical test is the only one which is

in the reach, especially of youthful minds, from a want

of acquaintance with the history of such philosophiz

ings ; and in fact, from the want of any such a history,

among all our religious books, as the history of theories

and theorizers, on subjects unrevealed in Scripture . A

good history of that kind , prepared by the proper hands,

would be of vast service in guarding young and ambi

tious minds against the sins aụd errors of intellectnal

pride and presumption . In the absence of such a book ,

the only test, oftentimes, which will recall them to the

truth , is something of this kind : Try whether you can

de minds again servic
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pray freely on that theory ; try its power to give you

comfort in darkness, in affliction , or in spiritual conflict;

try whether it places you near to , or far from the Sa

viour ; try whether its tendency is to induce you to rely

more or less fully upon the grace of God ; try whether

it will do for your heart as well as your head ; try

whether it will do to live by ; read the Epistle of Paul

to the Ephesians, and see whether the spirit and tone of

the philosophy accords practically with the spirit and

tone of that Epistle.

42. It may be observed that such speculations , not

withstanding their high pretensions, almost always leave

the victory at last, to the errorist, atheist or sceptie, as

the case may be, against whom they specially profess to

march out to fight. The doctrine, for instance, which is

the main staple of the Theodicy , that the acts or voli

tions of the human will, take their rise in the world

without any connection, as effeets, with anything within

or without the mind, as their cause, is itself a thoroughly

atheistie doctrine. It concedes that there may be an ef

fect without a cause. The atheist has but to reply : for

aught we know , this earth, the sun, the moon, " the

stars with all their shining frame," may have taken their

rise in the samemanner as the acts and volitions of the

human will without any efficient cause.

And then , although the Theodicy distinctly pleads the

testimony of consciousness (p . 135,) for the assertion

that " themind knows and feels that it is exempt from

the power and efficacy of a producing cause in its voli

tions," yet it is one of the most distinct and definite of

all the teachings of consciousness, of experience, and

of observation , against both the Theodicy and Atheism ,

that our volitions have a causal connection with things

within and things without. Let butthe thoughtful mind

turn its attention to the little circle of its own thoughts,

or the little circle of society within its acquaintance, or

to the social delineations of those writers who are ac

counted greatmasters of human nature, or to the pages

of history, or more especially to the iuspired pages of

the Holy Scriptures, and the clear and certain light will

come to him , that the great law of cause and effect

reigns, and must reign, in mind, will, motive, action,
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life- everywhere ; and that God is really and truly on

the throne of his own universe.

· It may be proper to say here, that we confess that we

are not a little jealous - -we hope with a not ungodly

jealousy — of the flippant vogue of the modern philoso

phy of consciousness , sound, clear, and reliable, as that

witness may be in its place. But one man 's conscious

ness will tell him one thing, and another's will tell him

another thing . Men will ever find their own doctrines

in their consciousness ; as we have a writer here - and

not the least gifted of writers,by any means - -professing

to find “ dimly , at least," as he says, a doctrine in his

consciousness totally different from whathad before been

conceded to be the universal consciousness of mankind .

This consciousness ought to be required to produce cor

roborating testimony whenever that can be done. One

would think , for example, that Dr, Chalmers of Scot

land , bad possessed quite as clear and legible a con

sciousness, and was quite as reliable a leader of the

records inseribed by the finger of God upon the soul of

man, as Professor Bledsoe, or any other person whom

this age hasknown. And yet it is the only matter about

which we remember to have met with any thing like

indignaut.contempt in all the theologicallectures of that

great thinker. When he comes to speak of this theory ,

(Institutes, vol. II, p . 328,) of “ an act of the will, that

comes of itself unbidden, and without any parentage

whatever in the order of successive nature,” he says,

" there is the revolt of all human sense and human ex

perience against it.” . Now , it is in relation to this very

identical point that Professor Bledsoe says : “ The

mind clearly perceives, by due reflection, and at all

times sees dimly, at least, that an act of volition is dif

ferent in its nature from a passive impression or a

produced effect ; and hence it knows and feels that

it is exempt from the power and efficacy of a producing

cause in its volitions," . p . 135. Dr. Chalmers' con

sciousness.is unequivocal on one side. Professor Bled

soe's " mind clearly perceives, by due reflection , and at

all times sees dimly, at least, ” exactly the reverse.

Now ,whose consciousness reflects the general truth of

human nature on this point? We unhesitatingly, say
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that of Dr. Chalmers. But then , we are not far from

being in the same ecclesiastical connection in which

Chalmers was, and this may warp our consciousness, or

oiu interpretation of consciousness. We have not the

pleasure to know what Professor Bledsoe's ecclesiastical

connections are. We suppose that if they are Episco

palian , they cannot be very cordially so , from his " speak

ing from personal experience ," - Theodicy , p . 219, -of

the Puseyites charging him with pride and presump

tion," for setting up his individual opinion against " the

decisions of the mother church ; unless, peradventure,

be means, in that place, to distinguish between a class

of Episcopalians with whom he does not range himself,

and a class with whom he does ; yet, the Theodicy itself

will doubtless bave followers ; we hope and believe, not

a greatmultitude, especially amorig those who ever atten

tively read the Epistle to the Ephesians. Yet, some it

will doubtless have. They will follow Professor Bled

soe's views of consciousness— that volitions have no

causés. Consciousness then , or the interpretation of

consciousness, which is all the same, will become a party

matter, and there can beno other arbiter than that which

the great Scotchman refers to , and on account of his

reference to which, chiefly , we follow bim ; that is : " all

human sense and human experience," and he mighthave

added : all human ' observation , language, science, his

tory , implication of every kind.

There is not, perhaps, any cause for apprehension

that the doctrines of the Theodicy, or of Taylorism , will

prevail to any considerable extent beyond what they

now do, with persons of mature judgment, after they

come fully to understand those doctrinės. But from the

confidence with which consciousness, is appealed to in

them , in direct opposition to the commonest and clear

est mental conviction of nine tenths of educated man

kind who do not, and cannot think their volition cause

less, unhinged and fortuitous — we may derive a lesson

not to be worthless, in a coming day , in our conn

try. Those who are better acquainted with theGerman

mental science than the present writer can either boast

of, or lament, tell us that they have sometimes made a

great deal, on the witness 's stand , of what, in their
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most expressively sounding language, they call the

Gefuhl - (we believe, however, that there should be

another vowel, the ü .) And that a speculative mind

will think itself justifiable in bringing out the wildest

theories on the ground that bis consciousness, his feel

ings or his aesthetic sentiments tell him this and this .

These impulses may be entitled to some influence over

the mind in wbich they arise ; but if they have no neces

sary connection with memory , reflection , reason, and

observation , as their producing causes, they are entitled

to no weight whatever upon the minds of other people ,

and can never become the proper materials out of which

to build metaphysicalsystems. Wesay nothing against

a legitimate and guarded use of the testimony of con - .

sciousness ; even the German Gefühl may have its

place in mere matters of taste and sentiment, concern

ing which there is no such thing as positive objective

truth . But we do object to the assumption of the in

posing name of consciousness , by every new notion in

philosophy, in behalf of which there happens not to be

any other witness .

3 . Our third observation upon this philosophical di

vinity is, that it is astonishing that it should proceed as

quietly as it does upon the completely erroneous assump

tion that the action of the will under the influence of

decisive motives, is not free action . Nothing can be

more contrary to experience,observation, and every other

testimony, than this assumption . All men see and know ,

in practical life, that they never actmore freely , at any

time, than when under themost powerful motives. The

fallacy may be seen underlying this whole school ofphi

losophy — Taylor, Fitch , Finney, Duffield, Bledsoe,

inore or less --- that the action of motives enslaves the

inind . If they could prove this to be the case, as they

assume it to be, if it could be proved to be true that mo

tives of the most powerful description make slaves of the

mind which they influence, then the result would be very

different from that which is anticipated by the advocates

of the new divinity. It would establish that distorted

form of the doctrine of necessity, against wbich they so

stoutly protest, beyond all possibility of escape : motives

enslave the will. All mankind have ever been , are now ,

VOL. IX . - No. 4 .
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and forever hereafter will be, under the influence of mo

tives. Therefore, the wills of allmankind are enslaved ,

and not free. This syllogism , we submit, must follow

the doctrine, that the action of motives takes away the

freedom of the will. The truth is far otherwise, how

ever. Thewill of no being in the universe is freer than

that of the “ wrapt seraph ” in heaven , “ who adores

and burns" so near to the throne of God , and in such

full view of his glory, as to overwhelm every power

within him with love and reverence.

There is no freer will than that of the holy man des

cribed in the hymn of Angustus Toplady, who finds

daily that it is

Sweet in the confidence of faith

To trust His firm decrees ;

Sweet to lie passive in His hands,

And know no will but His.

Noman 's will is, or can be, any freer than that of the

ripe saint, who has served God so long, that the motives

for the continuance of his service , as they appear to this

man 's view , are to those against the service of God , as

· preponderating and overwhelming as the proportion of

one million to a unit ; and who says with Payson , in his

last days : “ Hitherto I have viewed God as a fixed

star, bright indeed , but often intercepted by clouds ; but

now he is coming nearer and nearer, and spreads into a

sun so vast and glorious, that the light is too dazzling for

flesh and blood to sustain ."

On any other ground, there are but two possible con

ditions of free will that we can see ; the one, when no

motives are present to the mind at all, and then though

it might have a free will, yet it never could be a rational

agent ; and the other, when motives are just balanced,

one to one, five to five, an hundred to an hundred ; and

in that case, there could be no choice at all. Look at

mankind everywhere, in history, in the drama, in all

life-histories, in actual life, in every state and mode of

action, each is conscious that he is free himself. Each

perceives that others are free. Yet the influence of mo

tives is universal. And in cases where motives of great

power appear in operation , as in the case of the holy

man near to God, in the case of the patriot dying for his
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country, in the case of the youth following the lures of

the prizes of life , the more powerful the motive, the

more voluntary does the soul become in its compliance.

It is surprising that systems of mental philosophy should

ever have been constructed on any other hypothesis , for

it would really appear that human nature cannot be re

garded as rational nature on any other ground.

4 . It is surprising that books should be written on re

ligious subjects , in tones so bold and confident as some

of these works in the philosophic divinity of the present

century have been — and the remark applies in all its

force to Mr. Bledsoe's Theodicy - and yet should so di

rectly and awfully contradict the Scriptures on the sub

ject of the power of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of

men - or the Divine efficiency, as it is technically called .

With full heart, wesay , that the God of Bledsoe's The

odicy is not our God . He is not theGod of the Bible .

He is not theGod to whom pious men , in any age of the

world, have looked up and addressed their prayers. Irre

spective of the full, definite, unequivocal exhibitions of

God , in the Epistle to the Ephesians, as one “ who work

eth all things after the counsel ofbis ownwill," (ofwhich

epistle we are amazed thatno notice should be taken in

a work which professes to receive the Scriptures as in

spired , and to refute the common views of divine effi

ciency based on them , ) the God of the Bible is every

where represented as possessing the very power over

human wills which the Theodicy denies to him . Prayer

is addressed to Him , simply because he possesses that

power. Prophecies are made in his name, and fulfilled

by his working, only because he has that power. And

by far the more interesting part of the vast schemes of

Providence, which he is exbibited as laying in his coun

sels, and conducting to their issue, necessarily depend

on the very efficiency denied to him in Professor Bled

soe's Theodicy. Hewithholds Abimelech from sinning

against him ; Gen . xx. He promises the IIebrews that

he will hold back the desires of their neighbours,

“ neither shall any man desire thy land when thou shalt

go up to appear before the Lord thy God thrice in the

year ;" Ecod . 34 . Hesays he will send faintness into the

people's hearts in the land of their enemies, as a punish
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ment for their disobedience ; Lev . 26 . He says that he

will take of the Spirit that is upon Moses, and put it

upon the elders ; Numb. xi. When Samson is ensnared

by a woman of the Philistines, it is declared to be of the

Lord , because “ he sought on occasion against the Phil

istines ; Judges 14. There is a vision of the Lord sitting

on his throne, and calling for a Spirit to go and persuade

Ahab to evil for a punishment." And there came forth

a Spirit, and stood before the Lord , and said I will per

suade him . And the Lord said unto him wherewith ?

And he said I will go forth , and I will be a lying spirit

in the mouth of all his prophets. And he said thou

shalt persuade him , and prevail also : go forth and do

so" ; I Kings, xxii. Then when King Amaziah would

not hear, “ it came from God , that he might deliver

them into the hands of their enemies ;" II Chron . 25.

The prophet Daniel says distinctly that it was the duty

of the Jewish people to make their prayer to God , that

they might turn from their iniquities and understand

his truth . Chap . ix. Nor could Isaiah bave spoken

much differently from what he does in that sublime ex

altation of the Divine efficient power in his 46th chap .

of his prophecies, if he had had the Theodicy specially

in view . " I am God, .and there is none like me: de

claring the end from the beginning, and from ancient

times , the things which are not yet done, saying my

counsel shall stand , and I will do all my pleasure, call

ing a ravenous bird from the East, the man that execu

teth my counsel from a far country : yea, I have purpo

sed , and I also will do it. I have spoken and I will

bring it to pass."

And then ascending from particular declarations of the

divine efficiency, of which the Scriptures are almost as

full as the night sky is of stars - look at the great facts

which are ascribed to the power of the Spirit ofGod as

the fundamental principles of all evangelical religion :

the awaking of the soul from security in spiritual ruin ; the

inspiring in it of a disire for a better condition ; - the pre

paration of the heart to seek God ; - the convincing of

the conscience;- the raising of the souls of individuals and

of nations from the spiritually dead ; - the renovation of

the heart or will, or the creation and gift of a new
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heart ; - the authorship of the new birth ; - the daily re

newal of the spirit of themind ; - -the authorship of daily

grace and readiness for every trial, difficulty and duty of

life ; the re-forming ofthe lost image ofGod in the soul;

theactual preparation of the lost,by changes in their spi

ritual nature for the kingdom of heaven . How can men

look such a book in the face and deny the efficiency of

God ?

Nor do the Scriptures anywhere, give any hint of the

truth of the modern expedient, that though the feelings

of ourmind are necessitated , and though our judgments

are necessary, yet, the connection of cause with effect

bas no existence between the judgmentand the volition .

If so , then there could be no such thing as mental

science at all. There would be two lands, in each of

which we could discover the operation of somelawswhich

might be the objects of science, and then a great gulf

between them , over which there would be, and could be,

no bridge; through which a stream of the darkest and

deepest waters of mentalhap-hazard flows forever. The

acts of the will, the volitions, the proceedings which make

up human life, having no causal connection with feelings,

motives, judgments, convictions, conscience, sense of

duty, or any thing else of tbat kind, the intuitive convic

tion of every man that there arelaws of themind, would

be constantly contradicted by the affirmation of the pre

tended science of mind , that there are no laws of the

mind . The mental world would be one great bedlam ,

mental science would be a constant and necessary sui

cide. All religion would be an impossibility, because

the only known principle on which it is possible -- the

efficient production of it by the divine Spirit would be

denied and annulled. Having withdrawn our wills from

under the control of the divineSpirit, we should seek to

account for our conduct - such is the invincible incli

nation of our minds to look outmental causes for men

tal effects, - by omens, and signs and fates, and auspices.

The spilling of the salt- the crowing of the cock - the

flight of birds— the direction of the horns of the new

moon — the appearances of the entrails of newly slain

beasts, would again have to be consulted by the augurs

and aruspex to account for the volition of individuals,
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and the proceedings of bodies of men, and the shapings

of the destinies of life ; "which would have been emanci

pated by the new philosophy from the causative influ

ence of feelings, judgments andmotion , and the efficient

influence and government of the living God. There is

a hideous darkness of discomfort in such philosophy.

It is better that motive, truth , reason and God should

govern the world ; and that we should wait for the solu

tion of riddles, till we see the whole unfolding of the

scheme, than that the ape-gods of superstition , fatalism ,

chance, caprice, should again be enthroned in a world

which professes to be rational and christian .

The Scriptures indeed positively contradict, expressly

and impliedly, the doctrine that there is any link of cer

tainty wanting, anywhere, between the purpose of God

and the corresponding event, whether the alleged want

ing link be that between feeling and judgment, or that

between judgment and will, or that between will and

volition . Wherever you may choose to locate the chasm

it is equally unscriptural. The very clearest Scriptures,

which it can hardly be necessary to cite further, except

to refer to Romans viii. 28 and 29 , in confirmation of the

passage quoted from Isaiah - definitely guarantee the

whole length of the chain . There is no link wanting.

Someof the links lie between mere material and physi

cal cause and effect; and are matters ofnecessity in the

proper sense of that word . But other links lie between

what we may call free causes and their effects . The

main great difficulty in this department of the subject

has been a failure to understand the nature of free

causes ; and to see that their efficiency does not take

away mental freedom , but rather establishes it ; that

these causes are efficient and may be relied on as cer

tain , just simply because the mind and will are free,

and make their choices , and exercise their volitions, un

constraned by any real necessity. The word necessity is

no doubt an unfortunate one for the certain influence of

rational considerations over men according to their char

acter. The sound of the word, as implying material fate

and force, is the very breath which fills the sails of such

schemes as Bledsoe's Theodicy . Explain that word

clearly , and you explode such systemsas infallibly as
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they expect (but fail) to explode atheism and scepticism .

Within the ambiguities of that single word lie their only

grounds of existence. The love of truth is not a force ,

or a fate , or a compulsion over the nature of God ; yet

it is a necessity ; for God cannot lie . Fidelity to the

Redeemer is not a force, or a fate, or a compulsion over

the soul of the martyr; and yet he cannot deny his mas

ter, and will rather die, The love of country is not a

force, or a fate , or conípulsion over the mind of the

patriot ; and yet it is “ a ruling passion strong in death .”

Gold exercises no power of compulsion , force, or fate

over themiser ; and yet its power is a tremendous neces

sity. The most abandoned generations of men are

under no force, fate, or compulsion to sin - else sin would

not be sin - and yet, when the Ethiopian changes his

skin and the leopard his spots, then may they who have

accustomed themselves to do evil learn of their own

selves, to do well. The certainty of the moral sequence

is simply declared in the word of God to be as complete

as the certainty of material necessity. The two things

are simply compared in this one point. Now , if men

will ever understand this moral certainty , the power of

which is not force on the will, but on the contrary, the

full corrent of the will in a given direction , then there

will be light on the subject. If they will understand

that this moral certainty consists in the very hearty ,

voluntary current of the human will, which , instead of

taking away responsibility , as material necessity would

do, does most thoronghly involve responsibility , then we

shall cease to be teased with Theodicies which construct

splendid and unreal theories on the ambiguities of ne

cessity , moral and material.

And what a grotesque and strange whim of philoso

phy it is , to contend that causes of volitions destroy the

freedom of volitions-- that motives, inducements , rea

son , cannot make the mind willing - cannot cause its

volitions - cannot ensure the putting of them forth ; that

no amount of the perceived glory of God could cause

volitions in the mind of St. Paul; that no amount of

perceived lustre to the reign of the Saints could have

caused volitions in Cromwell's mind ; that no military
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glory could have infallibly lured Napoleon ; and no fu

ture civil good to his country, could havemade Wash

ington willing to endure privation and hardship ?

We feel , not “ dimly ," but clearly , that universal con

sciousness fairly contradicts the fundamental principles

of this bad book. It matters little to us whether our

Arminian brethern espouse it, as its bitter assaults on

Calvinism may induce some of the less far-seeing and

more passionate of them do. It may serve then for a

while, as an auxiliary in hunting down Calvinism . But

that is the vainestof all crusades. Calvinism can never

die while the Epistles of St. Paul are regarded as in

spired authority , and the spirit of God gives faith in his

word, to new -born souls . All appeals to popular out

cry, all accumulation of odium , all self-idolatrous and

captivating pbilosophies together, can never destroy it

while there is piety and faith in God 's word on the earth .

And if it were dead to -day, then given a new heart, and

a Bible, to-morrow morning , in a solitary island ; and

Calvinism would again be alive as soon as the new heart

had perused the Bible with the question in view ; what

saith God on these matters ? Arminianism would not

be born till the question was started : “ Do I like what

God says, or does it humble me?” And the damage

which the cold and cheerless principles of the Theodicy

would do to the truly pious Arminiau branches of the

church of Christ at the present day, in cutting man

loose from dependence on God ; in restraining prayer to

God by the representation of his spiritual power as

already exhausted ; and in extinguishing that sun of the

theological system , a vicarious atonement, would far

more than counterbalance the temporary aid which it

would derive from the book in hunting down that, on

the principle of which , the lives of the more excellent of

them are practically ordered ; and of which , we believe,

they always think the more kindly , as they learn the

more candidly to distinguish the thing itself, from the

horrible caricatures of it which form the staple of too

many of their own authors .
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ARTICLE III.

THE PROPHETS OF THE RESTORATION.

A Commentary on Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi,

by Rev . T . V . MOORE, V . D ., Pastor of the first Pres

byterian church, Richmond, Va.

It may be safely affirmed that a new era has dawned

on English Hermeneutic Theology, and the fact should

be recorded with gratitude. For excellent as are the

older commentaries in our language, (and they are so val

uable that they cannot be dispensed with , even now , by

any one who wishes to be imbued with the spirit of the

sacred record,) it is an undeniable fact, one that presses

itself on the attention of the student at every step of his

progress , that they do not meet and satisfy the wants of

the time.

We shall, perhaps, suggest what we conceive to be the

new element that gives ebaracter to the commentaries,

that are from time to time coming forth to meet the exi

gencies of the age,when we say thatthey are distinguish

ed by a manly criticism that does not fear to look a diffi

culty full in the face. It is not satisfied with being

copious and pious on the plain declarations of the living

oracles, but the obscure utterings are pondered, and

their bidden meaning sought after, and often found and

brought forth to add to the priceless stores of the treasury

of things, new and old , in which the church of God re

joices. And it is eminently practical as well as critical.

It makes a minute , patient and learned examination of

the sacred textthe foundation of the development of doc.

trine and practical inference and remark. It seeks to

ascertain the mind of the spirit in each enunciation of

the great revealer, and thus put into the hand of the

Christian warrior the sword of the Spirit, with its hea

venly temper and keen edge uninjured .

The writing commentaries of this class is a work of

berculean labour, and no one who has a due sense of the

requirements of the case will think of attempting the

exposition of the entire Scriptures. That honor is not

VOL . IX . - No. 4 .
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for any one man. The result, whenever attained , will

be a composite one, and will consist ofmonographs from

many hands. The incomparable work of Eadie on the

Ephesians, and Hodges Exhaustive Commentary on the

Romans, will be universally accepted as worthy contri

butions to this noble effort. And in this galaxy of inter

preters of the word , thatshall atonce adorn and instruct

the church in her later and better day, this work on

the Prophets of the Restoration is entitled to, and we are

confident will secure no mean place . We have no hesi

tation in saying that, as yet, there is no German work

that we have seen that is entitled to a place in this as

sembly of worthies. No one can deny the great value

and indispensable necessity of such works to every

scholar,withoutexposing his own ignorance or presump

tion , and perhaps both . But the master works of such

men as Tholuck and Hengstenberg and Olshausen , have

defects both in criticism and in doctrinalexposition that

are felt at every step . · Nearly akin as we are, andmuch

as we have in common , there is a radical difference be

tween the Teutonic mind and ours. An argument that

is demonstration to a German scholar is often very far

from bringing conviction to us, and difficulties thatseem

insurmountable to him , make but very little obstruction

in the progress of our reasoning. To use his own hack

neyed expression, our “ stand-point” is different.

And yet, as we have already said, the aid of ourme

taphysical and learned brethren is indispensable . The

work is to be done by the Anglo -Saxon mind, enriched

by German culture. It is a happy combination of the

good sense and directness of the one with the patient

and learned acuteness of the other that is needed. Nor

arewewilling to give this noble work exclusively to the

hands of our Theological Professors and teachers of

Biblical criticism . These men, with all their piety and

learning, generally look at the world through the loop

hole of a study window , and have far too little acquaint

ance with the wants and modes of action of that great

mass of mind that is to be redeemed and sanctified by

The truth . And hence they are not so skillful as theymight

be in arresting and satisfying those who are engaged so

eagerly in the actual struggle of life. Give a Pastor a
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good degree of the Professor's learning, and bis familiar

acquaintance with the busy and fluctuating thoughts of

men , as he meets them in the working-day -world will be

of signal advantage in enabling him to guide the sword

of the Spirit to the very pointmost vulnerable . In short,

we suppose that the perfection of a commentary must

combine the facts of learned research and practical dex

terity. No one, we think , can read Eadie 's works on

Ephesians and Colossians without perceiving on every

page thathe is a Preacher as well as a Professor.

This samemost desirable quality attaches, in a highly

gratifying degree , to the work before us. While it is

complimentary to the author's diligence and self-denial

that such a work has been conceived and brought forth

amid the exacting and exhausting labours of a large

pastoral charge, it is also the better for that very reason .

We see that he looks at truth and handles it not as a

dead fossil but as a living, operative reality that must

move as well as enlighten the hearts and consciences of

men . Yet,werewe in a criticalmood , we might suggest

that perhaps there is a little too much of the Preacher

to be seen here. The style is too intense and epithetical

and antithetical. There is a trifle too much of flourish

and rhetoric for a Commentary . But we can readily

pardon so slight a blemish when it is but the excess of

so good a thing.

And we cannot buthope thatthe new style of criticism

will divelope a new style of preaching. We cannot find

it in our hearts to deprecate those grand old divines and

preachers who adorned and instructed the times (for

there were giants in those days) and we bless God for

them Butmay we pot suggest that they were too sys

tematic and general, and that even they would have

been improved by the modern culture. That a minuter

criticism would have given greater definiteness and ex

actness of application , and that a closer study of the

forms of belief developed by the time, would have fitted

them for a more efficientapplication of the gospel reme

dy to the diseases of humanity. We trust that the min

istry is gettingmore into sympathy with the actual world

ofhoping, piping, doubting , struggling men and women ,

and that this closer acquaintance with present wants
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will enable the ministers of God more fully and tri

umphantly to vindicate the claim of the gospel to be

rest for the weary and satisfaction for the doubting.

Atall events, we know that an exclusive attachment

to the old forms of preaching truth would greatly

disable themodern preacher in his attack on the powers

of darkness. It is the same precious, unalterable truth ,

but its form of presentation and illustration may, and

must, be diversified to meet the infinite varieties of ever

changing error. Our science and our art must keep

full abreast of all other arts and sciences. It will not

do to go to work with the match -lock 'and cross-bow ,

when the enemy is using Minnie rifles and Paixhan guns.

Dr. Moore has been very bappy, we think , in selecting

his portion of the Word ofGod - the closing period of

the Old Testament dispensation , that stretches from the

return from Babylon to the five centuries of silence that

intervened between the promise of the Messenger that

was to prepare the way of Jehovah , and the startling

announcement of one crying in the wilderness, " Prepare

ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight." It

was, as our anthormost appropriately and suggestively

calls it, the period of restoration . It witnessed the re

building of the ruined temple amid the rejoicing hopes

of the young and the tearful memories of the old . It

was a twilight time— but it was morning twilight illu

mined by three bright day-stars'which did not lose their

gentle and cheering radiance, butwere swallowed up by

the full light of the perfect day of the Sun of Righteous

.ness. This whole period has a peculiar and tender

interest. It is all tremulous with hope and desire. It

stood on the tiptoe of anxious and yet hopeful expecta

tion . It is an old Scotch custom to announce the pres

ence of royalty on the battle -field by a peculiar flourish

of trumpets. We hear this in Málachi. “ The Lord,

whom ye seek , shall suddenly come to his temple , even

the Messenger of the covenant whom ye delight in : be

hold he shall come saith the Lord of hosts." Thelshout

of a king was in their camp.

And is there not a special fitness in the study of this

portion just now , when we seem to be about to witness

the dawn of a brighter day for the church ? For much
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as interpreters differ in particulars, they agree in the

great hope that we are on the verge of great things

that a new era in the administration of Christ's kingdom

is at the door.

But wemust not vaticinate . Wewould rather express

our acknowledgments to our author that be has not felt

called to enlighten us on unfulfilled prophecy . We

rejoice that he has not been bitten by the prophetical

mania of the armageddonites, who not only locate the

arena for the great battle , but call the combatants by

name, and kindly suggest the military policy that will

lead to victory . An act of forethought that all the ex

pectant warriors should make a note of for future use.

But it is not simply in the selection of the theme that

there is great felicity, but in the whole arrangementand

execution of the work . The cominon version has its

proper and yet rarely conceded place in critical com

mentaries , at the head of the page, without obtrusively

taking up too large a portion of it: the new translation is

accurate , preserving the Hebrew idiom with remarkable

closeness, and not only prefaces each book , but is pre

sented in full in the notes, so that the new and old ver

sion , with the commentary, can be seen at a glance.

The arrangement of the page is incomparably better

than in any other work we have ever seen . And then

the notes preserve a happy medium between learned

dulness and wearisome fulness of reference on the one

hand, and pious but common-place remark on the other.

Each portion is finished off by inferences, natural, pointed ,

apothegmatic and pregnant. Many of them will stick

in the memory of the reader. And hence others than

clergymen will find the book an interesting and profita

ble one. There is no small advantage to our author in

the fact that, so far as English readers are concerned ,

he traverses an almost untrodden field . Those who have

made this remarkable trio of Prophets a special study,

have left their labors for the most part buried in a dead

language. Wemay give information to some, even of

our clerical readers, when we record the names of la

bourers in precisely the same field that Dr. Moore bas

chosen . Such works as Nesi Breves Observationes in

Comm ., Rab . Davidis Kimchi in Aggem Zechariam et

with the ho of the
pageve ever seen een

learned
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Malachima, Paris , 1557, and Willii Prophetæ Haggeus,

Zacharias, Malachias Comment, illustrati, Bremæ , 1638 ,

and Varenii Trifolium Propheticum , Rostoch , 1662 ,

though covering precisely the same ground with the

present work will most assuredly never jostle it in the

competition for public favour. Wethink,therefore, that

this Commentary supplies a deficiency in our apparatus

for study . Perhaps no part of the sacred Scriptures is

less read than the Prophets of the Restoration , and yet

they are full of hope and encouragement as well as re

proof and warning for a church called to build the wall

in troublous times to hold the implements of labour in

one hand and the weapons of war in the other, and find

ing . it ever needful to keep alive a loving , trusting

heart — in order to give energy and efficiency to both

in short of a church which, thongh now besetby enemies ,

looks with steadfast faith to the coming of a better day.

The publisher has done his part of the work well, with

the exception of a few typographical errors and the very

remarkable omission of an interclause of the new trans

lation of ch. 1 , vs. 7, ofHaggai, and found on page 60 .

Weare disposed , however, to enter our protest in behalf

of the brethren who are low in purse, against the size

and consequent cost of the work . . It might have been

published in a neat and handsome duodecimo, and thus

have come within the means of a much larger circle of

those who would greatly appreciate its perusal. The

price of two dollars for a Commentary on three of the

minor Prophets would suggest a painful question in the

rule of three to many a poor clergyman .

But by far themost striking pointin this work is found

in the introduction. Wehave first, a discussion of the

nature of the Prophetic gift,which is defined as " some

thing bestowed by God on any one, by virtue of which

he was qualified and authorized to speak authoritatively

for him ." The Prophet is one who speaks instead of

another, and that without reference to the question,

whether the announcement refers to present, past

or future. Then follows a new and very striking classi

fication of the differentmodes of God'smanifestations to

man. First, the theophanee , in which God revealed

himself by visible appearances, and extending through
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the Patriarchal dispensation , and closing with the mis

sion of Moses. TheMosaic dispensation is termed theop

neustic , because in it God revealed himself mediately

through inspired men. The third dispensation is the

Christian , and which is called theologic, because in it

God reveals himself permanently by inspired writings.

This classification deserves attention , and for a full coin

prehension of its character and bearings we refer the

reader to the extended discussion of it, to be found in

this excellent Introduction.

In discussing the literature of these three prophetic

books, our author pays a deserved tribute to the wonder

ful genius, learning and services of John Calvin in re

vealing themind of the Spirit às here recorded . Indeed

it seems, that while many of the older commentaries are

becoming mere library lumber or repositories of curious,

exploded theories of interpretation ,that the great thinker

and theologian of the Reformation is getting a firmer

hold on the reverence and affection ofthe most advanced

minds amongst us. There are some statues so gigantic

in proportions that they are not seen to advantage except

at a distance. So it has been with him . For a time

after the great impulse which he gave to the generation

in which he lived it was fassionable to neglect him .

Butnow he is again rising abovethe horizon , a luminary

of the first magnitude, whose calm and serene radiance

will, as we trust, shine on the way of life till the end of

time. *

We close this work with a feeling of profound satisfac

tion and recommend it to all students of the Bible . And

a reperusal of these three Prophets, with the lights that

are now offered , is suggestive at once of hope and fear.

For asweare cheered by' promise of the speedy and

glorious coming of the Son of God, we are reminded

that when he comes he will inaugurate a day of search

ing scrutiny. He will be as refiner's fire and as fullers '

soap. He brings, therefore ,both blessings and cursings.

And while we trace the first streaks of the morning

* Wenotice, with special pleasure, that Dr. Schaff, in his new work

on Religion in America, acknowledges that Calvinism is the dominant

influence in the American Church .
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light we catch a glimpse of consuming fire that shall burn

the enemies ofGod. '

ARTICLE IV .

MICHAEL SERVETUS.

I. Calvin and Servetus : the Reformer's Share in the

Trial of Michael Servetus historically ascertained .

From the French : with Notes and Additions. By

the Rev. W . R . TWEEDIE . JOHN JOHNSTONE, 15 Prin

cess Street, Edinburgh, and 26, Pater Noster Row ,

London , 1846.

II. A Short Account of the Ancient History, Present

Government and Laws of the Republic of Geneva .

By GEORGE REATE , Esq.," London . - Printed for R . &

J . DODSLEY, in Pall Mall, 1761.

Had Servetusbeen burned by the Romanists at Vienna,

we should probably never have heard his name; or at

most, his case would bave excited no higher interest than

the thousands ofmartyrs who have fallen victims to In

quisitorial power. His wild speculations in theology,

together with hismore useful discoveries in physiological

science, would have been swept into oblivion by the

flames of Papal justice. "

We initiate our present effort with this (as somemay

think,) bold announcement, that our readers may bear

in mind the proposition which wehope to demonstrate ;

and that they may fairly and fully weigh all the facts as

they shall be given in detail. Rome had consigned

myriads of God's most faithful ones to the rack, the fire,

and the dungeons of the Inquisition , for the darning

heresy of calling in question her dogmas and authority ,

until these things came to be considered matters of

course ; and until, from the vast numbers ofher victims,

a single name, unless one ofmarked eminence, was lost

from public view .
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But few of all the distinguished names connected with

the great Reformation of the 16th century have obtained

a more world -wide renown than that which stands at the

head of this article. And for what reason ? Not be

cause, like Luther, Melanchthon , Calvin and others, he

battled manfully “ for the faith once delivered to the

saints,” and contributed much to the purging of the

church from error and delusion ; not because of any sig

nal service he rendered to the temporal interests ofman

kind ; not even because he died a martyr at the stake,

for the theological opinions he sought to promulgate to

the world ; but because he suffered at the hands of those

professing the Reformed faith under the walls of Geneva.

Men of every shade of faith , from the most orthodox to

the most heretical, can easily perceivenow that the prac

tice of persecution for religious opinions but illy com

ports with the pure and correct Gospel precepts which

were taught in that republican city. But then the chief

est Reformers bad not so learned the doctrines of their

Divine Master as to realize that the weapons of their

warfare were not carnal. Those clouds of error and

superstition , which had enveloped the church in their

folds for a thousand years , had only begun to break

away and admit the rays of the Sun of Righteousness to

the minds ofmen . The whole system of truth , as re

vealed in the precepts of Christ and his Apostles, in

faith and practice, was not yet fully grasped and clearly

understood , even by the mightiest ininds and the purest

spirits of the Reformation . The consequence was that

Servetus fell before the power of a Protestant tribunal,

just as he would have done at the hands of Romanists a

few months before, had not circumstances prevented .

But at whose door lies the sin of putting the heretic

to death ? Weanticipate the answer which many, and

perhaps the world generally , would give. Romanists,

and many Protestants too, for generations past bave un

hesitatingly visited the crime on the great Genevan Re

former. By many , of whom we should have expected

other sentiments , Calvin has been regarded as the venge

ful and truculentmurderer of Servetus. And from ab

sence of the necessary testimony in the case, the most

ardent professors of that system of faith so clearly set

Vol. IX . - No. 4 .
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forth in the immortal “ Institutes," have been borne

along by the tide of public opinion , and only enabled to

offer a plausible defence for their adherence to his doc

trines, by separating them from the life of Calvin himself.

But justice, though tardy, seemsat last to have entered

upon its perfect work. The errors of the writers upon

this subject heretofore, seem now likely to be corrected.

Not a few during the last hundred and fifty years, have

professed to give correct narratives of this, at least one

of themost remarkable trials ever had before a human

tribunal. De la Roche, Mosheim , Alwoerden , and Jen

nebier during the last century , and Fleury , Trechsel,

Valayre and Audin of the present,have given the results

of their labours. Some of these wrote with updisguised

hostility to Calvin and his doctrines ; and all, in the absence

of the authentic data,which were absolutely necessary to a

fair exposition of the solemn procedure. Audin , one of

the most recent, and a Romanist, wrote his “ Vie de

Calvin ," as a set off to D 'Aubigne's History of the Re

formation . Maunder too , represents theagency of Calvin

in the death of Servetus as leaving an indelible stain on

his character.

It is well known that the late Dr. Thos . Mcērie con

templated giving the world a life of Calvin , as he had

done that of Scotland 's great Reformer, Knox ; and for

this purpose sent his son, John McCrie , to Geneva, to

examine the registers of the city , and thus draw upon

original sources for his materials. A biography of Cal

vin from a Scottish stand point, to be placed side by side

with that of his “ true yoke fellow " Knox, would be an

invaluable contribution to Presbyterian literature. But

the intentions of both father and son were frustrated by a

wise Providence,which called them to go up higher ; and

thework is now in the hands of another of the same

family , Rev. Thomas McCrie, who will, ifGod permit, ere

long give the results of their united efforts to the world .

But our regrets for the loss of the labours of two emi

nently qualified friends of Calvin have been more than

mitigated by the efforts that have been made by one of

a different faith from the great Reformer, and whose

testimony consequently comes to us divested of the sus

picion of prejudice in his favour.
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The original records of the trial of Servetus before the

" Little Council ofGeneva " were,untilrecently , supposed

to be lost. Wehave now the satisfaction of announcing

that this is not the fact. And the discovery ofthese records

is due to the efforts of one not of Calvin 's faith . Wemay

then reosonably anticipate thathe “ will a plain , unvarn

ished tale deliver.” In 1814 , Mons. Albert Rilliet, whom

welearn to be a Unitarian Clergyman of Geneva , pub

lished a brochure or treatise on this proceeding, which

was based upon the original documents which had not

been before published or examined. In this tractate we

now have probably all the light that we ever can bave

until the secrets of all hearts shall bemade known at the

judgment bar.*

To present even a cursory view of the life of Calvin ,

would be both unnecessary, and far exceed our prescribed

limits. But to do justice to the labours ofMons. Rilliet,

we shall find it necessary to notice the principal events

in the life ofhis antagonist before the tragic scene which

closed with his death .

Michael Servetus, also called Reves, was a Spaniard,

a native of Villanova in Arragon . He first saw the

light about 1509 , and was consequently of about the same.

age with Calvin. · At an early age he exhibited a taste

for religious speculations, and a decided aversion to the

scholastic theology of the Romish Church . In conse

quence of these traits of character, his father, who is

supposed to have designed him for the church , fearing

that his speculationsmight expose him to the fury ofthe

Inquisition , changed his purpose, and sent him to the

University of Toulouse, to study law . Here he became

associated with some young men who had imbibed the

doctrines of Luther, and at their solicitations applied

himself to the study of theology with them . Being now

deeply interested in the new doctrines, and ambitious to

distinguish himself in the work of the Reforination , he

left Toulouse and travelled over Italy, where, in February,

1530, he was present at the coronation of Charles V .

* Its title in the original French is, “ Relation du Proces Criminel In

tente a Geneve, en 1553, contre Michel Servet, redigee d 'apres les Docu

ments Originaux, par Albert Rilliet."
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Passing into Germany, hestopped at Bâle ,the residence

of Ecolampadius. The latter, who at first welcomed

him , soon discovered that he abjured vastly more than

the errors of Rome; and differed not less with the Re

formed than with the adherents of the Pope . The dis

covery of his denial of the doctrine of the Trinity de

tached Ecolampadius from him , and he experienced the

same cold reception from Bucer and Capito at Strasburg .

Denounced by these Reformers, be determined now to

act for himself, and to form a party of his own through

the influence of his writings. 'In 1531, he published his

first work at Hagenan , entitled De Trinitatis Erroribus,

Libri VII. This was succeeded by another work in the

following year, entitled Dialogorum de Trinitate, Libri

II. A copy of each of these books is now in the Angelic

Library at Roine, in both of which the doctrine of the

Trinity is rejected. These writings were not without

their influence, both in arresting the progress of the Re

formation and in promoting heresy and schism . To them

Dr. McCrie traces the sources of the errors that prevailed

in Italy in the 16th century.*

The publication of these opinions brought down upon

Servetus a storm of opposition from the Reformers at

Bâle and Strasburg, which he was illy able to encounter.

And not meeting with the success which he had antici

pated, he resolved to change both his name and profes

sion . Assuming the name of Villeneuve, he went to

Paris to pursue the study of medicine. As an indication

of the brilliant, though ill-directed genius of the man , it

appears evident that hemade the first discovery of the

circulation of the blood , more than seventy years before

the announcement of Harvey.

During his stay in Paris ,he still devoted himself to the

study of Theology , and for the first time sought an inter

view with Calvin , who was then in the city, but failed

in obtaining it. From Paris he went to Lyons, where,

to earn the means of support, he became corrector ofthe

press, and published an edition of the geography of

Ptolemy with notes. Returning again to Paris in 1537,

he taught mathematics, geography, and astrology ; the

* History of Reformation in Italy, pp. 150, 151.
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last of which drew down upon him the vengeance of the

Sorbonne, and a sentence of Parliament. From Paris

he went to Charlieu, where he practised medicine. In

1541, hetook up his residence in Vienne in Dauphiné, a

place destined to be little less memorable in his history

than Geneva itself, where he engaged in the duties of

his profession , and also in some literary labours.

It was at Vienne that he first entered into correspon

dence with Calvin . His acquaintance had been cut by

the Reformers in Germany, and he now essayed the as

similation of a mind mightier than theirs to his peculiar

theological tenets. But as might have been expected ,

he was foiled here in a more signalmanner than before.

So far from finding a pliant tool, on whom he should be

able to impress his soul-destroying dogmas, he found

himself all at once in the hands of an intellectual giant

of unyielding principle , and was doomed to mourn over

a bitter discomfiture, the mortification of which doubt

less, at a later period , instigated him to a retaliation on

the Reformer, in a manner which he hoped to find more

effectual than a theological dispute . For about six years

Calvin endured the discussion of the loathsome ervors

and the insulting language of his antagonist, in the vain

hope of converting him to the truth . At last be de

nounced him as incorrigible ; and in February , 1546 , he

wrote to Viret that famous letter, in which he avows

his determination to render the heretic 's visit to Geneva

fatal to him , should he exercise the temerity to venture

thither. “ Nam si venerit, modo valeat mea authoritas,

vivam exire numquam patiar." *

Meanwhile the Spaniard was not idle . Hewas labo

riously engaged on the great work of his life — a work

which was destined, ere long, to call forth the thunders

of both Popish and Protestant tribunals , and wind up

his earthly career. This book was entitled Christianismi

Restitutio , not simply a refutation of one particular doc

trine, but an entire system of theology, combatting alike

65 the monstrous absurdities of Rome, and the pretended

reforms of Protestantdoctors.” “ And had it been able ,"

* Henry quotes this letter as written to Farel, then at Metz. Alex .

Moras, a personal friend of Calvin , and others, reasoned strenuously against

its genuineness. Henry's Life of Calvin , vol. 2, p. 181. : :
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says Rilliet, “ to force itself into publicity, the name of

Servetns mightnot have awakened ,as now , only the idea

of anti-Trinitarian ,” p . 69. From a passage quoted from

this work by Sigmond, Servetusmust bave been far from

Unitarianism . Though rejecting the doctrine of the

Trinity , he uses the following language:- speaking of

Christ, he says, “ ipse non sit creatura , nee finitae po

tentiae, sed vere adorandus verusque Deus.” Thus he

denied his humanity, and made him the absolute God .

This conclusion he arrived at, however, from any other

than exalted and correct views of God or the Son of

God . He was a thorough Pantheist, with him every

thing was a part of the Divine nature. The bench on

which he sat, and even the devil himself, be avowed be

fore the Council of Geneva, were parts of the Divine

essence. Christ, therefore , was the “ verus Deus," and

to be adored in a no higher sense than blocks of wood,

and fiends in the nether world . The Trinity he charac

terized on bis trial as a three headed monster, a “ Cer

berus, the dreams of Augustine, and an invention of the

devil.” — p . 118 .

After an ineffectual overture to a bookseller at Bali,

Servetus procured the printing of the “ Restitutio " at

Vienne, a printer of that place* having consented to

construct a secret workshop for the purpose. The book

appeared about the beginning of the year 1553. Five

bales of copies were sent to Lyons ; as many to Chatil

lon : still more to Frankfort ; and others to Geneva .

One of the copies fell into the handsof Calvin, by what

means, does not appear. It is not probable, however,

that he was the first in Geneva to get possession of the

work ; norwas he the person who furnished the infor

mation to the Viennese, which led to the arrest of the

author. The paper warfare across the Swiss Alps had for

some years ceased, and Calvin was anıply occupied in

settling the religions faith and political institutions of

Geneva, though he doubtless kept a sleepless eye upon

one whom he knew to be so dangerous an enemy, so long

within less than a hundred miles ot him .

How then was the discovery made ? Who was the in

* William Queroult,Coverseer of the Archbishop's press at Vienne.
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former ? There lived at this time, at Geneva , a French

nobleman from Lyons, who had fled thither from perse

cution , by the name of William de Trie. De Trie had a

near relation at Lyons still in the bosom of the Romish

church , by the naine of Arneys. A correspondence be

tween these two persons first led to thedisclosures which

were followed by such tragical results. The blood of

Protestant worthies had been ruthlessly shed in that part

of France, and it seemed just ground of complaint on

the part of De Trie, that a blasphemer like Servetus

sbould be tolerated under the same authority . Hence,

he wrote to Arneys, reproaching him and his church

for suffering such evils to exist unmolested within its

pale , and claiming that such crimes were more effec

tually punished in Protestant Geneva . Referring to

Servetus and his book , he says, “ Suppose now that a

man should declare that the Trinity in which we believe

is a Cerberus, a hellish monster, and should heap upon

it all imaginable abuse, and make a mock at all which

the ancient fathers have said thereon ; - in what light

would such a man appear among you ? How base a

thing it is that they should be led to death who acknowl

edge that there is one only God , and that prayer must

be offered to him in the nameof Jesus Christ, while such

a man as this, (Servetns,) who regards Christ as an idol,

who tramples on all the principles of faith , revives all

the absurdities of the old heretics, condemnsthe baptism

of children , calling it à devilish invention, - should be

held in esteem among you, and treated as if he had done

nothing amniss ! The man to whom I refer is a Spaniard

or Portuguese, Michael Servetus by name. But he is

known by that of Villeneuve, plays the physician , and

has just had a work printed at Arnonllet's office in Vi

enne.” In this letter, De Trie enclosed the title , the

register, and the first four leaves of the “ Restitutio ."" *

This appeal stung Arneys to the quick , and he imme

diately placed the letter in the hands of Ory, the inqnisi

tor of the diocese at Lyons. Servetus was forth with

arrested , and underwent an examination at Vienne before

Montgiron, the general-lieutenant of Dauphina. The

* Henry, vol. ii. p . 185.
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result of this examination was a failure in fixing the

authorship on Servetus. The examination of Queroult,

and the operatives in the printing office was attended

with no better success. De Trie was then written to for

fuller information , and he was enabled to furnish it. It

will be seen here that De Trie, who had brought the

charge against Servetus, in a private letter to a friend ,

was now laid under the necessity of establishing it, or

stand convicted of slandering his neighbor. He had

asserted that the physician at Vienne, bearing the name

of Villeneuve, was Servetus, and the author of the here

tical book : he must make good the proof. His only

resource was in the hands of Calvin . Servetus, in his

letters to him , had acknowledged and explained his

change of name, and sufficient testimony was found in

this correspondence to satisfy the judges of the guilt of

their prisoner, and finally render their verdict against

him . It was with much difficulty, however,that De Trie

prevailed on Calvin to allow the use of these letters , and

à conscientious regard forthe cause of truth , at last indu

ced bim to consent. Servetus, fully realizing the conse

quences that awaited bim , when he saw his letters in the

hands of his judges, took measures to effect bis escape

from the prisons of the palace at Vienne, while his

trial was still pending. This was on the 7th of April.

The process against him , however, was still continued ,

and on the 17th of June, a sentence was returned by the

ordinary tribunal of the Bailiwick of Vienne, condemn

ing him to the flames. The sentence was duly executed

the same day, as far as it could be, on the “ Place

Charneve,” by burning the effigy of the criminal, after

hanging it on the gallows, together with a bale of his

books, * in a slow fire.

For about three months after his escape, Servetus lay

concealed in France. But fearing that he might fall into

the power of his enemies, he resolved on fleeing to Na

ples, he himself said, for the purpose of pursuing the

duties of his profession . Whether this was his real de

sign or not, he took Geneva in his route , most probably

* Three copies of the“ Restitutio” are still in existence, one ofwhich is in

the king's library at Paris, closing with the initials of the author, M . 8. V .
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with a view of trying his fortunes in a place, where the

condition of affairs wasnot unknown to him .

We have now seen what Rome would have done with

the heretic, could she have laid her hands on bim .

Though out of her grasp , her sentence of outlawry and

death were still in force against him . Apprehension of

his body would have consigned it to the same fate with

his effigy and his books. And after he had been appre

hended in Geneva , she formally demanded the rendition

of the fugitive as the subject of an auto da fe, in the

market place of Vienne. And if with her it is a solemn

duty to burn beretics, let her and all others remember

the precept, “ let him that is without sin cast the first:

stone."

Let us now follow our hero on , and see how he will

acquit himself when beyond the reach of the sentence

that impended over him . One would have supposed

that his recent dangers and hazardous escape would

have rendered him weary of similar perils . But Serve

tus was one of those restless, fiery spirits that seemed

to delight in fomenting strife and courting danger..

Coleridge said, that “ if any poor fanatic ever thrust

himself into the flames, thatman was Servetus."

But before proceeding to consider his case, in the

hands of Protestant judges, we niust recur for a little

while to the state of affairs in the city where he sought.

an asylum . The Republic ofGeneva is little more than

a point on the map of Europe, with a few miles of de

tached territory , washed by the blue waters of the

Rhone. And yet from this point, lying at the western

extremity of Leman lake, radiated full three bundred

yeazs ago, those eternal principles of civilization, state

policy, and religious trnth, to which we in this far dis

tant age and clime, can never acknowledge ourselves

too much indebted . One of the first cities of the Allo

broges, in the time of Julius Cæsar, Geneva, fell sùc

cessively under the dominion of the Emperors of Rome,

France and Germany, and the kings of Burgundy, till

the middle of the eleventh century. For about five hun

dred years afterwards, the governmentwas exercised by

the bishops, to whom the emperors had resigned their

authority , but who were involved in almost ceaseless ,

VOL. IX - No. 4 ..
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contests with the counts of Geneva and Savoy, for the

supreme authority. The inauguration of the reforma

tion ended this quarrel, and in 1534 and 1535, Geneva

became a republic, and by degrees obtained that forin of

government which existssubstantially to this day. Con

sequently when Servetus entered the city in August,

1553, the people bad lived in the enjoyment of civil

and religious liberty for about eighteen years. But with

Geneva, the reformation was not a transition from à cor

rapt religion , to one conformed strictly to the pure pre

cepts of theGospel. The,people had groaned under the

tyranny of the Crosier, and longed to free themselves

from Episcopal rule , long before they heard of the doc

trines of Luther and Zuingle ; and when these doctrines

of abjuration of Romewere preached, they were receiv

ed, partly at least , as a means of freeing them from the

supremacy of the bishops, and securing the protective

alliance of Berne. The love of independence, far more

than a sincere desire to know and practice the truth --

anti-catholicism , more than love of the pure princi

ciples of the Gospel, opened their hearts to the recep

tion of the new faith , and ranged them on the side of

the Reformation . Accustomed too to habits of unres

trained licentiousness, and all manner of sensual plea

sures, it was no easy matter for them to reform their

lives when they changed their constitution . The noblesse

of the city were, to a melancholy extent, the foreinost

and most shameless in these libertine practices. A few ,

and perhaps a few only ofthe native Genevese were truly

converted to Christ, and realized that his yoke was easy

and his burden light. ButGeneva was a free city , and

consequently an asylum for the people ofGod , who had

been exiled for conscience sake from their own lands.

Here, Scotland's great reformer Knox, in after years,

found a refuge from the fury of persecution under the

bloody Mary. And here , at the trying period of which

we now speak, thousands had congregated from various

popish kingdoms, and especially from France and Italy,

that they might enjoy the pure worship of God in safety

and peace. So great a number of these refugees bailed

from France like Calvin , that they were commonly de

signated by the name of French, to distinguish them

the Real
licentious ay in the
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from the native Genevese. Among these, true religion

found its faithful adherents ; among the latter were the

libertines, who were restive and factious under any strict

rule , whether civil or ecclesiastical. The latter being

patives, citizens and Burgesses, constituted the “ general

conncil," and possessed the law -making power, to the

entire exclnsion of the stranger inhabitants.* To strike

down high imaginations like these , and cleanse the city

from all its impurities, was found a far more formidable

undertaking than freeing it from the thraldom of the

Vatican . Farel and Viret had been the instruments un

der God of initiating the work of reform . Farel had

preached before the Council ; the nuns of St. Clair had

left the city , and the inonks and all the monuments of

Popish supremacy had been sweptaway. But a corrupt

religion was banished , and not fully supplanted as yet

by a better : and as a legitimate consequence, violence

and faction reigned to a fearful extent.

This state of things prevailed in Geneva, when Calvin

in 1536 , flying from bis native France to Germany,

where he might labor in safety for the cause ofGod and

truth, passed through the city . In no portion ofEurope

was a master-mind like hismore needed ; than atGeneva

at this time. He would fain pass on in spite of the re

monstrances of Farel; but theman of God, who had with

his own hands, torn down the idols and crucifixes in

Geneva, denounced the vengeance of heaven against

him , unless he remained and gave himself to the estab

lishnient of the truth there. This solemn appeal changed

bis mind , and Calvin at once set about the arduous work

of reforming themorals as well as settling the religious

faith of Geneva . But mighty aswerehis efforts and bis

influence, he found " old Adam too strong for young

Melanchthon ." Libertinism was yet too mighty to be

brought under the pure and benign reign of the Gospel.

But with Calvin , there was no alternative but the Chris

tianity of the Bible . And for his faithfulness he was

expelled the city, together with Farel and Cordeir, in

less than two years after his entrance into it.

But Geneva, - like France at a subsequent period,--

ligt Reati, p. 65, et seq.
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made the important discovery, that she could not be

governed without religion ; the morals of the libertines

could not save the State. Faction followed faction , and

murder succeeded murder ; death by violence lessened

the number of Calvin 's enemies. An erring people ,

softened by calamities, now saw no way of saving them

selves from destruction , but by recalling him whom they

had exiled . Bâle , Berne, and Zurich added their influ

ence ; and the Council of Two Hundred unanimously

voted to press his return from Strasburg, where be now

resided . Calvin , with many fears, consented ; and an

embassy conducted bim in triumph to Geneva, after an

absence of more than two years.

But his return , in 1540, did not find the power of sin

destroyed . . And, for a period of near thirteen years, be

was doomed to struggle with the same unholy influence.

A powerful party in Geneva were incorrigible to the re

ligious restraints which were imposed upon them . They

would fain enjoy the peace and order secured by the

Reformer's presence ; but they must be exempted froin

a strict application of the laws of the Republic to thein

selves.

Among those who claimed admission to sealing ordi

nances was Amied Perrin , the Chief Syndic and Captain .

General of the Republic ; adding to his official influence,

wealth and family connections. His ownmorals, as well

as those of several of his family, subjected them to the

censures of the Consistory. This aroused Perrin's pride

and resentment, as he had expected exemption for bis

rank , froin penalties which he was entirely willing to see

visited on others. The contest was fearful; the Magis

trate arrayed a powerful party in his favor, in resistance

to the authority of the Consistory . But Calvin waş in

flexible ; with him the laws must be respected, even by

those in power, or he will seek relief in a second exile.

In this controversy justice triumpbed , and Perrin was

banished from the city.

But the serpent's head was not yet crushed. Perrin 's

faction was still alive ; and a plan was laid for embroil

ing the city and banishing the Reformer. Popular tu

mults were excited ; and into one of these Calvin rusbed

and bared his bosom to the swords of the rioters, if they
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thirsted for blood . The appeal quelled the tumult for

the time. But soon after, one of the leaders of the lib

ertine faction , James Gruet, was brought to tbe block ,

to atone for crimes, which Spon and Jennebier show ,

were such as to outrage all the laws of the State.

In a spirit of pure benevolence, Calvin afterwards pro

posed to recall Perrin , and reinstate him in all the bonors

which he had lost, with : a bope of allaying the fury of

the parties in the city . For a time his efforts were re

warded with peace ; but the ground of the evils was not

removed . The carnal inind was enmity against God ;

and those who had long indulged in sin , without new

natures, could no more love the rigid regimeof Calvin

than the Ethiopian could change his skin , or the leopard
his spots,

The Spaniard , at Vienne,meantime was not ignorant

of the state of parties in Geneva . He had ventured to

measure swords across the Alps with the Reformer,

to his own discomfiture, and he burned with revenge.

In France he could now expect nothing better than con

cealment, with imminent danger of re-apprehension , and

torture to death by a slow fire . In Geneva he could

espouse the cause of the libertines, with whom , if reports

be true, he but too fondly sympathized'; and by gaining

the ascendancy, overtbrow the orthodox in Geneva , ban

ish Calvin , revolutionize the government, and restore his

fallen fortunes. If these were not bis bopes and his de

signs, how can we account for his temerity in throwing

himself into the power of enemies no less implacable

than those whose vengeance he had just escaped . In

Geneva he bad friends, and he was aware of the fact.

His prospects , then , were not desperate , of supplanting

Calvin , reforming the Reformation as he had designed,

and for the Institutes, embodying the form of sound doc

trine, substitute the " Restitutio ," and thus introduce at

an early period those baleful heresies, which have since

overrun that portion of Europe.

In July, 1553, Servetus entered Geneva , the residence

of the man whom he firmly believed had been his accuser

in his late trial at Vienne. Here be kept himself con .

cealed for about a month , during which time it is next

to impossible to believe, but that he was studying
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more accurately the condition of parties, and holding

secret correspondence with the Libertines. At this very

juncture there was inuch to encourage him . Calvin was

called to encounter greater difficulties than had ever oc

curred since his recall to Geneva . Perrin , at the head

of his party, was using all his influence to connteract

that of the Reformer ; and he too fully succeeded . That

year he procured the election , to seats in the “ Little

Council," of a number of his friends, and the exclusion

of the adherents of Calvin . This election was an undis

guised declaration ofhostility to Calvin 's administration ,

and he felt the result bitterly. In addition to this , the

Genevese proceeded to take from the pious refugees in

the city the arms which had been. granted them the pre

vious year to aid in maintaining the public safety . And

to weaken still more the influence of the Caltinist party,

the Ministers of theGospel were prohibited from sitting

in the “ Council General,” and from the enjoyment ofall

political rights , and placed in this respect on the same

ground with the Romish Priests before the Reformation.

These three acts of the dominant party, — the exclusion

of Calvin 's friends from the “ Council of Twenty -Five,"

the disarming of the strangers who enjoyed no political

rights , and the disfranchisement of the Ministers, were

heavy blows struck at the cause of truth . · And Calvin

thus expressed his feelings at the result : “ The factions

bave done all to lead , by degrees, to the overthrow of

this Church , already very weak . Behold two years of

our life bave passed as if we lived among the avowed

enemies of the Gospel.” i

And yet another storm bursts upon the head of the

devoted servant of God. This was the contest which he

was called to wage with the adverse party, on the sub - )

ject of ecclesiastical power. Calvin and the Consistory ,

or Church Session , claimed rightly “ the power of the

keys ” -- the exclusive right to admit and to interdict

from partaking of sealing ordinances. The Consistory

had exercised the discipline of the Church on a leading

member of the libertine party, Philibert Berthelier. The

friends of the lattermade a violent effort to get the civil

power to cancel the sentence of excommunication ; and

in addition, to transfer the power of excommunication
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from the Consistory to the Little Council. And , as we

shall presently see, the plan for the time succeeded .

During the very tiine when the trial of Servetus was

progressing theunholy decision wasmade and the civil

power dared to trench on the sacred prerogative, revoked

the sentence, and authorized Berthelier to partake of

the Lord 's Supper.

But exile, or even death, was a far preferable alterna

tive to Calvin than yielding to this Erastian principle .

And he took the bold and decided stand , to rebuke the

unholy act of intrusion from the pulpit, and to refuse to

administer the Sacrament on the appointed day alto

gether, willing to abidethe consequences if Berthelier per

sisted in exercising his right. The Council, astounded

at the boldness of the inan of God, fearing the conse

quences of pushing their newly assumed prerogatives too

far, and yet too proud to revoke their decision, continued

to avoid the collision , by privately requesting the ex

cinded man to decline partaking of the ordinance at that

time.

We have thought proper to present the details of this

conflict at this place, that we may give due prominence

to the fearfuldifficulties with which Calvin was called

to contend , and do justice as far as possible to the mo

tives by which he was actuated. The highest interests

of the State, and the cause of God and the truth , -were

the holy motives that nerved his unyielding soul. His

own private interests , his ease and popularity , even his

personal safety, were as dust in the balance, when

weighed against the immutable principles of the Word

ofGod . These considerations too, are necessary to a

proper estimate of Seryetus' visit in disguise to Geneva ,

his secret sojourn there, and the action of Calvin in

securing his arrest. ” “ We have spoken of them now ,

because Calvin has told us that among the allies of

Berthelier , Servetus found his chief patrons and sup

porters , while it was necessary to describe the position

which Perrin and his adherents , mentioned under the

name of Libertines, held in Geneva, because their hos

tility to the Reformer, enabling Servetus to meet such

powerful allies at the side of his redoubtable opponent,

probably drew hiin to Geneva, and turned his trial into
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an episode in the struggle which distracted the republi

can city .” — Epist. Calv. ad Min ., Tigur, 26th Novemb,

1553. * *

At the inn, Servetus did not keep himself so entirely

secluded as to prevent discovery. Mosheim says, he at

tended service at one of the churches' on the Sabbath ;

was there identified and denounced before the sermon

was concluded . The part that Calvin took in his arrest

he boldly avowed. As soon as he was informed of the

heretic 's presence in Geneva, convinced that his inten

tions could not be anything else than inimical to the in

terests of the city , he applied to one of the Syndics for

an order for his imprisonment. This occurred Angust

13th , 1553. The knowledge of the impious and perni

cious blasphemies of Servetus, and the attacks which he

had made on Calvin before, could not leave the latter for a

momentundecided as to the course he should pursue. He

was constrained to look upon him in a political as well

as a religious aspect : - as an incendiary to the State as

well as a deadly enemy to thereformed religion . “ To tol

erate Servetus at Geneva , would have been , in some

measure, for Calvin 'to exile bimself ; it would have been

to betray the cause ofGod without a struggle - to belie

all the past, and render impossible the continuation of

his work in Geneva, the rival of Rome.” + “ The man

whom a Calvinist accusation had caused to be arrested ,

tried , and condemned to the flames in France could not

find an asylum in the city from which that accusation

had issued . The bonor of Reform , as Calvin understood

it, was pledged to that, and never, without a doubt, did

he believe he was performing a work more in unison

with the interests of a cause which he held so sacred ,

than when he determined to urge on the arrest of

Servetus."

Servetuswas committed to prison , in themanner pre

scribed by the criminal edicts of the State, and the regu

Jar steps were taken for his trial on the charge of heresy,

before the Little Council. The law required that the

* Rilliet, pp. 83, 84. + Rilliet, p. 88. Rilliet, p . 89.

| For a particular account of the GovernmentofGeneva, we refer to

Reate. The sovereign power was vested in a seriesofthree Councils.

First, - - The large or General Council was composed of all citizens and
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the accuser should be committed to prison, as well as the

accused , so that it he failed to make out his case hewas

liable to suffer the penalty he had attempted to impose

on the other.

As it was impossible for Calvin to comply with this

requisition , a student of his, Nicholas de Fontaine, be

camethe ostensible prosecutor, and was duly committed

to the prisons of the Palace with Servetus, to abide the

issue of the trial. Thirty-eight articles were drawn up

by Calvin , in which charges weremade against the pris

oner, to which the latter was permitted to reply . The

passages were not quoted from the book printed at

Vienne, but from the MSS . work , which Servetus liad

some years before sent to Calvin . The small works on

the Trinity , printed at Hagenau, were not used during

the process, becuse the pursuers were not able to procure

them . But the “ ChristianismiRestitutio " was deemed

altogether sufficient for the prisoner's conviction . And

it strengthened the cause of the accusing party, that

Servetus soon began to display his bitter hostility to

Calvin and his friends, by retorting on them charges

which he could not substantiate ; and even a disregard

of truth , by denying attimes his own statements . When

charged with escaping from the hand of justice at Vienne,

be replied by declaring Calvin and De Trie to have been

the authors of his imprisonment there, while there were

those in the place who wished him to escape. When

required to answer the charge of having his book

printed in the office of Geroult, he admitted the fact ;

Burgesses, who haveattained the age of twenty -five. This body possessed

the right of making all the laws, and electing the principalmagistrates.

Secoudly . — The Councilof Two Hundred consisted of two hundred and

fifty citizens and Burgesses, of the age of thirty years, and had its vacan

cies filled as soon as they amounted to fifty . The members held their

office for life, unless they became bankrupt, or were degraded by a cen

fure annually passed. This Council was the Supreme Court of Justice,

and exercised the pardoning power.

Thirdly . - - The Council of Twenty-Five, or Little Council, was composed

ofmembers chosen from the Council of Two Hundred . In this body was

Vested the right to try all criminal cases, from whosé decision an appeal

might be taken to the Council of Two Hundred. It created Burgesses ;

and from it the Syndics or Magistrates were annually chosen . The Gov.

ernment had no criminal code: and hence the verdicts of the Council

must be arbitrary.
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while the latter denied it. On the next day, fearing

that the statements might prove prejudicial to his cause ,

Servetus denied his own assertions, and maintained to

the last that no connection of the kind had ever existed

between them .*

Two days after the arrest, the Little Council convened

in the hall of the ancient Episcopal Palace, where they

held their criminal courts, for the purpose of issuing the

case. Before this body Servetus reiterated, even more

keenly than before, his charge against Calvin , of pro

curing his prosecution at Vienne, evincing by no dubious

testimony the object he had in view , of exciting sym

pathy among the Reformer's enemies, and striking down,

if possible , theman who swayed the religious interests

ofGeneva . For this end he desired of the Court the

privilege of a public disputation on some of the points

in the charge, - one of which was that infant baptism

was a diobolical invention and which he acknowledged

and offered to defend before a full congregation. The

challenge Calvin would not decline, because it was in

debate that he was mighty indeed. And be declared

that “ there was nothing that he more desired than to

plead such a cause in the temple before all the people.”

But the Council, from different motives, declined grant

ing the request. The harsh declaration of Servetus on

the baptisin of infants operated unfavorably for him on

theminds of the Council, as it associated him with the

lawless principles of the Anabaptists . And bis admis

sions went so far to the establishment of his guilt that

the Council released Fontaine from prison under bail to

attend to the prosecution of the case, whenever his pres

ence mightbe needed.

The meeting of the Council on the following day was

marked by the presence of two additionalmembers rang

ing themselves on different sides. The one was P . Ber

thelier, whom we have already mentioned as one of the

most violent enemies of Calvin and bis rigorous discip

line, and on whom the sword of ecclesiastical power had

fallen . The object of his presence in the Court was soon

* Geroult was one of the Libertine party of Geneva, and had been er.

pelled the city two years before.
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made obvious. The other character was Germain Col

ladon , an Israelite indeed , and a friend in whom Calvin ,

and true religion might confide. He appeared , as is

supposed , at the request of Calvin , in order to assist

Fontaine in the prosecution of the case ; and being an

able lawyer, and from principle deeply interested , the

cause could not bave been placed in better bands. The

result of the collision of two such antagonists was such

as might be expected . A stormy debate ensued , in

which Calvin was more prominently the object of attack

on the one hand and defence on the other than the pris

oner at the bar ; and the Court adjourned , after a short

session , without advancing one step in the process. The

momentous events of that day called out the Reformer

himself. The bour had arrived when he deemed it neces

sary for him to appear in person . The attack com

menced by Servetus, had been followed up by one of

his most powerfuladvocates, and the gauntlet thusboldly

thrown down was as readily taken up, by one who was

in all respects the most able to wield it. And the fol

lowing day , when the Court resumed its sessions, the

two antagonists met face to face for the first time. Here

a number of errors charged against the prisoner were

proved by reference to his printed works, indisputably

settling his guilt as “ a sower of great heresies," in the

minds of the judges. Atthis meeting were fully brought

out, for the first time, the anti-trinitarian , rationalistic ,

and pantheistic principles of the accused . Here he

avowed that none of the Christian fathers, before the

Conncil of Nice , had ever used theword Trinity ; called

Trinitarians “ Atheists ," and admitted that he had used

the blasphemous metaphor of " Cerberus ” and “ three

headed monster ” in reference to the three persons of the

Godhead . And on this occasion , in reply to Calvin , be

declared bis belief that the bench and buffet, and even

the devil, and all things else , were part and parcel of

God. *

But the heretic learned, to his sorrow , that in this

meeting he had presumed too far on the supposed sym

pathy ofhis friends in the Council. . His shocking blas

* Rilliet, p . 119.
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phemies were unfavorably received ; and when this " first

act of the trial ended ," that day, the Court decided to

liberate both Fontaine and his surety, “ finding by the

proofs and facts produced on the part of the pursuers that

Servetus clearly appeared to be guilty.”

The next sitting of the Council, on the 21st of August,

clothed with a new aspect the now soleinn affair in which

it was engaged . In the process of inquiry testimony

was elicited sufficientto render the prisoner , in theminds

of the members, a dangerous person , both to the Church

and the State. His case became less a theological bat

tle with Calvin tban a war waged against religion and

liberty . And on that day the following was adopted as

the opinion of the Court : “ Inasmuch as the case of

heresy of M . Servetus vitally affects the welfare of Chris

tendom , it is resolved to proceed with his trial; and also

to write to Vienne to know why he was imprisoned , and

how he had escaped ; and after that, when all is ascer

tained , to write to the Magistracy of Berne, of Bâle , of

Zurich , of Schaffhausen , and other Churches of the Swiss,

to acquaint them with the whole.” Thus, at this early

stage of the proceedings,we perceive that the Council

resolved to act independently of Calvin , and also not to

rest the responsibility of their verdict on themselves

alone ; but consult, with due deference, the Magistrates

and Churches of the other Swiss Cantons. Rilliet tells

us at the very outset, that Servetus was condemned by

Protestant Magistrates, * and not by Calvin , or his in

fluence . . Calvin was now set aside ; the Council under

took the case on their own account ; and the Attorney

General, Claude Rigot, became the prosecutor in the

name of the State . Calvin and the other Ministers were

introduced “ in order to maintain , according to the pro

cess verbal, themeaning opposed to that which Servetus

bad attached to the authors ." And in the nextmeeting

of the Council, the Reformer showed that Servetus had

incorrectly interpreted the writings of the fathers in their

use of the word Trinity, and quoted Justin Martyr to

prove the use of the term anterior to the Council of Nice.

Some discussion followed on the use of the title Son of

Rilliet, p . 62.
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God ; after which the Court adjourned , Calvin allowing

the prisoner the use of someof his own books, and the

Council granting him the privilege of purchasing others

necessary for the preparation of bis defence. His request

for paper was limited to a single sheet, for the obvious

purpose of preventing his communicating with those

outside the prison, as it was known he had friends in the

city, and the jailer was ordered to keep him close.

At the same time the Council carried out their design ,

of writing to the judges at Vienne, to obtain the particu

lars of the charges which led to his trial.at that place, a

copy of which letter, in obselete French, is given by our

author. Simultaneously with this movement, there was

another executed on the part of the State, which demands

special attention . The Attorney-General, laying aside

the articles of Fontaine, containing the charges ofheresy,

now framed a new bill of indictment, embracing counts

of an almost entirely political complexion . These refer

red to the prisoner's “ previous history - his connection

with other theologians -- the printing of his book , and

the fatal consequences that inust follow its publication ;

and , finally , tu bis object in coming to Geneva, and his

connections in that city.”

“ The details concerning bis doctrines had disappear

ed :-- the theological prosecution gave place to a trial

wbose tendency bore less on the actual heresy of the ac

cused than on the dangerous results of his opinions, and

of his persisting in spreading them .” “ Calvin disap

peared before the general interests of the Reformed

Churches.” “ In the public prosecution and condemna

tion of Servetus no account was taken of his altercations

with the Reformer - the position of the latter had changed

too much for any offence against him to be reckoned a

crime. If Servetus bad, in the eyes of Genevese justice,

no other fault than that which De la Fontaine declared

him guilty in regard to Calvin , bis acquittal had been

certain . The Reformer is no longer confounded with the

Reformation , and if he alone had been concerned in the

affair of Servetus, all his efforts would have been un

availing to secure the condemnation of his adversary .”

Servetus was “ condemned by the majority of his judges ,

not at all as the opponent of CalvinSCARCELY AS AN

HERETIO —— BUT ESSENTIALLY AS SEDITIOUS. POLITICS ACTED A
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MUCH MORE IMPORTANT PART. THAN THEOLOGY, TOWARDS THE

CLOSE OF HIS TRIAL - THEY CAME ON THE STAGE WITH THE

ATTORNEY -GENERAL." *

“ These are the sentiments," says the translator, “ of

one who has thoroughly examined thedocumentary and

historical evidence in this melancholy affair.” Calvin

was, in fact, no party to the trial in its closing and more

painful stages. The charges preferred by Rigot viewed

the prisoner, not in the light of a teacher of religious

error , but as a dangerousand fiery spirit,whose constant

endeavors had, tended to the entire disorganizing of

Christendom . Exceptso far as religion was inseparably

blended with the interests of the State , Servetus was

tried exclusively as a political offender .' In all govern

ments,where religion is established by law , it is impos

sible wholly to act in reference to the one without trench

ing on the prerogatives of the other. Such was the state

of affairs in Geneva, at this transition period , that the

impious errors and blasphemies of Servetus, - but little

better than the most revolting forms of infidelity , could

not be viewed in any other light than as seditious and

revolutionary. His unsparing vituperations against the

leading Reformers, and his low degrading views of the

Godhead , and other errors , were eminently adapted to

inspire the minds of men with a contempt and disbelief

in all religion, and give a loose to all the more furious.

passions of their natures. To cast into contempt the re

ligion of the Reforınation , was to revolutionize the State.

And though Servetus may have disavowed such inten

tions, the dangerous results of the success of his system

of faith were clearly foreseen by the Genevese judges.

To overthrow and supplant Calvinism , though many of

them did not ex animo embrace it, they knew would be

to superinduce a train of disasters , such as bad followed

the exile of the Reformer seventeen years before. Car

dinal Sadolet had then edeavored to bring Geneva back

to the bosom ,of holy mother, and the effort mightbe re

peated. Faction and murder had reigned in the city ,

* Rilliet, pp . 130, 131. '

+ Musculus said, in a letter to Bullinger, that Servetus was only wish

ing tomake use of the bad feelings of some great men atGeneva, against

Calvin, in order to obtain a position, whence he mightbe able to agitate

other churches." - -Henry, vol. ii. p . 193.
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in the absence of one pure spirit, and the same bloody

scenes might be re-enacted under the change that threa

tened them . Wicked men will endure some of the res

traints which religion imposes, if it but secures to them

temporal prosperity and safety . Viewing it as an old

soldiery or a standing army, they willwillingly be taxed

for its support, while in their hearts they like it not. .

These were undoubtedly the principles which prevail

ed in the Little Council ofGeneva in 1553. A majority

of that body were hostile to the Calvinistic faith ; * yet,

they remembered the scenes of 1537,and 1538, and they

were unwilling to plunge the Republic again into a sea

of troubles. Napoleon once said , that if left to choose

between the tyranny of the Bourbons and the bloody

reign of Jacobinism , he would infinitely prefer the for

mer. So thought men two centuries and a half before.

And though the counts in Rigot's indictment may have

borne on their face that which seemed to savor of the

odium theologicum , it is manifest that the court looked

beyond this to results of a political character. They lost

sight of the one, except so far as it was complicated with

the other. Citations from the fathers and the inspired

writers by Calvin and the other divines were tolerated

and even called for, but with the prominent design of

thwarting in theological eombat, one whom they viewed

as an enemy of their temporal peace. His defeat in the

one field , they desired to be the end of his career in the

other. His design in visiting Geneva was scrutinized

with a careful eye ; his repeated prevarications of the

truth had lost for him the confidence of the judges ; and

official news from the late scene of his perils , Vienne,

was soon to render the cause of Servetus disastrous in

deed . That the prisoner himself viewed bis trial as a

civil rather than a religious one, is evident from his ap

peals to the magistrates in their official capacity.

During this term , the friends of Servetus in the city ,

were not idle in exciting public sympathy in his favor.

And Calvin, on the other hand, nerved all the powers

of his herculean mind to rebuke and denounce the

. * We wish anti-Calvinists of every shade of opinion, would ponder the

question, “ who burned Servetus." Ans, anti-Calvinists.
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errors of the heretic from the pulpit, to prevent the peo

ple being drawn'by a false coinmisseration to favor his

cause .

On the 31st of August, the Council received from the

Court of Vienne, a reply to their communication of the

22d . The papers which they requested from Vienne

were not granted , because trial had been had , and sen

tence passed ; and it was deemed derogatory to thehonor

of the French Judiciary to recognize the necessity of

another process . The officials at Vienne, however, sent

a copy of the sentence of death , pronounced against

Seryetus, in his absence. And to strengthen the posi

tion 'they had assumed, they made a formaldemand for

the rendition of the prisoner, that the penalty might be

duly executed on him , “ in such a way that there would

be no need to seek other charges against him .” Thus,

there was a convenient way opened to the Council to rid

themselves of their prisoner, without imbruing their

hands in his blood . The Viennese claimed it as their

right, to kindle the flames of retribution round the

heretic .

But theGenevese refused to comply with the request,

for the reason that they felt themselves capable of doing

justice to the cause of truth , as well as their Romanist

neighbors. It was also contrary to their ancient usages,

to deliver up prisonerswhom they had arrested ; but they

were required to prosecute their cases to their termination .

Whether this conrse was the best or not, it is certain

that it was the one preferred by Servetus. When he was

confronted by his former jailor at Vienne, and asked

whether he preferred to remain and stand his trial in

Geneva, or return with those who had come to demand

him , he threw himself on the ground weeping, and im

plored the privilege of being tried where he was. In

Geneya, there was yet hope ; in Vienne, the pile was,

as it were, reared to consumebim to ashes.

The Attorney-General had closed the prosecution , and

nothing seemed now necessary but for the Council to

render their verdict. But at this point in the proceed

ing, it was determined ,whether at the instance of Calvin

or his antagonist, is notcertain , to grant Servetus another

· hearing in a written discussion with Calvin , on the theo
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logical points at issue. This was doubtless a decided

advantage to the accused, as it gave bim and his friends

time for maneuvering , and complicated the affairs of

Calvin . Calvin was to extract the exceptionable pas

sages verbatim , from Servetus' book , and the accused

was allowed to reply at length , that the whole discussion

might be intelligible to the Swiss churches. Calvin , in

his turn , was to reply.

At this juncture occurred the fearful contest , on the

subject of excommunication, to which reference has al

ready been made. In this struggle for the truth , we see

the soul of that mighty man amplify its powers to the

full extent of the difficulties with which he was called

to grapple . In no instance in the whole of his mortal

career, did he present so glorious a picture of the sub

lime, as when battling on the one hand with an insidious

foe from abroad , he was called to encounter the deter

mined opposition of the very court on which he was

dependant for a favorable decision . To maintain his

principles, he run the imminent risk of prejudicing the

Council against him , and causing them to find in favor

of Servetus. But he was inflexible , because he knew

no course but that which the glory of God dictated .

On the 1st of September, P . Bertbelier petitioned the

Council to cancel the sentence of the Consistory, and

admit him to the Lord's table , and his petition was

favorably answered . The result bas been given . But

on the same day on which Calvin was thus defeated , he

was called to enter the lists with Servetus, now flushed

with themost brilliant hopes of success ; supported by

the presence of his friends, Perrin and Berthelier, both

in the Council. Servetus did not fail to take advantage

of this circumstance. He felt now well nigh certain of

victory , and as was his wont - humble wben bis party

seemed weak , and bold and defiant as they appeared

strong, -- he avowed his desigu to pursue bis opponent,

" till the cause be terminated by the death of him orme."

But the Reformer was equal to the emergency, and the

Spaniard gained nothing by the contest. He grappled

with two adversaries at once, the Council and Berthelier

in the pulpit, and with Servetus' replies, in the written

debate which followed . This discussion was character

VOL. IX . - No. 4 . 10
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ized by great asperity and invective on the part of Ser

vetus, who believed himself on the eve of a triumph ;

and severity was not wanting in the replications of the

Reformer. At length , the contest ended , and the ar

ticles extracted from the books of Servetus, his vindi

cation , and Calvin 's refutation, were presented to the

Council on the 5th of September, in order that they

might be presented to the Swiss churches. Calvin bad

opposed this l'eference, while Servetus desired it ; and

the wish of the latter was ultimately granted , after a

delay of two weeks. But, pending this delay, Servetus,

probably at the suggestion of friends in the city, claimed

the assistance of an advocate, and the reference of his

case to the Council of Two Hundred , to which he ap

pealed , in hope of finding in a more popular body, a

decision favorable to himself. The Council decided to

grant neither request. And as the trial had now been

protracted for a month, the longest period allowed by

the criminal edicts , it was brought to a close, prepara

tory to referring the case to the Swiss churches for their

decision . .

During the interval that elapsed between the refer

ence to the Swiss churches and the reception of their

answers, Servetus was tossed between alternate hopes

and fears, as to the result. For a time, he felt sure of

being acquitted . It was known that both Berne and

Bâle were not on the best termswith Calvin , and it was

hoped that Zuingle might influence Zurich to favor tol

eration . . Inflated with such prospects , Servetus even

proceeded to institute an action against Calvin , asking

the Council to put him on trial, professing himself wil

ling to die, if he failed in convicting his enemy. A little

wbile before he had contested the jurisdiction of the

Civil Court in cases of heresy, (like his own,) but now it

seems eminently proper that this same body should sit

on the case of his rival, on precisely similar charges.

This ebullition of passion closed with a tissue of invec

tive against Calvin, styling him a magician , deserving

to be condemned , exterminated, and hunted from the

city . Servetus here avows the common opinions of the

age, that it was right to put men to death for their

opinions.
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The reference of the case to the Swiss churches con

sumed near a month , and on the 18th October an answer

was returned . These churches were unanimous in their

judginent of the guilt of Servetus. Berne, to which the

case was first presented , replied, “ we pray the Lord

that Hemay give you a spirit of prudence, and counsel,

and strength, that you may put your own and other

churches beyond the reach of this pest.” This same

church had, two years before, counselled moderation in

the case of Jerome Bolsec, who had been arraigned for

his attack on predestination . A different decision, in

the present instance, obviously arose from the fact,

tbat Bernemade a wide difference between the nature

of the offences, and the individual offenders . The he .

resy of Bolsec was not of so grave a character as to call

for the intervention of the civil power : that of Servetus

struck at the foundation of all religion , and the civil in

stitutions based upon it.

The church of Zurich , after complimenting the faith

and zeal of Calvin , said , “ but the holy providence of

God offers to you , at this hour, an opportunity of freeing .

yourselves and us from that injurious suspicion , if you

koow how to be vigilant and active in preventing the

further spreading of that poison . We do not doubt but

that your Lordsbips will act thus."

The church of Schaffhausen expressed itself thus:

“ We do not question but that you will repress the at

tempts of Servetus, according to your praiseworthy pru

dence, in order that his blasphemies inay not waste like

a gangrene, the members of Christ: for, to engage in

long reasonings to overthrow his errors , would be to go

mad with a fool.”

The church of Bale , after exhorting the Council to

endeavor to reclaim Servetus, concluded thus: “ But

if he show himself to be incurably wedded to his per

verse opinions, check him according to your office, and

the power which you hold from God , so that he may

never more be able to trouble the church of Christ, and

that the end may not be worse than the beginning.”

The governments of Berne and Zurich contributed

their influence to that of the churches,urging the Coun

cil of Geneva not to suffer so gross an offender to escape.
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And Haller, the pastor of Berne, wrote to Ballinger,

that so intense was the feeling against Servetus there,

that if he had fallen into the bands of the Bernesemagis

trates, they would have committed him to the flames.

“ The Council of Geneva ,” says Rilliet , “ had still too

much the habit of yielding to that of Berne, to refuse &

sentence which they prompted ,though it was more with

a view to their government, and as a matter of policy ,

thau from purely theological motives." *

On the reception of these opinions, the Councilmet on

the 26th October, to act definitively on the case. Perrin

presided , and made a last and powerful effort in favor of

the prisoner ; first proposing bis entire acquittal, which

would have been equivalent to the exile of Calvin ,

and which the Syndic but too earnestly desired, and

then moving the reference of the case to the Council of

Two Hundred , for a finaldecision . In both propositions

he was baffled . .

In this meeting of the Council, there were twenty

memhers present, only seven of whom were decided Cal

vinists. But of the other party, only five , including

Perrin , could be induced to sustain Serverns. Those

very same persons who now cast their votes against him

one month afterwards, took as firm a stand against Cal

vin , on the subject of excommunication . The solemn

verdict was finally rendered , and the prisoner was sen

tenced to be led to the heights of Champel, outside the

city, and burned alive, and bis books with him . And

on the following day, in full view of the beautiful waters

of Leman , and the stupendous ramparts of the Jura, this

melancholy auto da fe of Protestant Geneva, was duly

executed . Farel was present, having come at the ur

gent solicitation of Calvin , and attended the prisoner to

the place of execution , exhorting him to the last to re

nounce his errors and save his life.

And now , in conclusion, who was the murderer of

Servetus ? For, viewing the case as exclusively a re

ligious one, as bas generally been done - a trial for

beresy — in the light of the 19th century, we can hardly

characterize it by a milder term . Our proposition,

. * Page 198. .
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which we now state, and to which we have constantly

looked, is that it was NOT CALVIN . The outline of the

whole proceeding we have endeavored faithfully to give ;

and a minute examination of the evidence before us,

drawn from the Registers of the Court, justifies us, we

think , in taking this stand in favor of the Reformer.

First.- The Court which issued the case was a civil,

and not an ecclesiastical tribunal. Had it been the

Consistory instead of the Little Council of Geneva, the

agency of Calvin would have appeared in a very differ

ent light. But it was not the Court of Jesus Christ that

returned the verdict, and then delivered the prisoner over

to Cæsar to execute the sentence. Calvin was not a

member of the Council, and was even excluded from

political rights with the other clergy, by being denied a

seat in the “ CouncilGeneral.” Moreover, Servetus was

not condemned by Calvin 's adherents in the “ Little

Council ;" because they were a smallminority and wholly

unable to control the decisions of the body.

Secondly .-- It was not on the ground of heresy mainly

that Servetus was condemned. And we sustain this

conclusion by still further reference to the testimony of

an unprejudiced witness, who has carefully examined

the authentic documents , the records of the Court , and

a vast amount of historical evidence beside. “ The

heresy of Servetus had assumed, in the eyes of the Coun

cil of Geneva, the two-fold character of blasphemy and

sedition. It was at once the outraged honour of God

and the peace of society that they believed themselves

to be defending while they punished him . The intimate

union that existed in the State between religion and

politics led men to regard in the same lighterrors which

assailed the former and deeds which violated the prin

ciples of the latter. In both men saw a revolt against

the established constitution , and by consequence a crime.

The purely theological quarrel had disappeared before

this motive for condemnation ; and the judicial sentence,

in the list of charges brought against Servetus, does not

mention at all either the attacks against Calvin or those

against the Ministers of Geneva. “ The Magistracy

being once thoroughly convinced, by the unprejudiced

advice of the Helvetic Churches, that the opinions of
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Servetus implied something more than a mere dissent

from Calvin , and that they were most certainly pernicious

to religion , the principles of public order, as then under

stood, did not permit them longer to hesitate as to

whether or not they should see in them the crime of

treason against society.” They forgot “ the theologian to

think only of the criminal." * Themajority of the Coun

cil, as we have seen , were not of Calvin 's faith , and even

the majority of those who voted the prisoner guilty be

longed to the opposite party. Anti-Calvinists burned

Servetus.

Thirdly. It was not Calvin 's personal influence that

caused the Council to render a verdict of guilty , and es

pecially the punishment ofthe stake. The old ordinances

of the Emperors, particularly of Frederic II., were still

in force in Geneva ; according to which heretics were

placed in the same rank, with regard to gnilt and pun

ishment, as traitors. t During the whole process Calvin

was used more as an instrument to sustain preconceived

opinions than as an adviser or counsellor. His gigantic

mind and vast learning the Council found necessary to

press into service to combat the subtle reasonings of

Servetus. At that very time they set him at nought,

even at the expense of violating the edicts of Geneva ,

by wresting from the Consistory the right of excommu

nication . And from the day of the arrest, to the final

action of the Court, Calvin did not kyow whether the

case would terminate in his own death or exile , or in

that of his enemy. Geneva had no criminal code, and

thedecisions of her Courts were consequently arbitrary,

being regulated by the general sentiments of other na

tions ; and when Servetus was arrested , not only the

finding of the Court was uncertain , but even the penalty ,

in the event of his being declared guilty. Had the

Reformer been the blood-thirsty monster that some have

represented him , and had he possessed a controlling in

fluence over the Council, the necessity of a reference to

the Swiss Churches would have been obviated . The

responsibility would have been thrown , upon him

* Rilliet, pp. 204, 205. Henry, vol. ii., p . 194.

# Vide Reate, pp. 82, 85.
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and the conscientious scruples of the members set at

rest,

Fourthly .- It will be said, that thongh the Court was

a civil tribunal, the case a trial for sedition , and Calvin 's

influence did not procure the verdict, - - still Calvin , like

Saul of Tarsus, " was consenting unto his death .” The

truth of this we freely admit. But are we to hold one

man ap us a solitary example of an erroneous belief long

since exploded ? This were in the highest degree invi

dions. And it were moreover, to do what too many of

Calvin 's enemies condemn him for doing. It were , if

not to lead him to the stake, to load his memory with

infamy, not for the overt act of persecution , but for the

exercise of an opinion . One of the most recent attacks

on Calvin's memory is by a man * who cherishes the

dogma that man is not responsible for his belief. As

an argumentum ad hominein, we must be allowed the

privilege of exculpating Calvin for his belief that heretics

might be lawfully punished by the sword . But did he

stand alone in this belief, in themiddle of the 16th cen

tury ? Had this been so - had Romanists and Re

formed - the Christian world generally - avowed thedoc

trine, of free toleration and the rights of conscience, then

might the Reformer at Geneva been held up to the rep

robation of the whole church . But to condemn Calvin

for this opinion , is to take dangerous ground, both for

Papists and Protestants . Wehave seen what Romanists

did , and what they desired still further to do at Vienne ;

and we are not ignorant of what they have done in other

ages and in other places. And we know what many

Protestants have done, underthe enjoyment of far greater

light than shone on the world in Calvin 's time. When

Cornwallis was fighting the Battle of Guilford, and the

veterans of Old England were giving way before the

bayonets of the “ Maryland Line,” his Lordship ordered

his artillery to load with grape and fire on the contend

ing masses, sweeping down friend and foe by the mur

derous storm . To reach his enemies, he fired through

his own lines. In like manner, theological disputants of

different shades of belief, who think it incumbent on

* Lord Brougham ,
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fopinion that an inerna, Let it be down by the respect
them to regard Calvin as the implacable persecutor of

Servetus, are liable to be swept down by the discharges

of their own artillery. Let it be established as a settled

opinion that an indelible stain attaches to all those, who

for the last thousand years, consciously believed in the

punishment of heresy by the civil arm , and “ who can

be saved ?" Rome and Reformation , Calvinist and Ar

minian, Socinian and Trinitarian , will fall under one

common anathema. This indiscriminating artillery will

sweep down for the Romanists, Cardinal Tournon , In

quisitor Ory, and the other functionaries at Vienne, and

all other Inquisitors since the days of St. Dominic.

It will lay under the same condemnation , almost with

out exception , the leading Reformers of Germany and

the Swiss Cantons. They thought, “ that of all crimes,

the most atrocious is the spiritual murder of souls, while

vengeance should not be left to God, since that would

be, by postponing the punishment, to increase and pro

long the influence of evil." * The impetuous Farel, and

the benevolent Bullinger, both went further in the affair

of Servetus than Calvin did . The latter opposed with

all his might the punishment by fire , and plead for the

substitution of the sword : the former were of one mind

with the Council. “ It is to him (Calvin ) notwithstand

ing, thatmen bave always imputed the guilt of that

funeral pile , which he wished had never been reared ."' +

The amiable Melanchthon said , " that theMagistrates of

Geneva did well to born the heretic." $ The Arminian ,

Bolsec, who had been expelled from Geneva for his at

tack on the doctrine of Predestination , holds this lan

guage regarding Servetus : “ That he felt no displeasure

at the death of so obstinate and monstrous an heretic ,

for he was utterly vile and unworthy of the society of

men ; and I would wish that all who aid him were ex

terminated and the Church of our Lord well purified

from such vermin ." . And, as we have seen , Servetus .

himself avowed the same sentiments,only a few days be

fore his sentence was known.

Such indeed were the doctrines of all Christendom at

that time, and not particularly of any man or class of

Council. sword : the former and plead for th

* Rilliet, page 179. | Page 209. Page 224. | Page 173.
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men . And we are struck with the coincidence of the

remarks of ourSwiss author with those of a distinguished

Christian Jurist and Statesman of our own country, Mr.

Wirt, many years ago , that it was not. Calvin , but the

age in which he lived, that brought Servetus to the stake.

Montesquieu to some extent justifies the Council of

Geneva, two ages after the melancholy event. And we

can never cast the veil of oblivion over the actions of

men claiming the true Apostolic succession more than a

century after Calvin 's death. The dragooning of Puri

tans and Covenanters may stand in the same category

with the doings of St. Bartholemew 's day . The revolt

ing cruelties inflicted by Laud on Leighton , (the father of

the Arch - Bishop,) Prynne; Burton , and Bastwick , under

the first Charles, alike with the missions of Claverhouse

and Jeffries under the second , indicate that the doctrine

was not obsolete then ; and shonld seal the lips ofmany

who esteem it God 's service to hold the Genevese Re

former up as a monster to the world . How far the sys

tem of theology and ecclesiastical polity which have

been embodied in his writings are really responsible for

the odium entertained towards him , it would be well to

inquire.

The estimation in wbich Calvin was held by the purest

men who knew him personally , and those of succeeding

ages, shows that he was not regarded as stained with

innocent blood. The Reformers on the Continent, both

Lutheran and Swiss, the Prelates of England, and the

Presbyterians of Scotland, looked up to him as a guiding

star in the galaxy of religious teachers. His correspon

dence shows that he kept the consciences of a large por

tion of Europe. Among his manuscripts is found a fas

ciculus with the title “ Lettres par divers Rois , Princes,

Seigneurs, et Dames pour consulter sur les cas de con

science epineaux, ou pour le remercier de sesouvrages."

Kings, Princes, Lords and Ladies consulted him on

the most intricate and solemn questions comected

with the piety of the heart. Arch -Bishop Parker, in

Elizabeth's name, thanked him for the part he bore in

the Reformation in England. His correspondence with

Cranmer, and the reference of the Liturgy to him for

VOL. IX . - - No. 4 . 11
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correction , are facts too well known to be repeated .

Knox testified thatGeneva was " themost perfect school

of Christ that ever was in the earth since the days of the

Apostles.” Montesquieu 's celebrated eulogium was,

“ TheGenevesemay bless the day that Calvin was born ."

Reate accords him the honour of founding a prosperous

Church in Geneva, and of having “ a great share in

forming its political as well as spiritual legislation ." To

quote the favourable opinions of the most distinguished

Divines of every age .since Calvin 's day, would exceed

our limits, and only repeat what has been often given to

the public. His influence is now enjoyed by millions,

who know him only in the character of a bigotted secta

rian and persecutor. In the Republic and in the Chureh ,

which received their cast under bis moulding hand , and

in the educational systems which now prevail through

ont Protestant Christendom , we recognize the agency of

one whom God raised up to be a benefactor to his race,

and to transmit a hallowing influence down to far dis

tant ages. A life of unremitted toil, self-denial, and

suffering, which doubtless brought him prematurely to

the grave, - a life into which is compressed the work of

ordinary minds for centuries, - a life deroted wholly to

the prosperity of the Church and the glory ofGod, should

be sufficient to outweigh one erroneons opinion , which

he held in common with all theworld. Disiu

Viewing him in the light of a Minister of the Gospel,

and devoted servant of the Most High, we cannot better

characterize him , in closing our remarks, than in the

words of his cotemporary and friend, Alex. Moras :

“ CHRISTUM PECTORE - CHRISTUM ORE — CHRISTUM OPERA

SPIRAT."
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ARTICLE V .

REVELATION AND INSPIRATION

“ So then faith cometh by hearing,and hearing by the Word of God.”

Romans x : 17. *

In the words before us, the Apostle first states in

what the essence of a sinner's religion consists, and

then how it is produced . The essence of this reli

gion , as plainly appears from the context, he makes

to be faith in Jesus Christ. “ If thou shalt confess with

thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine

heart, that God hath raised him from the dead , thou

shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto

righteousness, and with the mouth confession is made

unto salvation .” As if anxious to avoid the imputation

of povelty, and to show that he taught nothing but what

was contained in the lively oracles of God, the Apostle

appeals in confirmation of his doctrine to the testimony

of an ancient Prophet. “ For the Scripture saith , who

soever believth on him shall not be ashamed .” I must

call your especial attention to the inanner in which Paul

applies this passage to the case of the Gentiles ; as it

furnishes a strong incidental proof of his profound con

viction that the very words of Scripture were the words

of the Holy Ghost. He knew nothing of an inspiration

of the Spirit as contradistinguished from an inspiration

of the letter , and consequently does not scruple to build

an argument upon a single expression , when that ex

pression is the language of a Prophet. Because the

Scripture saith whosoever, without limitation or restric

tion , the Apostle concludes that there is no difference

between the Jew and the Greek . This terın equally in

cludes them both , and he accordingly has no hesitation

in drawing the inference, that “ the same Lord over all

is rich unto all that call upon him .” It is to bereceived

as an universal proposition , true in all cases and under

all circumstances, and that upon the force of a single

term - -that s whosoever shall call upon the name of the

Lord shall be saved .”

* Sermon Preached in Charleston before the Young Men's Christian

dssociation,
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The religion of a sinner being compendiously embraced

by the Apostle under the head of faith , the question

arises, how is this faith prodnced ? The successive steps

of the process are first expanded in a series of forcible

and pungent interrogatories, and then recapitulated in

the words of the text. “ How then shall they call on

Him in whom they have not believed ? and how shall

they believe in Him of whom they have not heard ? and

how shall they bear without a preacher ? and how shall

they preach except they be sent.” That is, in order to

the existence of faith there must be a Divine testimony .

The Word of God is its standard and measure. That

this testimony may produce faith , itmust be known - it

,must be imparted from without- it is not the offspring

of our own cogitations, nor the product of our own

thoughts ; it comes to ns in the form of a report. But

in order that it may be proposed and communica

ted , theremust be persons commissioned for the pur

pose -- there must be A postles - men , in other words, to

whom the word of the Lord is intrusted . This then is

the Divine arrangement. A class of men is put in

charge of that which is to be the object of faith . This

is inspiration . They report to others as the word of the

Lord — this is revelation - -and this report is the medium

through which a saving faith is engendered . “ So then

faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of

God.” Inspiration gives rise to revelation , revelation to

faith , and faith is the sum and substance of religion . If

you ask the Apostle what it is to be inspired - he briefly

answers that it is to be sent with a message from God

if you ask him what he means by revelation , he as

promptly replies that it is the Divine message delivered ;

and if you inquire of him in regard to man's duty, it is

compendiously to believe the report. This is his pbilo

sophy of religion . God sends - Apostles report - men

believe.

But simple and consistent as itseems,this account,we

are told, is in palpable contradiction to the very nature

of religion and the fundamentallawsofthe human mind .

We are accordingly furnished with a theory drawn from

a deeper philosophy than Prophets or Apostles ever

knew , which , under the pretence of emancipatingus from

the bondage of the letter and giving free scope to the
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liberty of the Spirit, bas left us nothing of Christianity

but the name. A revelation which reports the testimony

of God and the faith which believes it because it is bis

testimony , are both discarded as psychological absurdi

ties, and as to the idea that any man or set of men have

ever been commissioned to speak to others in the name

of the Lord and to challenge submission to their message

on the ground of the Divine authority which attests it,

this is scouted as " of all our vanities the motliest, the

merest word that ever fooled the ear from out the school

man 's jargon ." The issues involved in this contro

versy are momentous. It is not a question about words

and names — it is a question which involves the very

foundations of Christianity. The insidious efforts to un

dermine the authority of the Bible and to remove an

external, infallible standard of faith , however disguised

in the covert of philosophy, are prompted by a deep and

inveterate opposition to the doctrines of the cross. The

design is to destroy the religion, and hence the fury of the

efforts against the citadel in which it is lodged . It is not

the casket but the jewelthat has raised all this clamour of

rancoroas opposition - and when men cry down with the

Bible , the realmeaning of their rage is - away with Jesus

and His cross. Vain is all their opposition - vain the

combination of philosophers and sophists — He that sit

teth in the heavens shall laugh - the Lord shall have

them in derision - He hath set His his Son upon the holy

hillof Zion, and therehemust reign -untilhehas putdown

all his enemies under his feet.

The new theory of religion - I call it new ,not because

any of its fundamental principles are new — they are only

old errors in a new dress — but because it is supported

upon new grounds — this new theory of religion I propose

briefly to consider in contrast with the testimony of

Paul - so that it may be seen to be intenable, even on

the principles of the metaphysical philosophy, behind

which it has entrenched itself. .

I. I shall begin with the new theory of Revelation , as

the discussion of that will lead me say all that I deem

important upon the presént occasion on the nature and

essence of religion . .

“ The idea of revelation , we are told by the writer
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whom I have in view , “ always implies a process by

which knowledge, in some form or other, is communi

cated to an intelligent being. For a revelation at all to

exist there must be an intelligent being , on the one hand,

adapted to receive it, and there must be, on the other

hand, a process by which this same intelligentbeing be

comes cognizant of certain facts or ideas. Suppress either

of these conditions, and no revelation can exist. The

preaching of an angel would be no revelation to an

idiot- a Bible in Chinese would offer none to an Euro

pean . In the former case, there is no intelligence capa

ble of receiving the ideas conveyed ; in the latter case,

the process of conveyance renders the whole thing prac

tically a nodentity, by allowing no idea wbatever to

reach the mind . Wemay say then , in a few words, that

a revelation always indicates a mode of intelligence." *

From this passage we see the necessity of being on

our guard against the ambiguity = of words. It is, per

haps, unfortunate that a term , wbich in its strict and

proper acceptation, applies only to a part ofthe contents

of the sacred volume should, have been , as in the lan

guage of theology it confessedly has been, applied to the

whole canon of faith . The Scriptures themselves de

nominate nothing revelations but those supernatural

mysteries, which lie beyond the province of reason ,which

eye bath not seen , nor ear heard, and which could not

be known, independently of the supernatural teaching of

the Spirit . When they speak of themselves as a whole

they are designated simply by sometitle which indicates

that they are the word ofGod. This is the phrase which

Paul employs in the text, and employs in the samesense

in which popular usage applies revelation .

It is little worthy of the dignity and candour of philo

sophy to construct an argument upon a verbal quibble.

Revelation is synonymous with the standard of faith and

as covering the whole contents ofScripture, without refer

ence to the distinction of the natural and supernatural,

is not so much a mode of intelligence as a ground of

belief. Its office is not subjective, but objective. It is

not in the mind , but to the mind . The simplest notion

that we can form of it is that it is a message from God.

* Morell's Phil. Rel., p. 123 -4, Eng. Ed.
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Its work is done when it reports .what He says. What

distinguishes revealed from every other species of truth

is not its nature -- not its object-matter — but the iin

mediate ground of credibility . It is the measureof faith

and the argument of faith is, thus saith the Lord . The

characteristic of revelation , in the generic sense in which

it is applied to the canon is, — that it contains or rather is

a Divine testimony and this testimony must be the im

mediate ground of belief- I say the immediate ground

of belief - because the ultimate and final basis of truth

in every case is the faithfulness of God in the structure

of our mental constitution . We believe the reports of

our senses and the data of consciousness, because the

constitution of our nature is such that we cannot do other

wise — but when we are asked, how we know that our

faculties do not deceive us, we can only appeal to the

moral character of Him , who has wronght these laws of

belief into the very texture of our frames. But in these

cases the immediate gronnds of belief are found in our

faculties themselves. It is ourselves that we first trust

and not God . Such truthsmay be discoveries, but they

are not revelations — they may be clear, distinct, unques

tionable, butthey are not Divine. Wereceive them either

because they are self-evident and need no proof, or be

cause we are able to prove them , and not because God

appears as a witness in their behalf. Revelation and a

Divine testimony are one and the same thing . How

this testimony shall be received and what effects it shall

produce, whethermen sball understand it ornot, whether

it shall really awaken any ideas in their minds or create

any emotions in their hearts , these are matters , which ,

however important in themselves, do not at all affect the

question whether it is really a message from God . It

may be admitted that a revelation to an idiot or in an

unknown tongue, where no adequate provision wasmade

for removing the impediments to an apprehension of its

contents, would be very senseless and absurd . Butsuch

a message being supposed, the question whether it is a

revelation is one thing, and whether it is wise and judi

cious is another -- and in a philosophicaldiscussion things

that are separate ought to be kept distinct.

· This adroit play upon the ambiguity of the term reve
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· lation , in which it is made to be a mode of intelligence

rather than themeasure of a Divine faith , is the corner

stone upon which the author's whole theory ofthe nature

and grounds of religious truth is erected .

It is unnecessany to give a detailed accountofthe pro

cess by which revelation is distinguished — it will be

enough to seize upon his fundamental principle and ex

pose its fallacy. His doctrine is briefiy this — that reve

ſation is a species of intuition in which things authenti

cate themselves. The realities of religion are brought

directly into contact with the mind and vouch for their

own existence , just as the material world , or the forms

ofbeauty and of virtueare their own witnesses. Weknow

the things that are freely given us of God , not by the

testimony of bis Spirit, but theimmediate consciousness

of their presence . Revelation is a spiritual perception

in which we see the invisible and stand face to face with

the infinite and eternal. Its objects are presented to us

by God , but in no other sense than He presents the ob

jects of all other knowledge. ' The rocks, mountains,

caves , and valleys of the material world , the heavens

above us and the earth beneath , are as really and truly

a revelation from Him and in the same essential sense,

as the Person , offices and work of His Own Eternal Son.

Faith is vision and the actual presentation of its ob

jects its only standard and measure. In conformity with

these views, inspiration is represented as a subjective

process in which God adapts the mind to the objects

presented in revelation. It is a clearing of the spiritual

sight- a strengthening of the spiritual eye — " an espe.

cial influence wrought upon the faculties of the subject,

by virtue of which he is able to grasp these realities in

their perfect fulness and integrity . Revelation and in

spiration, then, indicate,” we are told, “ one united pro

CC38, the result ofwhich upon the human mind is, to pro

duce á state of spiritual intuition , whose phenomena are

so extraordinary that we at once separate the agency

by which they are produced from any of the ordi

nary principles of human development. And yet

this agency is applied in perfect consistency with the

laws and natural operations of our spiritual nature.

Inspiration does not imply anything generically new in

.
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the actual processes of the human mind . It does not

involve any form of intelligence, essentially different

from what we already possess. It indicates rather the

elevation of the religious consciousness, and with it, of

course, the power of spiritual vision , to a degree of in

tensity peculiar to the individuals thus highly favoured

by Göd." *

This mightbe taken as a caricature of the work of the

Spirit in the effectual calling of God 's children , were it

not that the author has taken special pains to show that

there can be no other kind of inspiration , without con

tradiction to the laws of mind , but that which he has

described . His inspiration is , in many respects , analo

gous to the saving operations of the Spirit. It enables

its subject to understand revelation ; brings him into

harmony with Divine truth ; subdues the passions ; re

presses the influence of sense, and sanctifies the heart.

It evidently stands in the same relation to his revelation

that the regenerating and enlightening influences of

grace sustain to the Scriptores of God . But an inspi

ration which gives rise to a revelation - which commits

a message from the Holy one to the hands of me

which ends in a divine testimony as the standard and

measure of a Divine faith , he can by no means abide.

The objects of religion must authenticate themselves.

The consequence is , that every man, in so far as he is

religions, is inspired , and every man has his doctrine

and his psalm . The inconsistency of these views, with

the uniform and pervading testimony of the Scriptures,

must strike the dullest apprehension . Paul, in our text,

solemnly declares that faith comes by hearing. This

new philosophy affirms that it comes by vision . Paul

declares that the immediate ground of belief is the tes

timony of God. This new philosophy, that it is found

in the things themselves. Paul declares that inspiration

imparts to men a Divinemessage. Thisnew philosophy

that it purges themind. Pauldeclares that it is restrict

ed to Apostles - -the new .philosophy, that it is the pro

perty of the race.

All these enormous and palpable contradictions of

Scripture have sprung from the gratuitous assumption ,

* Morill, p. 151.
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orthe
oratiocination Tysis no force

evolved thehele

that revelation is a mode of intelligence, a process of our

own minds and not an extraordinary message of God .

Taking it for granted that it is nothing more than an

exercise of our natural faculties in some form of cogni

tion , the author proceeds to conclude from the laws of

the disjunctive syllogism that it must be intuitive. He

acknowledges but two modes of intelligence, and to one

or the other of these itmust belong. It cannot be a pro

cess of ratiocination - no rules of logick , no powers of

combination and analysis - - no force of words, nor inge

nuity of inference could ever have evolved the scheme

of redemption or the sublime mysteries of the cross.

There are elements en braced in religion , which it never

could have entered the heart of man to conceive. It

introduces lis in a high and sublime sense, into a new

world - exalts us to new conceptions, and unveils to us

glories beyond the suggestion of mortal thought. It

bears upon its face impressions of originality and no

velty which remove it beyond the sphere of the logical

understanding, and carry convincing evidence, thathow

ever it came, it never could have been excogitated . This

reasoning has a show of plausibility - it labours, how

ever, under one fatal defect -- the disjunction can be

easily retorted . It is as easy to show , on the one hand,

that Christianity, as a whole , never could have been intu

itive, as it is to prove on the other, that it never could

have been the offspring of logic . It involves relations

and dependencies which could only bave been adjusted

by powers of combination . It is not a single concrete

reality, like a man , a mountain , or a tree, but a connect

ed scheme of events, every one of them contingent in

relation to our knowledge, and concatenated into a sys

tein which cannot be grasped without calling into play

all the powers of the logical understanding. It is a sys

tem which preëminently requires reasoning - a compre

hensive view of great moral principles as they are invol

ved and illustrated in a wonderfulseries of facts . What

theu ? It cannot be intuitional - it cannot be logical?

One would think that this obvious l'eductio ad absur

dum would have been sufficient to open the mind of a

philosopher to the fallacy of his fundamental principle.

No wonder that subjective religionists hate logic - it

makes sad havoc with their finest speculations.
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The notion , that revelation is a mode of intelligence,

which , in plainer terms, means that it is a faculty of the

human mind, is the parent or child - it is hard to say

which is first in the order of nature, — of a still more se

rious mistake in reference to the nature of religions truth ,

and the peculiarities of Christian experience. This dou

ble misconception has concealed from the author the

palpable incongruities of his system , and induced him to

believe that the doctrines of grace might be pressed to

the support of an hypothesis , which, legitimately carried

out, reduces them to nonsense. To refute his scheme,

is simply to expose these errors. He hasmade religious

truth essentially different from what it is , and therefore

has had to postulate a faculty in order to cognize it. He

has made thereligious life essentially different from what

it is, and therefore has had to fit the work of the Spirit

to his assumptions.

1 . His first error is a fundamental misconception of

the nature of religious trnth . To say nothing of his chap

ters upon the peculiar essence of religion in general- and

christianity in particular- it is evident, from the man

ner in which he attempts to set aside the popular notion

of revelation, thathe looks upon religion as embracing a

province of things, a class of realities, or, if you prefer

an expression more in accordance with the theory of

Locke, a collection of simple ideas, entirely distinct froin

every other department of knowledge, every other sphere

of existence. It is a world to itself. And as all primi

tive conceptions must come through some original fa

culty to which they are adapted, theremust be a peculiar

faculty of religion analogous to taste, or the sensibility

to beauty , and conscience, or the sensibility to right.

" Imagine yourselt,” says the author, “ by detinitions

and explications addressed to the understanding, at

tempting to make a blind man , who had never gazed

upon nature, comprehend the exquisite beauties in form ,

true and gracefulmotion , presented to the eye by a sum

mer's landscape . It is needless to say that all your des

criptions would fall infinitely short of the actual reality

that they would not convey the hundreth partof what

one minute 's gaze upon the scene would spontaneously

present thathe could only conceive, indeed , of any por- •
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tion of it by analogies taken from the other senses. The

reason of this that he knows the thing only formally

by logical exposition ; he has never had the proper expe

riences, never the direct sense-perceptions, which are

absolutelv necessary to a full realization of it. And so

it is , mutatis mutandis, with religious truth . You may

expound, and define, and argue upon the high themes

which christianity presents to the contemplation ; but

mless a man have the intuitious, on which all inere ver

bal exposition must be grounded , there is no revelation

of the spiritual reality to his mind, and there can be no

clearer perception of the actual truth , than there is to the

blindman of the vision of beauty which lies veiled in

darkness around him ."

Improvement in religious knowledge accordingly , is

represented as consisting in the education and develope

ment of the religious faculty , which , at every stage of its

growth , enlarges the sphere of our actual experience,

and expands the horizon of vurmental vision . Religion ,

like taste, presupposes an original susceptibility to a par

ticular class of ideas. It inay be cultivated , ennobled ,

and refined — but the mind can never get beyond the

fundamental data, which are given in this form of con

sciousuess. All accessions to its knowledge are only new

experiences — the faculty is the parent of all the truth we

can know . Reflection may construct a science, present

ing these data in their proper order, and showing their

connections, dependencies, and consequences-- but to

him who is destitute of the data, the science is unmeaning

and nugatory. All theology, consequently , is nothing

butthe product of analysis and synthesis, from themate

rials which are given in experience. As the science of op

tics to the blind, and the science ofmusic to the deaf, can

be little inore than jargon , so any representative exhibi

tions of Divine truth to one whose religious faculty has

pot yet been awakened , would be worse than idle.

.. Wemeet this whole train of reasoning by a bold and

confident denial of its fundamental assumption , Reli

gion , in the sense asserted , is not a simple thing — it is

not a collection of ideas at all analogous to the sensible

properties ofmatter, or the original faculties of themiud.

Neither is it exclusively confined to any one department

.
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of our nature - so that we can say that this is the reli

gious sense, as we affirm of conscience, that it is a moral

sense, or of taste, that it is the sense of the beautiful and

fair. I do not say that religion involves no simple ideas

or primitive elements of thought this would be an ab

surdity. But I do say that there are no intuitions pecu

liar to religion , requiring a separate and distinct faculty,

in order to their cognition , and which could notand would

not have been developed in the ordinary exercise of our

powers. There are no things,no objects of thoughtwhich ,

as such , are simply and exclusively religious— which ex

ist, in other words, only in so far as they are religious.

There are no simple ideas characteristic of revelation ,

and wbich , without it, would never have found a lodge

ment in the mind. On the contrary , our faculties, in the

sphere of their ordinary exercise, furnish us with all the

materials out of which thewhole fabric of revealed truth

is constructed. Every stone in the sacred and august

ternple is hewn from the quarry of common experience.

The Bible contains not a single simple idea, which , con

sidered merely as an element of thought, may not be

found in the consciousness of every human being, who

bas ever exercised his wits . It is not the elements, but

the conıbination of these elements , that gives to revela

tion its peculiarity and grandeur. It is not the stones,

but the order and arrangement of the stones that consti

tute the building . Revelation deals preëminently with

complex ideas- particularly with what Locke denomi

nates mixed modes, wbich ; as they are mainly retained

in themind, by the force of words, would seem to refer

revelation to the category from which our author excludes

it, of verbal exposition. . .

But the fallacy of the notion of a peculiar religious

faculty, with its characteristic cognitions will yet more

fully appear from a brief investigation of the nature of

religion itself. What, then , is religion ? In whatever

its peculiar essence may be said to consist, one thing is

universally conceded , that it grows out of the relations

betwixt moraland intelligent creatures and their God.

Take awayGod — there can be no religion - because there

is no object upon wbich it can fasten - take awaymoral

and intelligent creatures , and there can be no religion ,
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because there are no subjects in whom it can inhere.

Prosecute the analysis,and it will be found that the rela

tions out of which religion arises, are those tbat are in

volved in moral government. They that come unto God

must believe that He is, and that He is the rewarder of

them that diligently seek Him . It is not a little remark

able that this conception of moral government, without

which religion is a term destitute ofmeaning , has wholly

escaped the notice of our profound philosopher, and we

need not be astonished that a system which dispenses

with obedience and law , has no manner of use for the

Bible. The essence of religion, as a subjective phenom

enon , is made to consist in a state of feeling which a dog

may have in common with his master. There is cer.

tainly nothing moral in a naked sense of dependence .

Men may feel that they are in the hands of God, and

hate His power. Devils feel it and blaspheme, although

they tremble . Having settled the principle that religion

grows out of the relationsinvolved in moral governinent,

we are prepared for a detailed consideration of its objec

tive elements . These are obviously embraced in a his

tory of the Divine administration - an account of the

law to which obedience is exacted - of the rewards to

which it shall be entitled , and of the doom to which

transgressors shall be assigved . It is a history , in other

words, of God' s providence as unfolded in His dealings

with the race. An accountofGod's purposes as already,

or yet to be developed , in events .

· Subjectively considered , it indicates the attitude in

which men should stand to tbe Divine administration

a generic condition of the soul prompting to exercises in

unison with the requisitions of the law . It extends not

to a single faculty or power, but to the whole man ; it is

the loyalty of a subject to his prince ; of a dutiful son to

the father that begat him . God , the just and righteous

Ruler - man , the subject, whether obedient or rebellious.

These are the terms that must be given to understand

religion . It is mainly conversant with relations, and

those exclusively morál.

As it treats of the progress and conduct of a govern

ment, any account of it must, in the nature of the case,

be , to a large degree, historical. Revelation, in regard
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to it,must be analogous to an explanation of the lawe,

constitution and history of a kingdom in past ages, or in

a distant quarter of the earth .

These things being so, no other intuitions are needed,

in order to grasp the truths of religion , but those which

are evolved by our circumstances in the world . The

great idea ofmoral government is not only a primary

dictum in its germ , of every buman consciousness, but is

daily and hourly exemplified in more or less complete

ness by the relations of the family , the school, the State.

It meets us every'where, and men can never efface it

from their souls , until they have extinguished the light

of conscience. Truth , justice , benevolence, mercy, all

those moral attributes which adorn the character ofGod ,

and which are required to be found in us, demand noth

ing inore than the ordinary operations of our moral

nature, in order to be, in somemeasure , understood . Re

velation consequently deals with no new and peculiar

simple ideas. It is not, cousequently, a faculty or mode

of intelligence. Conversant about relations and histori

cal in its form , it must be a presentation to our faculties

of facts and events , involving combinations of simple

ideas collected from all quarters, which can only be done

by report. Philosophy confirms the apostle that faith

comes by hearing.

But we may go a step further , and show from a brief

recapitulation of the distinctive doctrines of christianity,

as they are unfolded in the Scriptures, that they turn

upon events which could be known only by the testimony

of God. The Gospel is a history of the conception and

execution of God' s purposes of grace to the fallen family

of man. That there should exist such a purpose is , rel

atively to human knowledge, a contingent event. There

were no principles from which we or any creature could

demonstrate it a priori. How then shall we know it ?

By intuition ? It is one of the deep things of God ,and

none can penetrate His counsels, but His own Spirit ,

Hemust reveal it, or it must remain locked up in eter

nal secrecy . Themediation of Christ, the grand agency

by which redemption has been achieved , as actually in

terposed, is a history , involving a series of events deriv

ing all their significancy and importance from relations
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that the understanding alone can grasp. As God and

man in one person -- as prophet, priest and king of the

church , he performed and still continues to perform , a

work in which , what strikes the senses, is the shell — the

substance lies within . How shall we know that Hewas

the federal head and legal substitute of men . This was

a sovereign and arbitrary appointment. How shall.we

know that he bore our sins in his own body on the tree ;

that he was bruised for our iniquities, and wounded for

our transgressions. How shall we know that He was

justified in the Spirit, and that he is now seated atGod's

right band , and ever liveth to make intercession for us ?

Evidently these thingsmust depend upon report. Faith

must come by hearing. Either then such a religion as

Christianity cannot be true— not only is not true, but

cannot be true , or at least known by us to be true, or

revelation is not a mode of intelligence. In this sense ,

such a religion cannot be revealed. The only species of

revelation which it' admits is , that of verbal exposition .

Itmust be a history recited or recorded , or both . Faith

must lean on report.

· As a religion of moral government so obviously re

quires this species of revelation , if revealed at all, it is

worthy of remark, that those who have been most ma

lignant in their assaults against the bondage of the let

ter, have been left to exemplify in many painful and

distressing instances, that they were also emancipated

from the bondage of the law . Dealing in intuitions and

rhapsodies, living in a world of impalpable shapes and

airy forms, they soon learn to treat with contempt the

the tame and sober relations which are involved in the

notions of husband , citizen , friend and subject. Mysti

cism is an intoxicating draught- a stimulus so power

ful, not unfrequently , in particular directions, that all

sense of responsibility is lost,and the darkest crimes are

perpetrated with as little remorse as a drunkard belches

forth his oaths, or insults the wife of his bosom , or the

children of his loins. The letter is the guardian of mo

rals as well of truth . It teaches men what they are

often anxions to forget, that there is a law - holy , just,

and good , and yet terrible to evil-doers, which supports

the eternal throne. It moveils a judgment to come- a
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day is appointed in which the world shall be judged in

righteousness, and every man shall receive at the hands

of impartial justice according to his deeds. . This un

flinching supremacy of right- this supremedominion of

law -- this terrible responsibility for sin - is no doubt a

grievous offence. But those who will not accept the

provisions of grace -- all in accordance with the immuta

ble reqnisitions of right- may kindle a fire and walk in

the light of their own sparks, but this shall they have at

God 's hands- - they shall lie down in sorrow . Their in

tuitions and impulses, their dreams and inspirations,

will not save them from the awful exactions of that gor

ernient which was whispered in conscience , thundered

on Sanai;'and ballowed on Calvary. God will by no

means clear the guilty

But misapprehending, as he has done, the essential

nature of religious truth , he has .confounded two things

that are entirely distinct-- the process of giving a revela

tion and the process of making a Christian . Having

made revelation a faculty in man , which , like every

other faculty, is developed by exercise on its appropriate

objects, he could find no other office for inspiration but

that of stimulating and strengthening the natural organ

of religious truth . Revelation itself is the Divine life.

The possession of this faculty is what makes man a re

ligions being and he improves in religion just to the

extent that this form of consciousness is developed , cul

tivated and refined . Inspiration is wbatquickens it into

motion . Let it be granted that there is such a species

of ivspiration as that here described, it obviously does

not exclude the inspiration which gives a message from

God. If religious truth is of such a nature that in order

to be known it must be reported , the fact that an influ

encemay be necessary to enable a man to receive and

understand the report, is not inconsistent with the other

fact, that there must be some one to make the report,

You can dispense with messengers, only upon the

supposition that the knowledge to be conveyed , cannot

be communicated by a message. It is this misconcep

tion which bas led our autbor to confound inspiration

with conversion . If he had been right as to what religion

Vol. IX . - No. 4 . 13
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is , he would have seen thenecessity of inspiration in the

sense of the Apostle, who makes it the sending of men

with a testimony from God. What it is in its own na

ture, how God operated upon the minds of Apostles

and how far their own powers were called into play, are

simply curions qnestions - abont which the Bible has

resolved nothing. The main thing is that those who

were so sent spake not the words which man 's wisdom

teacheth , but which the Holy Ghost teacheth — and as

they spake, so also they wrote , as they were moved by

the Holy Ghost. Their words and writings are equally

and alike the testimony ofGod. The end of inspiration

is to furnish the rule of faith. That comes by hearing ,

and hearing by the word of God . But apart from the

abusive application of the term inspiration to the renew

ing and sanctifying operations of the Spirit, the anthor

has misrepresented that work itself in consequence of

his primary error in reference to revelation .

The notion that revelation is a faculty of peculiar

intuitons the author has marvellously confounded with

the evangelical doctrine of the agency of the Spirit

in regeneration . “ In making these statements ," says

he, “ we are simply putting in a more definite form

what almost all classes of Christians fully adınit, and

what they are perpetually asserting. Is it not allowed

that men , even of intellect and learning , may read

the Bible through and through again , and yet may

have no spiritual perceptions of the realities to which it

refers ? Do wenot constantly bear it asserted that Divine

truth must bespiritually understood ? Nay, does not St.

Paulbimselftell us thatthethingsofthe SpiritofGod must

be spiritually discerned ? And what does ail this amount

to, but that there must be the awakening of the religious

consciousness before the truth is actually revealed to us,

and that it can only be revealed to us at all, essentially

speaking , in the form of religions intuition ."

I am willing to admit that if religious truth consisted

of a .collection of simple and primitive cognitions, the

only conceivable mode of making them intelligible to

men would be to produce them in their consciousness.

If God designed to impart to the blind the idea of colours ,
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to the deaf the idea of sounds, or to those totally desti

tute of the senses, the glories ofheaven and the beauties

of earth , it would be necessary to impart the faculties

that they wanted and bring them into contact with their

appropriate objects. But if Divine truth , so far as it

implies intuitional elements, lays under tribute the

contributions of all our faculties in the ordinary sphere

of their exercise -- as it involves no eleinents requiring a

peculiar and distinctive faculty of religion, as it appeals

mainly and pre-eminently to the logical understanding

the difficulty which is obviated iu regeneration and con

version must be something very different from the pro

duction of a new class of cognitions. Hence it hasnever

been contended by Evangelical Divines that grace com

municates new faculties to the soul. Man , since the fall,

possesses all the original powers with which he was

gifted when he came from the hands of God. Neither

is it contended that the Spirit awakensany dormant sus

ceptibilities — any latent capacities which have lacked

the opportunity of development and exercise. This, nor

anything like this, is the Scriptural theory of grace

and if our author had understood the real condition of

man , he would have seen the true position of the word

in the economy of salvation , and bave , assigned it

its office without confounding it with the work of the

Spirit.

2. I proceed to expose his misconception in relation to

the end or design of Divine Revelation. He inakes it,

as we have seen , a faculty in man which God developes

by the presentation of its appropriate objects , and occa

sionally stimulates by the special influence of inspira .

tion. Revelation is, therefore, the Divine life . A man

is religious just to the extent that this form of intuitional

consciousness is developed , cultivated and refined . Now

in opposition to this , Paul asserts that revelation is in

order to the Divine lite — the means of producing it, and

learing and expanding it to its full proportions. He

makes faith to be the very essence of a sinner's religion ,

and the word ofGod to be its measure and its rule . The

testimony of God without us supplies' us with the cre

denda , the things to be believed. That exists indepen

dently of our own minds. But will the muere report of
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the Divine testimony infallibly terminate in faithí ? Paul

promptly replies that they have not all obeyed the Gos

pel, and Esaias saith , Lord ,who hath believed our report ?

What, then , is the difficulty ? Is it that the Gospel is

naturally unintelligible ? that it contains, Imean , verbal

statements involving simple ideas or primitive elements

of thonght, which we have no faculties to grasp ? Is it

that it talks of coloni's to a blind man , or of sounds to a

deaf one ? By 'no meaus - the terms it uses are all in

themselves intelligible, and intelligible by us with none

but the faculties that we bring with us into the world .

It speaks of a ruler - a judge - sin - guilt - condemna

tion -- pardun and atonement - -all things which , to some

extent, we are able to conceive and to represent in

thought. It is not, therefore, that its terins are sense

less -- it is not as if written in Chinese or Sanscrit - - nor

like the preaching of an angel to an idiot.

The difficulty is one which intuition cannot reach .

If the things revealed were actually present to the

mind, the difficulty would still exist- - it would still be

true that the naturalman would refuse to receive them ,

and that he could not spiritually discern them . Mr.

Morell seems to think that all that is wanted is simply

the faculty of apprehension — the power of knowing the

things and perceiving them to be real. But this is not

the case. The difficulty lies in the moral condition of

the sinner. The sinner remaining as he is, no presence

of spiritual realities, no contact of them with the mind,

however immediate and direct, would give him &

different kind of discernment from that which he ob

tains from the word . This moral condition is denomi

nated in the Scriptures a state of death - and the term

is happily chosen . It exactly describes depravity in its

pervading influence upon all the powers and faculties of

theman . Holiness is called a life the life of God in

the soulofman --and by pursuing the analogies which

these ternis suggest wemay forin some definite concep

tions of the real hinderances among men to the cordial

reception of the word . What, then , is life ? It evidently

belongs to that class of things which , incomprehensible

in themselves and incapable of being represented in

thought, are matters of necessary belief. We see its
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affects — we witness its operations we can seize upon

the symptoms which distinguish its presence. But

what it is in itself no mortal mind can conceive. We

can only speak of it as the unknown canse of number

less phenomena which we notice. Where is life ? is it

here and not there ? is it there and not here ? Is it in

the heart, the head, the hands, the feet ? It evidently

pervades the frame— it is the condition, the indispensa

ble condition to the organic action of every part of the

body. The body may be perfect in its structure - it

may bave every limb and nerve, and muscle- -and for

eign influences may be made to mimick the operations

of life - but if life be not there, these actions, or rather

motions, will be essentially distinct from those of the

livingman.

In like manner holiness is a generic condition of the

soul. As a state or nature, it is incomprehensible in

itself, we can no inore represent it in thought than we

can form an image of power or causation . It is a some

thing which lies at the foundation of all its exercises and

operations, and gives them a peculiar and distinctive

cast. It is not itself a habit, nor a collection of babits,

but the indispensable condition of all spiritual habits .

It is not here nor there, but it pervades the whole inan —

the understanding, the will , the conscience, the affec

tions — it underlies all the dispositions and habitudes and

is felt in all the thoughts and desires. Natural life has

its characteristic functions- so spiritual life hås its dis

tinguishing tendencies. They all point to God . He is

holy, and where this quality exists in the creature it is

attracted to Him and produces a communion - a fellow

ship -- a farmiliarity , if I way so speak, which casily de

tects the inipressions of God wherever they exist.

It involves an union with Him , that lenders His traces

patient and obvious wherever they are found . Spiritual

death or depravity is the opposite of all this - à generic

condition of the soul in which these particular exercises

are not possible. The same faculties may remain - the

same ideasmay be suggested the . ne objective reali

ties may be conceived the same materials of thinking

may exist - but that influence proceeding from boliness

which distinguishes all the operations of the sanctified
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mind is wanting. That uvion and fellowship with God,

that mysterious familiarity which hears and knows His

voice, even in its lowest whispers, is gone. The charac

teristic tendencies of the carnalmind are from God - it

is even enmity againstGod , not subject to His law nor

capable of becoming so . Now faith , in the Apostolic

sense , involves the recognition of God in the word . It

believes in consequence of the Divine testiinony . It

knowsGod 's voice. When the Gospel is proclaimed , it

is perceived to be a message of love and of mercy from

the eternal throne.

This faith can only exist in a holy heart. An uncon

verted sinuer can no inore exercise it than the dead can

rise and walk or the blind can see. Two men inay re

ceive a letter from the same person - -or rather the same

letter may be put into the hands of both . One is an in

timate friend ofthe writer - the other an entire stranger.

The stranger reads it, and apprehends exactly the same

ideas, considered asmere thoughts- -but he sees uut the

writer in it, and cannot enter into it with thatsympathy,

that cordiality and delight with which the friend peruses

it. The Gospel is a message from God - all holy hearts

see God in it, and rejoice in it because of His name

strangers and aliens have the word in their hands, but

have notGod in the word . They may be convinced by

external arguments and such arguments abound - that

it is indeed His message — but they have not that wit

ness within themselves upon which the heart reposes

with assured confidence. Now here comes in the agency

of the Spirit. He imparts that new nature, that generic

condition of soul, which brings the heart into sympathy

with God and all that is Divine, and enables it to believe.

It throws a new light around the truth - gives a new di.

rection to the 'heart, and in parts its influence to the

whole soul. It creates an instinct for God, which infal

libly recognizes His presence wherever He condes cends

to manifest it. There is no new faculty and there are no

new ideas-- but there is a new mode of exercising all the

faculties and a new discernment of the old truths.

Just apprehensions, consequently , of the work of the

Spirit , afford no manner of countenance to the doctrine

that Divine revelation involves an intuitive perception
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of spiritual realities. Place a sinner in Heaven - and

he would be no nearer to a spiritual discernment of the

glories of God and the Lamb-- than he is , in bis guilt

and blindness on earth . Hewould there need as much

as here to be born ofwater and the Spirit that his heart

might magnify the Lord .

The apostolic tbeory of the relations of faith and reve

lation , indicates an appointinent of God in regard to the

Divine life, in beautiful analogy with his arrangements

for the preservation and growth of animal existence.

One thing, as Butler has forcibly illustrated , is set

over against another. Life implies an inward state , and

an external condition to correspond to it ; and in the har

mony of these conditions consists the healthfulness of

being. Now , the Word is to the Spiritualman , the ex

ternal condition to which his new nature is adapted - it

is the element in which it moves, and grows and flour

ishes. It is milk to babes, and strongmeatto those who

have their senses exercised by reason of use. If God

shonld regenerate a man , and leave him in the world

without His truth , in some form or other, communicated ;

if, for example, He should renew a heathen , and yet give

him no revelation of Hiswill,except as Hemightgather

it from the instincts and impulses of the new heart, how

deplorable would be his condition ! Conceive him preg

nant with celestial fire ? Upon what objects shall his

mind be employed ? Where shall he go to find the ma

terials that are suited to his taste. He has cravings

which earth cannot satisfy, and yet knows nothing of the

bread which camedown from heaven ,nor of the streams

which gush from Siloab's fount. He longs for God, but

his soul cannot find Him ; and as he feels for Him on

the right, and he is not there - on the left, but he is

gone, he sinks down in weariness and disappointment,

to famish and die . He is in a world of enemies , of idol

ators, and will-worshippers , and children of the devil.

Where is his panoply against the powers of darkness

the shield of faith , the helmet of salvation, and the

sword of the spirit. What hopes shall support and dig .

nify his soul. He knows nothing of Christ ; nothing of

the Spirit ; nothing of the Divine promises ; nothing of

the glorious inheritance of the saints in life . There is
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no element about him which corresponds to his disposi

tion . No, my brethren , such an anomaly never takes

place- - it cannot be endured that God 's children shonld

be as orphans in the world , withont food , or raiment, or

shelter. Aswellmightwe suppose that fishes should be

transferred to the air , and birds to the sea, as that God

should new create a soul, and leave it without the exter

nal adaptations that its wants demand. These , in this

life, are found in the Bible - - faith makes them realities

makes them substantial. It opens from the Scriptores a

new and glorious world , to which all the faculties of the

new creatore are proportioned, and when it has educated

and trained them for a higher sphere, they pass from its

discipline to the full fruition of the things themselves.

We now learn in books. We shall hereafter study

things. The appointments of God, in the kingdom of

grace, are as one with this appointment in the kingdom

of nature .

The argument does not apply to infants dying in

infancy, becausethey may be translated instantly to a

sphere in which a holy nature shall have ample oppor

tunity of expansion. But the anomaly cannot be en

dured that God 's children should be left as sheep with

out a shepherd - even worse, without food, raiment, or

shelter. .

The scriptural doctrine, moreover, guards against the

absurd snpposition that the life of religion consists in the

developementand expansion of any single power of the

soul. It is not confined to any one departmentof thought

or feeling. The whole man niust acknowledge its inttu

ence ; it thinks in the head ; feels in the heart, and acts

in the will. It is the great pervading law of our being ;

leading us to find God every where, and whether we eat

or drink , to do all to his glory. It is the religion of a

moral creature under the dominion of a moral law ; not

the visions of a seer ; the phantoms of a dreamer; but

the inspiration of a soul pregnant with celestial fire .

Body, soul, and spirit, all are the organs of the Divine

lite. It extends to all actions, to all impulses, to all

ends. It reigns as well as lives - such is Bible re

ligion. How stunted and dwarfishin comparison - a

single facnity gazing on a single class of things ! the
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eye, playing with colors, or the ear, sporting with

sonnds.

II. Håving shown that the theory in question mistakes

the nature of religious truth , and the office of revelation

in the economy of salvation , it only remains that the es

sence of religion should be more distinctly considered .

In its subjective and objective aspects, a little has alrea

dy been said , but only in reference to the argnment then

in hand. It is particularly in the subjective aspect that

we propose to consider it now . The question is what

is it to be religious ? Particularly , what is it to be a

Christian ? The word essence is very unfortunately ap

plied to the subject, as it is apt to mislead by its vagne

ness and ambignity. If it is supposed that there is some

one formal quality, some simple and uniform idea , that

enters into all the exercises that are distinctively reli

gious, (the notion , evidently of our author,) it is a very

great misapprehension . When we arrange things ac

cording to their colour, it is precisely the same quality

of whiteness which characterizes all that we classify as

white. But there is no single quality of actions and of

thoughts that causes them to be ranked under the head

of religion. Two emotions, entirely distinct in their

own nature, having nothing in common , considered

merely as phenomena, may yet be equally religions

hope and fear, for example. Upon what ground are

they grouped together ? The reason of the classification

must evidently be sought, not in themselves, but in the

state of mind from which they proceed . That state of

mind which is truly religious, is the condition which we

have previonsly described as spiritual life or holiness,

butas a state , we bave also seen that it belongs to the

category of things which we are coin pelled to believe,

withoutbeing able to represent in thought. It is,rather,

in fact the condition of religion , than religion itself. That

consists in tbe exercises which proceed from this state of

the soul, and they are all distinguished by the circum

stance that they are in harmony with our relations to God .

These relations must be known before it can be deter

mined that any given experiences are proper manifes

tations of religion . The subjective cannot be compre

hended without the objective. Ad universal and perva

VOL. IX . - No. 4 . 14
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ding disposition to comply with the will of God - a heart

in sympathywith Him is the nearest approximation that

we can make to a description of what constitates reli

gion -- as a subjective phenomenon . This is the state in

which angels are, the state in wbich man would have

been, if man had neversinned . . This is the state to which

when men are exalted , they are said to be saved. This

is religion in general. Now , Christianity is a scheme,

through which , in conformity with the nature of moral

government,man is recovered from his ruin and exalted

to this condition . It is the immediate end which the

mediation of Christ aims at; and the attainment of this

end in the case of any sinner, is salvation . But the

means by which Christianity produces its fruits in us, is

faith . This is the great requirement of the Gospel, the

only medium by which we can ever be brought into har

mony and fellowship with God. Hence, faith may

justly be described as embracing the whole religion of

a sinner. He that believeth hath everlasting life - with

the heart man believeth unto rigbteousness, and with

the mouth confession is made unto salvation . It is not

only the instrument by which through Christwe are jus

tified , but the organ through which the whole Word of

God operates upon the soul, and builds itup in holiness.

It is the great and all comprehensiveduty which springs

from our relation to God under the Gospel.

I need not prosecute this inquiry any further. It is

only necessary to put the two systeins -- that of the Gos

pel and that of the subjective philosophy, side by side,

in order that you may perceive the immeasurable supe

riority of the former. Both admit the importance of

revelation , and in developing its nature, theGospel gives

you three terms — the person from whom — the persons

to whoin , and the message itself. Its revelation profess

es to be the Word of God. The new philosophy gives

us but two, a thinking mind and the things to be thought.

There is no revealer, it is a message without an author,

and without a messenger. Which is inost reasonable ?

When you go a step further, and inquire into the charac

teristics of the things revealed, the Gospel unfolds a

system of moral government, springing from the very

nature of God, and His relations to His creatures, in
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volving a series of the sublimest events that the mind

can conceive. It unveils the great drama of Providence,

and shows how the Divine purposes have been working

to their accomplishment from the beginning of all things.

It spans the arch of time, explains to man bis nature, his

fall, his duty, and his destiny. Above all, it onveils a

scheme of grace, an eternal purpose conceived in the

bosom of infinite love, for the redemption of the guilt,

and executed in the fulness of time by an agency so

mysterious and amazing, that angels desire to look into

it. Throughont the Bible holiness reigns. God appears

there a holy God . His law , supreme; and the perfection

of man is measured by his approach to the Divine ex

cellence. Religion is there represented as a life into

which we are quickened by Alinighty grace, and which

brings every faculty of the soul in sweet subjection to

the authority of God . What are the revelations of the

subjective philosophy. Echo answerswhat ? There are

no responses from the tripod, the oracles are yet dumb.

He sits, and gazes, and feels — but whathe sees, and how

he feels , we are quietly told that mortal language is in

competent to describe.

One of the most offensive features in this system is

the utter deceitfulness with which it avails itself of the

ambiguity of language. From its free and familiar use

of the language consecrated to evangelical religion — the

unwary "reader is insensibly beguiled froin the contem

plation of its real character. It pretends to be a revealed

system . This sounds fair and well. Butwhen you look

a little deeper - it is a revelation as nature is a revelation ,

and when you express your astonishment at this abuse

of words, you are told , for your comfort, God made the

world and Hemade you with faculties capable ofknow

ing its existence. He reveals the world to you by crea

ting you with eyes to see it. The whole work is Divine.

So He made a certain class of spiritualconcretions, and

made you with faculties capable of enjoying them .

This is all surely Divine.

So again it speaks of'a Divine life. Butwhen yon inquire

into its meaning — you do not find the new birth - you do

not recognize a holy nature - you do not discover an influ

ence upon thewhole soul of man which brings him into " .
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barmony with Divine truth . There is nothing super

natural— there is nothing eminently gracious. On the

contrary , you meet with nothing but what takes place

in regard to every function of life just the natural

faculty developed and exercised by the presentation of

its appropriate objects. The faculty of religion and the

faculty of imagination are brought into activity in the

sameway -- and there is as much grace and as much of

God in the process by which a child learns to know that

a stone is hard , as in the process by which a man passes

from death to life. God may dispose circumstances so

as to hasten the development- but all religion springs

from the man himselt. Such , without exaggeration or

carricature, is the system for which we are called upon

to surrender the Bible . We are to give up God 's word

and the hopes of the Gospel for the rhapsodies and ra

vings of every spirit who pretends to a higher develop

ment of the religious consciousness. Man must be su

premie. He must be allowed to create his God , his law ,

his religion . Themind of every individual is the uni

verse to him - intuition is his oracle , and he has but to

look within ' to know his state, his prospects, and his

destiny.

Behold I show you a inore excellent way . God , who

at sundry times and in divers manners — spake in times

past unto the fathers by the Prophets , hath in tbese last

days spoken unto us by His Son . We have a message

from the skies. We are not left, like the blind , to grope

in the dark, but we have an excellent word to which we

are exhorted to take heed as unto a light that shineth

in a dark place . But remember that the word alone

cannot save you — it is the means, but not the source of

life . The Bible without the Spirit is a dead letter, as the

Spirit without the Bible is a lying delusion. The Spirit

and the Bible -- this is the great principle of Protestant

Christianity. " The doctrine which we defend is not

only the testimony of the Scriptures, but still further,

the testimony of the Holy Spirit . If we maintain the

Scriptures against those who wish only for the Spirit, so

do we also maintain the Spirit against those who wish

for nothing but the Scriptures." The Bible without the

Spirit can rise no higher than formalism -- the Spirit
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without the Bible will infallibly end in fanaticism . The

Bible with the Spirit will conduct to Christ, to holiness

and God. The times are threatening with the earlier

schools of infidelity , the main objection to the Scriptures

was that they inculcated the necessity of a Divine life

in the soul of man - they wanted to get qnit of the

Spirit - with the subjective philosophers, the great diffi

culty is that they are not all Spirit. Surely the men of

this world are like children sitting in the market placem

if you pipe to them , they refuse to dance - if you mourn ,

they refuse to weep .

I confess frankly my apprehensions that if the great

doctrine of the supremacy of the Scriptores should be

shaken in the popularmind, wehave no security against

the perpetration of the most enormous crimes in the hal

lowed name of religion . If men are to draw their faith

from themselves, it will be like themselves— it will pa

tronize their lusts and sanctify their most outrageous

excesses. It is impossible to estimate the power of the

Bible as a bit to curb, where it does not save. Of all

ungovernable mobs, that is the most dangerous which

acts under the frenzy of religious fanaticism . When

men enthrone the Devil as their God , we may tremble

for the interests of society. Givemestorms, earthquakes

and tornadoes, plague,pestilence and famine - any form of

evilt hatspringsfrom the Providence ofGod -- butsaveme

from that hell the hearts of men , where the fiends of

foul delusion have taken up their lodgment. The

Bible , the Bible , is the great safe-guard of nations.

Reverence its holy pages as you love your country , your

hones, and yourselves. Wemust stand by the Scrip

tures or perish . Well did Luther say “ If we will not

drink of the water of the fountain , so fresh and pure,

God will cast as into ponds and sloughs, and there

oblige ns to swallow long draughts of a putrid and stink

ing water."

NOTE . — In the passage “ whosoeverbelieveth ," & c., it may be

well to remark , that the universality is implied in the ó nsyw

and that Paul introduces the was as interpretative.
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ARTICLE VI.

IMPORT OF HEBREW HISTORY.

Post- Biblical History of the Jews ; from the close of

the Old Testament, aboutthe year 420 B . C . E ., till the

destruction of the Second Temple in the year 70 , C .

E . By MORRIS J. RAPHALL, Ph: Dr., Rabbi

Preacher atthe Synagogue, Greene St., N . Y . . 2 vols.,

12 mo., pp, 405, 486 . Moss & Bro., Phila .: 1855. -

It is a significant confession of the anthor before us,

that “ from Josephus, who wrote in the first century of

the Christian Era, to Jost, who within the last thirty

years published his work in Germany, no Jew has writ

ten the history of his people in any-other language than

Hebrew ." * This fact finds a partial explanation in the

broken nationality of the Hebrews. Almost from the

captivity in Babylon , their history becomes hopelessly

implicated in that of the foreign nations by whom they

have been successively overlaid ; and it is a weary task

to eliminate from the tangled web this single and con

tinuous thread . Upon closing the book of Malachi, we

must not only step down from the elevation and security

of inspired documents into all the confusion and suspicion

of merely human records, but are forced to dig about the

ruins of obsolete empires and disinter this people, buried

beneath the accumulated rubbish , whose history we de

sire to trace. The labor is intensely aggravated , when

the unity of the nation was finally destroyed , and we are

compelled to trace the wanderers into all the lands

whither their restless feet bave borne them .

Groaning under the oppression and calumny of eigh

teen centuries, no people ever had so much occasion to

arraign its traducers before the bar of impartial History :

which never has failed , upon sufficient evidence, to re

verse the judgmentof previous ages, and to render com

plete, though it may be tardy, justice to communities as

wellas to individuals. If,with thematerials oftriumphant

* Introduction , p . 14.
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vindication locked upin the cipher of their sacred tongue,

they have so long submitted to be “ the jest of folly and

the scorn of pride," then surely is - snfferance the badge

of all their tribe.” The prospect, however, of reading

now a history written by a Hebrew , covering a most im

portant period of their national existence , and enriched

by these secret treasures, led us to open these volumes

with an exceeding relish , rejoicing that at length

the lions in the fable had found a painter.* But

never was an author's promise more completely unre

deemed . We close thebook without finding a solitary

addition to our previous store of knowledge. The refer

ences throughout are to writers perfectly accessible and

familiar to English readers, with the exception of occa

sional quotations from the Talmud ; which last are so

utterly irrelevant and trivial, that we can discover po

motive for their introduction beyond the mere pedantry

of Hebrew learning . .

. Weare far from denying all historical merit to these

volumes, considered simply as a re -production of what

may be found in older and quite accessible works. Dr.

Raphall traces, with commendable clearness, the clue

of Jewish history through the complicated period which

followed upon the dismemberment of Alexander's great

empire, until Palestine fell under the Græco-Egyptian

dominion . He unfolds, sufficiently, for the purposes of

historical narrative, though by no means with philoso

phic acuteness and fulness , the domestic and foreign pol.

icy of the Ptolemies and of the Seleucidæ . He records,

with a patriotic fervour, quite winning and attractive,

the truly heroic achievements of the Maccabean period .

We sympathize with the pious indignation with which

he exposes the treachery and cruelty of the Herodian

dynasty . Wesubscribe to all his views of the artifices

of Roman diplomacy , with its engraved motto “ divide

et impera." We are willing to abandon to his tender

mercies that time-serving politician, Josephus, not for

getting, however , the severer castigation he has received

from writers , not Jewish - De Quincy , for example. And

we have tears of compassion, by no means hypocritical,

in * Introduction, p. 16.
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to mingle with his own over the fall of Jerusalem , and

the horrors of that memorable siege. In short, if we are

allowed to rank this work in that unpretending class of

books with which our press is now teeming, written sim

ply to render popular what is already known, and to

diffuse information rather than to make any concrete

addition ,we can beartily contribute by commending to its

free circulation . But then the author should not have

flaunted in bis introduction this pompous allusion to

Hebrew archives, from which he has drawn po facts ;

andmighteven have spared his complaints of “ monkish

rancour and prejudice,” since he has failed to re-write

the history which these have tinged . A strong convic

tion , upon two points , will be produced however upon

the mind of every intelligent reader of these two vol

umes . The first is, the substantial fidelity of the cur

rent Christian bistories of the Jewish people ; since we

receive them back from the ordeal of Hebrew criticism ,

vouched as authorities upon which : a Jewish Rabbi has

been content himself to draw , the verity of which must

therefore stand unimpeached . The second is, that the

· Jews themselves have nothing to add from all their se

cret and boasted stores, to what the world already knows

of their various and painful fortunes. Indeed it is

a mere subterfuge to appeal from the verdict of all his

tory , upon the ground that the writers are Christians

and not Jews, unless the appellants have resources from

which to re-write that history ; and it is in this view we

said in the outset, that the dearth of Jewish historians

during eighteen hundred years, was so significant a fact.

The allegation that Christian writers are necessarily in

imical to the Jew , is sheer cant. The books of the Old

Testament form no small part of the Christian Canon , as

they do the Jewish : and there is no adequate motive

for a systematic perversion of the Biblical History with

us more than with them . No one should know better

than Dr. Raphall, that the earliest persecutions endured

by the Christian church , were both inflicted and insti

gated by his own people . No one should know better

than he, that those persecutions were not reciprocated

by the church till she became corrupt, and a hierarchy

was formed by union with the State ; 'nor that the great
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est sufferings of his nation came from that anti-Christian

power, which has always dipped its garments in the

blood of the witnesses of the truth ; nor that wherever

the spirit of true Christianity has prevailed , the Hebrew

has found an asylum . The tone therefore of his whole

Introduction appears to us unworthy of this “ master in

Israel ;" and the work itself, we accept as a judgment

taken by confession of the truthfulness of our own bis

torians.

We bave been especially disappointed with our au

thor's treatment of two subjects falling properly within

the range of this history. These are the rise of the dif

ferent religious parties among the Jews, and the advent

of Christ. As to the former, Dr. Raphall simply intro

duces the Pharisees in the height of their influence and

power, quietly assuming their existence from the begin

ning, as conservators of the traditions and customs le

ceived orally from Moses. Yethe could not be ignorant

that the inspired records of his nation make no mention

of such a party , nor that the existence of such traditions

is stoutly denied as the fiction of a later and a corrupt

age. It seems to us that here, if any where in the bis

tory , it was in his power to have thrown light from the

secret records of his nation . It would have gratified us,

if he had defined , with historic precision , the tenets of

this popular party in the Jewish church ; and especially

if he had traced the circumstances under which , after

the Babylonish captivity, it grew into position and power.

Equally unsatisfactory is his brief account of the Sad

ducees. For while he represents them as a reactionary

party, produced by the extravagances of the Pharisees,

and moulded into form by the influence of Grecian Pbi

losophy and culture , yet he does not state through what

avennes the twosystems were brought into contact, nor

by whatmethods this Grecian influence was insinuated

into the Hebrew mind . Weby no means deny the con

nexion between Sadduceisin and the skeptical schools of

Greek Philosophy ; but we regret that the author has

failed to enrich his work by any researches in this direc

tion .

Dr. Rapball, it is true , " disclaims for bis work the

title oflearned ," and promises that his “ readers shall not

VOL. IX . - No. 4 .
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be wearied with long dissertations on Talmudic lore, or

with uncalled -for polemics on points at issue between

Church and Synagogue." * It is , however, a profound

mistake to separate thus “ longo intervallo" the facts of

history from the philosophy which interprets them .

Human life is but a conflict of principles ; and theordi

nary reader cares for the details of history only so far

as to enable him to generalize its great and final results.

In the two most popular historical works of our own

day , Mr. Macanlay 's History of England and D ’Au

bigne's History of the Reformation , the peculiar charm

lies in the distinctness with which the principles are

brought out, underlying the movements in both the pe

riods respectively. The dramatic character of these two

works depends largely upon this : inasmuch as the per

sonages of the history becomeindividualby representing

the leading ideas of their age, and working them out

concretely in the history of their times. Thus, if our

author had exhibited fully the rise of all the religious

parties in Judea, with the relations they sustained to

each other ; if he had drawn a picture of the daily life

of the Hebrews, presenting their methods of common

education under the labors of the Levitical Class ; espe

cially if he had admitted us to the inner religious life of

this epoch , and the influence of the Synagogue worship,

he would have rendered the history far inore vivid , and

afforded the key by which could be explained all the

events leading to the destruction of Jerusalem , and the

final expatriation of his people .

Butmost strange and unpardonable of all is the slight

reference made by the author to the introduction of the

Christian scheme. The reader will scarcely believe that

one briet sentence comprises all that a Jewish Rabbi has

to say upon a system holding the peculiar relations to

Judaism which Christianity does : “ at its origin , and

during its infancy, Christianity has no claim upon the

attention of the Jewish historian. It is in its day of

power,when, full-grown, it chooses to abuse its strength

and to emulate the worst deeds of those varnished Phari

sees whom its founder so justly condemns ; — it is then

* Introduction,'p. 18.
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that Christianity enforces its painful claim on the reluc

tant notice of him who relates the tear-bedewed and

blood -stained events of the Jewish history ." * Was ever

a great issue so quietly and adroitly evaded ? Why, it .

is precisely there at its origin and during its infan

cy ” - that the Jewish historian should deal with Chris

tianity. Dr. Raphall affects , however, to treat it as

though it were a foreign system , like the old Paganism ,

providentially impinging upon Judaism and doing it

harm ; instead of being a system which claims to have

come forth from Judaism , its predicted consummation

and fulness. He plaivly intends to avoid a discussion

which might stir up Christian prejudice against his book .

Wecan assure him that it would create no offence, but

would rather gratify the Christian public to read a manly

and honest avowal of Hebrew opinions on the subject of

Christianity. The author, however,was certainly at lib

erty to determinehow far he should enter into a polemical

discussion : but we certainly have an equal right to ob

ject to the ground on which his evasion is put - to wit,

that Christianity has nothing to do with Jewish history

at the very point where it comes out from the pale of

the Jewish Church ,as an independentand organized sys

tem . And we do demur against this quiet way of ig

noring the very problems which perplex the history,

and upon the solution of which its just interpretation

depends.

The closing sentence of this work , taken in connexion

with this dexterous evasion of the whole subjectofChris

tianity , awakened many reflections, which we propose

in the following pages to share with the reader. After

describing the siege of Titus, he adds : “ No people were

ever so completely rnined as the Jews; and yet they

survived and maintained their importance in the bistory

of the world , so that the destruction of Jerusalem forms

but an epoch in their annals.” + How incomprehensible

is this great fact, if we seek to understand it by itself !

And how utterly impossible is it to perceive and feel the

significance of Jewish history, if viewed only from a

Jewish ground ! Disinissing, therefore, all further refer

* Vol. 2, p. 874. + Vol. 2, p. 486.
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ence to the work before us, we propose to trace the im

port of Hebrew History , as viewed in its relations to the

Christian Economy ; with the hope of illustrating there

by the revelations of the two Dispensations. : ,

If Christianity be trne, then the incarnation of the

Son of God, to achieve the redemption of a lost world ,

must be accepted as the central fact in that world 's his

tory. No other events are pregnant with such vast re

sults . The rise and fall of empires — the world' s com

merce, politics, jarisprudence and civilization — the in

stitution of governments — thedrifting of barbarian hordes

like a flood current, grinding out the life of effete king

doms :- all these give but the staple of human history ;

and when viewed in their highest significance, are only

the outward administration of Divine Providence, from

wbich we eliminate the ordinary and permanent rules of

God's government over men . But the stupendous work

ofChrist transformed that government, engrafted upon

it strange and foreign principles, placed the human race

in new relations to God , and by it man is transfigured

into another and a higher being. .

• It does not, therefore, surprise us to find this event

rising up before ns in the middle of the history of the

world ; nor that we ascend by the steps of four thousand

years to the momentwhen this sublime scene was en

acted . It certainly wonld be no difficult task to sbow

the whole march of history to be tributary to the advent

of Christ . It lies upon the face of all Grecian and Ro

man records ; it is engraved upon tbe mausolea which

entomb the remains of Babylonian and Assyrian great

ness ; it is decipliered upon the obelisks of monumental

Egypt ; it breathes in Persian philosophy and verse ;

as ancient prophecy throws its gleam backward into all

the recesses of the past. When Eastern sages knelt be

fore the babe in Bethlehem , it was the whole historic

past doing homage to its own grand epoch - it was the

world , at the end of its weary week , dressing itself to

worship on the morning of its blessed Sabbath . But it

is not our purpose to follow the guidance of this load

star back to the rim land of Chaldea , the land of magic

and enchantments , from which these came; nor to trace

the highway cast up for our God through all themytholo
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gy and song, the philosophy and martial power of the

proud empires of antiquity . Our station is rather beside

those Judean Shepherds as they listen to the birth -song

of their own Messiah , chanted by angel voices in the

sky ; and with them to see Judaism einptying its whole

contents into the broad bosom of Christianity ; or with

aged Simeon and Anna in the chambers of the Temple,

who had watched thronghout the Hebrew night to greet

the dawn, and with them to see that the evening and

the morning are one day. Judaisın was emphatically

the John Baptist of Christianity ; and found a true rep

resentative of its aim and spirit in that stern Nazarite

who appeared in the wilderness of Judea preaching the

baptism of repentance and proclaiming “ the kingdom

of Heaven is at hand.” .

The long novitiate of the Church , extending throngh

four thousand years before the inauguration of Chris

tianity , is very nearly bisected by the call of Abraham ;

in which , and in the covenants subsequently made with

him , is laid the foundation of the IIebrew Economy.

Up to this period , the form of government and religion

known as Patriarchal, prevailed ; the essential weakness

of which was the entive want of concentration . From

the nomadic habits of these times, the lines selected by

God for the transinission of his truth were continnally

diverging , and, were swallowed up in the surrounding

idolatry: A new start is ever and anon required to be

made, and there is little manifest progress. Thus in the

Ante -Diluvian age, the descendants of Seth became

thoroughly incorporated with those of Cain ; the church

was absorbed into the world , and an entire apostacy

from God ensued, wbich could only be avenged by the

appalling judgment of the flood . So again, from the

days of Noah lhe degeneracy of the Church was such as

to call for a third instauration in the household of Abra

hain . Manifestly , the wisdom of God would not be illus

trated by a longer continuance of this system with such

results. The history of the Church would be an impo

tent record, indeed, if it moved only in this endless cycle

of renewal, apostacy, and exterminating judgments.

The Post-Diluvian defection was, moreover, not entire,

like its predecessor. It was not an absolute denial and
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rejection of sacrifice and atonement ; but a perversion of

grace, taking the form of idolatry rather than ofatheism .

Accordingly, the plan developed atthis stage was to build

up a compact and historical faith , embodied in an organ

ized -and visible Church , which, when completed , should

encounter and break in pieces every system of falsehood .

To this end ,God chooses Abrabam , with the intention

that his family shall not expand as heretofore into many

diverging tribes, but into a compact and homologous

nation . It is remarkable, however, that at least one half

this transition period of four hundred years is occupied

with the personalmemoirs of three successive Patriarchs,

during which no progress is seemingly made towards

this expansion . At length , simultaneously, within a

very brief interval, the twelve stones are laid for this

national structure in the birth of Jacob's twelve sons.

All this is not without a meaning . This long delay, on

the one hand, afforded opportunity for imbedding in the

romantic and heroic age of this people that strong theo

cratic elementwhich should becomethe law ofthe empire,

its cardinal and constructive principle. On the other

hand, the rapid outgrowth of a nation from twelve co

ordinate and primitive stocks anticipated those tendencies

to divergence, which , under a gradual expansion , might

with difficulty be counteracted . There was also a deeper

purpose. The Hebrew nation was but the envelope of

the Hebrew Church . When the moment should arrive

that this Church must be stripped of its exclusiveness

and become truly Catholic, the Hebrew nationality must,

like the bark or rind of certain fruits , burst open to

emancipate the Church it so long enclosed. Thus, at

the very formation of this empire, provision must be

made for its subsequent and spontaneous rending , which

was precisely effected by this tribal derivation . The

fatal'schism under Rehoboam , which wrought finally

the political rain of the State, took its early rise in the

jealousy and separation of the tribes ,* the infatuation of

this simple monarch being only the occasion, not its

cause ; nor was the central power ever strong enough

* Witness the conflicts between the tribes in the days of Gideon and

Jephtha, and still later in the times ofDavid .
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in the Hebrew monarchy to counteract the centrifugal

force arising from this tribal origin . This disturb .

ing power must however be latent for many centuries,

and therefore it lies beneath the surface of the early

records we are now tracing. For a long period the

influences must be such as to consolidate. Thus

Jacob and his sons are soon remo®ed to Egypt, whose

fertile resources favoured a rapid growth of popula

tion . At the same time to prevent admixture of races,

these are separated by the occupancy of a distinct terri

tory , by opposition of manners , employinent and reli

gion, and still more by the power of caste which , as now

in India , clearly defined and rendered impassable the

boundaries of social life . Lest all this should be in

adequate to fence in the Hebrews during a foreign resi

dence of two centuries, they are placed under the pres

sure of a servile bondage, which had the double effect

of dividing them from their task-masters , and of super

inducing common interests and sympathies among them

selves. They are still farther compacted by the severe

discipline and dependence of the wilderness, extinguish

ing their nomadic tastes : and wben thus consolidated ,

they were hedged aboutwith peculiar civil and religious

institutions, and were continually guarded by a snperin

tending and supernatural Providence. Thus ends the

first chapter of Hebrew bistory : in which we trace the

clue to its two fundamental and characteristic features

theocratic control, and that peculiar confederation which

forever prevented it from sinking into a mere Asiatic

despotism .

In the second chapter,the lesson is still more impress

ive. Judaism was a living protest against the Poly ,

theism of the earth , and its special mission was the

assertion of the unity and supremacy of Jehovah . In

this way, though itself a national faith , and anchored

by its own ritual to a single country , it paved the way

for an absolute religion, adapted to all climes. Only be

cause there is one God , can there be but one religion ;

and Judaism , by asserting the first, opened the way

for the adventofthe second in theGospel of Christ. But

how shall this monotheistic faith be engraved upon the

Hebrew polity , so as to be worn in its phylacteries, and
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as a frontlet between its eyes ? Only by instituting a

civil relation in which Jehovah shall be recognized as

the real sovereign of this nation , to whom political alle

giance, not less than religious homage, is due. This

relation He sustained by the suffrages of the Hebrews

themselves. Moses is summoned to the Mount, and com

missioned to propose Jehovah to the people as their civil

head and king ; which is done in a solemn convention,

and is ratified by its public and formal assent. This,

then , is the great covenant between God and Israel, upon

wliich the whole Mosaic polity is based , and which con

stitutes it a theocracy. It is difficult to see upon wbat

other principle idolatry could becomea crime,punishable

by the civil magistrate, without introducing religious

intolerance, and suppressing liberty of conscience. But

as Jehovah was the civil head of this empire, in whom

vested all regal and legislative supremacy — and that too

by the solemn choice of the whole people in convention

assembled - idolatry became an offence against the pri

mary law of the Hebrew commonwealth , * crimen læsæ

majestatis " against the State itself : and thus the whole

civil history of this nation became a proclamation ofthe

Divine unity , the most likely to be beeded in the midst

of a polytheistic world . ;

With a constitution evolved out of this politico-reli

gious idea , this people is now cradled in an insulated

country, well suited as a nursery. The mountain range

of Lebanon separated them from Asia Minor on the

North , the Syrian and Arabian deserts shut them in on

the East and South , while the great Mediterranean sea

enclosed them on the West. Yet, while thus secluded,

Palestine was in the very centre of the old world 's acti

vity. It lay between Egypt and the great Asiatic king

doms tbat subsequently arose- it was stimulated by the

commerce of Phenicia on its left, and was dear all the

channels in which the commerce of antiquity flowed , by

land and by sea. So that while its insolation fitted it to

be the nursery of a religious kingdom , its central posi

tion secured it from stagnation , and favoured its later

mission of spreading abroad among all nations the faith

comunitted to its trust. In this quiet seclusion, the He

brew nation passed its infancy during a long prebistoric
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period of fonr centuries, before the empires of the East

had yet arisen , and while Egypt slept in the enjoyment

ofher own resources, unambitious either of coinmerce or

conquest. Only a few Nomadic hordes who pastured

their flocks in the deserts of Syria and Arabia , and the

warlike Philistines on their western flank, vexed their

repose ; and by their predatory inoursions, became the

instruments of theocratic discipline, punishing their de

fections from the national covenant. The occasional

rise, and the temporary role of the Judges, who have

been well described as “ propbets in action ," appearing

only at some national crisis, fully proclaimed the civil

supremacy of Jehovah : wbile the Patriarchal sway

among the tribes themselves, overborne for a time by

the military rule of Moses and Joshua , prevented that

entire fusion of the people into onemass, which is a clue

to much of their after history . In this chapter of their

annals then, we bave the isolation requisite for the culti

vation of a monotheistic faith , and the centrality suited for

its diffusion ; with a long pre-historic period of theocratic

discipline, under which their institutions were matured

and a national character formed , before they were drawn

into the vortex of political revolutions, andmingled their

fortunes with the destinies of other nations. .

The third chapter in this bistory opens with the intro

duction of monarchy. It cannot be questioned that this

institution was designed from the beginning of the entire

dispensation. Tosay nothingofmanyofthe early promises

and predictions which pointed distinctly to it, thetypical

significance of Judaism was incomplete without it, since

one of the most importantfunctions of the Messiah ,his re

gal office, would not have been adumbrated ; and accord

ingly a clear provision for its future introduction was insert

ed by Jehovah in the national covenant ratified at the foot

of Sinai. Why then was it delayed nearly nine centuries

after the call of Abraham ,and five after the Mosaic legis

lation ? This question is partly answered in preceding ob

servations. The great principle of theocratic supremacy

must first be engraved upon the public mind and con

science. It is not sufficientthat it be engrossed in legal

statutes, or embodied in public charters . It must be

kueaded and pressed into the whole history of the nation,

VOL . IX . - No. 4 . 16 .
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and become a living and potential fact moulding the

entire national character. This, as already stated , was

the great design of the interinediate and preparatory

jurisdiction of the Judges ; who, raised up by special

Divine appointment, would more readily be accepted as

vicegerents of the sovereign , and thus prepared the way

for the accession of a king who must eqnally reign as a

representative and deputy. The institution ofmonarchy ,

before this principle became an actual element of He

brew life and history, would have changed their whole

destiny. They must have sunk down from their peculiar

historic position among the other Asiatic kingdons, to

become as simple and as feeble a despotism as the rest.

Further, the entire Hebrew system was gradually un

folded and matured . The essential feature of theocracy

being first and slowly established , the inonarchy arose to

complete the symbolical import of Judaism , and to per

fect the Hebrew ritualby the construction of the Tem

ple and the arrangement of its gorgeous service. So

gradual and steady were the steps of this progression

that little more than the principle of royalty was initia

ted during the experimental reign of Saul : who at last

was little more than a military hero, checked and rebuked

by Samuel, standing by bis side, clothed with the equal,

if not superior, powers of the Prophet.

If, however, these causes postponed the Monarchy till

the last Jewish Chiliad , other reasons were imperative

for its introduction now . The want of coherence between

the tribes - the rivalry between Ephraim and Judah

flaming out occasionally into civil war, - must soon en

danger the national existence. The barbarians which

skirted their doinain were as formidable as ever, and

cruelly einbittered by the feuds of so many centuries.

More than all, the history of the world is soon to move

with a grander step . Hitherto , the lawless raids of Ara

bian bordes have filled her chronicles : now colossal em

pires shall tread the stage and act the drama. Damas

cene-Syria , when Solomon 's bright day sunk beneath its

sombre clouds, rises like an evening star, the harbinger

of brighter orbs in the more distant East. Assyria is

soon to turn her eye of conquest towards the shores of

the Mediterranean ; and Egypt, at the approach of this

more exper
imen

princ
iple

of of this p
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new assailant, must shake off her sluggish apathy to

covet the land of the Jordan as a barrier to her valley

of the Nile . The scythe-chariots of Babylon , and the

Persian bowmen and slingers, are to go down before the

impenetrable pbalanxes of Greece -- Palestine, to appro

priate an expressive figure of her own Historian , is to

" rock like a ship in the trough of the sea ," as she is

tossed between the Ptolemies and Seleucidæ ; tillatlength

her life is trodden ont under the heavy squadrons of

Imperial Rome. Whether or not the statesmanship of

Samuel's day was equal to the prognostication of these

events which fill the last seven centuries of Jewish story ,

Hewho sat crowned upon her throneand invisibly guided

her destiny saw well that the Hebrews could only renrain

a free people by reviving their confederation , and giving

to it greater vigor and unity .

We must be permited here a brief digression upon

two aspects in which this Hebrew History possesses

great attractions for the philosophic historian ; affording

further illustration of the design of this wbole economy.

The first is the light it throws upon the rise outof Patri

archism ofthe ancient Despotisms. No one, who con

siders the moral relations of the family to civil govern

ment, should be surprised at tracing a historical con

nexion also . It can scarcely be questioned that if men

were thrown together in the mass, according to the dif

ferent theories of socialists , no laws could be enacted

sufficiently stringent to restrain them within proper

· limits : and it is a striking proof of the Divine wisdom that

society is broken up into these small and independent

communities, where the human will is first subdued , and

obedience to authority enforced , under the mild despot

ism of the family. Hence, in the original formation of

society , the Patriarchalrule must be held as preceding

every other : and the more elaborate and complicated

systems of government were fashioned from this by

gradual modifications. The natural influence possessed

by the father of a family would easily extend to the va

rious lines of his descendants , combining at length all of

the same stock into a single clan ; the successive genera

tions forming concentric circles around the parent house.

In the lapse of time, these nomadic clans will wander
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from their original home, will settle in different districts ,

assume distinctive names, and exercise within their own

boundsall the prerogatives of government. Still, at this

advanced stage,when families have expanded into tribes,

and tribes into nations, the lineal descendant of the

original Patriarch will remain invested with a species of

authority. His lineage is of unqnestioned preëminence

and his authority is derived by immediate inheritance.

So that while the rights and freedom of each separate

fraternity are not infringed , in all matters of public con

cern he can rally every kinsman to his banner and to

his council. * "

The transition from this Patriarchal supremacy to ab

solute monarchy may without difficulty be traced. The

traditionalleverencefor a superiorhouse and its legalrep

resentative, and the habit of submission within certain

limits , as well as the necessity of a bond of union amidst

couflicting interests,would insensibly concentrate power

in a single person . It would require only the lapse of

time, diminishing the sentiment of kindred and blood,

to obliterate the last trace of Patriarchism , and to leave

in its stead the ancient imperial despotisins which cov .

ered the massive and monotonous continent of Asia .

This view of the gradual rise of monarchy out of Patri

archy harinonizes with all the hints gathered from the

Pentatench concerning the early nations of the world .

Such Patriarchal Princes were the Dukes of Edom , and

the Princes of Ammon and Moab, and the Lords of the

. Philistines, with whom Joshna and the Judges contend

ed ; and such Patriarchal Princes still are the Emirs and

Sheiks of the modern Bedouins, who retain uncbanged

in the deserts of Arabia the usages of primitive times.

This inherent tendency of Patriarchism to absolute power

will perhaps explain wbat Dr. Kitto has remarked con

cerning the Eastern mind, " that it is so pervadingly

regal that to be without a sovereign is scarcely an intel

ligible state of things to an oriental:" of which he gives

a curions illustration - -when the English and Dutch were

competing for the commerce of the East, the English in

dustriously circulated the report tbaithe Dutch bad no

* Russell's connexion of Sacred and Profane History , book 2, ch . 2d .
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King : while the latter indignantly repelled this slur upon

their respectability , and at once exalted the Stadt-holder

to regal bonors. * It may explain also the ambitious title

of “ King of Kings," . assumed by the Babylonian and

Assyrian monarchs ; which may be construed, not as the

inflated language of Eastern flattery , but as expressing

the realsupremacy of these potentates over inferior and

vassal tribes and princes. It may accountmoreover for

another political fact of greater importance, to wit, the

slender control exercised by these colossal Asiatic govern

ments over tributary nations. No one reads their history

withoutsurprise atthe want of cohesion between the parts

of these gigantic empires. At the touch of an ambitious

or disaffected Satrap,whole provinces becomesuddenly de

tached ; and in the height of their power, they crnmble

to pieces under causes which seem inadequate to work

such speedy ruin . The Turks afford, at the present day,

a striking exemplification of this : who , with all their ab

solutism , hold the l'eins of government with a slacker

hand over their subject tribes, than their milder neigh

bors west of the Bosphorus. t Mr. Layard testifies that

the present critical condition of Turkey is enbanced in

no small degree by the efforts of recent Sultans to abol

ish the ancient system of military fiefs, and to consoli

date the empire by bringing all its parts into immediate

dependence and responsibility to the central power.

If now the theory just advocated be tenable , the his

tory of the ancient Hebrews is exceedingly valuable as

delineating the different stages of this development. We

have no reliable history of any other Asiatic nation ex

tending back to its origin , while the history of this is

exceedingly minute and circumstantial, and every step

in their progress is sharply defined . The lives of the

early founders afford an exact portraiture of the original

Patriarchism - during the first five centuries of their pa

tional, existence, the government was pervadingly Patri

archal- all the influences which prompted them to en

graft the principles of monarchy upon their existing

constitution are clearly traceable in the record . If now

* Kitto's Daily Bible Illustrations : Saul and David , p. 117.

Russell's Connexion, vol. 2, p . 135. .,
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the Hebrews bad given themselves to foreign conquest,

and had they owned the paramount authority ofthe lineal

descendant of Jacob's first-born son , their empire would

doubtless bave presented the features , and illustrated the

formation , of all the surrounding monarchies.

The second aspect in which this history is specially

attractive is , that it records the fortunes of the only con

stitutionalmonarchy in these early ages, and the only

instance of regulated liberty among an Asiatic people.

Indeed , one might almost be pardoned for venturing to

affirm that it was one of the minor ends of the Hebrew

economy to give testimony upon the great principles of

civil freedom , as in its higher aim it bears witness to

Divine truth . It had been well for the nations of anti

quity if, without proposing detailed Judaism as a model

to themselves, they had yet appropriated the great prin

ciples which lie imbedded in that system , and with

proper combination and adjustment, had applied them

in practice. They might not then have so soon gone,

each in its turn, “ slouching down on the wrong side of

their crisis.” Itmay well too be donbted whether the

free governments of modern times have achieved their

security and liberty upon any other principles than those

substantially incorporated in the Jewish polity. The

limitations upon royal prerogative were certainly very

striking ; and the most stringent of them not artificially

imposed , but inhering in the very nature of the system .

It is not possible to do more than indicate themost promi

nent of these, without penetrating into thedetails of their

civil administration further than the linits of this essay

will allow . First, the Hebrew monarch reigned as the

vicegerent of Jehovah , and equally with the ineanest

subject was under thelaws of the Theocracy , and bound

to carry out its provisions-- it was therefore strictly a

constitutional monarchy. Secondly, he could reign only

with the concurrence of the people formally expressed.

While the succession wasmainly decided by the oracle ,

and certainly was not elective on the part of the people ,

still several striking instances can be adduced where no

jurisdiction was attempted to be exercised without the

sanction of the popular will. Thirdly ,upon his acces

sion to the throne, the king gave a solemn charter secu
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ring the rights of the people ; which instrument was laid

up before Jehovah in the archives ofthe tabernacle. This

was done by Saul and by David - it was omitted in the

case of Solomon , who came somewhat prematurely to

the throne- and it was Rehoboam 's folly in refusing such

charter that provoked the schism of the ten tribes. The

elders of Israel, under the patriotic guidance of the pro

phet Samuel, were thus in advance of the British nobles

who wrested from the hands of the feeble John , the

Magna Charta of English freedom . Fourthly , the Jew

ish king was checked by the distinctly organized govern

ments of the several tribes. The evidence is not a whit

more perfect that the Hebrews had a united government,

and were truly a State, than that each tribe was com

pletely organized for self-government. The powers too ,

reserved to the tribes, were so great as scarcely to com

port with a central control. They were all equal in

political dignity, however unequal in wealth and num

bers — they convened assemblies, waged war, declared

peace, and concluded treaties. In the exercise of their

reserved right, eleven tribes withheld their allegiance

during seven years from thé anointed David ; and in

deference to this , the Schismatics under Jeroboam were

not coerced by the arms of Judalı.

Fifthly . The civil polity of the Hebrews towers im

measurably above all the governments of Asia , in hav

ing what has been considered the great device oť inodern

times, and the very palladium of constitutional liberty :

we allude to the existence oftwo chambers in their legis

lative councils ; the one consisting of the heads of faini

lies or elders, who formed the Senate, and the other of

the body of the people , who constituted the congregation

or commons.* If this important check does not stand

forth with greater prominence in the course of their his

tory; it is only because it was too far in advance of

their age. But that it was imbedded in their system and

exercised at certain great epochs, cannot be doubted by

the careful student of their constitution .

Sixthly. The vast influence of the prophets must not

* Wine's Commentaries on the Lawsof the ancient Hebrews. Book 2.

Chapters 5 and 6.
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beoverlooked ; whom Coleridge considers as discharg

ing for the Hebrew state substantially the duties of the

Roman Censor. They were the State moralists, guardians

and orators of the republic . Indeed , in no one respect

does the superiority of the Jewish over every other orien

tal theocracy more appear, than in the relations subsist

ing between the religious and civil departments . Every

where throughout the East, except in Palestine, the

Priesthood is in league with tyranny . The Cæsar is

Pontifex Maximns : and the whole sacerdotal power is

cast into the scale of prerogative rather than of privilege,

against the people and for the throne. It is needless to

show the contrary of this among the Jews — that through

the entire range of their history, the religious orders,

whether Prophets , Priests or Levites, stood together as

conservators of popular rights against regal encroach

ments, for the stability of the constitution against the

innovations of wicked rulers .

Seventhly. Not the least important of the checks on

royal prerogative, the more potential from its quiet, con

stant and unsuspected operation , is found in the Agra

rian law of Moses. By this the whole land was origin

ally divided into small proprietorships, the possession of

which was inalienable, and the soil was cultivated by

actual owners. This placed political power in the hands

of the people themselves : for I suppose it will be admit

ted as a sound maxim , that “ Empire followsthe balance

of property wherever lodged , whether in one, few or

many hands."' *

It is time, however, to return from this enticing di

gression to the fourth chapter of the Hebrew record ,

which covers the epoch of the great schism . We have

seen that the Jewish state was very slowly matured .

Four centuries were consumed in its expansion from a

single house, and as many more before the cap-stone of

monarchy was placed apon the national edifice. Surely

we would sugur from so protracted an infancy , a long

and vigorousmanhood, ere the decrepitude ofage should

supervene : and we are staggered to find, at the close

* Harrington's Prerogative of Pop. Gov., c. 3, as quoted by Mr. Wines,

p . 402.of his Commentaries.
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of a single century , the empire suddenly dismembered ,

having reached and passed its culmination during the

reign of its first kings. Why then was the schism per

mitted to take place ? It was a dismal event, which led

eventually to the overthrow of the entire State . It was.

not accomplished by external violence, but by the spon

taneous action of the people themselves. It was not for

tuitous, but came by the immediate appointment of

Jehovah . Difficult as it often is to trace the reasons of

Divine Providence , the results reached in history upon ,

a large scale afford frequently a clue to its interpretation .

Yet this problem is utterly insoluble, withont taking

into account the relations of Judaism to Christianity.

Wethink God intended by it to counteract tendencies

which would bave defeated the very purpose for which

the theocracy was instituted . There are periods in his

tory when secret forces are preparing, to burst out ere

long with irrepressible power ; just as the volcano is

long brewing in its hidden vaults the lava wbich it finally

belches forth . Such a period were the three first cen

turies of the Christian Era , when theGerman barbarians

were slowly gathering to pour down from the North of

Europe, blotting out the effete Ronan Empire and lay

ing the foundations of the present European States : and

such an age is that upon which we are now entering .

We are no more to deal with nomadic and barbarous

hordes with their predatory incursions, such as never can

be important factors in the history of the human race ;

but with well organized goveruments, whose stupendous

achievements fill the records of the past. In this mighty

game to be played by the different Asiatic empires, God

by this schism disqualifies the Hebrews from participa

ting. He cuts her sinews and humblesher to an insigni

ficant power, that when human society shall be crystal

lizing into new shapes, she may crystallize upon that

single thread he had ordained. Above all, that she inay .

be prepared for her missionary calling , this dismewber

ment opened the seals of her universal dispersion : the

Empire was weakened, that it might be spilled over into

all the world .

There were two dangers which Judea, humanly speak

ing, very narrowly escaped : that of becoming a great

VOL. IX. - No. 4 .
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military powers on the one hand ; and a great commer

cial republic on the other ; either of which would have

been fatal to the true ends of her economy. I wish to

make this plain .

Never did a people possess historical advantages for

establishing a greatmilitary kingdom , equal to the He

brews from the era of the monarchy onwards. Even to

as late a period as the schism they had the world before

them as a field of conquest, with scarcely an historical

competitor. Syria , the earliest of the Eastern powers,

was simply in the hands of petty adventurers fleeing

from Egypt, who began their Empire by wresting a

fragment of Solomon 's vast domain . Assyria had not

awaked from the long trance of thirteen centuries,

which makes such a chasm in history, by at least one

hundred and fifty years. Babylon was still a century

later, and Media also ; Persia is of course a mere satrapy ;

Rome too is not yet founded by nearly three hundred

years ; Greece has little more than emerged from her

fabulous age, substituting her Archons for Kings, and

beginning to plant her colonies on the shores of Asia

Minor ; Lycurgus has not yet given laws to Sparta, and

Thebes has just proclaimed herself a republic . Troy has

fallen : and Carthage is but an insignificant colony,ped

dling in small traffic on the coast of the Mediterranean .

Of all the historic nations, Egypt alone is an adult : and

she is nestling herself in the bosom of her Nile-Goddess

and fattening upon her bounty . What dation ever had

80 open a field , or could more easily have trampled upon

a conquered world ? Consider the ease with which David

extended his sceptre from the Mediterranean to the Eu

phrates, and from theRed Sea tu the Mountains of Leba

non, and ask what but the Divine hand restrained him

from planting the lion -banner of Judah upon the banks

of the Hyphasis and the Indus, thus anticipating the

glory of Alexander ? But the advantages of Palestine

were not only thus historical; they were also geographi

cal. Look upon her insulated and central position , upon

which I have already dwelt in another connexion . She

had only to build herself gallies ,and thewhole European

coast lay at her mercy to the Straits of Hercules. On

the East, the whole Syrian Desert lay between her and
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a foreign foe ; for the wild Arabian tribes crouched at

her feet like whipped spaniels in the leash of their inas

ter . With a teeming and hardy population upon a com

pact and fertile territory ; with a citizen soldiery, every

man of whom was bred to arms, and enrolled in a most

perfect military organization ; with greatsocialequality

among the people, and an entire absence of pauperism

and want ; with the soil distributed into small proprie .

torships, and every arable foot under perfect tillage :

never was there a land better able to endure the con

scriptions of war, or more easily to maintain through

long campaigns armies fully equipped. Rich in these

internal resources , secure in her own insulation , and

convenient in her centrality, no conntry was ever better

situated for aggressive warfare. Had not the inilitary

spirit of David been restrained by the Divine jealousy ;

or had Solomon been inspired with a like heroism and

prosecuted the conquests of his father, and his successors

been men of martial prowess : - if even this schism had

not occurred , blighting all prospects of territorial exten

sion , it is not improbable that Rome would bave been

outstripped by seven centuries, and Judea sat between

her hills the mistress of the world . But what then would

bave becoine of Judah 's high commission , as the herald

of sacred and saving truth ? Her glory was not to be

that of armies and of battles ; her glory is her Priest

hood , bearing upon her shoulders the ark of God for the

salvation of mankind .

But if the conquests of David had well vigh started

the Hebrews upon a career ofmilitary renown, the dan

ger of commercial aggrandizement equally threatened

tbe prosperous reign of Solomon . Long before and after

the subjugation of Canaan , the Phenicians enjoyed the

monopoly of the Mediteranean Sea, which was to ancient

commerce what the broad oceans are to modern, and

having on its coast many of the most powerful and

refined nations of the old world . Alexandria was not

yet built, and Carthage was only a dependency of

Tyre. The Phenicians, therefore, were left to exchange

the products of their manufacturing skill in dyes, ia

pestry , glass, & c .; to export the wood from their forests

in Lebanon , to ship the grain and wool which Palestine
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afforded, as well as the linen and superabundant grain of

Egypt. ' Above all, their ports were the chief outlet of

the immense caravan trade, bringing the wines of Da. .

mascus, as well as the spices and gold of Assyria and

distant India . This inland traffic was borne by caravans

from Mesopotamia and the regions north of the Persian

gulf, and also from the Southern countries washed by

tbe Indus and the waters of the Indian ocean . Parting on

the sands of the Syria desert, one branch diverged in a

southwestern direction , and was borne by Idumean Arabs

on the waters of tho Arabian Gulf, or crossing the head

of this internal sea, terminated by land carriage in Egypt

and the countries westward. The other branch , follow

ing the course nearly due west, directly across the desert,

passed through the northern portion of Palestine, south

of the range of Lebanon , found an outlet, as before stated ,

through the Phenician ports . At a later day when these

had declined , and under the fostering care of the Seleu

cidæ , a inore northerly direction was given to this streain

of inland traffic, which found an outlet through Antioch

and by the Orontes, in Asia Minor.*

Such was the posture of ancient commerce wben Solo

mon came to the throne ; that “ preëminent Hebrew ,"

as he is gorgeously described by Dr. Hamilton of Eng

land , in whom “ the accumulated qualities of his nation

were poured forth , as the aloe in one stately blossom

pours forth the collected life of a century." * His vast

and enterprising genius songht scope for its activity in

civil and peaceful pursuits. Stimulated by the embar

rassments of his treasury exhausted in vast architectural

designs, as wellasby thatthirst for knowledge which made

him the encyclopedist of his day , he was the first to per

ceive the commercial advantages which Palestine en

joyed from her geographical position . The victories of

David gave him command of that sand-ocean from the

borders of Judah to the Elanitic Gulf, and from the Jor

dan to the Enphrates. All the desert races, by whom

this traffic wasmediated , were subject to his beck. His

domestic alliance with the King of Egypt, and his con

* See Russell's Connexions of Sacred and Profane History , book 3, ch. 3.

+ The Royal Preacher, Lecture 1.
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trol of the southern frontier, secured the monopoly of all

the exchanges between Egypt and Syria : while his re

sources enabled him to establish an emporium in the

desert, where if his faetors did not enjoy a monopoly of

the Indian trade in spices, wines and gold , they enjoyed

a large revenue from duties levied , and cheerfully paid

as an equivalent for the protection of his strong band

against the lawless Bedouins. It is proof of the strong

friendship between Palestine and Tyre that the commer

cial jealousy of the latter was laid aside ; and the keels

of the two confederates ploughed the waters of the Medi

terranean to furthermost Spain , the eastern arın of the

Red Sea, of the Indian Ocean to Java and Malacca, and

along the coast of Abyssinia . The commerce of three

continents yielded such returns that, translated into the

language of our modern currency they seem more like

the exaggerations of Eastern fiction than the cold hard

figures of tbe merchant and the banker. But how shall

we explain the abstinence of the Hebrews from commer

cial enterprise till Solomon's day ? How came they to

tolerate the Philistines as a thorn in their sides during

five centuries, when their extermination would have

given them a southwestern coast from Joppa to the Af

rican line ? Still more, how was it that when Amorite,

Perizzite and Hittite fell beneath Joshua's battle hand,

that the united Hebrew force did not roll like an ava

lance upon that strip of land only twelve miles wide

covered with the towns and merchandize of Phenicia ?

Why did they not seize a commerce made ready to their

band, which might still be conducted through the sub

ject ships and seamen of Sidon and of Tyre ? Did eighty

years of servile bondage crush forever their spirit of en

terprise ? or did the long residence in Egypt habituate

thein irrecoverably to husbandry and pasturage ? or did

the agrarian policy of their own legislator wed them to

agriculture as the only basis of prosperity ? What are

all these influences but agencies by which a bigh Pro

vidence moulded them for a destiny which commerce

would have defeated ? And when the vast genius of

Solomon had opened these vast schemes of commercial

aggrandizement, how camethey to perish in his tomb ?

Surely notbecause the Hebrewswere instinctively averse
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from mercantile pursuits. They have been a nation of

traders for two thousand years ; and as early as the days

of Antiochus and of Ptolemy, they formed half the popu

lation of Alexandria and Antioch . Who is able to

measure the influence of this schism , occurring at the

coronation of Solomon 's successor, in arresting the com

mercial enterprize of Judea ? But one abortive attempt

wasmade in the days of Jehoshaphatto revive the schemes

of Solomon. Had not this political convulsion rent the

Hebrew State to its base, it may have sunk from its bigh

religious and sacerdotal mission , into a mere commercial

republic, and left its name on history as Phenicia or as

Carthage.

In the fifth great section of this history we trace the

beginning of the end in the Hebrew Dispersions. Two

and a half centuries after the schism already described,

the House of Israel, as is known to all, was carried into

captivity by the Assyrians ; and one hundred and thirty

years later the same fate befell Judah through the agency

of the Babylonians. The two streams which have flowed

on so long parallel with each other here divide,neveragain

to mingle in a common current. The destinies ofthe two

are henceforward wholly different. After seventy years

of affliction and exile, one branch is restored to its native

seat; — the walls of Jerusalem are rebuilt, and thesacred

height of Moriah is again crowned with the Temple 's

golden splendor, while through six centuries the pational

life lingers. The other branch , transferred to the distant

region which now forms the northern part of Persia , is

expatriated forever- - their very title to their native soil

is cancelled by the occupation ofrude and foreign colo

nists — and they are henceforth lost to history, as the

river of Africa was fabled to lose its waters in the sands

of the desert. This contrast in the fortunes of the two

sections challenges explanation . Why should the chas

tisement be avenging in the one case, and only discipli

nary in the other ? The answer must be found in the

different measures of guilt attached to the two respec

tively . Judah attempted no organic change of the the

ocracy. Her fault was simply that she was not fully im

bined with the spirit of her own institutions; but yielding

soinetimes to a corrupt court influence, she vibrated be
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tween the extremes of pure theism and rank idolatry .

This facility of disposition needed to be corrected , and

greater firmness of religious principle was, we know , ac

quired in the Babylonian furnace. Israel, on the other

band , effected a radical change in the central institute

of the theocracy. Jeroboam clearly saw that if the re

ligious unity of the nation was preserved , and all the

tribes repaired to the Temple at the annual festivals , at

some favorable juncture thetwo kingdoms must be con

solidated once more under a single government. He,

therefore, threw off entirely the theocratic spirit, and

surrendered himself to a carnal policy, by erecting local

shrines at Bethel and at Dan, and establishing the calves

as a substitute for the ark and sanctuary at Jerusalem .

It must be conceded , we think , that his object was not

to introduce absolute idolatry , or the worship of false

Gods, but what the English non - conformists of a later

day were accustomed to distinguish as modal idolatry,

or the worship of the true God in an irregular and dan

gerous manner. Doubtless, during his residence in

Egypt, whither he had fled a fugitive from Solomon 's

jealousy , he had become infected with the symbolic no

tions of that country ; and had learned to distinguish , in

his own mind , between God and the symbol by which

he is represented . Possibly he may have justified him

self by the use of the cherubim in the sanctuary at Je

rusalem , and felt himself at liberty to decompose those

complex figures, and to employ one of them in worship .

Whatever were the pleås by which he suborned his own

conscience and that of his subjects, he certainly suc

ceeded in devising an intermediate system between Ju

daism and Paganism ; which so firmly rooted itself in

the policy and history of the Israelites as never to be

abandoned ; nor did a single king arise who attempted

to reform the religious faith of the people and restore

the purity of the ancestral worship. The error of Israel,

therefore, in thus recasting the theocracy and essentially

modifying the Mosaic Institutes, was more systematic

and malignant than the backslidings of Judah ; and it

was proper that God should discriminate between the

two in the punishments inflicted .

This answer, however, is not exhaustive. The promi

ses made to David of the perpetuity of his throne, and the
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continuance of this regal type of Christ , rendered the

restoration of Judah necessary , and its preservation till

the advent of the Messiah . But no such necessity ex

isted in the case of Israel, which was from the beginning

a schismatical branch of the kingdom , by no means es

sential to its integrity. Still we do not obtain entire

satisfaction, until regarding Judaism historically as a

preparation for Christianity, we discover a reason for the

disposition actually made of these twokingdoms. I have

already spoken of the world as being in a dormant,un

bistoric state during the six hundred years in which

Judaism is cradled and nursed in Palestine, as the only

true Monotheistic faith . It is certainly not without sig

nificance that synchronous with theopening of the great

historic drama in the eighth century before Christ, God

should divide his chosen people into two bands, and as

sign them in future two distinct geographical theatres of

action. He places the ten tribes in the far East, in the

very heart of Asia , in the lap of those early empires,

Assyria , Babylonia , Media and Persia, where they are

left as the exponent of Monotheism , a witness directly

confronting the magic and sorcery of Chaldea, the star

worship and divination of the entire East ; and this too

at a period just a little anterior to the appearance of

Zoroaster, to revive and to reform the ancient Magian

faith . But there are soon to arise mighty empires also

in the West. Greece , with all her philosophic culture

and mythologic lore, and Rome, with all her martial

power and elaborate jurisprudence, are in turn to rule

theworld : and for the same reason , that the true religion

must have a witness in the East through the ten tribes

retained there, must there be also a witness in the West

through Judah restored again . This gives a clue to the

dispensations of Jehovab, touching these captivities.

There is the same great theocratic purpose in not restor

ing the kingdom of Israel, as in replanting that of Judah.

Monotheism must have its exponent in the East and in

the West; and Judaism must go historically into the wil

derness , in these two directions, crying, “ prepare ye

the way of the Lord.”

The sixth and last chapter of this national history, upon

which I sball discant, is the withdrawal of the gift of

prophecy, and Judaism stiffening into a cold and lifeless
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ritualism . After their return from Babylon , a marked

change in the wbole Hebrew character presents itself to

view . Up to this point, they exhibit a most perverse

proclivity to idolatry. Every season of prosperity was

followed by certain defection from Jehovah ; and they

yield to every species of evil influence, just as the sur

face of water curls and ripples before the driving wind .

But from this time onwards, we discover all that tenacity

of character and inflexible religious zeal, by which they

bave been distinguished for more than twenty centuries .

To whatever causes we choose to refer this change

whether that idolatry becamehenceforth associated with

this national enslavement and degradation, or that a

nearer inspection of idolatrous ceremonies produced an

invincible repugnance and disgust – orthat a special and

supernatural influence wrought through and above

these the fact itself cannot be questioned. But alas!

it was not Judaism , full of life and sap, but Judaism

withered and shrunk - Judaism in cortice hærens, in the

letter rather than in the spirit — the bare skeleton of that

grand old faith , whose beating pulse the nations had felt

through ages past. In token of this, prophecy hushed

its voice, and the Hebrew oracle was dumb through si

lent centuries. This propbecy, the urim and thummim

of a long and glorions dispensation , — which bad made

Judaism the religion of the future, which had given so

lemn utterances through the patriarchal age, and had ,

from the timeof Samuel, become a permanentorder and

office : this prophecy was now suspended four hundred

years from Malachi, and only resumed in John the Bap

tist, the last bright gleam of an expiring economy. The

deadness of Judaism was evinced likewise in the rise of

sects, splitting up between them the venerable faith of

their patriarchs and priests. In the early and growing

period of the Hebrew church, when the articulate voice

of God through the prophets interpreted all the pas

sages ofher history, the Jewish doctrines were too sharp

ly defined to admit the rise of party. But when the

theocratic control became less direct, and the nation was

left to those silent influences which mould the character

and destiny of other peoples — when Hebrew piety waxed

feeble, and the church began to live in the traditions of

VOL. IX. — No. 4 . 18
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the past, then the spirit of sectrose, and religious discord

brought forth its bitter fruit ere long. First , the tradi

tionalists arose, embodying the principle of veneration ,

“ which loves the past in its forms as well as 'the sub

stance, its ivy as well as its columns." These were the

Pharisees , representing the traditional orthodoxy, the

dead formalism and legal self-righteousness of Judaism .

Affecting to be the Puritans of their day, they songht to

reform doctrine and worship after the captivity, taking

tradition for their oracle and prescription for their law .

Next arose the reactionary party of the Sadducees, who

abandoned themselves to Rationalism , the neologists

and skeptics of Judea . The complement to these sects

was soon furnished in the rise of the Essenes, the mys.

tics and ascetics, who imported the morose and monastic

spirit of the East, and divided life between contempla

tion and labor. Now what does all this betoken , but

that whatsoever “ decayeth and waxeth old , is ready to

vanish away ?” Judaism stiffens out into an obsolete

record, swathed like a mummy in the ceremonies of its

own gorgeous ritual: but out ofits hollow and lifeless form

came forth the immortal church of God to run upon a

broader course, whose goal is the foot of the judgment

throne. Shall no value be attached to this historical ar

gument for the truth of Christianity ? Can that system

be false, whose deep foundations are thus laid in the dis

tant past, to which all profane history lifts the voice of

a herald , and whose forerunner is this religious race ,

reaching back alınost to the waters of the flood ? The

whole posture of the heathen and Jewish world , at the

advent, proclaimed “ the fulness of time" when Messiah

must appear. In that Athens, the Acropolis of Pagan

ism , with its countless statues and temples the pantheon

of the old mythology, heathenism bad written its epi

taph on its own altars “ to the unknown God ," and with

a negative voice cried aloud for the instauration of a new

and divine faith . Dumb Judaism too, which could no

longer speak the language of prophecy and hope, bore

positive, though silent, witness for that Gospel which

fulfils its types and symbols -- and to this day, in the

striking language of Dr. Schaff, “ impenitent Judaism

wanders ghost-like through all these centuries, an incon

trovertible witness for Christianity."
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